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PREFACE.

THE presllDt volume, is, with the exception of one discourse, a
republication of various tracts, which were called forth by particu
lar occasions, and which were never intended to appear in their
present form.-The reader canuot be more aware thlRl I am, that
they need ulany and great changes; but thQY would probably have
never been republished, had I waited for leisure to conform them to
my ideas of what they "houldbe, or to make them more worthy of
the unexpected favor which they ha\'e received. The articles, in
general, were intended to meet the wants of the times when they
were written, and to place what. I deem great truths, within reach
of the multitude of men. If the reaoor will bear in mind this
desie;n, some defects will more readily be excused. The second
revi~w, in particular, should be referred &0 the date of its original
publication.

Certain tracts, which drew a degree of attention on their first
app£>aran~e, have heen excluded from this volume. 1\1y reasons
for so d9ing are various. Some have been omitted, because they
seem to me of little or no worth; some, because they do not ex
press sufiiciently my present views; and some, b£>cause they owed
their interest to ('vents, which have fndf'd more or less from the pub
lic mind. I n their present form, I wish none of them to be found
in a coJleetion of my writings. -

I esteem it a privilege, that my writings have called forth many
.stricture!', and been subjected to an unsparing criticism. !.know
that in some things Imu"t have erred. I. cannot hope, that even in
my most successful efforts, I have done full justice to any great
truth. Deeply conscious of my fallibleness, I wish none of my opin-
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ions to be taken on trust, nor would .!.screen any from the most
rigorous examination. If my opponents have exposed my errqll,
lowe them a great debt j and should I fail, through the force of
prejudice, to see and acknowledge my'"'Obligation to them in this
life, !.hope to do so in the future world.

I have declined answering the attacks made on my writings,
notfrom contempt of my opponents, among whom are men of dill
tinguished ability and acknowledged Yirtue, but because Lbelieved
that I should do myself and others more good, by seeking higher
and ;'ider views, than by defending what! had already offered. I
feared that my mind might become stationary by lingering round•my own writings. I never doubted, that if anything in these
were worthy to live, fi would survive all assaults, and I was not
anxious to uphold for a moment, what was doomed, by it;"want of
vital energy, to pass away.

There is one charge, to which, it may be thought, that !. ought
to have replied,-the charge of misrepresenting the opinions of my
opponents. When I considered, however, that in so doing, I should
involve myself in personal controversy, the worst of liil con
troversies, I thought myself bound to refrain. Had I entered on
this discus;fo'n, I must have spoken with great freedo¥nd should
have caused great exasperation. I must have set down as a graye
moral offence, the disingenuousnessso common at the present day,
whicb, under pretence of maintailling "Old opinions, so disguisea
and discolors them, that they can with difficulty he recognised. I
must have thrown back the charge of misrepresentation, and sho~
how unfairly!..was reproached with ascribing to my adversaries
opinions, which I supposed them to reject, and which I only af
firmed to be nec;;arily involved in their acknowledged d~ctrines.
I must have met the quotations from their standard authors, which
were arrayed against me, by showing, that these were examples of
the self-contradiction, or inconsistency, which is inseparable from
error. What kind of a controversy would have grown out of such a
reply, can easily be conjectured. I certainly did not think, that, by
provoking it, I should aid the causeof good morals or good man
ners, of pietYor peace. That I have never been unjust to those
who differ from me, ~are not say j for in this particular, better mel9
than myself often err. Perhaps, too, I ought to apprehend, that

..I have sometimes wanted due deferenc;-to the feelings of those,
whose opinions.!.have called in question; for ~ have been loudly

•
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reproached with the want of christian tenderness. I can only say,
and here I speak confidently, that I have written nothing in anger,
or unkindness; and that I now retain the strong language which
has gi"en offence, only because it seeIDS to me to be demanded by
the greatness of the truths which I defend, and of the errors which
I oppose. .

It is due to myself to say, that the controversial character of a
part of this volume, is to be ascribed, not to the love of disputation,
but to the circumstances in which I was called to write. It was my
lot to enter on public life at a time when this part of the country
was visited, by what I esteem one of its sorest scourges; I mean, by
a revival of the spirit of intolerance and persecution. I saw the
commencement of those systematic efforts, which have been since
developed, for fas,tening on the community a particular creed.
Opinions, which I thought true and purifying, were not only assail
ed as errors, but branded as crimes. Then began, what seems
to me one of the gross immoralities of our times, the practice of
aspersing the characters of exemplary men, on the ground of differ
ences of opinion as to the most mysterious articles of faith. Then
began those assaults on freedom of thought and speech, which, had
they succeeded, would have left us only the lIame of religious liberty.
Then it grew perilous to search the scriptures for ourselves, and to
speak freely according to the convictions of our own minds. I saw
that penalties, as serious in this country as fine and imprisonment,
were, if possible, to be attached to the profession of liberal views of
Christianity, the penalties of general hatred and scorn; and'that a
degrading uniformity of opinion was to be imposed by the severest
persecution, which the spirit of the age would allow. At such a
period, I dared not be silent. To oppose what I deemed error was
to me a secondary consideration. My first duty, as I believed, was,
to mai!ltain practically and resolutely the rights of the human mind;
to live and to suffer, if to suffer were necessary, for that intellect
ual and religious liberty, which I prize incomparably more than my

. civil rights. I felt myself called, not merely to plead in general for
. freedom of thought and speech, but, what was more important and
trying, to assert this freedom by action. I should have telt myself
disloyal to truth and freedom, had I confined myself to vague com
monplaces about our rights, and forborne to bear my testimony
expr811sJy and specially to proscribed and persecuted opinions. The
times required that a voice of strength and courage should be lifted
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up, and I reJOice, that I was found among those by whom it was
uttered and sent .filr and wide. The timid, sensitiYe, diffident and
doubtiJ;lg, needed this voice; and without it, ....ould have been over
borne by the clamor of intolerance. If in ar.y respect l have
1'8Ddereda service to·hu.....y and· religion, which may deserve to
be remembered, when I shall be taken away, it is in this. I b&
lieve, that had not the spirit of religious tyranny been met, as it
was, by unyielding oppolition in this region, it would have fastened
an iron yoke on the necks of this people. The cause of religious
freedom OWell its present strength to nothing so much, as to the con
stancy aDd resolution of its friends in this quarter. Here its chief
battle has been fought, RIld Dot fought in vain. The spirit of intol
erance is not indeed crullfted; but its tones are subdued, and its
menaces impotent, compared with what they would have been, had it
prospered in its efforts here. .

The remarks, now offered, have been intended to meet the
objection which may be made to this Yolume, of being too contro
versial. Other objections may be urged against it. Very possibly
it may seem to want perfect consistency. I have lo~ been con
scious, that we are more in danger of being en.laved to our own
opinions, especially to such as we ha\'e expressed and defended,
than to those of any other person; and I have accordingly desired
to write without any reference to my previous publications, or
without any anxiety to accommodate my present to my past views.
In treatises, prepared in this spirit and at distant intervals, some in
congruity of thought or feeling can hardly fail to occur.

By some, an opposite objection may be urged, that the volume
has too much repetition. This could not well be avoided in arti
cles written on similar topics or occasions; written, too, without any
reference to .each other, and in the expectation that-each w:)Uld be
read by many, into whose hands the others would not probably fall.
I must add, that my interest in certain great truths, has made me
anxious to avail myself of every opportunity to enforce them; nor
do I feel as if they were urged more·frequently" than their impor
tance demands.

I ought not to etOIle this Preface, without expreesing my obliga
tion to two of my moat v&lued friends, the Rev. Dr. Tuckermanof
B_oo, and Profeasor Norton, ·of Cambridge, without whoee BOlio-
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itations and encouragements, I might have wanted confidence, un
der the lassitude of feeble health, to attempt the little which I have
done for the cause of religion and freedom.

I will only add, that whilst I attach no great value to these
articles, I still should not have submitted to the labor of partially
revising them, did I not belieYe, that they set forth BOme great
troths, which, if carried out and enforced by more gifted minds,
may do much for human improvement. If, by anything .which I
have written, I may be an instrument of directing such minds
more seriously to the claims !1J1d true· greatness of our nature, I
shall be most grateful to God. This subject deserves and will
sooner or later engnge the profoundest meditations of wise and
good men. I have done for it what I could; but when I think of
its grandeur and importance, I earnestly desire and anticipate for
it more worthy advocates. In truth, I shall see with no emotion
but joy these. fugitive productions forgotten and lost in the superior
brightness of writings consecrated to the work of awakening
in the human soul a consciousness of its divine and immortal
powers.

W.E.C.
BoIto~ April. lSIO.
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JOHN MILTON.

A. 'Treatile Oil ChriBtiIIIl Doctrine, compiled from the Holy 8criptuJel aIoBe.
By JOfm Mu.orOlf. Tralllleted from the OriIUW by CHULU R. Sv.
na, M. A. u"brarian and Historiorrapher to His Majesty, IDd Prebeo
dary of Canterbury. Fro~ the London Edition. Boston. 18!16.
i vola. Svo.

THE discovery of a work of Miltoa, unknown to his
own times, is an important event in literary history.
The consideration, that we of this age are the fir t read
ers of this Treatise, naturdlly heightens our interest in
it; for we seem in this way to be brought nearer to the
author, and to sustain the same relation which his co
tempordries bore to his writings. The work opeD8
with a salutatioD, which, from any other man, might be
chargeabtl with inftatio'o; bot which we feel to be the
natural and appropriate expression of the spirit of Mil
ton. Endowed with facalties, whieh haye been
imparted to few of our race, aad COlisciou8 of haviB~

consecrated them through life to God aud mankind, he
rose without effort or affectation to the' style of aD

Apostle.-' JOHN MILTON, TO ALL THE CHURCHES or
CHRIST, AND TO ALL WHO PROFESS THE CHRISTlA!'

FAITH THROUGHOUT To WORLD, PEACE, AND THE ftJ>o

, -
Diglllz p d by Coogle
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COGNITION OF THE TRUTH, AND ETERNAL SALVATION IN

GOI) TH& FATHER, AND IN OUR LORD JESUS CHRIST.'

Our ears al'lt the first to hear this benediction, and
it s~ems not so much to ·be borne to us from a dis
tant age, as to come immediately from the sainted
spirit, by which it was indited.

Without meaning to disparage the 'Treatise on
Christian Doctrine,' we may say that it owes very much
of the attention, which it has excited, to the fame of its
author. We value it chiefly as showing us the mind
of Milton on that subject, which, above all others, pres
ses upon men of thought and sensibility. We want to
know in what conclusions such' a man rested after a
life of extensive and profound research, of magnanimous
efforts for freedom and his country, and of communion
with the most gifted minds of his own and former times.
The book derives its chief interest from its author, and
accordingly there seems to be a propriety in introducing-.
our remarks upon it with some notice of the character
of Milton. Weare not sure that we could have ab
'stained from this subject, even if we had not been able
to offer so good an apology for attempting it. The in
tellectual and moral qualities of a great man are attrac
tions not easily withstood, and we can hardly serve
others or ourselves more, than by recalliag to him the
attention which is scattered among inferior ~ics.

In speaking of the int61ledual qualities of Milton,
we may begin with observing, that the very splendor of
his poetic fame has tended to conceal 01 obscure the
extent of his mind, and the variety of its energies and
attainments. To many he seems only a poet, when in
truth he was a profound scholar, a man of vast compass
of thought, imbued thoroughly with all ancient and mod-

•
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ern learning, qpd able to master, to mould, to impreg
nate with his own intellectual power, his gre,at" and va
rious acquisitions. He had not learned the superficial
doctrine of a later day, that poetry flourishes most in
an uncultivated soil, and that irne.gination shapes its
brightest visions from the mists of a superstitious age;
and he had no dread of accumulating knowledge, lest it
should oppress aDd smother his genius. He was COll

scious of that within him, which could quick.en all
knowledge, and wield it with ease and might; which
could give freshness to old truths and harmony to dis
COrdant thoughts; which could bind together, by living
ties and mysterious affinities, the most remote discov
eries, and rear fabrics of glory and beauty from the rude
materials, which other minds had collected. Milton had
that universality which marks the highest order of intel
lect. Though accustomed almost from infancy to drink.
at the fountains of classical literature, he had nothing
of the pedantry and fastidiousness, which disdain all
other draughts. His healthy mind delighted in genius,
on whatever soil, or in whatever age, it burst forth and
poured out its fulness. He understood too well the
rights, and dignity, and pride of creative imagination,
to lay on it the laws of the Greek or Roman school.
Pamassus was not to him the only holy ground of ge
nius. ije felt that poetry was as a universal prese,nce.
Great minds were everywhere his kindred. He felt
the enchantment of Oriental fiction, surrendered him
self to the strange creations of 'Araby the Blest,' and
delighted still more in the romantic spirit of chivalry,'
and in the tales of wonder in which it was embodied.
Accordingly his poetry reminds us of the ocean, which
adds to its own boundlessness contributions from all
regions under heaveu. Nor was it only in the depart-

1*
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ment of imagination, that his acqUlstt;4fl/1S were vast.
He traveUed over the whole field of kn.owledge, as far
as it had th. been explored. His various philological
attainments were used to put him in possession of the
wisdom stored in aU countries; where tM intellect had
been cultivated. The natural philosophy, metaphysics,
ethics, history, theology, and political science of his
own and former times, were' familiar to him. Never
was there a more unconfined mind, and we would cite
Milton as a practical example of th.e benefits of that
universal culture of intellect, which forms one distinc
tion of our times, but which some dread as unfriendly
to original thought. Let such remember, that mind is
in its own nature diffusive. Its object is the uniterse,
which is stricti}" one, or bound together by infinite cen
nexions and correspondences; and accordingly its natu
ral progress is from one to another field of thought; and
wherever original power, creative genius exists, the
mind, far from being distracted or oppressed by the va
riety of its acquisitionsj will see more and more common
bearings and hidden and beautiful analogIes in all the
objects of knowledge, will see mutual light shed from
truth to truth, and will compel, as with a kingly power,
whatever it understands, to yield some tribute of proof,
or ill~tration, or splendor, to whatever topic it would
~~. .

Milton's fame rests chiefly on his poetry, and to this
. we naturally give our first attention. By those who
are accustomed to speak of poetry as light reading, Mil
ton's eminence in this sphere may be considered only as
giving him a high rank among the contributors to public
amusement. Not so thought Milton. Of all God's
gifts of intellect, he esteemed poetical genius the most
transcendent. He esteemed it in himself as a kind of

, .
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inspiration, all" wrote his great works with someaing
of the conscious dignity of a prophet. We agree with
Milton in his estimate of poetry. It seems to us the
divinest of all arts; for it is the breathing or expression
of that principftl or sentiment, which is deepest and su~

Iimest in human nature; we mean, of that thirst Of

aspiration, to which no mind is wholly a stranger, for
something purer and lovelier, something more powerful,
lofty, and thrilling than ordinary and real life affords.
No doctrine is more common among Christians than
that of man's immortality; but it is not so generally
understood, that the germs or principles of his whole
future being are 1I(ltV wrapped up in his soul, as the rudi
ments of the future plant in the seed. As a necessary
result of this constitution, the soul, possessed and moved
by these mighty though infant energies, is perpetually
stretching beyond what is present and visible, struggling
against the bounds of its earthly prison-house, and
seeking relief and joy in imaginings of unseen and ideal
being. This view of our nature, which has never been
fully developed, and which goes farther towards explain
ing the contradictions of human life than all others, car
ries us to the very foundation and sources of poetry.
He who cannot interpret by his own consciousness
what we now have said, wants the true key to works
of genius. He has not penetrated those sacred recesses
of the soul, where poetry is born and nourisbed, and
inhales immortal vigor, and wings herself for her heaven
ward flight. In an intellectual nattire, framed for pro
gress and for higher modes Qf being, there must be
creative energies, powers of original and ever growing
thought; and poetry is the form in which these energies
are chiefly manifested. It is the glorious prerogative
of tbis art, that it ' makes all things new' for the gratifi-
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cation of a divine instinct. It indeed fiqds its elel\lents
in what it actually sees and experiences,in the worlds
of matter ami mind j but it combilles aIl~ blends these
into new forms and according to new affinities j breaks
down, if we may so say, the distinctions-and bounds of
nature j imparts to material objects life, and sentiment,
and emotion, and invest& the mind with the powers and
splendors of the outward creation j describes the sur
rounding universe in the colors which the passions throw

- over it, and depicts the soul in those modes .of repose
or agitation, of tenderness or sublime emotion, which
manifest its thirst for a more powerful and joyful exist
ence. To a man of a literal and prcsaic character, the
mind may seem lawless in these wo~kings j but it ob-'
serves higher laws than it transgresses, the laws of the
immortal intellect j it is trying and developing its best
faculties j and in the objects which it describes, or in
the emotions which it awakens, anticipates those states
of progressive power, splendor, beauty, and happiness,
for which it was created.

We accordingly believe that poetry, far from injur
ing society, is one of the great instruments of its refine
ment and exaltation. It tifts the mind above ordinary
life, gives it a respite from depressing cares, and awak
ens the consciousness of its affinity with. what is pure
and noble. In its legitimate and highest efforts, it has
the same tendency and aim with Christianity; that is,
to spiritualize our nature. True, poetry has been made
the instrument of vice, the pander of bad passions j .but
when genius thus stoops, it dims its fires, and parts
with much of its power; and even when poetry is en
slaved to licentiousness or misanthropy, she cannot
wholly forget her true vocation. Strains of pure feel
ing, touches of tenderness, images of innocent happi-
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ness, sympathies with suffering virtue, bursts of scom
or indignation at the hollowness of the world, passages
true .to our moral nature, often escape in an immoral
work, and show us how hard it is for a gifted spirit to
divorce itself wholly from what is good. Poetry has a
natural alliance with our best affections. It delights in
the beauty and sublimity of the outward creation and
of the soul. It indeed portrays, with terrible energy,
the excesses of the p;W;iolls; but they are passions
which show a mighty nature, which are full of power,
which command awe, and excite a deep though shud
dering sympathy. Its great tendency and purpose is,
to carry the mind beyond and above the beaten, dusty,
weary walks of ordinary life; to lift it into a purer ele
ment ; and to breathe into it more profound and gene
rous emotion. It reveals to us the loveliness of nature,
brings back the. freshness of early feeling, revives the
relish of simple pleasures, keeps unquenched the en
thusiasm which warmed the spring-time of our being,
refines youthful love, strengthens our interest in human
nature by vivid delineations of its tenderest and loftiest
feelings, spreads our sympathies over all classes of so
ciety, knits us by new ties with universal being, and,
through the brightness of its prophetic visions, helps
faith to lay hold on the fut.ure life.

We· arc aware, that it is o~ected to poetry, that it
gives wrong views and excites false expectations of life,.
peoples the mind with shadows and illusions, and builda
up i~oination on the ruins of wisdom. That there is
a wisd.om, against which poetry wars, the wisdom 'Of
the seBSeB, which makes physical comfort and grettifica
tron the .supreme good, and wealth the chief interest of
life, we do not deny; nor do we deem it the least ser"
vice which poetry readers tomaDkind, that it redee~s

•
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them from the thraldom of this earthbom prudence.
But, passing over this topic, we would observe, that the
complaint against poetry as abounding in illusion and
deception, is in the main groundless. In many poelDl
there is more of truth than in many histories and philo
sophic theories. The fietiODs of genius are often. the
"ehicles of the sublimest verities, and its flashes oftell
open new regions of thought, and throw new light 011

the mysteries of our being. In poetry, when theletter
is falsehood, the spirit is often profoundest wisdoJn.
And if truth thus dwells in the boldest fictions of the
poet, much more may it be expected in his delineations
of life; for the present life, which is the first stage of
the immortal mind, abounds in the materials of poetry,
and it is the high office·of the bard to detect this, divine
element among the' grosser labors and pleasures of our
earthly being. The present life is not wholly prosaic,
precise, tame, and finite. To the gifted eye, it abounds
in the poetic. The affections which spread beyond
ourselves and stretch far into futurity; the workings of
mighty passions, which seem to arm the soul with an
almost superhuman energy; the innocent and irrepressi
ble joy of infancy; the bloom, and buoyancy, and daz
zling hopes of youth; the throbbings of the heart,. when'
it first wakes to love, and dreams of a happiness too vaat
fur earth; woman, with her beauty, and grace, and gen
deness, and fulness of feeling, and depth of affection;
and ·blusAes of purity, and the tones and looks which
only a mother's heart can inspire i-these are all poeti
cal. It is not true that the poet paints a life which
does QOt exist. He only extracts and concentrates, as
it were, life's ethereal essence, arrests and condeBSes lu
vcdatile fragrance, brings together its scattered beauties,
aDd prolongs its more re4ned but evanescent joy••

•
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And in this he does well; for it is good to feel that life
is not wholly usurped by cares for IUbsistence, and phy
sical gratifications, but admits, in measures whicu. may

• be indefinitely enlarged, sentiments and delights worthy
of a higher being. This power of,poetry to refine our
views of life and .happine88, is more and more needed
as society advances. It is needed to withstand the en
croachments of heartless and artificial manners, which
make civilisation so tame alld uninteresting. It is need
ed to counteract the tendency of physical science, which
-being now sought, not, as formerly, for intellectual grati
fication, but for multiplying bodily comfOl~8, requires
a new developement of imagination, taste, and poetry, to
preserve men from sinking into an earthly, material,
EpicUrean life.-Our remarks in vindication of poetry
have extended beyond our original design. They have
had a higher aim than to assert the dignity of Milton
as a poet, and that is, to endear and recommend this
divine art to all who reverence and would cultivate and
refine their nature.

In delineatmg Milton's ch~cter as a poet, we are
saved the necessity of looking far for its distinguishing
attributes. His name is almost identified with sublimi
ty. He is in truth the sublimest of men. He rises,
not by effort or discipline, but by a native tendency and
a godlike instinct, to the contemplation of objects of
grandeur and awfulness. He always moves with a
conscious energy. There is no subject so vast or ter
rific, as to repel or intimidate him. The overpowering
grandeur of a theme kindles and attracts him. He en
ters on the description of -the infernal regions with a
fearless tread, as if he felt within himself a power to
erect the prison-house of fallen spirits, to encircle them
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with flames 'and horrors worthy of their' crimes, to call
forth from them shouts which should 'tear hell's con
cave,' and to embody in .their Chief an Archangel's
energies, and a Demon's pride and hate. Even the •
stupendous conception of Satan seems never to oppress
his faculties. This character of power runs through-an
Milton's works. His descriptions of nature show a

• free and bold hand. He has no need of the minute,
graphic skill, which we prize in Cowper or Crabbe.
With a few strong or delicate touches, he impresses, as
it were, his own mind on the scenes which he would
describe, and kindles the imagination of the gifted
reader to clothe them with the same radiant hoes un
der which they appeared to his own.

This attribute of power is universally felt to charac
terize Milton. His sublimity is in every man's mouth.
Is it felt that his poetry breathes a sensibility and ten
derness hardly surpassed by its sublimity? We appre
hend that the grandeur of Milton's mind has thrown
some shade over his milder beauties; aDd this it has
done, not only by being more striking and imposing,
but by the tendency of vast mental energy to give a
certain calmness to the expression of tenderness and
deep feeling. A great mind is the master of its own
enthusiasm, and does not often break out into those tu
mults, which pass with many for the signs of profound
emotion'. Its sensibility, though more intense and en
during, is more self-possessed, and .less perturbed than
that of other men, and is therefore less observed and
felt, except by those who understand, through their pwn

consciousness, the workings and utterance 'of genuine .
feeling. We might quote pages in illustration of the
qualities here ascribed to Milton. Turn to Comus, one
.of his earliest productions. What sensibility breathes
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in the descriptions of the benighted Lady's singing, by
Comus and the Spirit!

'Comtll.-C8J\ any mortal mixture of earth's mould
Breathe such divine enchanting ravishment?
Sure something holy JodgEl8 in that breast,
And with these raptures moves the vocal air
To testify his hidden residence:
How sweetly did they float upon the wings
Ofsilence, through the empty-vaulted night,
At every fall smoothing the raven down
Of darkne8ll till it smiled! I have oft \teai'd
My mother Circe with the Sirens three,
Amidst the flowery-kirtled Naiades,
Culling their potent herbs, and baleful drugs,
Who, as they sung, would take the prisoned soul
And lap it in Elysium j Scylla WE'pt,
And chid her barking waves into attention,
And fell Charybdis murmured soft applause:
Yet they in pleasing slumber lulled the sense,
And in sweet madness robbed it ofitselfj
But such a sacred and home-felt delight,
Sueh sober certainty ofwaking bliss,
I never heard till now.' Lines 244-264.

'Spirit.-At tast a soft and solemn breathing sound
Rose like a steam of rich distilled perfumes,
And stole upon the air, that even Silence
Was took ere she was ware, and wished she might
Deny her nature, and be never more,
Still to be so displaced. I was all ear,
And took in strains that might create a soul
Under the ribs of death.' Lines 555--563.

In illustration of Milton's tenderness, we will open
almost at a venture.

, Now Morn, her rosy steps in th' eastern clime
Advancing, sowed the earth with orient pearl,
When Adam waked, so cwrtomed, for his sleep
WlUI aery-light, from pure digestion bred,

2
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And temperate vapors bland, which th' only souDd
Of leaves and fuming rills, Aurora's fan,
Lightly dispersed, and the shrill matin song
Of birds on every bough ; so much the more
His wonder was to find unwakened Eve
With tresses discomposed, and glowing cheek,
As through unquiet rest: He on his side
Leaning half raised, with looks of cordial love
Hung over her enamoured, and beheld
Beauty, which, whether waking or asleep,
Shot forth peculiar graces; then with voice
Mild, as' when Zephyrus on Flora breathes,
Her hand soft touching, whispered thus. Awake,
My fairest, my espoused, my latest found,
Heaven's last best gift, my ever new delight,
Awake! the morning shines, and the fresh field
Calls us; we lose the prime, to mark how spring
Our tender plants, how blows the citron grove,
What drops the myrrh, and \vllilt the balm1 reed,
How nature paints her colors, how the bee
Sits on the bloom extracting liquid sweet.'

Par. LoBI, B. V. linu 1-:-20

, So cheered he ~s fair spouse, and she was cheered,
But silently a gentlc tcaf let fall
From either eye, and wiped them with her hair;
Two other precious drops that rcndy stood,
Each i~ their crystal sluice, he ere they fell
Kissed, as the gracious signs of sweet remorse
And pious awe, that reared to have offended.'

Par. LoBI, B. V. lineB 1:!9-135.

From this very imperfect view of the qualities of
Milton's poetry, we hasten to his great work, ' Paradise
Lost,' perhaps the noblest monument of human genius.
The two first books, by universal consent, stand pre
eminent in sublimity. Hell and hell's king have a ter
rible harmony, and dilate into new grandeur and awful
ness, the longer we contemplate them. From one ele
ment, 'solid. and liquid fire,' the poet has framed a

•
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world of horror and suffering, such as imagination had
never traversed. But fiercer flames than those which
encompass Satan, burn in his own soul. Revenge, eX"7
asperated pride, consuming wrath, ambition, though fal
len, yet unconquered by the thunders of the Omnipotent,
and grasping still at the empire of the universe,-these
form a picture more sublime and terrible than hell.
Hell yields to the spirit which it imprisons. The inten
sity of its fires reveals the intenser passions and moro
vehement will of Satan; and the ruined archangel gath
ers into himself the sublimity ot the seene which sur
rounds him. This forms the tremendous interest of
these wonderful books. We see mind triumphant over
the most terrible powers of nature. We see unuttera
ble agony subdued by energy of soul. We have not
indeed in Satan those hursts of passion, >which rive the
8Oul, as well as shatter the outward frame of Lear.
But we have a depth of passion which only an arch
angel could manifest. The all-eliduring, all-defying
pride of Satan, a8suming so majestically hell's burning
throne, and, coveting the diadem which scorches his
thunder-blasted brow, is a creation requiring in its au~

thor almost the spiritual energy with which he invests
the fallen seraph. Some ha. doubted whether. the
moral effect of such delineations of the storms and ter~

rible workings of the soul is good; whether the interest
felt in a spirit so transcendently evil as Satan, favors
our sympatllies with virtue. But our interest fastens,
JD this and like cases, on what is not evil. We gaze
on Satan with an awe not unmixed with mysterious
pleasure, as on a miraculous manifestation of the power
of mind. What chains us, as with a resistless spell, in
such a character, is spiritual might made visible by the
racking pains which it overpowers. - There is some·

•
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thing kindling and ennobling' in the consciousness, how
ever awakened, of the energy which resides' in mind ;
and many a virtuous man has borrowed new suength
from the force, constancy, and dauntless courage of evil
agents.

Milton's description of Satan attests in various ways
the power of his genius. Critics have often observed,
that the' great diffic~lty of his work was to reconcile
the spiritual properties of his supernatural beings with
the human modes of existence which he 'is obliged to
ascribe to them. The difficulty is too great for any
genius wholly to overcome, and we must acknowledge
that our enthusiasm is in some parts of the pof!m·check
ed by a feeling of incongruity between the spiritual
agent, and his sphere and mode of agency. But we
arc visited with no such chilling doubts and misgivings
in the description of Satan in hell. Imagination has
here achieved its highest triumph, in imparting a char.,
acter of reality and truth to its most daring creations.
That world of horrors, though material, is yet so re
mote from our ordinary nature, that a spiritual being,
exiled from heaven, finds there an appropriate home.
There is, too, an indefiniteness in the description of
Satan's person, which .ites without shocking the im
agination, and aids us to reconcile in our conception of
him, a human form with his superhuman attributes. To
the production of this effect, much depends on the first
impression given by the poet; for this is apt to fol)ow
us through the whole work; and here we think Milton
eminently successful. The first glimpse of Satan is
j?;iven us in the foHowing lines, which, whilst too in
definite to provoke, and too sublime to allow, the scru
tiny of the reason, fill the imagination of the reader
with a form which can hardly be effaced.

•
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, Thus Satan, talking to his nearest mate
With head uplift altove the wave, and eyes
That sparkling blazed, his other parts besides
Prone on the flood, extended long and large,
Lay floating many a rood.'

Par. Lost, B. I. lims 192-196.

, Forthwith upright he rears from off the pool
His mighty, stature; on each hand the flames,
Driven backward, slope their pointing spires, and rolled
In billows, leave i' th' midst a horrid vale.'

Linea 22 J-224.

We .have more which we would gladly say of, the
delineation,of Satan; especially of the glimpses which
are uow and then given of his deep anguish aud des
pair, and of the touches of better feelings which are
skilfully thrown into the dark picture, both suited and
designed to blend with 'our admiratiou, dread, and
abhorrence, a measure of that sympathy and interest,
with which every living, thinking being ought to be
regarded, and without which all other feelings tend to

sin and pain. But the,re is another topic which we
cannot leave untouched~ From hell we flee to Paradise,,
a region as lovely as heU is terrible, and which to those
who do 110t know the universality of true genius, will
appear doubly wouderful, wheIbConsidered as the crea
tion of the same mind, which had painted the infernal
world.

Paradise and its. inhabitants are in sweet accordance,
and together form a scene of tranquil bliss, which calms
and soothes, whilst it delights the imagination. Adam
and Eve, just moulded by the hand, and quickened by
the' breath of God, reflect in their countenances and
forms, as well as minds, the intelligence, benignity,
and happiness of their Author. Their new existence
haa the freshness and peacefulness of the dewy mom-
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ing. Their souls, unsated and untainted, find an inno
cent joy in the youthful creation, which spreads and
smiles around them. Their mutual love is deeps for it
is the love of young, unworn, unexhausted hearts, which
meet in each other the only human objects on whom to
pour forth their fulness of affection j and still it is
serene, for it is the love of happy beings, who know not
suffering even by name, whose innocence excludes not
only the tumults' but the thought of jealousy and shame,
who, 'imparadised in one another's arms,' scarce
dream of futurity, so blessed is their present being.
We will not say that we envy our first parents j for we
feel that there may be higher happiness than theirs, a
happiness won through struggle with inward and out
ward foes, the happiness of power and moral victory,
the happiness of disinterested sacrifices and wide-spread
love, the happiness of boundless hope, and of ' thoughts
which wander through eternity.' Still there are times,
when the spirit, oppressed with pain, worn with toil, .
tired of tumult, sick at the sight of guilt, wounded in
its love, baffled in its hope, and trembling in its faith,
almost longs for the' wings of a dove, that it might fly
away' and take refuge amidst the' shady bowers,' the
'vernal airs,' the 'ro~ without thorns,' the quiet, the
beauty, the loveliness of Eden. It is the contrast of
this deep peace of Paradise with the storms oflife, which
gives to the fourth and fifth books of this poem a charm
80 irresistible, that not a few would sooner relinquish the
two first books, with all their sublimity, than part with
these. It has sometimes been said, that the English
langua~e has no good pastoral poetry. We would ask,
i,n what age or country has the pastoral reed breathed
such sweet strains as are borne to us on 'the odorife
rous wings of gentle gales' from Milton's Paradise ?

'.
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We should not fulfil our duty, were we not to say
one word on what has been justly celebrated, the har
monyof Milton's versification. His numbers have the
prime charm of expressiveness. They vary with, and
answer to the depth, or tenderness, or sublimity of his.
conceptions, and hold intimate alliance with the soul.
Like Michael Angelo, in whose hands the marble was
said to be flexible, he bends our language, which for
eigners reproach with hardness, into whatever forms
the subject demands. All the treasures of sweet and
solemn sound am at his command. Words; harsh and
discordant· in the writings of less gifted men, flow
through his poetry in a full stream of harmony. This
power over language is n9t to be ascribed to Milton's
musical ear. It belongs to the soul. It is a gift or
exercise of genius, which h~ power to impress itself on
whatever it touches, aad finds or frames in sounds,
motions, and mat-erial forms,. correspondences and har
monies with its own fervid thoughts and feelings.

We close our remarks on Milton's poetry with ob
serving, that it is characterized by seriousness. Great
and various as are its merits, it does not discover all
the variety of genius, which we find in Shakspeare,
whose imagination revelled equally in regions of mirth,
beauty, and terror, now evoking spectres, now sporting
with fairies, aDd now ' ascending the highest heaven of
invention.' Milton was cast on times too solemn and
eventful, was called to take part in transactions too
perilous, and had too perpetual need of the presence of
high thoughts and motives, to indulge himself in light
and gay creations, even had his genius been more flexi
ble and sportive. But Milton's poetry, though habit
ually serious, is always healthful, and bright, and vigor
ous. It has no gloom•. He took no pleasure in draw-
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ing dark pictures of life; for he knew by experience,
that there is a power in the soul to transmute -calamity
into an occasion and nutriment of mordl power and tri
umphant virtue. We find nowhere in his writings that
whining sensibility and exaggeration gf morbid feeling,
which makes so much of modern poetry effemiuating•

. If he is not gay, he is not spirit-broken. His L'Allegro
proves, that he understood thoroughly the bright and
joyous aspects of nature; and in his Pen.serOIO, where
he was tempted to accumulate images of gloom, we
learn that the saddest views which he took of creation,
are such as inspire only pensive musing or lofty con
templation.

From Milton's pqetry, we. turn to his prose. We
rejoice that the dust is ~ginning to be wiped from his
prose writings, and that the public are now learning,
what the initiated have long known, that these contain
passages hardly inferior to his best poetry, and that
they are throughout marked with the same vigorous
mind which gave us Paradise Lost. The attention to
these works has been discouraged by some objections,
on which we shall bestow a few remarks.

And first, it is objected to his prose writings, that
the style is difficult and obscure, abounding in involu
tions, transpositions, and Latinisms ; that his protracted
sentences exhaust and weary the mind, and too' often
yield it no better recompen!e than confused and indis
tinct pereeptions. We mean not to deny that these
charges have some grOUBds; but they seem to us much
exaggerated; and when we consider that the difficul
ties of Milton's style have almost sealed up his prose
writings, we cannot but lament the fastidiousness and
e~elllinacy of modern readers. We lmow that tlimpti-
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city and perspicuity are important qualities of style;
bot ther.e are vastly nobler and more important ones;
such as energy and richness, and in these Milton is not
surpassed. The best style is not that which puts the
reader IDOst easily and in the shortest time in.posses
sion of a writer's naked thoughts; but that which is the
truest image of a great intellect, which eonveys fully
and carries farthest into other souls the conceptions
and feelings of a profound and lofty spirit. To be uni
versally..intelligible is not the highest merit. A great
mind cannot, without injurious constraint, shrink itself
to the -grasp of. common .passive .readers. Its natural
movement is- free, bokI,and majestic, and it ought not
to be required to part with,these.attributes; that the mul
titude may' keep .pac~,withit.· A full mind will natu
raIIy overflow in: longsen~ces, and in the moment of
inspiration, ..wben thick..eommg. thoughts and images
crowd UPOB it,. will often pour them forth in a splendid
confusiOB, dazzling to oommon·Naders, but kindlin~ to
congenia~ spirits. Th&re U& writittgs which are clear
through ~ir shallowDen. .. We- must not expect in the
ocean the transparency ()f,tbe calm in-land stream. For
ourselvQtJ,·we love- what·is called easy· reading perhaps
too well,....especiaUy in o\lr houll8<of relaxation; but we
love tM to ·haTe .eUJI .faculties tasked by masterspirit-s.
We delight .inlong -senten~, ·iB which a' great truth;
instead 6f.·being, broken ·up imo Il1lmerbus periods,' is
spread out in'its fun proportiens, is ·irradiated .With 'Va..
riety of illustration and imagery, is set forth in a splendid
affluence I ,pf Iangaage,,· ud flows; like;a full stream,
with a majestic harmony wMdt fills at once the ear 'and
the 8Oall' , ~h sentences-atEl worthy and'noble 1IJaDi..
festatioo9 of-a ~reat ~.;far looking mi.-fl, which 'gyasp.
at once 'Va~ "fields of., thOUght, Just. as the utanl eye.
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takes in at a moment wide prospects of grandeur and
beauty. We would not indeed have all compositions
of this character. Let abundant provision be -made for
the comInO.. intellect. Let such writers as AddisoD,
an; hOllored name, 'bring down philosophy from heav
en to earth.' But let inspired genius fulfil its higher
function of lifting the prepared mind from earth to
heaven. Impose upon it no'strict laws, for it is its own
best law. Let it speak. in its own language, in·tone~
which suit its own ear. Let it not lay aside its natur
al port~ or·dwarf itself that it may be comprehended
by the surrounding multitude. If not understood and
relished now, let it place a generous confidence in other
ages, and utter oracles which futurity will expound.
Weare led to these remarks" not merely for Milton's
justification, but because our times seem to demand
them. Literature, we fear, is becoming too popular.
The whole community is now turned into readers, and
in this we heartily rejoice; and we rejoice too that so
much talent is employed in making knowledge accessi
ble to all. We hail the general diffusion of intelligence
as the brightest feature of the present age. But good
and evil are never disjoined j and one bad consequence
of the multitude of readers, is, that men of genius are
too anxious to please the multitude, and prefer a pre
sent .shout of popularity to that less tumultuous, but
deeper, more thrilling note of the trump of Fame, which
resounds and grows clearer and louder through all
future ages.

We now come to a much more serious objection to
Milton's prose writings, and that is, that they are dis
figured by p:uty spir~t, coarse invective, and controver-
sial asperity; and here we are prepared to say, that there
~e passages in these works which every admirer of hi.
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character must earnestly desire to expunge. Miltoll's
alleged virulence was manifested towards private and
public foes. The first, such as Salmasius and Morus,
deserved no mercy. They poured out on his spotless
character torrents of calumny, charging him with the
blackest vices of the heart and the Joulest enormities
of the life. It ought to be added, that the manners and
spirit of Milton's age justified a retaliation on such of
fe~ders, which the more courteous, and, we will hope,
more christian spirit of the present times will not toler
ate. Still we mean not to be- his apologists. Milton,
raised as he was abm;e his age, and fortified with the
consciousness of high virtue, ought to have been, both to
his own and future times, an example of christian equa
nimity. In regard to the public enemies whom he assail
ed, we mean the despots in church and state, and the
corrupt institutions which had stirred up a civil war, the
general strain of his writings, though strong and stern,
must exalt him, notwithstanding his occasional violence,
among the friends of civil and religious liberty. That
liberty was in peril. Great evils were struggling for per
petuity, and could only be broken down by great power.
Milton felt that interests of infinite moment were at
stake; and who will blame him for binding himself to
them with the whole energy of his great mind, and for
defending them with fervor and vehemence? We must
not mistake- christian benevolence, as if it had but one
voice, that of soft entreaty. It can speak in piercing
and awful tones. There is cODStantly going on in our
world a conflict between good and evil. The cause of
human nature has always to wrestle with foes. All
improvement is a victory won by struggles. It is espe
cially true of those great periods which have been dis
tinguished by revolutions in government and "religion,
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'.and from which we date the most rapid movements of
the human mind, that they have been signalized by con
flict. Thus Christianity convulsed the world and grew
up amidst storms; and the Reformation of Luther was
a signal to universal war; and Liberty in both worlds
has entountered opposition, over which she has triumph
ed only through her own immortal energies. At such
periods, men, gifted with great power pf thought and
loftiness of sentiment, are especially summoned to the
conflict.with evil. They hear, as it were, in their own
.magnanimity and generous aspirations, the voice of a
-divinity; ~d thus commissioned, and burning with a
.passionate devotion to truth and· freedom, they must
and will speak with an indignant energy, and they ought
not to be measured by the standard of ordinary minds
in ordinary times. Men of natural softness and timidi
ty, of a sincere, but effeminate virtue, will be apt to
look on these bolder, hardier spirits, as violent, perturb
ed, and uncharitable; and the charge will not be whol
ly groundless. But that deep feeling of evils, which is
necessary to effectual conflict with them, and which
marks God's most powerful messengers to mankind,
canllot breathe itself in soft and tender accents. The
deeply moved soul will speak strongly, and ought to
speak so as- to move and shake nations.

We have offered these remarks as strongly applicable
to· Milton. He reverenced and loved human nature,
and attached himself to its great interests with a fervor
of which only such a mind was capable. He lived in
ODe· of~hose solemn periods which determine the .cha
racter of ages to come. His spirit was stirred to its
very centre by the presence of danger. He lived in the
lQidst of the battle; That the ardor of his spirit some
~es pAssed the bounds- of wisdom and charity, and
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poured forth unwarrantable invective, we see and la
ment. But the purity and loftiness of his mind· break
forth amidst his bitterest invectives. We see a noble
nature still. We see that no feigned love of truth and
freedom was a covering for selfishness and malignity.
He did indeed love and adore uncorrupted religion, and
intellectual liberty, and let his name be enrolled among
their truest champions. Milton has told us, in his own
noble style, tbat he entered on his principal controversy
with episcopacy, reluctantly and only through a deep
conviction o( duty. The introduction to the second book
of his 'Reason of Church Government,' shows us the
workings of his mind on this subject, and is his best
vindication from the charge we are now repelling. He
says-

'Surely to every good and peaceable man, it must in nature
needs be a hateful thing, to be the displeaser and molester of thou
sands; much better would it like him, doubtless, to be the messen
ger of gladness and contentment, which is his chief intended bQ.si
ness to all mankind, but that they resist and oppose their own true
happiness. But when God commands to take the trumpet, and
blow a dolorous or a jarring blast, it lies not in man's will what he
shall say, or what he shall conceal. *** This I foreilee, that should
the church be brought under heavy oppression, II.nd God have
given me ability the while to reason against that man that should be
the author of so foul a deed, or should she, by blessing from above
on the industry and courage of faithful men, change this her dis
tracted estate into better days, without the least furtherance or con
tribution of those few talents which God at that present had lent me ;
I foresee what stories J should hear within myself; all my life after,
of discourage and reproaeh. "Timorous and ungrateful, the
church ()f God is now again at the foot of her insulting enemies,
and thou bewailest; what matters it for the,). or thy bewailing?
When time was, thou couldst not find a syllable of all that thou
bast read or studied, to utter in her bahaIt: Yet ease and leisure
was given thee for thy retired thoughts, out of the sweat of other
men. Thou hadst the diligence, the parts, the language of a man,
if a vain subject were to be adorned or beautified; but when the
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cause of God and his church was to be pleaded, for which purpoH
that tongue was given thee which thou hast, God listened if he
could hear thy voice among his zealous servants, but thou wert
dumb as a beast; from hencefOrward be that which thine own brut
iah silence hath made thee." ••• But now by this little diligence,
mark what a privilege I have gained with good men and sainta, to
claim my right of lamenting the tribulations of the church, if she
should suffer, when others that have ventured nothing for her sake,
have not the honor to be admitted mourners. But, if she lift up her
drooping head and prosper, among those thllt have 80methiDg more
than wished her welfare, I have my charter and freehold of rejoie-'
ing to me 8.Rd my heirs.

, Conr-erning therefore this wayward subject against prelaty, the
touching whereof is so distasteful and disquietous to a number of
men, as by what hath been said I may deserve of charitable readers
to be credited, that neither envy nor gall hath entered me upon this
controversy, but the enforcement of oonscience only, and a preven
tive fear lest the omitting of this duty should be against me, when I
would store up to myself the It(".od provision of peaceful hours.'

Vol. I. pp. 139-41.-

_He then goeiJ on to speak. of his consciousness of
possessing great poetical powers, which he was most
anxious to cultivate. Of these he speaks thus magnifi
cently

'These abilities, wheresoever they be found, are the inspired
gift of God rarely bestowed, but yet to BOme, though most abuse,
in every nation; and are of power,-to inbreed and cherish in a
great people the seeds of virtue, aDd public civUity, to allay the per
turbations of the mind l and set the affections in right tune; to cele
brate in glorious and lofty hymns the throne and equipage of God's
almightiness, and what he works, and what he 8uffers to be wrought
with high providence in his church; to sing victorious agonies of
martyrs and saints, the deeds llnd triumphs 6f just and pious nations,
doing valiantly throngh faith against the enemies of Christ; to de
plore the general relapses of kingdoms and states from justice and

• From the introdaction to the IMlCOnd book of • The Reuon of Cbarch Govem
ment, &c.' Vol. I. p. 187, &c. of • A Selection from the English Proee Worb or
lohn Milton, Boston, 1826,' to which all our rer_ are mpde•
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Qod's true W'Ol'Bhip; lastly, whatsoever in religion is holy and sub
lime, in virtue amiable or grave, whatsoever hath passion or ad
miration in all the changes of that which is called fortune from
Without; or the wily subtleties and reftuxes of man's thoughts from
YithI.n ; all. t~8e things with a solid IUld treatable smoothness to
paint out and describe.' V01. I. pp. 140, 6.

He then gives intimations of his having proposed to
himself a great poetical work, ' a work,' he says-

'Not to be raised from the heat of youth, or the vapors of wine,
like &bat which flows at wute from the pen of some vulgar amourist,
or the trencher fury of a rhyming parasite, nor to be obtained by
the inyocation of dame Memory and her siren daughters, but by
devout prayer to that eternal Spirit, who can enrich with all utter
ance IUld knowledge, and sends out his seraphim, with the hallowed
fire of his altar, to touoh and purify the lips of whom· he pleases.'

Vol. I. p•. 148.

He then doses with a passage, showing from what
principles he forsook these delightful studies for contro
versy.

, I trust hereby to make it manifest with wbat small willingneu
I endure to interrupt the pursuit of no le88 hopes th~ these, and
leave a calm and pleasing solitariness, fed with cheerful and con
fident thoughts, to embark in a troubled sea of noises and hoarse
disputes, put frOQl beholding the bright countenance of truth in the
quiet and still air of delightful.studies.••• But were it the meanest
underservice, if God by his secretary conscience enjoin it, it were
sad for me if I should draw back; for m~ especially, now when
all men offer their aid to help, ease, and lighten the difficult labon
of the church, to whose service, by the intentions of my parent.
and friends I was destined of a child, and in mine own resolutions,
till coming to some maturity of years, and perceiving what tyranny
bad invaded the church, that he who would take orders must sub
scribe slave, and take nn oath withal, which unless he took with a
eonseience that would retch, be must either strait perjore, or split
bie faith, I thoufJht it better to prefer a blameleas silence before the
sacred office of speaking, boupt and beSUD with servitude aad
fonweanng.' 1Tof. I. p. 149.
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These passages, replete with Milton's genius and
greatness of squl, show us the influences and motives
under which his prose works were written, and help
us to interpret passages, which, if taken separately,
might justi(y us in ascribing to him a character of exces
sive indignation l,lIld scorn.

Milton's most celebrated prose work is his ' Areopagi
tica, or a Speech for the Liberty of Unlicensed Printi~g,'

a noble work indeed, a precious manual of freedom, an
arsenal of immortal weapons for the defence of man's
highest prerogative, intellectual liberty. His' Refor
mation in England' and ' Reason of Church Govern
ment,' are the most important theological treatises pub
lished during his life. They we~e his earliest prose
compositions, and thrown off with much haste, and on
these accounts are more chargeable with defects of style
than any other of his writings. But these, with all
their defects, .abound in strong and elevated thought, .
and in power and felicity of expression. Their great
blemish is an inequality of style, often springing from
the c?nflict and opposition of the impulses und,er which
he wrote. It is not uncommon to find in the same sen
tencehis affiuent genius pouring forth magnificent ima
ges and expressions, and suddenly his deep scorn for his
opponents, sugges~ing and throwing into the midst of
this splendor, sarcasms and degrading comparisons alto
gether at variance with the gen~ral strain. From this
cause, and from negligence, many powerful passages in
his prose writings are marred by an incongruous mix
ture of unworthy allusions and phrases.-In the close

J

of his first work, that on 'Reformation in England,' he
breaks out into an invocation and prayer to the Supreme
Being, from which we extract a passage containing' a
remarkable intimation of his having meditated some
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great poetIcal enterprise from hi15 earliest years, and
giving 'full promise of that grandeur of thought and lan
guage, which characterizes 'Paradise Lost.' Having

. 'lifted up his hands to that eternal and propitious Throne,
where nothing is readier. than grace and refuge to the
distresses of mortal suppliants,' and besought God to
perfect the work of civil and religious deliverance begun
in England, he proceeds thus;-

'Then, amidst the hymn8 and hallelujah. ofsaints, lome one ...,
perhaps be heard offering at high strains in new and lofty meallurea,
to sing and celebrate thy divine mercies, and marvellous judgmenta
in this land throughout all ages, whereby this great Rnd warlik&
nation, instructed and inured to the fervent and continuRl practice
of troth and righteousnes8, and casting far from her the rag8 of her
old vices, may press. on hard to that high and happy emulation tp

be round the soberest, wisest and .most chriiltian peqple at -tbat day,
when Thou, the eternal and sbortly expected King, shalt open ·th.
clouds to judge the several kingdoms of the·world, ·and distributing
national honors and rewards to religiou8 and just commonwealth8,
8halt put an end to all earthly tyr~nies, proclaim,ing thy univenal
and mild monarchy through heaven and earth; where they undoubt
edly, that by their labors, counsels and prayers, h:lve been earnest
for the common good of religion and their couRtry, shall receive
.above the inferior orders of the blessed, the regal addition of princi
palities, legions, and thrones into their glorious titles, and, in 8U
pereminence of beatific vision, progressing the dateless and irrevo
lable circle of eternity, shall clasp inseparable hands with joy and
bliss, in overmeasure for ever.' Vol. I. pp. 69,70.,

We have not time to speak of Milton's political
treatises. We close our brief remarks on his prose
writings, with recommending them to all who can en
joy gre~t beauties in the neighbourhood of great faults,
and who would learn the compass, energy, and richness
of our language; and still more do we recommend them
to those, who desire to nourish in their breasts magna
nimity of sentiment and an unquenchable love of free-

S*



·dam. They bear the impress of that seal by which ge
nius distinguishes its productions from works of learn
ing and taste. The great and decisive test of geniqa,
is, that it calls forth Power in the souls of others. It
not merely gives knowledge, but breathes energy.
,There are authors, and among these Milton holds the
I highest rank, iIi approaching whom we are conscious of
an access of intellectual strength. A' virtue goes out '
from them. We discern more clearly, not merely be
cause a new light is thrown over object'l, but because
our own vision is strengthened.' Sometim,es 'a single
word, spoken by the voice of genius, goes far into the
heart. A hint, u'suggestipn, an undefIned delicacy of
expression, teaches more than we gather from volumes

'of less gifted men. The works which we should chief
ly study, are not those which contain the greatest fund
of knowledge, but which raise us into sympathy with
the intellectual energy of the author, and through which
a great mind multiplies itself, as it were, in the reader.
Milton's prose works are imbued as really, if not as
thoroughly, as his poetry, with this quickening power,
and they will richly reward those who are receptive of
this influence.

We now le~ve the writings of Milton to otTer a few
remarks on his Moral qualities. His moral character
was as strongly marked as his intellectual, and it may
be expressed in one-word, Magnanimity. It was in har
mony with his poetry. He had a passionate love of the
higher, more commanding, and majestic virtues, and fed
his youthful mind with meditations on the perfection of
a human being. In a letter written to an Italian friend
before his thirtieth year, and translated by Hayley, we
have this vivid picture of his aspirations after virtue.
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, As to other points, what God may have dete~ine·d for me I
know not; but this I know, that if he ever instilled an intense love
of moral beauty into the breast of any man, he has instilled it into
mille. Ceres. in the fable pursued not her. daughter with a greater
keenaen of inquiry, than I day and night the idea of perl~ctiOD.

H~l1ce, w~rever I find a man despising the false estimates of the
vulgar, and daring to aspire in sentiment, language, and conduct,
to what the highest wisdpm, through ev~ry age, has taught us as
most excellent, to him I unite mYllelf by a sort of necessary attach
ment; and if I am so influenced by nature or destiny, that by no
exertion or labors of my own I may emit myselfto this summit of
worth and honor, yet no powers of heaven or earth· will hinder me
from· looki'ng with reverence and atfection upon those, who have
thoroughly attained this glory, or appeared engaged in the succes&
ful pursuit of it.'

His Comus~ written in his twenty-sixth year, and
on reading this exquisite work our admiration is awak
enod, not so much_by observing how the whole spirit
of p0tltry .had Qesceaded 00 him at that early age, as by
witnessing how his whc,>le youthful soul was penetrated,
awed, and lifted up by the austere charms, ' the radiant
light,' the'invincible power, the 'celestial peace of saint
iy virtue. He reverenced'moral purity and elevation,
'not only fm its' own sake, but,aHhe inspirer of intellect,
and especially of the higher efforts of poetry. 'I was
confirmed,' he says in his usual noble style-

( I' was confirmed in this opinion;' that he who would not be frus
trate of his bope to write well hereafter in laudable thingS, ought
himself to be a true poem; that is, a composition Wld pattern of the
best and honorablest thing!!; not presuming to sing of bigh praises
of heroic men or famous cities, unless he have in himself the expe
rience and the practice of all that which is praiseworthy.'

Vol. I. pp. ~7, 8.

We )earB £renl his woclls, that he used Iris multifa
rious reading to buildup within himself this reverence
for virtue. Ancient history, the sublime musings of

I
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Plato, and the heroic self-abandonment of chivalry, join
ed their influences with prophets and apostles, in bind
ing him' everlastingly in willing homage', to the great,
the honorable, and the lovely in character. A remark
able passage to this effect we' quote from his account
ofhis youth.

, I betook me among those lofty fables and romances, which re
count in solemn cantos, the deeds of knighthood founded by our
victorious kings, and from hence had in renown over all Christen
dom. There I read it jn the oath of every knight, that he should
defend to the expense of his best blood or of his life, if it I:lO befell
him, the honor and chastity of virgin or matron; from whence even
then I learned what a noble virtue chastity sure m~st be, to the
defence of which 80 many ~orthies by such a dear adventure of
themselves, hlld sworn.••• So that even these, books which to
many other!! have been the fuel of wantonness and loose living, I
'cannot think how, unless by divine indulgence, proved to me 80

many incitements, as you have heard, to the love and steadfast~
~"ation of virtue.' Vol. I. pp. 238,9.

All Milton's habits were expressive of a refined and
self-denying character. When charged by his unprin
cipled slanderers with licentious'habits, he thus gives an
account of his morning hours.

'Those morning haunts are where they should be, at home; not
.leeping, or concocting the surfeits of an irregular feast, but up and
etirring, in winter often ere the 80und of any bell awake men to
labor, or devotion; in summer as oft with the bird that first rouse.,
or not much tardier, to read good authors, or cause them to be
read, till the attention be weary, or mem:>ry have its full fraught;
then with useful and generous labors preserving the body's health
and hardine8ll, to render lightsome, clear, and not lumpish obedi
ence to the mind, to the cause of religion, and our country's libertyJ

when it shall require firm hearts in sound bodies to stand and coyer
their stations, rather than to see the ruin of our protestation, BDd
the enforcement ofa slavish life.' Vol. I. p. 23:).

f



We" have enlarged on the strictness and loftiness of
Milton)s virtue, not only from our interest in the sub-

o ject, but that we may put to shame and siJence, those
men who make genius an apology for vice, and take the
sacred fire, kindled by God within them, to inflame
men's passions, amI to minister to a vile sensuality.

We see Milton's greatness of mind in his fen"ent
and constant attachment to liberty. .Freedom, in aU its
forms and branches, was dear to him, but especially
freedom of thought and speech, of conscience and wor
ship, freedom to -seek, profess, and propagate truth.
The liberty of ordinary politicians, which protects men's
outward rights, and removes restraints from the pursuit
of property and outward good, fell very short of that
for which Milton lived, and was ready to die. The ty
ranny which he hated most, was that which broke the
inteUectual and moral power of the community. The
worst feature of the institutions which he assailed, was,
that they fetter.ed the mind. He felt within hims~Jf

that the human mind had a principle of perpetual
growth, that it was essentiaJly diffusive and made for
progress, and" he wished every chain broken, that it
might run the race of truth and virtue wi,h increasing
ardor and succeS8. This attachment to a spiritual and
refined freedom; which never forsook him in the hottest
contro¥ersies, contributed greatly to protect his genius,
imagination, taste, and sensibility from the withering
and polluting influences of public station, and of the
rage of parties. It threw a hue of poetry over politics,
and gave a sublime reference to his service of the com
monwealth. The fact that Milton, in that stormy day,
and amidst the trials'of public office, kept his high fac
ulties undcpraved, was a proof of no commOJl greatness.
Politics, however they make the intellect active, saga-



cioos, and inventive, within a certain sphere, generally
extinguish its thirst for universal truth, paralyse senti
ment and imagination, corrupt the' simplicity of, the
mind, destroy that confidence in human virtue, which
lies at the foundation of philanthropy and generous 88Cn..

fices, and end in cold and prudent selfishness. Milton
passed through a revolution, which, in its last stages and
issue, was peculiarly fitted to damp enthusiasm, to scat-

I ter the visions of hope, and to infuse doubts of the real
ity of virtuous principle,; and yet the ardor, and moral
feeling, and enthusiasm of his youth, came forth unhurt,
and even exalted from the trial.

Betore quitting the su~ject of Milton's devotion to
liberty, it ought to be recorded, that he wrote his cele
brated 'Defence of the People of England' after being
distinctly forewarned by his. physic.ans, that the effect
of this exertion would be the utter loss of sight. His
reference to this part of his history, in a short poetical
effusion, is too characteristic to be withheld. It is in
scribed to Cyriac Skinner, the friend to whom he ap
pears to have confided his lately discovered 'Treatise
on Christian Doctrine.'

, Cyriac, this three years day these eyes, though clear
To outward view, of blemish or of spot,
Bereft of light, their seeing haTe forgot,
Nor to their idle orbs doth sight appear

Of sun, or mOOR, or star throughout the year,
Or man, or woman. Yet I argue not
Against Heaven's hand or will, nor bate a jot
Of heart or hope, but still bear up and steer

RiKht onward. What supports me, doet thea ask?
The..conscience, Friend, to have lost them oTerplied
In Liberty's defence, my noble task,

Of which all Europe rings from side to side.
This thought might lead me through the world's vain mask,
Cootent though blind, laaell DO better ,uide.'

Somtd XXII.



We see Milton's magnanimity in the circumstances
under which' Paradise Lost' was written. It was ~ot

in prosperity, in honor, and amidst triumphs, but in dis-
appointment, desertion, and in what the world calls ,
disgrace, that he composed that work. The cause with
which he had identified himself, had failed. His friends
were scattered; liberty was trodden under foot; and her
devoted champion.was a by-word among the triumph-
ant royalists. But it is the prerogative of true great-
ness to glorify itself in adversity, and to meditate and
execute vast enterprises in defeat. Milton, fallen in
outward eondition, afflicted with blindness, disappointed
in his best hopes, applied himself with characteristic
energy to the sublimest achievement of intellect, solac-
ing himself with great thoughts, with splendid creations,
and with a prophetic confidence, that however neglect-
ed in his own age, he was framing in his works a bond .
of union and fellowship with the illustrious spirits of a
brighter day. We delight to contemplate him in his
retreat and last years. To the passing spectator, he
seemed fallen and forsaken, and his blindness was re
proached a~ a judgment from God. But though sight-
less, he lived in light. His inward eye ranged through
universal nature, and his imagination shed on it bright-
er beams than the sun. Heaven, and hell, and paradise
were open to him. He visited past ages, and gathered
round him ancient sages and heroes, prophets and apos-
tles, brave knights and gifted bards. As he looked for-
ward, ages of liberty dawned and rose to his view, and
be felt that he was about to bequeath to them an in- 
beritance of genius, 'which would not fade away,' and
was to live in the memory, reverence, and love, of re
motest generations.

--
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We have enlarged on Milton's character, not only
from the pleasure of paJing that sacred debt. which the
mind owes to him 'Yho has quickened and delighted it,
but from an apprehension that Milton has not yet
reaped his due harvest of esteem and veneration. The
mists which the prejudices and bigotry of Johnson
spread over his bright name, are not yet wholly scatter
ed, though fast passing away. We wish not to dispar
age Johnson. We could find no pleasure in sacrificing
one great man to the manes of another. But we owe
it to Milton and to other illustrious names, 'to say, that
Johnson has failed of the hi~hest end of biography,
which is to give immortality to virtue; and to call forth'
fervent admiration towards those wlto have shed splen
dot on past ages. We acquit Johnson, however, of
intentional misrepresentation. He did not, and could
not, appreciate Milton. We doubt whether two other
minds, having so little in common as those of which we'
are now speaking, can be found in the higher walks of
literaturt}. Johnson was great in his own sphere, but
that sphere was comp~tively 'of the earth,' whilst
Milton's was only inferior to that of angels. It was
customary, in the day of Johnson's glory, to call him a
giant, to class him with a mighty, but still, an earth
born race. Milton we should rank among seraphs.
johnson's mind acted chiefly on man's actual condition,
on the realities of life, on the springs of human action,
on the passions which now agitate society, and he seems
hardly to have dreamed of a higher state of the human
mind than was then .exhibited. Milton, on the other
hand, burned with a deep, yet calm love of moral gran
'deur and celestial purity.. He thought, not so much
of what man is, as of what he might become. His own
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IIIiod was a revelation to him of a higher condition of
lMunuity, and to promote this he thirsted and toiled for
fweellom, as the element for the growth ·and improve
men•.o£ his nature.-In religion Johnson was gloomy
and iBdined to superatition, and on the subject of gov
CJ'nment leaned towards absolute power; and the idea
of refmming either, never entered his mind but to dis
turb. and provoke it. The church and the civil polity
under which he lived, seemed to him perfect, unless he
may have thought that the former would be improved
by a larger infusion of Romish rites and doctrines, and
the latter by an enlargement of the royal prerogative.
Hence a tame acquiescence in the present forms of re
ligioD and government, marks his works. Hence we
find so little in his writings which' is electric and soul
kindling, and which gives the, reader a consciousness
of being made for a state of loftier thought and feeling
than the present. Milton's whole soul, on the contrary,
revolted against the maxims of legitimacy, hereditary
faith, and servile reverence for established power. He
could not brook the bondage to wh.ich men had bowed
for ages. ' Reformation' was the first word of public
warning which broke from his youthful lips, and the
hope of it was the solace of his declining years. The
difference between Milton and Johnson, may be traced,
not only in these great. features of mind, but in their
whole characters. Milton was refined and spiritual in
his habits, temperate almost to abstemiousness, and re
R-eshed himself after intellectual effort by mus.ic. John
son inclin~ to more sensual delights. Milton was
exquisitely alive to the outward creation, to sounds, mo
tions, and forms, to natural beauty and' grandeur. John
son, through defect of physical organization, if not
through deeper deficiency, had little susceptibility of
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these pure and delicate pleasures, and would DOt haTe
exchanged the Strand for the vale of Tempe or the
gardens of the Hesperides. How could Johnson be
just to Milton! The comparison which we have m.
stituted, has compelled us tQ notice Johnson's defects.
But we trust we are not blind to his merits. His state
ly march, his pomp and power of language, his strength
of thought, his reverence for virtue and religion, hia
vigorous logic, his practical wisdom, his insight into the
springs of human action, and the solemn pathos which
occasionally pervades his descriptions of life and his
references to his own history, command our willing ad
miration. That he wanted enthusiasm and creative
imagination and lofty sentiment, was not his fault.
We do not blame him for not being Milton. We love
intellectual power in all its forms, and delight in the
variety of mind. We blame him only that his passions,
prejudices, and bigotry engaged him in the unworthy
task of obscuring the brighter glory of one of the most
gifted and virtuous men. We would e....en treat what
lYle deem the faults of Johnson with a tenderness ap
proaching respect; for they were results, to a degree
whjch man cannot estimate, of a diseased, irritable,
nervous, unhappy physical temperament, and belonged
to the body more than to· the mind. We only ask the
friends of genius not to put their .faith in Johnson's de
lineations of it. His biographical works are tinged
with his notoriously strong prejudices, and of1ll} his
'Lives,' we hold that of Milton to be the most apocry-
phal. .

We· ·here close our general remarks on Milton's in
tellectual arid moral qualities. We venerate him 88 a
man of genius, but still more as a man of magnanimity
nnd christian virtue. who regarded genius and poetry

•
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as IBCIed gifts, imparted to him, not to amuse men or to
build up a reputation" but that he might quick.en ud call
forth what was great and divine ill his fellow creatures,
and might sec1)l'e the only true fame, the admiration
of minds which his writings were to kindle and exalt.

We come now to the examination of the newly dis
covered.' Treatise on Christian Doctrine.' This work,
we have said, owes its chief interest to the character
of its author. From· its very nature, it cannot engage
and fix general attention. It consists very much of
collections of texts of scripture, which, however exci
ting in their proper places, are read with little thought
or emotion when taken from their ordinary connexion,
and marshalled under systematic heads. Milton aims
'to give us the doctrines of revelation in· its own words.
'We have them in a phraseology long familiar to us, and
we are disappointed; for we expected to see them, not
in the language of the bible, but as existing in the
IJ,lind of Milton, modified by his peculiar intellect and
sensibility, ·combined and embodied with his various
knowledge, illustrated by the analogies, brightened by
the new lights, and clothed with the associations, with
which they were surrounded by this gifted man. We
hoped to see these doctrines as they were viewed by
Milton in his moments of solemn feeling and deep con
templation, when they pervaded and moved his whole
soul. Still there are passages in which Milton's mind
is laid open to us. We refer to the parts of the work;
where the peculiarity of his opinions obliges him to
state his reasons for adopting them; and these we val
ue highly for the vigor and independence of intellect
with which they are impressed. T.be work is plain
and unambitious in style. . Its characteristics are a calm



earnestness, and that profound veneration for~
which certain denominations of Christiarul, who I Ila-we
little cong~niality with Milton, seem to claiaas a m0

nopoly.
His mtroduction is worthy every man's attentiou, as·

a deliberate, mild assertion of the dearest right of hu
man nature, that of free inquiry.

, If I communicate the result of my inquiries to the world at largo;
if, as God is my witness, it be with a friendly and benignant feeling
towards mankind, that I readily give as wide a circulation as possi
ble to what I elteem my beet and richest poll86l1rion, I hope to
meet with a C&Ddid reception from all partiea, and that DOlle at leallt
will take unjuat offence, even though many things should be brought
to light, which will at once be seen to differ from certain received
opinions. I earnestly beseech all lovers of truth, not to czy out
tha& the charcla is thrown into confUsion by that freedom of diseue
lion and inquiry, which is granted to the lChooIs, and ought Cel'

tainly to. be refused to no believer, since we are ordered Is J»"O"C All
1Aing., and since the daily progress of the 6ght of truth is produc
tive, fiu less of disturbance to the church, than of illumination and
edification.' Vol. I. pp. ~.

, It has alAo been my ob~ to make it appe" fnml the opinioQ I
shall be found to have advanced, whether new or old, of how muda
consequence to the christian religion is the liberty, not only of win
nowing and sifting every doctrine, but a1so of thinking and even
writing respeeting it, according to our individual faith and persua
siOD; an inference which will be atronger in proportion to the weight
and importance of those OpiniODll, or rather in proportien to the au
thority of scripture, on the abundant testimony of which they reat.
Without this liberty there is neither religion nor gospel-force alone
prevails, tty which it is disgraceful for the christian religion to he
npported. Without this liberty we tre still enslaved, not indeed,
as formerly, under the divine law, but, what ia wors& of aU, UDder
the law ofman, or to speak more truly, under a barbarous tyrlUlDy.'

Vol. I. pp. 7-8.

On that great subject, the character of God, Milton
has given nothing particularly worthy of notice, except
that he is more disposed than Christians in general, to

...,.
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conceive of the Supreme Being under the furms and
affections of human nature.

'If God habitually assign to himself the members and form of
JD.lOl, why should we be afraid-of attributing to him what he attri
butes to himself, 80 long as what is imperfection and weakness, when
viewed in reference to oUl"llelves, be considered as most complete
and excellent whenever it is imputed to God? ' Vol. I. p. !5.

Milton is not the first Chri~tian, who has thought to
tender the Supreme Being more interesting by giving
him human shape. We doubt the wisdom of this ex
pedient. To spiritualize our conceptions of him, seems
to us the true process for strengthening our intimacy
with him; for in this way only can we think of him as
immediately present to our minds. As far as we give
him a material form, we must assign to him a place, and
that place will almost necessarily be. a distant one, and
thus we shall remove him from the soul, which is his
true temple. Besides, a definite form clashes with
God's infinity, which is his supreme distinction and ,on
no account to be obscured; for strange as it may seem
to those who know not their own nature, this incompre
hensible attribute is that which above all things consti
tutes the correspondence or adaptation, if we may 80

speak, of God to the human mind.
In treating of God's efficiency, Milton strenuously

maintains human freedom, in opposition to the Calvinis
tic doctrine of predestination. He maintains that God's
decrees do not encroach on moral liberty; for our free
agency is the very object decreed and predestined by
the Creator. He maintains that some of the passages
of scripture which speak of election, are to be under
stood ofan election to outw'ard privileges, not to ever
lasting life; and that in other texts, which relate to trn.

4*
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future swe; the election spoken of, is not an arbitrary
choice of individuals, but of that class or description of
.persons, be it large or small, who shall comply with the
prescribed terms of salvation; in other words, it is a
conditional, not an absolute election, and such that
every individual, if he will, may be included in it.
Milton has so far told us truth. We wish that we

. could add, that he had thrown new light on free agency.
This great subject has indeed baffled as yet the deep
est thinkers, and seems now to be consigned, with oth
er sublime topics, under the sweeping denomination 'Of
'metaphysics,' to general neglect. But let it not be
given up in despair. The time is coming, when the hu
man intellect is to strike into new fields, and to view
itself and its Creator and the universe, from new posi
tions, and we trust that the darkness which has so long
hung over our moral nature will be gradually dispersed.
This attribute of free agency, through which an intelli
gent being is strictly and properly a cause, an agent,
an originator of moral good or moral 'evil, and "not a
mere machine, determined by outward influences, or by
a secret, yet resistless efficiency of God, which virtual
ly makes Him the author and sole author of all human
actions-this moral freedom, which is the best image
of the creative energy of the Deity, seems to us the
noblest object of philosophical investigation. However
questioned and darkened by a host of metaphysicians,
it is recognised in the common consciousness of every
human being. It is the ground of responsibility, the
fountain of moral feeling. I t is involved in all moral
judgments and affections, and thus gives to social life
its whole interest; whilst it is the chief tie between the
soul and its Creator. The fact that philosophers have
attempted to discard free agency from their explanations



of moral phenomena, and to subject all human action .
to necessity, to mechanical causes, or other extraneous
influences, is proof enough, that the science of the mind
has as yet penetrated little beneath the surface, that the
depths of the soul are still unexplored.

Milton naturally passes from his chapter on the Su
preme Being, to the consideration of those topics which
have always been connected with this p~rt of theology;
we mean, the character of Jesus Christ, and the nature
of the Holy Spirit. All our readers are probably aware
that Milton has here declared himself an Anti-trinita- .
rian" and strenuously asserted the strict and proper
unity of God. His chapter on 'The Son of God,' is
the most elaborate one in the work. His' prefatory
remarb ' are highly interesting, as joining with a man
ly assertion of his right, an affectionate desire to con-
ciliate the Christians from whom he differed. .

• I cannot enter upon subjects of so much difficulty as the Son If
God and the Holy Spirit, without again premising a few introductory
words. If indeed I were a member of the Church of Rome, which
requires implicit obedience to its creed on aU points of faith, I
should have' acquiesced from education or habit in its simple dccree
and authority, even though it denies that the doctrine of the trinity,
as now received, is C1I.pable of being proved from any passage of
ecripture. But since I enrol myself among the number of those
who acknowledge the word of God alone as the rule.of faith, and
freely advance what appears to me much more clearly deducible
from the holy scriptures than the commonly received opinion, I see
no reoson why anyone who belongs to the same Protestant or Re
formed Church, and profeues to acknowledge the same rule of faith
as myself, should take offence at my freedom, particularly as I jm.

pose my authority on no one, but merely propose what I think 810re
worthy of belief than the creed in general acceptation. I only en
treat that my readers will ponder and examine my statements in a
spirit which desires to discover nothing but the truth, and with Ii

mind free &om prejudice. For without intending to oppose the au
thority of seripture, which I consider inviolably, sacred; I only take

'..
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upon myweIC to refute IaUmaD interpretations 88 often Ail the occaaioo
requirea, conformably to my right, or rather to my duty, as a man.
If indeed those with whom I have to contend, were able to produce
direct attestation from Heaven to the truth of the doctrine which
they espouse, it wt\uld be nothing less than impiety to venture to
raise, I do not say a clamor, but 110 much as a murmur agairlllt it.

, But iRasmuch 88 they can Jay claim to nothing more than human
powers, 8ll8isted by that spiritual illumination which is common to
all, it is not unreasonable that they should on their part allow the
privileges of diligent research and free discussion to another inquir
er, who is seeking truth through the same means and in the same
way as thelll8elves, and whose desire of benefiting mankind ia
equal to their own.' Vol. I. pp. 105-105.

Milton teaches, that the Son of God is a distinct
being from God, and inferior to him, thllt he existed
before the world was made, that he is the first of the
~reation of God, and that afterwards all other things
were made by him, as the instnunent or minister of his
Father. He maintains, in agreement with Dr. Clarke,
that the Holy Spirit is a person, an intelligent agent,
but created and inferior to God. This opinion of Mi).
ton is the more remarkable, because he admits that,
before the time of Christ, the Jews, though accustomed
to the phrase, Holy Spirit, never attached to it the idea
of personality, and that both in the Old and the New
Testament, it is often used to express God himself, or
his power and agency. It is strange, that after these
concessions, he could have found a difficulty in giving
a figurative interpretation to the few passages in the
New Testament, which speak of the Holy Spirit as a
person.

We are ,unable within our limits to give a sketch of
Milton's strong reasoning against the supreme divinity
of Jesus Christ. We must, however, pause a moment
to thank God that he has raised up this iIlustri;ous advo
cate of the long obscured doc~e of the Divine Unity•

•..,



w~ can now bring forward the three greatest aud
DObl,est minds of ,modem times, and, we may add, of
the christian era, as witnesses to that Great Truth, of
which, in an humbler and narrower sphere, we desire
to be the defenders. Our Trinitarian adversaries are
perpetually ringing in our ears the names of Fathers
and Reformers. We take Milton, Locke, and Newton,
and place them in our front, and want no others' to op
pose to the whole array of great names on the opposite
side. Before these intellectual SUDS, the stars of so1£
named Orthodoxy, 'hide their diminished heads.' To
these eminent men God communicated such' unusual
measures of light and mental energy, that their names
spring up spontaneously, when we think or would speak
of the greatDes8 of our nature. Their theological opin
ions were the fruits of patient, profOUDd, reverent study
o{ the scriptures. They came to this work, with minels
not narrowed by a technical, professional education,
but accustomed to broad.views,. to tJie' widest range of
thought. They were shackled by no party connexions.
They were warped by no clerical ambition, and subdued
by no clerical timidity. They came to this subject in
the fulness of their streng1b, with free minds open to
truth, and with unstained purity of life. They came
to it in an age, when the doctrine of the trinity was
instilled by education, and upheld by the, authority of
the church, and by penal laws. And ·what did these
great and good men, whose intellectual energy and love;
of troth have made them the chief benefactors of~
human mind, what,. we aU, did they d.iacover in th.e.
scriptures? a triple div~ity? three ~ite agents?,
three infinite objects of worship? three persons, each of.
whom possesses his own distinct oftices, and yet 'shares'
equally in the godhead with the rest? ~ ! '8,cJ:ip~e'
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)Wted. ·with~·na1lwie and with ·that secret V4Jice in the
liear~whicheJ'sn.idoiatrycould oot always stifle, and
taught ;theJll·.tO bo~ Jl'Merently. before the 000 Infinite
Fatlwr, 'and ·to ascribe to Him alone, supreme, self-eXist
ent diviaity.-Oui principal··ollject in these remclrks'hat
.en: to show, .that as 'far- as great names are arguments,
the' cause. ,of. 'Anti-ttinitarianism, .' or of God's proper
Umty., .ill,sopported hy the strongest.' But we owe ic
to .truth to say, that we put little trust in these fashion..
able proofs.. · 'The-ehief use ofgreat names in religioUs
eOntrciv'.ersy,: :is; l to bahince':attdneut:mlize one· another~
that ·the unawed 'and .unfettered: mind may think. and
judge wi", a' ,ana' sri{-reverence, and' with 'a solemB
sense of aocounuiblenes& to· God alone. .

We have called :Milton.an Anti-trinitarian. But we
have no desire to identify him with any sect~ His mind
was too independent Mld· universal to narrow itself to
human creeds and, parties. He is supposed to have
separated himself, in his last years, from all the denom
inations aromid him j and were be now living, we are
not sure that he would .find one to. which he woulfl
be strongly attracted. He lVould probably stand first
among that class·of Christians, more numerous than is
supposed, and, we ho,Pe, increasing, who are too jealous
of the rights of the mind, and too dissatisfied with the
clashing systems of the age, to attach themselves close
ly to any party; in whom the present improved state of
theology has crea~d a consciousness of defect, rather
than the triumph of acquisition j who, however partial to
their own creed, cannot persuade themselves, that it is
the ultimate attainment of the human' mind, and that
distant ages will repeat its articles as reverently as the
Catholics do the decrees of Trent j who contend earnest
ly fbr free inquiry, riOt because all who inquire will think'
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as they do, but because some at least may .be ~ecte41

to outstrip them, and to be guides to higher truth.
With this nameless and spreading class, we have strong
symp.athies. We want new light, and care not '''hence
it comes; we want reformers worthy of. the name ; and
we should rejoice in such a manifestation of Christian
ity, as would throw all present systems into. obscurity.

We come now to a topic on which Milton will pro·
bably startle a majority of readers. H~ is totally .o~
posed, as were most of the, ancient philosophers, to the
doctrine of God's creating the unive.rse out of nothing.
He maintains, that there can be no action without a
passive material on which the act is exerted) and that
accordingly the world was framed out of a preexistent
matter. To the question, What and whence is this
primary matter? .he answers, It is from God, 'an efflux
of the Deity.' 'It proceeded from God,' and com~e

quently no additional existence was produced br crea
tion, nor is matter capable of annihilation. A specimen
of his speculations on this subject, is given in t'be fol
lowing quotation.

, It is clear then that the world was framed out of matter of some
kind or other. For since action and passion are relative terms, and
since, consequently, no agent can act externally, unless there be
some patient, such 88 maUer, it appears impossible that God could
have created this world out of nothing j not from any defect of pow
er on his part, but because it was necessary that something mould
have previoUtdy existed capable of receiving passively the exertion
of the divine efficacy. Since, therefore, both scripture and reason
concur in pronoWlcing that ail these things were made, not out or
nothing, but out of matter, it necessarily follows, that matter must
either have always existed independently of God, or have originated
from God at some particular point of time. That matter mould
have been always independent of,God, {seeing ~at it is only a pa- .
live principle, dependent on the DeityI and subservient to ,hint; aad
IeCWg, moreover, that &8 in number, considered abatractly,'tlO al-
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80 in time or eternity, there ill DO inhereDt foreeor' eiicacy,) tUt
matter, I say, mould have existed of itllelf from all eternity, is ill
conceivable. If, on the contrary, it did not exist from all eternity,
it is difficult to understand from whence it derives its origin. There
JI8IIIains, therefore, but one solution of the difficulty, for which more
oyer we have the authority ofscripture, namely, that all things are
of God.' Vol. I. pp. ~, is'7.

This doctrine naturally led Milton to another; viz~

that there is no ground for the supposed distinction be
tween body and soul; for, if matter is an 'efflux of the
Deity,' it is plainly susceptible of intellectual func
tions. Accordingly our author affirms,-

'That man is a living being, intrinsically and properly one and
individual, not compound or separable, not, according to the com
mon opinion, made np and framed of two distinct and different na
lureJ, &8 of soul $1d body,-but the wllole man is soul, and the 80Ul
maD j that is to say, a body, or sub8tance, individual, animated, leD-

sitive, and rational.' Vol. I. pp. 250, 251.

We here learn that a passage in Paradise Lost, which
we have admired as poetry, was deemed by ~ilton

sound philosophy.

, 0 Adam, One Almighty is, from whom
All things proceed, and up to him return,
If not depraved from good, created all
Such to perfection, om fint matter all,
Indued with various forms, various degrees
Of substance, and, in things that live, of life:
But more refined, more spirituous, and pure,
As nearer to him placed or nearer tending,
Each in their several active spheres assigned,
'lUI body up to lpirit tDOrk, in bounds
Proportioned to each kind. So from the root
Springs lighter the green stalk, from thence the leaves
More aery, last the bright consummate flower
Spirits odorous breathes j flowers and their fruit,
Man's noorishment, by gJ;adual seale sublimed,

.To vital spirits aspire, to animal, '
Toirrtelledual.' Pa.r. Lo,t, B. P:1inu469-485.
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These speculations of Milton will be received in this
. age, with more favor 'or with less aversion, than in his
own j for, from the time of Locke, the discussions
of philosophers have tended to unsettle our notions of
matter, and no man is hardy enough now to say, what
it is, or what it may not be. .The idealism of Berke
ley, though it has never organized a sect, has yet sen
sibly influenced·the modes of thinking among metaphy
sicians j and the coincidence of this system with the
theory of certain Hindoo philosophers, may lead us to
suspect, that it contains some great latent truth, of
whic.h the European and Hindoo intellect, so generally
at variance, have caught a glimpse. Matter is indeed
a Proteus, which escapes us at the moment we hope
to seize it. Priestley was an~ious to make the soul
material j but for this purpose, he was obliged to change
matter from a substance into a power, that is, into no
matter at all j So that he destroyed, in attempting to
diffiIse it. We have thrown out these remarks, to res
cue Milton's memory from the imputation, which he
was the last man to deserve, of irreverence towards
God j for of this some will deem him guilty in tracing
matter to the Deity as its fountain. Matter, which
seems to common people so intelligible, is still wrapped
in mystery. We know it only by its relation to mind,
or as an assemblage of powers to awaken certain sensa
tions. Of its relation to God, we may be said to know
nothing. Perhaps, as knowledge 'advances, we shall
discover that the Creator is bound to his works by.
stronger and more intimate ties, than we now imagine.
We do not then quarrel with such suggestions as Mil
ton's, though we cannot· but wonder at the earnestness
with which he follows out such doubtful speculations.

5
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Milton next proceeds to the consideration of man's
state i.o Paradise, and as marriage was the only social
relation then subsisting, he introduces here his views of
that institution, and of polygamy and divorce. These
views show, if not the Soundness, yet the characteristic
independence of his mind. No part of his "book has
given such offence a~ his doctrine of tke .lawfulness of
polygamy, and yet nowhere is he .less liable to reproach.
It is plain that his error was founded on his reverence
for scripture. He saW: that polygamy was allowed to
the best men in the Old Testament, to patriarchs be
fore the law, who, he says, were the objects of God's
special favor, and to eminent individuals in subsequent
ages; and finding no prohibition of it in the New Tes
tament, he believed, that not only holy men would be
traduced, but scripture dishon9red, by pronounci&lg it
morally evil. We are aware that some will say, that
the practice 1.8 condemned in the New Testament; and
we grant that it is censured by implication in these
words of Christ, 'Whosoever shall put away his wife,
except it be for fornication, and shall marry another,
committeth adoltery.' * But we believe it to be. an
indispu~ble fact, that although Christianity was first
preached in Asia, which had been from the earliest ages
the .seat of polygamy, the apostles never denounced it
as a crime, and never required their converts to put
away all wives but one. 'What then?' some may say.
, Are you too the advocates of the lawfulness of poly
gamy?' We answer, No. We consider our religion
as decidedly hostile to this practice; and we add, what
seems to us of great importance,' that this hostili~y is
not the less decided, because no express prohibition of

• Matt. me 9.
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polygamy is found in the New Testament; for Christi
anity is not a system of precise legislation, marking
out with literal exactness everything to be done, and
everything to be avoided; but an inculcation of broad
principles, which it intrusts to individu~s and to society
to be applied according to their best di~retion.' It is
through this geneI:OU8 peculiarity, that Christianity is
fitted to be a Wlirersal religion. Through this, it can
subsist and blend itself with all stages of societyI and
can live in the midst of abuses, which it silently and
powerfully overcomes, but against which it would avail
little, were it immediately to lift up the voice of denun
ciation. We all know that long cherished corruptions,
which have sent their roots through the whole frame of
a community, cannot be tom up at once, without dis
solving society. To Christianity is committed the sub-
lime office of eradicating all the errors and evils of the
world; but this it does by a process corresponding with
man's nature,' by working a gradual revolution in the
mind, which, in its turn, works a safe and effectual re
volution in manners and life. No argument, therefore,
in favor of a practice, can be adduced from the fact,
that it is not explicitly reprobated in the New Testa
ment. For example, Christianity went forth into com
munities~ where multitudes were held in slavery, and
all ranks were ground and oppressed by despotism;
abuses, on which the spirit of our· religion frowns as
Sternly as on any which ean be named. Yet Christi
anity did not command the master to free his slaves, or,
the despot'to descend from his ,absolute throne; but
satisfied itself with proclaimiIlg sublime truths in regard
to God's paternal character and administration, and
broad and generous principles of action, leaving to these
the work of breaking every chain, by a gradual, inward,
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irresistible influence, and of asserting the essential
equality and unalienable rights of the whole human
race.-We cannot leave this topic, without adding, that
not only Milton's error on polygamy, but many other
noxious mistakes, have resulted from measuring Chris
tianity by the condition of the primitive church, as if
that were the standard of faith and pracyce, as if every::
thing allowed then were wife and good, as if the reli
gion were then unfolded in .all its power and extent.
The truth is, that Christianity was then in its infancy.
The apostles communicated its great truths to the' rude
minds of Jew's and Heathens ; but the primitive church
did not, and c01,l1d not, understand all that was involved
in those principles, all the applications of which they
are susceptible, all the influences they were to exert on
the human mind, all the combinations they were to
form-.with the new truths which time was to unfold, all
the new lights in which they were to be placed, all the
adaptations to human nature and to more advanced
states of society, which they were progressively to
manifest. In the first age, the religion was adminis
tered with a wise and merciful conformity to the ca
pacities of itS recipients. With the progress 9f intelli
gence, -and the developement of the moral faculties,
Christianity is freeing itself, and ought to be freed,
from the local, temporary, and accidental associations
of its childhood. Its great principles are coming forth
more distinctly and' brightly, and condemning abmes
aDd errors, which have passed current for .ages. .This
great truth, for such we deem it, that Christianity is a
growing light, and that it must be more or less ex
pounded by every age for itself, was not sufficiently
~pprehended by Milton; nor is it now understood as it
will be. For want of apprehending it, Christianity is



administered BOW, too much as it was in ages, when
BOthing of our literature, philosophy, and spirit of im
provement existed; and consequently it does not, we
fear, exert that entire and supreme sway over strong
and cultivated minds, which is, its due, and which it
must one day obtain.

Milton has connected with polygamy the subject of
divorce, on which he is known to have differed from
many Christians. He strenuously maintains in the
work under review, and more largely in other treatises,
that the violation of the marriage bed is not the sole
ground of divor~e, but that' the perpetual interruption
of peace and affecti0ll by mutual differences and un
kindness, is a sufficient reason' for dissolving the.con
jugal relation. On this topic we cannot enlarge.

We now arrive at that part of Milton's work, in which
his powerful mind might have been expected to look
beyond the prevalent opinionllof his day, but'in which
he has followed the beaten road, almost without devia
tion, seldom noticing difficultie~, and hardly seeming to
know their existence. ,We refer to the great subjects
of the moral condition of mankind, and of redemption
by Jesus Christ. The doctrine of original sin he has
assumed as true, and his faith in it was evidently
strengthened by his doctrine of the identity of the soul
with the body, in consequence of which he teaches, that
souls are propagated from parents to children, and not
immediately derived from God, and that they are bom
with an hereditary taint, just as the body contracas
hereditary disease. It is humbling to add, that he sup
ports this doctrine of the propagation of sin by physj..
cal contagion, on the ground that it relieves the Cre.
tor from the charge of originating the cOmJption, which
we are said to bring into life; as if the infinitely PUff'

5* .
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and good God could, by a covert agency, infect with
moral evil the passive and powerless mind of the infant,
and then absolve himself of the horrible work by im
puting it ,to instruments of his own ordination! Mil
ton does not, however, believe in total depravity, feeling

- that this would free men from guilt, by taking away· all
power; and he therefore leaves us a portion of the di
vine image, not enough to give us a chance of virtue,
hut enough to take away excuse from sin. Such are
the 'tender mercies' of theology! With respect to
Christ's mediation, he supposes, that Christ saves us
by bearing our punishment, and .in this way satisfying
God's. justice. His views indeed are not expressed
with much precision, and seem to have been formed
without much in\"estigation. On these great subjects,
of human nature and redemption, we confess; vye are .
.disappomted in finding the spirit of Milton satisfying it-
self with the degrading notions which prevailed around
him. But we remember, that it is the order of Provi
.dence, that the greatest minds should sympathize much
with their age, and that. they contribute the more to
the progress of mankind, by not advanoing too fast and
too far beyond their cotemporaries. In this part of his
work, Milton maintains, that the death threatened to
sin extends equally to body and soul, which indeed he
was bound to do, as he holds the soul and body to be
one; and he then proceeds to defend with his usual pow
er the necessary inference, that all consciousness is sns~

pended between death and the resurrection. We have
no faith in this doctrine, but we respect the--courage
with which he admits and maiptains whatever can be
fairly.deduced from his opinions.

Having concluded the subject of redemption, he pas
lies to what he calls ' man's renovation, or the cbange

•



whereby the simler is brought into a state of grace;'
and here, though he is DOt always. peJ'tlpicU0U8, yet he
seldom deviates from what was then the beaten road.
We owe it, however, to Milton, to say, that, although
he sometimes approached, he never adopted Calvinism.
All the distinguishing articles of that creed, total deprav
ity, election aod. reprobation, Christ dying for the elect
only, irresi~tible grace, the' perseverance of the saints,
and justification by mere faith, all are denied and oppos
ed by him, and some with great strength. Swayed as
Miltoo. was by the age in which he lived, his spirit could
not be subdued to the heart-withering faith of the 'Gen
evan school.

We now come to a subject in which Miitan was deep
ly interested; we mean Christian Liberty, under which
head may be included the discipline of the church, the
power af ministerS, and the rights of the people. To
vindicate the liberty of Christians, and 'to secure them
from all outward impositions and ordinances, he main
taWs that the whole Mosaic law is al)()lished, so that no
part is binding on Christians; a doctrine which may
startle many, who believe that the moral precepts of
that law are as biRding now as ever. But Iiuch persons
differ little in reality from Milton, whose true meaning
is, that these precepts biBd Christians, DOt through the
authority of Moses, which isw~lly done away, but
only because they are taken up and incorporated into
Christianity, which is our only law, aacl which has Iiet
forth whatever was pennanentJy valuable in Judaism, in
a more perfect form, and with more' powerful sanctions.

As another branch of the liberty of Christians, he
maintaiBs, as we may well suppoee, the right of every
believer to consult the scriptures aDd to judge of them
for himself. Not .timed with this, he taU. the gJouod



of Quakerism, and maintains that the Christian, in ad
dition to the' scriptures, has an inward guide, with which
no human authority sho~d interfere.

'Under the gospel we posseu, as it were, a twofold ICripture,
one external, which is the written word, and the other internal,
whic" is the Holy Spirit, written in the hearts of believers, accord
ing to the promiae of God, and with the intent that it should by DO

means be Beglected. ' Vol. II. P. 172. 'The external acripture _••
has been liable to frequent corruption, and in some instances haa
been corrupted, through the number, and occasionally the bad faith
of those by whom it has been handed down, the variety and discre
pancy of the original manuscripts, and the additional diversity pr0

duced by subsequent tr8IJ8Cr1pt8 and printed editions. But the
Spirit which lew to truth, cannot. be corrupted, neither is it easy
to deceive a man who I.e really spiritual.' p. 17:J. ' It is diffioult to
coojecture the purpose of Providence in committing the writings of
the New Testament to 'Iluch uncertain and variable guardianship,
uilleu it were -to teach us by tIiis very circ1lJll8tallce, that the Spirit
whiCh is give. to \18, is a more certain guide than scripture, whom,
therefore, it is our duty to'follow.' p. 174. 'Hence it follows, that
when an acquiescence in human opiniODS or an obedience to human
authority in JDa1ters of religion is exacted, in the name either of the
church 01' of the chriltian magistrate, from thoee who are themselves
led iadividually by the spirit of God, tliis is ia etJect to iJDpoae a
yoke, not on man, but on the Holy Spirit itJelf.' p. 176.

This, in words, is genuine Quakerism; but whether
Milton understood by the Holy Spirit that immediate
revelation, which forms the leading doctrine of that
creed, we doubt. To this doctrine it may be objected,
and we think Milton must have felt the objection,. that
it disparages and discourages our faculties, and produces
inaction of mind, leading men to expect from a sudden
flash from Heaven, the truth which we are taught to
~eek by the right use of our own powers. We imagine
that Milton believed that the Holy Spirit works with
and by our own understandings, and, instead of super
seding reason, invigorates and extends it. But this is
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not the only place where his precise views are obscured
by_general expressions, or by rapid and superficial no
tices of subjects.

In Milton's views of the church and the ministry,
we have other proofs of his constnling the scriptures in
the manner most favorable to christian liberty. He
teach~s that the universal church has no head but Christ,
and that the power arrogated by popes, councils, and
bishops, is gross usurpation. In regard to particular
churches he is a strict Congregationalist. Each church,
he says, is competent to its own g~vernment, and con
nected with others only by the bond of charity. No
others are authorised to interfere with any of its con
cerns, but in the way of brotherly counsel.

,
'Every church coosisting of the above parts,' i. e. well instruct

ed believers,·' however small its numbers, is to be conaidered ... in
itaelf an integral and perfect church, 10 far .. regards its religiou.
rights jnor has it any superior on earth, whether individual, or u
IMlIIlbly, or convention, to whom it can be lawfully required to ren
der submission; inasmuch as no believer out of its pale, nor any or
der or council of men wh8.tever, has a greater right than itae~ to
expect a participation in the written word und the promises, in the
presence of Christ, in the presiding influence of the Spiiit, and in
those gracious gifts which are the reward of united prayer.'

Vol. II. p. 1~~.

The choice.of the minister, he says, belongs to the
people. The minister, .if possible, should serve the
church gratuitously, and live by the labor of his own
hands. This unpaid service he pronounces more noble
and consonant to our Lord's example and that of the
apostles. In accordance with these views, he favor$
the idea of a church consisting of few members.

( All that pertains to the worship of God aud the IIa1vation of be'
Jienn, aU, in Ihort, that is neeeMarY to coDl&itute a cIwrcb, ..,

,
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'e iuly and orderly tTanaoted in • particular .rob, withia the
yalls of a private houae, and where the numbers auembled are m..
considerable. Nay, such a church, when in compliance with the
interested views of its pastor it allows of an increue of numbel'll
~yond what is convenient, deprives itself in a great measure of the
advaotag1llll to be derived from meeting ia common.'

Vol. II. p. 194-

He maintains that ministers are not to monopolize
public instruction, or the adminiStl'ation of the ordinan
ces; but that all Christians, having sufficient gifts, are
to participate in these services.

, The ovetom of holding asIIemblies is to be maintaiaed, not aftt.
the present mode, but according to the apostolical institution, whicll
did not ordain that an individual, and he a stipendiary, should have
the IJOle right of speaking from a higher place, but that each be- .
liever in tum should be authorised to speak, or prophesy, or teach,
or exhort, according to his gifts; insomucb tbat even tbe weakest
.along the brethren had the privilege 'of asking questions, and·con..
lftIJting the elders u4 more experienced members of the congrega.
tion.' Vol. II. p. 200. 'Any believer is competent to act as aD

ord4rttwy~,aCcording 811 convenience may require, pro'fided
only he be endowed with tbe necessary gifts ; tbetle gifts coDBt~

tin« his mission.' p. 103. ' If therefore it be competent to DDy
believer whalenr to preach tbe gospel, pro'fided be be fumi8bed
with the requisite gifts, it is- also competent to him to administer
the rite of baptism; inumuch as the latter office ill inferior to the
former.' p.157. 'With regard to the Lord's supper also, it has
been shown, in the preceding cbapter, tbat all are entitled to par
ticipate in tbat rite, but that the privilege of dispenaing the ele
meats is confined to no particular man, or order of men.' p. 158.

We entirely accord with the spirit of freedom which
. these passages breathe; but from some of the particu
lar :views we dissent. The great error, of Milton lies
ip supposing that the primitive church was meant to be
a model for all ages. But can we suppose that the
church at its birth, when it was poor, persecuted, hem
med in by Judaism and Heathenism, supplied impe....

•
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fectIy with writteil rules and records, dt'pendent for
instruction chiefly on inllpired teachers, aDd' compo&ed
of convel'tB who had grown up and been steeped in
Jewish and Heathen errors, can we imagine, that in
these circumstances the church took a form which it
ought to retain as sacred and UDalterable, in its trio
umphs, and prosperity, and diffusion, and in ages of
greater light and refinement ? We know that in the
Drst ages there were no.ministers with salaries, or edi
fices for public worship. Christians met in private
hooses, and sometimes in the obscurest they could find.
On these occasions, the services were not monopolized
by an individual, but shared by the fraternity; nor is
there a hint in the New Testament that the administra·
tiOll of the Lord's supper and baptism was confined to
the minister. But in all this we have no rule for the
present day. Indeed it seems to us utterly repugnant
to the idea of a universal religion, intended for all ages
and nations, and for all the progressive states of society
to the end of ~ world, to suppose that in its infancy
it established an order of worship, instruction, and dis-
cipline, which was to remain inviolable in all future
times. This doctrine of an inflexible form, seems to
us servile, superstitious, an~ disparaging to Christianity.
Our religion it too spiritual and inward, and cares too
little about its exterior, to bind itself in this everlasting
chain. The acknowledged indefinite~ess of the New
Testament in regard to this subject, is no mean proof
of the enlarged and prospective wisdom of its founder.
We believe, that, with the diffusion of liberal views,
the question will arise, whether our religion cannot be
taught and administered in methods and forms mOle
adapted, than those which. DOW prevail, to its spirit and
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great design, to the' principles of human nature, and to
the condition and wants of society. Among the cbnges
which may grow from this discussion, we do not antici
pate the adoption of Milton's plan of sentencing minis
ters to earn their bread by the sweat of their brow j for

,we think that we see reasons, in the general spread of
knowledge, for enlarging their means and opportunities
ot study and intellectual culture, that they may meet
the 'increasing demand for more enlightened inculcation
of christian truth. At the same time, it seems to us
not unlikely, that, in conformity to Milton's suggestion,
public instruction, instead of continuing to be a mono
poly of ministers, may be extended freely to men of
superior intelligence and piety, and that the results of
this arrangement may be, the infusion of new life,
power, and practical wisdom into religious teaching,
and the substitution of a more natural, free, and various
eloquence, for the technical and monotonous mode of
treating subjects, which clings so often and so obstinate
ly to the performances 'of the pulpit.-Again, we do
not expect, among the changes of forms and outward
worship, that Christians, to meet our author's views,
will shut their churches and meet in private houses; for
large religious edifices, and large congregations, seem
to us among the important means of collecting and in
teresting in Christianity, the mass of the community.
But perhaps narrower associations for religious improve
ment may be formed, in which the" formalities of public
worship will be relaxed, aIJd Christians may reap the
benefits of the more familiar and confidential meetings
of the primitive converts. It is indeed a great question,
'how the public administration of Christianity, including
modes of discipline, instruction, and worship, may be
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laildered 'more imJveaSivo and effectual. This field is
tIlInost'; u.tirodderi; ,but: if we read ,aright the signs oS
~ ltiines, the day; Jor explqring it draws nigh.
~il:weihne sUi that. Whilst we dissent from some of
MiJIonls..-views on'tDe subject of our present remarks,
-.e1agmo·!ip their, spirit. It was evidentlf the aim of
aRt his'BU§gostions, to strip the clergy, as they ate call
ed, ofi Ithat: ,peculiar, ar,tificial sanctity, with which su
perstitKlD had long arrayed them, and which had made
tIIeir: simple, ben!gn8Dt office, one of the worst instm
-IMtI.ts fof. W'IIbition and despotism. We believe that
this ,institution ,will-never exert its true and full power
OB' the. Church· aDd on the world, until the childish awe
~ which it has been viewed, shall beexchangod far
colightened:eiteem" and. wail men, inlJ<1;ead of expecting
from it ·ce"rtain. mysteriou~, undefined, influences, shall
see in .it·a rptional provision for promoting virtue and
happme.s,, not by ,magic; Lut according to the fixed
laws of humao. nature. .

The remainder of the,' Treatise on Christian Doc
.trine,' furnishe$ toplcs on which we should willingly
relliark;' but we.ha1e ,only time to glance at the opin
ions in' which Milton differs from the majority. He re
jects W..t baptilun, and argues against it with his usual
earnestness, and strength. He not only affirms with
many ,othei Christians', that the fourth commandment,
relating to the Sab)Bth, is abolished w:ith the rest 'of the
.Mosaic system, but maintains, what few have dQne, that
wader the gospeL 00 time is 'appointed for public wor
ship, but that the .obiervance of the first day of the
week rests wholly on. e:¥J>ediency, and on the agre~

ment of-Christianil. , He believes, that Christ is- to ap
pear visibly for the judgment of the world, and that he
will reign a thOlUllnd years on ear-th, at the end of

6
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which period Satan will assail the church with aD ...

Mlmerable confederacy, aDd be overwhelmed. with e.,.,.
lasting ruin. He speaks 0( the judgment as begi.nnillc
with Christ's second ad.,ent, and.as comprehending his
whole govemment through the millenium, as well as
the closing scene, when sentence will be pronounced
'On evil angels, and on the whole human 11ICe. W.
have· now given, we believe, all the peouliaritie. of
Milton's faith. As for that large part of his work in
which he has accumu~ted scriptural proofs of doctrilles
and dqties in which all Christians are agreed, its ge-..
ral tenor may be understood without further remarks.

It may now be aske., What is the nine of this book ?
We prize it chiefly as a testimony to Milton's profOODd
reverence for the christian religion, aDd aD assertioa
of the freedom and rights of the mind. We are oblig
ed to say, that the work throws little n,ew light OD

the great subjects of which it treats. Some will say,
that this ought not to surprise us; for new light is not
to be looked for in the departinent of theology.- But
if this be true, our religion' may be charged with the
want of adaptation to our nature in an essential point;
for one of the most striking features of the human min41
is its thirst for constantly enlarging knowled~ and its
proneness to lose its interest in suijects which it has
exhausted. The chief cause of Milton's failure, was,
'that he sought truth too exclusi....ely in the past, aod
among the dead. He indeed called no man master,
and disclaimed the authority of Fathers, and was , evi
dently dissatisfied with all the sects which had preced
ed or were spread around him. . Still he believed in
the perfection of the primitive church, and·that Chris
tianity, instead of being flarried forward, was to be car
ried back to its original purity. To UR' his own 'Strik-



jag 'language, ' the lovely form of Truth/ which Chris
tims at first embraced,·' had been hewn into athousand
pieces, like the mangled body of Osiris, and scattered

. to the four winds;' WId conseqnently be believed, that
the great duty of her friends, was: 'to gather up limb
by limb, and bring together every joint and member.'
In conformity with thi~ doctrine, he aC,ted too much ..
.. eclectic theologian, euning something from almost
e"ery &eet, and endeavouring to form an harmoniOUll
syBtem from materials' gathered from the four winds.'
He would have dORe better, had he sought truth leu
iD other minds, and more in the commqnioll of his own
soul with scripture, nature, God, and itself. The fact
is, that the church, from its beginning, has been imper
fect in knowledge and practice, and our btlSiness, is, not
to rest in the past,. but to use it as a means of a purer
ud brighter futurity. Christianity began to be corrupt
ed at its birth, to be debased by earthly mixtures, as
l!IOOn as it touched the earth. The seeds of that cor
rnption which grew and shot up into the overshadowing
despotism of papal Rome, were sown in the age of the
apostles, as we learn in the Epistles; and we infer
from the condition of the world, that nothing but a
stupendous moral miracle, subverting .all the laws of
the human mind, could have prevented their develope.
mente Who, that understands human nature, does not
know, that old associations are not broken up in a mo
ment; that to minds, plunged in a midnight of error,
truth must gradually open like the dawning day; that
old views will mingle with the new; .that old ideas,
which we wish 'to banish, will adhere to the old words
to which they were formerly attached; and that the
sudden aDd entire eradication of long-rooted errors,
would be equirnlent to -the creation of a new inte'llect?



How long did the apostles, UDder 'Christ's. im.lMliJUJi
tuition, withstand .his instructions! ,'Eoven PMer~ aftar
the miraculous illumination of tho' day .0f.Pentecost, ,B61
JUined ignorant; until the message from: ComeliuB,' on
that glorious feature of Chris~ianity, theabolitiQn·oIj
the Jewish peculiarity, and the equal participatiolL ~tl

the Gentiles with tht; Jews in the. blessings. of ,1M
Messiah. As soon as Christianity was preached,·it WB8

blended with Judaism, w:hich had power 00.neut~e

the authority of Paul in wany churches~, In like maa..
ner, it soon began to be 'spoiled' .ot its &implicit)1
'by philosophy and science falsely So called,' ,and to be
encumbered by pagan ceremonies. The first Christiaos ,
were indeed brought into 'wonderful light,' if theii
christian state be compared with tlte ---darkness fiom
which they had emerged; but not if compared, with
the perfection ,Of knowledge to which Christ'came _
exalt the human race. The earliost Fathers, as.W6
learn from their works, were not receptive of large
communications', of truth. Their writings· abound in
puerilities and marks of childish credulity, and betray
that indistinctness of vision, which is expe~iellCedby

wen who issue from thick darkness into the light oft
day. In the ages of barbarism which followed the ,fall
of the Roman empire, Christianity, thQugh it answered
wise purposes of Providence, was more .aud more' dis..
figured and obscured. . The Reformation was increed cr
glorious era, but glorious for its redaction of papal and
clerical power, and for the partial liberation of the mind,;
rather than for immediate improvements of men's ap
prehensions of Christianity. Some of the Reformer,,.
invented or brought back as injurious errorS as those
they overthrew. Luther's consubstantiatiOn differed
&.om the pope'8 transubstantiation by a .syllable, .and"
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that was all the gain; and we may safely say, that
transubstantiation was-a less monstrous doctrine than
the five points of Calvin. How vain, therefore, was
Milton's search for' the mangled Osiris,' for ' the love
_y form and immortal features of Truth,' in the history
of the church! .

Let us not be misunderstOod, as if we would cut oK
the p"resent age from the' past. We mean not, that
Milton 'should have neglected th~ labors of his prede
cessors. He belie'Ved justly, that all the periods and
generations of the human family, are bound together
by a sublime conne~ion, and that tbe wisdom of each
age is chiefly a derivation from all preceding ages, DOt

excepting the mo,st ancient, just as a noble stream,
through its whol~ extent and in its wide8t overflowings,
still holds communication with its infant'spdngs, gush
ing out perhaps in .the depths' of distant forests, or on
the heights of solitary mountains. We only mean' to
say, that the stream of religious knowledge is tQ swell
and grow through its whole cour": aDd to receive new
contributions from gifted minds in successive genera
tions. We only regret that Milton did not draw more
from tbe deep and full fountains of his own soul. We
wish only to teach, that antiquity was the infancy of
our race, and that its acquisitions, instead of being
rested in, are to bear us onward to new heights of truth
and virtue. We mean not to compla~ of Milton for not
doing more. He rendered to mankind a far greater ser
Vice than that of a teacher of an improved theology.
He taught and exemplified that spirit of intellectual
freedom, through which all the great conquests of truth
are to be achieved, and by which the human mind is to
attain to a new consciousness of its sublime faculties,
and to invigorate and expand itself forever.

6*
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We here close our remarks on .Milto~ In otfe~ing

this tribute, we have aimed at something higher than
to express and gratify our admiration of an eminent
man. We believe that an enlightened and exalted
mind is a brighter manifestation of God than the out
ward universe; and we have set forth, as we have
been able, the praises of an illustrious servant of the
Most High, that through kim, glory may redound to
the Father of all spirits, the Fountain of all wisdom and
magnanimous virtue. And still more ;. we believe that
the 8ublime intelligence of Milton was imparted, not
for his own sake only, but to a~ak.QIl kindred virtue
and greatness in other souls. Far from· regarding him
as standing alone and unapproachable, we believe that
he is an illustration of what all who are true to their
nature, will becoine in the progress of their being; and
we have held him forth, oot to e.xcite an ine1f~tual

admiration, but to stir up our own and others' breasts
to an exhilarating pursuit of high and ever-growing
attainments in intellect and virtue•.

,',
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NAPOLEON BONAPART~

" ," I

. THE. Life of Napomon Bonaparte .by Sir Walter
SCott has been KIltioip~d with an eagerness, propor
tionecrto the' unrivaIled"Pfi'e~8:of the author, and to
the wonderiIl endowments and mrtun.es .of the hero.
That· the general ,expectatioa: I has.' .been. satisfied; we
cannot affinn. But.few will deny, that the writer has
given wi a monument ,of his great talents. The rapidity
with which such a work has"been thrown off astonishes
us. We think, howe"er, that the author owed to him
self and to the public, a more' deliberate 'execution of
this important undertaking. He shoUld either have
abandoned it, or have. bestcwed .on it the long and pa
tient labor which it required. The'mark,sof negligence
and haste, which are spread through· the work, are se
rious blemisbes, and to more faStidiOus readers inex
piable. defects. It wants ·compression:· and selection
thmnghout. Many passages are encumbered With, ver-'
biage.. Many thoughts are:lwakenedbY'uselels expail-..
sion and worse ·thanuseless'·Iq)etitiOn. comparbale..:
are aecumulated to e'XCe88; ami whililt.niany·ale 'exqCU';";
site, perhaps' as muyare trite iuId "unworthy'of history~

..
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The remarks are generally just, but obvious. We
stat~ these defects plainly, that we may express the
more freely our admiration of the talents, which haYe
executed so rapidly, a work so extensive and various,
so rich in information, so ,fresh and. vivid in descrip
tion, and furnishing such abundant specimens of a free,
graceful, aJlIli vifpou .t,~

The work has the great merit of impartiality. It is
probably inaccurate in many of its details, bui singular
ly free from prejudice and passion. Not a few, who
considered that the author was both a Briton and a
friend of the principles and policy of Pitt, were expect
ing from his pen a discolored delineation of the impla
cable (oeo£ Englancl and of tJaat'~minister. But
the reetitllde of his mind, and IIis reverence fur Jaistmi
cal truth~ ·haTe eJfect1laDy Pftl'6lY8d aim from aboaiag
the great power, ca.fel'Jed on Bim by IUs falent8 t over
public opinion. We thiDk tbt his l..table fear of
wronging the enemy of his country, joined to' an admi
ration of the dazzling qualities of NapaleGat has led
~ to soften unduly the crimes of his hero, aacl to Pe
more favorable impressions than truth will warrant..

But enough of the author, who Deeds not wr praise,
aDd can suffer little by our cenllUre. Our concern ia
with liliI subject. A just estimate of the late emperar
of France seems to 118 important. Thatextraordinary
man, having operated OD the world with unprecedented
power during his lifet is now 1iniluencing it by his cJ.r..
aeter. That- charaeter, we apprehend, js:·not viewed
as it should IJe. The kind of admiration which it in
spires, eTeJ1 in free cottntries, is a bad omen., The
greatest crime against society, that of spoiling it -of its
rights and loading it with chains, still fails to DIO'fe that
deep abhorrence, whieh is its due ; .. wh~ if really'
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tek, wWld:fix on the Qsurper a brand of indelible ia
.y.. Ret;ardiag fre~m as the chief interest of
humaa Dature, as essential to its mtellectual,. moral, aDd .
religious progress, we look on men, who have signaliz
ed themselves by their hostility tc> it, with an indigna
tion at OIlce s~ aDd sorrowful, which no glare of
suc~u1 war, and DO admiration of the crowd, can
iDd1tCe us tosuPpI'e8s. We mean then to speak. freely
of NapoleoL But if we Iuww ourselves, we could on
DO acoouu.t utter one IIDjU8t reproach. .We· speak, the
mo.re· freely., beca~ conscious ofexemption. from every
fee1Ulg like animosity• We ~ar oot with the dead.
We would resist only what we deem the pernicious
iaduence of the dead. .We would devote ourselves to
tJaecause of freedom and humanity, a cause perpetually
bt)trayed by the admiratioo. lavished 00 prosperous crime
aad aU-grasping aiilbition. Our great topic will be the
Character of Napoleon; and with this we shall naturally
intersperse reflections on the great interests which he
perpetually influenced.

We begin with observing, that it is an act of justice
to Bonaparte to remember, that.be grew up under dis
astrous influences, in a troubled day, when men's
minds were convulsed, old institutions overthrown, old
opinions shaken, old res~ts snapped asunder; when
the authority of religion was spurned, and youth aban
doned to unwonted license; when the imagination was
made feverish by visions of indistinct good, and the
passions swelled. by the sympathy of millions to a re
Mstless torrent. A more dan~rous Jlchool for the
character cannot well be conceived. That all-seeing
Being, who knows the trials of his creatures and the
secrets of the heart, can alone judge to what degree
aimes are extenuated by circumstances so inauspicious.
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This we must remember in reviewing the hiatory of
men, who were exposed to trials unknown tooursel"&.
Bot because the turpitude olan evil agent i8,diminished
'by infelicities of education or condition, we m88t no~

therefore confound the immutable distinctions of. right
'and wrong, and withhold our reprobation from atrocities
which have 'spread misery and slavery: ,far and wide.

It is' also doe to Napoleon to ooserve, that. th~re has
always existed, and still exists, a mournfu.l obtuseness
or mgral feeling in regard. to the- Climes of military and
'political life. The wrong-doing of public men on a large
,scale, has never drawn ·upon them that sincere, hearty
abhorrence which visits private vice. Nations have
seemed to coUrt aggression and. bondage, by their stu
pid, insane admiration' of successful tyrants. The
wrongs, from 'Which men, have suffered most, in body
~bd mind, are yet unpunished. True j Christianity has
'put into our lips censures on the aspiring and the usurp
jhg: 'But these reproaches are as yet little more than
sounds, and unmeaning commonplaces. ' They are re
peated for form's sake. When- we read or ·hear them,
-we feel that they want depth and strength. They are
not inward, solemn, burning convictions, breaking from
the indignant soul with a tone of reality, before which
guilt would cower. The ~rue moral feeling in regard
to the crimes of public men is almost to be created.
We believe, then, tbat such a character as Bonaparte's,
is formed with very little oonSCw.sneils of its turpitude;
1\00 society, which contributes so much to its growth,
'is responsiblt: for its existence, and merits in part the
misery which it spreads.

Of the early influences, under which Bonaparte ,was
formed, we know little. He was educated in a mili-

.".
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tary school, and this, we apprehend, is not an institu·
tio"n to form much delicacy, or independence of· moral
feeling; fer- the young soldier is taught, as his first

.duty, to obey his superior without consulting his con
ecience; to take human life at another's biddhlg; to
perform that deed, which above all others requires de
liberate' conviction; without a moment's inquiry as to
its justice; and to place. himself a passive instrument
in hands, which, as ~l history teaches, often reek with
blood causelessly shed. .

His first political association was with the Jacobins,
the most 'sanguinary of· all the factions which raged in
France, and whose sway is emphatically called 'the
reign of terror.' The service which secured his com
mand in Italy, was the turning of his artillery on the
people, who, however dangerous when acting as a mob,.
happened in the present case to understand their rights,
and were ~ecting their violeDce against manifest
usurpation.

His first campaign was in Italy, and we have still a
vivid recollection of the almost rapturous admiration, /
with which we followed his first triumphs; for then we
were simple 'enough to regard him as the chosen guar
dian of liberty. His peculiar tactics were not then
understood; the secret of his success had not reached
us; aDd his rapid victories stimulate.d the imagination
to invest him with the mysterious powers of a hero of
romance. We confess that we cannot now read the
history of his Italian wars without a quickened move
1OO0t in the veins. The rapidity of his conceptions;
the inexhaustibleness of his invention; the energyof
his will; the decision which suffered not a moment's
pause between the purpose aDd its execution; the pre
sence of mind, which, amidst sudden reverses and on

7
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the· brink of ruill, de~isecl the means of safety and sue-
cess; these commauding attributes, added to a courage,
which, however suspected afterwards, neMl' faltered
then, compel us to bestow, what indeed we have no
desire to withhold, the admiration which is due to su
perior power.

Let not the friends of peace be offended. We have
said, and we repeat it, that we have DO desire to with
hold our admiration from tile energid, which war often
awakens. Great powers, even in their perversion, at
test a glorious nature, and we may feel their grandeur,
whilst we condemn, with our whole strength of moral
feeling, the evil passions by which they are depraved.
We are willing to grant that war, abhor it as 'We may,
often developes and places in ~trong light, a force of
intellect and purpose, which raises our conceptions of
the human soul. There is perhaps DO moment in life,
in which the mind is brought into such int.en·se action,
in which the will is so strenuous, and in which Irrepres
sible excitement is so tempered with self-possession, as
in the hour of battle. Still the greatn~ss of the war
rior is poor and low compared with th~ magnanimity
of virtue. It vanishes bef~re the greatness of principle.
The martyr to humanity, to freedom, or religion; the
unshrinking adherent of despised and deserted truth,
who, alone, unsupported, and scorned, with no crowd
to infuse into him courage, no variety of objects to draw
his thoughts from himself, no opportunity of effort or
resistance to rouse and nourish energy, still yields him
self calmly, resolutely, with invincible philanthropy, to

bear prolonged and exquisite SUffering, which one re
"tracting word might remove--such a man is as superior
to the warrior, as the tranquil and boundless heavens
above us, to tbe low earth we tread beneath our feet.
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We have spoken of the ~llergiell of mind c~d forth
by war. If we may he allowed a short digr~ssioo,

which however bears directly 011 our main subject, the
merits "of NapOleon, we would observe, that military
~ent, eV~Jll()f the highest" order, is far from holdinl
~e first place amongiDtellectual endowments. It is
one of the lower forms of genius; for it .. not cOIlver
~t with the highest and richest objects of thought.
We grant that a mind, which takes ill a wide country
at a glance, and understands, almost by intuition, the
positions it affords for a successful campaign,' is a com
prehensive and ,vigorous one. The general, who dispo
ses his forces so as to counteract a greater force i who

. supplies" by skill, science, and invention, the want of
numbers; who dives into the counsels of his enemJ,
and who gives unity, energy, and success to a vast
variety of operations, in the midst of casualties ,and oJ>.
Btructions which no wisdom could foresee, manifestl
great power. .But still the chief work of a general is
to apply physical force; to remove physical obstruc
tions; to avail himself of physical "aids and advantages;
to act on matter; to overcome 'rivers, ramparts,' moun.
tains, and human muscles; and these are not the high.
est objects of mind, nor do they demand intelligence
of the highest order; and accordingly nothing is more
common than to find men, eminent in this department,
who are w;u:1ting in interlectuaI enlargement; in
habits of profound and liberal thinking, in imaginatiOli
and taste, in the capacity of enjoying works of geniUs,
and in'broad and original views of human nature an.
society.· The office of a great gen~rdl does not dilln
widely from that of a great mechanician, whose busi
ness it is to frame new combiI1atxms of physical forces;
to adapt them to ne,,, circumstances, and to remOl'e

•
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new obstruCtions. Not a· felt great generals, away from
the camp, bave be~n no greater men than the mechani
cian taken. from his workshop. In ronversation they
have been dull. Deep and refined reasonings they have
been unable to comprehend.' We know that there are
splendid exceptions. Such was Cesar, at once the
greatest soldier and the most sagacious statesman of h.is
age, whilst, in eloquence and literature, he left. bebind
him almost all, who had devot~d themselves exclusively
to these pursuits. But SLlch cases are rare. The COD

queror of Napoleori, the hero of Waterloo, possesses un
doubtedly great military talents; but we do not under
stand, that bis most partial admirers claim for him a
place .in the highest class of minds. We will not go
down for illustration to such men as Nelson, a man
great on the deck, but debased by gross vices, and who
never pretended to enlargement of intellect. To insti
tute a comparison in poiat of talent and genius ~tween
such men and Milton, Bacon, and Shakspeate, is almost
an insult on these illustrious names. Who can think
of these truly great intelligences; of the range of their
minds through heaven and earth; of their deep intuition
into the soul; of their new and glowiBg combinations
of thought; of the energy with which they grasped and
subjected to their main purpose, the innnite materials
or" illustration which nature add life' affQl'd-who can
think of the forms of transcendent beauty and grandeur
which they created, or which were rather emanatiOBS
of their own minds j of the calm wisdom and fe~

"id imagination which they conjoined; of the voice
of pow-er, in which, 'though dead, they still speak,'
and awaken intellect, sensibility, and genius in both
hemispheres-who can think of such meD, and ~ot feel
die immense inferiority of the most gifted warrior,

---------,
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whose elements of thought alt'· physical forces and
physical ohstructions, and whose employment is the
combination of a comparatively low and ~arro\V class
of objects, on which a powerful mind can be employed.

We return to Napoleon.. His 'splendid victories 'irJ.
Italy spread his name like lightning through the civil
ized world. Unhappily they emboldened him to those
UIlprincipled and open aggres~ions', to the indulgence
Qf that lawless, imperious spirit, which marked his fu
ture course, and kept pace with his growing power.
In his victorions career, he soon came in contact with
states, some of which, as Tuscany and Vehice, had
acknowledged the French Republic, whilst others, 3B

Parma and Modena, had observed "a strict neutrality.
The old-fashioned laws' of nations, under which sueh
states would have found shelter, seemed never to have
crossed tne mind of the young victor. Not satisfied
with violating the neutrality of all, he seized the' port
of Leghorn, and mined the once flourishing commerce
of Tuscany; and having exacted heavy tribute from
Parma and Modena, he compelled these powers to 5ur
~ender, what had hitherto been held sacred in the utmost
extremities of war, some of their choicest pictures, the
chief ornaments of their capitals. Weare sometimes
told of the good -done by Napoleon to Italy. Bot we'
have heard his 'name pronounced as indignantly there as •
here. An Italian cannot forgive him fpr rebbin~' that .
country of its noblest works ()f art, its dearest ttellsures

• and glories, which h!1d made it a land o~ pilgrimag.e to
men of taste and~enjtis from the whole cll'ilized world,
and which had upheld and solace~ its pride under con....
quest and hnmili3tioll. ,From this USe of po~r in the
4"eo- dawn of his. 'ortunes, it might easily have been

. foretold, what pert he wou1d act in the stonny day

. '*

•
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which was approaching, when· the seeptre of Fruee
, and Europe was to be orered to any strong hand, wbicb

should be daring enough to grasp it. ..
NeJ;t to Italy, Egypt became the stage for the display

Qf Napoleon; Egyp&, a province of the Grand Signior,
with whom France was in p~ofound peace, and \'\Tho,
according to the fong e~tablished relations of Europe,·
waS her natural ally. It would seem, that ~is expedi
tion was Bonaparte's pwn project. His motives are
not very distinctly stated by his biographer. 'We doubt
not that his great aim was conspicu~usness: He chose
a theatre where all eyes could be turned upon him.
He saw that the time for usqrpation had not· yet come
in FrclDce.· To use his own language, 'the fruit was
not yet ripe.' He wanted a field of action which
would draw upon him the gaze of the world, and from
which he might return at the favorable I;uoment for the
prosecution of his enterprises at home.· At the same
time he undQubtedly admitted.· into his mind, w.hich
success had already intoxicated, some vague wild hope
of making an impression on the Eastern world, which
might place its destinies at his com!Jland, and give him
a throne more ·enviablethan Europe Could besto-w,.
His course in the East exhibited the same lawlessness,
the same contempt of all restrain~s on his polv,er;:which

. we.have already noted. No· means, which promised
succeas, 'Were thought the worse for their guilt. It
was eat enOQgh for him to boast of his triumphs over
.th~ cross, .or to profess Mahometanism. He claimed
inspiration, and a CGmmission from God, and was aDJ[-'
ions to join the character of propltet to that 'of hero..
Thy was the be~inning of the great weaknesses and
errors into which he was betrayea hy that spirit of self~

exaggercltion, which, under.e influeQce of past sucCess
.. .

Diglllz"d by Coogle
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and of unbounded flattery, was already ~rowing into a
kind of insanity. In his own view he.was fit to be' a
cpmpeer with Mahomet. His' greatness in llis own
eyes made him bliud to 'the folly of urging his ..per
natural claims on the Turk, who coatemned, even more, ,

than he abhorred, a Fran~; an~ who would sooner have
, sold himself a slave to Christians, than have acknow

ledged a renegade Christian as a sharer of the glories
of Mahomet. It was not enough for Bonaparte, on this
expedition, to ~ult God, to show an impiety as foolish
as it was daring.· He proceeded to trample on the
sentiments and dictate~ of humanity with equal hardi
hood. The massacre of Jaffa is universally known.
Twelve hundred prisoners, and probably more, who had
surrendered themselves to Napoleon, and wer!l appar
ently admitted to quarter, were two days afterWards
marched out of the fort, 'divided into small bodies, wid
then deliberately shot, and, in case the musket was not
e1fectual, were despatched by. bayonets. This was an
out.r.tge, which cannot be sheltere,d by the laws and
usages of war, barbarous as they are. It was, the deed
of a bandit and savage, and, ought to be execrated by
good men, who value and would preserve the mitiga
tions which Christianity has infused into the 'conduct
of national hostilities. .

The next great event in Bonaparte'a history was the
usurpation of the-supreme power of the state, and tbe
establishment of military deSJOtism Q"er F~~~. ~Jl
\pe particulars of this cr,F~al act we hav~ ... deii5e to
eularge, nor ~e we .amoous'tb. ase.enrou, ~hether pur
hero, on t~s oc~i<ln, l~st. 'his' .COIIr..e and 8e}f-pos~el!l
sion; as he ii\· rqporte4 to have done. Weare mere
aaxious to elpress ~ cOlll'1.ctioBS ~(the turpitude of
this riu"t'rC@e on ii~ty and justice., FaT this crime but. :,

..

1
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one aP,Qlogy.c~n, be offered. , Napoleon, it is said, seized
the reins, when, had h~ let them slip, they would hav~

fallen into othe'r hands. He enslaved France at a mo
ment, when, had he spared her, she would have found
another tyrant. Admitting the truth,of the plea, what
is it but the reasoning of the highwayman, who robs and
murders the traveller, because the booty,was about to
be seized by another hand, or because another dagger
was ready to do th.e bloody deed? Weare aware ~hat

the indignation, with which we regard this crime of
Napoleon, will find a response in few breasts'; for to .
the multitude a throne is a temptation which no virtue
can be expected to withstand. But moral tfuth 'is
immovable amidst the sophistry, ridicule, and abject
reasonings of men, and the time will come, when it will
find a meet voice to give it utterance. Of all crimes
against society, usurpation is. the blackest. He who
Hfts a parricidal hand against his country's rights and
freedom; who plants his foot on the necks of thirty
millions of his fellow creatures; who concentrates in
his ~ingle hand the powers of a mighty empire; and
who wields its powers, squanders its treasures, and
pours forth its bloOd like water, to make other nations
slaves and the world his prey-this man, as he unites

, all crimes in his sanguinary career, so he should be set
• apart bl the human race for their unmingled and un-

o ~easur~d abhorrence, and should bear on ~is gnilty
head"a. mark as' opprot.rious as that which the first
~iI1dcrer- lto!e. e We dmQo\ th.jnk with patience tf

.. oae Itlan~ 1\S~niftg ,cIJai~ Op a· whole peqple, and sab-
• jeeting milliofls U> ,hI' singlt~ will; o( whol~ regions •

oversliadowed by tPte -tyranny of a Jhftl heing like our
selves. In anguish t>t: sph1t weeexcl<filll, 'HQ~ leng
will an abject world kiss the (oot ~hich ft'amples it?• •

•
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How long shall crime find .shelter in its very aggrava
tions and excess?

Perhaps it may be laid, that our' indignation seems
to light on Napoleon, not so much because he was a
despot, as because he became a despot by usurpation;
that we seem not to hate tyranny itself, so much as a
particular mode of gaining it. We do indeed regard
usurpation as a crime of peculiar blackness, especially
when committed, as in the case of Napoleon, in the
name of liberty. All despotism,however, whether
usurped or hereditary, is our abhorrence. We regard
it as the most grievous wrong and insult to the human
race. But towards the hereditary despot we have '

, more of compassion than indignation. Nursed and
brought up in delusion, worshipped from hiS' cradle, nev
er spoken to- in the tone of. fearless truth, taught to
look. on the great mass of his fellow beings' as an infe
rior race, and to regard despotism as' a law of nature
and a necessary element of social life; such a prince,
whose education and condition almost, deny -him the
possibility of acquiring healthy moral feeling and manly
virtue, must not be judged severely. Still, in absolv
ing the despot from much of the,guilt which seems at
Drst to attach to his unlawful and abused power, we do
not the less account despotism a wrong aild a curse.
The time for its fall, we trU!~t, is coming. It cannot
fall too soon,. It has long enough wtllng from the la- 1
borer his hard earnings; long enough squandered a na- I

tion's wealth on its parasites and minions; long enough
warred against the freedom of the mind, and arrested
the prOgress of truth. It has filled dungeons enough
with the brave arid -good, and shed enough of the ,blood
of prtriOts. Let its end come. It cannot coine too
lOOn.
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We have DOW followetl BODBparte ro the moment bf
possessing himself of the supreme power. '. Those w.ho
were assOciated with him iii BubYertin~ the gmerainent
of the Direc~ry, eft.yed to lay restraints ODo t~ First
Consul, who WM ,to take their plAce. Bdt he in~
nandy repelled: them. He held the sword, and with
this, not only. intimidated the selfish, hut awed anR si
lenced the patriotic, who saw too,painly, that it could,
only be wrested from him by.renewing the borro~;af
the revolution.-We DOW proceed to consider some of
the means, by which he consolidated hii power, i and
raised it into the imperial dignity. We wnsider' these
as much more important ilIustratioos of his character
than his successive campaigns,. to waich. accordingly
we shall give little attention.

One of his first measures: for' giving 'stability to his
power, was certainly a wi8e' ODe, .and was obviously
dictated by his situation and character. Having seigeci
the first dignity in the state by military force, aad lean.
ing on a devoted soldiery, he was under DO necessity of
binding himself to anyof the parties which had distracte4
the country, a vassalage to which his domineering spirit
could ill have stooped. Policy and his love of mastery
pointed out to him an indiscriminate employment of the
leading men of all parties; and not a few of these had
become so selfish and desperate in the disastrous pro
gress of the revolution, that they were' ready to break.
up old comrexions, and to divide the spoils of the He·
public with a master. Accordingly he adopted a sy&
tern of comprehension and lenity, from which even the
emigrants were not excluded, and had the satisfaction
of seeing almost the whole t~leBt which the revolution
had quickened, leagued .in the execution of his' plans.
Under the able men, whom he caned to his aid, dte.
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nuances and the war department, which had fallen into
a confusion that threatened ruin to the state, were soon
restored to order, and means and fbrces provided .for
retrieving the recent defeats and. disgraces of the
French armies.

This leads us to mention another and most important
and effectual means by which Napoleon secured and
enlarged his power. We refer to the brilliant campaign
immediately following his elevation to the Consulate,
and which restored to France the ascendancy which
she had lost during pis absence. On his success at this
j~cture his future fortunes wQolly depended. It was
in this campaign that he proved himself the worthy
rival of Iiannib~. The energy. which conducted an
army with its cavalry, artillery, and supplies, across the
Alpi, by untried paths, which only the chamois hunter,
born and bred amidst glaciers and everlasting snows,
had trodden, gave the impression, which of all others
he most desired to spread, of his superiority to nature,
as well as to human opposition. . This enterprise was
in one view a fearful omen to Europe. It showed a
power over the minds of his soldiers, the effects of
which were not to be calculated. The conquest of St.
Bernard by a Frenc~ ¥my was the boast of the nation;
bui a still more wonderful thing was, the capacity of
the general to inspire into that army the intense force,
confidence, r~.lution, and 'patience, by which alone the
work could be accomplished. The victory of Marengo,
gained by one of the accidents of war in the moment
of apparent defeat and ruin, secured to Bonaparte the
dominion which he coveted. France, who, in her
madness and folly, had placed her happiness in conquest,
now felt that the glory of her arm.s was safe only in the
hands of the Firs~ Consul; whilst the .ldiery, who

"
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held the sceptre in their, gift, became more thoroughly
satisfied, that triumph and spoils waited on his stand
ard.

Another important and essential means of securing·
and building up his power, was the system of espionage,
called the· Police; which, under the Directory, had
received a developement worthy of those friends of
freedom, but which was destined to be perfected by the
wisdom of Napoleon. It would seem as if despotism,
profiting by the experience of ages, had put forth her
whole skill and resources in forming the French police,'
and had framed an engine, never to be SUrpaSsed, for stifl
ing the faintest breathings of disaffection, an.d chaining
every free tho_ught. This system of espionage, (we are
proud that we have no English word for the infernal
machine,) had indeed been used under all tyrannies.
But it wanred the craft of Fouche, and the energy of
Bonaparte, to disclose all its powers. In the language
of our author, 'it spread through all the ramifications
of society;' that is, every man, of the least importance
in the community, had the eye of a spy upon him. He
was watched at home as well as abroad, in the boudoir
and theatre, in the brothel and gaming house; and
these last named haunts furnished not a few ministers
of the Argus-eyed Police. There was an ear open
through all France to catch the whispers of discontent;
a power of evil, which aimed to rival, in omnipresence
and in'visibleness, the benignant agency of the Deity.
Of all instruments of tyranny, this is the most detesta
ble. It chills social intercourse; locks up the heart;
infects ,and darkens men's minds with mutual jealousies
and fears; and reduces to system a wary dissimulation.
subversive of force and manlmess of character. We
find, howev~ some consolation in learning that tyrants
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are the prey of distrust, as well as the people over
whom they set this cruel guard; that tyrants qmnot
confide in their own spies, but must keep watch over
the machinery which we have described, lest it recoil
apon themselves. Bonaparte at the head of an army
is a dazzling spectacle; but Bonaparte, heading a horde
of spies, compelled to doubt and fear these base instru-

.ments of his power, compelled to divide them into
bands, and to receive daily reports from each, so that
by balancing them against each other and sifting their
testimony, be might gather the truth; Bonaparte, thus
employed, is anything but imposing. It requires no
great el«mltioD of thought to look. down OD such an
occupation with scorn'; and we see, in the anxiety and
degradation which it involves, the beginning of that
retribution which tyranny cannot escape.

Another means by which the First Consul protected
his power can excite no wonder. That he should fet
ter the press, should banish or imprison refractory edi
tors, should subject the journals and more important
works of literature to jealous superintendence, these
were things of course. Free writing and despotism
are such implacable foes, that we hardly think of blam
ing a tyrant for keeping no terms with the press. He
cannot do it. He might as reasonably c~oose a volca
no for the fmmdation of his throne. Necessity is laid
upon him, unless he is in love with ruin, to check the
bold and bonest expression of thought. But the neces
sity is his own choice; and let infamy be that man's
portion, who seizes a power which he cannot sustain,
but bJ dooming the mind through a vast empire to
slavery, and by turning the press, that great organ of
truth, into an instrument of public delusion and debase
ment.

8
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We pass to another ,means of removing obstructions
to his power and ambition, still worse than the last.
We refer to the terror which he spread by his severi
ties, just before assuming the imperial power. The
murder of the Duke d'Enghieu was justified by Napo
leon as a method ,of striking fear into the Bourbons,
who, as he said, were plotting his death. This may
have been one motive; for we have reason to think
that he was about that time threatened with assassina
tion. But we believe still more, that he intended to
a'Ye into acquiescence the opposition, which, he knew,
would be awakened In many breasts, by the prostration
~f the forms of the republic, and the open assumption
of the imperial dignity. There were times when Bona
parte disclaimed the origination of the murder of' the
Duke d'Enghien. But no other could have originated
it. It bears internal marks of its author. The bold
ness, decision, and overpowering rapidity of the crime,
point unerringly to the soul where it was conceived.
We believe that one great recommendation of this mur
der, was, that it would strike amazement and terror
into France and Europe, and show that he was prepaJ
cd to shed any blood, and to sweep before him every
obstruction, in his way to absolute power. Certain it
is, that the open murder of the Duk~ d'Enghien, and
the justly suspected assassinations of Pichegru and"
Wright, did create a dread, such as had not been felt
before; and whilst on previous occasiol1s some faint
breathings of liberty were to be heard in the legislative
bodies, only one voice, that of Carnot, was raised
against investing Bonaparte with the imperial crown,
and layiQg France, an unprotected victim, at his feet.

There remain for our consideration other means em
ployed by Bonaparte for building up and establishing

'.
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his power, of a different character from those we have
named, and which on this account we cannot pass with
out notice. One of these was the Concordat which he
extorted from the Pope, and which professed to re
establish the Catholic religion in France. Our religious
prejudices have no influence 'on our judgment -of this
measure. We make no objections to it, as the restm
ation of a' worship which on many accounts we con
demn. We view it now simply as an instrument of
policy, and in this light, it seems to us no proof of the
sagacity of Bonaparte~ It helps to confirm in us an
impression, which other parts of hill history give us,.
that he. did not understand the peculiar character of his
age, and the peculiar and original policy which it de
manded. He always usea· commonplace. means of
power, although the unprecedented times in which he
lived, required a system, which should combine untried
resources, and toUch new springs ofactipn. Because
old governments had found a convenient prop in reli:
gion, Napoleon imagined that it was a necessaryap;.
pendage and support of his Sway, and resolved to re
stOre it. But at this moment there were' no founda
tions in France for a religious establishment, whicb
could give strength and a character of sacredness to
the supreme power. There was comparatively no
faith, no devout feeling, and still more, no superstition
to supply the place of these. The time for the reac
tion of the religious principle had not yet arrived; and
a more likely means of retarding it could hardly have
been devised, than the nursing care extended to the
church by Bonaparte, the recent Mussulman, the known
despiser of the ancient faith, who. had no worship at
beart but the worship of himself. Instead ()f bringing
religion to the aid of the state, it was impossibl~ that

•
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such a man should touch it, without loosening the faint
hold which it yet retained on the people.. T~re. were
none so ignorantas to be the dupes of the First Consul
in this particular. Every man, woman, and child knew
that. he was playing the part of a juggler. Not one re
ligious association could be formed with his character
or gove,nment. It was a striking proof of the self
exaggerating vanity of Bonaparte, and of his ignorance
of the higher principles of human nature, that he not
only hoped to revive and turn to his account the old
religion, but imagined" that he could, if necessary, have

.created, a new one. ' Had the'Pope never existed be
fore, he should have been made for the occasion,' was
the speech ~f this political charlatan; as if religious
opinion and feeling' were things to be manufactured by
~ consular decree. Ancient legislators, by adopting
and sympathizing with popular and rooted superstitions,
were able to press them into the serVice of their insti~

tutions. They were wise enough to -build on a pre
existing faith, and studiously to conform to it. Bona
parte, in a country of infidelity and atheism, and whilst
unable to refrain from sarcasms on the system which
.he patronised, was weak. enough to believe that he
might make it a substantial support of his govemment.
He undoubtedly' congratulated himself on the terms,
which he exacted from the Pope, and which had never
been conceded to the most powerful monarchs; for
getting that his apparent success was the defeat of his
plans; for just as far as he severed the church from
the supreme pontiff, and placed himself cobspicuously
at its head, he destroyed the only connexion which
could give it influence. Just 80 far its power over
opinion and conscience ceased. It became a coarse
instnnnent of state, contemned by the people, and 8e"-

1
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ing only to demonstrate the aspiring views of its mu
ter. Accordingly the French bishops in general reEus-,
eel to hold their dignities under this new head, prefer
red exile to the sacrifice of the rights of the church, and
left behind them a hearty abhorrence of the Concordat
among the more zealous members of their commwiion.
Happy would it have been.. for Napoleon, had he left
the Pope and the church to themselves. Byoctasion
ally recognising and employing, and then insulting and
degrading the Roman ~ntiff, he exasperated a· large •
part of Christendom, fastened on himself the brand of
impiety, and awakened a religious hatred which con- .
tributed its full measure to his fall.

As ~ther means employed by Bonaparte for giving
strength and honor to his government, we may name
the grandeur of his public works, which he began ill hi.
consulate and continued after his accession to the impe
rial dignity. These dazzled :France, and still impress
travellers with admiration. Could we separate these
from his history, and did no other indication of his
character survive, we should undoubtedly honor him
with the title of a beneficent sovereign; but connected
as they are, they do little or nothing'to change our con..
ceptions of him as an all-grasping, unprincipled usurper.
Paris was the chief object of these labors; and surely
we cannot wonder, that he who aimed at universal do
minion, should strive to improve and adorn the metropo
lis of his empire. It is the practice of despots to bt1

. lavish of expense on the royal residence and the seat of
government. Travellers in France, as in other coun
tries of the continent, are struck and pained by the
contrast between the magnificent capital and the mud
walled village and uninteresting province. Bonaparte
bad a special motive for decorating Paris, for' Paris ill

8*
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France,' as has often been observed; and in conciliating
the vanity of the great city, he secured the obedience
of the whole country. The boasted internal 'improve
ments of Napoleon scarcely deserve to be named, if we
compare their influence with the, operation of his public
measures. The conscription, which drew from agricul
ture its most effective laborers, and his continental
system, which sealed up every port and annihilated the
commerce of his empire, drained and exhausted France

• w a degree, for which his artificial stimulants of indus
try, and his splendid projects afforded no compensation.
Perhaps the most admired of all his public works, is the
road over the Simplon, to which all travellers concur in
giving the epithet, stupendous. But it ought not to
amaze us, that he, who was aspiring at unlimited do
minion, should establish communications' between the
different provinces of his empire. It ought not to
amaze us, that he, who had scaled the glaciers of St.
Berllard, should covet some easier passage for pouring
'his troops into Italy; nor is it very wonderful, that a
sovereign] who commanded the revenues of Europe,
and who lived in an age when civil engineering had
beeQ advanced to a perfection before unknown, should
ac~omplish a bolder enterprise than his· predecessors:
We would add, that Napoleon must divide with Fab
.broni the glory of the road. over the Simplon j for the
~enius,which contrived and constructed, is more prop
erly its author, than the will which commanded it.

There is however one great work, which gives Bona
parte a fair claim on the gratitude of posterity, and
entitles him to an honorable renown. We refer 1:0 the
new code of laws, which was given to France under
his auspices. His participation in this work has indeed
been unwarrantably and ridiculously magnified. Be-
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cause he attended the meetingg of the commissioners.
to whom it was assigned, and made some useful and
sagaCious suggestions, he has been praised, as if he had
struck out, by the miraculous fQrce of his genius, a new
code of laws. The truth is, that he employed for this
work, as he should have done, the most eminent civil
ians of the empire; and it is also true that these learned
men have little claim to originality; for, as our author
observes, the code ' has few peculiarities making a dif
ferencebetween its principles and those of the "oman
law.' In other words, they preferred wisdom to nov
.elty. Still Bonaparte deserves great praise for his in
terest in the 'Work, for the impulse- he gave to those to
whom it was committed, and for the time· ~d thought,
which, amidst the cares of a vast empire, he bestowC¥!
upon it. That his ambition incited him to this labor, •
we doubt not. He meant to entwine the lmtre's of
Justinian with those of Alexander.. But we will DDt
quarrel with ambition, when it is wise enough to deyote
itself to the' happiness of mankind. In the present
case, he showed that he understood something of true
glory; and we prize the instance more, because it
stands almost alone in his history. We look on the
conqueror, the usurper, the spoiler of kingdom.., the in
satiable despot, with disgust, and see in all these char
acters an essential vulgarness of mind. But when we
regard him as a Fountain of Justice to a vast empire,
we recognise in him a resemblance to the just and be
nignant Deity, and cheerfully accord to him the praise
of bestowing on a nation one of the greatest gifts, which
it is permitted to man to confer. It was however the
misery of Bonaparte, a curse brought on him by his
crimes, that he could touch nothing without leaving on
it the polluting mark of despotism. His usurpation

•
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•took. from him the power o£ legislating with magnaaim
ity, where his own interest was concerned. He could
provide for the administration of justice between man
and man, but not between ~ the citizen and the ruler.
Political offences, the very class which ought to be sub
mitted to a jury, were denied that inode of trial. Ju
ries might decide on other criminal questions; but theT
were not to be permitted to interpose between the des
pot and the ill fated subjects, who might fall under hia
IUSpi40n. Th8le were arraigned before' speciclI tribu
nals, invested with a half military character,' the ready
ministers o( nefarious prosecutions, and only intended
to cloak. by legal forms the murderous~ of the
tyrant•

,. • 'Vie have thus considered some of the means by
whi& Bonaparte consolidated and extended his power.
'le no. see him advanced to that imperial throne, on
which he had long fixed his eager eye. We see France
alternately awed and dazzled by the influences we have
described, and at last surrendering, by public, deliberate
acts, wit40ut a struggle or a show of opposition, her
rights, liberties, interests, and power to an absolute
master ~d to his posterity forever. Thus perished the
name and forms of the Republic. Thus perished the
hopes of philanthropy. The air, which a few years
ago resounded with the shouts of a gre~t people casting
away their chains, and claiming their birthright of free
dom, now rung with the servile cries of long life to a
blood-stained usurper. There were indeed genel'OUJ
spirits, true patriots, like our own La Fayette, still left
in France. But few and scattered, they were left to
shed in secret the tears of sorrowful and indignant des-

. pair. By this base and disastrous issue of their revo-
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lution, the French nation not oaly Rnounced their OWD
rights, bu~ brought reproaeh on 'die cause of freedom,
which years caJlIlot wash away.. This is to us a more
painful recollection, thaa all' the deaolatiOll8 which
France spread through, Eotope. and than her own bit
ter sufferings, when the hour of .retribution came upon
her. . The ~elds which she laid waate are .m waviag
with harvest; and the groau which ,broke forth through
her cities and villages, when her bravest sons perished
by thousands and ten thOUBaDds on the mows of Russia,
have died 'away, and her wasted population is renewed.
But the wounds which slae in1licted on freedom by the
crimes perpetrated in that sacred Ilame, and. by the ab
ject spirit with which aat,lBOIed eatIIe was deserted,
are still fresh and bleeding. France DOt only subjected
herself to a tyrant, but what is worse, llhe has giYen
tyranny everywhere new pleas ~ arguments, and
618bo1deaed it to preach openly,in the face of heav6llt

the impious doctrines of absolute power and waeondi
tiona! submission.

Napoleon was DOW Emperor ,of France; and a man
UDaequainted with human DlitIure, WGIIld daink that lsuch
an empire, whose bounda Dow,extea.ded to the Rhinet t

might have satisfied even 8Il ambitious riHm. But Bo
naparte obeyed that law; of, ptogreu, ~ which the higk..
est minds are peculiarly lUbjecte4; .&ad BCiluisition in.
flamed, instead of appeasing~ the" apirit of domin_.
He had 10Iag proposed to himself the conquest of Eu~

rope, of the world ; aJ¥l the title Of Emperor added in...
tenseDe88 to this PUrp6Be. Did.we Dot fear, that·bi
repetition we might _pair the eolivietion'which we are'
I808t aosious to impress, we would eRlerge oa- the mmf,,<
mity of the guilt iavol"ed in tt.e prc;eet of. umy'trial
empire. Napoleon knew dietiDCtI,. the price" which .~

..
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must ',pay. for, the emm-ce' which· he coveted.' He
k.neW.tlhatdre path to, it ,lay O"P'er wounded and slaugh~

tered millions, "oV.er:putr~ying.beaps of-his fell~w crea
tUres;' over Jraliage(I fields; smoking ruins, pillaged cities.
He! knew that. itill steps would be d"ollmved by the groans
ofJ~idOWled mOthers tile}. famisbediorphans-; of bereaved:
friendship' ;mdldespriringiMve; and,that'in addition to
this mioriJrt :of misery, he woold create an equal amount
of· crime, by multiplying indefinitely the instruments
and participators of his rapine 'and fraud. He knew
the price arid resolved :to pay'it~ - But we do not insist
on a topic, which fewf·very few as; yet, understand or
feel. Turning then .lor l the present. from the mor3l
aspect of dUli -enterpiise" ,w~- will, View .it in another
light, which ,is ~ofgr8at' 'importance 'to 'a jUst-estimate
of his .claim.on.admiratiOn.· We will inq\1ire .into the
nature and fitness of the measures and:policy which he
adopted, for compassing the'~ubjugation of Europe 8nd
the world.'

Weare aware, that this discussion may expose us to
the charge of· great presumption. It may be said that
men, having DO aceess to the secrets of cabinets, and
no participation in public affilirs, are not the best judges
of the policy of such' a man as Napoleon.. Th.is we are
not anxious to disprove. We do not deny the disad
vantageS of our positiC?n, nor shall we quarrel with our
readers for questioning the soundness of our opinions.
But we will say, that though distant, we have not been
indifferent observers of the great events of our age, and
that though conscious of' exposure to niany errors, we
have a strong perSuasion of the substantial correctness
of our views. We expyess then, without reserve, our
belief, that'1:he pOloiey of. Napoleon was Wanting in sa
gacity, and, that he proved himself incapable, as we

..... ...olO..-_~~_=....,;__=._...._......._. ._............,j.J
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before suggested, of understanding the character an.
answering the· demands of his age. His system w~ a

\ re~tition of old means, when the state of the world
was new. The llword and the police, which had suf
ficed him for enslaving France, were not the only pow
ers required for his designs against the human. race.
Other resources were to be discovered or created; and
the genius for calling them forth did not, we conceive, I

belong to Napoleon.
The circumstances under which Napoleon aspired to

universal empire, differed in many respects from those
quder which former conquerors were placed. It was
easy for Rome, when she had subdued kingdoms, to
reduCe them to provinces and to govern thtlm by force;
for nations at that period were bound together by no tie.
They had little communication with each other. Dif-

o ferences of origin, of religion, of manners, of language,
of modes of warfare; differences aggravated by long
and ferocious wars, and by the general want of civilisa
tion, prevented joint action, and .almost all concern for
one another's fate. Modern Europe, on the other hand,
was an assemblage of civilized states, closely connect
ed by COmmerce, by literature, by a common faith, by
interchange of thoughts and improvements, and by a
policy which had for ages proposed, as its chief object,
the establishment of such a balance of power as would
secure national independence. Under these influences
the human mind had made great progress; and in truth
the French revolution had resulted from an unpreceden
ted excitement and developement of men's faculties, and
from the extension of power and intelligence throug~ a
vastly wider class, than had participated in them at any
former period. The very power, which Napoleon was
wielding, might be traced to an enthusiasm essentially
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generous, and manifestinf!: a tendency of the civilized
world to better institutions. It is plain that the old
plans of conquest, and the maxims of comparatively bar
barous ages, did not suit such a state of society. An
ambitious man was to make his way, by allying himself
with the new movements and excitements of the world.
The existence of a vast maritime power like England,
which, by its command of the ocean and its extensive
commerce, was brought into contact with every com
munity•. and which at the same·time enjoyed the envia
ble preeminence of POSl!le8sing the freest institutions· in
Europe, was of itself a sufficient motive for a great
modi1ieation of the policy, by which one state was now
to be placed at the head of the nations. The peculiar
~harltCter and influence of England, Bonaparte seemed
ilIdeed· never able to comprehend; and the violent
measures, by which he essayed to tear asunder the old
connexions of that country with the continent, only
gave them strength, by adding to the ties of interest
those of sympathy, of common suffering, and common
dan~er.

Force and corruption were the great engines of Na
poleon, and he plied them without disguise or reserve,
not caring bow far he iMulted and armed against him
self, the moral and national feelings of Europe. His
great reliance was on the military spirit and energy of
the French people. To make France a nation of sol
diers was the first and main instrument of his policy;
and here he was successful. The revolution indeed
had mDO small degree done this work to his hands.
To complete it, he introduced a national system of ed
ueation, having for its plain end to train the whole
yot:rth· of Trance to· a military life, to familiarize the
miBd to this destination from its earliest years, and

..
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to associate the idea of glory almost exclusively with
arms. The conscription gave full efficacy to this sys~

tem; for as every young man in the empire had reason
to anticipate a summons to the army, the first object
in education naturally was, to fit him for the field.
The public honors beStowed on military talent, and a
rigorous impartiality in awarding promotion to' merit,
80 that no origin, .however obscure, was a bar to what
were deemed the highest honors of Europe, kindled the
ambition of the whole people into a flame, and directed
it exclusively to the camp. It is true, the conscription.,
which thInned so terribly the' ranks of her youth, and
spread anxiety and bereavement through all -her dwel~

lings, was severely felt in France. But Napoleon
knew the race whom it was his business to manage.;
and by the glare of victory, and the title of the Grand
Empire, he succeeded in reconciling them for a time to
the most painful domestic privations, and to an unex
ampled waste of life. Thus he secured, what he 'ac
counted the most important instrument of dominion, a
great military force. But, on the other hand, the stim
ulants, which, for this purpose, he was forced to apply
perpetually to French vanity, the ostent;ition with
which the invincible power of France was trumpeted
to the world, and the haughty vaUnting style which be
came tbe most striking characteristic of that intoxicated
people, were perpetual irritations of the national spirit
and pride of Europe, and implanted a deep hatred to
wards the new and insuh:ing empire, which waited but
for a favorable moment to repay with interest the debt
of humiliation..

The condition of Europe forbade, as we believe, the
establishment of universal monarchy by mere physical
force. The sword, however important, was now to
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play but a secondar~ part. The true course for Napo
leon seems to us to have been indicated, DOt only by
the state of Europe, but by the means which France ill
the beginning of her revolution had found most effectu
al. He should have identified himself with some great
interests, opinion, or institutions, by which he, might
have bound to himself a large party in every nation.
He should have contrived to make ~t least a specious
cause against all old establishments. To contrast him
self most strikingly and most advantageQusly with for
mer governments, should have been the key of his
policy. He should have plaC~ himself at the head of
a new order of things, which should have wom the face
of an improvement of the social state. Nor did the
8ubver~ion of republican form~ prevent his adoption of
this course, or of some other which would have s~cured

~ 4im the sympathy of multitudes. He might still have
drawn some broad lines between his own administra
tion and- that of other states, tending to throw the old
dynasties into the shade. He might have cast away the
ancient. pageantry and forms, distinguished himself by
the simplicity of his establishments, and exaggerated the
relief which he gave to his people, by saving them the
burdens of a wasteful and luxUJ'ious court. He might
have insisted on the great benefits that had accrued to
France from the establishment of uniform laws, which
protecfed· alike all classes of men; and he might 'have '
virtually pledged himself to the subversion of the feudal
inequalities which still disfigured Europe. He might
have insisted on the favorable changes to be. introduced
into property, by abolishing the entails which fettered
it, the rights of primogeniture, and the exclusive privi
leges of a haughty aristocracy. He might have found
abuses enough against which I to array himself as a

..
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champion.· By becObling the head of new institutions,
wroch would have involred the transfer of power into
new .hands,. and would have oifered to the people a real
improvement, he might evel'J"'here- have summooed to
his standard the.bold· and enterprising, and might have
disarmed tlte national prejudices to which he fell a prey•.
Revolution was still the true instrument of power. In.
a·wOrd, Napoleon lived at a period, when he could ~nly .
establish a durable and universal control, through prin
ciples and institntions of some kind or other, to which
he would seem to be devoted.

It was impossible, however, tor SlICh a man as Napo
leon, to adopt, perhaps to conceive, a system such as
has' DOW· been traced; for it was whol!] at war with
that egotistical, self-relying, self-exaggerating principle,
which was the most striking feature of his mind. He
imagined himself able, not only to cooquer nations, but
to hold them together by the awe and admiration which
his. own charaeter would inspire; and this bond he pre
ferred to every other. An indirect sway, a control of
nations by means of institutions, principles, or -prejudi
ces, of which he was to be ORIy the apostle and defen
der, was utterly inconsistent with tbat vehemence of
will, that passion for astonishing, mankind, and that
persuasion of his own invincibleness, which were his
master feelings, and which made force his darling in
strument of dominion.· He chose to be the great; pal
}lable, ~d sole bond of his empire ito have his im~e
reflected from every establishment; to be the centre,
in which every· ray of glory should meet, and from
wbich every impulse should be propagated. In COIl8f>oo

quence of this egotism, he never dreamed of -adapting
bimself ,to the moral condition of the world. The
sword was his chosen weapon, and he used it withoot
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disguise. . He insulted Ilations as well as sovereigns.
He did not attempt to gild their chains, or to fit the
yQk.e gently to their necks. The excess of his extor~

; tions,. the audacity of his olaims, and the insolent lan
guage in which Europe was spoken of as the vassal of
the great empire, discovered, that he expected to reign,

· not only without linking himself with the interests, pre
judices; and national feelings of men, ~ut by setting all
at defiance.

It woiUd be easy to point out a multitude of instan
ces in which he sacrificed the oo1y policy by which he
could prevail, to the persuasion, that his awn greatBess
could more than balance whatever opposition his vio
lence might awaken. In an age in which Christianity
was exerting some power, there was certain~y a degree
of deference due to the moral convictions of society.
But Napoleon thought himself more than a match for
the moral instincts and sentiments of our nature. .He
tliought himself able to cover the most atrocious deeds
by the splendor of his name, and even'to extort applause
forcrimes'by the brilliancy of his/success. He took no
paiiIs to conciliate esteem. In his own eyes he was
mightier than cODl~cience; and thus he turned against
himself tile power and resentment of virtue, in every
breast where that divine principle yet found a home.

Through the same 'blinding egotism, he was anxious
to fill the thrones of Europe with men bearing his own
na,me, and to multiply' everywhere images of himself.

· Instead of placing over conquered countries efficient
men, taken from themselves, who, by upholding better
institutions, would carry with the,m large masses of

· the people, and who ~ would still, by their hostility to
the old dynasties, link their fortunes with his OWD, he
pl~ over nations such men as Jerome and Murat.

•
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He thus spread ajeaJousy of hi~ power, whilst he ren
dered it inseeure; for as none of the princes· of his
creation, however well disposed, were allowed to iden
tify themselves with their subjects, and to take root iJr

.the public heart, but were compelled to act, openly and
without disguise, as satellites and prefects of the French
emperor; they gained -no hold on their subjects, and
could bring no strength to their master in his hour of
peril. In none of his arrangements did Napoleon think
of securing to his cause the attachment o~ nations.
Astonishment, awe; and force, were his weapons, aDd
his own great name the cho.sen pillar of his throne.

So far was Bonaparte from magnifying the contrast
and distinctions between himself and the old dynasties
of Europe, and from attaching men to himself by new
principles and institutions, that he had the great weak
ne8S, for 80 we view it, to revive the old forms of mon
archy, and to· ape the manners of the old court, and
thus to connect himself with the herd of legitimate sove
reigns. This·was not only to rob bis government of
that imposing character which might have been given
to it, and of that .interest which it might "have inspired.
as an improvement on former institutions, but was to
become competitor in a race in which he could not but
be -distanced. He could indeed pluck crowns from the
heads of monarchs; but he could not by any meaDll
iDfuse their blood into his veins, associate with himself
the ideas which are attached to a long line of aBCestry,
or give to his court the grace of. manners, which belongs
to older establishments. His true policy was, to throw
contempt on distinctions, which he could not rival; and
bad he possessed· the genius and spirit of. the f01lllderof
a new era, he would have substituted for a'croWD, and
for other long worn badges of power, a -new and simple

9*
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Ityle -of grandeur, and new insignia of dignity, more
ronsonant with an enlightened age, and worthy Of onf!
whO disdained to be a vulgar king. By the policy
wlaieh he adopted, if it be worthy of that name, he be
came a' vulgar king, and showed a mind incapable of.
answering the wants an~ demands of his ~e. It -.is .
well known, that the progress of intelligeace bad done
_ncb in Europe, to weaken men's reverence for pa
geantry and show. Nobles had learned to lay aside
their trappings in ordinary life, and to appear as gentle
men. . Even royalty had begun to retrench its pomp;
and ia the face of all this improvement, Bonaparte
8tooped from his height, to s~udy costumes, to legislate
about court dresses and court manners, and to outshi~e

his brother monarchs in their own line. He desired to
add the glory of master of ceremonies to that of con
queror cf nations. In his anxiety tD belong to the cast
of kings, he exacted scrupulously the observance and
etiquette with which they are approached. Not satis
ied with this approximation to the old .sovereigns, with
whom he had no common interest, and from whom he
eould not have removed himself too far, he sought to
ally himself by marriage with the royal·families in Eu
rope, to ingraft himself and his posterity on an old im
perial tree. This was the very way to tum back. ~pinion
iato its old channels; to carry back Europe to its old
prejudices j to facilitate the restoration of its old order;
to preach up legitimacy j .to crush every. hope that he
was to work a beneficent change among nations. It
may seem strangE' that his egotism did not. preserve
him from the imitation of antiquated monarchy. But
IUs egotism, though excessive, was not lofty, nor was
it secOllded by a genius, rich and inY6Btive, except ill
war.
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We have DOW followed .Napoleon to the height of hia
power, ad given our vieWs of the policy by which he
hoped to make that power perpetual and unbounded.
His faU iI· easily explained. It had its origin in that
spirit of Ilelf-reliance and self-exaggeration, of wlUcA
we have Been so many proofs. It began is Spain.
That country W3.i a province in reality. He lYanted to
~ake it one in name; to place over it a Bonaparte; to
make it a more striking manifestation of ·his power.
For this purpose, he 'kidnapped' its royal family, stir
red up the unconquerable spirit .of its people, and, after
shedding on its plainI and mountains the best blood of
France, lost it forever. Next came his expeditioa
~st RUI6ia, an expedition against which his wisest
COUD8611on .remonstrated, but which· had every recom
melldation to a man who regarded himself as an excep
tion to his race, and able to triumph over the laws of
IUlture. Soinlialle were his self-confidence and impa
tience of opposition, that he drove by his outrages Swe
den, the old ally of France, into the arms of Russia, at
the very moment that he was· about to ~hrow himself
into·the heart of that mighty empire. On his Russian
campaign we have no desire to enlarge. Of all the
mournful pagel of history, none are more sad than that
which records the retreat of the French· army from
Moscow. We remember, that when the intelligence of
Napoleon's discomfiture in Russia first reached this
country, we were among those who exulted in it, think
ing only of the results. But when subsequent and
minuter. accounts brought distinctly hefore our eyes
that unequalled army of France, broken, famished,
alaughtered, seeking shelter under 81lowdrifts, .and per
Ishing by intense .cold, we looked back on our joy with
a1molt a consciousness of guilt, and expiated by a sin-
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cere grief our insensibility to the su1ferings of our fel.
low creatures. We understand that many interesting
notices of Napoleon, as he 'appeared in this disastrpus
'campaign, are given in the Memoosof Count Segur, a
book, from which we have been repelled by the sor
rows and miseries which it details. We can conceive
few subjects more worthy of Sbakspe~e than the
mind of Napoleon, at the moment, when his fate was
sealed; when the, tide of his victories was suddenly
stopped and rolled backwards; when his dreams of in
vincibleness were broken ~s by a peal of thunder;
when the word, which had awed nations, died away,
on the bleak waste, a powerless sound; and, when he,
whose spirit Europe -could not bound; Bed in fear from
a captive's doom. The shock. must have been tremen
dous to a mind so imperious, scornful, and unschooled
to humiliation. The intense agony of that moment
when he gave the UDusual orders, to retreat; the deso
lateness of his soul, when he saw his brave soldiers,
and his chosen guards sinking in the ·snows,.and perish
ing in crowds around him; his unwillingness to receive
the details of his losses, lest self-possession should fail
him; the levity and badinage of his interview with the
Abbe decpradt at Warsaw, discovering a mind laboring
to throw off an insupportable weight, wrestling with

, itself, struggling against misery; aDd though last not
least, his unconquerable purpose, still clinging to lost
empire as the only good of life; these workings of such
a spirit would· have furnished to the 'great dramatist a
theme, worthy ofhis transcendent powers~

By the irretrievable disasters of the Russian cam
paign, the empire of the world was effectually placed
beyond the grasp of Napoleon. The tide of conquest
had ebbed, never to return. The spell which bad
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bound the nations was di8so1.ed. .He was no longer
the Invincible. The weight of military power, which
had kept down the spirit (jf nations, was removed, and
their long smothered sense of wrong and insult broke
forth like the fires of a volcano. Bonaparte might still,
perhaps, have secured the throne of France; but that
of Europe was gone. This, however, he did not,coold
not, would not understand. He had connected with
himself too obstinately the character· of the world's
master.; to be able to relinquish it. Amidst the dark
omens which ~ered round him, he still saw in his
past wonderful escapes, and in his own exaggerated
energies, the means of rebuilding his fallen power.
Accordingly the thought of abandoning his pretensions
does not seem to have crossed his ntind, and his irre
parable defeat Was only a summons to new exertion.
We doubt, indeed, whether Napoleon, if he could have
understood fully his ooodition, wouldhav~ ad~ed a dif
fei'ent course. Though despairing, he would probably
bve raised new armies, and fought to the last. To a
mind, which has placed its whole happiness in having
DO equal, the thought of descending to the level even
of kings is intolerable. Napoleon's mind had been
stretched by such ideas of universal empire, that France,
though reaching from the Rhine to the Pyrenes, seemed
narrow to him•.. He could not-be shut up in it. Ae~

cordingly, as his fortunes darkened, we see no signs of
relenting. He could not wear, he said, 'a tarnished
erown,' that is, a crown no brighter than those of Aus
tria and Russia. He continued to use- a master's tone.
He showed no change, but such as opposition wore in
tile obstinate; he lost his temper and grew sour. He
heaped reproaches on his marshals, -and the legislatin
body. He insulted Metternich, the statesman, on whom,

••
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.V'e all othel8, his fale Upemled. ' He initated 'Mu
rat by sarcaU.s, wtidl i'auk.lfij within w., and acceJ.
erated, if they 8id. n9& dete1'llline; his desertioa of his
master. It is a strik.iag exaMple of retJibetion, that
the very veheoae.., and ,tenmel8 of.. wil1,. whida
had btme him onward' to dominion', omv drove him to
the rejeeti~ of tenu which might. _e'left him a for"
midable power, aDd thus made his nIiD eJltire. Ren...
ing to taU coonsel a£ events, he penevered in fight:i.g
with a stuhDonness, which reminds 118 of a spoiW
ebild, woo sullnly grasps what he kJIO'In he must re
linquish, strugles without hope, aDlIl does net gin over
resistance, UDtil his little fingers are one by cme QIl

c1eDched from the object oa. which ke has sel his hean.
Thus fell Napoleon. We Uall follow his 'history DO

farther. 'His retreat to Elba, bis iJruption imo FIUee,
his signal overthrow, .. Iris baDitdmumt t8 St. He1eaa,
though the: add to the mmance of his history, throw
DO new light on his, ebaraeter, aDd would of course
contribute nothing to our present' oiject. There are
indeed incidents iJa this portion of his life which are
aomewhat incODsistent with the firmness and conscio.
superiority which belonged to him. But a man, into
whose character so much impulse, and 80 little princi
ple eBtered, must not be expected to preserve unblem
ished, in such liard reverses, the dignity. and self-respect
of an emperor and a hero. -

Ia the course of these remarks, oor views of the
Conqueror, of the Fim Con811l, aad of the Emperor,
have been given plainly and freely. The subject, how
ever, is 110 importaBt meL interestiDg, 'that we have
tlaought it worth our while, though at tbe hazard of
some repetition, to bring together, in a narrower com-

...
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pass, what seem to us the gre~t.l6ading features of the
intellectual iWd moral character of Napoleon Bonaparte.

His intellect was distinguished by rapidity of thought.
He understood by a glance what most men, and supe
rior men,. could learn only by study•. He darted to a
conclusion rather by intuition than -reasoning. In war,
which was the only subject of which he was maBter,
he seized in an instant on the great points of his own
and his enemy's positions; and combined at once the
movements, by which an overpowering force might be
thrown with unexpected fury on a vulnerable part of the
hostile line, and the fate of an army be decided in a
day. He understood war as a science; but his mind

. was too bold, rapid, and irrepressible, to be enslaved by
the technics of his profession. He found the old armies
fighting by rule, and he discovered the truecharacteris
tic of genius, which, without despising rules, knows
when and how to break' them. He understood tho
roughly the immense moral power, which is gained by
originality and rapidity of operation. He astonished
and paralysed his enemies by his unforeseen and impet
uou~ assaults, by the suddenness with which the storm
of battle burst upon them; and, whilst giving to his
soldiers the advantages of modern discipline, breathed
into them, by his quick and decisive movements, the
enthusiasm. of ruder ages. .This power of disheartening
the foe, and of spreading through his own ranks a con
fidence, and exhilarating courage, which made war a
pastime, and seemed to make victory sure, distingu~shed
Napoleon in an age of uncommon military talent, and
was one main instrument of his future power.

The ~oaderful effects of that rapidity of thought by
which Bonapar~e was marked, the signal success of his
new mode of warfare, and the almost incredible speed

-,.,.~.
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with which his fame was spread through nations, had
DO small agency in fixing his charaoter and determining
for a period the fate of empires. These stirring influ
ences infused a new consciousness of his own might.
They gave intensity and audacity to his ambition; gave
form and substance to his indefinite visi~ns of glory,
and raised his fiery hopes to empire. The burst of ad
miration, which his early career called forth, must in
particular have had an influence, in imparting to his
ambition that modification by which it wa.-; character
ized, and which contributed alike to its success and to
its fall. He began with astonishing, the world, with
producing a sudden and universal sensation, such as
modern times had not witnessed. To astonish as well
as to sway by his energies, ~came the great aim of his
life; Henceforth to rule was not enough for Bona
parte. He wanted to amaze, to dazzle, to 'overPOwer
men's souls, by striking, bold; magnificent, and unantici
pated results. To govern ever so absolutely ,would not
have satisfied him, if he must have governed silently.
He wanted to reign through wonder and awe, by the
grandeur and terror of his .name, by displays of power
which would rivet on him every eye, and make him the
theme of every tongue. Power was his supreme object,

. but a power which should be gazed at as well as felt,
which should strike men as a prodigy, which should
shake old thrones as an earthquake, and by the sudden
ness of its new creations should awaken something of
the submissive wonder which miraculous agency in
spires.

Such' seems to us to have been the distinction, or
characteristic modification of his love of fame. It was
a diseased passion for a kind of admiration, which, from
the principles of our nature, cannot be enduring, and
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.meR demands for its support perpetual and more stim
Ibting novelty. Mere esteem'he would have scorn
ed. Calm admiration, though' universal, and enduring,
would. have been insipid. He wanted to electrify and
~Nrhelm. He -lived for effect. The world was hi~

theatre, and he cared little what part he played, it he
Blight walk. the sole hero on the stage, and call, forth
bursts of applause, which would silence all other fame.
In war the triumphs which he 'coveted were thos~, in
which he seemed to sweep away his foes like a whirl
wind; anq the im~ense and unparalleled sacI:ifice, of
his own soldiers, in the rapid marches and, daring as
&Quits to which he owed, his victories, in no degree
diminish~d their worth tt> the victor. ,In peace, he de
lighted to hurry through his dominions; to multiply
himself by his rapid movements; to gather at a glance
the capacities of improvement which every important
place possessed; to suggest plans which would startle'
by their origihality ana vastness; to project in an in
stant, works which a life could not accomplish, and to
leave behind the impression of a superhuman energy.

,Our sketch of Bonaparte would be imperfect indeed,
if we did not add, that he was characterized by nothing
more strongly than by the spirit of Self-exaggeration.
The singular energy of his intellect and will, through
which he had mastered so many rivals and foes, and,
overc.orne what seemed insuperable,obstacles, inspired
a conscIOusness of, being something more than man.
His strong original tendencies to pride and self-exalta
tion, fed and pampered by strange success and unbound
ed applause, swelled into an almost insane conviction
of superhuman greatness. In his own view, he stood

I
'apart from .other men. He was not to be measRred by
the ~tandard of humanity. He was not to be retarded
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by difficulties to which all otberlJ yielded. He was not
to be subjected to laws and obligations which all others
were expected to obey. ' Nature and the human will
were to bend to his power. He was the child and fa
voriteof fortune, and if not the-lord, the chief object
of destiny. His history show~ a spirit of self-exaggera
tion, unrivalled in enlightened ages, and which reminds
us of an Oriental king to whom incense had been burnt
from his birth as to a deity. Th,is was the chief source
of his crimes. He wanted the &entiment of a common
nature with his fellow beings. He had no syrppathies
with his race. That feeling of brotherhood, which is
developed in truly great souls with peculiar energy, and
through which they give up themselves willing victims,
jO}'ful sacrifices, to the interests of mankind, was wholly
unknown to him. His heart, amidst its wild bea'tings,
never had a throb of disinterested love. The ties which
bind man to man he broke asunder. The proper hap
piness of a mall, which consists in the victory of moral
energy and social affe~tion over the selfish passions, he
cast away for the lonely joy of a despot. With powers,
whi~h might have made him a glorious representative
and minister of the beneficent Divinity, and with natu
ral sensibilities which might have .bee'n exalted into
sllblime virtues, he chose to separate himself frolD his

'kind, to forego their love, esteem, and gratitude, that,
he might become their gaze, their fear, their wonder;
and for this selfish, solitary good, parted with peace
and imperishable renown.

This insolent exaltation of himself above the race to
which he belonged, broke out in the beginning ,of his
career. His first success in Italy gave him the tone of
a master, and he never laid it aside to his ,last hour.
One can hardly help being struck with the natural man-

... ;,..
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ner with which he arrogates supremacy in his converSa
tion and proclamations. We never feel as if he were
putting on a lordly air. In' his proudest Clai~s, he
speaks from his OlVR mind, and in native language. His
style is swollen, but never strained, as if he were'con
s,cious of playing a part above his real claims. Even
when he was foolish and impious enough to ~rrogate mi- .
raculaus powers and a mission from God, his language
showed that he thought there was something iIi his cha
racter and exploits to give a color to his blasphemous
pretensionS. The empire of the world seemed to him
to be in a measure ~is due, for not~hig shott of it cor
responded with his conceptions of himself; and he did
not use mere verbiage, but spoke a language to which
he gave some credit, when he called his successive con
quests ~ the fulfilment of his destiny.'

This spirit of self-exaggeration wrought its own mis
ery, and drew down upon him terrible punishments;
and this it did by vitiating and perverting his high pow
ers. First, it diseased his fine intellect, gave imag'ina
tion the ascendency over judgment, turned the inven
tiveness and fruitfulness of his illind into rash, impa
tient, restless energies, and thus precipitated him into
projects, which, as the wisdom of Ms counsellors pro
nounced, were fraught with ruin. To a man whose
vanity took him out of the rank of human beings, no
foundation for reasoning was left. All things seemed
possible. His genius and his fortune were not to be
bounded ~y the barriers, which-experience had assigned
to human powers~ Ordinary rules did not apply to
him. He even found excitement and motives in obsta
cles, before-which other men would have wavered; for
these would enharice the glory of triumph,and give a
new thrill to the admirat,ion of the' world. According--

I
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Iy he again and again plunged into the deptbB of ap
enemy's country, and staked his whole fortune aDd
power OIl a single battle. To .be rash was indeed the
necessary result of hjs se1f-exalting and self-relying. spir
it; for to dare what no other man would dare, to ac
complish what no other man would attempt, was the
very way to display himself as a superior being in IUs
.own and others' eyes.-To be impatient and restless
was another necessary issue of the attributes we have
described. The calmness of wisdom was denied him.
He, who was next to omnipotent in his own eyes, and
who delighted to strike and astonish by sudden and
conspicuous operations, could not brook delay or wait
fot the slow Qpel'a:tions of time. A work, which w.as to
be gradually matu,red, by the joint ~ency of various
causes, could Qot suit a man, who wanted to be felt as
the great, perhaps only, caus~; who wished to stamp
his own agency in the most glaring characters on what
ever he performed; and who hoped to rival by a 5lUd
den energy the steady and progressive works of nat~Ire.

Hence sO'many of his projects were never completed,
or only announced. They swelled however the tide of
Battery, which ascribed to him the completion of what
was not yet begun, whilst his restless spirit, rushing to
new enterprises, forgpt its pledges, and left the prom
ised prodigies .of his. creative. genius to exist only in the
records 'of adulation.-.Thus the rapid and inventive in
tellect 9f Bonaparte was depraved, and failed to achieve

· a growing and durable greatness. It reared indeed a
· vast and imposing structure, but disproportioned, dis

jointed,. without strength, without foundations. One
· strong blast was enough to shake. ~nd shatter it, nor
could his genius. uphold it. Happy would it have been
for his fame, had he been buried in its ruins!
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One of the strikiAg pr()pei'ti~s of Bonaparte's charac

ter was decision, and this,> as we .haTe already seen, was
perv~rted, by the Spirit of self~ex'aggeration,into' an in
flexible stubbornness, which cdansel could not enlight
en, nor cirCumstances bend. Having taken the first
step, he pressed onward. His purpose> he wished oth
ers to regard as a law of nature, or a decree of destiny.
It must be accomplished. Resistance but strengthened
it; and so often had resistance been overborne, that he
felt as if hjs unconquerabl~ will, joined to his matchless
intellect, could vanquish all >things. On such a mind
the warnings of human wisdom and of Providence were
spent in vain; and the M.an of Destiny lived to teach
otbers, if not himself, the weakness and folly of that all
defying decision, 'which arrays the purposes of a mortal
with the immutableness of the counsels of the Most
High.

A still more .fatal influence of the spIrit of self-exag
gention which characterized Bonaparte, remains to be
named. It depraved to an extraordinary _4egree his
moral sense. It did Dot obliterate altogether the ,ideas
of duty, hut, by a singular perversion, it impelled him
to apply them exclusively to others. It never seemed
to enter his thought, that he was subject to the great
obligations of morality, which all' others are called to
respect. He was an exempted being. Whatever stood
in his way to empire, he was privileged to remove.
Treaties only bound his enemies. No nation had rights

. bot bis own France. He claimed a monopoly in perfidy
and violence. He was not naturally cruel; but when
human life obstructed his progress, it was a lawful prey,
and murder and assassination occasioned as li~t1e com
punction as war. The most luminous exposition of his
moral code was given in his counsels to the king of

. 10*
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HQlland. 'Never forget, that in the situation to which
my political system and the interests. of my empire have
called you,your first duty is to.wards ME, your second
tOwards France. All your other duties, even those to-'

wards the people whom I have called you to govern,
rank after these.' To his own mind he was the ,source
and centre of duty. He was too peculiar and exalted, .
to be touched by that vulgar stain, called guilt. Crimes
ceased to be such, when perpetrated by himself. Ac
cordingly he always speaks of his transgressions as of
indifferent acts. He never imagined that they tarnish
ed his glory, or 4iminished bis claim on the homage of
the world.' In St. Helena, though talking perpetually
of himself, and often reviewing his guilty career, we
are not aware that a single compunction escapes him.
He speaks of his !ife as calmly as if it had been conse
crated to duty and beneficence" whilst in the same breath
he has the audacity to reproach unsparingly the. faith
lessness of almost every individual and nation, with
whom he had been connected. We doubt whether
history furnishes so striking an example of the moral
blindness and obduracy to which an unbounded egotism
exposes and abandons the mind.

His spirit of self-exaggeration. was seen in his open
ness to adulation. Policy indeed prompted him to put
his praises into the mouthsof the venal ·slaves, who ad
ministered his despotism. But flattery would not have
been permitted to swell into exaggerations, now nau
seous, now ludicrous, and now impious, if, in the bosom
of the chief, there had not lodged a flatterer who sound
ed a louder 'note of praise than all around him. He
was remarkably sensitive to opinion, and resented as a
wrong the suppression of his praises. The press of all
countries was watched, and fr~e states were called upon
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to curb it for daring to take liberties with his nam~
Even in books published in France on general topics,
he expected a recognition of his authority. Warks of
talent were suppressed, when their authors refused to
offer incense at the new shrine. He resolved indeed
to stamp his name on the literature, as on the legisla.
tion, policy, warfare of his age, and to compel genius,
whose pages survive statues, columns, and empires, to
take a place among his tributaries.

'We close our view of Bonaparte's character, by say.
ing, that his original propensities, released from re..
straint, and parnperedby indulgence, to a degree seldom
allowed to mortals, grew up into a spirit of despotism
as stem and absolute as ever usurped the human heart.
The love of power and supremacy absorbed, consumed
him. No other passion, no domestic attachment, no
private friendship, no love of pleasure, no relish for let· .
ters or the arts, no human sympathy, no human weak..
ness, divided his mind with. the passion for dominion

, and for dazzling manifestations of his 'power. Before
this, duty, honor, love, humanity fell prostrate. Jose
phine, we are told, was dear to him;, but the devoted
wife, who had stood firm and faithful in the day of his
doubtful fortunes, was cast off in his prosperity, to
make room for a stranger, who might be J:D(){e subser
vient to his power. He was affectionate, we. are told,
to his brothers and mother; but his brothers, the mo
ment they cease~ to be his tools, were disgraced; and
his mother, .it is said, was not allowed to' sit in the

,'.presence of her imperial son.* He was sometimes
softened, we are told, by the sight of the field of battle
IItrown with the wounded and dead. But if the Moloch

• See 'America,' page 57. We should not Jive thisvery unamiable trait of
NIIp')leon'B domestic ebaracter, but on authority which we cannot qUSOOD.
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of his,ambition claimed new ,heaps of slain to-morrow,
it was never denied. With all his sensibility, he gav.e
millions to the sword, with as little compunction as he
would have brushed away so many insects, which had
infested his march. To him, all human will, desire,
power, were to bend. His superiority, none might
question. He insulted the fallen, whoJwl contracted
the guilt of opposing his progress; and not even woman's
loveliness, and the dignity of a queen, could give shel
ter from his contumely. His alliea were his vassals,
nor was their vassalage concealed. Too lofty to use
the arts of conciliation, preferring commaod to persaa
sian, overbearing, and all-graaping, he spread distrust,
exasperation, fear, and revenge through Europe; and
when the w.y of retribution came, the old antipathie~

and mutual jealousies of nations were swallowed up in
. one burning purpose to. prostrate the common tyrant,

the universal f06.
Such was Napoleon Bonaparte. But sOme will say,

he was still a great man. This we mean .ot to deny.
But we would have it understood, that there are various
kinds or orders of greatness, and that the highest did
not belong to Bonaparte. There are dUferent orders
of greatness. Among these the first rank is ,unques
tionably due to Moral greatness, or magnanimity; to
that sublime energy" by which the soul, Iilmitten with
the love of virtue, binds itself indissolubly, for life and
for death, to truth and duty; espouses as itl own the
interests of human nature; scorns all meanness and de
ties all peril; hears in its own conscience a voice louder
than threatening; and thunden; withstands' all the'
powers of the UDiverae, which would sever it from the
cause of freedom, and religion; reposes an unfaltering
trust in God in the darkest hour, and is ever' ready to



he oH:ered up' on the altar of 4s country or of mankind.
Of this moral greatness, which tb,r.ows alI other fonns
of greatness into obscurity, .w~ see not a trace in Na~

poleon. Though clothed with the power oL a god, ~
thought of consecrating hilnself to the introduction ()f
a Dew and higher era, .t9 the -exaltatio,u. of the charac
ter ,and condition of his mee,' seems never to have
dawned on his mind. The spirit .r disiuterestedness
and self-sacrifice seems not to newe waged a BlOment's
war with self-will aDd ambition. Bioi ruling passions,
indeed, were singularly .atvariance with magnanimity.
Moral greatness has too much simplicity., is too unos
tentatious, too self-subsistent), aad eatellil wto others'
interests with ~oo .mucll Ihear..tineS&, to ,live .... hour for
what Napoleon always lived, to make itself the theme,
and gue, and wonder of. adauled w~ld."':'Next to
moral, comes Intellectual grean.ess, «Genius in Jhe
highest sense of that werd; and by this, we mean that
sublime capacity of t~ht, tbrollgh which the. BOul,
smitten with the love of the true and 1lbe beautiful, es
says to comprellend the UDive.r~, saa~ inoo the Beavens,
penetntes the earth, peaetrate:i itself, -questions the
past, anticipates the future, traces out the general &Ild
all-comprehendi~ laws of ~tur6, ,binds together by
imlUJDell"abie aJfinities ud. r~lation8 aU the oijeets of its
knowledg~ rises frOID the finite ucltraDBient,to tile iB
hite and th~ everlasting, frames tlo i.-aalf fr«ml its own. :
.fi.d.ness ICJVelier and sublimer funns than it beholds, -dis
·cerns the harmo~.betwe.en the'w,(;ll'Jd within~·thft

'world without us, and fiads iD ~~ery r~ioD,of the ....
'verse type, apd interpreters of· its own ckep .mysrwielt
m;ad glorious ~tiOIis,.,'·This j~ t.hb :grea~~ ,which
~D§S to, plailo~~s1~.;to the,.IIHUrt~r'·spiJlts:I"

~try -and ,the ·li~ ar~-,-N~~ ,t()mE;1!l :thb,glflt.tMlee.H>f
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Action; and by this we mean the sublime power Of con
ceiving bold and extensive plans; of consttuctingand
bringing to bear on a mighty object a complicated',ma
chinery of means; energies, and arrangements, and of
accomplishing great outward effects: To this head be
longs the greatneSs of Bonaparte, and that he possessed

~ it, we need not prove, and none will be hardy'enough to
~ deny. A man, who raised himself from obscnrity to a

throne, who changed the .face of the world, who made
himself felt through powerful and civilized nations, who
sent the terror of his name: 'across seas and oceans,
whose will was pronounced and feared as destiny, whose
donatives were crowDS, whose antechamber was throng..
ed by submissive princes, who broke down the awful
barrier of the Alps and made them' a highway, and
whose faine was spread beyond the boundaries of civili
sation to the steppes of the Cossack, and the deserts of
the Arab; a man, who has left this record of himself in
history, has taken out ofour hands the question, whether
he shall be called great. All must concede to him a sub
lime power of action, an energy equal to great effects.

We are not disposed, however, to consider him as
preeminent even in this order of greatness. War was
his chief sphere. He gained his ascendency in Europe

'by the sword. But war is not the field for the highest
active talent, and Napoleon, we suspect, was conscious
of this truth. The glory of being the greatest general
of his age, would not have satisfied him. He would
have scorned to take his place by the side of Marlbor-
ough or Turenne. It was as the founder of an empire,
which threatened for a time to comprehend the world,'
and which demanded other talents besides that of-war;:
that he challenged unrivalled fame. And here' .;vel
question his cl8.im. Here we cannot award him 'su':'
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Jl'em,ey. The project of universal empire, how~ver

imposing, was not original. The revolutionary govern
ments of France had adopted it before; nor can we con
sider it as a sure indioation of greatness, when we remem
ber that the weak and vain mind of Louis XIV., was large
enough to cherish it. The qaestion. is; Did Napoleon
bring to this design the capacity of advancmg it by bold
and original cOI;1ceptions, adapted to an age of civilisa
tion, and of singular intellectual and moral excite
ment ? Did he discover new foundations ot power?
Did he frame new bonds of Wlion for subjugate<\ na
tions? Did he discover, or originate,' some conlmon
interests by which his empire might beheld together?
Did he breathe a spirit which should supplant the old
national attachments, or did he invent any substitutes
for those vulgar instruments' of' force and corruption,
which any and every usurper would have used? Nev
er in the records of time, did the. world fur~sh such

. materials to work with, such means of modelling na
tions afresh, of building up a ne'w power, of introducing
a new era, as did Europe at the period of the French
revolution. . Never was the human mind so capable of
new impulses. And did Napoleon prove himself equal
to the condition of the world ? Do we detect one origi
nal conception in his means of Wliversal empire? pid
he seize on the enthusiasm of his age, that powerful
principle, more efficient than arms or policy, and bend it
to his purpose? 'What did he do but follow the beaten
track? but apply force and fraud in their very coarsest·
forms? Napoleon showed a vulgar mind, when he as
sumed self-interest as the sole spring of human action.
With the sword in one hand and bribes in the other, he
imagined himself absolute master of the ~man mind.
The strength of moral, na.tional,· and domestic feeling,
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he could not comprehend. 'T~e' finest; and after altf
the most powerful elements in human nature,: hardly
entered into 4is conceptions, ef it; aoo,how then could
he have establiShed ~ durable. power over the human
race? We want ,little more to show his'want of origi
nality and comprehensiveness as the founder of an em
pire, than the simple fact, that he chose as his obief
counsellors Talleyrand ,and Fouche, names which ,peak
for themselves. We may judge of the greatness of the
mast~r spirit, from the minds which he found most con
genial with his own. In Waf, Bonaparte was great;
for he waS bold, original, and creati~e: Beyond the
camp he indeed showed talent, but not superior to-that
of other eminent meo.

There have been two' circuIrnitances, which have
done much to disann or weaken the strong moral re
prohation with which Bonaparte ought to have bOOll
regarded, and which we deem worthy of notice. We
refer u> the wrongs which he is supposed to have suf
fered at St. Helena, and to the unworthy use which
the Allied Powers have made of their triumph over
Napoleon. First, his supposed wrongs at St. Helena
have excited a sympathy in his behalf; wmch has thrown
a veil over his crimes. We are not disposed to denJ,
that an unwarrantable, because unnecessary, severitJ
was exercised towards Bonaparte. We think it not
very creditable to the British government, that it tor
tured asensitive captive by refusing him -a title which
he had long worn. We think that not only religion and
humanity, but self-respect forbids liS to inflict a single
useless pang on a fallen foe. But we should be weak.
iRdeed, if th& moml judgments and feelings, with which
Napoleon's career ought to be reviewed, should give
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place to sympathy with ~he sufferings by which it "vas
closed. With regard to the scruples, which not a few
have expressed' as to the right of banishing him to St.
Helena, we can' only say, that our consciences are not
yet refined to such exquisite delicacy, as to be at all
sensitive on this particular. We admire nothing more
in Bonaparte, than the effrontery' with which he claim
ed protection from the laws of nations. That a man,
who had set these laws at open defiance, should fly
to them for shelter; that the oppressor of the world
should ~laim its sympathy 'as an oppressed man~ and
that his claim should find advocates; these things are
to be set down among the extraordinary events of
this extraordinary age. Truly, the human race is in
a pitiable state. It may be trampled on, spoiled, load
ed like a beast of burden, made the prey of rapacity,
insolence, and the sword j but it must not touch a hair,
or disturb the pillow of one of· its oppressors, unless it
can find chapter and verse in the code of. national law,
to authorise its rudeness tQwards the privileged offen
der. For ourselves, we should rejoice to see every ty*
rant, whether a usurper or hereditary prince, fastened
to a lonely rock in the ocean. Whoever giv~s clear,
undoubted proof, that he is prepared and sternly resol
v.ed to make'the earth a slaughterhouse, and to crush
eYery will adverse to his own, ought to be caged like a
wild beast j and to require mankind to proceed against
him according to written laws and precedents, as if he
were a private citizen in a quiet court of justice, is just
as rational as to require 'a man, in eminent peril from
an assassin, to wait and prosecute his murderer accord
ing to the most protracted forms of law. There are
great solemn rights ot nature, which precede laws, and
on which law is (ounded, There are 'great exigences

11
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in human affairs, which speak. for t!Iemselves,~ need
no precedent to teach the right path. There are awful
periods in the history of our race, 'lVhieh do not belong
to its ordinary state, and which are not to be governed
and judged by ordinary rules. 8uch a period was that,
when Bonaparte, by infraction of solemn engagements,
had thrown himself into France, and convulsed all Eu
rope j and they, who confound this with the ordinary
'events of history, and see in Bonaparte but an ordinary
foe to the peace and independence of Ilations, have cer
tainly very different intellects from our own.

We confess, too, that we are not only unable to see
the wrong done to Napoleon in sending him to St. Hel
ena, but that we cannot must«1r up much ~ympathy for
the inconveniences and pril'ations which he endured
there. Our sympathies in this particular are wayward
and untractable. When we would carry them to that
solitary island, and fasten them on the illustrious vic
tim of British cruelty, they will not tarry there, but·
take their flight across the Mediterranean to Jaffa, and
across the Atlantic to the platform where the Duke
d'Enghien was shot, to the prison Qf Toussaint, and to
fields of battle where thousands at his bidding lay wel
tering in blood. When we strive to fix our thoughts up
on the sufferings of the injured hero, other And more ter
rible sufferings, of which he was the cause, rush upon us ; ~
and his complaints, however loud and angry, are drown
ed by groans and execrations, which fill our ears from
every region which he traversed. We have no tears to
spare for fallen greatness, when that greatness was
founded in crime, and reared by force and perfidy. We
reserve them for those on whose ruin it rose. We keep
our sympathies for our. race, for human nature in its
humbler forms, for the impoverished peasant, the wid-
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owe4 mother, the'1olated virgin; and are evell per
YelSe enough, to rejoice, that the ocean has a prison
house, where the author of those miseries may be safe
ly lodged. Bonaparte's history is to us teo solemn, the
wrongs for which hDl;Danity and freedom arraign him,
are too flagrant, to allow \l~ ~ play the part of sentimen
talists around his grave at St. Helena. We leave thit
to the more refined age in which we live; and we do
80 in the hope that BIt age is coming of less tender
mould, but of loftier, sterner feeling, and of deeper
sympathy with the whole human race. Should our
humble page then live, we trust with an undoubting
faith, that the uncompromising indignation with which
we plead the cause of our oppressed and insulted na
ture, will not be set down to the account- of vindictive
Dess ~d JJ,ardness of heart.

We observed that the moral indignation of many to
wards Bonaparte had been impaired or turned away,
not only by his supposed wrongs, but by the unworthy
use which his conquerors made of their triumph. We
are told, that bad as w~s his despotism, the Holy Alli
ance is a worse on~; and that Napoleon was less a,
scourge, than the present coalition of the continental
monarchs, framed for the systematic suppression of
freedom: By such reasoning, his crimes are cloaked,
and his fall made a theme of lamentation. It is not
one of the smallest errors. and sins of the Allied Sove.
reigns, that they'have contrived, by their base policy,
to turn the resentments and moral displeasure of men
from the ullUrper upon themselves. For these sove
reigns we have no defence-to offer. We yield to none
in detestation of the Holy Alliance, profanely so called.
To us i~ doctrines are as false and pestilent, as any
broached by Jacobinism. The Allied' Monarchs are ad-

•
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ding to the other wrongs of despots" that of fl~rant

ingratitude; of ingratitude to the generous and brave
nations, to whom they owe their thrones, whose spirit
of independ~e and patriotism, and whose hatred of
the oppressor, contributed more than standing armies,
to raise up the fallen, and to strengthell the falling mon
archies of Europe. Be it never forgotten in the records
of despotism, le(history record it on her most durable
tablet, that the first use made by the, principal conti- .
nental sovereigns of their regained or confirmed power,
was, to conspire against the hopes anc1 rights of the
nations by whom they had been'saved; to combine the
mintarr Power of Europe against free institutions,
against tbepress, against the spirit of liberty and patri
otism which had sprung up in the glorious struggle with
Napoleon, against the right of the people to eX6~t an
influence on the- governments by which their dearest
interests were to be controlled. Never be it forgot~en,

that s~eh 'ras the honor of sovereigns, such their requi
tal for the- blood which had been shed freely· in their
defence. Freedom and humanity send up a solemn, and
prevailing cry against them, to that tribunal, where' kings
and subjects are soon to stand as equals.

But'still we should be strangely blind, if we were
not to feel that the fall of Napoleon was a blessing to
the world. Who can look, for example, at France, and
oot see there a degree of freedom which could never
have grown up under the terrible frown of the usurper?
True, Bonaparte's life, though it seemed a charmed one,
must at length have ended; and we are told that then
his empire would have' been broken, and that the .gene
ral crash, by some inexplicable process, would have giv
en birth to a more extensive and durable liberty than
can now be hoped. . But such anticipations seem to us

--
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to be built on a strange inattention to the nature and
inevitable consequences of Napoleon's power. It was
wholly a military power. He was literally turning
Europe into a camp, and drawing its best talent into
one occupatiofr, war. Thp.s Europe was retracing its
steps to those ages of calamity and darkness, when the
only law was the sword. The progress of centuries,
which had consisted chiefly in the substitution of intel
ligence, public opinion, and other mild and ,rational in
fluen.ces, for brutal force, was to be reversed. At Bo
naparte's death, his empire must, indeed, have been
dissolved; but military chiefs, like Alexander's lieuten
ants,' would have divided it. 'The sword alone would
have shaped its future communities; and after years of
desolation and bloodshed, Europe would have' found,
not repose, but a respite, an armed truce, under warriors,
whose only title to empire would have been their own
good blades, and, the weight of- whose thrones would
ha,-e been upheld by military force alone. Amidst such
convulsions, during which the press would have been
everywhere fettered, and the military spirit ~ould have
triumphed over and swallowed up the spirit and glory of
letters and "liberal arts, we greatly frar, that the human
intellect would have lost its present impulse, its thirst
for progress, and would have fallen back towards barba
rism. Let not the friends of freedom bring dishonor on
themselyes or desert their cause, by instituting compar
isons between Napoleon and legitimate sovereigns,
which may he construed into eulogies on the former.
For ourselves, we' have 'no sympathy with tyranny,
whether it bear the' name of usurpation or legitimacy.
We are not' pleading the cause of the Allied Sovereigns.
In our judgment, they hl.\ve contracted the very guilt
against which they have pretended to combine. In our
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apprehension, a conspiracy against the rights of the
human rac~, is as foul a crime as rebellion against the
rights of sovereigns; nor is there less Qf treason in war
ring against public freedom, than in assailing royal pow
er. Still we are bound in truth to confess, that the
Allied Sovereigns are not to be ranked with Bonaparte,
whose design against the independence of nations and
the liberties of the world, in this age -of civilisation,
liberal thinking, and christ~an knowledge, is in our esti
mation the most nefarious enterprise recorded in history.

The series of events, which it has been our province
to review, offers subjects of profound thought and sol
emn instruction to the moralist and politician. We
have retraced it with many painful feelings. It shows us
a great people, who had caught some indistinct glimp
ses of freedom, and of a nobler and a happier political
constitution, betrayed by their leaders, and brought back,
by a military despot, to heavier chains. than they' had
broken. We see with indignation one man, a man like
ourselves, ~ubjecting whole nations to his absolute rule.
It is this wrong and insult to our race which has chiefl,}'
moved us. Had a storm of God's ordination, passed
over Europe, prostrating its capitals, sweeping ofT its
villages, burying millions in ruins, we should have wept,
we should have- trembled. But in this there would have
heen only wretchedness. Now we also see debasement.
To us there is something radically, and increasingly
shocking, in the thought of one man's will becoming a
law to his race; in the thought of multitudes, of vast
communities, sunendering conscience, intellect, their
atfections, their rights, their interests to the stem man
date of a fellow creature. When we see one word of
a frail man on the throne of France, tearing a hundred
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thousand sons from their homes, breaking asunder the ..
sacred ties of domestic life, sentencing myriads of the
young to make murder their calling and rapacitJ their
means of support, and extorting from nations their treas
ures to extend this ruinous sway, we· are ready to ask
ourselves, Is not this a dream? And when ~he sad re
ality comes home to us, ,we blush for a race which can
stoop to such an abject lot. At length, indeed, we see
the tyrant humbled, stripped of power; but stripped
by those who, in the main, are not tmwilling to play the
despot on a BarroWe( scale, and to break down the spirit
of nations under the same iron ,sway.

How is it, that tyranny has thus triumphed? that
the hopes with which we greeted the French, revolu
tion have been crushed? that a usurper plucked up
the last roots' of the tree of liberty, and planted despo
tism in its place? The chief cause is not far to seek,
nor can it be too often urged on the friends of freedom.
Frcmce failed through the want of that moral prepara
tion for liberty, without which the blessing cannot be
secured. She was not ripe for the good she sought.

. She was too corrupt for freedom. France had indeed
to contend with great political ignorance; but had not
ignorance been reenforced by deep moral defect, she
might have won her.way to free'institutions. Her char
acter forbade her to be free; and it now seems strange
that we could ever have expected her to secure thi8
boon. How could we believe, that a liberty, of ~hich

that heartless scoffer, Voltaire, was a chief apostle, could
hue triumphed? I Most of the preachers of French lib-

'I erty had thrown off aU the convictions which ennoble
the mind. Man's connexion with God they broke, for

~ they declared that there was no God in whom to trust
in the great struggle for liberty. Human immortality,
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that. truth whIch is the seed of all greatness, they de
rided. To their philosophy, man was a creature of
chance, a compound of matter, an ephemeron, a worm,
who was soon to rot and perish forever. What insanity
was it to expect, that such men were to work out the
emancipation of their race! that in such hands the' hopes
and dearest rights of humanity. were secure! Liberty
was tainted by their touch, polluted by their breath-; and
yet we trusted that it was to rise in health and glory
from their embrace. We looked to men, who openly
founded morality on private interest, for the sacrifices,
the devotion, the heroic virtue, which' Freedom always
demands from her assenors.

The great cause of the discomfiture of the late Eu
ropean struggle for liberty, is easily understood by an
American', who recurs to the history of his own revolu
tion. This issued prosperously, because it was begun
and was conducted under the auspices of private and
public virtue. 'Our liberty did not come to us by acci
dent, nor was it the gift of a few leaders j but its seeds
were sown plentifully in the minds of the whole people.
I t was rooted in the conscience and reason of the mi
tion. I t was the growth of deliber~te convictions and
generous principles iiberally diffused. We had no Paris,
no metropolis, which a few leaders swayed, and which
sent forth its influences, like 'a mighty heart,' through
dependent and subservient provinces. The country
was all heart. The living principle pervaded the com
JOunity, and every village added strength to the solemn·
purpose of being free. We have he~e an explanation
of a striking fact in the history of our revolution; we
mean the want or absence of that description of great
men, whom we meet in other countries; men, who, by
their distinct and single agency, and by their splendid
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deeds, determine a nation's fate. There was too much
greatness in the American people, to admit this over
shadowing greatness of leaders. Accordingly the Uni
ted States had no liberator, no political saviour. Wash
ington indeed conferred on us great blessings. But
Washington was not a hero, in the common sense of
that word. We ne'Ver spoke of him as the French
did of Bonaparte, never talked of his eagle-eyed, irre
sistible genius, as if this were to work out our safety.
We never lost our self..;respect. W.e felt that, under
God, we were to be free througa our own courage, en
ergy, and wisdom, under the animating and guiding in
fluences of this great and good mind. Washington serv
ed us chiefly by his sublime moral qualities-.-To him
belonged the proud distinction of being the leader in a
revolution, without awakening one doubt or solicitude
as to the spotless purity of his purpOse. His was the
glory of being the brightest 'manifestation of the spirit
which reigned in his country j and in this way he be
came a source of energy, a bond of union, the centre of
an enlightened people's confidence. In such a revolu
tion as that of France, Washington would hewe been
nothing; for that sympathy, which subsisted between
him and his fellow citizens, and which was the secret
of his power, would have been wanting. By an in
stinct which is unerring, we call Washington, with
grateful 'reverence, the Father of his country, but not
its SaviOur. A people, which wants a saviour, which
does not possess ail earnest and pledge of freedom in its
own heart, is not yet I,eady to be free.
, ,A great questiOn here oBers itself" at which we can

only glance.' If a ,moral' preparation is required for
freoof)m,. ,how, it is asked, .Gall' Europe' ,ever 'be free r
How, under the. deSpOtisms which now er~li the tonti,.

1
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nent, can nations grow ripe for liberty? Is it to be
hoped, that men will' learn, in the Ichool of slaYery,
the spirit and virtues, which, we are told, can alone
work out, their deliverance? In the absolute govern
ments of Europe, tbe very instmments of forming an
enlightened and generous love of freedom, are bent into
the service of tyranny. The preSs is an echo of the
servile doctrines of the court. The schools and semi
naries of education are employed to taint the young
mind with the maxims of despotism. Even Christianity
is turned into a preacher of legitimacy, and its temples
are desecrated by the a~ect teaching of unconditional
submission. . How then is the spirit of a wi~eand moral
freedom to be generated and diffused? We have stated
the difficulty in its full 'force; for nothing is gained by
winking out of sight the tremendous obstacles, with
which liberal principles and institutions must contend.
We have not time at present to answer the great ques
tion now proposed. We will only sayt that we do not
despair j and we will briefly suggest what seems to us
the chief expedient, by which the cause of freedom t ob
structed as it is, must now be advanced. In despotic
countries, those men whom God has inspired with lofty
sentiments and a thirst for freedom, (and such are spread
through all Europe,) must, in their individual capacity,
communicate themselves to individual minds; The
cause of liberty on the continent cannot now be for
warde~ by the action of IDen in masses. But in every
country there are those who feel their degradation and
their wrongs,· who abhor tyranny as the chief obstruc
tiOl\ of the progress of nations, and who are willing and
prepared to suffer for l~berty. Let such men spread
around them their own spirit, by every channel which
a jealous despotism has not closed. Let them give ut-
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terance to sentiments of magnanimity in private confer
ence, and still more by the press; f~r there are mode.
of clothing and expressing kindling truths,. which, i~ is
presumed, no censorship would dare to proscribe. Let
them especially teach that great truth, which is the
seminal principle, of. a virtuous' freedom, and the very
foundation of morals and .religion j we mean, the doc
trine, that conscience, the voice of God in every heart,
is to be listened to above all other guides and lords;
that there is a sovereign within us, clothed with. more
awful powers and rights than any outward king j and,
that he alone is worthy the name of a mau, who gives
himself up' solemnly, delibera~ly, to obey this internal

.guide through eeril and ia death. Th~ is the spirit of
freedom; for no man is wholly and iinmutably free but
he who has broken every outward yoke, that he may
obey his own deliberate conscience. This is the lesson
to be taUght alike in republics and despotisms. As yet
it has but dawned on the world. Its full application
remains to be developed. They who have been baptiz
ed, by a true experience, into this vital and all-compre
hending truth, must everywhere be its propagators j ,and
he who makes one convert of it near a despot!s throne,
has broken one link of that despot's cham. It is chief
ly in the diffusion of this loftiness of moral sentiment,
that we place our hope of freedom j and we have a hope,
because we know that there are tholJe who have drunk.
into this truth, and are ready,. when God calls, to be its
martyrs. We do not despair, for there is a contagion,
we would rather say, a divine power, in sublime moral
principle. This is our ~hief trust. We have less and
less hope from force and bloodshed, as the instruments of
working out man's redemption from slavery. History
.hows us not a few princes, who have gained or strength-

..
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'ened thrones by assassination or war. But freedom,
which is another name for justice, honor, and benevo- '
lence, scorns to use the private dagger, and wields with
trembling the public sword. The true conspiracy be
fore which tyranny is to fall, is that of virtuous, eleva
ted minds, which shall consecrate themselves to the
work of awakening in men ,a consciousness orthe rights,
powers, pmposes, and greatness of human nature; which
shall oppose to forc~, the heroism of intellect and con
science, and the spirit of self-sacrifice. We believe
that, at this moment, there are virtue and wisdom
enough to shake despotic thrones, were they as confid
ing as they should be, ip. God and in their own might,
and were they to pour th'emselves through every channel
into the public mind. .

We close our present labors, with oommending to the
protection of Almighty God the cause of human f..eedom
and improvement. We adore the wisdom and goodness
of his providence, which has ordained, that liberty shall
be wrought out by the magnanimity, courage, and sac
rifices of men. We bless him for the glorious efforts
which this cause has already c~lIed forth; for the in
trepid defenders who have gathered round it, and whose
fame is a most precious legacy of past ages; for the toils
and sufferings by which it has been upheld; for the
awakening and thrilling voice which coines to us from
the dungeon and scaffold, where the martyrs of liberty
have pined or bled. We bless him, that even tyranny
has been overJ:uled for good, by exciting a resistance,
which has revealed to us the strength of virtuous prin~

ciple in the human soul. We beseech this Great and
Good Parent, from whom all pure influences proceed,
to enkindle, by his quickening breath, an unquenchable
love of virtue and freedom in those favored men, whom

..
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he hath enriched and signalized by eminent gifts and
powers, that they may fulfil the high function of inspir
ing their fellow beings with a consciousness of the birth
right and destivation of human nature. Wearied with
violenee and blood, we beseech him to subvert oppres
sive -governments, by the gentle, yet awful, power of
truth and virtue; by the teachings of uncorrupted Chris
tianity; by the sovereignty of enlightened opinion; by
the triumph of sentiments of magnanimity; by mild,
rational,and purifying influences, which will raise the
spirit of the enslaved, and which sovereigns will be
unable to withstand. For this peaceful revolution we
earnestly pray. If, however, after long, forbearing, and
unavailing applications to justice and hu~anity, the
friends of freedom should be summoned, by the voice of
God within, and by his providence abroad, to vindicate
their rights with other arms, to do a sterner work, to
repel despotic force by force, may they not forget,' even
in this hour of provocation, the spirit which their high
calling demands. Let them take the sword with awe,
as those on whom a holy function is devolved. Let
them regard themselves as ministers and delegates of
Him, whose dearest attribute is Mercy. Let them not
stain their sacred cause by one cruel deed, by the in
lIiction of one needless pang, by shedding without cause
one drop of human blood.

12
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NAPOLEON BONAPARTE.

PART II,

IN a former number of our work,· we reviewed the
life and character of Napoleon Bonaparte. ,We resume
the subject, not for the purpose of speaking more large
ly of the individual, but that we may consider more dis
tinctly thePrinciple of Action which governed him, and
of which he was a remarkable manifestation.

Power was the idol to which Bonaparte sacrificed
himself. To gain supremacy and unlimited sway, to
subject men to his will, was his chief, settled, unrelent
ing purpose. This passion' drew and converted into it
self the whole energy of his nature. TheOlove of pow
er, that common principle, explains, in a great degree,
his character and life. His crimes did not spring from
any impulse peculiar to himself. With all his contempt
of the human race, he still belonged to it. It is true
both of the brightest virtues and the black.est vices,
though they seem to set apart their possessors from the
rest of mankind, that the seeds of them are sown in
every humaIl breast. The man, who a!.tracts and awes
us by his intellectual and moral grandeur, is only an ex-
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ample and anticipation of the improvemeuts, for which
every mind was endowed with reason and conscience;
and the worst man has become such by the perversion
and excess of desires and appetites which he shares
with, his whole race. Napoleon had no element of
character, which others do not possess. It was his mis
ery and guilt that he was usurped and absorbed by ODe
passion; that his whole mind shot up into one growth ;
that his singular strength of thought and will, which, if
consecrated to virtue, would have enrolled him among
the benefactors of mankind, was enslaved by one lust.
He is not to be gazed on as a miracle. He was a mani
festation of our own nature. He teaches, iln a large
scale what thoUSjUlds teach on a narrow one. He shows
us the greatness of the ruin which' is wrought, when
the order of the mind is subverted, conscience dethron
ed, and a strong passion left without restraint to tum
every inward and outward resource to the accomplish
ment of a selfish purpose.

The influence of the Love of Power on human affairs
is so constant, unbounded" and tremendous, that we
think this principle of our nature worthy of distinct con
sideration, and shall devote ·to it a few pages, as a fit
sequel to our notice of Bonaparte.

The passion for power is one of, the most universal;
I

nor is it ~to be regarded as a crime in all its forms.
Sweeping censures on a natural sentiment cast blame
on the Creator. ,This principle shows itself in the very
dawn of our existence. The child never exults and re
joices more, than when it becomes conscious of power by
overcoming di1Fculties, or compassing new, eDds. All
OUr desires and appetites lend aid and energy to this pas
sion, for all find increase of gratification, in proportion to

•
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the growth of our strength and influence. We ought
to add, that this principle is fed from nobler sources.
Power is a chief element of all the commanding quali
ties of our nature. It enters into all the higher virtues;
such as magnanimity, fortitude, constancy. It enters
into intellectual eminence. . It is power of thought and
utterance which immortalizes the products of genius.
Is it strange that an attribute, through which all our
passions reach their objects, and which characterizes
whatever is great or a~mirable in man, should awaken
intense desiI:e, and be sought as one of the chief goods
of life?

This principle, we have "said, is not in all its forms a
crime. There are in~eed various kinds of power, which
it . is our duty to covet, accumulate, and hold fast.
First, there is Inward power, the most precious of all
possessions; power over ourselves; power to withstand
trial, to bear suffering, to front' danger; power over
pleasure and pain r power to follow our conVIctions,
however resisted by ~enace or scorn; the power' of
calm reliance in seasons of darkness and storms. Again,
there is a power over Outwartl things j the power by
which the mind triurnphs over matter, presses into its
~f\'ice the subtilest and strongest elements, makes the
winds, fire, and steam its ministers, rears the city,
opens a path through the ocean, and' makes the wildl~r

ness blossom as the rose. These forms ofpowel', espe
cially the 11rst, are glorious distinctions of our race, nor
can we prize them too highly.

There'is another power, which is our principal con
cern in the present discussion. We mean power over

. our fellow creatures. It is this which ambition chiefly
COIrets, and which has instigated to more crime, nnd
spread more misery than any other cause: We are not

12*
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however to condemn even this universally. There is a
truly noble sway of man·over man ; ~me, which it- is our
honor to seek and exert; which is earned by well doing;
which is a chief recompense of virtue. We refer to
the quickening influence of a good and great mind over
other minds, by which' it brings them into sympathy
with itself. Far from condemning this, we arc anxious
to hold it forth as the purest glory which virtuous am
bition can propose. The power of awakening, enlight
ening, elevating our fellow creatures, may, with pecu
liar fitness, be called divine; for there is' noag~ncy of
God so beneficent and sublime as that which he exerts
on rational natures, and by which he assimilates them
to himself. This sway over other souls' is the surest
test of greatness. We admire, indeed, the energy which
subdues the material creation, or developesthe pltysical
r~sources of a state. But it is a nobler might which
calls forth the intellectual and moral resources of a
pe'~ple, which communicates new impulses to society,
throws into circulation new and stirring thoughts, gives
the mind a new consciousness of Its faculties, and rouses
and fortifies the will to an unconquerable purpose of
well doing. This spiritual power is worth all other.
To improve man's' outward condition is a secondary
agency, and is chiefly important as 'it gives the means
of inward growth. . The most glorious minister of God
on earth, is he who speaks with a life-giving energy to

other minds, breathing into them the love of truth and
virtue, strengthening them to suffer in a good cause, and
lifting them above the senses and the world.

We know not a mor~ exhilarating thought, than that
this power. is gi"en to men; that we can not only
change the face of the outward world, and by virtuous
discipline improve ourselves, but that we may become

•
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springs of life and light to our fellow beings. We are .
thus admitted to a fellowship with Jesus Christ,.whoae
highest end was, that he might act with a new and ce
lestial energy on the human mind. We rejoice to think,
that he did- not cowc to monopolize this divine sway, to
enjoy a solitary grandeur, but to receive others, even
all who should obey his religion, into the partnership of
this honor and ·happiness. Every Christian, in )lropor
tion to his progress,' acquires a measure of this divine
agency. In the humblest conditions, a power goes forth
from a devout and disinterested spirit, calling forth si
lently moral and religious sentiment, perhaps in a child,
or some other friend, and teaching, without the aid of
words, the loveliness and peace of sincere and single
hearted virtue. In the more 'enlightened classes, indi
viduals D9W and then rise up, who, through a singular
force and elevation of soul, obtain a sway over ,men's'
minds to which no limit can be prescribed. They
speak with a voice which is heard by distant nations,
and which goes down to future ages. Their names are
repeated with veneration by millions; and millions read
in their lives and writings a quickening testimony to ,
the greatness of the mind, to its mOI:.al strength, to the
reality of disinterested virtue. These are the true sov
ereign$ of the earth.. They share in the royalty of Jesus
Christ.· They have a greatness which will be more
and more felt. The time is coming, its signs are visi
ble, when this long mistaken attribute of greatness, will
be seen to belong eminently, if not exclusively, to those,
who, by their ch~cters, deeds, sufferings, writings,
leave imperishable and ennobling traces of thclpselves
on th~ human miIid. Among these legitimate sovereigns
of the world, will be ranked the philosopher, who pene,.
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trates the secrets of the universe, and of the soul; ·who
opens new fields to the intellect; who gives it a new
consciousness of its own powers, rig~ts, and divine origi
Q:il : who spreads enlarged and liberal habits of thought;
'Bnd who helps men to understand, that <In ever grow
ing kDowledge is the patrimony destined for them by
the 'Father of their Spirits.' Among them will be
ranked the statesman, who, escaping a vulgar policy,
rises to the discovery of the true interest of· a state;
who seeks without fear or favor the common good;
who understands that a nation's mind is more valuable
than its soil; who inspirits a people's eilterprise, without
making them the slaves of wealth; who is mainly anx
ious to originate or give stability to institutions by which
society may be carried forward; who confides with a
sublime constancy in justice and virtue, as theoDly foun
dation of a wise policy and of public prosperity; and
above all, who has so drunk into the spirit of Christ and
of God, as never to forget, that his particular country is
a member of the great human family, bound to all
nations, by a common nature, by a common inter
est, and by indissolubl~ laws of equity· and charity.
Among these will be ranked, perhaps on the highest
throne, the moral and religious Reformer, who truly
merits that name; who ris·es above his times; who is
moved by a holy impulse to assail vicious establish
ments, sustained by fierce passions and inveterate pre
judices; who rescues great truths from the corruptions
of ages; who, joining calm and deep thought to pro
found feeling,· secures to religion at once enlightened
and earnest conviction; who unfolds to ~en higher forms
of virtue than they have yet attained or con"ceived;
who gives brighter and mote thrilling views of the per-
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fection for which they were framed, and Inspires a vic
torious faith in the per~tual progress of our nature. "

There is one characteristic of thia power which be~

longs to truly great minds, particularly deaerving notioe.
'Far from enslaving, it makes more and more free, those
on whom· it is exercised; and in this respect it ditrera
wholly from the vulgar sway which ambition thirsts for.
I t awakens a kindred power in others, calls their facul
ties into new life, and particularly strengthens them to
follow their own deliberate cOnvictions of truth and
duty. It breathes colllcious energy, self-respect, moral
iudepeodence,and a stOl'n of every foreign yoke.

There is another power over men, very different
from this ;a power, not to quicken and elevate, but to
CJ1lih aDd subdue; a power which robs men of the free
use of their nature, takes them out of their own hands,
and compels them to bend to ~t&er's will. This is
the sway which men grasp at IDOSt eagerly, and which
it is oW" great purpose to expose. To reign, to give
laws, to" clothe their own wills with omnipotence, to
cuwihilate all other wills, to spoil the individual of that
self-direction which is his most precious right-this has
ever been deemed by multitudes tht\ hig~st prize for
competition and conflict. The most envied men are
those, who have succeeded in prostrating multitudes, in
sul¥cting whole communities, to their single will. It
is the love of this power, in all its. forms,' which we are I

aDI~ to hold up to reprobation. If any crime should
be placed by society beyond p~don; it is this. . . ~

This power has been exerted llIlost coospicuowily lIDd
perniciously by two claMeS of men; the priest or min-_
ister of religion, and the civil ruler. Both rely oa the
same iBs~t; that iSt paiD or terror; t~e first call
ing to his ai41 the fues and taanenta (){ the futu~ wo~
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and practising on the natural dread of invisible powers;
and the latter availing himself of chains, dungeons, and
gibbets in the present life. Through these terrible ap
plications; man has in all ages and in almost every
country, been made, in a greater or less degree, a' slave'
and machine; been shackled in all his faculties, and
degraded into a tool of others' will~ and passions. . The
influence of almost every political and religious institu
tion has been: to make mall abject in mind, fearful, ser
vile, a:: mechanical repeater of opinions which he dares
not try, and a contributor of his toil, sweat, and blood,
to governments which never dreamed of the general
weal as their only legitimate end." On the immense
majority of men, thus wrongoo and enslaved, the con-'
sciousness of their own nature has not yet dawned;
and the doctrine, that each has a mind, worth more
than the material world, and fmmed to grow forever by
a self-forming, self-directing energy, is still a secret, a
mystery, notwithstanding the clear annunciation of it,
ages ago, by Jesus Christ. We know not a stronger
proof of the intenseness and nefariousness of the love
of power, than the fact of its having virtually abrogat
ed Christianity, and even turned into an engine of do
minion, a revelation which breathes throughout the
spirit of freedom, proclaims the essential equality of the
human mce, and directs its most solemn denuriciations
against the passion ,for rule and empire.

That this power, which consists in force and compul
sion, in the imposition on the many of the will and
judgment of one or a few, is of a low order, when com
pared with the quickening influence over others, of
which we haTe before spoken, we need not stop to
prove. But the remark is less obvious, though not 1esll
true, that it is Dot only inferior in kind, but in amoUDt
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or degree. This may not be so easily acknowledged.
He, whose will is passively obeyed by a nation, or
whose creed implicitly adopted· by a spreading sect,
may not easily believe, that his power is exceeded, not
only ill kind or quality, but in extent, by him who
wields only the silent, subtile influ~nce of moral and in
tellectual gifts. But the superiority of moral w arbi
trary sway in this particular, js proved by its effects.
Moral power is creative; arbitrary power wastes away
the spirit and force of those on whom it is exerted.
And is. it not a mightier work to create than to destroy?
A higher energy is required to quicken than to crush;
to elevate than to depress; to warm and expand than
to chill and contract. Any hand, even the weakest,
may take away life; another agency is requir.ed to
kindle or restore it. A vulgar incendiary may destroy
in an hour a magnificent structure, the labor of ages.
Has he energy to be compared with the creative intel
lect, in which this work had its origin? A fanatic of
ordinary talent may send terror through a crowd; and
by the craft, which is so often joined with fanaticism,
may fasten on multitudes.a debasing creed. Has he
power to be compared with him, who rescues from dark
ness one only of these enslaved minds, and quickens it
to think justly and nobly in relation to God, duty, and
immortality? The en~rgiesof a single soul, awakened,
by such an influence, to the free and full, use of its
powers, may surpass, in their progress, the intellectual

. activity of a whole community, enchained and debased
by fanaticism or outward force. Arbitrary power,
whether civil or religious, if tried by the only fair test,
that is, by its effects, seems to have more affinity with
weakness than strength. It enfeebles and narroW!

• what it acts upon. Its efficiency resembles that of.
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darkness and cold in the natural world. Trne power
is vivifying, productive, 'builds up, and give~ strength.
We have a noble type and manifestation of it in the SUD,

wmch calls forth and diffuses motion, life, energy, and
beauty. He. who succeeds in chaining men's under
standings and breaking their wills, may indeed number
milliollll as his subjects.. But a weak, puny race are
the products of his sway, and they can only -reach
the stature and force of men by throwing off his yoke•

. He who, by an intellectual and moral energy,awakens
kindred energy in· others, touches springs of infinite
might, gives impulse 1D faculties to which no bounds
can be prescribed, begins an action which' win never
end. One great and .kindling thought from a retired
and obscure man, may live when thrones are fall'en, and
the memory of those who filled them obliterated, and
like an undying fue, may illuminate and quicken all
future generations.

We have. spoken of the inferiority and worthlessness
of that dominion over others, which has been coveted
so greedily in aU ages. We should rejoice could we
convey some just idea of its moral turpitude. Of all
injuries. and crimes, the most flagrant is chargeable on
him, who aims to establish dominion over his brethren.
He wars with what is more precious than life. He
would rob men of their chief prerogative and glory i we·
mean of self-dominion, of that empire which is given to
a rational and moral being over his own soul and his
&Wll life. Such a being is framed to find honor and
happiness in forming and swaying himself, in adopting
as his· supreme standard his convictions of truth and
«:'uty, in unfolding his powers by free exertion, in acting
from a principle within, from his growing cOilscience.
His proper and noblest attributes are self-government. 4
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1IeIf-reverence, energy of thought, energy 10 choosing
tile 'Tight and the good, energy in casting off all other
4ominion. He· was created- for empire in his own
.ast, and wo, wo to them who would pluck from him
this sceptre! A mind, inspired by God with reason and
eoDscience, and capable, through these endowmeftts, of
progress in truth and duty, is a sacred thing; more
sa~red than tenlples made with hands, or even than this
outwardoniverse. It is of nobler lineage than that of
which human aristocracy makes its boast. It bears the
lineaments·of a Divine Parent. It has not only a physi
cal, but moral connexion with the Supreme Being.
Through its self-determining power, it is accountable
for its de~ds, and for whatever it becogles. Respon
sibility, that which above all things makes existence
solemn,' is laid up<m it. Its great end is to conform it
self, by its own energy, and by spiritual succours mich its
own prayers and faithfulness secure, to that perfection
of wisdom and goodness, of which God is the original
and so~lfce, which shines upon us from the whole out
ward world, but of which the intelligent soul is a truer
recipient and a brighter image, even than the sun with
all his splendors. From these views we learn, that no
outrage, no injury, can equal ,that, which is p'erpetrated
by him, who would break down and subjugate the hu
m~ mind; who would rob men of self-Deverence; who
would bring them to stand more in awe of 'out~ard

authority, than of reason and conscience in their own
souls; who would make himself a standard and law for
his race, and shape, by force or terror, the free spirits
of others after his own judgment' and will.

All excellence, whether intellectual or moral~ in
volves, as its essential elements, freedom, energy, and
tooral independence, so that the invader of these, wheth

13
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er from the throne or the pulpit, invades the most sa
cred interest of the human race. Intellectual excellence
implies and requires these. This does not consist iJl
passive assent even to the highest truths; or 'in •
most extensive st,?res of knowledge acquired by an iuv
plicit faith, and lodged in the inert memory. It lies in
force, freshness, and independence of thQught; and is
most conspicuously manifested by him, who, loving
truth supre~ely, seeks it resolutely, follows the l~ht

without fear, and modifies the views of others by the
patient, strenuous exercise of his own faculties. To a
man thus intellectually free, truth is not, what it is to
passive multitudes, a foreign substance, dormant, lifeless,
fruitless, but penetrating, prolific, full of vitality; and
ministering to the health and expansion of the sonI.
And what we have said of intellectual excellence is still
more true of. moral. This has its foundation and root
in freedom, and cannot exist a moment without .it.
The very idea of ,virtue is, that it is a free act, the pro-

.duct or result of the mind's self-determining power. It
is not good feeling, infused by nature or caught by sym
pathy; nor· is it good conduct into \vhich we have slid
den through imitation, or which has been forced upon us
by another's will. We ourselves are its authors in a
high and 'peculiar sense. 'Ve indeed depend on God for
virtue; for our capacity of moral action is wholly his gift •
and-inspiration, and without his perpetual aid this capaci
ty would avail nothing. But his aid is not compulsion.
He respects, he cannot violate, that moral freedom
which is his richest gift. To the individual,_ the de
cision of his own character is left. He has'more than
kingly power in his own soul. Let him never resign
it. Let none dare to interfere with it. - Virtue is' self
dominion, Of, what is the same thing, it is self-subjectiOl'

•
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to the principle of duty, that highest law in the 80ul.
If these views of intellectual and moral excellenee be
just, then to invade men's freedom is to aim the dead
liest blow at their honor and happiness; and their worst
foe is he who fetters their reason, who makes his will
'their law, who makes them tools, echoes; copies of
himself.

Perhaps it may-be objected to the representation of
virtue as consisting in self-dominion, that the scriptures
speak. of it as consisting in obedience to God. But
these are perfectly compatible and harmonious views;
for genuine obedience to God is the free choice and
adoption of a law, the great principles of which our own
minds approve, and our own consciences bind on us ;
which is 110t an arbitrary injunction, but an emanation
and expression of the Divine Mind; and, which is in-
tended throughout to give energy, dignity, and enlarge
ment to our best powers., He, and he only, obeys
God virtuously and acceptably, 'Who reverences right,
not power; who has chosen rectitude as his supreme
rule; who sees and reveres in God the fulness and
brightness of moral excellence, and who sees in obedi
ence the progress and perfection of his o~n nature.
That subjection ·to the r>eity, which, we fear, is
too common, in which the mind surrenders itself to
mere power .and will, is anything but virtue. We fear
that it is disloyalty to that moral principle, which. is
ever to be reverenced as God's vicegerent in the ra-
tional soul. .

Perhaps some may fear, thai:, in our zeal for the free
dom and independence of the individual mind, we un
settJe government, and almost imply that it is a wrong.
Far from it. We hold government to be an enential
means ~f .our intellectual and moral education, and

...
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would strepgthen it by POiQtillg out ~~ ,legitiIpate foo.e
tions. Governme~t, as far as it is rightful, is too ~ar

dian, and friend of freedom, so that in exalting the one
we enforce the other. The highest aim of all. autholi-..
ty is to confer liberty. This is true of dome8;lic rule-.
The great, we may say the 'single obje~t of parental
~vernment, of a wise and virtuous education, is, to
give the child the fullest use of his, own powel~; to
give him inward force; to train him up to, goyem
himself, The same is true of the, authority of Jesus
Christ. He came, indeed, to rule mankind; but to"
them, not by arbitrary statutes, ,not by force aDd men
ace, not by mere will, but by setting ~f()fe them, in
precept and life, those everlasting rule~ of rectitude,
which Heaven obeys, and of. which every soW contains
the living germs. He came to exert a moral power;
to' reign by the manifestation of celestial virtues; to
awaken the energy of holy purpose in the free mind.
He came to publish liberty to the captives; to opeD
the prison door; to break the power of the passiqus; to
break the yoke of a ceremooialreligion which had been
imposed in the childhood ot the race; to exalt us to a
manly homage and obedience of our Creator. Of civil
govef!llDent, too, the great ~nd is to sacUle freedom.
Its pro~r, and highest function is, to watch over tlte
liberties of each and all, and to open to a community
the widest field for all its powers. Its very c~ins and
prisons have the general freedom for their aim. They
are just, only when used to curb oppression'and wrong j

to disarm him who has a tyrant's heart, if not a tyrant's
power, who wars, against others' rights. who, by inva
ding property or life, would substitute force for. the
~ign of equal laws. Freedom, we repeat it, is the end
of government. To exalt men to self-rule is the ~Dd

l
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of all other rule, and he who.would fasten on them hi&
arbitrary will is their worst foe.

W 8' haye aimed to show the guilt. of the love of pow
er and dominion, by showing the ruin which it brings
'00 the mind, hy enlarging <?n the preciousness of that
inward freedom which it invades a~d destroys. To uS,
this view is the most impressive; but the guilt of tbis
passion' may also be discerned, and by some ·more clear
ly, in its outward influences; in the' desolation,. blood
shed, and wo, of which it is the perpetual cause. We
~we to italm08t all the miseries of war. To spread
the sway of one or a few, .thousands and millions haye
been turned into machines under the name cI soldiers.,
armed with instruments of destructiooJ and then Sent•
to reduce others to their own lot by fear and pain, by
fire and sword, by butchery and pillage. And 'is it
light guilt, to array man against his brother; to make
murder -the trade of thou'saDds; to drench the earth
with human blood; to turn it into a desert; . to scatter
families like chaff; to make mothers widows, and chil
dren orphans; and to do aU this- for the purpose of
spreading a still gloomier desolation, for the purpose of
subjugating men's souls, turni~ them into base .para
Bi~es, extorting from them,. degradi~.homage, hum
bling them in their .own eye~, and breaking. them to
servility ~ the chief duty of·life ? When thepassioD
for power sgcceeds, as it generally has done, in estab
lishing despotism, it seems to make even ciriliSation a .
doubtful good. - Whilst the monarch and his court,are
abandoned to a wasteful luxury, the peasantry, rooted
to the soil and doOmed to a perpetual round of labors,
are raised· but little above the brute. There are 'parts
of Europe" chrisWm Europe, -in which the peasant,
through whose sweat kings and DObies 'riot in plenty,

, - 13*
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seems to enjoy less, on the whole, than the untamed
Indian of our forests. Chained to' one spot, living on
the cheapest vegetables, sometimes unable to buy salt
to season his ~oarse fare, seldom or never tasting ani
mal food, having for his shelter a mud-walled hut floor
ed with earth or stone, and subjected equally with the
brute to the rule of a superior" he seems to us to par
take less of aIlimal, inteHectua1, and moral pleasures,
than the free wanderer of the woods, whose steps no.
man fetters; whose wigwam no tyrant violates; whose
chief toil is hunting, that noblest of sports; who feasts
on .th~ deer, that most luxurious of viands; to whom
streams, !s well as woods, pay tribute; whose adven
turous life. gives sagacity; and in whom peril nourishes
courage and self-command. We are no advocates 'for
savage· life. We know that its boasted freedom is a de..
lusioh. The single fact that human· nature ill this, wild
state makes no progress, is proof enough that it .wants
true liberty. We mean only to say that man in the
hands of despotism, is sometimes degraded below the
savage; that it were better for him to be lawless, than
to live under lawless sway.

It is the part of Chriitians to lopk on the passion for
power and donijnion with ¥rong abhorrence; for it is
singularly hostile to the genius of their religion. Jesus
Christ always'condemned it. One of the striking marks
of his moral greatness, and of the originality of his
character, was, that he held no fellowship and made
no compromise with this universal spirit of his age, hUt
withstood it in ~very form. He found the Jews intox
icating themselves with dreams of empire. Of the
prophecies relating to the Messiah, the most familiar
and dear to th~m, were those which announced ·him as

.a conqueror, and which were construed by their world·

T
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liD«~8S into a promise of triumphs to the people from
whom he was to spring. Even the chosen disciples of
Jesus looked to him for this good. 'To sit on his
right hIDld and on his left,' or, in other words, to hold
the most commanding stat~ons in his kingdom, was not
only their lurking wish, but their 'open and importunate
request. But there was no passion on' which Jesos
frowned more severely. than on this. He taught, that
to be great in his kingdom, men must serve, instead of
ruling, their brethren. He placed among them a child
as an emblem of ~e humility o~ his religi~n.· His
most terrible rebukes fell on the lordly, aspiring Ph~i

see. In his own person, he was mild and ~eseend

mg, exacting no personal service, living with his disci
ples as a friend, sharing their wants, sleeping in their
fishiDg boat, and even washing their feet; and in all
this, he expressly proposed himself to them as a pat
~ern, kn~wing well, that the last triumph of disinterest
edness is to forget 'our own superiority, in our sym
pathy, solicitude, tenderness, respect, and self-denying
zeal for those who are below us. We cannot indeed
wonder that the lust of power should be encountered by
the sternest rebukes and'meJiace ofChristianity, because
it wages open war with tp great end of this religion,
which is the elevation of the human mind. No corrup
tion of this religion is more palpable and more enormomJ,
than that which turns it into an instrument of domin
ion, and which makes it teach, that man's primary duty
is to. give himself a passive material into the hands of
his minister, priest, or king..

The subject which we now discuss is one in which all
nations have an interest, a~ 'especially our own; and
we should fail of our m:Dn purpose, were we not to
lead our r~aders- to apply it to .ourselves. The passioD

.~
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for ruling, though moM eompietely developed in despot
isms, is cOnfined to DO forms of gO'fernment. I t is the
chief peril of free stateS', the natural enemy of free
_titutions. I t agitates our own ~ountri, and still
throws an uncertainty over the great experimeat we

.are making here in behalf of liberty. We will try tIlen,
in a few words, to eX}>Qse its influences and 'dangers,
and to abate that zeal with which a participation in
office and power is sought among oUlsel,ea. ,

It is the distinction of republican institutions, that
whilst they compel. the passion fQr power to moderate
its pretensions, and to sa~fy itself w~th more limit
ed gratihtioll8, they' tend to spread it more widely
through the community, and to make it a universal
principle. The doors of office beiDg opened to all,
crowds bum to rush in. ' A thousand. haDds are streteh
eel out to gni.sp the reins which are denied to nOM.
Perhaps in this boaSted and boasting laad of h1>erty,
not a few, if called to state the chief good of a repub
lic, would place it in this; that· e'fery man is eligible to
every office, and that the highest places of power and
trust are prizes for uni'fersal cootpetition. The superi
ority attributed by m....y to' our institutioDs, is, not that
they secure the greatest fr~, but ~'fe every man a
chance of ruling; DOt that tb.ey rethace the power of'
government within the narrowest limits which the safe
ty of the state admits, but throw it int~ as many hands
u possible. The despot's great crime is thought to be,
that he k.eeps the delight of dominion to himself, that
he makes a monopoly of it, whilst our more generous
institutions, by break.iDg it into parcels, and inviting the
multitude to scramble for itr spread this joy more wide
ly. The result is, that political ambition infects our
coyu.try, .and generates a feverish restlessneM ud dis-
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conte».t, which, to, the monar~hist, may seem more
than a balance for our forma of liber~y. The 'Spirit of
intrigue, which in absolute governments is confined to
courts, walks abroad through the land; aDd as individu
als can accomplish no political purposes s.rngle-hQ.Dded,
they band themselves into parties, ostensibly framed
for public ends, but aiming only at the acquisition of
power. The nominal sO'fereign, that is, the peopl.e,
like all other sovereigns, is COW'ted and fiatte,red, and
told that it can do QO wrong.. Its pride is pampered,
its passions inflamed, its prejudices made .inveterate.
Sach are the proce88es, by which other repulUics have
been subverted, and he mUlt be hlind who cannot trace
diem among ounelves. We meaD not to ~xaggerate
our dangers. We rejoice to know, that the improve
menta of society oppose many checka to the love of
power. 'But every wise man, who &eeS its' workings,
must dread it. as oor chief foe.

This passion derives strength ud vehemeDCe in our
COWltry from the common idea, that political power is
the highest prize which society has to offer. We know
not a more general delusion, nor is it the least'danger
ous. Instilled, as it is, in our. youth, it gives infinite
excitement to political ambition. It tumsthe active
talent 'of the cot!Dtry to public station as the supreme
good, and. makes it restless, inuiguing, and unprinci
pled. It calls out hosts of selfish competitors for com-'
.paratively few places, ,and encourages a bold, unblushA
iDg pursuit. of personal elention, which a just moral
&elISe and self-respect in the community would froWD
upon and cover with shame. This prejudice has come:
down from past ages, and is.one of their worst bequests.
To govem others bas always been thought the. higDest
fuoction on earth We ha'fe a relBBluble proof of the

•
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strength and pernicious influence of this persuasion, in
the manner in which history ·has been written. Who

, fill the page· of history? Political and military leaders,
who have lived for one end, to subdue and govern their
fellow beings. These occupy the foreground, and the
people, the human race, dwindle into insignificance,
and are almost lost behind their masters.. The proper
and noblest object of history, is, to record the vicissi
tudes of society, its spirit in different ages, the causes
which have determined its progress and"decline, and
eipecially the manifestations aDd growth of its highest
attributes and interests, of intelligence, of the religious
principle, of moral sentiment, of the elegant and useful
arts, of the triumphs of man O'Ver nature and himself.
Instead of this, we have records of men iD power, often
weak, oftener wicked, who did little Or nothing for the
advancement of their age. who lVere in no senSe its rep
resentatives, whom the accident of birth perhaps raised
to influence. We have the quarrels 'of courtiers, the
intrigues of cabinets, sieges and battles, royal births and
deaths, and the secrets of a palace, that sink of lewdness
and corruption. These are the staples of history. The
inventions of printing, of g\lJ1powder, and the mariner's
compass, were too ,mean affairs for history to trace.
She was bowing "before kings and warriors. She had·'
volumes for the plots and quarrels of Leicester and Es
sex in t~e reign of Elizabeth, but not a page for. Shak
speare; and if Bacon Il1ld not filled an office, she would
Ilardly have 'ecord.ed his name, in her anxiety to pre-

. serve the deeds and sayings of that Solomon of his
age, James the First. .

We have spoken of the supreme importance which is
attached to rulers and government, as a' prejudice; and

,we think, that something may be done towards abat-'·
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ing the passion for power, by placing this thought in a
clearer light.- It seems to us not very difficult to show,
that to govern men is ~ot as high a sphere of action
.as has been commonly supposed, and that those who
have obtained this dignity, have usurped a place beyond
their-due.in history and men's minds. We apprehend,
indeed, that we are not alone -in this opinion; that a
change of sentiment on this subject has commenced and
must go on; that men are learning, that there are mgh
er sources, of happiness and more important agents in
human affairs than political rule. It is one mark of tire
progress of society, that it brings down the public man
and raises the private one. It throws power into the
hands of untitled individuals, and spreads it through all
orders of the tommunity. It multiplies and distributes
freely, means of extensive influence, and opens new
channels, by which the gifted mind, in whatever rank

II or condition, may communicate itself far and wide.
I Through the diffusion of educa'tion and printing, a pri-

vate man may now speak to multitudes, incomparably
:_. more num~rous than ancient or modern eloquence ever
.-electrified in the popular assembly or the hall of legis
lation. By these instrum~ts, truth'is asserting her
sovereignty over nations, without the help of· rank, of
fice, or sword; and her faithful ministers will become
more ,and more the lawgivers of the world.

We mean not to deny, we steadily affirm, that gov
ernment is a great good, and essential to human happi
ness; but it does its good ~hiefly by a negative influence,
by repressing injustice and crime, by securing property
from invasion, and thus removing obstructions to the free
exercise of human powers. It eonfers little positive
benefit. Its office is, not to copfer happiness, but to
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pe men opportunity_ to work ollt happiness for them
selves. Government resembles the wall which sur
rounds our lands; a needful protection, but rearing no
harves1iB, ripening no fruits. It is the individual who
must choose whether the enclosure shall be a paradise
or a waste. -How little positive good can government
confer? It does not till onr fields, build out houses,
weave the ties which bind us to our families, give dis
interestedness to the heart, or energy to the intellect
and will. All our great interests are left to ourselves;
and governments, when they have interfered with them,
have obstructed, much more than advanced them. For
example, they have taken religion into their keeping
only to disfigure it. So education, in their hands, has
generally become a propagator of servile maxims, and
an upholder of antiquated errors. In like manner they
have paralysed trade by their nursing care, and multi
plied poverty by expedients for its relief. Government
has almost always been a barrier against which' intel
lect has had to struggle; and society has made its chief
progress by the minds of private individuals, wh~ hilve .
outstripped their rulers, and gradually shamed them in
to truth and wisdom.

Virtue· and intelligence are the great interests of a
community, including all others, and worth an others;
and the noblest agency is that by which they are ad
vanced. Now we apprehend, that political power is
not the most effectual instrument for their promotion,
and accordingly we doubt whether government is the
only or highest sphere for superior minds: Virtue, from
its very nature, cannot be a product of what may be
called the direct operation of' government; that is, of
legislation. Laws may repress crime. Their office is
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to' eJect prisons for, violence and fraud. But moral and
leQgious worth, dignity of character, loftiness of senti
m~t, all that IIl;ak.es lOan a blessing to himself and so
eiety, lies beyond their province. Virtue is of. the soul,
where laws cannot penetrate. Excellence is something
too refined, spiritual, celestial, to be produced. by the
coarse machinery of government. Human legislation
addresses itself to self.;love, and works by outward force.
Its chief instrument is puni~hment. It cannot touch
the springs of virtuous feelings, of great and good deeds.
Accordingly, rulers, with alI' their imagined omnipo
tence, do not dream of enjoining by statute, philanthro
py, gratitude,' devout sentiment, magnanimity, and
purity of thought. Virtue is too high a concern for
government. It is an inspiration of God, not a creature
of law; and the agents whom God chiefly honors in its
promotion, are those, who, through experience as well
as meditation, have risen to generous conceptions of it,
and who show it forth, not in empty eulogies, but in the
language of deep convictiOli, and in lives of purity.

Government, then, dQes little to advance the chief in
terest ofhuman nature by its direct agency; 'and what
shall we ItaJ 'of its·indirect? Here we '1ish not to of
fend; but we must be allowed to use that plainness of
speech' which :becomes Christians and freemen. We
do fear then, tbat the indirect influence of government
is on the whole adverse to virtue; and in saying this,
we do not Freak of other countries, or of different polit
ical institutions from our own. We do not mean to
say, what all around us would echo, that monarchy cor
rupts a state, that the. air of a court reeks with infec
tion, and taints the higher classes with a licentiousness
which descends to their inferiors. We speak of govern-

14
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ment at home; and we ask wise men to l8y, whetha'
it ministers most to'vice or virtue. We fear, thath~
as elsewhere,' political power is of cOlTt;lpting tendency;
and that, g.enerally speaking, public men are not the

. most effectual teachers of truth, disinterestedBess, aDd
incorruptible integrity to the peopl'e. An errpr prevailJ
in relation to political concerns, which necessarily makes
civil institutions demoralizing. It is deeply rooted, the
growth of ages. We refer to the belief, that public
men are absolved in a measure from ~e everlastiBg and
immutable obligations of morality; that political power
is a prize, which justifies arts and compliances that

, would be scorned in private life; that management, in
trigue, hollow pretensions, and appeals to base passions,

. qeserve slight rebuke when employed to compass polit
ical ends. Accordingly the laws of truth, justice, and
philanthropy, have seldom been applied to public as to
private concerns. Even those individuals, who have
come to frown indignantly on the'machinations, the of
fice seeking, and the sacrifices to popularity, which dis
grace our internal condition, are disposed to acquiesce
in a crooked or ungenerous policy towards foreign na
tions, by which great advantages may accrue to their
own country. Now the great truth on which the cause
of virtue rests, is, that rectitude is an eternal, unaltera
ble, and universal law, ·binding at once heaven and.
earth, .the perfection of God's character, and the har
mony andhappiriess of the rational creation; and in
proportion as political institutions' unsettle this great
conviction-.in proportion as they teach that truth, jus
tice, and philanthropy are local, partial obligations,
claimin~ homage from the.' weak, but shrinking before
the.powerful-in proportion as they thus insult the aw-

•
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fu) and inviolable majesty of the Eternal Law-m tbe
same proportion they undermine the very· foundation of
a people's virtue.

In regard to the other great interest of the communi
ty, its intelligence, government may do much good by
a direct influence; that is, by instituting &chools or ap
propriating revenue for the instruction of the poorer
classes. Whether it would do wisely in~ assuming to
itself, or in· taking from individuals, the provision and
car~ of higher literary institutions, is a question not
easily determined.' But no one will doubt, that it is
a noble function, to assist and develope the intellect in
those classes of the community,whose hard condition
exposes them to a merelY,animal· existence. ~till the
agency of government in regard to knowledge is neces
sarily superficial and narrow. The great sources of in
tellectual power and progress to a people, are its strong
and onginal thinkers, be they found where they may.
Government cannot, and does not, extend the bounds
of knowledge; cannot make experiments in the labora
tory, explore the laws of animal o! vegetable nature, or
establish the principles of criticism, morals, and religion.
The energy which is to carry forward the intellect of a
people, belongs chiefly to pri~ate. individuals, who de
vote themselves to lonely toought, who worship truth,
who,originate the. views demanded by their age, who help
os to Throw off the yoke of established.prejudices, who
improv~ old modes of education or invent berter•. It is
true that great men at the head of affairs,may,. and
often do, contribute much to the growth of a n~tion's

mind. But it too often happens tbat their station ob
ItnIcts ~ther than aidlt'their usefulness. Their coonex
ion with a party, and the habit of viewing subjects iii
reference to personal aggrandizement, too often obscure
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the noblest intellects, and convert into patrons of n~roW
views and temporary interests, those, who, in other CQn
ditions, would have been the lights of their age, and the
propagators of everlasting truth.-From these views of
the limited influence of government on the most pre
cious interests of society, we learn that political power
is not the noblest power, and that, in the progress of
intelligence, it will cease to be coveted as the chief and
most honorable distinction on earth.

If we pass now to the consideration of that interest,
over which government is expected chiefly to watch,
and on which it is most competent to act with power,
we shall not arrive at a result very differen,t from what
we have just expressed. We' refer to property, or
wealth. That the influence of political institutions on
this great concern is important, inestimable, we mean
not to deny. But as we have already suggested, it is
chiefly negative. Government enriches a people by
removing 'ob~tructions to their powers, by defending
them from wrong, and thus giving them opportunity to
enrich themselves. Government, is not the spring of
the wealth of nations, but their ,own sagacity, industry,
enterprise, and force of character., To leave a people'
to themselves, is generally the best service their rulers
can render. Time was, wh,en sovereigns fixed prices
and wages, regulated industry and expense, and im
.agined that a nation would starve and perish, 'if it were
not guided and guarded like an infant. But we have
learned, that men are 'their own best guardians, that
property is safest under its owner's care, and that gene
rally speaking, even. great enterprises can better be ac
complished by the voluntary association of individuals,
than by the state. Indeed, we are met a~ every stage
of this discussion by the troth, that politiCal power is
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a weak eQgine compared with Individual intelligence,
virtue, and effort; and 'Ye are the more anxious to.en
force this truth, because, through an' extravagant esti
mate of government, men are apt to expect from it
what they must do for' themselves, and to throw upOn
it the blame which belongs to their own feebleness and
improvidence. The great hope of society, is individual
character. Civilisation and political institutions are
themselves sources of not a few ~vils, which nothing
but the intellectual and moral energy of the private cit
izen can avert or 'relieve. Such, for example, are the
monstrous inequalities of property, the sad c~ntrasts of
con~ition, which disfigure a large city; which lawS' cre
ate and cannot remove; which can only be mitigated
and diminished by a principle' of moral restraint in the
poqrer classes,. and by a wise beneficence in the rich.
The great lessbn for men to'learn, is, that their happi
ness is in their own hands; that it is to be wrought out
by their own faithfulness to God and conscience; I that
no outward institutions can supply the place of inward
principle, of moral energy) whilst this .can go far to
supply the place of almost every outward aid.

Our remarks will show that our estimate of political
~titutions, is more moderate than the prevalent one,
and that we regard the power, for which ambition has
woven so many plots and shed so much blood, as des
tined to occupy a more and more narrow space, among
the means of usefulness and distmction. There is,
however, one branch of government, which we hold in
high veneration, which we account an unspeakable
blessing, and which, for the world, we would not say a
word to disparage; and we are the more disposed to
qeak of it, becaUBe its .relative importance seems to us
little ~erstood. We refer to the Judiciary, a depart-
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ment worth all others in the state. Whilst politicians
expend their zeal on transient interests, which perhaps
derive their chief importance from- their cOllpexion with
a party, it is the provinee of the Judge to apply those
solemn and universal laws of rectitude, on which the
security,. industry, and prosperity of the individual and
the state essentially depend. :From histribuna1, 'as
from a sacred oracle, go forth the responses of justice.
To us there is nothing in the whole fabric of civil insti
tutions so interesting and impos~ng, as this impartial
and authoritative exposition of the principles of moral
legislation. The administration of justice ill this coun
try, where the Judge, without a guard, without a sol
dier, without pomp, decides upon the dearest interests
of the citizen, trusting chiefly to the moral sentiment
of the community for the execution of his decrees, is
the most beautiful and encouraging aspect, under which
our government can be viewed. We repeat it, there is
nothing in public affairs so venerable as the voice of
Justice, speaking through her delegated ministers,
reaching and subduing the high as well as the low, set
ting a -defence around the splendid mansion of wealth
and the lowly hut of poverty, repressing wrong, nndi
cating innocence, humbling the oppressor, and publish
ing the rightS of hl1man nature to every bumatl being.
We confess, that we often turnwith,paiu and humiliation
from the hall of Congress where we see the legislator
forgetting the majesty of his function, furgetting his re
lationto a vast and growing community, and -sacrifici~

to his party or to himself the public weal; and it com
forts us to tum to the court of justice, where the dispen
ser of. the laws, shutting his ear against all solicitations
of friendship or interest, dissolving for a time every prj.
Yate tie, forgetting public opinioR, and withstandiBg puB-
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lie feeling, asks only what is RIGHT. To our courts, the
re~orts and refuge of weakness and innocence, we .look.
with hope and joy. We boast, with a virtuous. pride,
that no breath of corruption has as yet tainted their pUre
air. To this department of government, we cannot
ascrioe too much importance. Over this,.we cannot
watch too jealously. Every encroachment on its inde
pendence we should resent, and repel, as the chief
wrong our country can sustain. Wo, wo to the im
pious hand, which would shake this most sacred and
precious column of the social edifice.

In the remarks which we have now submitted to our
readers, we have treated of great topics, if not wor
thily, yet, we trust, with a pure purpose. We have
aimed to expose the passion for dominion, the desire of

. ruling mankind. We have labored to show the superi
ority 'of moral power and influence to that sway which
has for ages been seized with eager and bloody hands.
We have labored to hold up to unmeasured reprobati~n,

him who would establish an empire of brute force over
rational beings. We have labored to hold forth,. as the
enemy of his race, the man, who, in any way, would fet
ter the human mind, and subject other wills to his own.
In a word, we have desired to awaken others and our
selves, to a just self-reverence, to the free use and ex
pansion of our highest powers, and especially to that
moral force, that energy of holy, virtuous purpose, with
out which we are slaves amidst the freest institutions.
'Better gifts than these we cannot supplicate from God ;
nor can we consecrate our lives .to nobler acquisitions.

•
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WE perform a very gratifying duty, in introducing
and recommending to our readers the book which stands
at the head ·of this article. An attractive and quicken
ing work on practical r,eligion' we regard as a valuable
accession to our literature. Indeed anything written
with power on christian morals and theology is most
welcome. It is too true, and a sad truth, that religious
books are preeminently dull. If we wished to impov
erish a man's iJitellect, we could devise few means more
effectual, than to confine him to what is called a course
of theologiCal reading. The very subject, to which,
above all others, the writer should bring his whole
strength of thought and feeling, which allies itself to
our noblest faculties, to which reason, imagination, taste,
and genius should consecrate their noblest efforts, is of
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,all subjects treated most weakly, tamely, and withleast
attraction. Of course there are splendid exceptiqnB,
but we speak' of the immense majo~ty of theological
books. It is wonderful how men can think and write
upon religion to so little effect. That a theme so vast,
so sublime as Christianity, embracing God and man,
earth and heaven, time and eternity, 'connected inti
mately with all human history, deriving lights from all
human experience, admitting application to the whole
of human life, and l.'roposing as its great end the 'ever
lasting progress of the soul-that .such a subject ~ho]lld

be t~eatcd so monotonou'sly a9 to be proverbially.dull,
that its professed explorers should be able to plant their
footsteps 80 exactly in the track of their predecessors,
that the boundless~ess of the field sttould so seldom
tempt an adventurous spirit from the beaten way, ill
wonderful, and might seem a miracle to a man unac
quainted with the vassalage which has broken down the
mind in the depart~ent of religion. It is true, that
those who write on this topic are aceustomed 'to call
it sublime; but they make its sulflimity cold and barren,
like that of mountain tops wrapped in everlasting snows.
We write this, not in severity, but in sorrow of heart;
for we despair of any great .progress of the human
character or of society, until the energies of the mind.
shall be bent, as they seldom have been, on those' most

_ important subjects and interests of the human mind,
morals and religion.' .

As a striking proof of the poverty of religious litera
ture, and of the general barrenness of the-intellect when
employed in this field, we may refer to the small amount
of original and productive thought in the English church
since the days of Barrow and Taylor. Could our voice
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~·heard in England, we would ask impartial and gifted
, men,: more familiar with their country's history than
~Selfe~,. to solve the problem, how a Protestant Es
tabUshment, so munifirelltly endowed with the means
ofiInprovement, sboul~ have done so little, in so long a
period, 'for Christianity, should have produced so few
bookB to interest the- higher order of minds. Let not
tbese remarks be misunderstood, as if we were wanting
in respect and gratitude to a church, which, with all its
defects, has been the bulwark of Protestantism, which
bas been illuStrated by the piety and virtues of such
min as BiBh~ Wilson, Berkeley, and Heber, and in
whiclt have sprung op 80 many institutions, consecrated
to- humanity, and to the diffusion of the christian faith.
We mean not to deny it the honor of having fostered
talentt~n ·various formffand directions. ,Among the En
,glish clergy we find profound and elegant scholars; we
find the names of t,hose giants in anetent learning, Bent
ley and Parr, and acrowd of proficients in polite litera
tlll'e, of 'whom Hurd and Jortin are honorable repre
sentatives. We speak only of the deficiency of their
contributions to mOJaI and religious science. With the
exception of. Clarke and Butler, we could not easily
name any of the Establishment, since the time above
specified,.who have decidedly carried forward the human
intellect. The latter of these is indeed a -great name,
notwithstanding the alleged obscurities pf his style, and
worthy to be enrolled among the master spirits of the
h~man race. In regard to commentators, whose func
tion, as commoBly executed, holds a second rank in the
ology, the English church, since the time of Hammond,

. has produced norie of much value, except Bishop Pearce.
We presume that she will not lar claim to the heretical
Locke, who carried into the interpretation of the scrip

15
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tures the same force of thought, as into the philosophy
of the mind; or to Whitby, whose strenuous Arminiaa
ism, as Orthodoxy would reproachingly say, tapered off
into that most suspicious fona of Christianity, Unitari
anism.. We have not yet named two of the'lD08t illus
trious intell~ctua1 chiefs of the church, Warburton and
Horsley. Their great· powers we most readily own;
but Warburton is generally acknowledged to have \;Vaat
ed his mind, and has left no impression of himself on
later times j whilst Horsley, though he' has given us
striking, if not judicious, sermons, in a style of UllUsual

vigor, cannot be said to have communicated~ in any re
spect,' a new impulse to thought, and in biblical criti
cism, to which he was zealously devoted, he is ODe of
the last authorities on which a sound mind would .lean.
To Bishops Lowth and Sherlock. we cheerfully acknow
ledge our obligations; and we question whether the lat
ter has even yet received his due praise. We have not
forgotten, though we haye not named, Tillotson, Secker,
and Porteus. They are all worthy .of remembrance,
especially Secker, the clear and wise expounder of chris
tian ethics; hut they added little or nothing to the stock
which t~y received. It may be thought, .that we have
not been just to the Establishment, in passing over Paley.
He has our sincere admiration. On one great topic,
which indeed has been worthily treated I;ly many of the
,clergy, we mean that of christian evidence, he has shed ;
new light. By felicity of arrangement and illustration, '
he has given an air of novelty to old arguments, whilst
he has strengthened his cause by important original
proofs. His HortE!. Paulinte is one of. the few books
destined to live. Paley saw what he did see, through
an atmosphere of light. He seized on the strong points
of his subject with an ~tuitive sagacity, and has given

..
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his clear, bright thoughts, in a style which has mad~

them the property of his readers almost as perfectly as
they were his own. In what then did he fail? We
have said, that he was c\Jaracterized by the distinctness
of his vision. He was not, we think; equally remarka
ble for its extent. He was popular, rather than philo
sophical. He was deficient in that intellectual thirst,
which is a chief element of the philosophical spirit. He
had no irrepressible desire to sound the depths of his
own nature,. or to ascend to wide an~ all-reconciling
views of the works and ways of God. Moral philoso-

.phy he carried backward, nor had he higher claims in
religious, than in ethical science. His sermons are
worthy of all praise, not indeed for their power over
the heart, hut for their plain and strong expositions of
duty, and their awakening appeals to the conscience.

We leave this topic with observing, that in the noblest
branch of history, we mean christian or ecclesiastical
history, the English church has not furnished a single
distinguished name. We have one mournful and de
cisive proof of this deficiency. The vast' majority of
English readers learn what they know of the progress
and fortunes of their religion, from its foe and insulter,
from Gibbon, the apostle of unbelief. The history of
Christianity, the most important and sublime theme in
this province of literature, has as yet found no ltiiter
to. do it justice, none to be compared with the great
names. in civil history. The mightiest revolution in the
records of our race remains to be worthily told. We
doubt indeed, whether the true character, style, and ex~

tent of the work which is' needed, are as yet compre
hended. That the same rigorous impartiality, the 'same
spirit of philosophical research into'causes and .effects,
is to be-carried moo religious as into civil history, is im·
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perfectly understood. The records of· particular' secti
and churches, instead of exhausting this great subjeQt,
are perhaps subordinate parts. We want to know the
great conflict between Christianity and HeathewslIlt
and the action and reaction ~f thesesys.tems on one
another. We want to know the influences ,0(Christi
anityon socie,ty, politics, manners, philosophy, .and lite~

rature, and the modifications which it has received in
return from all these mighty agents. We know not
where history can find a nobler field for its .graphiC
pow~rs, than in the chivalrous ages of Christianity ;--npr
can it find in its whole range over the past, a snbjeCt
so fitted, as the spread and fortunes of this religion, to
its gr.eat end, which is, to throw light on the nature
and powers of man, and to carry us deep into the human
soul. When is this greatest and most lamentable chasm
in our literatUre to be supplied? .

We have cited the English church as a proof of the
unproductiveness of the intellect in religion, and of the
barreDDess of theological literature. HlUi'we time, we
might find corroborations in other sects. In truth a
paralysing ipfluence has beep. working mightily for ages
in the christian world, and, we ought Dot to wonder at
its results. Free action· has been deaied to the mind,
and freedom is an essential condition of growth and
pow:er. A ·fettered limb moves slowly and operates
feebly. 'The spirit pines away in a prison; and yet to
rear prison Walls round the mind has been the cluef toil
of ages. ,The mischiefs of this. intellectual. bondage,
are as yet, we conceive, but imperfectly knoWn, and
need to be set forth with a new eloqUence. ' If, as. we
believ~ progreSs be the supreme law' of the soul' aad
the very aim of its. creation, then DO wrong can be
inflicted OIl-it so grievOus, as to bind it: down ellcrJastr

, .
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ingly 'to a fixed, unvarying creed, especially if this creed
was framed ill an' age of darkness, crime, and poli~ieal,

and religi01l8 strife. This tyranny is preeminently
treason against human _ture. If g~owth be the su-
preme law and' purpose of the mind, then the very truth

. which was 'suited to one, age, may, if made the limit of
future ODes, become a positive evil j just as tM garmeitt
in which childhood sports with ease and joy, lVould irri~

tate and deform the enla'rging' frame. God, having
framed the ~ul f~r expansion,. has placed it in the midtlt
of an UBlimited universe to receive fresh impulses and
impre$Sions without ead j and man, 'dressed in a little
brief authority,' would sever it from this' sublime con:.
nexion, aud would shape it after his own ignoraBCe or
narrow views. The effects are as necessary as they are
mournful. The mind, in proportion as it is cut off from
free commuDieation with nature, with revelation, witb
God, with itself, loses· its life, just as the body iilroops,
when debarred from the fresh air and the cheering light
of heaven., Its vision is, contracted, its energies bHght
ed, its m<We:meBtconstrained. It finds health only in
action. It is perfect, only in as far a8 it is self-fonned.
-LLet us not be misappreheBded. We meaD Dot to
deny that. the mind needs the aid of human instruction,
from the cradle to the grav~ j but this it needs as a~a
terial to act upon, and not as a lesson to be mechauicaUy
learned. The great aim of instruction sboold be to give
the mind the consciousness and free use of its own
powers. The less of' instruction the better, if it only
propose to engender a slavish dependence and an inert
faith. The saul often owes its best acquisitiQfts ~ it
self. They come .to it from glimpses of its~ Batura>
w:hich it cannot trace to humanteachiDg, from the
whispers ofa divine voioe, ffOm stirrings and aspirations

15*
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of its own unfolding and unbounded energies, from the
indistiilct dawning of new truths, or, from the suddeD
bfighteniDg of old truths, which,.if left to act freefy,
work. a mighty revolution within. Against these inipi
rations, if so they may be called, 'which belong to the
individual, and which are perpetually bursting the limitll .
of received ideas, the spirit of religious tyranny wages
its drief and most unrelenting war. It dreads nothing
so much as a mind,. in whicll these diviner motions
manifeat themselves in power. That it should have so
succeeded in checking and stifling them, is one of the
very J;Iloumful reflections forced OD us by hmn~ history.
We have here .one great cause of the sterility of theo
logical literature. Religion, by being imposed as a
yoke, has subdued the faculties, which it was meant to
-quicken; an'd, what is most worthy of remark, like all
other yokes, it has. often excited, a mad 'resistance,
which has sought compensation for past restraints in
licentiousness, and cfugraced. the holy name of freedom,
by attaChing it to impiety and shameless excess.

A great subject has 'led us far from our author. We
return 10 him With pleasure. We welcome, as we have
said, 'a book from Fenelou; ~d we do so because, if
'not Ii profound, he was an original thinker, and beeause,
t~h a Catholic, he was essentially free. He wrote
from \lis. own mind, and seldom has a purer mind taber
nacled in' flesh. He professed to believe iD an infallible
church; but he listened ·habitually to the voice of God
withi, him, and speaks of this.' in language so .strong"
as to have given the Quakers BOme plea for ranking him
alOong ~emselv6s. So. little did he coDfiae himself' to
established notions, that he drew upon himself the cen
sur~s of·his church, and, like smje other Chris~ians

whom· 'We could name, has ever been charged with a
•
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refined Deism. His works hal:e the gleat charm of
CQIIliug: fresh from the ~l. He wrote .from experiooce,
and hence, though he often speaks a language. which
must seem almost a foreign one to men of the 'world,

. yet he alway.s speaks in a tone of ,reality. That he has
excesses: we. meaD. not to deny j oot they are of a kind
which Wi} regard with more than indulgence, 'alm0st
with admiration. Common fanatieism:we cannot away
With:;· for it· is essentially valgar, the. working of animal
paiSions, sometimes of sexual.lov6; and·oftener of earth
ly ambition. But when a pure mind errs, by aspiring
after a. disinterestedness an~ purity.not granted to our
present infant state, we, almost. reverenCe its errors;
and still more, we recognise in tkem an essential truth.
They only anticipate and claim too speedily the good
for which man. was made; They .are *he. misapprehen
sions of the inspised' prophei, who .hopes to see in his
oWn ~ay, what he was 8ppoIDtetl.to promi~e to r-emoter ':
ages. ", .

FeuelOD 'saw far .into the 'human heart"and espeeially
intd the 'Iurkings of self-love. : He ·lOOked wi'tha piere
.ing eye through the disguises of siD. But he,knew siD,
.not, as. awst men do, by bi1:1ler. ~perienee.bf iUl power,
80 much as by his knOwledge aDd experie:Dee of virtue.
Deformity was retealed, 't~hiJh by.his refined' pe1ctP
tiooB· and: intenlle love of.·moral,'beauty.· .The light,
whid1:he carried with him moo the dark comeis of the
humjlll'~,. and by which ne laid open its most' bidden
.guih, was thaf of celestial goodne8l.' Hence, though
the severest of cehsors, fte iJI. the 'most pitying. Not a
tone of 'asperity escapes' him.: .ge looks 00 hmnau error
with ';m arigel's tenUei'nesSf:with te.8 which. an angel
might· shed; and thUI1'6COncilefi and binds us to <?W" laCe;
.at die. very mmnent of revealing- its cOrruptions.· . • "
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That Fenelon's·views of bumannature were dark., too
dark., we learn. from almost every page of his writings;
and-at thiI we canaot wonder. He was ~3.rly throwB
into the very court, from which Rochefoucallld drew
IUs celebrated Maxims, perhaps the spot, above all oth-'
ers on the Jace of the eanh, distinguiahecl aDd disgraced
by selfishness, hypoerisy, and intrigue. Whea we think
of Fenelon in the palace of"Louis XIV., it reminds'os
of a seraph sent on a divine commission into the ab0de8
of the lost; and when we ree611ect that in that atmos
phere he composed his Telemachus, we doubt whether
the records of the world furnish stronger eridence <X the
power of'a divine virtue, to torn temptation into glory
and streagth, and to make eYeD crowned and prosperous
vice a means of triumph arid exaltatiOll.-Anotoor cause
of Fenelon's unjust views of human life, may be found,
we think, ill his professioL: All professions tend to
narrow and obscure the intellect, and none more than
that of a priest. We know ~t indeed a nobler or more
tiseful function than that of tile christian miDDter; but

..superstitious notions and an imagined sanctity, have
severed him more or leu from his race, especially in a
church which dooms him to Celibacy, and from this ...
natural~ insulated position, -it is impossible for him to
~ge justly of his kiwL-We think. too, that Fenelon
Was led astray by a very common error of exalted minds.
He applied. too rigorous and 1IDV8l')'iRg a standard to the
multitude. He leaned to the error of expecting the
strength of manhood in the child, the buve"st ill seed
time. On this subject, above all others, we feel that
we'should 'speak. cautiously. We know that there is a
lenity towards (haman,' deficiencies full of dangtil'; bat
there ~ too, a seVenty· far more CODUilon, and perhaps
IDOre ruinous. Human 'D8t111'e, at ordinarily e%hibited,

•
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merits rebuke; but whoever considers the SOle triaIJ,
ihe, thick. darkness, the impetuous will, the stJ'ODg pas
sions, under which man commences his moral probation,
.will temper rebuke with pity and hope. There is a wis- ,
dom, perhaps the rarest and sublimest attainment of the
intellect, which is at <>Dee liberal and seTere, indulgent
aDd unbending; which mak~s'merciful and equitable '
ellowance- for the innoeentin.firmities, the neceBSarY
mTors. the, obstruetioas aDd temptatiODs of haman be
Btgs, and at the lIame time asserts the majesty of: virtue,
strengthens the sense, .' accountaWeD8sl',. biads QIl us
self-deoial, a~d points Upward, with it De'fer:eeasing im
po~y, to moral petfectioa as the grean aim and only
happiness ()f the human Iioul., We wiD not say tllat
Fenaloe, waa a strapger, to lhis troad, compreheDsive
wU!dom, but we caJU}Qt Dame ~ .. ,his chief itistin<ition.

We have said that we.w~e the liook11nder COlr. . , '

si~rati<1DI beeause it ',oa~,hqm, 8& pUro 'aad gifted a
uUDd. 'We add, that w.,:Qo JI14>t"WlQlootne it the'le.
for ~ODlil)g from aiCa1iho~ ,Perhap8'~,prize it ,the
mere; €e~ we wish that Prow~tailtJSl1l iDa)" grow wiser
awl lfio~ tolerant, aoo ,we know Dot it Detter 'teacher of
these'lessOD6 than the .chU'Qcte1 of FeD.ttlon., Such a
map'is elJough to~ wlthis thQ pale of out charity,
the;whole ,bpJ)y ~o wW·,be: 1lelong~' ·His vittue is
~qa.cleno. 'to $h~ld,his ,whole. abwf)h:ffOlli. that UD

DJ~aspl'tld,\lRd~tib§Ui8hi»g'.r~~wtthwhich Pro
w~tMt.rooal'hllStoo ~teu.iCl5sPiledjt._ Wlweffi' felliem
lwlJn~hat·~ CathClll~-cOIllJilunioD:number.e:in-lis.n.nb
1llW'". ,~h4pl ~Qe,Iw8dllecl mijOOJiji ,.,f.i1~ ~bably -mote
~Af~ ~tlwr"e.ln~.,q Qh~ ~h4,., ~ sliudder
~1~1 'Mflt",cP!1>f.!~e.fl.,tioni· wh}:ahdltl~i ~MimeI
-~(~ec;ldo\\ ft~! imnte/i* ~JJ:igp,of, llumu-w.gs.
«,WlU~ 1Jl~ll ~twlIiu.ia., .It~ ~~(Wt!t~ ...ieit
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aDd··wide spread community. The Catholicchurch·bu
produced some. of. the greatest and best men that ever
lived, and this is proof cRough of its possessing all the
means" of salvatiom : Who., that hears the· tone of con.,
tempt, in.which it is sotnetimes. named, would suspect
that Charlemllgne, Alired, Raphael, Michael Angelo,

. Tasso, BOBSuet, Pascal,: De&' Cartes, were .Catbol~s ?
Some of the greatest. names in arts 'aDd arms, on the
throne and in the pulpit, were 'worn by Catholics. To
come .down' to our own times, has not the metropolis of
New EDgland W'itlu~sied, a sublime example of christian
virtue in '3' Catholic bishop? Wh9, among oiu religioUi
teachers, would 'solicit a comparison between himself
and the devoted Cheverus? This good man, whose
virtues and talents t.avenow raised him to high digni
ties in church and stat~who oow wears in his own
country the jointhonbl'B'of an archbishop arid a peer,
lived in the midst of us, devoting his days and nights,
and his whole heart, to the service of a poor and unedu
cated congregation. .We saw him declining, in a great
degree, the society of the cultivated and refined, that
he might be the friend of the ignorant and friendless;
leaving the circles of polished life, which he would have
graced, for the meanest hovels; bearing, with a father's
sympathy, the burdens and sorrows or his 'large spiritual
family; chargigg himself alike with their temporal and
spiritual conoerns; and never discovering, by the faint-

, est indication, that he felt his fine mind degraded by
his seemingly humble office. This good man, bent on
his errands, of mercy, was seen in our streetS under the
most burning sun of summer, and the fiercest storms of
winter, 3S if armed against the elements by the power
of charity. He has left us, but not to ~e forgotten.
He enjoys among n~ what to such._ man must be dearer
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1ban tame. His name ia cherished where the great tOf
this world are unknOwn. It is proilDUDCed witH hies
sings, with. grateful tear8, with sighs.for his retum,'ia
many an abode of IIOITOW. and, want; and how can we
..hut our hearts .agaiBst this.proof of the power of the
Catholic religion In form good ad. great men r .

These remarks, we tr.ust, will not be Pa'Velted.
None, wia ,1luspeet us of Catholic·.partialities. Of all
Protestarits, we have fewest sympathies with· the Rom
ish church. We go farther than our bm:hren, in reject
ing her mysterieS, those monumeDtB ·of human weak
ness; and as to her claims to infallibility, we repel them
with~ indignation noHo be underStood by sects, which,
calling themselves Protestant, renounCe in words, but
assert in practice, a Pdpish-immmiity from error, a Po
pish control over the faith of their brethren. _ To' us,
the spiritual tyranny of Popery is as detestable as ori
ental despotism. When we look. back OR the history
of Papal Rome, we see her, in the .days of her power,
stained with the blood of martyrs, gorged with rapine,
drunl:t with luxury and crime. But-what then? Is it •
righteous to involve a' whole church in guilt, which, af
tet aU, belongs to a powerful few? Is it righteous to
forget, ,that Protestantism too has blood on her robes?
Is. it righteous to fo~get, that Time, the greatest of re
formers, has exerted his silent, purifying power on the
Catholic as well as on ourselves? Shall we refuse to
see, and to own with joy, that Christianity, even under
Papal corruptions, puts forth a:diviile power? that men
cannot wholly spoil it of its celestial. efficacy? that, even
under its most disastrous eclipse, it still sheds beams to
guide the soul to heaven? that there exists in human
nature, when loyal to conscience, a power to neutralize
error, and to select and incorporate with itself wha~is
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JI'Ire and ennobling in tile: DistdocoBgrtlOU8 system?
Shall \\Pe ,ahut our, eYell OR tk~ fact, that among the clergy
of the Romish church haTe rileo' up illustrious imitatorB
« that mag.nanimousapostle"before 'whom Felix oem
Wed; m~ who, in the presence of nobles and kiDgs,
haY6 bowed. to God alone, have ohalleuged for hiS :law
UacOlDprom'ising homage, and rebuked in virtue's own
tiDdauoted, tooe triumphant guilt? Shall we shut our
eyes on the faot, that from the bosom of this cotropt
murch, have gone forth missionaries to the eastaJid the
west, whose toils and martyrdom will IIOt I be dimmed
by comparison with what is most splendid in Protes
t8ftt self-sacrifice? . We ,repeat it, oot boastingl.}', but
frani deep' conviction, thilt we 3I'e exceeded by DO sect
in earnestness.of desire for the subversion of the 1IBIII'p-'
od power of the Catholic church, of its false dootriJ;les,
and of its childish ceremonies' so often substituted for
inward virtue. Webelie-re that these have Wrought,
aDd still work great evil. Still we see -and delight to
see, among those who adhere to them, the best attri
butes of men, and Christians. Still we are acC1JSt~med

to refresh ,OIir piety by books which Catholics have
written. Still we find one of our highest gratifications
in those works of art, in which Catholic genius has em·
bodied its sublime and touching conceptions of the form
and countenance of Jesus, has made us awed witnesses
of his miracles and cross, companions of his apostles,
ud admirers, with a tender reverence, of the meek,
~tial beauty of Ilis saiuted mother. With these im
pressions, and this experience, we cannot but lift up
OlD' voices against Protestant as well as Papal'intoler..
DOe. We would purify Protestantism' from the worst
Main and crime of Rome, her cruel'bigotry, her nefari
~ spirit of exclusion.-
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_. It would give us pleasure to enlarge on the cha.racter
m' Fenelon, had we not proposed to ourselves anbther
an~ still more important object in this review. But, in
truth, this grateful duty has been so faithfully perform-
ed in tho Mem·oir added to the Selections, that our
readers will have no cause to complain of our declining
it. This sketch of Fenelon overflows with fervent yet
discriminatin~admiration, and, gives utterance to jlffe?:' ".
tionate reverence, with a calmness which wins our con
fidence. It is ·,Dot easy to make extracts where the
whole is so interesting. But as some of our readers
may know Fenelon only by name, and as we wish all
to know and love him, we insert a few passages.

'Fenelon, by mixing with all ranks and conditions, by associating
with the unfortunate and the sorrowful, by assisting the weak, and
by that union of mildnels, of energy, and of benevolence, which
adapts itself to every character, and to every situation, acquired the
knowledge of the moral and physical ills which aillict human nature.
It was by this habitual and immedi!lte communication with all classes
of society, that he obtained the melancholy conviction of the mise..,
ries which distress the greater part of mankind i and to the profound
impression of this truth through his whole life, we must ascribe that
tender commiseration for the unfortunate, which he manifests in all
his writings, and which he displayed'still more powerfully in all his
actions.' • pp. 263, 4.

, In the course of his walks, he would.often join the peasants, sit
down with them on the grass, talk with them, and console them.
He visited them in their cottages, seated himself at table with them,
and pariook of their humble meals. By such kindness and famili
arity, he won their affections, and gained access to their- minds. As
they Joved him as a father and friend, they delighted to listen to his
instructions, and to submit to his guidance. Long after his death,
the old people who had the happine88 of seeing him on these occa
sions, spoke ofhim with the mollt tender reverence. "There," they
would say, "is the chair on which our good Archbishop used to sit
in the midst of us; we shall see him no more," and then their tears
would flow.

••
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'The diocese ofCambrai was often the theatre of war, ad expe
rienced the cruel ravages of retreating aDd cooq~et'ing ~.. lht
an extraordinary respect was paid to Fenelon by the inndera of
France. The English, the Germans, and the Dutch, rivalled the
inhabitants of Cambrai in their veneration for the Archbishop. AU
distinctions of religion and I18ct, a:ll feelings of hatred aad jHlouy
that divided the nations, seemea to dilappear in the pl'8II9Oe of
FeneloD.. Military escorts were offered him, for his personal eecu
l'fty, but the~e he declined, and traversed the countries desolated by
war, to visit his flock, trusting in the protection of God. In these
visits, his way was marked by alms and benefactions. WJule .he
WQB among them, the people .eemed to enjoy peace in the JDid8t of
war.

e He brought together into his palace, the wretched inhabitants
of the country whom the war had driven from their homes, and took
care of them, and fed them at his own table. Seeing one day that
one of these peasants ate nothing, hil asked him the reason of his
abstinence. "Alas! my lord," said the poor DUlD, "in making my
escape from my cottage, I 'had not time to bring oW my ~w, which
was the support of my family. The enemy will drive her away, and
! Shiill never find another so good." Fenelon, a"failing himself of
his privilege of safe conduct, immediately set out aecompanied by a
single servant, and drove the cow back hiinselfto the ·peasant.

e "This," said Cardinal Maury, "is perhaps the finest act of
Fonelou's life." Ho adds, "Alas! for the man who reads it 'with
Qat being affected." Another aneedote, showing his tenderness to
the poor, is thus related of him. A literary man, whose library was
ccstroyed by fire, has been del!ervedly admired for saying, " I sb.ould
have profited IJut little by my books, if they had 'not taught me how
to bear· the 1088 of them.". The remark of Fenelon, who lost his in
a 8imilar way, is still more simple and touching. "I would much
ruther they were burnt, than the cottage of a poor peannt."

e The virtues of Fenelon give his history the air of romasce ; but
his name will never die. Transports of joy were heard at ClLIJlbrai
when his ashes were discovered, which, it was thought, Itad been
IICtl1tercd by the tempest of the Revolution; and to this moment the
Flemings call him "The Good Archbishop." 1 pp. 274, 5.

The Memoir closes in this touching strain ;-
. .

e When we sJ?k of tQe death of Fenelon, we realize the truth of
,"hat we all acknowledge, though few feel, that the good man never

•
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eti811 ;,~hat, to use the words of one of our eloquent divinea, " death
1FlI8 but a circumstance in his being." We may say, as we read
his writings, that we are conscious of his immortality; he is with us ;
his spirit is around us; it enters into and takes possession of our

1NM1la. He is at this time, as he was wilen living in his dioeeae, 'the
familiu frieJld of the poor and the sorrowful, the bolq reprover of
vice, and the gentle guide of the wanderer; he still says to all, in
the words of his Divine Master, "Come to me, all ye that are heavy'
laden, lUld I will give you rest:" . . .

· / 'In the hoUses of the unlearned, where the names of Louis the
Fourteeath and BOlISoot have never eme.ed, except as connected
with Fenelon's, where not a word of hi(native tongue would be.un
derstood, his 8pirit has entered as a minister of love and wisdom,
and a well-worn translation of his Reflections, with a short Memoir
of his life, is laid upon the precioullwOrd'of God. What has thus
immortalized Fenclon? For what is he thus cherished in our
hearts? Is it his learning? his celebrity ? his eloquence? No.
It is the spirit of Christian love, the spirit of the Saviour of mankind,
that is poured forth from all his writings; of that love that ,conquers

• self, that binds us ~ our neighbour, that raises us to God. This ~s

Fenelon's powell, .it is thisthnt touches our souls. We feel that he
has entered into the full mellJling of that sublime passage ill St.
John, and made it the motto of his life. " Beloved, let Us ,love one
another; fOT love is of God j and. everyone that loveth,is born of
God, and knoweth God. He that loveth not, knoweth not God j ,

fOr God is love." , pp. !8!i, 3.

'The translator has received and wIll receive the
thanks of many readers for giving them an opportunity
of holding communion with the mind of Fenelon. Her
selections are judicious, and she has caught much of

· that simplicity which is the charm of Fen~lon's style.
A want of coherence in the thoughts may sometimes be
observed; and this, we suppose, is to be ascribed in
part to the author, whose writings seem to be .natural
ltreathings of the soutt (iltber than ~laborate works of
aI'~ i .but still more to the translator, whose delicate task , .
of selecting only what would suit and edify the Protes~

t;lnt mind, m~t have compelled her to Dla~e orpiss\on•

•
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and sudden transitions, not very favorable to order and
conneXlOn.

We now come to our principal object. .We propose'
to examine the most distinguishing views, or system of
Fenelon. We say, his' system,' for though he "Seems
to write from immediate impulse, his works possess
that unity which belongs to the productions of .all supe
rior minds. However he may appear, to giv,e hiJ
thOlights without elaboration or method, yet one spirit
pervades them. We hear everywhere the same mild'
and penetrating voice,and feel ourselves always in the
presence of the same strongly marked mind\ What
then were Fenelon's .most characteristic views ?-It
may be well to observe, that our principal aim in this
inquiry, is, to secure our readers against what we deem
exceptionable in his system. We believe, as- we have
said, that he is not free from excess. He is sometimes
unguarded, sometimes extravagant. He needs' to be
read with caution, as do all who write from their own
deeply excited minds. He needs to be received with
deductions and explanations, and to furnish these iii our
present aim. We fear that the "ery excellences of
Fenelon may shield his errors. Admiration prepares

. the mind for belief j and the moral and religious sensi
bility of the reader may lay him open to impressions,
which, ~hilst they leave his purity unstained, may en
gender causeless solicitudes, ani repress a just and
cheerful interest in tile ordinary pleasures and labOrs of
life. •

What then are Fenelon's characteristic views? We
~

• begin with his views of God, which very much deter-
mine and color a religious system j and these are simple
anq 'affectiqg. He seems to regard God but in one

•

•
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'light, to think of him but in one character. God
always comes to him as the father, as the pity~g and
purifying, friend, of the soul. 'This spiritual relation
of the Supreme Being, js, in the- boo~ before us, his all
comprehending, all-absorbing attribute. Our author
constantly sets before us God as dwelling in the human
mind, and dwelling there, to reprQve its guilt, to speak
to it with a still voice, to kindle a celestial ray in its.,
darkness, to distil UpoB it his 'grace, to call forth its love
towards himself, and to bow it by a gentle, rational
sway, to chosen, cheerful, entire, subjection to his pure
and righteous will. Fenelon had fully received the
christian doctrine of God. He believed in him as the
Universal Father, as loving every soul, loving the
guiltiest soul, and striving with, it to reclaim' it to him
self. This interest rJf the Creator in the lost and
darkened mind, is the thought which predominates in
the writings of this excellent man. God's care of the
outward world, of men's outward interests, of the con
cerns of nations, seems scarcely to enter his mind. It
is of God, present to the soul, as a reprover, enlighten
er, purifier, and guide to perfection, that he loves to
speak, and he speaks with a depth of conviction and '
tenderness, to which, one would think, every reader
must respond.

We have seen the predominant v;ew of the Supreme
Being in the writin'gs which we'are examining. He is
a spiritual father, se,king the perfection of every soul
which he has made.-Another great questiOn, carrying
os still more deeply into Fenelon's mind, now PJ"esents
itself. In what did. he suppose this pt>.rfection of the
human soul to consist? His views on this subject may .
be expressed in two words, self-crucifixion. and' love to
God. Through these human perfecti0D: is tQ be tIOUght.

16*
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In these, aDd especially in the last, it consists. Accord;
ing to Fenelon, we are placed between two mighty at
tractions, self and God ; and the only important question
for every human being, is, to which of these hostile
.powers he will determine or surrender his mind? His
phraseology on this subject is various, and indeed his
writings are, in a great measure, expansions of this
single view. He lays open the perpet1.!al collisions be
tween the principl~ of selfishness and the principle of
religious love, and calls us with his whole strength of
persuasion, to sacrifice the first, to cherish and enthrone
the last. This is his great aim. This he urges in a
diversity of fOrms, some of \vhich may be repeated, as
helps to a better apprehension of his doctrine. Thus
he calls us ' to die to ourselves, and to live to God ;'
'to renounce our own wills and to choose the will of
God as our only rule ;'~' to renounce our own glor,Y
and to seek the glory of God ;'-' to distruS:t om-selves
and to put our whole trust in God ;'-' to forget our
selves and to give our thoughts to God ;'-' to renounce
ease and to labor for God ;'-' to sacrifice pleasure and
to suffer for God ;'-' to silence our own passiC?ns and
to listen to the :voice of God ;'-' to crucify self-love,
and to substitute for it the love of God ;'-' to surrender
0!1r plans and to leave all things tQ God.' These pas
sages give us Fenelon's theory t;>f perfection. Self, as
he teaches; is the great barrier betweel} the so~ and its
Maker, and self is to vanish more and more from our
thoughts, desires, h.opes, trust, and co[)]placency, and
God to become all in all. Our own interests, pleasures,
plans, advancement, all are to be swallowed up in an
entire and unreserved devotion to the will of God.

Such is the doctrine of Fe,nelon, and it is essentially
just. Self-crucifixion or self-sacrifice, and l~e to God. .

•
• •
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including ](we to his creatures, are the chief elementi
of moral perfection. The pure and noble mind of Fen
elon rccogpised as by instinct, and separated from all
inferior adJuncts, these essential constituents or \lttri
butes of christian virtue; and there are passages in
which he sets bef{)re us their deep and silent workings
in the heart, and their ~utiful man"ifestations in the
life, with a delicacy, power, and truth, which Can hard-
ly be surpas~. '

Still we thWk that Fenelon's exposition of his views
is op~n to (jbje6tio~. We think that his phraseology,
notwithstanding its apparent simplicity, is often obscure;
that he has Qat set the due bounds ,to his doctriqes; and
especially that refined minds, thirstinz for perfection,
may be led astray by hi,s peculiar mode. of exhibiting it.
Our objections we will now state mOJ:e fully.

We baNe said that self-erucifixion and love to God
are, in Fenelon's system, the two chief constituents or
elemeats of virtue and perfection. To these we will
give separate ;:tttention, although in truth they often
coalesce, and always .imply one another. We begin
with self-crucifixion, or what is often called self-sacri
fice, and on this we chiefly differ from the ~xpositions
of ollr author. Perhaps the word self occurs more fre
quently than any other.in Fenelon's writings, and he is
particularly inclined to place it in contrast with and in
opposition to God. According to his common teaching,
God and self are hostile influences,. having nothing in
ca;mmon; the one, the concentration of all evil, the
oth6rof all good. Self is the principle. and the seat of
all guilt ·and misery. He is never weary ofpouring re
proach on self, and, generally speaking, sets no limits

_to t~ duty of. putting it to a painful death. Now lan
guilg6 like ,this has led men; to· very injurious modes of

•
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regarding themselves and their own nature, and made
them forgetful of what they owe to themselves. It has
thrown a cloud over man's condition and prospects. It
has led to self-contempt, a vice as pernicious as pride.
A man, when told perpetually to crucify himself, is apt
to include under this word his whole nature, and we
fear that, under this teaching, our natnre is repressed, .
its growth stinted, its free movements chained, and of'
course its beauty, grace, and power impaired. We
mean not to charge ~n Fenelon the error of which we
have spoken, or to hold him responsible for its effects.
But we do think that it finds shelter under his phrase
ology, and we deem it so great, 80 pernicious, as to
need a faithful exposition. Men err in nothing more
than in disparaging and wronging their own nature.
None are just to themselves. The truth on this great
subject is indeed 80 obscured, that it may startle as a
paradox. A human being, justly viewed, instead 'of be
ing bound to general self-crucifixion, cannot reverence
and cherish himself too ~uch. This position, we know,
is strong. But strong language- is needed to encounter
strong delusion. We would teach, that great limitations
must be set to the duty of renouncing or denying our
selves, and that no self-crucifixion is virtuous,but that'
which concurs with, and promotes self-respect. We
will unfold our meaning, beginning with positions, which
we presume will be controv~rted by none.
.. If we first regard man's highest nature, we shall see
at once, that to crucify or renounce this, 80 far from
being a duty, would be'a crime. The mind, which is
our c"ief distinction, can never be spoken or thought
of too reverently. It is God's highest work, his mirror
and representative. Its superiority to the outward uni
verse is mournfully overlooked, and is yet most true.
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This preeminence we ascribe to the mind, not merely
because it can comprehend the uni"erse which cannot
comprehend itself, but for still higher reasons. We be
lieve, that the human mind is akin to that intellectual
energy which gave birth to nature, and consequently
that it contains within itself th~ seminal and prolific
principles from which nature sprung. We believe, too,
that the highest purpose of the universe is to furnish ma
terials, scope, and excitements to the mind, in the work
of assimilating itself to the Infinite Spirit; that is, to
minister to a progress within us, which nothing without
us can rival. So transcendent is the mind. No praise
can equal God's goodness in creating US' after his own
spiritual likeness. No imagination can conceive of the
greatness of the gift of a rational and moral existence.
Far from crucifying this, to unfold it must ever be the
chief duty and end of our being, and the noblest tribute
we can render to its Author.

We have' spoken of the mind, that highest part of
ourselves, and of the guilt we should incur by crucify
ing or renouncing it. But the duty of self-crucifixion
requires still greater limitations Taking human nature
88 consisting of a body as well, as mind, as including
animal desire, as framed to receive pleasure through
the eye and ear and all the oDg8Ds of sense, in this larg
erview; we cannot give it up to the immolation which
is sometimes urged. W.e see in the mixed constitution '
of man a beautiful whole. We s~e in the lowest, as
well as highe!Jt .capacity an important use; and in every
BeDse an inlet of pleasure not to be disdained. Still
more, we believe, thai he, in whom the physical- nature
is unfolded inost 'entirely and harmooiously, who unite.
to'greatest'strength of-limbs the 'greatest acuteness df
the ~es', may, if he ':Vill, derive' important aids to the
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irMteMect !and moral powers from dlese felicities ofbt. '
outmud:.fralDe. We believe, too, that bya.beautiflll
rsctien, tAo mind, in' proportion to its wlture aud.
1II0AMlbmltioo, giTes ~igor aed gl'Q48 t() tOO body~ aDd
enl~B' its :speereof action I\nd ~qjoylOeut. Thus,
hiIm~ IWDra, viewed as a.. whol~ as a. unioo of the
worlds (){.omtter and mind, is a work Wf)rthyof a divine
authriP~ ana its waiversal davelopement, ~ i(8 general
cmcifixion, ,is the lell80n of wiidom and virtue.

We gO still farther. The desire of Qur own individ~

ual interest, pleasuro; good, ~ priaciple whioo, u. ordi·
Darily deriom.iJlated self~love or aelf--reprd,it not to be
warred agaiDlt and destroyed. The tendeooy Qf this to
excess is indeed our chief mo18ldang~f>. -Self-partiali
ty, in some form or other, enters into and' c0Il8titutes
chiefly, if not wholly, every ~n. But exceai is npt es
sential to aelf..regard, and tbiB principle of our nature is
the last which could be spar:ed. Nothing is plainer than
that to overy being his own welfare is more specially
cOmmitted tban that of any other, awi that a special sen
sibility to it is imperiously demanded by his present state.
He:alone ,knows 'his own wants and perils, and the hour
ly, perpetlW claims of his particular lot; and were he to
discard tbe care 6f himself Cpr a day, be would inevita
bly petiflh. -It is a remark of great importance, that the
moral danger to which we are exposed by self-Iov-e, ari-

, 8e8 JrPDlth6 very indispensableness ofthis principle, from
. the~ity of its perpetual c.ketcise; :for according to

a,kMw.il :law of the mind, every passion, unlesS careful
Lyrest~ed,.gaina strcngth by frequency of excitement
8I1d -action. The tendency of self..loTe to exteas resultIJ
{llOm- its 'very impOrtance, or from the R88d. in which we
stand,of 'its UDCeB8ingagency, and is therefore DO ~a,.

tOD Cor im ~tertDinatioft, and 110 reproock OM humaD na..
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tore. This tendency, however, does exist. It is strOJig.
It is reartul. It is 0lII chief peril. It is the precipice,
on tBe edge of waiclnve alwa.ys tread. It is the greet
«ppoiated trial of our morallUlture. To this teooeaey.,
UIMle8isted, tamety obeyed, we owe the chief guilt am
Mety of the present state, the e.xtinction of charity, a
lIloral death more terrible than all the calamities of life.
This ttUlb Fenelon fel~ and taught as few have done,
aDd in bis powerful warnings against this peril the chief
value of his writings lies. He treats with admirable
acuteness the windings of self-partiality, shows how it
mixes with the best motives, and how it feeds upon, and
80 consumes· our Tery 1Zirtues. All this is true. Still,
self-love is an essential part of our nature, and must lIot
and cannot be renounced.

The strong tendency of this· principle to excess, .of
which we have now ipoken, .exlJlains the strong lan
guage, in which Fenelon and others have pointed out
our danger from this part of our .constitution. But it
has ;uso given rise to exaggerated views and modes of '
expression, which have contributed, perhaps, as mQch as"
any cause, to the universal want of a just self-respect.
Self-love, from its proneness ~o excess and its constant
movements, has naturally been the object of greater
attention than any other principle of action ; and men,
regarding it not so much in its ordinary operations as in
its ~ncroachmentsand its triumphs over other sentiments,
have come to consider it as the chief constituen t of hu
man nature. Philosophers,' falsely so called,' have la
bored to resOlve into it all our affections, to make it the
sole sprigg of life t so that the whole mind, according to
their doctrine, may be considered as one energy of self
love. If to these remarks we add, that this principle., as
its name imports, has self or the individual for its ob-

.nc·
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ject, we have the explanation of a very important lact
in the present discu~ion. We learn how it is, that self
loye has .come to be called by the name' of self, as if it
constituted the whole individual, and to be considered
88 entering into an4 forming human nature as no other
principle dOe$. A r;nan's self-love, especially when un-
restrained" is thus thought to be and is spoken of ~
himself; and hence the duty ?f crucify-ing or renounc
ing himself has naturally been urged by Fenelon, and a
host of writers, in the broadest and most unquali4ied
terms. "

Now.it is not true that self-love is ,our only principle,
or that it cODstitutes ourselves any more than other prin
ciples, and the wrong done to our n~ture by such modes
of speech needs to be resisted. Our nature has"oth~r
elements or constituent., and vastly higher ones, to which
self-love-was meant to .minister, and which are at war
with its excesses. For example, we have reason or in
tellectual energy, given us for the pursuit~ acquisition
of truth; and this is essentially a disinterested p~inci

pie; for truth, which is its object, 'is of a universal, im
partial nature. The great province of the intellectual
fctculty, is, to acquaint the individual, with the laws and
order of the divine system; a system, which spreads in
finitely licyond himself, of which he forms a very small
part, which embraces innumerable beings equally favored
by God, and which proposes as its sublime and benefi
cent end; the ever growing good of the whole. Again,
buman nature has a variety of affections, corresponding
to our domestic and most common relations-; affections,
which in" multitudes overpower self-love, which make
others the chief objects of our care, -whi~h nerve the arm
for ever recurring toil by day, and strengthen the wea
ried frame to forego the slumbers of night. . Then ,there
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belongs, to every man the general sentiment of humanity,
which .responds to all human sufferings, to a stranger's
teanJ and groans, and often prompts to great sacrifices for
his relief. Above all there is the aToral principle, that
which should especially be called a man's self, for it is
clothed with a kingly authority over his whole nature,
anll was plainly given to bear sway over every desire.
This is eminently a disinterested principle. Its very es
sence is impartiality. It has no respect of personS'. It
is the principle of justice, taking the rights of all under
its protection, and frowning on the least wrong, however
largely it may serve ourselves. This moral nature es
pecially delights in, and enjoins a universal charity,
and makes the hean thrill with exulting joy, at the sight
or heating of magnanimous deeds, of perils fronted, and
death endured, in the cause of humanity. Now these
various principles, and especially the last, are as truly
ourselves as self-love. When a man thinks of himself,
these ought to occur to him as his chief. attributeg. He'
can hardly injure himself morc, than by excluding these
from his conception of himself, and by making self-love
the great constituent of his nature.

We have urged these remarks on the narrow sense
often given to the word self, because we are persuaded,
that it leads to degrading ideas of human nature, aQd to
the pernicious notion, that we practise a virtuous self
sacrifice in holding it in contempt. We would have it
understood, that high faculties form this despised self,
as truly as low desires; and we would add, that when
these are faithfully unfolded, this self takes rank among
the nobleet beings in the universe. To illustrate this
thought, we ask the reader's attention to an important,
but much neglected view of virtue aud religion. These
are commonly spoken of in an abstract manner, as if
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they were distinct from ourselves, as if they were for
eign existences, which enter the human mind, and dwell
there in a kind of separatioll from itself. Now religion
and virtue, where. they exist, are th~ mind itself and
nothing else. They are human nature, and nothing else.
A good man's piety and virtue are not distinct posses
sions; they are himself, and all the glory which belongs
to them belongs to himself. What is religion? Not
a foreign inhabitant, not something alien to our aature,
which comes aDd takes up its abode in the soul. It
is the soul itself, lifting itself up to its Maker. What
is virtue? It is the soul, listening to, and revering, and
obeying a law which belongs to its very essEVlCe, the
law of duty. We sometimes smile, when we hear men
decrying human nature, and in the same breathing ex
alting religion to the skies; ~s if religion were anything
more than human nature, acting in obedience to its chief
law. Religion and virtue, as far as we possess them,
are ourselves'; and the homage which is paid to these
attributes, is in truth a tribute to the' soul of man.
Self-crucifixion then, should it exclude self-reverence,
would be anything but virtue.

We would briefly suggest another train of thought
leading to the same result. Self-crucifixion, or self
renunciation, is a work, and a work requires an agent.
By whom then is it accomplished? .We answer, by the.
man himself, who is the subject of it. It is he who is
summoned to the effort. He is called by a voice within,
and by the law of God, to put forth power over himself,
to rule his own spirit, to subdue every passion. Now
this inward power, which self-crucifixion supposes and
demands, is the most signal proof of a high nature which
can be given. It is the most iUustrious power which
God confers. It is a sovereignty worth more than that

•
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oyer outward nature. It is the chief constituent of the
DOblest order of virtues; and its greatness, of course,
dempnstrates the greatness of the human mind, which is
perpetually bo.und and summoned • put it forth. But
this is not all. Self-erucifixion has an object, an end;
and what is it? Its great end is, to give liberty and
energy to our nature. Its aim is, not to break down
the soul, but to curb those lusts and passions, 'which
war against the soul,' that the moral and intellectual
faculties may rise into new life, and may manife'st their
divine original. Self-crucifixion, justly viewed, is the
suppression of the passions, that the power and progress
of thought, and conscience, and pure love, may be unre
strained. It is the destruction of the brute, that the
angel may unfold itself within. It' is founded on our
godlike capacities, and the expansion and glory of these

--is its end. Thus the very duty, 'Which by some is idep-'
rified with self-contempt, implies and imposes self
reverence. I~ is the belief and the choice of perfection
as our inheritance 'and our end.

We have thus shown under what great limitations,
s~lf-crucifixion, or self-renunciation, is to be understood,
and bow remote it is from self-contempt. Our purpose
was, after closing this discussion, to give a rational in
terpretation of the phrases in which Fenelon has enjoin
ed this duty. But o~r limits allow us just to glance at
one or two of these. Perhaps he calls upon us to do
nothing so often as 'to renounce our own wills.' This
is a favorite phrase; and what does it imply? that we
are to cease to will ? Nothing less. The truth is, that
the. human will is never so strenuous, as in this act which
is caHed the renunciation of itself, and by nothing does
it more build up its own energy. The phrase meaos,
that we should sacrifice inclination at the least sugges-
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tioA of duty. But who does Dot know, that the. JJtiarJ.
never puts forth such strength of purpose or will, u m
overcoming desire? And what is the highest eOO.and
benefit of this warf. with desire? It is, that the mind
glay accumulate force of moral purpose, that the will
may more sternly, unconquerably resolve on the hardest
duties and sublimest virtues to which God may call 08.

Once more, we are again and again exhorted by
Fenelon to 'forget ourselves.' And what means this?
Self-oblivion, literally understood, is an impossibility.
We may as easily annihilate' our bejng as our self-con
sciousness. Self-remembrance is in truth a duty, need
ful to the safety of every hour, and especially necessary
to the great work of life, which is the conforming of
ourselves, of our whole nature, to the will of God.
There is no danger of our thinking of ourselves too
much, if we will think. justly; that is, if we will view
ourselves as what we are, as moral beings, accountable

.to a divine lawgiver, framed to delight in and to seek
virtue, framed for an ever spreading philanthropy, called
to sympathize with and to suffer for others, and through
this path to ascend to our Original. There are, howev
er, senses in. which we cannot too much forget ourselves~
Ourimprov,ements of whatever kind, our good deeds,
our virtues, whenever they are seized upon ~d magni
fied by self-love, or so recalled as to lift us above others,
and· t~ stifle that sense of deficiency and thirst for pro
gress, by which alone we can be carried' forw:ard, these
we cannot too earnestly drive from our thoughts. Ou,r
distinctions, whether of mind, body, or condition, when
they minister to vanity or pride, when they weaken the
consciousness of a common nature with the human race,
narrow our sympathies, or deprave our judgments, these
we cannot be too solicitous to forget. Our pleasures,
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when they are so exaggerated by the imagination as to
distract and overwhelm. the sense of duty, should be
forced to quit their grasp on our minds. Such parts or
constituents of ourselves we are to forget. Our moral,
intellectual, immortal nature we cannot remember too
much. Under the consciousness of it, we are always
to live.

According to the views now given, self-crucifixion is
the subjection or -sacrifice of the inferior to the higher
principles of our nature. It is the practical recognition
of the supremacy and dignity of our rational and moral
powers. No duty involves a more reverential view-and
care of ourselves. We have been the more solicitous
to give this view of self-renunciation, because its true
spirit is often mistaken, because it is often so set forth
as to degrade, instead of exalting the mind. In truth,
we feel more and more the importance of bringing men
to juster conceptions of the inward gifts' with which
God has enriched them. We desire no'thing so much,
as to open their eyes to their own spiritual possessions.'
We feel indeed the difficulties of the subject. We know
that we have to combat with a secret incredulity in
many minds. We know, that the clearest expositions
will be imperfectly understood by those, who have
nothing in their experience to interpret what we utter.
The mind, we are aware, can be clearly revealed to
itself, only by its own progress. Its capaCities of
thought, of action, of endurance, of triumphing over
pleasure and pain, of identifying itself with other beings,
of seeking truth without prejudice and without fear, of
uniting itself with God, of sacrificing life to duty, these
immortal energies can only be felt to be real, and duly
honored, by those in whom they are gradually.arid
fi.eadily unfolded. Still we do not despair'of meeting

17* .
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BOme. response, though faint, in multitudes. Sucb· a
spirit, as God has breathed into men, cannot easily
exist, without giving some signs of its divine original.
In most men, there are some revelations of their own
nature, some beams of a light which belongs Dot to the,
earth, some sympathies with what is good and great in
character, some perceptions of beauty, some gushings
Crom the deep fountain of love in the soul, some thirst
iBgs for a purer happiness, some experience of the pecu
liar joy of a disinterested deed, some dim conceptions
at least of theit intimate relations to God. Most men
understand through experience these testimonies to the
secret wealth and immortal destination of the soul;
whilst, in not a few, such a measure of intellectual and
moral power has been called forth, that nothing is need
ed but a wise direction of their thoughts upon them
selves, to open to them the magnificent prospect of
their own spiritual energy, and of the unbounded good
into which it may be unfolded. For such we have
written. We regard nothing so important to a human
being, as the knowledge of his own mind, and of its
intimate connexion with the Infinite' Mind. Faith in
wh.at man- contains as a germ 'in his own hreast, faith
in what he may become, in what he was framed to be,
in that state of power, light, purity, joy, to which Jesus
Christ came to exalt him, this faith seems to us the
quickening, saving, renovating principle, which God
sent his Son to revive in the soul, and happy are they
who can spread its empire in. the world.

~We have finished our remarks on the first element of
perfection, according to Fenelon, self-crucifixion. We
proceed to the second, love to God. On this tOpic we
intended to enlarge, but have left ourselves little room.
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We are happy to say ~ that we ha,,"e less to object to Fen
elon's expositions under this head, than under the former.
Of the grandeur and the happiness of this principle he
8peaks truly, worthily, in the penetrating language of
calm and deep conviction. In one particular, we think.
him defective. He has not stated, and in truth, very few
do ~tate, with sufficient strength and precision, the mor
al foundation and the moral nature of religion. He has
not taught, with sufficient clearness, the great troth, that
love to God is from beginning to end the love of virtue.
He did not sufficiently feel, that religion is the expansion
and most perfect form of the moral faculty of man. He
sometimes teaches, that to do God's will, we must re
nounce ourselves and silence reason; as if the divine will
were not in accordance with our faculties ; as if it were
something dark and mysterious; as if to follow it, we
must quench the light of our own minds. Now the truth
IS, that the divine will is in harmony with our nature.
It is God's approbation and injunction of that moral
rectitude, of which the great lines are written on the
human soul, and to which reason and conscience, even
when they fail to secure obedience, do yet secretly, and
in no small degree, respond. The human mind and the
divine law are not distinct and discoDDected things. If
man were not a law to himself, he could not receive the
revelation of a law hom Heaven. Were not the princi
ple of duty an essential part of his mind, he could be
bound to no obedience. Religion has its foundation in
.our moral nature, and is indeed its most enlarged and
glorious form, and we lament that this great truth does
DOt shine more brightly in the pages of Fenelon. We
intended to give to it a particular dil'lcU8lion; but as we
cannot do it Justice in the present artide, we prefer to
dismiss it, and to offer a few miscellaneoils remarks on
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that sentiment of love towards God on which our author
80 perpetually insists.

We are aware that to some men FenelOll may seem an
enthusiast. Some may doubt or deny the possibility of
that strong, deep, supreme affection towards the Supreme
Being, with which Fenelon's. book overflows. We won
der at this skepticism. We know no property of human
nature more undoubted., than Its capacity and fulness of
aJfection. We see its love overflowing in its dotneshc
connexions, in friendships, and especially in its interest
in beings separated by oceans and the lapse of ages.
Let .it not be said, that the affections, to which we here
refer, have fellow beings for their objects, and do not
therefore prove our. capacity of religious attachment.
The truth is, that one spirit runs through all our affec
tions, as far as they are P\Ul6; and love to mankind, di
rected aright, is the germ and element of love to the
Divinity. Whatever is excellent and venerable in hu
man beings, is of 'God, and in attaching ourselves to it
we are preparing our hearts for its Author. Whoever
sees and recognises the moral dignity of impartial jus
tice and disinterested goodness in his. fellow creatures,
has' begun to pay homage to the attributes of God.
The first emotion awakened in the soul, we mean filial
attachmen~ is the dawning of IOTe to our Father in
Heaven. Our deep interest in the history of good and
great men, our veperation. towards eBlightened legisla
tors, our sympathy with philanthropists, our delight in
mighty efforts of intellect consecrared to a good cause,
all these sentiments prove our capacity of an affection
ate reverence to God; for he is at once 1he inspirer aDd
the nwdel of this intellectual and moral grandeur in his
creatures. We ,even think., that oor love of nature has
an affinity with the" love of 'God, and was meant 38 a
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preparation for it; for the harmooi.es of nature are only
his wisdom made visible; the heavens, 80 sublime, are
a revelation of his immensity; and the beauty of crea
tion images to us his ovedlowing love and blessedness.
To us, hardlyanythiDg seems plainer, than that the
soul was made for God. Not only its human affections
guide it to him; not only its deep wants, its dangers,
and helpleSSBeSs, guide it to him; there are still higher
indications of the end for which it was made. It has a
capacity of more than human love, a principle or power

-of adoration, which cannot bound itaelf to·finite natures,
whicb carries up the thoughts above the visible universe,
and which, in approaching God, rises into a solemn
4'aDS¥Ol't, a mingled .awe and joy, prophetic of a higher
life; and a brighter signature of ow end and happiness
cannot be ~nce.i~ed. .

Weare aWaIle that i~ may he objected,. that many and
great obBtructions to a supreme love of GOO' belong to '
our very constit\ltioQ and. condition, awl that these go
far to disprove th~ doctrine of our being framed for r~
ligion as OUI' chief good. But thia, arg.ment does not
move us. We learn from every survey of man's nature
and history, tha~ he is ordained to apprw.ch the end of
hii creation ·through many and great obstructions; that
effert is tbe immutable law of his being.; that a good,
in proportiOll to its grandeur, is encomJYcl8led with hard
ship.. The obstruotions to religion· are Dot greater than
those- to knowledge; aad aeoordiagly history gives as'
dark views-of IuHDan ignora1lCe, as of.oomaDt;Uilt. Yet
w~ OD this ground, denies that maD: was funned. 'for
knowWge, that progress in trut:k is the: ·path -of Damre;.

and t8at he has impullel!t which are to' carr, I fOrwaId. Ina
iBtelleetual: powers witho. ead·? It is God'. ple8lk1Ni,
ia JUt. ,provisions for the mind; as weU u iw~11ledyt;
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to give U8 in a rude state the materials of §ood, and to
leave us to frame from them, amidst much conflict, a
character of IDOral and religious excellence; ,and in. this
ordination we see his wise benevolence; for by this we
may rise to the unutterable happiness of a free and mor
al union with our Creator. We ought to add, that the
obstructions to the love of God do not lie wholly in our
selves. Perhaps the greatest is a false theology. This
interposes thick clouds between the soul and its Maker.
It darkens and dishonors God and his works, and leaves
nothing to sustain our trust and love.

The motives, which are most commonly urged for
cherishing supreme affection towards God, are dra~

from our frailty and weakness, and from our need of
more than human succour in the trials 'of life and in the
pains of death. But religion has ~ still higher claim.
It answers to the deepest want of human nature. We
refer to our want of some being or beings, to whom w.e
may give our hearts, whom we may love more than our
selves, for whom we may live and be ready to die, and
whose character responds to that idea of perfection,
which, however dim and undefined, is an essential ele
ment of every human soul. We cannot be happy. be
yond our love. At the same time, love may prove our
chief wo, if be&towed unwisely, disproportionately, ,and
on unworthy objects; if confined to beings of imperfe~t
virtue, with whose feelings we canncrt always innocent
ly sympathize, whose interests we cannot always right
eously promote, who narrow us to themselves instead
of breathing universal charity, who are frail, mutable,
exposed to suffering, pain, and death. To secure a
growing happiness and a spotless virtue, we need for
the heart a being worthy of its whole treasure of love,
to whom we may consecrate our whole existence, in

•



approaching' whom we enter an atmosphere, of purity
and brightness, in sympathizing with whom we' cherish
only noble sentiments, in devoting ourselves to whom
we espouse great and enduring interests, in whose
character we find the spring of an ever enlarging philan
thropy, and by attachment to whom, all our other
attachments are hallowed, protected, and supplied with
tender and sublime consolations under bereavement and
blighted hope. Such a being is God.

The word which Fenelon has most frequently used
to express the happiness to which the mind ascends by
a supreme love of God, is 'peace,' perhaps the most
expressive which language affords. We fear, however,
that its full impOrt is not always received. There is a
twofold peace. The first is negative. It is relief from
disquiet and corroding care. It is repose after conflict
and storms. But there is another and a higher peace
to which this is but the prelude, 'a peace of God which
passeth all understanding,' and properly' called' the
kingdom of heaven within us.' This state is anything
but negative. It is the highest and most strenuous
action of the soul, but an entirely harmonious action, in
which all our powers and affections are blended in a
beautiful proportion, and sustain and perfect one anoth
er. It is mote than silence after storms. It is as the
concord of all melodious sounds. Has the reader never
known a season, when, in the fullest flow of thought
and feeling, in the universal action of the soul, an in
ward calm, profound as midnight silence, yet bright as
the still summer noon, full of joy, but unbroken by one
throb of tumultuous passion, has been breathed through
his spirit, and given him a glimpse and presage of the
seJ'enity of a happier world? Of this character is tlie
peace of religion. It is a conscious harmony with God
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and the creation, an alliaftce of 'love with all beings, a
sympathy with all' that is pure, and happy, a surrender
of every separate will and interest, a participation of the
spirit and life of the universe, an entire concord of pur
pose with its Infinite Original. This is peace, and th'e
true happiness of man; and we think that human nature
has never entirely lost sight of this its great end. It
has always sighed for a repose, in which energy of
thought and will might be tempered with an aJl-pervad
ing tranquillity. We seem to discover aspirations after
this good, a dim consciousness of it, in all ages of the
world. We think we see it in those systems of Orien
tal and Grecian philosophy, which proposed, as the con
summation of present virtue, a release from all disquiet,
and an intimate union and harmony with the Divine
Mind. We even think, that we trace this conscious
ness, this aspiration, in the works of ancient art which
time has spared to us" in which the sculptor, aiming to
embody his 'deepest thoughts of human perfection, has
joined with the fulness of life and strength, a repose,
which breathes into the spectator an admiration as calm
itS it is exalted. Man, we believe, never wholly loses

. the sentiment of his true good. There are yearnings,
sighings, which he does not himself comprehend, which
break forth alike in his prosperous and adverse seasons,
which betray a deep, indestructihle faith in a good that
he has not found, and which, in proportion as they grow
distinct, rise to God, and concentrate the soul in him,
as at once its life and rest, the fountain at once of ener-
gy and of peace. .

In the remarks, which have now been suggested by
the writings of Fenelon, we have aimed to free religion
from exaggerations, which, we fear, weaken its inftu-
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.Q8 !~v.f)r' .reasonable men,,' and at the same time to
illu&ttaleits dignity and happiness.' ,We want time, or
)¥e sh-W ealarge on the, importance of this great sub
jectw every human being: We cannot however leave
it.~t ~arnestly recommending it to the attention
of men of superior minds. The neglect which it 'gene:
rally I'eceives from these is one of the most discouraging
Iligns of our times. The claims. of religion' on intelli·
gent men are !lot yet understood, and the low place
which it holds ammlg the objects of liberal inquiry, will
one day be recollected as the shame of our .age. .Some

, remarks on this topic rna, form a not unsuitable conclu
siOD. to the present article.

It is, we fear, an unquestionable fact, th~t religion,
considered as an intellectual subject, is in a great mea
sure left to a particular' body of men, as a professional
concern j and the fact is as much to be· wondered at as
deplored. It is wonderful that any mind, and especially
a .superiQr Olle, should not see ill religion the highest
object of thought. It is wonderful that the infinite God,
the noblest theme of the universe, should be considered

. as a monopoly of professed theologians j that a subject,
so vast, awful, alld exalting, as our relation to the Di
vinity, should be left to technical men, to be handled so
much for sectariau purposes. Religion is the property
and dearest interest of the human race. Every man
has an ~ual concern in it. _ It should be approached
with an independence on human authority. It should
be rescued from all the factions, which have seiz~d

UpoR it as their particular possession. Men of the
highest intellect should feel, that, if there be a God, then
his character and our relation to him throw all other
IUbjeets into obscurity, and that the intellect, if not
consecrated to him, can never attain its true UBe, its full
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dimensions, and its proper happiness. Religion, if it be
true, is central truth,and all knowledge,' which is not
gathered round it, and quickened and illuminated by it,
is hardly worthy the name. To this great'theme we
would summon all orders of mind, the scholar, the states
man, 'the student of nature, and the observer of life. it
is a subject to which every faculty and every acquisition
may pay tribute, which may receive aids' and lights
from the accuracy of the logician, from the penetrating
spirit of philosophy, from the intuitions of genius, from
the researches of history, from the :SCience of the mind,
f"rpm physical science,· from ~very branch of criticism,
and, though last not least, from the spontaneous sugges
tions and the moral aspirations of pure but unl~ttered

men.
It is a fact which shocks us, and which shows the

degraded' state of religion, that not a few superior m.ind~

look down upon it as a subject beneath their mvestiga
tion. Though allied with all knowledge, and especially
with that of human nature and human duty, it is regard
ed as a separate ,and inferior study, particularly fitted
to the gloom of a convent, 'and the seclusion of a minis
ter. ,Religion is still confounded, in many and in gifted
minds, with the jargon of monks, and the subtleties and
strifes of theologians. It is thought a mystery, which,
far from coalescing, wars with our other knowledge
It is never ranked with the sci'ences which expand and
adorn the mind. It is regarded as a method of escaping
future ruin, not as a vivifying truth through which. the
intellect and heart are alike to be invigorated and en
larged. Its bearing on the great objects of thought and
the great interests of life is hardly suspected. This
degradation of religion into a technical study, this dis
junction of it from -morals, from philosophy, from the
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various objects of liberal research, has done it infinite
injury, has checked its progress, has perpetuated errors
whicJt gathered round it in times- of barbarism and igno~

rance, has made it a mark for the sophistry and ridicule
of the licentious, and has infused a lurking skepticism
into many powerful understandings. Nor has religion
suffered alone. The whole mind is darkened by the
obscuration of this its central light. Its reasonings and ,.
judgments become unstable through want of this foun-
dation to rest upon. 'Religion is to the whole sphere of
truth, what God is to the universe, and in dethroning
it, or confining it to a narrow range, we commit very
much such an injury on the soul, as the universe would
suffer, were· the Infinite Being to abandon it, or to con~

tract his energy to a small province of his' creation.
The injury done to literature by divorcing it from re

ligion, is a topic worthy of separate discussion. Lite
rature has thus lost power and permanent interest. It
has become, in a great measure,' superficial, an image
of transient modes of thought and 'of arbitrary forms of
life, not the organ and expression of immutable truth,
and of deep workings of the soul. We beg not to be
misunderstood. We have no desire that literature
should confine itself wholly or chiefly to religions topics,
and we hardly know a greater calamity which it could
incur, than by degenerating into religious cant. Next
to profaneness, we dread the affectation of piety and the
mechanical repetition of sacred phraseology. We only
lament, that literature has so generally been the product
and utterance of minds, which have not lived, thought,
and written, under the light of a rational and s-ublime
faith. Severed from this, it wants the principle of im
mortality. We do not speak light!y when we say, that
all works of th6 intellect, whieh have not in some meas-
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ore been quickened by the spirit of religion, are doomed
to perish or to lose their power; and that ge~ is pre
paring for itself a sepulehre, when -it disjoins itself from
the Universal Mind. Religion is not always to remain
in its present dark, depressed condition. Already there
are signs of a brighter day. It begins to be viewed
more generously. It is gradually attracting to itself
superior understandings. It is rising from the low rank
of a professional, technical study, and asse~ its su
premacy among the objects of the mind. A JreW era,
we truSt, is opening upon the world, and all literature
will feel its power. In proportion as the true and sub
lime conception of God shall unfold itself ill ae soul,
BDd shall become there a central SUD, sheddi~ its beams.
on all obje~ts of thought, there will be a want of sym
pathy with all works which have not been quickened
by this heavenly influence. I t will be felt that the poet
has known little of nature, that he has seen it only lID

der clouds, if he have DOt seen it .lOder this celestial
light. It will be felt, that man, the great St&bject of
literature, when viewed· in separation from his Maker
and his end, can be as little understood and portrayed,
asa plant tom from the soil in which it grew, and cut
off from communication with the cloudlJ ~d sun.

Weare aware that objections will spring up to the
doctrine, that all literature should be produced under
the influence of religion. We shall be told, that in tbD
way literature will lose an variety and spirit, that a mo
notonous and solemn hue will spread itself oTerwriting,
and that a library will have the air of a tomb. We cio
BOt wonder at this fear. Religion Qas certa.ly been
accustomed to speak. in sepulchral tones, and to wear any
aspect but a bright and glowing one. It has lost ita
free aud various mov~ment. But let us not ascribe to its
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nature, what has befallen it from adverse circumstances.
The truth is, that religion, justly viewed, surpa88flS all
other principles,' in giving a free and manifold action to
the mind. ·It recognises in every faculty and sentiment
the workmcmship of God, and assigns a sphere of agen
cy to each. - It takes-our whole nature under its guar
dianship, and' with a parental love ministers to its infe~ior

as well as higher gratifications. False religion mutilates
the sOul, sees evil in our innocent sensibilities, and rules
with a tyrant's fi:own and rod. Tme religion is a mild
and lawful sovereign, governing to protect, to give
strength, to unfold all our inward resources. We be
lieve, that under its influence, literature ~s to pass' its
present limits, and to put itself forth in original forms of
composition. Religion is of all principles most fruitful,
multifOrm, and unconfined. It is sympathy with that

. Being, who seems to delight in diversifying the modes of
his agency, and the products of his wisdom and power.
It does not chain us to a few essential duties, or express
itself in a few unchanging modes of writing. It has the
liberality and munificen~e of nature, which not only pro-

.duces the necessary root and grain, but pours forth fmits
and flowers. It has -the variety and bold contrasts of
nature, which, at the foot of the awful mountaill, ,scoops
out the freshest, sweetest valleys, and embosoms. in the
Wild, troubled ocean, islands, whose vernal airs, and love
liness, and teeming fruitfulness, almost breathe the joys

.of Paradise. Religion will accomplish fOf,literature
what it most needs; that is, will give it depth, at the
same time that it heightens its grace and beauty. The.
union of these attributes is most to be. desired. Our
literature is lamentably superficial, and to some the
beautiful and the superficial even seem to be naturally
conjoined. Let not beauty be so wronged. It resides

18'"
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chiefly in profound thoughts and feelings. It overflows
chieily in the writings of poets, gifted with a .sublime
and piercing vision. A beautiful literature springs from
the depth and fulness of intellectual and moral life, from
an energy of thought and feeling, to which· nothing, as
we believe, ministers so largely as enlightened religion.

So far from a monotonous solemnity overspreading
literature in consequence of the all-pervading influence
of religion, we' believe, that the sportive and comic
forms of 'composition, instead of being abandoned, will
-only be refined and improved.' We know that these
are supposed to he frowned upon by piety; but they
have their root in the constitution which God has given
us, and ought not therefore to he indiscriminately con
demned. The propensity to wit and laughter does in
deed, through excessive indulgence, often issue in a
character of heartless levity, low mimickry, or unfeel
ing ridicule. It often seeks gratification in regions of
impurity, throws a gaiety round vice, and sometimes
even pours contempt on virtue. But, 'though often and
mournfully perverted, it is still a gift of God, and may
and ought to minister, not only to innocent pleasure,
but to the intellect and the heart. Man was made for
relaxation as truly as; for labor; and by a law of his
nature, which has not received the attention it deserves,
he finds perhaps no relaxation so restorative, as that in
which he reverts to his childhood, seems to forget his
wisdom, leaves the imagination to exhilarate itself by
sportive inventions, talks of amusing incongruities in
conduct and events, smiles at the innocent eccentricities
and odd mistakes of those whom he most esteems, al
lows himself In arch allusions or kind.,.hearted satire, and
transports himself into a world of ludicrous combina
,tions. We have said, that on these occasions, the mind

..
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leelllS to put off its wisdom j' but the truth .is, that in a
pu{e mind, w~om retreats, if we may so say,-to its
centre, and there unseen, keeps guard over this transient
folly, draws delicate lines which are never to be passed
in the freest moments, and, like a judIcious parent
watching the l sports of childhood, preserves a stainless
iDllOcence of soul in the very exuberance of gaiety.
This combination of moral power ~ith wiLand humor,
w,ith comic conceptions and irrepressible laughter, this
union of mirth and virtue, belongs to an fldvanced stage
of the character j and we believe, that in proportion to
the diffusion of an enlightened religion, this action of
the mind will increase, and will overflow in compo
sitions, which, joining innocence to sportiveness, will
communicate unmixed delight. Religion is Dot at vcui-'
ance with occasioll4l1 mirth. In the same ch~racter, the
solemn thought and the sublime emotions of the im
proved Christian, may be joined with the unanxious
freedom, buoyancy and gaiety of early years•.

We. will add but one more illustration of our views.
We believe that the union of' religion with genius, will
favor that species of composition to which it may seem
at first to be least .propitious. We re(er to that depart
ment of literature, which has. for its object the delin
eation of the -stronger and more terrihle and guilty
passions. Strange as it may appear, these gloomy and
appalling features of OUP ,nature may be best' compre- .
hended and portrayed by the purest and noblest minds.
The common idea is, that overwhelming emotions, the
more they are experienced, can the more effectually be
described. W~ have one strong presumption againSt
this doctrine. . Tradition leads U8 to believe, that Shak
speare, though he painted so faithfully and feax:fully tho
storms of passion, was a calm and cheerful man. The

" -j
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pauion. are too engrossed by their objects to meditate
on themselves j and p?ne are more' ignorant of their
growth and subde workings than their own victims.
Nothing reveals to us the secrets of our own souls like
religion; and in dis&losing to us, -in ourselves, the ten
dency of' passion to absorb every energy, and to spread
its hues over every thought, it, gives us a key to all
souls; for in all, human' nature is essentially ODe, haring
the same spiritual elements,.and the same grand fea
tures. No man, it is beljev-ed, understands the wild anti
irregular motions of the mind, like him in whom a,prin
ciple of divine order has begun to establish peace. No
man knows the horror of thick darkness which gathers

,over the slaves of vehement passioD, like him who is ris
ing into the light and liberty of virtue. There is indeed
a selfish shrewdness, which is thought to give a peculiar
and deep insight into human nature. But the know
ledge, ofwhich it boasts, is partial, distorted, and vulgar,
and wholly unfit for the purposes of literature. We
value it little. We believe, that no qualification avails
so much to a knowledge of human nature in all its fonps,
in its good and E'!vil manifestatioDs, as that enlightened,
celestial charity, ",-hieh religion alone inspires; for this
es~ablishes sympathies between 118 and all men, and
thus makes them intelligible to os. A man, imbued.
with this spirit, alone contemplates rice, as it reallyex
ists, and as it ought always to be described. In the
most depraved fellow beings he sees partakers of,his
own nature. Amidst the terrible ravages of the pas
sions, he sees conscience, though prostrate, not de
stroyed, nor wholly powerless. He sees the proofs of
an unextinguished moral life, in inward struggles, in
occasional re1eBti~, in sighiDgs for lost innocence, in
reviving throbs of early aieetioos, in the sophistry by
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which the guilty mind would become reconcUed to it
self, ip remorse, in anxious forebodings, in despair, pet
hapg in studied recklessness and cherished self-forget
fulness. These conflicts between the passions and the
moral nature, are the most interesting subjects in the
branch of literature to which we refer; and we believe,
that to portray them with truth and power, the man of
genius can find in nothing such effectual aid, as in the
developement of the moral and religious principles in
his own breast.

We have given but a superficial view of a great sub
ject. The connexion of religion with u.tellect and
literature is yet to be pointed out. We conclude with
expressing our strong conviction that the human mind
will become more various, piercing, and all-comprehend
ing, more capable of understanding and expressing the
solemn and the sportive, the terrible and the beautiful,
the profound and the tender, in proportion as it shall be
illumined and penetrated by the true knowledge of
God. Genius, intellect, imagination, taste, and sensi
bility, must all be baptized into religion, or they will
never know, an~ never make known, their real glory
and immortal power. .
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MORAL ARGUMENT
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ESPECIALLY l"OR THE EDIFICATION AND INSTllUOTION OF J'AMILIBII.
B08TON, 1809.'

,THE work, of which we have prefixed the .title to this ..
article, was publis.hed several years ago, and has been
read by many among us with pleasure and profit. But
it is not known as widely as. it should be, and ·we wish
to call to it the notice which it merits. It is not an origi-
nal work, but was compiled chiefly from the writings
Df the Rev. Robert Fellowes, whose name is probably
known to most of our readers. The title we. think not
altogether hapPr' because it raises an expectation which
the book does not answer. We should expect from it
a regular statement of the great truths of our religion;
but we find, what at present is perhaps as useful, a vin
dication of Christianity froll1 the grOBS errors, which
Calvinism has lahored to identify with, this divine sys-
tem. This may easily be supposed f:rom the table of
contents. The hook professes to treat of the following'
subjects ;-The nature of religion and the mistakes that
occur on that subject; the free-agency and accountable-
ness of man; the fall of Adatn, and original sin; the
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doctrine of faith ill general, and of religioWl faith in par
ticu;lar; the doctrine of works; the doctrine of regen
eration; the ,doctrine of repentance ;(ihe doctrine of
grace; the doctrine of election and reprobation; the
doctrine of perseverance; the visiting of the iniquities ,
of the fathers upon the children; and the sin against
the Holy GhostJ-To those who are acquainted with
the five thorny points of Calvinism, the design of this
compilation will be sufficiently understood from the
enumeration of topics now given; and few designs are
more praise-worthy, than to free Christianity from the
reproach brought upon it by that system. .

The work. UBder review is professedly popular in its
style and mode of discussion. It has little refined and
elalmrate reasoning, bpt appeals to the great moral

~ principles of human nature, and to the general strain of
the scriptures. It expresses strongly and without cit
·cumlocutioB the abhorrence with. which every mind,
uncorrupted by false theology, must look on Calvinism;
and although some of its delineations may be 'overcharg
ed, yet they are substantially correct, and their strQllgth
is their excellence. The truth is, that nothing is so
necessary on this subject as to awaken moral feeling in
men's breasts. Calvinism owes its perpetuity to tho
influence of fear in palsying the moral nature. Men's
minds and consciences are subdued by terror, 80 that
they dare not confess, even to themselves, the shrink
ing, which they feel, froOl the unworthy views which
this system gives of God; and by thus smothering their
just abhorrence, they gradually extinguish it; and even
come to vindicate in God what would disgrace his crea
tures; A voice of power and solemn warning is need
ed to rouse them from this lethargy, to give them a new
and a juster dread, the dread of incurring God's' dis-

.. "
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:p1N8UD1, ,hi -.kiag Iiim odious, and exposing religion
..:iosidt '811d '81'IKsion.-In the present article, we in
tau) to treat thi8 -subject with great freedom. But we
~·thatJitmay be understood that by Calvinism we in
lendOBly the peCuliarities, or distinguishing features ·of
that syn~m. We ~ould also have it remembered, that
these peculiarities fonn a small part -of the religious
faith of a CalviAist. He joins with them the general,
fundamental, and most important truths of Christianity,
by which they are always neutralized "in a greater or
less degree, and in some cases nullified. Accordingly
it has been our happiness to see in the numerous body
by which they are professed, some of the brighteSt" ex
amples of christian virtue. Our hostility to the doc
trine does not extend to its advocates. In bearing our
strongest testimony against error, we do not the less
bOllOf the moral and religious worth with which it is
often connected. '

The book under review will probably be objected to
by theologians, because it takes no notice of a distinc
tion, iqvented by Calvinistic metaphysicians, for rescu
ing their doctrines from the charge of aspersing God's
eq\Jity and goodness. We refer to the distinction be
tween natvral and moral inability, a subtlety which
may be thought to deserve some attention, because it
uJakes lmch a show in some of the principal books of
this sect. But with due deference to its defenders, it
seems to us groundless and idle, a distinction without a
ddference. An inability to do our duty, which is hor1t
with us, i~ to all intents and according to the establish
ed JDeaning of the word, natural.. Call it moral, or
what you please, it is still a part of the nature wJlich
our Creator gave us, and to suppose that he punishes
lIB for it, because it is an inability seated in the will, is

19
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.just as absurd, as to IUppo&e him to punish .. for a
weakness of sight or of a limb. ComlDOa people CMl

not understand this distinction, canDot split this. 1I&ir;
and it is no small objection to Calvinism, that, accord~

ing to .its ablest defenders, it can only be reconciled to
God's perfections, by a metaphysical subtlety, which
the mass of people cannot comprehend.

If we were to speak as critics of the style of this
book, we should say, that whilst generally clear, and
sometimes ~triking, it has the faults of the style which
was very current not many years ago in this country,
and which, we rejoice to say, is giving place to a better.
The style to which we refer, and which threatened to
supplant good writing in this country, intended to be
elegant, but fell into jejuneness and insipidity. It de
lighted in words and arrangements of words, which
were little soiled by common use, and mistook a sprke
neatness for grace. We had a Procrustes' bed for sen
tences, and there seemed to be a settled war between
the style of writing and the free style of conversation.
Times we think have changed. Men have learned
more to write as they speak, and are ashamed to dress
up familiar thoughts, as if they were jost arrived from
a far country, and could not appear in ptJblic without a
foreign and studied attire. They have learned that
common words are common, precisely because most fit
ted to express real feeling and strong conception, and ,
that the circuitous, measured phraseology, which was
called elegance, was but the parade of weakness. They
have learned that words are the signs of thought, and
worthless counterfeits without it, and that style is good,
when, instead of being anxiously cast into a mould, it
seems a free and natural expression of thought, and gives
to us with power the workings of the aut8or's mind.
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We have been led to make these remarks on the
style which in a degree marks the book before us, from
'a persuasion' that this mode of writing has been partic
ularly injurious to religion, and to rational religion. It
has crept into sermons perhaps more than into any
other compositions, and has imbued the~' with that
Iloporific quality, which they have sometimes heen found
to possess in an eminent degree. How many hearers
have been soothed by a' smooth watery flow of words, a
regular chime of sentences, and elegantly rocked into re
pose. We are aware, that preachers, abOve all writers,
are excusable for this' style, because it is the easiest;
and having too much work to do, they must do' it of
course in the readiest way. But we mourn the neces
sity, and mourn still more the effect.-It gives us great
pleasure to say, that in this particular, we think we
perceive an improvement taking place in this· region.
Preaching is becoming 'more direct, aims more at
impression, and seeks the nearest way to men's hearts
and consciences. We often hear from the pulpit
strong thought in plain and strong language. It is
hoped, from the state of society, that we shall not fly
from one extreme to another, and degenerate into
coarseness; but perhaps even this is a less evil than
tameness and Insipidity.

To return; the principal argument against· Calvin
ism in the General View of Christian Doctrines is the
moral argument, or that which is drawn from the in-·
consistency of the system with the divine perfections.
It is plain that a doctrine which contradicts our best
ideas of goodness' and justice, cannot come from tho
just and good God, or be a true representation of' ·hitt
character. This moral argument has alwBJ8 been
powerful to the pulling down of the strong 'holds of Ca}~

,
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vinism. Even in the dark period, when this sys~m

was shaped and finished at Geneva, its advocates often
writhed under the weight of it; and we cannot but ~em .
it a mark of the progress of society, that Calvinists are
more and more troubled with the palpable repugnance
of their doctrines to God's nature, and accordingly
labor to soften and explain them, until in many cases
the name only is retained. If the stern reformer of
Geneva could lift up his head, and hear the mitigated
tone in which some of his professed followers dispense
his fearful doctrines, we fear, that he could not lie down
in peace, until he had poured out bis displeasure on
tbeir cowardice and degeneracy. He would teU them
with a frown, that moderate Calvinism was a solecism,
a contradiction in terms, and would bid them in scorn
tp join their real friend, Arminius. Such is the power
of public opinion and of an improved state of society
on creeds, that naked, undisguised C.alvinislll ii not
very fond of showing itself, and many of consequence
know imperfectly what it means. What then is the
system against which the View of Christian Doctrines
is directed?

Calvinism teaches, that in consequence of Adam's
sin in eating the forbidden fruit, God brings into life aU
his posterity with a nature wholly corrupt, so that they
are utterly indisposed, disabled, and made opposite to
all that is spiritually good, and wholly i~clined to all
evil, and that continually. It tea~s, that all mankind,
baving fallen in Adam, are under God's wrath and
curse, and so made liable to all miseries in this life,
to death itself, and to ·the pains of hell forever. It
teacb.es~ that from this ruined race God oot of his mere
~ pleasure has elected a certain number to. be saved
by Christ, not induced to this choice by any foresight of
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their faith or good WOrk8~ but wholly by his free grace and
love; and that having thus predestinated them to eter
nal life, he renews and sanctifies them by his almighty
and special agency, and brings them into a state of grace,
from which they cannot fall and perish. It teaches, that
the rest of mankind he is pleased to pass over, and to
ordain them to dishonor and wrath for their sins, to the
honor of.his justice and power; in other words, he leav.es
the rest to the cormption in which they were born, with
holds the grace which is necessary to their recovery, and
condemns them to 'most grievous· torments in soul and
body without intermission in hell fire forever.' Such
is Calvinism, as gathered from the most authentic
records of the doctrine. Whoever will consult the fa
mous Assembly's Catechis'ms and Confession, will sec
tbe peculiarities of the system in all their length and
breadth of deformity. A man of plain sense, whose
spirit has not ,been broken to this creed by education
or terror, will think that it is not necessary for us to
travel to heathen countriefi, to learn how mournfully
the human mind may misrepresent the Deity.

The moral argument against Calvinism, of which we'
have spoken, must seem irresistible to common and un
perverted minds, after attending to the brief statement
DOW given. It will be asked with astonishment, How
iJ it possible that men can hold th'Jse doctrines and 'yet
maintain God'.s goodness and equity? What principles
can be more contradictory ?-To remove the objection
to Calvinism, which is drawn from its repugnance to
the divine perfections, recourse has been had, as before
observed, to the distinction between natural and moral
inability, and to other like subtleties. But a more com
mon reply, we conceive, has been drawn from the weak
ness and imperfection of the human mind, and from itll

19*



incapacity of comprehending God. Calvinists will tell
us, that because a doctrine opposes our convictions of
rectitude, it is not necessarily false; that apparent are
riot always real inconsistencies; that God is an infinite
and incomprehensible being, and not to be tried by our
ideas of fitness and morality; that we bring their system
to an incompetent tribunal, when we submit it to the
decision of human reason and conscience; that we are
weak judges of what is right and wrong, good and evil
in the Deity; that the happiness of the universe may
lequire an administration of human affairs which is very
offensive to limited understandings; that we must fol
low revelation, not reason or moral feeling,· and must
consider doctrines which shock us in revelation, as aw
ful mysteries, which are dark through our ignorance,
and which time will enlighten. How little, it is added,
can man eXp'lain or understand God's ways. How in
consistent the miseries of lif~ appear with goodness in
the Creator. How prone too have men alwa)'s been to
confound good and evil, to call the just, unjust. How
presumptuous is it in such a being, to sit in judgment
upon God, and to question the rectitude of the divine
"administration, because it shocks his sense of rectitude.
S~ch we conceive to be a fair statement of the rqan
net i, which the Calvinist frequently meets the objec
tion, that his system is at war with God's attributes.
Such the reasoning by which the voice of consCience
and nature is stifled, and men are reconciled to doc
trines, which, if trie~ by the established principles of
morality, would be rejected with horror. On this rea"
soning we purpose to offer some remarks i and we shall
avail ourselves of the opportunity, to give our views of
the confidence w!lich is due to our ratiollaJ and moral
faculties in religion.



That God is infinite, and that man often errs, we af
firm as strongly as our Calvinistic brethreD. We de
sire to think. humbly of ourselves, and reverently of
our Creator. In the stronp,- language of scripture, ' We
now see through a glass darkly.' 'We cannot by
searching find out God unto perfection? Clouds and
darkness are round a!?<>ut him. His judgments are
a great deep.' God is great and g~ beyond utter
ance or thought. We have no disposition to idolize our
own powers, or to penetrate the secret counsels of the
Deity. Bot on the other hand, we think it ungrateful
to disparage the powers which oot Creator has given
us,' or to question the certainty or importance of the
knowleflge which he has seen fit to pla~e within our
reach. There is an affected humility, we think, as
dangerous as pride. We may rate our faculties too
meanly, as weH as too boastingly. The worst error in
religion after all, is that of the skeptic, who records tri
umphantly the weaknesses and wanderings of the hu
man intellect, and maintaiIrs that no trust is due to the
decisions of this erring reason. We by no means con
ceive, that man's greatest danger springs from pride
of understanding, though we think as badly of this vice
as «)thel' christians. The history of the church proves,
that men may trust their faculties too little as well as
too much, and that the timidity, which shrinks from
investigation, has injured the mind, and betrayed the
interests of Christianity, as much as an irreverent bold
ness of thought.

It is an important truth, which, we apprehend, has
not been sufficiently developed, that the ultimate reli
ance of a human being is and must be on his own mind.
To confide in God, we must first confide in the facul
ties, by which He is apprehen:led, and by which the
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proofs of his exieteace are weighed. A trust in our
ability to distinguish between tMlth' and falsehood is
implied in every act of belief j for to question this abil
ity ~ould of necessity unsettle all belief. We cannot
take a step in reasoning or action without a secret
reliance on onr own minds. Religion in particular
implies, that we have anderstandings endowed and
qualijed for the highest employments of intellect.
In affirming the eIistence and perfections of God,
W8 suppose and aBirm the existtmCe in ounelves of
faeulties which correspond to these sublime objects,
and which are fitted to dilK'.ena them. Religion is a
conviction aad an act of the human !¥lUI, 80 that in de
nying confidence to the one we subvert the truth and
claims of the other. Nothing is gained to piety by de
grading human nature, for in the competency of this
nature to know and judge of God all piety has its
foundation. Our proneness to err instructs us indeed
to use onr powers with great caution, but not to con
remn and neglect them. The occasional ahule of our
faculties, be it ever so enormous, does not prove them
un1it for their highest end, which is, to form clear and
consistent views of God. Because oUr eyes sometimes
fail or deceive us, would a wise man pluck. them out, or
cover them with a bandage, and choose to walk and
work io the dark? or because they cannot distinguish
distant objects, can they discern nothing clearly in their
proper, sphere, and is sight to be pronOunced a fallacious
guide? Men who, to support a creed, would shake our
trust in the calm, deliberate, and distinct decisions of
our rational and moral powers, endaDger religion more
than its open foes,' and forge the deadliest weapon for
the infidel.



It is true that God is an infinite being, and also true,
that his powers and ,erfections, his purposes and opera
tions, his ends and means, being unlimited, are incom
prehensible. In other worda, they cannot be wkolly
UJkm in or embraced by the humall mind. In the
strong and figurative language of scripture, we • know
nothing' of God's ways; that is, we know t>ery few of
them. But this is just as true of the mdst advanced
archangel as of man. In comparisoo with the valitness
of God's system, the range of the highest created intel
lect is narrow; and in this particular, man's lot does
oot differ from that of his elder brethren in heaven.
We are both confiDed in our observation and experience
to a little spot in the creation. But are an angel's fac
ulties worthy of no tl11St, or is his knowledge uncertain,
because he learns and reasons from a small part of
God's works?, or are his judgments respecting the Cre
ator to be charged 'with presumption, because his views
do not spread through the whole extent of the universe?
We graJit that our understandings caanot stretch be
yond a very narrow sphere. But still the lessons,
which we learn ~ithin this sphere, are just as sure, as
if it were indefinitely enlarged.' Because much is un
explored, we are not to suspect what we have actually
discovered. Knowledge is' not the less real, because
confined. The man who has never set foot beyond his
native village, knows its scenery and inhabitants as
undoubtingl,., as if he had travelled to the poles. We
indeed see very little; but that little is alt true, as if
everything else were seen; and oar future diBcO'feries
_lISt~6with and .apport it. Should the whole older
and plirpoaes of the universe be opened 1D'WI, it i8 eel..
taiD that nothing Wftld be disclosed, wWoh- Wouldriu
auy degree shake 'OW" penasioa, that tire earth is iD+'
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babit04 by rational aad moi'al bein~, who are. author
ised to expect fl'Olll their {;reator the mast ~eYOlait
and equitable. gOTomment. No extent of observation
can unsettle those primary and fundamental principles
of moral tnrthr wAich we deri~ frmnour highest facul
ties operating' iD, the relations -in which God has fixed
us. IneverY'llegioD and period of the UDiverse, it will
be as true as it is now on the earth. that-knowledge and
power are the measures of responsibility, and that natu
ral inCapacity :abaolve8' frOm. guilt. These .and other
moral verities, ~hich' are among our clearest percep
tions, would, if poasible, be strengthened, in proportion
as our powers should be enlarged; because harmony and
consistency are the characters of God's administration,
and all our researches into the universe only serve to
manifest its imity, and to show a wider operation of the
laws which we witness and eXperience on earth.

We grant that God is incomprehensible, in the sense
already given. But he is not therefore uninteUigible;
and this distinction we c.onceive to be important. We
do not pretend to know the whole nature and proper
ties of God, but still we can form some clear ideas of
him, and can reason from these ideas as justly as from
any other. The truth is, that we cannot be said to
comprehend any being whatever, not the simplest plant
or· ,animal. All have hidden properties. Our knowl
edge, of· all is 'limited. But have we therefore no
distinct ideas of 'the Objects around us, and is all our
reasoning about them unworthy of trust? Because
GOd is infinite, his name is not therefore a mere sound.
It, i19 a 'Yepteflentati:ve of some distDct conceptions of our
~ator~ and these cODceptioos 'are as sUre, and impor
~t,aD.d as proper materials fol' the reasonmg 'facultyi
as 'they 'WOUld.' !be'if-our: views were indefinitely eotarg-



ed~ We eaD,aot iW.ed1lraCe:Got'i gooanes~and rec~
tude through the w:oole,·field of his operatioos;, but we
know the essential nature of these attributes, and there
fore can often judge. what accords with and opposes
them. God's goodness, becalise infinite,. does 'not cease
to be goodne.ss, or, eSsentially differ from the ~me attri
bute in man; nor does justice change, its nature, so that
it cannot be understood, becaus~ it is seated. iQ. an un~

bound~d mind. There have indeed been' philosophers,
'falsely so called,' who have argued from the unlimit
ed nature of G04, that we cannot ascribe to him justice
and other moral attributes, in any proper or definite
sense of those words; and the inference is plain, that
all religion or worship, wanting an intelligible object,
must be a misplaced, wasted offering. 'rhis doctrine
from the infidel we reject with abhorrence j but some~
thing, not very different, too often reaches us from the
mistaken christian; who, to save his creed, shrouds the
Creator in utter darkness. In opposition to both, we
maintain that God's attributes are intelligible, and that
we can conceive as truly of his goodness and justice,
as of th~se' qualities in men. 'In fact, these qualities
are essentially the same in God and man, though dif~

fering in degree, in purity, and in extent of operation.
We know not and we cannot conceive of any other jus
tice or goodness, than we learn from our own nature;
and if God have not these, he is altogether unknown to
us as a moral being; he offers nothing for esteem and
love to rest upon j the objection of the"infidel is just, that
worship is wasted j 'We worship we know not what.'

I t is asked, on what authority we ascribe to God
goodness and rectitude, in the sense in which these
attributes belong to men, or how we can judge of the
nature of attributes in the mind of the Creator? We

•
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aDlwer by' asking, HolV it it that we beeome acquaint'
eel with the mind of a fellow creature? The last a as
invisiWe, as removed from 'imfMdiate ·inspection, as the
first. Still we do DOt hesitate to sp~ak of the justice
and goodneu of a neighbour; and bow do we gain our
-knowledge? We answer, by-witnessing the effects,
operations, and expressions of these attributes. It is a
law of our nature to argue from the effect to the cause,
from the action to the agent, from the ends proposed
and from the means of pursuing them, to. the character
and disposition of the being in whom we observe them.
By these processes, we learn the invisible mind and
character of man j and by tile same we ascend to the
mind of God, whose works, effects, operations, and
ends, are as expressive and significant of justice and
goodness, as the best and mo;;!t decisive actions of men.
If this reasoning be sound, (and all religion rests upon
it,) then God's justice and goodness are intelligible at
tribute,S, agreeing essentially with the same qualities ill
ourselves. Their operation indeed is infinitely wider,
and they are employed in accomplishing not only imme
diate but remote and unknown ends. Of consequence,
we must expect that many parts of the divine adminis
tration will be obscure, that is, will not produce immedi
ate good, and an immediate distinction between virt1le
and vice. But still the unbounded openrtion of these
attributes does not change their nature. They are still
the same, as if they acted in the narrowest sphere.
We can still determine in many cases what does not
accord ",;th them. We are particularly sure that those
essential principles of jostice, which enter into amI even
fonn our conception of this attribute, must pervade
every province and every period of the administ~atjon

of a just being, and that to suppose the Creator in any
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"ilee to fM'sak.e them, ~ to charge him dhoectly with
JErighteoU8ll8Bs, however loudly the lips may compli

·.eDt lhi.:equity..
., Botlis it'not presumptuous in man,' it is continual

ly said, 'to lit in judgment on God? ' We answer,
dlat to '.sit in judgment on God' is an ambiguous and
o1I8n&ive phrase; conveying to common minds the ideas
of' irreverence, boldness, familiarity. . The question
would be better stated thus ;-Is it not presumptuous ill
man to judge 'concerning God, ami concerning what
agrees or disagrees with his attributes? We answer
confidently, No; fOf'in many cases 'we are competent
and even bouad to Judge. And we plead first in our
defence the scriptures. How continually does God in
his word appeal to the understanding and moral judg
ment of man. '0 inhabitants of Jerusalem and men
of Judah, judge, I pray you between me and my vine
yard. What coold have been done more to my \'ineyard,
.that I have not done in it.' Weobserve in the next
place, that all religion supposes and is built on judg
ments passed by os on God and on his operations. Is
it not, for example, our doty and a leading part of piety
to praise God? And what is praising a being, but to
adjudge and ascribe to him just and generous deeds and
mocives ? . And of what value is praise, except from
those, who are capable of distinguishing between actions
which exalt, and actions which degrade the character? '
Is it presumption to call God excellent? And what
is this, but to refer his character to a standard of ex
e.llence, to try it by the established principles of recti-·
mde, and to pronounce its conformity to them; that is;
to judge of God and his operations?

Weare presumptuous, we are told, in judging of our
Creator. But he himself has made this our duty, in
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giving us a moral faculty; and to decline it, is to violate
the primary law of out nature. ~ Conscience, the sense
of right, the power of perceiving moral distinctions, the
pDwer of discerning between justice and injustice, ex
cellence and baseness, is the highest faculty given us
by God, the whole fOWldation of our responsibility, and
our sole capacity for religion. Now we are forbidden
by this faculty to love'a being, who wants, or who fails
to discover, moral excellence. God, in giving us con
science, has implanted a principle wit~iB. us, which for
bids us to prostrate ourselves before mere power, or to
offer praise where we do not discover worth; a princi
ple, which challenges our supreme homage for supreme
goodness, and which absolves us from guilt, when we
abhor a severe and unjust administration. Our Creator
has consequently waived his own claims on our venera
tion and obedience, any farther than he discovers himself
to us in characters of benevolence, eqyity, and righte
ousness. He rests his authority on the perfect coinci
dence of his will and government with those great and
fundamental principles of morality written on our souls.
He desires no worship, but that which springs from the
exercise of our moral faculties upon his character, from
our discernment and persuasion of his rectitude and
goodness. He a'Sks, he accepts, no love or admiration
but from those, who can understand the nature and the
proofs of moral excellence. .

There are two or three striking facts, which show
that there is no presumption in judging of God,and of
what agrees or disagrees with his attributes. The first
fact is, that the most intelligent and devout men have
often employed themselves in proving the existence and
perfections of God, and have been. honored for tltis
service to the cause of religion. Now we ask, what is
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meant by the proofs of a divine perfection? They are
certain acts, operations, and methods of government,
which' are proper and natural effects, signs, and expres
sions of this perfection, and from which, according to
the established principles of reasoning, it may be infer
red. To prove the divine attributes is to collect and
arrange those works a~d ~ays of the Creator, which ac
cord with these attributes, correspond to them, flow from
them, and express them. Of consequence, to prove
them requires and implies the power of judging of tvhat
agrees with them, of discerning their proper marks and
expressions. All our treatises on natural theology rest
on this power. Every argument in support of a divine
perfection is an exercise of it. To deny it is to over
throw all religion.

Now if "such are the proofs of God's goodness and
justice, and if we are capable" of discerning them, then
we are not necessarily presumptuous, when" we say of
particular measures ascribed to him, that they are in
consistent with his attributes, and cannot belong to him.
There is plainly no more presumption in affirming of
certain principles of administration, that they oppose
God's equity and would prove hirp unrighteous, than to
affirm of others, that they prove him upright and good.
There are signs and evidences of injustice as unequiv
ocal as those of justice; .and our faculties are as ade
quate to the perception of the last as of the first. If
they must not be trusted in deciding what ~ould prove
God unjust, they are unworthy of confidence when they
gather evidences of his rectitude; and of course, the
whole structure of religion must "fall.

It is no slight objection to the mode of reasoning
adopted by th~ Calvinist, th~t' it renders the proof of the
divine attributes impoSsible. When we object to his
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representations of the divine gover~ment, that they sh~
our clearest ideas of goodness and justice, he replies,
that still they may be true, because we know very lit
tle of God, and what seems unjust to man, Imly be in
the Creator the perfection of rectitude. Now this
weapon has a double edge. If the strongest marks and
expressions of injustice do not prove God unjust, then t8e
strongest marks of the opposite character do not prove
him righteous. If the first do not deserve confidenoe,
because of our narrow views of God,' neither do the
last. If, when more 'shall be known, the first may be
fOWld ccnsistent with perfec't rectitude, so, when more
shall be known, the last may be found consistent with
infinite malignity and oppression. This reasoning of
our opponents casts us on an ocean of awful uncer~

,tainty. Admit it, and we have no proofs of God's good-
ness and equity to rely upon. What we call proofs,

.may be mere appearances, which a wider knowledge
of God may reverse. The future may show us, that
the very laws and works of the Creator, from which
we now infer his kindness, are consistent with the
most determined purpose to spread infinite misery and
guilt, and were intended, by raising hope, to ·add the
agony of disappoUItment to our other woes. Why
may not these anticipations, horrible as they are, be
verified by the unfolding of God's system, if our reason~
ings about his attributes are rmldered so very uncertain,
as Calvinism teaches, by the infinity of his nature?

We have mentioned one fact to show that it is not
presumptuous to judge of God, and of what accordl
with and opposes his attributes; namely, the fact tha,t
his attributes are thought susceptible of proof. Aooth~

er fact, very decisiv.e on this point, is, that Christians
of all classes have· concurred in restiug the truth of
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Christianity in a great degree on its internal evidence,
that is, on its accordance with the perfections of God.
How common is it to hear from religious teachers, that
Christianity is worthy ofa good and righteous being, that
it bears the marks of a divine original. Volumes have
been written on its internal proofs, on the coincidence
of jts purposes and spirit with our highest conceptions
of God. How common too is it, to say of other relig
ions, that they are at war with the divine nature, with
God's rectitude and goodness, and that we want no
other proofs of their falsehood~ And what does all this
reasoning imply? Clearly this, that we are capable of
determining, in many cases, what is worthy and what
is unworthy of GOd, what accords with and what oppo
ses his moral attributes. Deny us this capacity, and it
would be no presumption against a professed revelation,
that it ascribed to the Supreme Being the most detesta
ble practices. It might still be said in support of such
a system, that it is arrogant in man to determine what
kind of r~velation suits the character of the Creator.
Christianity then leans, at least in part, and some think
chiefly, on internal evidence, or on its agreeableness to
God's moral attributes; and is it probable, that this re
ligion, having this foundation, contains representations
of God's government which shock our ideas of recti
tude, and that it silences our objections by telling us,
that we are no judges of what suits or opposes his in-
finite nature? .

We will name one more fact to show, that it is not
presumptuous to form these judgments of the Creator.
All Christians are accustomed to reason from God's at
tributes, and to use them as tests of doctrines. In their
controversies with one another, they spare no pains to
show, that their particular views accord best with the
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divine perfections, and every sect labors to throw on its
.adversaries the odium of maintaining what is unworthy
of God. Theological writings are filled with such ar
guments ; and Jet we, it seems, are guilty of awful pre
sumption, when we deny of God principles of adminis
tration, against which every pure and good sentiment in
our breasts rises in abhorrence.

We shall conclude this discussion with an important
inquiry. If God's justice and goodness are consistent
with those operations and modes of government, which
Calvi'Dism ascribes to him, of what use is our belief in
these perfections? What expectations can we found
upon them? . If it consist with divine rectitude to con
sign to everlasting misery, beings who have come guilty
and impotent from his hand, we beg to know what in
terest we have in this rectitude, what 'pledge of good
it contains, or what evil can be imagined which may
not be its natural result? If justice and goodness,
when stretched to infinity, take such strange forms and
appear in such unexpected and apparently inconsistent
operations, how are we sure, that they will not gife
up the best men to ruin, and leave the universe to the
powers of darkness? Such results indeed seem incom
patible with these attributes, but not more so than the
acts attributed to God by Ca{vinism. Is it said, that the
divine faithfulness is ple9ged in the scriptures to a hap
pier issue of things? But why should not divine faith
fulness transcend our .poor understandings as much as
divine goodness and justice, and why may not God,
consistently with this attribute, crush every hope which
his word has raised? Thus all the divine perfections
are lost to us as grounds of encouragement and consola
tiOR, if we maintain, that their infinity places them be
yond our judgment, and that we must expect from them
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measures and opera~ions entirely opposed to what see.s I
to us most accordant with their nature.

We have thus endeavoured to show that the testi~

ny of our rational and moral faculties against Calvin~m,
is worthy of trust.-.We know that this reasoning will
be met by the question, What then become» of Christi
anity? for this religion plainly teaches the doctrines you
have condemned. Our answer is ready. Christianity
contains no such doctrines. Christianity, reason, and
conscience are perfectly harmonious on the subject un
der discussion. Our religion, fairly construed, gi.es no
countenance to that syst~m, which has arrogated to
itself the distinction of Evangelical. We cannot, how
ever, enter this field at prese~t. We will only say tbat
the general spirit of Christianity affords a very strong
presumption, that its records teach no such doctrinefi as
we .have opposed. This spirit is love, charity, benevo
lence. Christianity, we all agree, is designed to mani
fest God as perfect benevo~ence, and to bring men to
love and imitate him: Now is it probable, that a re
ligion, having this object, gives views of the Supreme
Being, from which our moral convictions, and beneyo
lent sentiments shrink with' horror, and which if made
our pattern, would convert us into monsters! It is
plain that were a hum~ parent to form himself on the
universal Father, as described by Calvinism, that is,
were he to bring his children into life totally depraved,
and then to pursue them with endless punishment,
we should charge him with a cruelty not surpassed
in the annals of the world; or were a sovereign to
incapacitate his subjects in any way whatever for
obeying his laws, and then to torture them in dun
geons of perpetual wo, we ~hould say, that history re
cords no darker crime. And is it probable, that a reli-
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gion, which· aims to attract and assimilate us to God,
cohsidered as love, should hold him up to us in these
heart-withering characters? We may confidently ex
pect to find in such a system the brighl6st views of
the divine nature; and the same objections lie against
interpretations of its records, which savor of cruelty
and injustice, as lie against the literal sense of pas
sages which ascribe to God bodily wants and organs.
Let the scriptpl'es be read with l\ recollection of the
spirit of Christianity, and with that modification of par
ticular texts by this general spirit, which a just criticism
requires, and Calvinism would no more enter the mind
of the reader, than Popery, we had almOl!!t said, than
Heathenism.

In the remarks now made, it will be seen, we hope,
that we have aimed to expose doctrines, not to con
demn their professors. It is true, that m.en are apt to
think themselves assailed,. when their system only is
called to account. But we have no foe but errot. We
are less and less disposed to measure the piety Qf oth
ers by peculiarities of faith. Men's chlU'8cters are de
termined, not by the opinions which they profess, but
by those on which their thoughts habitually fasten,
which recur to them most forcibly, and which color
their ordinary views of God and duty. The creed of
habit, imitation, or fear, may be defended stoutly, and
yet have little practical influence. The mind, when
compelled by education or other circumstances to re- .
ceive irrational doctrines, has yet a power of keeping
·them; as it were, on its surface, of excluding them from
its depths, of refusing to incorporate them with its own
being; and when burdened with a mixed, incongruous
system, it often discovers a sagacity, which reminds us
of the instinct of inferior animals, in sel~ting the
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healthful and nutritious portiooa. and' in makiBg them
ita d~y food. Accordingly the real faith ohea corre...
ponds little with that which is profel8ed. It ofteD hap
pens, that threugh. the progresi of the mimi in light aDd
virtue., opinions, once central, are gradually thrown
outward, 1086 thoU vitality, and ceaJe to be principles
of action! whilst through habit they ale defended as
articles qf faith. The words of· the creed survive, but
its advocates· sympathize with it little more th~ its
foes. These remarks are particularly' appticable to
the plesent subject. A large DUBlber, perlaaps a ma
jority of tItose,. who aurnam.e. tbemselV'e8 with the
DaIIle of Calvin, _e little more tide to, it than our
selves. They keep the. liIlllIDe, and. drop. the principles
which it signifies. 'Illey adhere to· ,the :.,..eem as a
whole., but shrink. fretll all its. parts.;a..i &tiatinguishing
points. This silent..but . real defectioa- from' CamBism
is spl"eading more aJIId·, 1Il0ie ,.....ly~. The grim fea
tures of this system are soimIing, u.l ita stem spirit
yielding- to .conciliation aod cbarity. We Dig our read
ers to consult for tllmns.ewes the two CatedDsIlHi and
the COo1ession of the WemninBter. Assembly; and to
compare lhese s1'Mda.·of CabiBism; with what now
bears its name. They will i"-, we doubt not in
the triumphs of troth. With these views,. we have no
disposiUon to· disparage the prof6Sll0lS of tile system
wbidl we condemn, although we· believe that its influ..
.eace is ,et so. extensive and penrioious 81,to~ us to·
oppoae it., . .

CalviniJm, .we are pelNlded,is~'place'to bet-
. ttU: jviews., It has pused lta-. mdlidillll,:-.l· is. siniU.n«',
tQo~·o"o,lDWe •. I. ha. toicob..... Witlitfoes'DI1JN fur""
midable than theologians, with foes, from whom it~ )
not shield itself in mystery and metaphysical llubtleties,
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wem~ ,with the progress of the human mind, I and
w~tb.: the' progree~ of .the spirit of, the gospel. SocIety
is going forward in .intelligence and charity, and of
course is leMiBg the theoh~gy of the sixteenth century
behind it. We ,hail this revolution of opinion. as a most
aliSpicious event to the Christjan cause. We hear much
at present Df eiOrts·to spread the gospel. But Chris
tianity is gaining more by the removal of degrading er
rors, than it would by armies of missionaries who should
carry with them, a corrupted form of the religion. ,We
think the decline of Calvinism one of the most encour
aging facts.in our passing history,; for this system, by
outraging conscience -and reason, tMKls to array these
high faculties against revelation. ,Its errors are pecu
liarly mOW'Bful, because they relate to the characte~of
God. It darkens and stainS his pure nature; spoils his
character of itS sacredness, loveliness, glory; and thus
quenches the.central light 'of the universe, makes exist
ence a corse" aD.d the extinction of it a consummation
devoutly to be wished. We now speak of the pe'culiar
ities of this. system, and of their natural influence. when
not counteracted, as they always are in a greater or less
degree, by better views, derived from the spirit and
plain lessons of Christianity.

We have had so much to do with our sQbject, that
we have neglected to make the usual extracts from the
book which we proposed' to review. We earnestly
wish, that a work, anSwering to'the title of this, which
should give us 'a general view of Christian docttines,'
might be, uridertaken by a powerful hand. Next to a

, go.od .commentary on' the scriptures, it would -be 1he
be,itservice. which could be' rendered to ,Christian
tRrth. :' ,
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DISCOURSE

AT THE ORDINATION OF THE· REV. JOHN EMERY ABBOT.
8ALEM, Ie~.

COLOSSIANS I. !S.

'WHOM WE PREACtt, WARNING EVEIlY MAli, AND TEACHING EVEIlY MAN 1IlJ
ALL Wl8DOM, THAT WE MAY PIlESENT EVEIlY MAN PEIlFECT IN CBIlI8T

n:sUs.'

IN the verses im'mediately preceding the text, we
find the apostle enlarging with his usual zeal aDd ear-'
nestness on a subject peculiarly dear ,to him; on the
glorious mystery of God, or in other words, on the great
purpose of God, which had been kept secret from ages,
to make the Gentile world partakers, through faith, 01
the blessings of the long promised Messiah. ' Christ,
the hope of glory to the Gentiles,' was the theme, on
which Paul, the apostle of the Gentiles, delighted to
expatiate. Having spoken of Jesus in this character, he
immediately adds, 'Whom we preach, warning every
man, and teaching every man in all wisdom, that we
may present every man perfect iIi Christ Jesus.'

On the present occasion, l"hich invites us to consider
the design and duties of the christian ministry, I pave
thought that these words would guide us to many ap
propriate and useful. reflections. They teach us what
the apostle preached; 'We preach Christ.' They teach
us the end or object for which he thus preached; 'That
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we may present every man perfect in Christ Jesus.'
Following this natural order, I shall first consider what
is intended by 'preaching Christ.' I shall then endea
vour to' illustrate and recommend the end or object for
which Christ is to be preached; and I shall conclude
with some remarks on the methods by which this end
is to be accomplished. In discussing these topics, on
which a variety of sentiment is known to exist, I shall
necessarily dissent from some of the views which are
cherished by particular classes of Christians. But the
frank expression of opinion ought not fo be construed
into any want of affection or esteem for those from
whom I differ.

I. What are we to understand by c preaching Christ?'
This subject is the more interesting and important, be':'
cause, I fear, it has often been misunderstood. Many
persons im~ine, that Christ is never preached, unless
his name is continually repeated and his character con
tinually kept in view. This is an error, and should be
exposed. Preaching Christ, then, does not consist in
making Christ perpetually the subject of discourse, but
in inculcating on his authority the religion which' he
taught. Jesus came to be the light and teacher of the .
world; and in this sublime and benevolent character he
unfolded many truths relating to the Universal Father,
to his own character, to the condition, duties, and pros
pects of mankind, to the perfection and true happiness
of the human soul, to a future state of retribution, to
the terms of forgiveness, to the means of virtue, and
of everlasting life. Now whenever we teach, on the
authority of Jesus, any doctrine or precept included
in this extensive system, we 'preach Christ.' When
for instance we inculcate on his authority the duties of
forgiving enemies, of denying ourselves, of hungering
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after righteousnesl), we 'preach Christ' as truly as
when we -describe his passion on the cross, or the pur
pose 'and the importance of, his sufferings.
.By the word' Christ ~ in the text and ID many other

places, weare to understand his religion rather than his'
person. Among the Jews nothing was more common
than to give the name of a religious teacher to the sys
tem'of truth which he taught. We see this continually
exemplified in the New Testament. Thus it is said of
the Jews, 'They have Moses and the prophets.' What
is meant by this? that ,they had Moses r;siding in per
son among them? Certainly not; but t,hat they had his
law, his religion. Jesus says, 'I came not to destroy
the prophets.' What did he mean? that he had not
come to slay or destroy the propbets who had died ages
before his birth? Certairily not; he only intf(nded that
his doctrines were suited to confirm, not to invalidate,
the writings of these holy men: According to the same
form of speech Stephen was accused of blasphemy
against Moses, because some of his remarks were con
stmed into a reproach on the law of Moses. These
passages are sufficient to show us that a religion was
often called byihe name of its teacher; and conforma
bly to this usage, when Paul says, ' We preach Christ,'
we ought to unde'rstand him as affirming, that he preach
ed the whole system of doctrines and duties which
Christ taught, whether they related to Jesus' himself, or
to any, other subject.

But there is one passage more decisive, on this point
than any which I have adduced. In the Acts .()f, the
Aposdes,*- James says, 'Moses of old time hath in
every city them that preach him, being read in the syn
agogue every sabbath day.' lIere we find the apostle
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declaring that in e~ery city there were men who preaclt.
ed Moses; and we are told in what this preaching .con
sisted; 'Moses is read in the synagogue every sabbath
day.' No one, acquainted with the anc,ient services of
the synagogue, can suppose, for. a moment, that the
character and offices of Moses were the themes of the
Jewish teachers every sabbath, and that they preached
nothing 'else. Jt was their custom to read the books
of the law" in course, and to offer comments upon ob
scure or important passages. In many parts of these
'books the name of Moses is not mentioned. We have
whole chapters about the tabernacle, and about the rites
of cleansing from the leprosy. But accorging to James,
when these portions were read and explainlfd, Moses
was preached; not because his character was the su~

ject, but becau&e the instructions contained in these
chapters were a part of the religion which he was ap
pointed to communicate to the children of Israel, The
name of the teacher was given to his doctrine. This
form of speech was not peculiar to the Jews; all nations
have probably. adopted it. At the present day, nothing
is more common than to hear, that Locke, or Newton,
or some other distinguished philosopher, is published, or
taught; not that his personal character and history are
made pnblic, but his system of doctrines. In the same
way Christ is preached, published, proclaimed, when
his instructions are delivered, although these instruc
tions may relate to other topics' beside his own offices
and character.

I hope ,I shall not be misunderstood in the remarks
which I have now made. Do not imagine, that I would
exclude from the llulpit, discourses on the excellence of
Jesus Christ. The truths which relate to Jesus himself
Qre among the most important which the gospel reveals.



The relations which Jesus Christ sustains to the world
are so important and so tender; the concern which he
has expressed in human salvation so strong and disinter
ested ; the blessings of pardon and immortal life which
he brings, so undeserved and unbounded; his character
is such a union of moral beauty and grande1,lr; his ex
ample is at 'once so pure and ,so persuasive;' the events
of his life, his' miracles, his sufferings,his resurrection
and asce'nsion, and his 'offices of intercessor 'arid judge
are so strengthening to faith, hope, and charity, that his
ministers should dwell on his name with affectionate
veneration, and should delight· to ,exhibit him to 'the
gratitude, love, imitation', and confidence of mankind.

But \Vhilst the christian minister is often to insist on
the life, the character, the offices, and the benefits of
Jesus Christ, let him not imagine that he is preftching
Christ, only when these are his themes.' If he, confine
himself to these, he will not in the full sense ,of the
word preach Christ;' for this is to p'reach the whole r~

'ligion of Jesus; and this religion is of vast extent. It
regards man in his diversified and ever multiplying re
lations to his Creator and to his fellow creatures, to the
present state and to all future ages. Its aim is, to
instruct and quicken us to cultivate an enlarged virtue;
to cultivate our' whole intellectual and moral nature;
It collects and offers motives to piety from the past and
from the future, from heaven and "hell, from nature and
experience, from human example, and from the imitable
excellences of God, from' the world without and the
world within us. The gospel. of Christ is indeed 'an
inexhaustible treasury or' moral arid religious truth.
Jesu!;, the first and best of evangelical teachers, did not
confine himself to a few topics, but manifested himself
to be the wisdom'of God by the richnes9 and variety



of. hit instructions. To preach Christ is ID unfold, 'u
far as our feeble and narrow powers permit, .all the doc
trines, duties, and motives, which are recorded in the
gospels and in the writings of his inspired apostles.

It is -not intended by these remarks that all the in
structions of Christ are. of equal ,importance, Cl:nd· that
all are to be urged with equal frequency and zeal.
Some undoubtedly are uf greater moment and of more
universal application than others. But a minister of a
BOund and candid mind, will· be very cautious lest he
assign so high a rank to a few doctrines, tb.at the rest
will sink into comparative insignificance, and almost
fade from the .minds of his hearers. ,He will labor to
give enlarged and harmonious views of all the pri~iple8

of Christianity, recollecting that each receives support
frOID the rest, and that no doctrine or precept will exert
its proper influence, if swelled into disproportioned im
portance, or detached from the truths which ought to
modify and restrain it.

I t has been the object of these remarks to show, that
preaching Christ does not imply that ,the offices and
character of Christ .are to be made perpetually the sub
jects of discourse. Wher.e this idea prevails, it too of
ten happens ~hat the religion of Jesus is very partially
preached. A few topics are repeated without end.
Many delightful an,d ennobling views of Christianity ar~

seldom or never exhibited. Th~ duties of the gospel
receive but a Icursory attention. Religion is thought to
consist in a fervid 8,tate of mind, prOduced by the constant
contemplation of a few affecting ideas; whilst the only
acceptable religion, which consists in living' soberly,
righteously an~ godly in the world,' seems to be under
n.1tied as ql;lite an inferior attainment.-Where _this
mistake prevails, we too often dis~over a censorious



8pirit among hearers, who pronounce with confidenc.e
on this and another minister, that they do not preach
Christ, because their discourses' do not turn on a few
topics iIi relation to the Saviour, which are thoughtto
contain the whol~ of Christianity. Very often the la
borB of a pious and upright minister are defeated by this
prejudice; ~or must he wonder, if he find himself 'de
cried, as an enemy to the faith, by those, whose want
of education or capacity confines them to the narrow
est views of the christian system.-May I be permit
ted, with deference and respect, to beseech christian
ministers not to encourage by example this spirit of
censure among private Christians. There is no lesson
which we can teach our hearers, more easily, than to
think contemptuously and to speak bitt~rly of other
classes of Christians, and especially of their teachers.
Let us never forget, that we none of us preach 9Irist
in the full 'import of that phrase. None of us can
hope th~t we give a- complete representation of the
religion of 'our Master; that we exhibit every doctrine
without defect or without excess, in its due propor
tions, and in its just connexions. We of necessity
communicate a portion of our own weakness and dark..,
ness.to the religion which we dispense. The degree
of imperfection ,indeed differs in different teachers; but
none are· free from the universal fraihy, and none are
authorised to take. the seat of judgment, and, on the
ground of imagined errors, to deny to others, whose
lives are as. spotless as their own, a conscientious pur
pose to learn and to teach the whole cOunsel of God.

II. Having thus considered what is intended by
preaching Christ, I proceed to consider, seeondly;' for
what end Christ is to be preached. We preach· Christ,
saY8 the ~postle, 'lV!U'Ding every man, and teachhlg
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e~«:ry man, that we may present every man perfect in
Christ Jesus;' that is, perfect in the religion Qf Christ,
or a perfect Christian. From this passage we derive a
most important sentiment, confirmed by the whole New
Testament, that the great design of all t.he doctrines and
precepts of the gospel, is, ~o exalt the character, tQ pr~

mote eminent purity of heart and life, to make men per-'
feet as their Father in heaven is perfect. For what end
then is C~ristianity to be preached? The answer is
plain. We must preach, neit to make fiery ~tisans, and
to swell the number of a sect; not to overwhelm the
mind !"ith fear, or to heat it with feverish rapture; not
t9 form men to the d~cencies of life, to a superficial
goodness, which will secure the admiration of man~ind.
All these effects fall infinitely short of the great end of
the christian ministry. We should preach,that we~may
make men perfect Christians; perfect, not according to
the standard of the world, but accordiQg to the law of
C,hrist; perfect in heart and in life, in solitude and in so
ciety, in the great and in the common concer~s of life.
Here is the purpose of christian preaching. In this, as
in a common centre, all the truths of the gospel meet;
to this they all conspire; and no doctrine has an influ
ence on salvation, any farther than it is an aid and ex-
citement to the perfecting of om nature. . •

The christian minister needs oft~n to be remihded of
this great end of his office, the pedection {)f the human
character. He is too apt to rest in low attainments
himself, and to be satisfied with ,low ~ttainments in
others. He o~ght never to forget the great distinction·
and glory of the gospel" that it is designed tQ ,perfect hu
man nature. All, the precepts of this divine system ar~

marked by a sublime character. It demands that our
piety be fen'ent, our benevolen<;e 'unbounded, and our
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thirst for righteousness sti"ong and insatiable. It eIijoiDa
a virtue which does not stop at what- is positively pre
scribed, .but which is prodigal of service to God and.to
martkind. The gospel enjoins inflexible integrity, fear
less sinceri~y, fortituc;le which despises pain and tram
ples pleasure under foot in the pursuit of duty, and an
independence 'of spirit which' no Bcorn ca8 deter and no
example seduce from asseTting tnlth and adhering to
the cause which conscience approves. With this spirit
of martyrs, this hardness and intrepidity of soldiers of
the cros!t, the gospel calls us to--unite the mildest and
meekest virtues j a sympathy which melts over others'
woes j' a disinterestedness. wh}ch nnds ~easurt~ in toils
and, labors for others' good' ja humility which loves to
bless' miseen, 'and' forgets itself in the performance of
the noblest deeds. To this perfection of soeial duty,
the gospel commands us to join a piety which" refers
every event to the providence of God, and every ac
tion 'to his will j a love which counts no service hard,
and a penitence which esteems no judgment severe j a
gratitude which offers praise even in adversity j a holy
trust unbroken by protracted suffering, and a hope tri
umphant over death. In.one word, it enjoins, that, lov
ing and confiding in Jesus Christ, we make his spotless
character, his heavenly life, the model of our own~

Such is the sublimity of character which the gospel de
mands, and such tbe end to which our preaching should
ever he directed. '

1 have dwelt on 'this end of preaching, because it is
too often forgotten, and because a stronger conviction
of it will give new force and elevation to our instruc
tions. We need to feel more deeply, that we are en
trusted with a religion which is designed to ennoble
human nature; whieh recognises in man the capacities



oIall that is good, great and excellent; and which offers
every encouragement and aid' to the pursuit of perfec
titm. The christian minister should often recollect,
that man? thollga.pFopense to evil, h~ yet powers and
faculties which may be exalted and·. refined, to angelic
glory; that he is called 'by the gospel to prepare for the
community of angels; .that he is formed for unlimited
progress in intellectual and moral excellence and felici
ty. He should often recollect, t~t in Jesus Christ Qur
nature has been intimately united with the divine, and
that in Jesus it is already enthroned in heaven. Fa":
miliarized to these generous conceptions, the christian
preacher, whilst he faithfully unfolds to men their guilt
and danger,should also. unfold their capacities of great
ness; . should reveal the splendor of that destiny to
which they are called by Christ; should -labor to awak
en within them aspirations after a nobler character
and a higher existence, and to inflame them with the
love of all the graces and virtl,les with which Jesus
came to enrich and adorn the human soul. In this way I

he will prov:e that he understands the true and great
design of the gospel and the ministry, which is nothing
less than the perfection of the human character.

May 1 be permitted to say, that perhaps one of the
greatest defects in our preaching, is, ~hat it is not sufti-

. ciendy .di~ected to ennoble and elevate the minds of
men. It does not breathe a sufficiently generous spirit.
It' appeC\ls too constantly to the lowest prinCiple of hu
man nature; I mean the principle of fear, which 'under
judicious excitement i~ indeed of great and uridoubted
use, but which, as every parent knows, when habitual
ly awakened, is always found to debase the mind, to
break the spiri~, to give tameness to the character, and
to chill ilie best affections. Perhaps one cause of the



limited infiuence of Christianity, is, that, as it is too of
ten e~ibited, it seems adapted to form an abject, ser
vile character, rather than to raise its disciples to true
greatness and dignity. Perhaps, were Christianity
more habitually regarded as a ,system, whose great de
sign it is to infuse honorable sentiments, magnanimity,
energy, an, ingenuous love of GQd, a superiority to the
senses, ~ spirit of self-sacrifice, a virtue akin to that of
heaven, its reception would be more cordial, and its in
fluence more extensive, more happy, more accordant
with its great end, the perfection of human nature.

III. Having thus considered the end of Christian
preaching, I DOW come to offer, in the third place, a
few remarks on .the best method of accomplishing it;
and here I find myself obliged to omit a great variety
of topics, and can only olfur one or two of principal im
portance. That the gos~l may attain its end, may
exert the most powerful and ennobling influence on the
human character, it .must be addressed -at once to the
understanding and to· the heart. It must be so preach
ed M to be firmly believed and deeply felt.-To secure
to Christianity this firm. belief., I have only time to ob
serve, that it should be preached in a rational manner.
By this I mean, that a christian minister should beware
of offering interpretations of scripture, which are repug
nant to any clear discoveries of reason or dictates of
conscience.. This admonition is founded upon the very
obvious principle, that a revelation' from God must be
adap,ted to the rational and moral nature which he has
conferred on man ; that God can never contradict in his
word what he has himself written on the human heart,
or teaches in his work~ and providence. Every man·
who reads the bible knows, that . like other books, it·
baa '~lIY passages which adOlit a variety of interpreta-



ilens., Human language does- not admit entite preei
sinn.· ' It has often been observed by philosophers, that
the' most familiar sentences owe their perspicuity;' not
~() much ,to the deflniteness of the language, as to an
alm68t incredible actiTityof the mind, which selects
from a vari«ny of meanings that which each word de
mands, and assigns such limits to every phrase as the
intention of the sPeaker, his character and situation,
require. 'In addition to this source of obscurity to
which all writings are exposed,' we must remember
that .the scriptures' were written in a distant age, in

,a foreign language, by men who, were unaccustomed
to the systematic anangements of' modern times, and
who" although inspired, were left to communicate'. their
thoughts in the style most natural or habitual. Can
we· wonder then that ,they ildmit a variety of interpre
tations? Now we owe it 'to a book, which records,
as we believe, revelations from Heaven, and which is
plainly designed for the moral improvement of the race,
to favor those explications of obscure passages, which'

, are seen to harmonize with the moral attnoutes of qod,
and with the acknowledged teachings Qf nature and
conscience. .' All' those interpretations of ~he gospel,
which strike the mind at OIlce as inconsistent with a
righteous government of the universe, which require of
man what is disproportioned to his natUre, or which
shock .an.y c1ea,r conviction which our experience ,has
furnished, cannot be viewed with too jealous an eye by
him, who, revering Christianity, desires to secure to it
an'intelligcrrt belief. ~ ,
_ It is in vain to say that the first and most obvious
meaning of scripture is always to be, followed', no
matter where it leads. I answer, that the first and'
IDOBt obvious me:ming of a passage, written in a foreign
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language, and in remote antiquity, is very often false,
and such as farther inquiry c'ompels us, to abandon. I
answer too, that all sects of Christians agree, and, are
forced to agree, in frequently forsaking the literal sense,
011 account. of its incongruity with acknowledged truth.
There is in fact no book in the world, which requires
us more frequently to restrain unlimited expressions, to
q\lalify the letter by the spirit, and to seek the mean
ing in the state and custQms of the writer and of his
age, than the New Testam~nt. No book is written in
a more popular, figurative, and animated style, the very
~style which requires the most constant exercise of judg
ment iwthe reader. The scriptures are not a frigid di
gest ofChristianity, as If this religien were a mere code
of civil laws. They give us the gospel warm from the
hearts of its preachers. The language is not, that of
10giciaBs, not the language of retired and inanimate
speculation, but of affection, of zeal, of men who burn
ed to convey deep and vivid impressions of 'the truth.
In understanding such writers, moral feeling is often a
better guide than a servile adherence to ~he literal and
most obvious meaning of every word and phrase. It
may be said of the New as well as the OW Testament,
that so~etimes the letter killeth whilst the spirit ~v
eth life. Almost any system may be built on the
New Testament by a commentator, who, forgetting the
general scope of Christianity and the lessons of nature
and experience, shall impose on every passage the lite
ral signification which is firstoffered to the mind. The
christianminitlter should avail himself, in his exposition
of the divine word, of the aids of learning and criticism,
and also of the aids of reason and conscience. Those
interPretations of difiicult pas:ages, ~hich approve
theplsolves to his clear and established conceptions of
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rectitude and to his devout and benevolent affections,
he should -regard with a favorable' eye; whilst -diose
of an opposite character should he regarded with great
distrust.

I have sClId, that this rational method of preachmg
Christianity is' important, if we would secure a firm be
lief to Christianity. Some men may indeed be recon
ciled to an unreasonable religion; and terror, thal'pas
sion which more than any other unsettles the intellect,
may silence every objection to the most contradictory
and degrading principles. But in general the under
standing and consciem;e cannot be entirely subdued.
They resist the violence which is done them. A lurk
ing incredulity mingles with the attempt to believe
what contradicts the highest prin.ciples of our nature.
Particularly the most intelligent part of the community,
who will ultimately govern public sentiment, will doubt
and di~believe the unre'asonable system, which perhaps
they find it prudent to acknowledge; and will either
convert it into an instrument of policy, or seize a fa
vorable' moment for casting off its restraints and level
ling its institutions with the dust. Thus imp()rtant is
it that Christianity should be recommended to the 'un
derstan~ings of men.'

But this is not enough. It is also most important
that the gospel should be recommended to the heart.

~ Christianity should be so preached, as to interest the
affections, to awaken contrition and fear, veneration and
love, gratitude ~nd hope. Some preachers, from ob
serving the pernicious effects of violent ~nd exclusive
appeals to the passions, have fallen into an opposite
error which h~ rendefed the labors of their lives almost
wholly unfruititil. They have "addressed men'as mere
creature!t of intellect; they have forgotten, that aifec-
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drin 18tl8 essential to our nature as thought, that action
~ites motive, that the union of reason and sensibility
is the health of the "Soul, an~ that without moral feeling
there can be no strength of moral purpose. They have
preached ingeniously, and the hearer .has pronounced
the teaching true. But the truth, coldly imparted, and
coldly received, has been forgotten as fast as heard; no
energy of will has been awakened; no resistance to hab
it and passion been called forth; perhaps not a momen
tary purpose of self-improvement has glanced through
the mind. Preaching, to be effectual, must be as vari
ous ·as our nature. The sun warms, at the same mo
ment that it enlightens; and unless religious truth be
addressed at once to the reason and tlJe affections, un
less it kindles whilst it guides, it is a useless splendor;
it leaves the heart barren; it produces no fruits of god
liness. Let the christian minister then preach the
gospel with earnestness, with affection, with a heart
warmed by his subject, not thinking of himself, not
seeking applause, but solicitous for the happiness of
mankind, tenderly ('.oncerned for his people, awake to
the solemnities of eternity, and deeply impressed with
the worth of the human soul, with the glory and happi
ness'to which it may be exalted, and with the misery
and ruin into which it will be plunged by irreligion and
vice. Let him preach, not to amuse but to convince
and awaken, not to excite a momentary interest but a
deep and lasting seriousness; not to make his hearers
think of the preacher, but of themselves, of their own
characters and future condition.. Let him labor, by de
lineating with unaffected ardor the happiness of virtue,
by setting forth religion in its most attractive forms, by
displaying the paternal character pf God, and the love
of Christ which was stronger than death, by unfolding
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the purity and blessedness of the heavenly world, by
revealing to the soul its own greatness, by persua-:
sion, by entreaty, by appeals to the best sentiments of
human-nature, by speaking from a heart convinced of
immortality; let him labor, Qy these methods, to touch
and to soften his hearers, to draw them to God and du
ty, to awaken gratitude and love, a sublime hope and
a' generous desire of exalted goodness. And let him
also labor, by solemn warning, by teaching men their
responsibility, by setting before sinners the -aggrava
tions of their guilt, by showing them the ruin and im
mediate wretchedness wrought by moral evil in the soul,
and by pointing them to approaching death, and the.
retributions of the future world; let him labor, by these
means, to reach the consciences of those whom higher
motives will not quicken, to break the slumbers of the
worldly, to cut off every false hope, and to persuade the
sinner by a salutary terror to return to God, and to seek
with a new earnestness, virtue, glory, and etemallife.

NOTE

Oft tM Pir,' HtJJtl Of ,lie pruedillg DUc6tnt.

THE error, which I have opposed on the subject of.
'preaching Christ,' may be traced in a great measure
to ,what appears to me a wrong interpretation of the two
first chapters of the First Epistle to the Corinthians. In
these chapters, Paul says, that he 'determined to know
nothing among the Corinthians save Jesus Christ and
him crucified,' and speaks once and again of' preaching
Christ crucified,' &c. It bas been supposed, that the

- . .
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apostle here intended to select the particular point on
which preaching should chiefly turn, and that we have
his authority for censuring a discourse which does not
relate immediately to the character of Christ, and espe
cially to his sufferings on the cross. But I think that a
little attention to the circumstances of the apostle and
of the Corinthians will show us, that Paul referred to
the religion of Jesus generall,r, as the subject of his
preaching, and not to a very limited part of it.

Corinth, heing the most commercial city of Greece,
was inhabited by Jews as well as Greeks. These
Jews, as Paul tells us, 'wanted a sign,' just as the
Pharisees in the time of Christ demanded 'a sign from
heaven.' That is, they wanted a Messiah who should
be marked out to them. by a visible descent from heaven,
or by some glorious appearance from heaven, or by
some outward majesty which should be a pledge of his
breaking the Roman yoke, and raising Judea to the
empire of the world. They wanted a splendid and
temporal Messiah. The Greeks on the other hand,
who were a speculative people, wanted wisdom, or a
system of philosophy, and could hear nothing patiently
hut the subtle disputations and studied harangues with
which they were amused by those who pretended to
wisdom. Such was the state of Corinth, when Paul
entered it. Had he brought with him an account of a
triumphant Messiah, or an acute philosopher, he would
have been received with eagerness. But none were
desirous to hear the simple religi,?n of Jesus of Naza
reth, who proved his mission, not hy subtilties of elo
quence, but by miracles evincing the power of God, and
who died at last on the ignominious cross. Paul, how
ever, in opposition to Jew and Greek, determined to
know nothing of a worldly Messiah, nothing of any old

,
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Of new scheme of philosophy; but to know and to
preach Jesus Christ, and to exhibit him in a light which
Judaism and philosophy would alike abhor, as crucified
for the recovery of men from error, sin, and condemna
tion. In other words, he resolved to preach the religion
of Jesus, in its greatest simplicity, without softening its
most offensive feature, the cross of its author, or with
out borrowing anything from Moses or any Gentile phi
losopher to give .currency. to his doctrines. This is the
amount of what Paul teaches in these chapters.

We must not imagine,· when we read these chapters,
that Corinth was a city of professing Christians; that
among these Christians a difference of opinion had aris
en as to the proper suhjects of christian preaching, and
that Paul intended to specify the topic on which minis
ters should chiefly or exclusively insist. This, I fear,
is the common impression under which this portion of
scripture is read; but this is altogether erroneous. No
cont~oversy of this kind existed ; and Paul, in these
chapters, had not the most distant idea of recommend
ing one part of the gospel in preference to others, but
intended to recommend the whole gospel, the whole
religion of Jesus Christ, in distinction from Judaism
and Gentile philosophy. The dangers of the Corintltian
Christians required that he should employ every effort
to secure their fidelity to the simple gospel of Jesus.
Having been educated in the Jewish or Heathen relig
ions; living in the midst of Jews and Heathens; hear
ing perpetually, from one class, that the Messiah was to
be a triumphant prince, and that without submission to
the law of .Moses no .one could partake his blessings; and
hearing from the other perpetual praises of this and
another philosopher, and perpetual derision of the gos
.pel, because in its doctrines and style it bore no resem-

I.
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blance to the r.ements and rhetoric of their most cele
brdled sages; the Corinthian Christians, in these trying
circumstanees, were strongly tempted to assimilate the
gospel to the prevalent religions, to blend ,with it foreiga
doctrine~, .to .keep the humiliation of its author out of
sigal, and. to teach it as a system of philosophy resting OD

subtle reasooiDgrather than on miracles and the author
ity of God. To save them from this danger, a danger

.which at present we can hardly estimate, the apostle re-
minded thew, that when he came to them he came not
with "exceUency of speech and with enticing words of
man's wisdo~,'.. hut in demonstration of the Spirit aRid
of miraculoijs. f)QWelS; that he did not comply with the
demands of GEeek or Jew; that he preached a crucified
Messiah, and. no other teacher or deliverer; and that he
always iusisted, that the religion of Jesus, unaided by
Judaism or philoBophy, was :,IDle to ~ake men wise· to
salvation. He also remWded them, that this preaching,
however branded as foolishness, had proved divinely
powerful, and had saved them from that ignQrance of
God, from which human wisdom had been unable to
deliver them. These remari.s, I hope, will assist com
moD readers in understanding the chapters under con
sideration.
. We are too apt, in readiug the New Testament and
particularly the Epistles, to forget, that the gospel was
a new religion, and that the apostles were called to
preach Jesus to those who. perhaps had never before
heard his name, and whose prejudices and passions pre
pared them to contemn and reject hill claims. In these
cjrcumstallces, they had to begin at the very fowadation,
to prove to the unbelieving world that Jesus was the
Messiah, or sent from God to instruct and save mankind.
This)s often called' preaching Christ,' especially in the

22* .
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Acts.-'When converts were made, the work of the
apostles was not ended. These converts wished to
bring with them a part of their old religion into the
church; and some of the Jews even insisted that obe
dience to Moses was essential to salvation. These
errors the apostles resolutely opposed, and having pre
viously established the Messiahship of Jesus, they next
proceeded to establish the sufficiency and perfe«ion of
his religion, to show that faith in him, or reception of hill
gospel was all that was required to salvation. This is
sometimes called 'preaching Christ.'-These difficul
ties, which called the apostles to so much anxiety and
toil, are now in a great measure removed. Christian
ministers, at the present day, are not often called to
preach Christ in opposition to the infidel, and never in
opposition to the weak convert who would incorporate
Judaism or Gentile philosophy with Christianity. The
great foundation, on which the apostles spent so much
strength, is now firmly laid. Our hearers generally ac
knowledge Jesus to be the Messiah, sent by God to be
the light of the world, and 'able to save to the utt~r

most all who come to God by him.' Weare therefore
seldom called to preach Christ in the senses which have
just been considered, and our preaching must of course
differ in a measure from that of the apostles. But there
is another sense of preaching Christ, involved in bQth
the preceding, in which our work precisely accords with
theirs. Like them, we are Ito unfold to those who ac-

, knowledge Jesus as their Lord, all the truths, motives,
and precepts which he has left to guide and quicken men
to excellence, and'to prepare them for a happy immor
tality.

• ,-
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DISCOURSE

, BEFORE THE CONGREGATIONAL'MINISTERS OF JlA.8SACHUSETTB
BOBTON, l818.

ISAlAH II. '"

'NATION BBALL NOT LIr1' UP swon AGAlNBT NATION, NB1TBEJl 8RALL
TBBY I&AJlN WAX ANY MOIlB.'

I .HAVE chosen a subject, which may seem at first
view not altogether appropriate to the present occasion,
the subject of wAB. It may be thought" that an ad
dress to an assembly composed chiefly of the ministers
of religion, should be confined to the duties, dangers,
encouragements of the sacred office. But I have been
induced to' select this topic, because, after the slumber
of ages, Christians seem ,to be awakening to a sense of
the pacific character of their religion, and because I
understood, that this Convention were at this anniver
sary to consider the interesting question, whether no
method could be devised for enlightening the .public
mind on the nature and guilt of war. I was unwilling
that this subject should be approached and dismissed
as an ordinary affair. I feared, that in. the pressure of
business, we might be ~tisfied with the expression of
customary disapprobation; and that, having in this way

.relieved our consciences, we should relapse into our
.former indifference" and continue to hear the howlings

,
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of this dreadful storm of human passions with as much
unconcern as before. I 'resolved to urge on you the
duty, and I hoped to excite in you tbe purpose, of mak
ing some new and persevering p.fI'orts for the abolition
of this WOJ;st v.estige of barbarism, this grossest outrage
on the principles of Christianity. The day I trust is
coming, when Christians will look back with gratitude
and affection on those m,en, who, in ages of conflict and
bloodshed, cherished generous hopes of human improve
ment, withstood the violence of corrupt opinion, held
forth, amidst the general darkness, the pure and mild
light of Christianity, .aDd tbua.ushered in a new and
peaceful era in the history of mankind. May you, my
brethren, be included iD. the grateful reCollection of that
day.

The miseries and crimes of War, its MJUrces, its reme
dus, will be the subjects of our present attention.

In detailing its miseries and crimes, there is no tempt
ation to recur to unreal or e:m~gerated horrors. No
depth of coloring can approach reality. It is lamentable,
that we need a delineation of the calamities of war, to
rouse us to exertion'. The mere idea of human beings
employing every power and faculty in the work of mu
tual destruction, ought to send a shuddering through the
frame. But on this subject, our sensibilities are dread
fully sluggish and dead. Our ordinary sympathies seem
to fo1'1iJ8.ke us, when war is named. The sufferings and
death of a single fellow being ofterr excite a tender and
active compassion;' but we- hear without emotion of
thousands enduriIig every variety of wo in war. A sin
gle murder in peace thrills through our frames. The
eeuntl~ss mu~ers of war are' heard as an amusing tile•.
The execution of it criminal depregses the mind, and
pbihmthropy is laboring to- substitnte milder punish-
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menm for death. But benevolence has hardty made
an effort to snatch from sudden and' untimely death, the
innumerable victims immolated on the altar of war.
This insensibility demands, that the miseries and crimes
of war should be placed before us with minuteness, with
energy, with strong and indiguant feeling.

The miseries of war may .be easily conceived from
its very nature. By war, we understand the resort of
nations to fwce, violence, and the most dreaded me
thods of destruction and devastation. In war, the
strength, skill, courage, energy, and resources of a
whole people are concentrated for the infliction of pain
and death. Tho bowels of the earth are explored, the
most· active elements combined, the resources of art and
nature exhau8ted, to increase the power of man in de
stroying his fellow creatures.

Wauk! you leam what destruetiOD man, when thus
aided, can spread around him? Look then at that ex
teasive region, dellOlate and flventpread with ruins; its
forests rent, as if blasted by lightAing; its villages pros
trated, as by an earthquake; its fields barren, as if
swept by storms. Not long ~o, the sun shone on no
happier spot. But ravaging armies prowled over it;
war frowlled on it; and its fruitfulness and happiness
are fled. Here thollSuds and ten thousands were gath
ered [COft} .mtant provinces, not to embl'ar.e as brethren,
but to renouacc the tie of brot~rhood; and thousands,
in the vigor of life, when least prepared for death,
wete bewn down aIid aea~d. like chaB" before the
w8irlwilk1.

'Rep~r; my frimlds, ift u.ougbt, to a field of receat
batde.Here,.are heaps of slain, weltering in their own
blood, ta.eir bodies mangled, their limbs shattered, aDd
a\~t evuy vestige' of the 'human form aiid. eounte-

•
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aance destroyed. Here, are multitudes trodden under
foot, and the war-horse has left the trace of his hoof in
many a crushed and mutilated frame. Here, are se
verer sufferers; they live, but live \\;thout hope or con
solation. Justice despatches the criminal with a single
stroke; bilt the victims of war, falling by casual, undi- ,
reeted blows, often expire in lingering agony, their deep
groans moving no compassion, their limbs writhing on
the earth with pain, their lips parched with burning
thirst, their wounds open to the chilling air, the memo
ry of home rushing on their minds, but not a voice of
friendship or comfort reaching their ears. Amidst this
scene of horrors, you see the bird and beast of prey
gorging themselves with the dead or dying, and hu
man plunderers rifling the warm and almdst palpitating
remains, of the slain. If you extend your eye beyond
the immediate field of battle, and follow the track of
the victorious and pursuing army, you see the roads
strewed with the dead; you see scattered flocks, and
harvests trampled under foot, the smoking ruins of cot
tageS', and the miserable inhabitants flying in want and
despair; and even yet, the horrors of a single battle are
not exhausted. Some of the deepest pangs, which it
inflicts, are silent, retired, enduring, to be read in the
widow's countenance, in the unprotected orphan, in the
aged parent, in affection cherishing the memory of the
slain, and weeping that it could not minister to their
last pangs.

I have asked you to traverse in thought, a field of
battle. There is another scene often presented in war,
perhaps more terrible. I refer to a besieged city. The

..most ~orrible pages in history are those, which record
Ule reduction of strongly fortified places. In a besieged
city? are collected all descriptions and ages of mankind,
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women, children, the old, the ,infirm. Day and night,
the weapons of death and conflagration fly around them.
They see the approaches of th~ foe, the trembling bul
wark, and the fainting strength of their defenders.
They are worn with famine, and on famine presses pes
tilence. At length the assault is made, every barrier is
broken down, and a lawless soldiery, exasperated by re
sistance, and burning with lust and cruelty, are scattered
through the streets. The domestic retreat is violated;
and even the house of God, is no longer a sanctuary.
Venerable age is no protection, female purity no de
fence. Is 'Woman spared amidst the slaughter of father,
brother, husband, and son? She is spared for a fate, 
which makes death in comparison a merciful doom..
With such heart-rending scenes, history abounds; and
what better fruits can you expect from war ?

These views are the most obvious and striking which
war presents. There are more secret influences, ap
pealing. less powerfully to the· senses and imagination,.
but deeply affecting to a reflecting and benevolent mind.
-Consider, first, the condition of th~se who are imme
diately engaged in war? The sufferings of soldiers
from battle we have seen; but their sufferings are not
limited to the period of conflict. The whole of war is
a succes'sion of- exposures too severe for human nature.
Death employs other weapons than the sword. It is
computed, that in ordinary wars, greater numbers per
ish by sickness than in battle. Exhausted by long and
rapid marches, by unwholesome food, by exposure to
storms, by excessive labor under a burning sky through
the day, and by interrupted and restless sleep on the
damp ground 3Ild in the chilling atmosphere of night,
thousands after thousands of the young pine away and
die. They anticipated that they should fall, if to fall

..
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should be their lot, in what they called the field of
honor; but they perish in the inglorious and crowded
hospital, surrounded with sights and sounds of wo, far
from home and every friend, and denied those tender
offices which sickness and expiring nature require.

Consider next the influence of war on the character
of those who make it their trade. They let themselves
for slaughter, place themselves servile instruments, pas
sive machines, in the hands of rulers, to execute the
bloodiest mandates, without a thought on the justice of
the cause in which they are eDNed. What a school
is this for the human character! From men trained in
battle to ferocity, accustomed to the perpetration of cru
el deeds, accustomed to take human life without sorrow
or remorse, habituated to esteem an unthinking cour
Ilge a substitute for every virtue, encouraged by plun
d~r to prodigality, taught improvidence by perpetual /
*ard and exposW'e, restrained only by an iron disci
pline which is withdrawn in peace, and unfitted by.the
restless and irregular career of war for the calm and
uniform pursuits of ordinary life; from such men, what
ought to be expected but contempt of human rights and
of the laws of God ? From the nature of his calling,
the soldier is almost driven to sport with the thought
of death, to defy and deride it, and of course, to hanish
the thought of that retribution to which it leads; and
though of all men the most exposed to sudden death,
he is too often of all men most unprepared to appear
before his judge.

The influence of war on the community at large, on
its prosperity, its morals, and its political institutions,
t80ugh less striking than on the soldierJ' is yet baleful.
How often is a community impoverished to sustain a
war in wh.ich it has no .interest. Public burdens are
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aggravated, whi.lst the means of sustaining them are
reduced. Internal· improvements are neglected. The
revenue.()f the state is exhausted in military establish
ments, or flows through secret channels into the coffers
of corrupt men, whom war exalts to power and office.
The regular employments of peace are disturbed. In
dustry in many of its branches is suspended. The la
borer, ground with want, and driven to despair -by. the
clamor of his suffering family, becomes a80ldier, in a
-cause which he condemns, and thus the conntry is drain
oed of its most effective population. The people are
stripped and reduced, whilst the authors of war retrench
not a comfort, and often fatten on the spoils and woes
of their country.

)The influence of war on the morals of society is also
to be deprecated. The suspension of industry multi-·
plies want; and criminal modes of subsistence are the
resource of the su~ering. Commerce, shackled and
endangered, loses its upright ~nd honorable character,
and becomes a system· of stratagem and collusion. In
Waf, the moral sentiments ofa community are perverted
by the admiration of military exploits. The milder
virtues of Christianity are eclipsed by the baleful lustre
thrown round a ferocious courage. The disinterested~

the benignant, the merciful, the forgiving, those whom
Jesus has pronounced blessed and honorable, must give
place to the. hero, whose character is stained not onl1
with blood, but sometimes with· the foulest vices, but
all whose stains are .washed away by victory. War
especially injures the moral feelings of a people by
making human nature cheap in their estimation, and
human life of as little worth as that of an insect or a
brute.

23
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War diffuses through a community' .friendly and
malignant passions. Nations, exaspeJ1lted by -mutual
injuries, burn for, each others' humiliation..and ruin.
They delight to hear that famine, pestilence, want, de
feat, and the most dreadful scourges which Providence
sends on a guilty world, are desoiating a lwstile commu
nity. The slaughter of thousands of fellow beings, ill.
stead of awaking pity,. ilusbes them with delirious joy,
illuminates the city, and dissolves the whole country in
revelry and, riot. Thus the heart of man is hardened•

. His worst passions are nourished. He renounces the
bonds and sympathies of humanity. Were the prayers,
or rather the curses ·of warringnatioDs prevalent in
heaven, the whole earth would IMg since have become
a desert. The human race, with all their labors and
improvements, would have perished under the sentence
of universal extermination.

But war not only assails the prosperity and morals of
a 'community ; ,its influence on the political condition
is threatening. It arms government with a dangerous
patronage, multiplies dependants and. instruments of op
pression, and generates a power, which, in the hands
of the energetic and aspiring, endangers a free consti
tution. War organizes ahody of men, who lose the
feelings of the citizen in the soldier; whose habits de
tach them from the community; whose ruling passion is
devotion to a chief; who are inured in the camp to des
potic sway; who are accustomed to accomplish their
ends by forc~, and ,to sport with the rights and hap
piness of their fellow. beings; who delight in tumult,
adventure', and peril; and tum with disguSt and scorn
from the quiet labors of peace. . Is it wonderful, that
such protectors of a ~tate should look with contempt
on the weakness of the protected, and should lend
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freedom which they do not themSelves enjoy? In a
commUnity, in which precedence is given to the military
profession, freedom cannot long'endure. The encroach
ments of power at home are expiated hy foreign tri
umphs. The essential interestS and rights of the state
are sacrificed to a false and fatal' glory. Its intelli
gence and vigor, instead of presenting a bulwark, to c:kl
mestic usurpation, are expended in military achieve
ments. Its most aetiveand aspiring citizens rush to
the army, and become slibsemellt to the power which
dispenses honor. The' nation is victorious, but the re
compense of its toils is a yoke 38 ~alling as-that which
it imposes on- other oommuniti~8.

Thus, war is -to be ranked' among the most dreadful
calamities wh~h fall on a guilty world; aD'd, what de
serves consideration, it tends to multiply and perpetu
ate itself withont end•. ,It feeds aDd grows on the blood
which it sheds. .The passions, from which it springs,
gain strength and fury from indulgence. The success
ful nation, flushed by victory, pants for Dew IllII'els i
whilst the hqmblltd nation, irritated by defeat, is impa
tient to redeem its honor and repair its 10sseliJ. Peace
becomes a truce, a feverish repose, a respite to sharpen
anew the sword,' and to prepare for future -struggles.
Under professions of friendship, lurk hatred and dis
trust; aM a spark suffices to renew the mighty eon
flagration. When from these c;mses, large military .
establishments' are formed, and a military spirit kindled,
war becomes a necessary PJrt of policy. .A k>1'eiga .field
must be found for the energies and passioRs oil martial
people. To disband a numerous and veteran' lJOIdiery,
would be to let lOO$e a 'dlUlgerous horde OQ Iioeiety.
The bloodhounds "1DUR be sent forth on other aommu-
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nities, -lest they rend the bosom 9f their pn country.
Thus war extends and multiplies itself. No sooner is
one storm scattered, than the sk.y is darkened with the
gathering horrors of another. Accordingly, war has
been the mournful legacy of every- generation to that
which succeeds it. Every age has had its conflicts.
Every country bas in turn been the seat of devastation
and slaughter.-The dearest interests and rights of
every nation have been again and again committed to
the hazards of a ga~e, of all others the most uncertain,
and ,in which, from its very nature" success too often
attends on the fiercest courage and .tbe basest fraud. -

Such, my friends, is an unexaggerated, and I will aad,
a faint delineation of the miseries of war; and to all
these miseries and crimes the human race hue been
continually exposed, for no worthier cause,' tban to en
large 3n' empire already tottering under its unwieldy
weight, to extend an iroll despotisIl), to support some
idle pretension, to repel some unreal or exaggerated in
jury. For no worthier cause, human blood has been
poured out as water, and millions of rational and immor
tal beings have been driven like sheep to the field of
slaughter.

Having considered the crimes and miseries of war, I
proceed, as I proposed, to inquire intq its sources; an
important branch of our subjeCt, for it is only by a
knowle.dge of the sources, tbat we can be guided to the
remedies of war-. And here, I doubt.~t, many will
imagine that the first place ought to be given to malig
nity.aDd hatred. But justice to human nature requires,
,that we astribe to national animosities a more limited
operation, than is usually assigned to them, in the pro
duction of this calamity. . It is indeed, true, that ambi-
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tious men, who hav~ an interest in war, too often ac~

complish their views by appealing to the malignant
feelings of. a community, by exaggerating its wrongs,
ridiculing its forbearance, and reviving ancient j,ealou8
,ies and resentments. But it is believed, that were not
malignity and revenge aided .by the concurrence of
higher principles, the false splendor of this barbarous
custom might easily be obscured, and its ravages·stayed.

One of the great springs of war may be found in a
very strong and general propensity of human nature, in
the love of excitement, of emotion,.of strong interest;
a propensity which gives a eharm. to those bold and
hazardous enterprises which call forth' all the energies
of out nature. No state of mind, not even positive .suf
fering, is more painful than the want of, interesting 0b
jects. The vacant soul preys on itself, and often rushes
with impatience. from the security which demands no
effort, to the brink of peril. This part of human nature
is seen in the kind of pleasures which have always been
preferred: Why has the first rank among sports been
given to the chase? Because its difficulti6i, hardships,
hazards, tuuiults, awaken the mind, and give to it- a
new 'consciousness of emtence, and a deep feeling of
its ~wers. What is the charm which attaches the
statesman to an office which almost weighs him down
with labor and an appalling responsibility? He finds
much of his compensation in th~ powerful emotion and
interest, awakened by the very hardships of his lot, Py
conflict with vigorous minds, by the opposition of rivals,
and by the alternations ,of success and defeat. What
hurries to the gaming table the man of prosperous for
tune and ample resource? The dread of apathy, the
love' of strong feeling and of mental agitatioo. A deep
er interest is felt in hazarding, than in securing wealth,

23*
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and the temptation is irresistible.> One more example
of this propensity may be seen in the attachment of pi
rates and highwaymen to their dreadful employment.
Itlll excess of peril has given it a terrible interest; and
to a man who has long conversed with its dangers, the
ordinary pursuits of life are vapid', tasteless, and disgust
ing. We have here one spring of war. War is of all
games the deepest, awakening most powerfully the soul,
and, of course, presenting powerful attraction to those
restless and adventurous minds, which pant for scenes
of greater experiment and exposure than peace affords.
The savage, finding in his uncultivated modes of life
few objects pf interest, few sources of emotion, bums for
war as a field for his restless energy. Civilized men,
too, .find a plea"sUre in war, as an excitement of the mind.
They follow, with meager t:oncern, the movements of
armies, and wait the issue of. bat!les with a deep sus
pense, an alternation of hope and fear, inconceivably
more interesting than the tJDvaried uniformity of peace
ful pursuits.

Another powerful principle of our nature, which is
the spring of war, is the passion for superiority-, for tri
umph, for power. The human mind is aspiring, impa
tient of inferiority, and eager for preeminenee and con
trol. I. Deed not enlarge on the predominance of this
passion in rulers, whQse love of power is influenced by
the possession, and who are ever restless to extend
their sway. It is more important to observe, that were
this desire restrained to the breasts of rulers, war would
move with a sluggish pace. But the passion for pow
er and superiority is universal; and as every individual,
from his intimate union with the community, is accus
tomedto a~ropriate its triumphs to himself, there is a
general promptness to engage in any contest, by which
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the community may obtain an ascendency over other
nation~. The desire, that our country should surpass
all others, would not be criminal, did we understand
in what respects it is most honorable for a nation to
excel; did we feel, that the glory of a state consistS' in
intellectual and' moral superiority, in preeminence of
knowledge, freedom, and purity. But to the mass of a
people, this form of preeminence is too refined and un
substantial. There is another kind of triumph which
they better understand, the triumph of physical power,
triumph in battle, triumph, nQt over'the minds, but the
territory of another state. Here is a palplilble, visible
superiority; and for this, a people are willing to 'submit
to severe privations. A victory blots out the memory
of their slIfferings, and in boasting of their extended
power, they find a compensation for many woes.

I n~w proceed to another powerful Spring of war, and
it is the admiration of the brilliant qualities displayed
in war. These qualities, more than all things, have
prevented an impression of the crimes and miseries of
this savage custom. Many delight jn war,oot for its
carnage aDd woes, but for its valor and apparent mag
nanimity, for the self-command of the hero, the forti
tude which despises, suffering, the resolution which
C(lurts danger, the superiority ,of the mind to the body,

- to sensation, to fear. Let us be just to human nature
-even in its errorS and excesses. Men seldom delight
in war, considered merely asa source of misery. When
they hear of battles, ,the picture which rises to their
view is not what it should be, a picture of extreme
wretchedness, of the wounded,. the mangled, the slain.
These Iwrrors are hidden under tbe spleador of those
mighty energies, which break forth amidst the perils of
COIlftict, and which human nature contemplates with an

4
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intense and heart-thrilling delight. Attention hurries
from the heaps of the slaughtered to the victorious chief,
whose single mind pervades and animates a host, and .
directs with stem composure the storm of battle; and
the ruin which he spreads is forgotten in admiration of
his power. This admiration has, in all ages, been ex
pressed by the most unequivocal signs.. Why that gar
land woven? that arch erected? that festive board
spread? These are tributes to the· warrior. Whilst
the peaceful sovereign, who scatters blessings with the
silence and constancy of Providence, is received with a
faint applause, men assemble in crowds to hail the con
queror, perhaps a monster in human form, whose private
life is blackened with lust and· crime, and whose great
ness is built OB perfidy and usurpation. Thus war is
the surest and speediest road to renown; and war will
never cease, while the field of battle is the field of glory,
and the most luxuriant laurels grow from a root nourish-
ed with blood. . .

.. .Another cause of war is a fcllse patriotism. It is a
natural and a generous impulse of nature to love the
country which gave us birth, by whose institutions we
have been moulded, by whose laws defended, and with
whose soil and scenery innumerable associations of early
years, of domestic affection, and of friendship, have been
formed. But this sentiment often degenerates into a
narrow, partial, exclusive attachment, alienating us from
other branches of the human family, and instigating to
aggression on other states. In ancient times, this prin
ciple was developed with wonderful energy, and some
times absorbed every other sentiment. To the Roman,
Rome was 'the universe. Other nations were of no val
ue but to grace her triumphs, and illustrate her power;
and he, who in private life would have disdained injus-

•
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tice nnd oppression, exulted in the successfu:l violence, by
which other nations were bound, to th~ chariot wheels
of this mistress of the world. This spirit still exists.
The tie of country is thought to absolve men from the
obligations'of universal justice and humanity ~ States
men and Ill;llers are expected to build up their own coun
try at therexpense ofothers ;' and in the false patriotism
of the citizen, they have -a security for any outrage8,
which are sanctioned by ~uccess•..

Let me mention one other spring of war. , I mean
the impressions we receive in early life. In our early
years, we know war-only as it offers itself to us at a
review; not arrayed in terror, not stalking over fields
of the slain, and. desolated regions, its eye flashing with
fury, and its sword reeking with blood.' War, as we first
see it, ii 'decked with gay and splendid trappings, and
wears. a countenance. of joy. It moves with a measured
and graceful step, to the sound of the heart-stirring fife
and drum. Its instruments of death wound only the
air. Such is war; the yoothful eye is dazzled with its
ornaments; the jouthful heart dances' to its animated
sounds. It seems a pastime full of spirit and activity,
the very sport in whi'ch youth delights. These false
views of war are confirmed by our earliest reading.
We ~re intoxicated with the exploits of the conqueror,
as recorded in real history or in glowing fiction. We
follow, with a sympathetic ardor, his rapid and trium
liliant career,in battle, and, unused as we are to suffering
,and death, forget the fallen and miserable who are
crushed under his victorious ear. Particularly by the
smdy of ,the ancient poets and historians, the senti
ments of early and barbarous ages on the subject of war,
are kept afIve in the mind. The trumpet, which l'OUliled
the fury of ArihiUes and of the hordes of Greece, stiIl
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resounds in our ears; and though Christians by profes-
lion, some of our earliest and deepest impressions are
received' in the school of uncivilized antiquity. Even
where these impressions in'(avor'of war are not received
in youth, we yet lcarn from our early familiarity with
it, to consider it as a necessary evil,. an essential part
of our condition. We' become reconciled ~. it, as to a
fixed law ~f our nature; and consider the thought of its
abolition as extravagant as an attempt to chain the
winds cOr arrest the lightning.

I ha~ thus attempted to unfold the priooipalcawte8
of war.. They are, you -perceive, of a \mora1 .nature.
They may be resolved into wrong views· of human
glory, and into exce!lS~S of 'passions and desires, which~
by right direction, would promote the best interests of
humanity. .From these causes we learn, that this sav
age custom is ·to be repressed by moral means, by salu
tary influences on the sentiments and principles of man
kind. And thus we are led'to our last topic, the reme
dies of war. In introducing the observations which I

, have to offer on this branch.of the subject, I feel myself
bound to. suggest an important caution. Let not the
cause of peace be injured by the assertion of extreme
and indefensible principles. I particularly ref€r to the
principle, that· war is absolutely, and in all possible'
cases, unlawful, and prohibited by Christianity. This
doctrine. is considered by a great majority of the judi
cious and enlightened, as' endangering the best interests
of society; and it ought Dot therefore to be connected

, with our efforts for the diffiIsion of peace, UDle8!l it ap
pear to UI a ·clear and indubitable troth. War, as it
is commonly waged, is indeed a tremendous eVil; but
national subjugatiOn is a greater evil than a war of
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defence; .aDd a community leems to me to .possess aa
indisputable right to resort to such a war, when all.other
m.eans have failed for the security, of. its exiitence or
freedom. It is Wliversally admitted, that a community
may employ force to repress the rapacity and v.iol~nce

of its owI1 citizens, w disarm and restrain its internal
foes; and on what grou~d can we deny to it the right
of repelling the inroads and aggr$sions of a foreign
power ? ~ If a government may not lawfully resist a for
eign army, invading its territory to desolate and subdue,
on what principles can we justify a resistance of a com
bination of its own citizens for the same injurj~s pur
pose? Government is instituted for the very purpose of
protecting the community from all violence, no matter by
what hands it may be offered; anel rulers would be un
faithful to their trust, w~re they to abandon the rights,
interests, and improvements of, ~iety to unprincipled
rapacity, whether of domestic or foreign foes. .

Weare indeed told, that the language of scripture is,
'resist not eviI.'But the scriptures are given to us as
reasonable beings. We must remember, that tO,the re
nunciation of reason· in the. interpretation of scripture,
we owe those absurdities, which' have sunk'Christianity
almost to the level of Heathenism. If the precept to
, resist not evil' admit no exception, then civil govern
ment is prostrated; then the magistrate must, in no
~ase, r~sist the injurious; then the subject must, in no
case, employ the aid of the laws w enforce his rights.
The very end and office of government is, to resist evil
men. .For this, the civil magistrate bears the sword;
and he should beware of interpretations of the scriptures,
which would lead him to bear it in vain. The doctrine
of the absolute unlav/fulness of war is thought by its
advocates to he necessary to a successful opposition to
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this 1larbarous custom. But, were we emploJed to' re
stor.e peace to a contentious neighbourhood, we should
not consider ourselves as obliged to teach, that self
defence is in e.very possible case a crime; -and equally
useless is this principle, in our labors for the pacification
of the world. Without taking this uncertain and danger
ous ground, we may, and ought to assail war, 'by assail-.
iog the principles and passions which give it birth, a~d

by improving and exalting the moral sentiments of
mankind. .

For example; important service may be rendered to
the. cause of peace, by ~ommunicating and enforcing
just and elevated sentiments in relation to the true
honor of rulers. Let us teach, that the prosperity, and.
not the extent of- a state, is the measure of a ruler's
glory; that the ,brute force and crooked policy which
annex a conquest, are infinitely inferior to the wisdom,
justice, and beneficence which make a country happy;
and that the earth- holds nota more abandoned mon
ster, than the sovereign, who, intrusted with the dear
est int~rests of a people, CQmmits them to the dreadful
hazards of war, that he may extend ,his prostituted pow
er, and fill the earth with his worthless name. -Let us
exhibit to the honor and veneration of mankind the
character of the christian ruler, who, disdaining the
cheap and vulgar honor of a conqueror, aspireuoa new
ahd more enduring glory; who, casting away the long
tried weapons of intrigue and violence, adheres with a
holy-aad unshaken confidence to justice and philanthro
py, as a nation's 'best defence; and who considers him
self as exalted by God, only that he may shed down
blessings, and be as a beneficent deity to the world.

To these instructions in relation to the true glory of
mIers, sh~nJd be added, just sentiments as to. the glory
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bfI~S. Let us teach, that the honor of a nation
~istI, Dot in the forced and reluctant submission of
other states, but in equal laws and free institutions, in
eukivated fields and prosperous, cities, in the develope
IIeIIt of intellectual and moral power, in'the diffusion
ei knowledge, in magnanimity and justice, in the vir
toes and blessings of peace. Let us never be weary in
reprobating that infernal spirit of conquest, by which a
nation becomes the terror and abhorrence of the world
_ inevitably prepares a tomb, at beat a splendid tomb,
for its own' h1>erties and prosperity. Nothing has beeJf
more common, than: for nations to imagine themselves
great and glorious on the ground of foreign conquest,
when at home they have been loaded with chains. Can
BOt these gross and monstrous delusions be scattered?
Can nothing be done to persuade christian nations to
engage in a new and untried race of glory, in generous
competitions, in a noble contest for superiority in wise
legislation and internal improvements, in the spirit of
liberty 'and humanity?
, Ano1-her most important method of promoting the
cause of peace is, to tum men's admiration from military
courage to qualities of real nobleness and d~ity. It
is time that ~ the childish admiration of courage should
give place to more manly sentiments; and in propertion
as we effe41 this change, we shall shake the main pillar
of war, we shall rob military life of its chief,attraction.
CoInage is a:very doubtful quality, springing from very
tliB6rent" sources, and possessing a corresponding variety
of character. Courage sometimes resQlts from mental
weakness. Peril is con&onted, because th4; mind wants
eompreheDSion to discern its extent. This is often the
courage of yDuth, the courage of unreflecting ignorance,

- a -coDtempt of peril because perit is. but dimly aeen.-
24 •
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Courage still more frequently Iprings from physiCal
temperament, from a rigid fibre and iron nerves, aDd
deserves as little praise, as the proportion of the form,
or the beauty of the countenance.-Again, every pa.
sion, which is strong enough to overcome the passion of
fear, and to exclude by its vehemence the idea of daa
ger, communicates at least a temporary courage. Thus 1

revenge, when it burns with great fury, gives a terrible
energy to the mind, and has sometimes impelled men
to meet certain death, that they might inftiet the same
fate on an enemy. You see the doubtful nature of
courage. It is often associated with the worst vices.
The most wonderful examples of it may be found in
the history of pirates Bnd robbers, whose fearlessness is
generally proportioned to the insensi1>ility of their con- .
sciences, and to the enormity of their crimes. Courage
is also exhibited with astonishing power in barbarous
countries, where the child is trained to despise the hard
ships aQd pains to which he is exposed by his conditioD ;
~here the absence of civil laws obliges every man to
he his own defender; and where, from the. imperfec
tion of moral sentiment, corporal strength and ferocious
courage are counted the noblest qualities of human na
ture. The common courage of armios i~ equally worth
le.ss with that of the pirate aIld the savage. A consid
erable part of almost every army, so far frOft deriving
their resolution from love of country and a sense of jus
tice, can hardly be said to have l\ country, and have
been driven into the ranks by necessities, which were
generated by vic~. These are the brave soldiers, whose
praises we hear; brave from the absence of all TeHee
tion; prodigal of life, because their vices have robbed
life of itS blessings; brave from sympathy; brave from
the thirst of plunder; and especially brave, because..

•
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,the sword of inartial law is hanging over their heads.
Accordingly, military courage is easily attained by the
most debased and unprincipled .men. The common
drunkard of the streets, who is enlisted in a fit of intox
ication, when thrown into the ranks among the unthink
ing and profane, suqjected to the rigor of martial disci
pline, familiarized by exposure to the idea of danger,
and menaced with death if he betray a symptom of fear,
becomes as brave as his officer, whose courage may of
ten be traced to the same dread of punishment, and to
fear of severer infamy, than attends on the cowardice
of the common soldier. Let the tribute of honor be
freely and liberally given to th~ soldier of principle; who
exposes his life for a cause which his conscience ap
proves, and who min~les clemency and mercy with the
joy of triumph. But as for the multitudes of military
meo, who regard war as a trade by whic:h to thnve,
who hire themselves to fight'and slay in any cause, and
who destroy their fellow beings with as little concern,
as the husbandman does the vermin that infest his fields,
I know no class of men on whom admiration can
more unjustly and more injuriously be bestowed. Let
us labor, my brethren, to direct the admiration and love
of mankind to another and infinitely higher kind of
greatQess, to that true magnanimity, which is prod~

of ease and life in the service of God and mankind, and
which proves its courage by unshaken adherence, amidst .
scorn and danger, to truth and virtue. Let the records
of past ages he explored, to rescue from oblivion, not
the wasttlful conqueror, whose path was as the whirl
wind, hut the benefactors of the human race', martyn
to the interests of freedom and religion, men who have
broken the chain of the slave, who have traversed 'the
earth to shed consolation into the cell of the ptisonf\r,

_.
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or whose sublime faculties have explored andl'8't'ealei
.useful and ennobling truths~ Can nothing be done' to
hasten the time, when to such men eloqueaee and~
etry shall offer their glowing homage? whea for these
the statue and monument shaU be erected, the· C8D'fBS8

be animated, and the laurel entwined? and when to
these the admiration of the young shall be directed, as
their guides ~nd forerunners to glory and immonality?'

I proce~ to another method of promoting the cause
of peace. Let christian ministers exhibit with greater
clearness and distinctness, than ever they have dOGe,
the pacific and, benel"olent spirit of Christianity. My
hrethren, this spirit ougla to hold the same place in our
preaching, w1lich it holds in the gospel of our Lord. In
stead of being crowded and lost among other subjects,
it should stand in the front of christian graces j it should
be inculcated as the life and essence of GIll religion.
We should teach men, that charity ia. greater than faith
and hope; that God is love or benevolence j and that
love is the brightest communication of divinity to the
human soul. We should exhibit Jesus in all the ami
ableDttls of his character, now shedding &ears 'over Jam
salem, and now, his blood op Calvary, and in his last
hours recommending his own sublime love as the badge
and distinctm of his followers. We should·teach men,
that it is the property of the ben~volence of Christiani
ty, to diffuse itself like the light and rain of heaven, to
disdain the limits of rivers, mountains, or oceans, by
,vhich nations are divided, and to embrace every human
being as a brother. Le~ us never forget, that our preach
ing .ia- evangelical, just in proportion as it inculcates
and awakens this disinterested and unbounded charity;
and that OUT hearers are Christians, just as far, and~

. fvther, than they delight in peace and beneficence.
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It is a painful truth, which ought not to be suppreas
ed, that the pacific influence of the gospel has been
greatly obstructed by the disposition, which has prevail
ed in all ages, aDd especially among christian ministers,
to give importance to the peculiarities of sectl, and te
rear walls of partition between different denominations.
Shame ought to cover the face of the believer, when he
remembers, that under no religion have int91eranee and
'persecution raged more fiercely, than under the gospel
of the meek and forbearing Savipur. Christians have.
made the earth to reek with blood and to relOund with
denunciation. Can we wonder, that, \vhile the spirit
of war has been cherished in the very bosom of the
church, it has continued to ravage among the nationa?
Were th~ true spirit of Christianity to- be inculcated
with but 8alf the zeal, which has been wasted on doubt
ful and disputed doctrines, a sympathy, a cooperation
might in a very short time be produced among Cbris
tians of every nation, most propitious to the paci1ication
of the world. In consequence of the progress of know-

I ledge and the extension of commerce, Christians of both
hemispheres moe at this moment brought nearer to on~

another, than at any former period; and an intercourse,
founded on religious sympathies, is graduaily connecting
the most distant regions. What a powerful weapon is
furnished by this new bond of union to the minister,s
and friends of peace! Should Dot the aUs,Picious mo
ment be seized to inculcate on all Christians, in all re~

gicns, that they owe their first allegiance to their com~
~n Lord in heaven, whose first, and last, and great
command is,. love? Should tbey not be taught to look
witb a shuddering abhorNbce on war, which continual
ly llUmtDOnS to the field of battle, under opposing stand~

ards, the followers of the same Saviour, and commandll
24*.' .
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them to imbrue their hand. in .each others' blood?
Once let Christians· of every nation be brought to es-
pouse the cause of peace with one heart and one veice,
and their labor will not be in vain in the Lord. Human
affairs will rapidly assume a new and milder aspect.
The predicted ages of peace .will dawn on the world.
Public opinion will be purified. The false lustre of the
hero will grow dim. A nobler order of character will be
adr,nired ~nd diffused. The kingdoms of the world will
gradually become the kingdoms of God and· of his
Christ.

My friends," did intend, but I have not time, to no
tice the arguments which are urged in support of war.
Let me only say, that the common argument, that war
is necestary to awaken the boldness, energy, and no
blest qualities of human nature, will, I hope, receive a
practical refutation in the friends of philanthropy and
peace. Let it appear in your lives, that you need not
this spark from hell to kindle a heroic resolution. in
your breasts. Let it appear, that a pacific spirit has
no affi.nity with a tame and feeble character. Let us
rrm'a, that courage, th~ virtue which ha! been thought
to flourish most in the rough field of war, may be rear
ed to a more generous height, and toa firmer texture,
.in the bosom of peace. Let it be seen, that it is not
fear, but principle, which has made us the enemies of
war. In every enterprise of philanthropy which de
mands daring, and sacrifice, and exposure to hardship

•and toil, l~t us-embark with serenity and joy. Be it
• our pa,-t, to exhibit an undaunted, unshaken, unwearied

resolution, not in spreading ruin, but in serving God
a,nd mankind, in alleviating human misery, in diffusing
trJ,lth and virtue, ud especially in opposing watt The
btrinel of Christianity ~ave had many martyrs. Let

..
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-us be willing, if God shall require it, to be, martyrs tQ

its spirit, the neglected, insulted spirit of peace and
lo-ve. 'In. a better service we cannot live j in a nobler
cause we cannot die. It is the cause of Jesus Christ,
supported by Almighty Goodness,' and appointed to
triumph over the passions and delusions of IDeO, the
customs of ages, and the fallen monuments of the for~

gotten conqueror.

NOTE.

I HAVE deferred to this place a few remarks on the
arguments which are usually adduced, ill support of war.

W~r, it is said, kindles patriotism j by fighting for
our country, we' learn to love it. But .the patriotism,
which is cherished by war, is ordinarily false and spu
rious, a vice aDd not a virtue, a scourge to the world, a
narrow, unjust passion, which aims to exalt at particular
state on the humiliati,on and destruction of ot~r na
tions. A gelt'uine, enlightened patriot discerns, that the
weUitre of his own country is involved in the 'general
progress of society j and, in the character of a patriot
as well as of a Christian, he rejoices in the liberty and
prosperity of other cOmmunities, and is anxious to main
.tain with them the relations of peace and amity.

It is said, that a military spirit is the defence of a
coumry. But it more frequently endange~ 'the vital
interests of a nation, ~y embroiling it with other states.
This spirit, like every other passion, is impatient for
gratification, and often precipitates a cowatry into un
necessary war. A peopfe ht.v..e no Deed of a military
spirit. Let them be attached. to their government aDd'

•
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iutitutions by habit, by early associations, and espe
cially by experimental conviction of their excellence, and
they will never want means or spirit to defend them.

War is recommended as a method of redressing na
tional grievances: But unhappily, the weapons of war,
from their very mit~re, are often wielded most succ...
fully by the unprincipled. Justice and force have ~
tIe congeniality. Should not. Christians everywhere
strive to promote the reference of national as well as of
individual disputes to an impartial umpire? . Is a pro
ject of this nature more extravagant than the idea of
reducing savage hordes to a state of regular society?
The last has been accomplished. 18 the first to be
abandoned in despair?

It is said, that war sweeps oft" the idle, dissolute; and
vicious members of the community. MODstrous argu
ment! ,If a government may for this end plunge a
nation into war, it may with eqnal justice CODJign to the
oxecutioner any number of its subjects, whom it may
deem a turden on the state. The fact is, that war
commonly generates as many profligates as it destroys.
A disbanded army fills the community with at least
as many abandoned members as at first it absorbed.
There is another method, not quite so summary as war,
of ridding a country of unprofitab,le and injurious citi
zens, but vastly more effectual; and a method, which
will be applied with spirit and success, just in propor
tion as war shall yield to the light and spirit of Chris
tianity.' ~ refer to the exertions, which Christians have
commenced, for the reformatio-. and improvement of
the ignorant and poor, and especially for the instruction
and moral OIIlture of indigeht children. Christians are
entreated to persevere ,alid a~d in these godlike ef-

, forts. By diffusing mo~ aud religious principles and
• •

•
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, aober and industrious habits, tJu-o.gh tM laboring elu
188 of societ,., they will dry up one important lOW'Ce of
war. They will destroy in a considerable degree the
materials of armies. In proportion ast8ese classes be
come well principled and industrious, poverty will dis
appear, the population of a country will be more and
lDIIl'e proportioDed 1n its fellOUlCes, aDd of course the
number will be diminished of those, who have no alter
native but beggary. or a camp. The moral care, which
is at the present day extended to the poor, is one of
tIt.e most honorable features of our age. Christians!
remember, that your proper warfare is wida ignorance
aad vice, and exhibit here the same· uawearied and in
ventive e.ergy, wlaicb has marked die warriors of .the
w«M. '

It is sometimes said, tim a.militaJ1 spirit favors lib
erty. But how is it, . that aations, .after fighting for
ages, are 80 generall,. enslaved ? The troth is, that lib
erty has no foundation bot in private &ad public. virtue ;
and virtue, as we have seen, is IIOt the cammen growth
of war. ,

But the great argument remains to be discussed. It
is said, that without war to excite' and invigorate the
human mind, some of its Boblest energies will slumber,
and its highest qualities, cou~e, loagBanimity, forti
tude, will perish. To this I answer, tbatif war is to be

.encouraged among nations, because it nourishes energy
and heroism, on the same principle war in our families,
aDd war between neighbourhoods, villages, and cities
ought to be encouraged j for such ooutelJt~ would equally
tend to promote heroic daring and eontetDpt of death.
Why' shaH. not different provinces. til the same empire
annually meet with the weapoos of death, ·to keep aliYe
their eoorage? We IhriBk at til. 8~geationWith hor-'

•



!'ClI" j' but. why lhiall 'contests of. nations, rather than· of
provinces or .mmilies, find shelter Und6~ t~is' barbarous
argument· ~ , . ,

I observe again j if war be a ble88ing, ,because it
awakens energy and courage,' then the· savage state is
peculiarly privilege~; for every savage is a soldier, and
his whole modes 'Of life tend to form him· to invincible
resolution. On the same principle, those early periods
of society were happy, when men were called to con
tend, not only with one another, but with beasts of
prey j for to these excitements we owe the heroism of
Hercules and Theseus. On the ,same principle, the
fendal ages were more favored than the: present; for
thea every baron was· a military chief, evefY castle
frowned defiance, and every vassal was trained to armS.
And do we really wish, that the earth should again
be overrun with monsters, or abandoned to' savag~ or
feudal violen'ce, in order.that heroes maybe multiplied?
If not, let 08 cease to vindicate war as affording excite
ment to energy and courage.

. I repeat, what I have observed in the preceding dis
course, we need not war to awaken human energy.
There is at lealt equal scope for courage and magna
nimity in blessing, as in destroying mankind. The con
dition of the human race offers inexhaustible objects for
enterprise, and fortitude, and magnanimity. In reliev-

. ing the countless wants and 8OrI'4WS of the world, in.
, exploring unknown regions, in carrying the arts and

virtues of civilisation to unimproved communities, in
extending the bounds of knowledge, in diffusing the
spirit of freedom, and especially in spreading the light
and influence of Christianity, how much may be dared;
how much endured! . Philanthropy invites us to servi
'ceR, which demand the most intense, and elevated, and

•
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resolute, and adventurous activity. Let it not ~e imag
ined, that were nations imbued with the spirit of Chris

',tianity, they would slumber in ignoble ease, that instead
of the high minded murderers, who are formed on the
present system of war, we should have effeminate and

. timid slaves. Christian benevolence is as active as it
is forbearing. Let it onc.e form the character of a peo
ple, and it will attach them to every important interest
of society. It will call forth sympathy in behalf of the
suffering in every region under heaven. It will give a
Dew extension to the heart, open a wider sphere to en
terprise, inspire a courage of exhaustless resource, and
prompt to every sacrifice and exposure for the improve
ment and happiness of the human race.· The energy
of this principle has been tried and displayed in the for
titude of the martyr,' and in the patient labors of thos~

'who have carried the gospel into the dreary abodes of
idolatry. Away then with the argument, that war is
needed as a nursery of heroism. ~he school of the
peaceful Redeemer is infinitely more adapted to teach_
the nobler, as well as the milder virtues, which adorn
humanity.
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, DISCOURSE

AT THE ORDINATION ,OF THE REV,. JARED SPARES.
BALTIMORE, '1819.

1 THESSALONIANS, V. 21 .

• PROVE ALL THINGS; HOLD FAST THAT WHICH IS GOOD.'

THE peculiar circumstances of this occasion not on
ly justify, but seem to demand a departure from the
course generally followed by preachersat the in'traduc
tion of a brother into the sacred office; It is usual to
speak of the nature, design, duties and advantages of
the christian ministry; and on these topics I s~ould now
'be happy to insist, did I not remember that a ministet
is to. be given this day to a religious society, whose
peculiarities of opinion have drawn upon them much
remark, and may I not add, much reproach. Man)' good
minds, many sincere Christians, I am aware, are appre
hensive that the· solemnities of this day are to give a
degree of influence to principles which they deem false
and injurious. The fears and anxieties of such men I
respect; and,believing that they are grounded in part on
mistake, I have thought it my duty to lay before you,
as clearly as I can, some of the distinguishing opinions'
of that class of Christians in our country, who' are
known to sympathize with this religious society. I

25
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must'ask your patience, for'such a subject is not to be
despatched in a narrow compass. I must also ask you
to remember, that it is impossible to exhibit, in a single
discourse, our views ofevery doctrine of revelation, much
less the differences of opinion which are known to sub
sist among ourselves. I shall confine mys'elf to topics,
on which our sentiments have been misrepresented, or
which distinguish usm~st widely from others. May I
not hope to be heard with candor. God deliver us all
from prejudice and unkindness, and fill us with' the love
of truth and virtue.

There are two natural divisioD8 under which my
thoughts will be arranged. I shall endeavour to un
fold, Ist, The principles which we adopt in interpre~ing,

the Scriptures. And 2dly, Some of the doctrines, which
the Scriptures, so interpreted, seem to us clearly to
express.

I. We regard the Scriptures as the records of God's
successive revelations to mankind"and particularly of
the last and most p~rfect revelation of his will by Jesus
Christ. Whatever d~trines seem to us' to be clearly
taught in the Scriptures, we receive witho,ut reserve or
exception. We do not, however, attach equal i~por
tance to all the books in this collection. 0lll religion,
we believe, lies chiefly in the New Testament. The
dispensation of Moses, compared with that of Jesus, we
consider as adapted to the childhood of the human race,
a preparation for a n~bler system, and chiefly useful
now as serving to confirm and illustrate the Christian

, Scriptm:es. Jesus Christ is the only master of Chris
tians, and whatever he taught, either during· his person
al ministry, or by his inspired apostles, we regard as of
divine authority, and profess to make the rule of our
lives.

•
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This anthority, which we give to the Scriptures, ill' a
reason, we conceive, for studying them with peculiar
care, and for inquiring anxiously into the principles of
interpretation, by which their true meaning may be as
certained. The principles adopted by the class of Chri!!
tians, in whose name I speak, need to be explained,
because they are often misunderstood. Weare partic
ularly accused of making an unwarrantable use of reason
in the interpretation of Scripture. ,We are said to,ex
a1t reason above revelation, to prefer our own wisdoni
to God's. Loose and undefined charges of this kind
are circulated so freely, -that we think it due to our
selves, and to the caus~ of truth, to express our views
with some particularity. -

Our leading principle in interpreting Scripture-is this,
that the Bible is a book written for men, in the language
of men, and that its meaning is to be sought in the !!ame
manner, as that 'of other-b®ks. 'We believeth:!t God,
when he speaks to the human race, conforms, if we may
so say, to the established rules of speaking snd Writing.
How else would the SCriptures avail U8 more,' -than if
communicated in an unknown tongue ?

Now all books, and all conversation, require in the
reader or hearer the constant exercise of reason; or
their true import is only to be obtained by continual
comparison and inference. Human language, yon well
know, admits' various interpretations; and -every word
and every !!entence must be modified and explained ac
cording to the subject ,which is di!eussed, accordin~to

the purposes, feelings, circumstallces and principles of
the writer, and according, to the' geDius and :idioms of
the language which he uses. These are acknowledged
principles in the interpretation 01 human writings; and
a man, whO!l6 words we should -explain without reference

•
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to these principlell, would, reproach us justly with a
criminal want of candor, and an intention of. obscuring
or distorting his meaning.

Were the Bible written in a language and style of its
own, did it consist of words, which admit but a single
sense, and of sentences wholly detached from each oth
er, there would. be no place for the principles now laid
down. We could not reason about it, as about other
writings. But such a book would be of little worth;
and perhaps, of all books, the.Soriptures correspond.least
-to this description. The word of God bears the stamp
of the same hand, which we see in his works. It has
infinite connexions and dependencies. Every proposi
tion is linked with others, aild is to be compared with
others, that its full and precise import may be under
stood. Nothing stands alone. The New Testament is
built on the Old. The Christian dispensation is a con
tinuation of the Jewish, the completion of a vast scheme
of prQvid:ence, requiring great extent of view in the
reader. Still more, the Bible treats of subjects on which
we receive ideas from other sources besides itself; such
subjects as the nature, passions, relations, and duties of
man; and it expects us to restrain and modify its lan
guage by the known truths, which observation and expe
rience furnish on these topics.
. We profess not to know a ~k, which demands a
mere frequent exercise of reason than the Bible, In
addition to the remarks DOW made on its infinite con
nexions, we may observe, that its style nowhere affects
the precision of science, or the .accuracy of definition.
Its language is singularly glowing, bold aqd figurative,
demanding more frequent departures from the literal
sense, than that of our own age and country, and con~

aequently demanding more continual exercise of judg~
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meot.-We find too, that the different portions of this
book, instead of being confined to general truths, refer
perpetually to the times when they were written, to
states of society, to modes of thinking, to controversies
in the ohurch, to feelings and usages which have passed
away, and without the knowledge of which we are con
stantly in danger of extending to all times, and place~,

• what was of temporary and local application.-.We find,
too, that some of these books are strongly marked by
the genius and cha~cter of their respective writers, that
the Holy Spirit did not so guide the apostles as to sus
pend the peculiarities of their minds, and that ~ know
ledge of their feelings, and of the influences under which
they were placed, is one of the preparations for under
standing their writings. With these views of the Bible,
we feel it our bounden duty to exercise our reason upon
it perpetually, to compare, to infer, to look beyond the
letter to the spirit, to seek in the nature of the subject,
and the aim of the writer, his true meanipg; and, in
general, to make use of what is known, for explaining
what is difficult, and for discovering new truths.

Need I descend to Pllrticulars to prove that the Scrip-
tures demand the exercise of reason? Take, for exam

.pIe, the style in whieh they generally speak of God, and
observe how habitually they apply to him human pas
sions and organs. Recollect the declarations of Christ,
that he came not to send peace, but a sword; that un
less we eat his flesh, and drink his blood, we have no
life in us; that we must hate father and mother, and plock
out the right eye; and a vast number of passages equal
1y bold and unlimited. Recollect the unqualified man
ner in which it is .said of Christians, that they possess all
things, know all things, and can do all things. Recol
lect the verbal contradiction between ~aul and James,
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and the apparent clashing of some parts of Paul's writ
ings with the general doctrines and end of Christianity.
I might extend the enumeration indefinitely; and w~
does not see, that we must limit all these passages by
the known attributes of God, of Jesus Christ, and of
human nature, and by the circumstances under which
they were written, so as- to give the language a quite
different import from what it would require, had it been
applied to different beings, or used in different con
neXlOns.

Enough has be.en said to· show, in what sense we
make use of reason in interpreting Scripture. From a'
variety of possible interpretations, we select that; which
accords with the nature of the subject and the state of
the writer, with the connexion of the passage,'with the
~eneral strain of Scripture, with the known character
and will of God; and with the obvious and acknowledg
ed laws of nature. In other words, we believe that
God nevet;. contradicts, in one part of ScriptlU"e, what
he teaches in" another ; and never contradicts, in revela
tio!!, vrhai he teaches in his works and providence. And
we, therefore, distrust every interpretation, which, after
deliberate attention, seems repugnan~ to any established
truth. We reason about the Bible precisely as civilian's
do about the constitution under which we live; who, you
know, are accustomed to limit one provision of that
venerable instrument by others, and to fix the precise
import of its parts, by inquiring into its' general spirit,
into the intentions of its authors, and into the' preva
lent feelings, impressions, and circumstances of the time

• when it }Vas framed. Without these principles of in
'terpret;1tion, we frankly acknowledge, that we cannot de
fend the divine authority of the Scriptures. Deny us this
latitude, and we must abandon this book to its enemies•.
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We' do not announce. these principles as original, or
peculiar to ourselves. AU Christians occasionally adopt
them, not excepting those, who most v~hemently decry
them, when they happen to menace some favorite arti
cle of their creed. All Christians are compelled to use
·them in their controversies with infidels. All sects em
ploy them in their warfare with one another. All wil-

. lingly avail themselves of reason, when it can be pressed
into the service of their own party, and only complain
of it, when its weapons wound themselves. None rea
son more frequently than those from 'whom ~e differ.
It is astonishing what a fabric they rear from a few
slight hints about the fall of our first parents; and how
ingeniously they extract, from detached passages,' myste
rious doctrines about the divine nature. We do not

.blame them for reasoning so abundantly, but for violating
the fun4amental rules of reasoning, for sacrificing the
plain to the obscure, and the general strain of Scripture to
a scanty number of insulated texts.

We object strongly to the contemptuous manner in
which human reason is often spoken of by our adversa
ries, because it leads, we believe, to universal skepti
cism. If reason be so dreadfully darkened by the fall,
that its most decisive judgments on religion are unworthy
of trust, then Christianity, and even natural theology,
must be abandoned; fOf the existence and veracity of
God, and the divine original of Chri~tianity, are conclu-.
sions of reason, and must stand or fall with it. If reve:
lation be at war with this faculty, it subverts itself, for
the great question of its truth is left by God to be de
cided at the bar of reason. It is worthy of remar~, how
nearly the bigot and the skeptic approach. Both would
annihilate our confidence in our faculties, and both throw

• doubt and confusion over every truth. We honor reve-
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latioD too highly to make it the antagonist of reason, or_
to believe, that it calls us to renounce our highest powers.

We indeed grant, .that the use of reason·in religion, is
accompanied with danger. But we ask any honest man
to look back on the history of the church; and say,
whether the renunciation of it be not still more danger
ous. Besides, it is a plain fact, that men reason aJl

erroneously on all subjects, as on religion. Who does
not know the wild and groundless theories, which have
been framed in physical and political science? But who
ever supposed, that we must cease to exercise reason
on nature and society, because men have erred" for ages
in explaining them? We grant, that the. passions con
tinually, and sometimes fatally, disturb the rational fac
ulty in its inquiries into revelation. The ambitions
contrive to find doctrines in the Bible, which favor their
love of dominion. The timid an~ dejected discover
there a gloomy system, and the mystical and fanatical. a
visionary theology. The vicious can find examples or
assertions on which to build the hope of a late repen
tance, or of acceptance on easy terms. The falsely re
fined contrive to light on doctrines which have not been
soiled by vulgar handling. But the passions do not dis
tract the reason ill religious, any more than- in other in
quiries, which excite strong and general interest; and
this faculty, of consequence, is not to be renounced in
religion, unless we are prepared to discard it universally.
The true inference from the almost endless errors, which
have darkened theology, is, not that we are to neglect
and disparage our powers, but to exert them more pa
ti~ntly, circumspectly, uprightly. Th~ worst errors,
after all, have sprung up in that church, which proscribes
reason, and demands from its membeF$ implicit faith.
The most pernicious doctrines have been the growth of,

".



the darkest times, when the general credulity encour
aged bad men and enthusiasts to broach their dreams
and inventions~ and to stifle the faint remonstrances of
reason, by the menaces of everlasting perdition. Say
what we may, God has given us a rational nature, and
will call us to account for it. We may let it sleep, but
we do so at our peril. Revelation is addressed to us as
rational beings. We may wish, in our sloth, that God
had given us a system, demanding no labor of compar
ing, limiting and inferring. But such a system would
be at variance with the whole character of our present
existence; and it is the part of wisdom to tak.~ revela
tion, as it is given to us, and to interpret it by the help
of the faculties, which it everywhere supposes, and on
which it is founded.

To the views now given, an objection is commonly
urged from the character of God. Weare told, that
God being infinitely wiser than men, his discoveries will
surpass human reason. In a revelation from such a
teacher, we ought toexpect propositions, which we can
not reconcile with one another, and which may .seem to
contradict established truths; and it becomes us not to
question or explain them away, but to believe, and adore,
and to submit our weak. and carnal reason to the divine
werd. To this objection, we have two short ClIlswers.
We say, first, that it is impossible that a teacher of in~.

nite wisdom, should expose those, whom he would teach,
to ·irtfinhe error. But if once we admit, that proposi
~ons,which in their .literal sense appear plainly repug
nant ·to·one another, or to any known truth, are still to
be literally understoodaod received,· what possible .limit
can wesetJ to< ,the belief ofoootradictions? -'Vhat shel
ter have w~ from the. wijdest·. fanatitilllD, which. cali ,a}..
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wayS' quote passages, tbat, in ,their literal and ooyioul
.sense, give support to its extravagances? ' How' 'eaJl

the Protestant eseape from transubstantiation, a doc·
trine most clearly taught us, if the submission of reason,
DOW contended for; be a duty? How can we even hold
fast the truth of revelation, for if one apparent contra
diction may b~ true, 80 may another, and the proposi
tion, that Christianity is fcllse, though involving inoo~

sistency, may still be a verity?
We answer again, that, if God be iDfinitely wise, he

, cannot sport with the understandings of his creatures.
A wise teacher discovers his wisdom in adapting himself
to the capacities of his pupils, not in perplexing them
with what is unintelligible, not in distressing them with
'apparent contradictions, ,not in filling them with a skep-
tical distrust of their own powers. An infinitely wise
teacher, who knows the precise extent of our minds, and
the best method of enlightening them, will surpass all
other instructers in bringing down troth to our apprehen
sion, and in showing its loveliness and -huinony. We
ought, indeed, to expect occasional obscurity in such a
book as the Bible, which was written for past and future
ages, as well as for the present. But God's wisdom is
a pledge, that whatever is necessary for us, and necessa
ry for salvation, is revealed too plainly to be mistaken,
and too consistently to be questioned, by a sound and
upright mind. It is not the mark of wisdom, to use an
unintelligible phraseology,' to communicate what is above
our capacities, to confuse and unsettle the intellect by
ippearances of contradiction. We honor our heavenly
reacher too much to ascribe to him such a revelation.
i revelation is a gift' of light. It cannot thicken oar
darkness, and multiply our perplexities.
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II. Having thus stated the principles according to
which we interpret Scripture, I now,proceed to the sec..;
ond great bead of this discoij,rse, which is, to state som~

of the views,' which we derive ft'om that, sacred boox..
particularly those which distinguish liS from other Chris
tians•.

1. In the first place, we believe in the doctrine of
GOD'S UNITY, or, that thet:e is one God, and one only.
To this truth we give infinite importance, and we feel
ourselves bound to take heed, lest any man spoil us of
it by vain philosophy. The proposition, that there ,is
ODe God, seems to us exceedingly plain. We understand
by it, that there is one being, one mind, one person, o~e
intelligent agent, and one only, to whom underived and
infinite perfection and dominion belong. We conceive,
that th~se words could have conveyed no other meaning
to the simple and uncultivated people, who were set apart
to be the depositaries of this great truth, and who were
utterly incapable of understanding those hair-breadth
distinctions between being and person, which the saga
city of latter ages has discovered. We find no intima
tion, that this language was to be taken in an unusual
sense, or that God's unity was a quite different thing
from the oneness of other intelligent beings.

We object to the doctrine of the trinity, that whilst
acknowledging in words, it subverts in effect, the unity
of God. According to this doctrine, ~heIe are three in
finite and equal persons, possessing supreme divinity,

. called the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. Each of these
persons, as described by theologians, has his own partic
ula.r consciousness, will, and perceptions. They love

• each other, converse with each other, and delight in
each other's s.ociety. They perform different parts in
man's redemption, each havihg his appropriate office,



and neither doing the work of the other. The Son is
mediator and not the .Father. The Father sends the
Son, and is not himself sent; nor is he c~nscious, like
the Son, of taking flesh. Here then, we have three in
telligent agents, possessed of different consciousnesses,
different wills, and different perceptions, performing
different acts, and sustaining different relations; and if
these things do not imply and constitute three minds
or beings, we are utterly at a loss to know how three
.minds or beings are to be formed. It is difference of
properties, and acts, and consciousness, which leads us to
the belief of different intelligent beings, and if this
mark fails us, our whole knowledge falls; we ,have no
proof, that all the agents and persons in the universe
are not one and the same mind. When we attempt to
conceive of three Gods, we can do nothing more, than
represent to ourselves three agents, distinguished from
each other by similar marks and peculiarities to those,
which separate the persons of the trinity; and when
common Christia!1s hear these persons spoken of as con
versing with each other, loving each other, and perform
ing different acts, how can they help regarding them as
different beings, different minds?

We do then, with all earnestness, though without re
proaching our brethren, protest against the irrational
and unscriptural doctrine of the trinity. 'To us,' as
to the apostle and the primitive Christians, ' there is one
God, even the' Father.' With Jesus, we worship the.
Father, as the onl}' living and true God. We are aston
ished, that any man can read the New Testament, and
avoid the conviction, that the Father alone is God.. We c:
hear our Saviour continually appropriating this charac-
ter to the Father. We find the Father continually dis
tinguished from Jesus by this title. 'God sent his Son.'
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'God anointed Jesus.' Now, how singular and inex
plicable is this phraseology, which fills the New Testa
ment, if this title belong equally to Jesus, 'and if a prin
eipal object of this book is to re\'eal him 'as God, 31

partaking equally with the Father in supreme' divinitJ !
We challenge our opponents to adduce one passage in
tbe New Testament, where the word God means three
persons, where it is not limited to one person, and where,
unless turned from its usual sense by the connexion, it
does not mean the Father. Can stronger proof be
given, that the doctrine of three persons in the Godhead
mnot a fundamental doctrine of Christianity?

This doctrine, were it true, must, from its difficulty,
singularity, and importance, have been laid down with
great clearness, guarded with great care, and stated
with' all possible precision. But where does this state
ment appear? From the lQauy passages which treat
of God, we ask for one, one only, in which we are told,
that he is a threefold being, or, that he is three persons,
or that he is Father, Son, and· Holy Ghost. On the
contrary, in the New Testament, where, at least, we
might expect many express assertions of this_ nature,
God is declared to he one, without the least attempt to
prevent the acceptation of the words in their common
sense; and he is always spoken of and addressed in the
singular number, that is, in language which was univer
sally understood to intend a single person, and to which
DO. other idea could have been attached, without an ex-.
press admonition. So entirely do the Scriptures abstain
from stating the trinity, that when our opponents would
insp-rt it into their creeds and doxologies, they are com':'
peUed to leave the hible, and to im'ent forms of words
altogether unsanctioned by scriptural phraseology. That
a doctrine so strange, so liable to misapprehension, 80

26 .
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fundamental as this is said to be, and requiring such care
ful expQsition, should be left so undefined and unpro
tected, to be made out by inference, and to be hunted
through distant and detached parts of scripture, this is
a difficult.y, which, we think, no ingenuity can explain.

We have another difficulty. Christianity, it must be
remembered, was planted and grew up amidst sharp
sighted enemies, who overlooked no objectionable part
of the system, and who must have fastened with great
earnestness .on a doctrine involving such apparent con
tradictions as the trinity. We cannot conceive an
opinion, against which the Jews, who prided themselves
on an adherence to God's unity, would have raised an
equal clamor. Now. how happens it, that in the apos
tolic writings, which relate so much to objections
against Christianity, and. to the controversies which
grew out of this religion, not one word is said, implying
that objections were brought against the gospel from
the doctrine of the trinity, not one word is uttered in
its defence and explanation, 'not a word to rescue it from
reproach and mistake? This argument has almost the
force of demonstration. We are persuaded, that had
three divine persons been announced by the first preach
ers of Christianity, all equal, and all iDfinite, one of
whom was the very Jesus, who had lately died on a
cross, this peculiarity of Christianity would have almost
absoroed every other, and the great labor of the apostles
would have heen to repel the continual B88aults, which
it would have awakened. But the fact is, that Dot a
Whisper of objection to Christianity, on that account1
reaches our ears from the apostolic age. ID the epistles
we see Dot a trace of controversy called forth by the
trinity.
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We have further objectiolls to this doctrine, drawn
from its practical influence. We regard it as unfavora
ble to devotion, by dividing and Idistracting the mind in
its communion with God. It is a great excellence of
the doctrine of God's unity, that it offers to us ONE OB

JECT of supreme homage, adoration and love, One Infi
nite Father, one Being of beings, one 'original and
fountain, to whom we may refer all good, in whom all
our powers and affections may be concentrated, and
whose lovely and venerable nature m~ervade all our
thoughts. True piety, when directed to an undivided
Deity, has a chasteness, a' singleness, most favordble .to
religious awe and love. Now the trinity sets before
us three distinct objects of supreme adoration; three
infinite persons, having equal claims on our hearts; three
divine agents, p~rforming different offices, and to be
acknowledged and worshipped in different relations.
And is it 'possible, we ask, that the weak and limited
mind of man can attach itself to these with the same
power and joy, as to One Infinite Father, the only
First Cause, in whom all the blessings of nature ~nd

redemption meet as their centre and source? Must
not devotion be distracted by the equal and rival claims
of three equal persons, and must not the worship of the.
conscientious, consistent Christian he disturbed by an
apprehension, lest he withhold from one or another of
these, his due proportion of homage?

We also think, that the doctrine of the trinity injures
devotion, not only by joining to the Father other objects
of worship, but by taking from the Father the snpreme
affection, which is his due, and transferring it to the Son.
This is a most important "iew. That Jesus Christ, if
exalted into the infinite Divinity, should be more inter
esting than the Father, is precisely what might be ex-



peeted from history, and from the principles of human
nature. Men want an object of worship like them
selves, and the great secret of idolatry lies in this pro",:
pensity. A God, clothed in our form, and feeling our
wants and sorrows, speaks to our weak nature more
strongly, than a Father in heaven, a pure spirit, invisi
ble, and unapproachable, save by the reflecting and
purified mind.-We think too, that the peculiar offices
ascribed to Jesus by the popular theology, make him
the most attractive person in the Godhead. , The Fa
ther is the' depositary of the justice, the vindicator of '
the rights, the avenger of the laws of the Divinity.
On the other hand, the Son, the brightness of the divine
mercy, stands between the incensed Deity and guilty
hbmanity, exposes his meek head to the storms, ano bis
compassionate breast to the sword of die divine Justice,
bears our whole load of punishment, and purchases with .
his blood every blessing which descends from heaven.
Need we, state the effect of these representations, espe
cially on common minds, for whom Christianity was
chiefly designed, and whom it seeks to bring to the Fa- .
ther as the loveliest being? We do believe, that the
worship of a bleeding, suffering God, tends strongly to
absorb the ,mind, and to draw it from other o~jects, just
as the human 'tenderness of the Virgin Mary has given
her .so conspicuous a place in the devotions of the
chnrch of Rome. We believe too, th~t this worship,
though attractive, is not most fitted to spiritualize the
mind, that it awakens human transport, rather than that
deep veneration of the moral perfections of God, which
is the essence of piety.

2. Having thus given our views of the unity of God,
I proceed in the .second place to observe, that WP. be
lieve in the unity of Jesus Christ. We believe that



Jesus is one mind, one soul, one being, as truly one as
we are, and equally distinct from the one God. We
complain of the doctrine of the trinity, the,tt not satisfied
with making God three beings, it makes Jesus Christ
two beings, and thus introduces infinite confusion into
our conceptions of his character. This corruption of
Christianity" alike repugnant to. common sense, and to
the general strain of scripture, is a remarkable proof of
the power of a false philosophy in disfiguring the simple
truth of Jesus.

According to this doctrine, Jesus Christ, instead of
being, one mind, one conscious iotelligeQt principle,
whom we can understand, consists of two sottls, two
minds; the one divine, the other human; the one weak,
the other almighty; the one ignorant, the one omni- _
scient. Now we maintain, that this is to make Christ
two beings. To-den<?minate him one person, one :being,
and yet to suppose him made up of two minds, infinitely
different from each other, is to abuse and confound lan
guage, and to throw darkness over all our conceptions
of intelligent natures. According to the common doc,,:
trine, each of these. two minds in Christ has its own
consciousness, its own will, its own perceptions. ' They
have in fact no common properties. The divine mi,nd
feels none of the wants and sorrows of the human, and
the human is infinitely removed from the perfection and
happiness of the divine. Can you conceive of two be
ings in the universe more distinct? We have always
thought 'that one person was constituted and distiliguish
eel by one consciousness. The doctrine, that one and
the same persoll should have two conseiousnesses, two
wills, two souls, infinitely different from each other,
this we think an en01'l!l0us tax on human credulity.

26*
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We say, that if a doctrine; so strange, so difficult, so
remote from all the previous conceptions of men, be in
deed apart and an essential part of revelation, it must
be taught with great distinctness, and we ask our breth
ren to point to some plain, direct passage, where ChriBt
is said to be composed of two minds infinitely different,
Jet constituting one person. We find none. Other
Christians, indeed, tell us, that this doctrine is necessary
to the harmony of the Scriptures, that some texts as
cribe to Jesus·Christ human, and others divine proper
ties, and that to reconcile these, we must suppose two
minds, to which these properties may be referred. In
other .words, for the purpose of reconciling certain
difficult passages, which ajust criticism can in a great
degree, if not wholly, explain, we lIl;ust invent an
hypothesis vastly more difficult, and involving gross
absurdity.. We are to find our way out of a labyrinth,
by a clue, which conducts us into mazes infinitely more
inextricable.

Surely if Jesus Christ felt that he consisted of two
~inds, and that this was a leading feature of his reli
gion, his phraseology respecting hi!!lself would have been
colored by this peculiarity. The universallaDguage of
men is framed upon the idea, that one person is one
person, is one miud, and one soul; and when the multi
tude heard this language from the lips of Jesus,' they
must have taken it in its usual sense, and must have
referred to a single soul all which he spoke, unless
expressly instructed to interpret it differently. But
~here do we find this instruction? Where do you
meet, i~ the New Testament, the phraseology which
abounds in Trinitarian books, and which necessarily
grows from the doctrine of two natures in Jesus?
Where does this divine teacher say, 'This I speak as

•
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God, and this as man; tpis is true only of my human
mind, this only of my divme ?' Where. do we find in
the Epistles a trace of this strange phraseology? .No
where. It was not needed in that day. It walt de
manded by the errors of a later age.

We believe, then, that Christ is one mind, one being,
and, I add, a being distinct from the oue God. That
Christ is not the one God, not the same being with the
Father, is a necessary inference from our former head,
in which we saw that the doctrine of three persons in
God is a fiction. But 011 so important a subject, I
would add a few remarks. We'wish, that those from
whom we differ, would weigh one striking fact. Jesus,
in his preaching, continually spoke of God~ The word
was always in his mouth. We ask, does he, by this
word, ever mean himself? We say, never. On the
contrary, he most plainly distinguishes between God and
himself, and so do his disciples. How this is to be re
conciled with,the idea, that the manifestation of Christ,
as God, was a primary object of Christiauity, our ad
versaries must determine.

If we examine the passages in which Jesus is distin
guished from God, we shall see, that they not only
speak of him as another being, but seem to labor to
.express his inferiority. He is continually spoken of as
the SOD of God, sent of .God, receiving all his powers
from God, working miracles because God was with him,
judging justly because God taught him, having claims

,on our belief, because he was anointed and sealed by
God, and as able of himself to do nothing. The. New
Testament is filled with this language. Now we ask,
what impression this l",nguage was fitted and intended
to make? Could a:lY, who heard it, have imagined,
that Jesus was the very God, to whom he was so in-
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dustripusly declared to be inferior; the yery being, by
whom he was ,sent, and fr{lm whom he professed to
have received his message and power? Let it here be
remembered, that the human birth, and bodily form,
and humble circumstances, and mortal sufferings of Je
sus, must all have prepared men to interpret, in. the

, .most unqualified manner, the language in which his in
feriority to God was- declared. Why then was this
language used so continually, and without limitation, if
Jesus were the Supreme Deity, and if this truth were
aQ essential part of his religion? I repeat it, the hu
man condition and sufferings of Christ, tended strongly
to exclude from men's minds the idea of his proper God
head; and of course, we should expect to find in the
New Testament perpetual care and effort to counteract
this tendency, to hold him forth as the same being with
his Father, if this doctrine were, as is pretended, the
soul and centre of his reljgion. We should ex~ct to
find, the phraseology of scripture cast into the mould of
this doctrine, to hear familially of God the Son, of our
Lord God Jesus, and to be-told, that to us there is one
God, even Jesus. But instead of this, the inferiority of
Christ perVades the New Testament. It is not only
implied in the general .phraseology, but repeatedly ~d
decidedly expressed, and unaccompanied with any ad
monition to prevent its application to his whole nature.
Could it then have been the great design of the sacred
writers, to exhibit J e8US as the Supreme God ?

I am aware Utat these remarks will be met by two or.
three texts, in which Christ is called God, and by a
class of passages, not very numerous, in which divine
properties are sa I to be ascribed to him. To these we
offer one plain r ·lswer. We say that it is one of the
most established dIld obvious principles of criticism, that

,
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language is to be explained accomng to the known pro-
perties of the subject to which it is applied. Eve~y man
knows,. that the ·same words convey very different idea.,
when used in relation to different beings. Thus Solo-
mon built the temple in a different manner from the
architect whom he employed; and .God repents differ-
ently from man. Now, we maintain, that the known
properties and circumstances of Christ, his birth, suffer-
ings, and death, his constant habit of ·speaking of ,God
as a distinct being from himself, his praying to God, hD
ascribing ,to God all his power and offices, these ac
knowledged prQperties of Christ, we say, oblige us to
interpret the comparatively few passages, which are
thought to make him the Supreme God, in a manner
consistent with his distinct and inferior nature. It is
our duty to explain such texts, by the role which we
apply to other texts, in which human beings are called
Gods, and are said to be partakers of the divine nature,
to know and possess all thiDgs, and to be filled with all
God's fulness. Tbese latter passages we do not hemtate
to modify, and restrain, and turn from the most obvious
sense, because this senSe is opposed to the known pro-
perties of the beings to whom 'they relate; and we
maintain, that we adhere to the same principle, and use
no greater latitude, in explaining, as we do, the passa-
ges which are thought to support the Godhead of Christ.

Trinitarians profess to derive some important advan
tages from their mode of viewing Christ. It furnishes
them, they tell us, with an infinite atonement, for it
shows ,them an infinite being, suffering for their sins.
The confidence with which this fallacy is repeated as
tonishes us. When pressed with the question, whether
they really believe, that the infinite and unchangeable ..
God suffered and died on the cross, they acknowledge
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dult this is· not true, but that Christ's hUffiM mind
alone sustained the pains of death. How have we then
an infinite sufferer? This language .seeins to us an
imposition· on common minds, and very derogatory to
God's justice, as if this attribute could be satisfied by a
sophism and a fiction.

We are also told, that Christ is a more interesting
object, that his love and mercy are more felt, when he'
is viewed as the Supreme God, who left his glory to
take humanity and to suffer for inen. That Trinitarians

. are strongly moved by this representation, we do not
meap to deny; but we think their emotions altogether
founded on a misapprehension of their own doctrines.
They talk of the second person of the trihity's leaving
his glory and his Father's bosom, to visit and save the
world. But this second person, being the unchangeable
and infinite God, was evidently incapable of parting
with the lea~t de~ree of his perfection and felicity. At
the moment of his ,taking flesh, he waf> as intimately
present with his Father as before, and equally with his
Father filled heaven, and earth, and immensity. This
Trinitarians acknowledge; and still they profess to be
touched and overwhelmed by the amazing humiliation
of this immutable being! But not only does their
doctrine, when fully explained, reduce Christ's humilia
tion to a fiction, it almost wholly destroys the impres
sions with which his cross ought to be viewed. A~cor-

, ding to their rloctrine, Christ was, comparatively, no
sufferer at all. It is true, his human mind suffered;
but this, they tell us,.was an infinitely small part of Je
sus, bearing no more proportion to his whole nature,
than a single hair of our heads to the whole body, or
than adrop to the ocean. The divine mind of Christ,
that which was most properly himself, was infinitely
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" happy, at ,he very moment of the suffermg of his human
ity. Whilst hanging on the cross, he was the happiest
being in the universe, as ha.ppy as tbe infinite Father;
so that his pains, compared with his felicity, were noth
ing. This Tripitarians do, and must acknowledge. It
follows necessarily from the immutableness of the di
vine, nature, which they ascribe to Christ; so that tpeir
system, justly viewed, rObs his death of interest, weak
ens our sympathy with his sufferings, and is, of all
others, most unfavorable to a love of Christ, founded on
a sense of his sacrifices for mankind. We esteem our
own views to be vastly mpre affecting. It is our belief,
that Christ's humiliation was real and entire, that the
whole ~aviour, and not a part of him, suffered, that his
crucifixion was a scene of deep and unmixed agony.
As we stand round his cross, our minds are not distract
ed, nor our sensibility weakened, by conte~plating him
as composed of incongruous and infinitely differing
minds, and as having a balance of infinite felicity. We
recognise in the dying Jesus but 'one miDd. This, we
think, renders his sufferings, and his patience and love
in bearing them, incomparably more impressive and af
fecting, than the system we oppose.

S. Having thus given our belief on two great points,
namely, that there is one God, and that Jesus Christ is
a being distillct froJ,.Il, and .inferior to God, I now pro
ceed to another point on which we lay still greater
stress. We believe in the moral perfection of God.
We consider no part of theology 80 important as that
which treats of God's moral character; and we value
our views of Christianity chiefly, as they assert hiI
amiable and venerable attributes.

It may be said, thatin regard to this subject, all Chris
tians agree, that all ascribe to the Supreme Being, infi-

,-
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Dite justice, goodness, ~d holiness. We rery, that it •
is very possible to speak ,of God magnificently, and to
think of him meanly; to apply to his person high-sound
irigepithets, and to his government, principles which
make him odious. The Heathens called Jupiter the
greatest and the best; but his his.tory was black with
cruelty and lust. We cannot judge of men's real ideas
of God, by their general language, for in all ages, they
'have' hoped to soothe the Deity by adulation. We must
inquire into their particular views of his purposes, of the
principles of his administration, and of his disposition
towards his creatures.

We conceive that Christians have generally leaned
towardB a very injurious view of the Supreme Being.
They have too often felt, as if he were raised, by his
greatness and sovereignty, above the principles of moral
ity, abov~ those eternal laws of equity and rectitude, to
which all other beings are subjected.' We believe, that
in no being is the seDse of right ,so strong, so omnipo
teot, as in God. We believe, that his almighty power
is entirely submitted to his perceptions of rectItude; and
this i~ the -ground of our piety. It is not because he is
our Creator merely, but because he created us for good
and holy purposes; it is not because hjs~will is irresisti
ble, but because his will is the perfection of virtue, that
we pay him allegiance. 'We cannot bow before a being,
however great and powerful, who governs tyrannically.
We respect nothing but excellence, whether on e~rth,

or in heaven. We venerate not the loftiness of God's
throne, but the equity and goodness in which it is estab
lished.

W-e believe that God is infinitely good, kind, benevo
lent, in the proper sense of these words; good in dis
positioB, as well as in act; good, not to a few, but to
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all-; goodto every individual, as well' as to the general
.ystem.

W{} believe, too, that God is just; but we never for
get, that his justice is the justice of a good being, dwel
ling in the same mind, and acting in harmony, with
perfect benevolence. .By this attribute, we understand
God's infinite regard to virtue or moral worth, express
ed in a moral government; that is, in giving excellent
and equitable laws, and in conferring such rewards, and
inflicting such punishments, as are best fitted to secure
their observance. God's justice has for its end the'
higbest virtue of the creation, and it punishes for this
end alone, and thus it coincides with benevolence; for
~irtue and happiness, though not the same, are insepa
rably conjoined. '

God's justice thus viewed, appears to us to be in per
fect harmony with his merc.y. According to the preva
lent systems of theology, tbese attributes are so discor
dant and jarring, that to reconcile them is the hardest
task, and the most wonderful achievement, of infinite
wisdom. To us they seem to be intimate friends, al
ways at peace, breathing the same spirit, and seeking
the same end. By God's mercy, we understand not a
blind instinctive compassion, which forgives without
reflection, and without regard to the interests of virtue.
This, we acknowledge, would be incompatible with
justioo, and also with enlightened benevolence. . God's
mercy, as )Ve understand it, desires strongly the happi
ness of the guilty, but only through their penitence. It
has a regard to character as truly as his justice. It de
fers punishment, and suffers long, that the sinner may
return to his duty, hut leaves the impenitent and un
yielding, to the fearful retribution threatened in God'.
word.

27
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To give our views of God, in one word, we belie'f"e
in his Parental character. We ascribe to him, not only
the name, but the dispositions and principles of a father.
We believe that he has a father's concern for hia crea
tures, a father's desire for their improvement, a father's
equity in proportioning' his commands to their powers,
a father's joy in their progress, a father's readiness to
receive the penitent, and a father's justice for the in
corrigible. 'We look upon this world as a plac~ .of
education, in which he is training men by prosperity
and adversity, by aids and obstructions, by conflicts of
reason and passion, by motives to duty and temptations
to sin, by. a various discipline suited to free and moral
beings, for union with himself, and for a sublime and ever
growing virtue in heaven.

Now we object to the systems of religion, which pre
vail among us, that they are adv~rse, in a greater or
less degree, to these purifying, .comforting, and honor
able views of God, that they take from us our Father in
heaven, and substitute for him a being, whom we can
not love if we would, and whom we ought not to love
if we could. We object, particularly on this ground, to

that system, which arrogates to itself the name of Or
thodoxy, and which is now industriously propagated
through ollr country. This system indeed takes vari
ous shapes, but in all it casts dishonor o~ the Creator.
According to its old and genuine form, it teaches, r
that God brings us into life wholly depraved, so that
under the innocent features of our childhood, is hidden
a nature averse to all good and propense to all evil,
a nature, which exposes us to God's displeasure and
wrath, even before we have acquired power to under
stand our duties, or to reflect upon our actions. Accor
ding to a more inodern exposition, it teaches, that we
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came from the hands of our Maker with such a constitu
tion and are placed UJlder such influences and circum
stances, as to render certain and infallible the total
depra'fity of every human being, from the first moment
of his moral agency; and it also teaches, that the of
fence of the child, who brings into life this ceaseless
tendency to unmingled crime, eJCposes him to the sen
tence of everlasting damnation. Now, according to the
plainest'principles of morality, we maintain, that a nat
ural constitution of the mind, unfailingly disposing it to
evil and to evil alone, would absolve it from' guilt; that
to give existence under this condition would argue un
speakable cruelty, and that to punish the sin of this
unhappily constituted child with endless ruin; would be
a wrong unparalleled by the most merciless despotism.
, This system also teaches, that God selects from this
corrupt mass a number to be saved, and plucks them,
by a special influence, from the, common ruin; that the
rest of mankind, though left without that special grace,
which their conversion requires, are commanded to re
pent under penalty of aggravated wo; and that forgive
ness is promised them on terms, which their very consti
tution infallibly disposes them to reject, and in rejecting
which they awfully enhance the punishments of hell.
These proffers of forgiveness and exhortations of amend~
ment, to beings born under a blighting curse, fill our
minds with a horror, which, vye want words to ex"';
press.

That this religious system does not produce all the
effects on character, which might be anticipated, we
most jdyfully admit. It is often, very often, counter
acted by nature, conscience, common sense, by the gen~

ral strain of scripture, hy the mild example and pre
cepts of Christ, and hy the many positive declarations of
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God's universal kindness, and perfect equity. Bot lilill
we think. that we see its unhappy influence. It tends
to discourage the timid" to give excuses to the bad, to

feed the vanity of the fanatical, and to offer shelter t()

the bad feelings of the malignant. By shocking, as it
does the fundamental principles of morality, and byex
hibiting a severe and partial Deity, it tends strongly to
pervert the moral faculty, to form a gloomy, forbidding,
and servile religion, and to lead men to substitute censo
riousn~ss,_ bitterness, ~d persecution, for a tender and
impartial charity. We think., too, that this system,
which begins with degrading human nature, may be
expected to end in pride; for pride grows out of a con
sciousness of high distinctions, however obtained, and
no distinction is so great as that, which is made between
the elected and abandoned of God. .

The false and dishonorable views of God, which have
now been stated, we feel ourselves bound to resist un
ceasingly. Other errors we can pass over with com
parative indifference. But we ask our opponents to
leave to us a GOD, worthy of our love and trust, in
whom our moral sentiments may delight, in whom our
weaknesses and sorrows may find refuge. We cling
to the divine perfections. We meet them everywhere
in creation, .we read them in the scriptures, we see a
lovely image of them in Jesus Christ; and gratitude,
love and veneration call on us to assert them. Re
proached, as we often are, by men, it is our consolation
and happiness, that one OfOUf chief offences js the zeal
with which we vindicate the dishonored goodness and
rectitude of God. .

4. Having thus spoken of the unity of God j of
the unity of Jesus, and his inferiority to God; and of
the Pl'rfections of the dmne cbaract~r; I ROW proceed

,
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co give our views of the mediation of Christ and of the
purposes of his missioo. With regard to the great o~
j~et, which Jesus came to accomplish, there seems to be
00 possibility of mistake. We believe, that he was sent
by the Father to effect a moral, or spiritual deliverance
of mankind; tbat is, to rescne men from sin and its
consequences, and to bring tbem to a state of everlast
ing purity and. happiness. We believe, too, that he ac
complishes this sublime purpose by a nriety of methods;
by his instructions respecting· God's unity, parental
character, and moral government, which are admi
rably fitted to reclaim the world from idolatry and im
piety, to the knowledge, love, and obedience of the
Creator; by his promiles of pardon to the penitent, and
of divine assisomce to those, who labor for 'progress in
moral excellence; by the light which he has thrown on
the path of duty; by bis own spotless example, in
which the loveliness and sublimity of virtue shine forth
to W'clrm and quicken, as well as guide us to perfection ;
~by his threatenings against incorrigible guilt; by his
glorious'discoveries of immortality; by his sufferings and
death; by that signal event, the resurrection, which
powerfully bore witness to his divine mission, and
brougbt down to men's senses a future life; by his con
tinual intercession, which obtains for us spiritual aid and
blessings; and by the power with which he is invested
of raising the dead, judging the world, and conferring
the eve.rlasting rewards, promised to the faithful.

We have no desire to conceal the fact, that a differ
ence of opinion exists among us, in regard to an inter
esting part of Christ's mediation; I mean, in regard to
the precise influence of his death, on our forgiveness.
Many suppose, that this event contributes to our pardon,
as it was a principal means of confirming his religion,

27*
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and of giving it a power over the mind; in other words,
that it procures torgiveness by leading to that repent
ance and virtue, which is the great and only condition
on which forgiveness is bestowed. Many of us are
dissatisfied with this explanation, and think that the
scriptures ascribe the remission of sins to Christ's
death, with an emphasis so peculiar, that we ought to
consider this event as having a special influence in
removing punishment, though the scriptures may not
reveal the way, in which it contributes to this end.

Whilst, however, we differ in explaining the connexion
between Christ's death and human forgiveness, a· con
nexion, which we all gratefully acknowledge, we agree
in rejecting many sentiments, which prevail in regard to
his mediation. The idea, which is conveyed to com
mon minds by the popular system, that Christ's death
has an influence in making God pl:tcable or merciful,in
awakening his kindness towards men, we reject with
strong disapprobation. vye are happy to find, that this
very dishonorahle notion is disowned by intelligent
Christians of that class from which we differ. We
recollect however, that not long ago, it was common to
hear of Christ, as having died to appease God's wrath,

. and to pay the debt of sinners to his inflexible justice;
and we have a strong persuasion, that the language
of popular ff~ligious books, and the common mode
of stating the doctrine of Christ's mediation, still
communicate very degrading views of God'~ char
acter. They give to multitudes the impression, that
the death of Jesus produces a cbangein the mind of
God towards man, and that in this its efficacy chiefly
consists. No error seems to us more pernicious. We
can endu~e no shade over the pure goodness of God.
We earnestly maintain, that Jesus, instead of calling
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forth in any way or degree; the mercy of,the Father,
was sent by that mercy, to be our Saviour; that he is
nothing to the human race, but what he is by God's
appointm'ent; that he communicates nothing but what
God empowers him to bestow; that our Father in hea:v
en is originally, essentially and eternally placable, and
disposed to forgive; and that his unborrowed, unde
rived, and unchangeable love, is the only fountain of
what flows- to us through his Son. We conceive, that
Jesus is dishonored, not glorified, by ascribing to him
an influence, which clouds the splendor of divine be
nevolence.

We farther agree in rejecting, as unscriptural and ab
surd, the explanation given by the popular system, of
the manner in which Christ's death procures forgiveness
for men. This system used to teach as its fundamen
tal principle, that man, having sinned against an infinite
being, has contracted infinite guilt, and is consequently
exposed to an infinite penalty. We believe however,
that this reasoning, if reasoning it may- be called, which
overlooks the obvious maxim, that the guilt of a being
must be proportioned to his nature and powers, has
fallen into disuse. Still the system teaches, that sin,
of whatever degree, exposes to endless punishment, and
that the whole human race, being infallibly inv.olved by
their nature in sin, «?we this'awful penalty to the justice
of their Creator. It teaches, that this penalty cannot
be remitt~d, °in consistency with the honor of t~ divine
law, unless a substitute be found to endure it or to suf
fer an equivalent. It also teaches, that, from the nature
of the case, no substitute is adequate to tbis work, save
the infinite God himself; and accordingly, God, in his
IeCOnd person, took on him human nature, that he might
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pay to his own justice the debt of punishment incurred
by IDen, and might thus reconcile forgiveness with. the
claims and threatenings of his law. Such is the preYa
lent system. Now, to us, this doct.rine seems to carry
on its front, strong marks of absurdity, and we maintaiD.
that Christianity ought DOt to be encumbered with it,
unless it be laid down in the New Testament fully and
expressly. We ask our adversaries, tben, to point to
some plain passages where it is taught. We ask for one
text, in which we are told that God took human nature,
that he might make an infinite satisfaction to his owa
justice; for one text, which tells us, 'that human guilt
requires an infinite substitute; that Christ's sufferings
owe their efficacy to their being borne by an infinite
being; or that his divine nature gives infinite Value to
the sufferings of the human. Not om word of this
description can we find in the scriptures; not a text,
which even hints at these strange doctrines.~ They
are altogether, we believe, the fictions of theologians.
Christianity is in no degree responsible for them. We
are astonished at their prevalence. What can be plain
er, than that God cannot, in any sense, be a sufferer, or
bear a penalty in the room of his creatures? How dis
honorable to him is the supposition, that his justice is
now so severe, as to exact infinite puBishment for the
sins of frail and feeble men, and now so easy and yield-

• ing, as to accept the limited pains of Chris~'s human
soul, as' a full equivalent for the endless woes due from
the world? How plain is it also, according to this
doctrine, that God, instead of being plenteous in for
giveness, never forgives; for it seems absurd to speak
of men as forgiven, when their whole punishment, or aD

equivalent to ·it, is borne by a substitute? A scheme
4
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more fitted to obscure the brightness of Christianity and
the mercy of God, or less suited to give comfort to a
guilty and troubled mind, could not, we think, be easily
framed.

We believe too, that this system is unfavorable to the
character. It -naturally leads men to think, that Christ
came t,o change God's mind, rather than their own; that
the highest object of his mission, was to avert- punish
ment, rdther than to communicate holiness; and that a
large part of religion consists in dispar.tgiDg good works
and human virtue, for the purpose of magnifying the
value of Christ's· vicarious sufferings. In this way,
a sense of the infinite importance and indispensable
necessity of personal improvement is weakened, and
high soundin-g praises of Christ's cross seem often to be
substituted for obedience to his precepts. For our
selves, we have not so learned Jesus. Whilst we
gratefully acknowledge, that he came to reseue us from
punishment, we believe, that he was sent on a still no
bler errand, namely, to deliver us from sin itself, and to
form us to a sublime and heavenly virtlle. We regard
him as a Saviour, chiefly as he is the light,_ physician,
and guide of the dark, diseased, and wandering mind.
No influence in the universe seems to us 80 glorious,
as that over the character; and no redemption so worthy
of thankfulness, as the restoration of the soul to purity.
Without this, Pardon, were it possible, would be of little
value. Wh.r pluck the sinner from hell, if ahell. be feft
to burn in his own breast? Why raise him to ee3v6n,
if he remain a stra.oger to its sanctity and kwe ? With
these impressions, we are aecustomell'l to valBe die
gospel chiefly, as it abounds -in ~ual aids, .otives,
excitements to a generous and divine virtue. Fa this
l'irtoe, as in a commOB ceJltre, we see all Mit doctrinB,
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precepts, promises meet; and we believe, that faith in
this religion is of no worth, and contributes nothing to
salvation, any farther than as it uses these doctrines,
precepts, promises, and the whole life, character, suffer
ings, and triumphs of Jesus, as the m(~an8 of purifying
the mind, of changing it into the likeness of his celes
tial excellence.

5. Having thus stated our views of the highest ob
ject of Christ's mission, that it is the recovery of men
to virtue, or holiness, I shall now, in the last place, give
our views of the nature of christian virtue, or true holi
ness. We believe that all virtue has its foundation in
the moral nature of man, that is, in conscience, or his
sense of duty,. and in the power of forming his temper
al;1d life according to conscience. We believe that these

. IDQral faculties are tbe grounds of responsibility, and the
highest distinctions of human nature, and that no act is
praiseworthy, any farther 'than it springs from their ex
ertion. We believe, that no dispositions infused into
us without our own moral actIvity, are of the nature of
virtue, and therefore, we reject the doctrine of irresisti
ble divine influence on the human mind, moulding it
into goodness, as marble is hewn into a statue. Such
goodne~s, if this word may be used, would not be the
object of moral approbation, any more than the instinc
tive affections of inferior animals, or the constitutional
amiableness of human beings.

By these remarks, we do not mean to deny the im
portance of God's aid or Spirit; but by his Spirit, we
mean a moral, illuminating, and persuasive influence,
Dot physical, .lot compulsory, not involving a necessity.
of- virtue. We o~ject, strongly, to the idea of many
Christians respecting man's impotence and God's irre
sistible agency on the heart, believing that they subvert
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tbey make men machines, that they cast on God the
blame of all evil deeds,. that they discourage good
minds, and inflate the fanatical with wild conceits of
immediate and sensible inspiration.

Among the virtues, we give the first place to the love
of God. We believe, that this priJ;lciple is the true end
and happiness of our being, that we were made for \
union with our Creator, that his infinite perfection is
the only sufficient object and true resting place for the
insatiable desires and unlimited capacities of the human

. mind, and that without him, our noblest sentiments,
admiration, veneration, hope, and love, would wither
and decay. We believe too, that the love of God is
not only essential to happiness, but to the strength and
perfection of all the virtues; that conscience, without
the sanction of. God's authority and retributive justice,
would be a weak director; that benevolence, unless
nourished by communion with his goodness, and en
couraged by his smile, could not thrive amidst the self
ishness and thanklessness of the world; and that
self-government, without a sense of the divine inspec
tion, would hardly extend beyond an outward and partial
purity. God, as he is essentially goodness, holiness,
justice, and virtue, so he is the life, motive and sustain
er of virtue in the human soul.

But whilst we earnestly inculcate the love of God,
we belie.ve that great care is necessary to distinguish it
from counterfeits. We think that much, which is call
ed piety, is worthless. Many have fallen into the errpr,
that there can be no excess in feelings, which have God
for their object; and, distrusting as -coldness that self
possession, .without which virtue and devotion lose all
theil" dignity, they have abandoned themselves to ex-



travagances, which have brought contempt on piety.
Most certainly, if the love of God be that, which often
bears its name, the less we have of it; the better. If
~eligion be the shipwreck of understanding, we cannot
keep too far from it. On this subj@ct, we always sptiak
plainly. We cannot sacrifice our reason to the repu
tation of zeal. We owe it to truth and religion~ to
maintain, tbat fanaticism, partial insanity, sudden im
pressions, and ungovernable transports, are anything,
rather than piety.

We conceive, that the true love of God is amoral
~ntiment, founded on a clear perception, and consist
ing in a high este'em and veneration, of his moral per
fections. Thus, it perfectly coincides, and is in fact'
the same thing, with the love of virtue, rec~itude, and
goodness. You will easily judge then, what we esteem
the surest and only decisive signs of piety. We lay no
stress on strong excitements. We esteem him, and
him only a pious man, who practically conforms to
God's moral perfections and government; who shows
his delight in God's benevolence, by loving and serving
his neighbour; his delight in God's justice, by being
resolutely upright; his sense of God's purity, by regu
lating his thoughts, imagination, and desires; and whose
conversation, husiness, and domestic life are swayed
by a regard to God's presence and authority. In all
things else men may deceive themselves. Disordered
nerves may give them strange sights, and sounds, and
impressions. Texts of scripture may come to them as
from Heaven. Their whole souls may be moved, and
their confidence in God's favor be undoubting. But in
all this there is no religion. The question is, do they
love God's commands, ip whir.h his character is fully
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expressed, and give up to these their habits and pasRions?
Without this, ecstasy is a mockery. One surrender of
desire to God's will, is worth a thousand transports.
We. do not judge of the bent of men's minds by their
raptures, any more than we judge of the natural direc
tion of a tree, during a storm. We rather suspect loud
profession, for we have opserved, that deep feeling is
generally noiseless, and least seeks display.

We would not~ by these remarks, be. understo~ as
wishing to exclude from religion warmth, and, even
transport. We honor, and highly value true religious
sensibility. We believe, that Christianity is intended
to act powerfully on our whole nature, on the heart, as
well as the understanding and the conscience. We
conceive of. heaven as a state, where the love of God

.will be exalted into an unbounded fervor and joy; and
we desire, in our pilgrimage here, to drink. into the
spirit of that better world. But we think, that re
ligious warmth is only to be valued, when it springs
naturally from an improved character~ when it comes
unforced, when it is the recompense of obedience, when
it is the warmth of a mind which understands God by
being like him, and when, instead of disordering, it
exalts tbe understanding, invigorates conscience, gives
a pleasure to common du~ies, and is seen to exist in
connexion with cheerfulness, judiciousness, and a rea
SODl,lhle frame. of mind. When we observe a fervor,
called religious, in men whose general character ex
presses little refinement and elevation, and whose piety
seems at war with reason, we payit little respect. We
honor religioD too much to give its sacred Dame to a
feverish, forced, fluctuating zeal, which has little power
over the life.

28
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Another important branch of virtue, we belieYe to be
love to Christ. The greatness ,of tbe .work of Jeau,
the spirit with which he executed it, and the .u~
which he bore for our salvation, we feel to be stro,og
claims on our gratitude aDd veneration. We see in na
ture no beauty to be compared with the lovelinesa of
his character, nor do we find on earth a beDefactor, to
whom we owe an equal debt. We read his history
with delight, and learn from it the perfection of our na
ture. We are particularly touched by his death, which
was endured for our red~mption, and by that ItreDgth
of charity, which triumphed over his pains. His reSUl'
rection is the foundation of our hope of immortality.
His intercession gives us boldness to draw nigh to the
throne of grace, and we look up to heaven with new de
aire, when we think, that if we follow him here, we
shall there see his benignant countenance and enjoy his
friendship forever.

I need not express to you our views 00 the subject
of the benevolent virtues. We attacD such importance
to these, that we are sometimes reproached witb exalt
ing them above piety. We regard the spirit of love,
charity, meekness, .forgiveness, liberality, and benefi
cence, as the badge and distinction of Christians, as the
brightest image we can bear of God, as the' best proof
of piety. On this subject, I need not, and cannot en
large; but there is one branch of benevolence, which I
ought not to pass over in silence, because we think that
we conceive of it more highly and jU8dy, tban many of
our brethren. I I refer to the duty of candor, charitable
judgment, especially towards those who differ in reli
gious opinion. We think, that in nothing have Chris
tians 80 widely departed from their religion, as in this
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particular. We read with astonishment and horror, the
history of the church; and sometimes when we llOok.
back on the fires of persecution, and on the zeal of
Christians, in building up walls of separation, and in
giving up one another to' perdition, we feel as if we
were_, reading the records of an infernal, rcither than a
heavenly kingdom. An enemy to every religion, if ask
ed to describe a Christian, would, with some show of
reason, depict him as an idolater of his own distinguish
ing opinions, covered with badges. of party, slmtting his
eyes on the nrtues and his ears on the arguments of
his opponents, arrogating-all excellence to his own sect
and all saving power to his own creed, sheltering under
the name of pious ~eal the love of domination, the eon
ceit of infallibility, and the spirit {)f intolerance, and
trampling on men's rights under the pretence' of saving
their souls.

We can hardly conceive of a plainer obligation on be
ings -of our frail and fallible· nature, who are instnlcted
in the duty of candid judgment, than to ahstainfrom
condemning men of apparent conscientiousness and sin
cerity, who are chargeable with no crime but that of
differing from us in the interpretation of the scriptures,
and differing too, on topics of great and acknowledged
obscurity. We are astonished at the hardihood of those,
who, with Christ's .warnings sounding in their ears, take
on them the responsibility of making creeds for his
church, and cast out professors of virtuous lives for im
agined errors, for the guilt of thinking for themselves.
We know that zeal for truth, is the COTe' for this usur
pation of Christ's prerogative; but we think that zeal
for truth, 'as it is called, is very suspicious, except in
men, whose capacities and adYantages, whose patient

•
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deliberation, and whose improvements in humility,
mildness, and candor, give them a right to hope, that
theit views are more just than those of their neigll.
hours. Much of what passes for a zeal for truth, we
look upon with little respect, for it often appears to
thrive most luxuriantly where other virtues shoot up
thinly and feebly; and we have no gratitu~ for those
reformers, who would force Ilpon us a doctrine, which
has not sweetened their own tempers, or made them
better men than their neighbours.

Weare accustomed to thiBk. much of the difficulties
attending religious inquiries; difficulties springing from
the slow developement of our minds, from tbe power
of early impressions, from the state of society, from hu
man authority, from the general neglect of the reason
ing powers, from the want of just principles of criticism
and of important helps in interpreting scripture, and
from various other causes. We find, that on no sub
ject have men, and even good men, engrafted so many
strange conceits, wild theories, and fictions of fancy,' as
on religion; and remembering, as we d<i, that we our
selves are'sharers of the common frailty, we dare not
assume infallibility in the treatment of our fellow Chris-

. tians, or encourage in common Christillns, who have lit
tle time for investigation, the habit of denouncing and
eontemniq,g other denominations, perhaps more enlight
ened and virtuous thlJn their own. Charity, forbearance,
-a delight il) the virtues of different sects, a backward
Dess to censure and condemn, these' are virtues, which,
however poorly practised bJ us, we admire and recom
mend, and we would rather join ourselves to the church
in which they abound, than to any other communion~

IIowever elated with. the belief of its own orthodoxy,
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however strict in guarding its creed, however burniDc
with zeal against imagined error.

I have thus given the distinguishing views of those
Christians in whose names I have spok.en. We have·
embraced this system, not hastily or lightly, but after
much deliberation, and I we hold it fast, not merely be
cause we &lieve it to be true, but because we regard
it as purifying truth, as a doctrine according to godli
ness, as able to 'work mightily' and to 'bringe forth
fruit' in them who believe. That we wish to spread
it~ we have no desire to conceal; but we think, that
we wish its diffmHon, because we regard- it as more
friendly to practical piety and pure morals, than the
opposite doctrines, becau'se it gives clearer and nobler
views of duty, and stronger mot,wes to its performance,
because it recommends religion at once to the under
standing and the heart, because it asserts the lovely and
venerable attributes of God, because it tends to restore
the benevolent spirit of Jesus to his divided and afflicted
church, and' because it cuts off" every hope of God's
favor, except that which springs from" practical conformi
ty to the life and precepts of Christ. We see nothing
in our views to give offence, save their purity, and it is
their purity, which makes us seek and hope their ex
tension through the world.

My friend and brother ;-You are this day to take
upon you important duties; to be clothed with an office,
which the Son of9od did not disdain; to devote your
ielf to that religion, which the most hallowed lips have
preached, and the most precious blood sealed. 'We
trust that you will bring to this work a willing mind, a
firm purpose, a martyr's spirit, a readiness to toil and
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",tier for the truth,' a devotion of your best pow~rs to
the interests of piety and virtue. I have spoken of the
doctrines, which you will probably preach; but I do· •
DOt mean, that you are to give yourself to' controversy.
You will remember, that good practice is the end of
preaching, and will labor to make yOUT people holy
livers, rather than skilful disputants. Be careful, lest
the desire of defending what JOu deem truth, and of
repelling reproach and misrepresentation, turn you aside
from your great busineis, which is to fix in men's minds
• living conviction of the obligation, sublimity and hap
piness of christian virtue. The best way to vindicate
your sentiments, is to show, in your preaching and life,
their intimate connexion with christian morals, with a,
high and delicate sense of duty, with candor towards
your opposers, with inflexible integrity, and with' an habi
tual reverence for God. If any light can pierce and scat
ter, the clouds of prejudice, it is that of a pure example.
My brother, may your life preach more loudly than your
lips. Be to this peopie a pattern of all good works, and
may your instructioIltiderive authority from a weU

, grounded belief in your hearers, that you speak from
the heart, that you preach from experience, that the
truth which you dispense Ims wrought powerfully in
your own heart, that God, and Jesus, and heaven are
not merely words on your lips, but most affecting reali
ties to your mind, and springs of -hope and consolation,
and strength, in all your trials. Thus lltboring, may
you reap abundantly, and have a testimony of your faith
fulness, not only in your oWn conscienc~, but in the etl

teem, love, virtUes, and improvements of your people.
To all who hear me, I would say, with the apostle;

Prove all things, hold fa~t that which is good. Do not,
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.brethren, shrink from the duty of searching God's word
for yourselves through fear of human censure and de
nunciation. Do not think that you may innocently
fo!low the opinions, which prevail around you, without
investigation, on the ground, that Christianity is now
so purified from errors, as to need no laborious research.
There is much reason to believe, that Christianity is at
this moment dishonored by gross and cherished corrup
tions. If you remember the darkness, which hung ov~r

the gospel for ages; if you consider the impure unioB,
",llich still subsists· in almost every christian· country
between the church, and the state, and which enlists
men's selfishness and ambition, on the side of establish
ed error; if you recollect in what degree the spirit of
"intolerance has checked free inquiry, not only before,
but since the reformation; you will see that Christian-

. iiy cannot have freed itself from all the human inven:'
tions, which disfigured it under the papal tyranny. No.
Much stubble is .yet to be burnt; much rubbish to be
removed; many gaudy decorations, which a false taste
has hung around Christianity, must be swept away;
and the earth-born fogs, which have long shrouded it,
must be scattered, before this divine fabric will rise be
fore us in its native and awful majesty, in its harmo
nious proportions, iH its mild and celestial splendors.
This glorious reformation in the church, we hope, under
God's blessing, from the progress of the human intel
lect, from the moral progress of society, from the con
sequent decline of prejudice .and bigotry, and, though
last not least, from the subversion of human auth~rity

in matters of religion, from the fall of those hierarchies,
and other human institutions, by which the minds of in
dividuals are oppressed under the weight of numbers,

•



and' a papal dominion is \perpetuated in the. protestant
church. Our earnest prayer to God is, that he will
overturn, and overturn, and overturn the strong holds
of spiritual usurpation, until HE shall come, whose right
it is to rule the minds .of men;, that the conspiracy 0{

ages against the liberty ofChristiins may be brought
to an erid; that the servile' assent, so long yielded to
human creeds, may give place to honest and devout iu
quiry into the scriptures; and that Christianity, thus
purified from error, may put forth its. almighty energy,
and prove itself, by its ennobling influence on the mind,
to be indeed' the power of God unto salvation.'

•



DISCOURSE

ON THE ETlDENCES OF Jd:VEALED RELIGION, DELIVEIU!:D BEFORE
THE UNIVERSITY IN CAMBRIDGE, AT TIlE DUDLEIAN LECTURE,
14 IIA.RCB, 1821.

JOHN UL ..

'TIIB IlAJOI CAD TO Jl!BtlB BY lfIGBT, AND BAlD UNTO BnI, KABBI, WI!:
)[NOW THAT THOU ART A TEACHER COME FROM GOD: FOK NO MAN CAN

_DO THESE .IlIK.ACLES THAT THOU DOEST. EXCEPT GOD BE WITH HIM.'

THE evidences of revealed religion are the subject
of this lecture, a subject of great extent,- as well as of
vast importance. In discussing it, an immense variety
of learning has been employed, and all the powers of
the intellect been called forth. History, metaphysics,
ancient learning, criticism, ethical science, and the sci
ence of human nature, have been summoned to the con
troversy, and have brought important contributions to
the Christian cause. To condense into one discourse
what scholars and great men have written on this point,
is impossible, even if it were desirable; and I have sta
ted the extent of speculation into which our subject has
led,not because I propose to give an abstract of others'
labors, but. because I wish you to under.stand, that the
topic is one not easily despatched, and .because I would
invite you to follow me. in a discussion, 'which will re
quire concentrated and continued attention. A subject
more worthy of attention, than the. claims. of, that religi
on., which was impressed on·.Qw' childhood, and,whioll.is .
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acknowledged to be the only firm foundation of the
hope of immortality, cannot be presented '; and our
minds must want the ordinary seriousness of human
nature, if it cannot arrest us.

That Christianity: htrs been' opposed, is a fact, implied
in the establishment of this lecture. That it has had
adve~lltje9 of 'no mean intellect, you know. J propose
in this discourse to make some remarks aD what seems
to me the great objection to Christianity, on the general
principle on which its evidences rest, and on some of its
particular evidences.

The great· objection to Christianityt the only 0Ile

which has much inlluence at the present day, meets us
at the very threshold. We cannot, if we would, evade
it, for it is founded OD a primary and essential attribute
of this religion. The objection it oftener f~t than e:!
pressed, and amounts to this,-that miracles are incredi
ble, and that the supernatural ch1ltacter of an alleged
fact is proof enough of its falsehood. So strong is this
propensity to doubt of depanures from tire order of
nature, that there are sincere Christians, who incline to
rest their religion wholly on its internal evidence. and
to overlook the outward extraordinary interposition of
God, by which it,was at first established. But the dif
ficulty cannot in this way be evaded j for Christianity is
Dot only confirmed by miracles, bot is in itself. in its
very essence, a miraculous ·religion. It is not a system,
which the human mind might have ~thered, in the

. ordinary exercise of its powers, from the ordinary
course of nature. Its doctrines, especially those which
relate to its founder, claim for it the distinction of being

. a aupematural provision for the recovery of' the human
race. So that the objeetioq which I bye Btated still

•
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presseB upon U3, and, if it be well grouDded, it is fatal
to Christianity. '
. It is proper then to begin the discussion, with inquir
ing, whence the disposition to discredit miracles spring8,
and how far it is rational. A preliminary remark of
some importance is, that this disposition ·is not a neces
Bary part or principle of our mental constitution, like
the disposition to trace effects to adequate causes. We
are indeed so framed, as to expect a continuance of '
that order of nature whicl,l we have uniforDlly experien
ced; but not so framed as to revolt at. alleged viola
tions of that order~ and to account them impossible or
absurd. On the contrary, men at large discover a
strong and incurable propensity to believe in miracles.
Almost all histories, until within the two last centuries,
reported seriously ,supernatural facts. Skepticism, as
to miracles, is comparatively a new thing, if we except
the epicurean or atheistical sect among the ancients;
and so far from being founded in human nature, it is
resisted by an almost infinite preponderance of belief
on the other side.

Whence then has this skepticism sprung? It may
be explained by two principal causes. 1. It is now an
acknowledged fact, among enlightened men, that, in
past times and in our own, a strong disposition has ex
jsted and still exists to admit miracles without exami
nation. Human credulity is found to have devoured
nothing more eagerly than reports ,of prodigies. Now
it is argued, that we discover here a principle of hu
man nature, namely, the love of the supernatural and
marvellous, which accoWlts sufficiently for the belief
of miracles, wherever we find it; and that it iscon~
quently unnecessary and unphilosophical to seek for other
causes, and especially to admit that most improbable

..



one, the actual existence of miracles. This sweeping
conclusion is a specimen of that rash habit of gene~
iz~, which rather distinglJishes our times, and shows
that philosophical reasoning has made fewer advances
than we are apt to boast. It is true, that there is a
principle of credulity as to prodigies in a considerable
part of society, a disposition to believe without due
scrutiny. But this principle, like every other in our
nature, has its limits; acts according to fixed laws; is
not omnipotent; cannot make the eyes see, and the
ears hear, and the understanding credit delusions, under
all imaginable circumstances; but requires the concur
rence of various circumstances and of other principles
of our nature in order to its operation. For exatnple,
the belief of spectral appearances has been very com
mon; but under what circumstances and in what state
of mind has it occurred? Do men see ghosts in broad
day, and amidst cheerful society? Or in solitary places;
in grave yards; in twilights or mists, where outward
objects are so undefined, as easily to take a form from
i~agination; and in ()ther circumstances favorable to
terror, and associated with the delusion in question?
The principle of credulity is as regular in its operation,
as any other principle of the mind; and is so dependent
on circumstances and so restrained- and checked by
other parts of human nature, that sometimes the most
obstinate incredulity is found in that very class of peo
ple, whose easy belief on other occasions moves our
contempt. It is weH known, for example, that the
efficacy of the vaccine inoculation has been encountered
with much more unyielding skepticism among the vul- "
gar, than among the improved; and in general, it may
be affirmed, that the credulity of the ignorant operates
under the control of their strongest passions and im-
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p,essions, and that no class of society yield- a slower
uSent to positions, which manifestly subvert their old
mOOM of thinking, and most settled prejudices. It is
tOen'very unphilosophical to assume this pr~nciple as an
explanation of all miracles whatever. I grant that the
fact, that accounts ,of supernatural agency so generally
prove false, is a reason for looking upon them with pe
culiar distrust. Miracles ought on this account to be
sifted more than common facts. But if we find, that a
belief in a series of supernatural works ilas occurred
under circumstances very different from those, under
which false prodigies ,have been received, under circum
stances most unfavorable to the operation of credulity;
then thi,s _belief cannot ,be resolved into the common
causes, which have blinded men in regard to' supernatu
ral agency. We must look for other causes, and if none
can be found but the actual existence of tM miracles,
then true philosophy binds us to believe them. I· close
this head with observing, that the propensity of IDen to
believe i~ what is strange and miraculous~ though a
presumption against particular miracles, is not a pre
sumption again"8t miracles universally, but rather the re
verse; for great principles of human nature have gene
rally a foundation in truth, and one explanation of this
propensity so common to mankind is obvious,ly this,
that in the earlier ages of the human race, miraculous
interpositions, suited to man~sinfant state, were not
uncommon, and, being the most striking facts of human
history, they spread through all future times a belief
and expectation of-miracles.

- I proceed now to the second cause of, the skepticism
in regard to supe~natural agency, which has grown up,
especially among the more improved, in later times.
These later times are distinguished, as you well know,

29
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by successful researches into nature; and the diacove
ries of science have continually added strength to that
great principle, that the phenomena of the unive1'8e are
regulated by general and permanent laws, or that the
Author of the universe exerts his power aecording to an
established order. Nature, the more it is explored, is
found to be uniform. We observe au·uabroken suc
cession of causes and effects. Many phellOJDena, once
denominated irregular, and ascribed to supernatural
agency; are found to be connected with preceding cir
cumstances, as regularly as the mos~ COIDBlQIl events.
The comet, .we learn, observes the same attraction, as
the sun and planets. When a new phellOmenon DOW

occurs, no one thinks it miraculous, but belie~, that
when better understood, it may be 'reduced to laws
already known, or is an example of a law not yet inv.es
tigated.

Now this increasing acquaintance with the uniformi
ty of nature begets a distrust of alleged violations of it,
and a rational distrust too; for while many causes of
mistake in regard to alleged mi~les may be. Nsigned,
there is but one adequate cause of real Diiracle~, that is,
the power of God; and the regularity of nature forms
a strong presumption against the miraculous ex~rtion

of this. power, el:cept in extraordinary circWDStaDces,
and for extraordinary purposes, to which the established
laws of the creation are not competent. But the ob
·servation of the uniformity of nature produces in multi
tudes, I10t merely this rational'd~tJ'Ult of alleged viola
tions of it, but a secret feeling, as if 8uob violatioos were
impossible. That attention to the powers of DIlture,
which is implied in scientific research, teads to weaken
the practical connction of a higher power; and the laws
of the creatiQll, instead of being regarded as the modes



of divine operation, c()me insensibly to be considered'M
fettels C?n his agency, as too sacred to be suspended
even by their Author. This secret feeling, essentially
atheistical, and at war with all sound 'philosophy., is the
chief foUDdation of that skepticism, which' prevails in
regard to miraculous· agency, and deserves our partic-
ular consideration. .,' •

To a mlW~ woose belief in God is strong and practi
cal, a miracle will appear as 'POSsible as any other effect,

. as the most common event in life; and the argument
against miracles, drawn from the unifonnity of nature,
will weigh with hi;m, only 8.8 far, as this uniformity is a
pledge and proof of the Creator's disposition, to accom
plish his purposes by a fixed order or mOOe of.operation.
Now it is &eely granted, that the Creator's regard or
attachment to such an order may be inferred from the
steadiness with which he ol,>serves it; and a strong pre
sumptjon lies against any violatioll ',of it· 09 slight. occa
sions, or fur purposes to which the establisbed·law-s of
nature are adequate. But this is the utmost, which!
the order of nature' authorises us to infer respecting its .
Author. It forms no preslIl.Dptio,n against miracles t,pti
versaUy, in aU' imaginable cases; but may even furnish
a prf;tsumption in theit' favor. '.

We are never to forget, that. God's adhertnce to the
order of the universe is Bot neee8S8ry and, mechanical,
bot intelligent and voluntary. He adheres to it not
for i~ own sake, or because it has 8 sacrOOn68S'which
compels him .to respect it, but because it is most suited
to accomplish· his purposes. It is -a means and nOt an

• end; and .like all other means tiltJst give way, When die
eDd can best~ promoted without it. It is the mark of
a weak mind,.to make 1lD idol of order and methQd; to
cling to established forms of business, when they Clog m.



stead of advancing it. If then the great purposes of\the
universe can best be accomplished by departing from "its
established laws, these laws will undoubtedly l,Je 'sus
pended; and though broken in the letter, they will be
observed in their spirit, for the ends, for which they were
~t instituted, will be advanced by their violation.
Now the que\tion arises, for what purposes were nature
aDd its order appointed; and there is no presumption in
saying, that the highest of these is the improvement of
intelligent beings. Mind, (by which we mean both mor
al.and intellectual powers,) is God's first· ~nd. The
great purpose, for which an order of nature is fixed,' is
plainly the' formation of Mind.· In a creation without
order, where events would follow without any regular
succession, it is obvious, that Mind must be kept in per
petual infancy; for in such a universe, there ooold be no
reasoning from effects to causes, no induction to e~tablish

general truths, no adaptation of means to ends; that i~,

no science relating to God, or matter, or· mind; no ac
tion ; no virtue. The great purpose of God then, I re
peat it, in establislring the order of nature, is to form
and advance the mind; and jf the case should occur,
in which 1,lte interests of the mind could best be advan
ced by departing from this order or by miraculous agen
cy, then the great purpose of the· creation, the great
end' of its laws and regularity, would demand such de
parture; and miracles, instead of war-riag against,would
concur with nature. .

Now we Christians maintain, tbat-sueh a case has ex
isted. We affirm, that when Jesus Christ came into
the world, nature had failed to communicate instructions
to men, in which, as inteUigent beings', tbey had the
dee~st ooncern, and on which the' full develope'm~nt

of 'their highest faculties essentially depended;' and we

.'
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affirm, that there ,was no prospect of relief from nature,
80 that an exigence had occurred, in which additional
communications, supem'atural lights; might rationally
be expected from the Father of spirits.. Let me state
two particulars out of many, in which men needed in
tellectual aids, not given by nature. I refer to the doc
trine of one God and Father, on which all piety rests;
and to the doctrine of' Immortality, which is the great
spring of virtuous effort. Had I time to enlarge on the
history of,' that period, I might show Y9U under ,what
heaps of rubbish and superstition these' doctrines were
buried. But'l should repeat only what you know fa
miliarly. The works of ancient genius, which form
JOur studies, carryon their front the brand of ,polythe
ism, and of debasing error on subjects of the first and
deepest concern. It is more important to observe, that'
the very uniformity of nature had some tendency to ob
scme ~he doctrines which I have named, or at least to
impair their practical power, so· that a departure from
this uniformity was needed to fasten them on men's
minds.

That a fixed order of nature, though a proof of the
One God to reflecting and enlarged understandings,
bas yet a tendency to hide him from men in genel'ill,
will appear, if we consider first, that, as the hlpDan
mind is constituted, what is regular and of constant 'oc
currence, excites it feebly; and benefits, flowing to it

. through fixed, unchanging laws, seem to come by a kind
of necessity, and are apt to· be traced up to natural caus
es alone. Accordingly religious convictions and feelings,
even in the present advanced condition ofsoeiety, are ex
cited, not so much by the ordinary course of God's provi
dence, as by sudden, unexpected events, which rouse and
startle the mind, and speak of a power higher than na-
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tur~.-There is another way, in which a h~ order of
nature seems Wlfavorable .to just impressious respecting
its Author. It di~covers to us· in the Creator. ar~
to general gooP, rather than an affection to ind~viduals.

The laws of nature, operating, as they ,do, w~th an inftex
.ible steadiness, never varying to meet the eases and
wants of individuals, and inflicting much private suffer
ing·in their stern admini&tration for thegene,ral weal,
give the idea of a distant, reserved sovereign, much more
than ofa tender parent; and yet this l~t view of God
is the only effectual security from superstitipn aod idola
try. NatlJre then, we fear, would not havebrougbt back.
the world to its Creator.~And as to the doctrine of Im
mortality, the order of the natural world had little ten
dency to teach th,is, .at least with clearness and energy.
The natural wculd contains no provisions orarrang.ements
fo~ reviving the.. dead. The sun and the ra!o, which
cover the tomb with verdure, send no vital influences
to the mOQlderiog body. The res~rch6Sof science de
tect no secret processes for restoring the ~ powers
of life. If man is to live again, he is not to live through
any known laws of nature, but by a power. higher than
Bature ; and how then can we be 8iSUred· of this truth,
but by a manifestation of thii .power, that ;S, by miracu
lou8..agency confirming a future life?

I have labored in these remarks to show, that the
uiformity of nature is no presumption against miracu
lous agency, when employed in OOBfirmation of ~h a'

. rdigion 8i Christianity. Nature, on the co.atrary, fur
aishes.a preswnption in its favor. Nature clearly shows
to us a power above its~lf, so that it proves miracles to
be possible. Na~ure reveals purposes and attributes in
its Author, with which Christianity remarkably agrees•
.Nature too haa de.ficieneiest which show Uuit it was 80t
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iatesdedr by its Author to.be his whole method of iIv
.ruethlg mankind; and in this way it gi'fes g~ c()ofir~

matioR: to.Cbristianity, which meets its wants, supplies
itS- d)J81D1, ~xplaiu its JIlysteries, and, lightens its heart
oppressing aares· and -.rows.

Before quitting, the general consideration of. miracles,
Lought to take some no.tice of Hume's celebrated argu
menton this subject;. DOt that ,it merits the attention
WIAioh( it baslreceived, but because it is speci~, and has
derintd weight from the name of its author. The argu-,
men! is briefly this,-'that belief is fouDd~d upon and reg-.
ulatecl by experience. Now we often experience testi
lBODy w'be-fabe, but never witness· a departure from the
order of.nature. That tn6B maydeeeiv-e us when they
testify to' miracles,. is· therefore .more- aceordant with
exptHliea(Ej than..dlat nature' should be irregular; and
hence there. is. a balaw:e' or proof agaiBst. miracles, a
preeusptian' so' strong alt tQ ootweigb the stro~t tea
timoll".~ The. usual"replies- to this argument I have· not
time to repeat. Dr. Campbell's work·, w.hich; is-aceessi
ble to all~.will show you, that it reMIt on an equivocal
11118 ofitlerms, and wilt furBish yow with many fine .remarks
on testimony aDd on the condi.tions! or qwlities whieh
give· it validity. I will only add a, few remarks whi£h
866m.to me worthy of atteotioa.

1. To argulllellt affirms, that the credibility of facts
or statements is to be decided by their accordance with
the 6Itabliahecl order of Bature, and by this standard
OIlly.· Now if nat1ll'6 cOlIlprehended all existences ad
aU powers,' this positi9B might be admitted. But if
thete is-a BeiDg higher tBanature, the origin of all its
poWelS aBd. motions, ~ whose clwacter falls UDder
oar ootiae aocI experience as tnily as the creatioa, 'then
there is an additioul 8tJuldard,to whieh facts aIId sta1e-
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~ents are to be referred:, and works, which violate na
ture's order, will still be credible, if they agree with the
known properties and attributes of its author; beca"uae
for such work~ we can a1lsign an adequate cause and
sufficient reasons, and' these a'ft9\the qualities and con
ditions, on which credibility depends.

2. This argument of Hume prOves too much, and
therefore proves nothing. It proves .too much; for if I
am to reject the sttongest 'testimony to miracles, because
testimony has often deceived IDe, whilst nature's order
has never heen found to fail, then I ought to reject a
miracle, even if I should see -it with my own eyes,aod
ifaIl my senses should attest it j' for all my senBeS have
sometimes given false reports, whilst nature has never
gone astray; and, therefore, be the circumstances ever so
decisive OJ' inconsistent with deception, still I must not
believe what I see, and hear, aDd touch, 'what my sen
ses, exercised according to the most deliberate judgment,
declare to be true. All this the argument requires; ad
it proves too much j for' disbelief, in the cas~ supposed,
'is out of our power, and is instinctively pronounced ab
surd j and what is morc,. it would subvert that very
order of nature on which the argument re~; for this
order of nature is learned only by the exercise'of my
senses and judgment, and if these fail me, in the most
llnexceptionable circumstances, then their testimony to
nature is of little worth. '

Once more; this argument is built OD an ignorance
of the nature of testimony. Testimony; we are· told,
cannot prove a miracle. Now the truth is, that testi
mony, of ·itself and immediately, proves no, met -what
ever, not even the most common. Testimony, can <k»
nothing more than show us the state of auother's mind
in regard to a' given fact. I t can only'shOW- U8, -that the



testifier has a belief, a conviction, that a certain· ph&
aomenonor event has occurred. Here testimony stops;
and the reality of the event ~ to be judged altogether
from the: nature and degree of this conviction, and from
the circumstances under which it ex~ts. This convic
tion is an effect, which must have a cause, and needs
to be explained; and if no .cause can be fouBd but the
real occurrence of the event, then this occurrence is ad
mitted a's true. SUch is the extent of testimony. Now
a' man, who. affirms a miraculOuS phenomenon or event,
may give us just as decisive proofs, by his character
and conduct, of the strength and depth of his convietion,

-as if he were affirmiug a commonoccurreoce. Testi-
.. mooy then .does just as mUch in. the case· of miracles, as

of common ewents; that is, it.diHlOsesto us the convic
tion -of. another's mind. Now tliisJ conviction in the
case of miracles reqUites a' cause,': 0: .explanation, as
much as in every other; and 'if, the' ciPcumstllnces be
stICh,. that it could. not have sprwig up and been estab
lished but by the i't>.atity of. the alleged miracle, then
tlutt great -and fundameutal' principle. of. human belief,
namely, that every e1feet ,must 'hale a .cause, .compels
WI, to· admit the miracle. , ~ ,- \ ,. ,':,
, It may be observedof.Hume.and of .other philosophi.
cal opposers of our religion, that they Ilie much more
inclined to argue, against. miracles;.in. general; than
agaiDtlt the particular, mtrades, on whieh .Christianity
re~ts•. <And !the reason is, 'e9vioml.!, ,Mirllor~s,,, when
considered: in a :genetal, abstract-mQnfter~ that i8,l.when
divested: of all cU1cumStanco~ and·,tupposed to ·oeoU':Bs
disceon6eted .facts,:ttHltand·a~~mhili~t·to;have<_
dxplahations Ol\reMOU; in .preceOillg 'eWenl8,; ·tll~ ; iDo iini
lueD.fte.on ·those .whicb,follow, aredudeedIOpen:oo:pbat
objection, a~ WaJltOD and uselessviohitionSl ofl aawre'.
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-erder ;: 8l1d: it is, aCe<miiogly' against ta'irilaleSoj .Oon.idend
in this -.ked, geBteral foMJ,; that the IIrgmmentBl<'fl iJIi;.
'delity are chiefly' urged.. But, it is gram:, dili.noity
to· cia. under this bead the miraeles "fJi CArilriaJIit}t
The}" are palpably different. They' de ·not·sunctalone
in ,history; btIC.are mNf) intimatety 'illcotpOated; with< it.
They were· demanded; by the state Gf the' wmld1which
preceded. them, and they. J1a.re'lefv deep) tmI,es ,oli all
subsequent ages. Iu fact~. the htmry' of the ·~t1ole

civilizeU world, sn.e tbeit'alleged oocorren~~,has'beea

swayed and 'colored< by them, aJKI i. vroolly;inexpliCftlbIt
without- them. Now such miractes'are nQt· to'be mat
and disposM'of. by general reaBOn~ which'applyonly
to ill8Ulated, unimportant, uniJdluential pllOfligies~ .

I haYe thus· coDlidenJd the objeetions~.. miracles ill
general; and I would close this: head' with observiDg,
that these objections will l08e their weight,jUflt'jn plIO

portion as we strengthen our conviction of God's power
over nature and of his paternal idterest in his creatures.
The great repugnance to- the belief of mRae1llou ageney
is founded in a.lurking· atheism, which ascribe8 supre
macy to nature, and which, whilst it professes to belieft
in God, questions his-tender concern for the improve
ment of men. To a URn who cherishes a 8ense of God,
tbe great difficnlty is, not to· account for miJacles, but
to account for their rare occurrerice. One of the mys·
teries of the universe is this, that its Author retires so
continually behind the veil of his works, that the great
and good ,Father does not manifest himself more dis
tinctly to his creatures. There is lOIIlething like cold~

DeSS and repulsiveness, in instructing us only by fixed,
inft8%ible laws of nature. The iatercoune of God writb
Adam- and the patriarehs suits oar .best eonceptiODS' of
~ relatjon which he bears' to the human race, and
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ought nQt to surprise us more, than the expresAoa Of :a
hum.an parent's tenderness and coacern towards hi,
offspring~

Mter the remarks now made to remove the objection
to revelation. in general, I proceed to consider the evi
dences of the cb.r~tian' religion in particular; and these
are so numerous, that should I attempt to compress
them into. the short space which now remains, I could
give but a syllabus, a dry and uninteresting index. . It
will be more useful to state to you, with some distinct
ness, the general 'principle into which all christian evi
dences may be resolved, and on which the whole religion
rests, and then to illustrate it in a few striking particulars.

All the evidences of Christianity may. be traced to
this great principle,-that every effect must have an
adequate cause. We claim for our religion a divine
original, because no adequate cause for it can be found
in the powers or passions of human nature, or in the
cir~umstancesunder which .it appeared-; beca~, it can
only be accounted fur by the interposition ,of that Being,
to whom i~ first preachers universally ~oribed it, and
with whose nature it perfectly .agrees.

Christianity, by which ,we mean not merely the doc
trines of the religion, but everything relating to it, its
me, its progress, the c.haracter of its author, the conduct
of its propagators ; Christia~ity,·in this broad .sense, can
only be accounted for in two ways. It either spJIUDg
from the principles of human nature, under the excite
ments, motives, -impulses of the age in which it was
first preached; or it had its origin in a higher and.
snpernatural agency. .To which of these causes the re-.
ligion should be referred, is not a question beyond our
reach; for be~ partakers of hum~ nature, and bow-



ing more of it than of any other part of creation, we
can judge with sufficient accuracy of the operation ()f
its principles, and of the effects to which they are com·
petent. It is indeed true, that human powers are not
exactly defined, nor can we state precisely the bounds
beyond which they cannot pass; but still the dispropor
tion between human nature and an effect ascribed to it
may be so vast and palpable, as to satisfy us at -OIIce,
that the effect is inexplicable by human power. I know
not precisely what advances may be made by the intel
lect of an unassisted savage; but that a savage in the
woods could not compose the Principia of Newton is
about as plain, as that he could not create the .world.
I know not the point, at which bodily strength must
8top; but that a man cannot carry Atlas or Andes on
his shoulders is a safe position. The question, there
fore, whether the principles of human nature', under the
circumstances in which it was placed at Christ's hirth,
will explain his religion, is one to which we are com
petent, and is the great question on which the whole
controversy turns.

Now we maintain, that a great variety of facts be
longing to this religion,-such as the character of -its
Founder; its peculiar principles; the style and charac
ter of its records ; its progress ; the conduct, circum
stances, and sufferings of its first propagators; the recep
tion of it from tbe first on the ground of miraculouS'
attestations; the prophecies which it fulfilled and which
it contains; its influence on society, and other circum
stances connected WJth it; 'are utterly inexplicable by
human powers and principles, but accord with and are
fully explained by the power and perfectious of God.

These nrious particulars I cannot attempt to unfold.
One or two may be, illustrated to show you the mode m
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applying the principles which I have laid down. I will
take first the character of Jesus Christ. How tS this to
be explained by the principles of human nature ?-We
are immediately struck with this peculiarity in the Au
thor of Christianity, that .whilst all other men are formed
in a: measure by th~ spirit of the age, we can discover in
Jesus no impres~ion of the period in which he lived.
We .know with considerable accuracy the state' of soci
ety, the modes of thinking, the hopes and expectations
of the country in which Jesus was born and grew up;
a.nd he is as free from them, and as exalted above them,
as if he had lived in another world, or, with every sense
shut on the objects around· him. His character has. in
it nothing local or temporary. It can be explained by
nothing around him. His history shows 'him to us a
solitary being, living for purposes which none but him
self comprehended, and enjoying not so much as the
sympathy of a single mind. His 'apostles, his chosen
companions, brought to him the spirit of the age; and
nothing shows its strength more strikingly, than the
slowness with which it yielded in these honest men to
the instruCtions of Jesus.

Jesus came, to a nation expecting a Messiah; and he
claimed this character. But instead of conforming to
the opinions which prevailed in regard to tbe Messiah,
he resisted them wholly and without rese.rve. To a
people anticipating a triumphant leader, under whom
vengeance as well as ambition was to be glutted by the
prostration of their oppressors, he came as a spiritual
leader, teaching humility and peace. This undisguised
hostility to the dearest hopes and prejudices of his na
tion ; this disdain of the usual compliances, by which am
bition and imposture conciiate adherents; this deliberate
~xposure of himself to .rejection and hatred, cannot

30



easily be explained by the common principles of bomaa
nature, and excludes the possibility of aelfish aims in
the Author of Christianity.

One striking peculiarity in Jesus iB the extent, the
vastness of his views. Whilst all around him looked
for a Messiah to liberate God's ancient people, whilst
to every other Jew, Judea was the exclusive object of
pride and hope. Jesus came, declaring himself10 be the
deliverer and light of the world, and in his whole teach- •
ing and life, you see a consciousness, which never for
sakes him, of a relation to the whole human race.
This idea of blessing mankind, of spreading a universal
religion, was the most magnificent which bad ever
entered man's mind. All previous religions had been
given to particular nations. No conqueror, legislator,
philosopher, in the extravagance of ambition, had ever
dreamed of subjecting all nations to a common faith.
, Thi$ conception of a universal religion, intended alike
for Jew and Gentile, for all nations and climes, is whol
ly inexplicable by the circumstances of Jesus. He was
a Jew, and the first and deepest and most constant im
pression on a Jew's mind, was that of the superiority,
conferred on biB people and himself by the national re
ligion introduced by Moses. The wall between the
Jew and the Gentile seemed to reach to heaven. The
abolition of the peculiarity of Moses, the prostration of
the temple on Mount Zion, the erection of 'a new reli
gion, in which all men would meet as brethren, ·and
which would be the common and equal'property of Jew
and Gentile, these were of all ideas the last to spring
up in Judea, the last for enthusiasm or imposture to
originate.

Compare next these views of Christ 'With his station
in life. He was of humble birth and education, with.
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nothing in his lot, with no extensive means, no rank,
or wealth, or patrou&.ge, to infuse vast thoughts and ex
travagant plans. The shop of a carpenter, the village
of Nazareth, were not spots for ripening a scheme, more
aspiring aad extensive than had ever been formed. It
is a principle of human nature, that, except in case of
insanity, some proportion is observed between:. the pow
er of an individual, and his plans and·hopes. The pur
pose, to which J esos devoted himself, was as ill suited
to his condition as an attempt to change the seasons,
or to make the sun rise in the west. That a young
mati, in ob8CUte life, belonging to an oppressed nation,
should seriously thio.k. of subverting the tIme-hallowed
and deep-rooted religions of the world, is a strange
fact; but with this purpose we see the mind of Jesus
thoroughly imbued; and, sublime as it is, he never falls
below it in his language or conduct, but spe8Ui and acts
with.a consciousnels of superiority, with a digBity and
authority, becoming this unparalleled destination.

In this connexion I cannot but add llBother striking
circumstance in Jesu.s, and that is, the calm confidence
with which h~ alway~ looked forward to the accomplish
ment of his design. He fully knew the ·strength of the
passioDi and powen which were arrayed against him,
and was perfectly aware that his life was to be shorten
ed by violence; yet not a word esCapes him implying a
doubt of .the ultimate triumphs of his religion. One or
the beauties of the gospels, and one of thepfoofs of
their genuineness, is found in our Saviour's indirect and
obscure allusio~s to his approaching lftlfferings, and to
the glory which waS to follow; allusions showing UI

the workings of a mind, )h01'Oughly ,conscious of being
appointed to accomplish- infinite good through great
calamity. This 8ntire Rod patient relinquishment of,

•
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immediate success, this ever present persuasion that' he
was to perish before his religion would advance, and
this calm, unshaken anticipation of distant 'and un-'
bounded triumphs, are remarkable traits, throwing a
tender and solemn grandeur over our Lord, aDd wholly
inexplicable by human principles, or by' the clrcum
~tances in which he was placed.

The views hitherto taken of Christ relate to his public
character anrl office. If we pass to what may be called
his private character, we shall receive the same impres
sion of inexplicable excellence. The most striking
trait in Jesus was, undoubtedly, benevolence; and al
thoogh this virlue had existed before, yet it had not
been manifested in the same form and extent. Christ's
benevolence was distinguished first by its expansiveness.
At that age, an unconfined philanthropy, prop08in~ and
toiling to do-good without distinction of-country or rank,
was uriknown. Love to man as man, lova comprehend
ing the hated Samaritan and the despised publican, was
a feature which separated Jesus from the best men of
his nation and of the world. Another characteristic of
the benevolence of Jesus was its gentleness and tender
ness, forming a" strong contras~ with the hardness and
ferocity of the spirit and manners which then prevailed,
and with that sternness and inflexibility which the pur
est philosophy of Greece and Rome inculcated as the
perfection of virtue. But its most distinguishing trait
was its superiority to injury. Revenge was one of the
recognised rights of the age in which he lived; and
though a few sages, who had seen its inconsistency with
man's dignity, had.condemned it, yet none had inculcat
ed the duty of regarding one's...worst enemies with that
kindness which God manifests' to' sinful men, and of re
turning curses with blessings and prayers: T~is form
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of benevolence, the most disinterested and divine form,
.was, as you well know, manifested by Jesus Christ in
infinite strength, amidst injuries and indignities which
cannot be surpassed. Now this singular eminence of
goodness, this supeJ:iority to the .degrading influences
of the ages, under which all other men suffered, needs
to be explained; and ORe thing it demonstrates, that
Jesus Christ was. not an unprincipled deceiver, expos
ing not only his own life, but the lives of confiding
friends, in an enterprise. next to desperate.

I cannot enlarge on other traits of the character of
Christ. I 'will only observe, that it had one distinction,
which, more than anything, forms a perfect character.
It was made up of contraSts ; in other words, it was a
union of excellences which are not easily reconciled,
which seem at first sight incongruous, but which, when
blended and duly proportioned, constitute moral barmo
n}", and attract, with equal power, love and veneration.
For example, we discover in .Jesus Christ an unparalleled
dignity of character, a consciousness of greatness, never
discovered or approached by any other individual in
history j and yet this was blended with a condescen
sion, lowliness, and unostentatious simpl~ity, which had
never before been thought consistent with greatness. In
like manner he united an utte~ superiority to the world,

. to its pleasures and ordinary interests, with suavity of
manners and freedom of austerity. He joined' strong
•feeling and self-possession; an indignant sensibility to
sin and compassion to the sinner; an intense devotion
to'his .work, and calmnessundet opposition and ill suc
~ess; a universal. philanthropy, and a susceptibility of
private attachments; the authQrity which became tbe
Saviour of the world, a. tbe tenderness aDd gratitude
of a son. SUCR was the author of our religion. And is
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his ch~ter to be·explained by imposture 0' insane
enthusiasm? Does it not bear the unambiguous marks .
of a heavenly origin?

Perhaps it may be said, .this character never existed.
Then the invention of it is to be explained, and the re
ception which this fiction IJIet with; and these perhaps
are as diffieu\tof explanation on natural principles, as
its real existence., Christ's histoty bears all the marks
of reality; a more frank, simple, unlabored, unosten
tatious narrative was never penned. Besides, his cha
racter, if invented, must have been an invention of
singular difficulty, because 00 models existea on which
to frame it. He stands alone in the records of time.
'The conception of a being, proposing such new and ex~

aIted ends, and governed by higher principles than the
progress of society had developed, implies singular in-

.tellectual power. That several individuals should join
in equally vivid conceptions of this charclCter ; and should
not merely des~ribe in general terms the fictitious being
to whom it was attributed, but should introduce him
into real life, should place him in a great variety of cir
cumstances, in connexion with various ranks of men,
with friends and foes, and should in all preserve his
identity, show the same great and singular mind always
acting in harmony with itself; this is a supposition hard
ly credible, and, when the circumstances of the writers
of the New Testament are considered, seems to be as
inexplicable on human principles, as what I before sug:
gested, the composition of Newton's Principia by a sav
age. The character of Christ, though delineated in an
age of great moral darkness, has stood the scrutiny of
ages; and in 'proportion as men's moral sentiments haTe
been refined, its beauty, has .en more seen and felt.
TQ suppose it invented, is to suppose that its authors,
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outstripping their age, had attained to a singular delica
cy and elevation of moral perception and feeling. But
these attainments are not. very reconcilable with the
character of its authors, supposing it to' be a fiction;
that is, with the character of habitual liars and impi~U8

deceivers.
But we are not only unable to discover powers ade

quate to this invention. There must have been motives
for it; for meB do not mak.~ great ei"orts, without strong
motives; .and in the whole compass of human incite-

. ments, we challenge the infidel to suggest any, which
could have prompted to the work n(>w to be explained.

Once more, it must be recollected, that this invention,
if it were one, was received as real, at a period ~o near
to the time ascribed to Christ's appearance, that the
means of detecting it were infinite. That men should
send out such a forgery, and that it should prevail and
triumph, arerucumstances not easily reconcilable with
the principles of our nature.

The character of Christ then was real. Its reality
is the only' explanation of the mighty revolution pro
duced by his religion. And how can you account for
it, but by that cause to which he always r~ferred it, a
mission from the Father?

Next to the character of Christ, his religion might
be shown to abound in circUn1s~nces which contradict
and repel the idea of a human origin. For example, its
representations of the paternal character of God; its in
culcation of a universal charity ; the stress which it lays
on inward purity,; its substitution of a spiritual worship
for the forms and ceremonies, which everywhere had
usurped the' name and e.-inguished the life of religion;
its preference of humility, and of the mild, UDostenta-
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tious, passive virtues, to the dazzling qualities which
had monopolized men's admiration; its consistent and
bright discoveries of immortality; its adaptation to the
wants of man" as a sinner; its adaptation to all the con-:
ditions, capacities, and sufferings of hum~n nature; its
pure, sublime, yet practicable morality; its high and
generous motives; and its fitDess to form a character,

'which plainly prepares for a higher life than the present;
these are peculiarities of ChristiaDity, weich will strike
us more and more, iD proportion as we understand dis
tinctly the circumstances of the age and country in
which this religion appeared, and for which no adequate
human cause has beeD or can be assigned.

Passing over these topics, each of which might be
enlarged into a discourse, I will make but one remark
on this religion, which strikes my own mind very forci
bly. Since its introduction, human nature has made
great progress, and society experienced great changes;
and in this aManced condition of the world, Christiani
ty, instead of losing its application and importance, is
found to be more aDd more congenial and adapted to
man's nature and wants. " Men have outgrown the oth
er mstitutions of that period when Christianity appear
ed, its philosophJ, its modes of warfare, its policy, its
public and private economy; but Christianity has never
shrunk as intellect has opened, but has always kept in
advance of men's fa<'.ulties, and unfolded nobler views
in proportion as they have ascended. The highest
powers and affections, which our Ilaturehas developed,
find more than adequate objects in this religion. Chris
tianity is indeed peculiarly fitted to the more improved
stages of society, to the more delicate sensibilities of
refined minds, and especiallyeo that dissatisfaction with
the present" state, which always grows with the growth
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of our moral powers and affections. As men advance
in civilisation, they become susceptible of mental suf
ferings; to which ruder ages are strangers; and these
Christianity is fitted to assuage. Imagination and in
tellect become more restless; and Christianity brings
them tranquillity by the etQrnal and magnificent truths,
the solemn and unbounded· prospects, wbich it unfolds.
This fitness of our religion to more advanced stages of
society than that in which it wa.s introduced, to wants
of human nature not then developed, seems to me very
striking. The religion bears the marks of having come
from a beingwho perfectly understood the human mind,
and had power to provide for its progress. This fea
ture of Christianity is of the nature of prophecy. It
was an anticipation of future and distant ages; and
when we consider among _hom our religion sprung,
where, but in God, can we find an explanation of this
peculiarity? •

I have now offered a few pints on the character of
Christ, a~ld on tbe character of his religion; and b8fore
quitting these topics, I would observe, that they form a
strong presumption in favor of the miraculous facts of
the Christian history. These miracles were not wrought'
by a man, whose character, in other respects, was ordi.
nary. They were acts of a being, whose mind w~s as
singular as his works, who spoke <tOO acted wiall mo",e
than hu·man authority, whose moral qualities and sul)..
lime purposes· were in accordance with superhuman
powers. Christ's miracles are in unison.with his whole
character, and bear a proportion to it, like. that which
w~ observe in: tbe most harmonious prodU(~tiolUlof na-. •
ture; and in this way d\ey receive from it great conJ

firmation. And the same presumption in, their favor
arises from his teligion. That a religion, carrying in
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itself such marks of divinity, and so inexplicable on
human principles, should receive outward confirmatiom
from Omnipotence, is not. surprising. The extraordiDary
character of the religion accords· with, and seems .to de
mand, extraordinary interpositions in its behalf. - Its
miracles are not solitary, naked, ,unexplained, dilcon
nected events, but are' bound up with a' systeni, which
·is worthy of God, and impressed with God ; ,,:hich oc
cupies a large space, and is operating with great and
increasing energy, in human affairs.

As yet I have not touched on what seem to maD,
writers the strongest proofs of Christianity, I mean the
direct evidences of its miracles, by which we mean tlu~

testimony borne to them" including the character, con
duct, and condition of the witnesses. The&e I have not
time'to unfold j nor is this labor needed; for PaleY's
inestimable work, which is one of your classical books,
has stated these proofs with great Clearness and power.
I would only observe, that they may all be resolved
into this single principle, namely, that the christian
miracles were originally believed under such circumstan
ces, that this belief can only be explained by their. actual
eccurrence. That Christianity was received at first on
the ground of miracles, and that its first preachers and
conver. proved the depth .and strength of their convic
tion of these facts, by attesti~g them in sufferings and
in death, we know from the most ancient records, which
relate to this religi9n, both christian and heathen; and,
in fact, this conviction can alone explain their adherence

• to Christianity. Now that this conviction could only
have spnmg from the reality.of the miracles, we infer
from the known circumstances of these witnesses, whose
passions, interests, and strongest prejudices, were oligi-
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nally hostile to the new religion; whose motives for
examining with care the facts on which it rested were
as urgent and solemn, and whose means and opportuni
ties of ascertaining their. truth were aIJ ample and unfail
ing, as can be conceived to conspire; so that the suppo
sition of their falsehood cannot be admitted, without
suhverting our trust in, human judgment and human
testimony under the most favorable circumstances for
discovering truth; that is, without introducing universal
skepticism. •

There is one class of christian evidences, to which I
have but slightly referred, but which has strock with
.peculiar force men of reflecting minds. I refer to the
marks of truth and reality, which are found in the Chris
tian records; to the internal proofs 'which, the hooks of
the New Testament carry with them, of having been
written by men, who lived in the first age of Christiani
ty, who believed and felt'its truth, who bore a part in
the labors and conflicts which attended its establishment,
and who wrote from personal knowledge and 'deep con
viction. A few remarks to illustrate the nature and
power of these internal proofs, which are furnished by
the hooks of the New Testament, I will now subjoin.

The New Testament consists of histories and epis
tles. The historical books, namely, the Gospels and
the Acts, are a continued narrative, embracing many
years, and professing to give the history of the rise and
progress of the religion. Now it is worthy of observa
tion, that these writings completely answer their end;
that they completely solve the problem, how this peculiar
religion grew up and established itself in the world;
that they furnish precise and adeq~ate causes fop this
stupendous revolution in human affairs. It is also wor-
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thy of remark, that they relate a series .of fac.ts, which
are not only connected with one another, but are inli-

ornately linked with the long series which has followed
them, aDd .agree accurately with iubsequent history, so
as to account for and sustain it. Now that a collection
of fictitious narratives, coming from different hands,
comprehending many years, and spreading over many
countries, should not ouly form a consistent whole,
when taken by themselves; but should also connect and
interweave· themselves with real history so naturally
and intimately, as to furnish no.clue for detection, as to
exclude the appearance of incongruity and discordance,
and as to give an adequate explanation and the only ex
planation of acknowledged events, of the most important
revolution in society; this is a supposition, from which
an intelligent man at once revolts, and which, if admit
ted, would shake a principal foundation of history.

I have before spo~en of the unity and consistency of
Christ's character as developed in the Gospels, and of
the agreement of the different writers in giving us the
singular features of his mind. Now there are the same
marks of truth running through the whole of these nar
ratives. For example, the' effects produced by Jesus
on the various classes of society; the different feelings
of admiration, attachment, and envy, \vhich he called
forth; th~ various expressions of these feelings; the
prejudices, mistakes, and gradual illumination of his
disciples; these are all given to us with such marks of
truth and reality as could not easily be counterfeited.
The whole history. is precisely such, as might be expect- .
ed from the actual appearance ~f such a person as Jesus
Christ, in such a state of society as then existed.

Tile Epistles,.if possible, abound in marks of truth
,and reality even more 0 than the Gospels. They are im-
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.hied-thoroughly with the spirit of the'first age of Chris
,tUirrity." They bear all the marks of having come from
'men; plt:mged in the conflicts which the new religion
e~ted, alil'-El to its interests,identified with its fortunes.
They betray the very state of mind, which must have
been genetated by the peculiar condition of the first
propagators of the religion. They are letters wrjtten
on 'real business, intended for imOlediate effects, design
ed, to meet prejIJdices and passions, which such a reli
gion must at first have awakened., They contain not a
trace of the circumstances of a later a,ge, or of the feel
ings, impressions, and modes of thinking by which later
times were characterised, and from which later writers
could not easily have escaped. The' letlers of Paul
have a remarkable agreement with his history. They
are precisely such as might be expected from a man of
a vehement mind, who had been brought up in th,e
schools ,of Jewish literature, who had been converted
by a sudden, overwhelming miracle, who had been en
trusted with the preaching of the new religion to the
Gentiles, and who was everywhere met by the prejudi
ces and persecuting spirit of his own nation. They are
full of obscurities gr<IIVing out of these points of Paul's
history and character, and out of the circumstances of
the infant chutch, and which nothing but an intimate
acquaintance with that early period can illustrate. This
remarkable infusion of the spirit of the first age into
the christian records cannot easily be explained but by
the fact,' that they were written in that age by the real
and zealous propagators of Christianity, and that they
are records.of real convictions and of actual events.

There is another evidence of Christianity, still<Dlore
internal than, any on which I have yet dwelt, an en
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dence to be felt rather than described, but not less real,
because founded on feeling. I refer to that conviction
of the divine original of oUl'religion, which springs up
and continually gains strength, in thoee who apply it
habitually to their tempers and lives, aDd who .imbibe
its spirit and hopes. In such meR, there is a conscious
ness of the adaptation of Christianity to their noblest
faculties; a consciousness Qf its exalting and consoling
influences, of it;S power to confer the true happineS$ of
human nature·, to give that peace, which the world can
not give; which assures them, that it is not of earthly
origin, but a ray from the Everlasting Light, a stream
from the fountain of Heavenly Wisdom apd Love.
This is the eviclence which sustains the faith of thou-

• ~ds, who never read and cannot understand the
learned books of christian apologists, who want, perhaps,
words to explain· the ground of their belief, but whose
faith is of adamantine firmness, who hold the gospel
with a conviction more intimate and unwav~ring, than
mere argument ever produced.

But I must tear myself from a subject, which opens
upon me continually as I proceed.-Imperfect as this
discussion is, the conclusion, I trust, is placed beyond
doubt, that Christianity is true. And, my hearers, if
true, it is the greatest of all truths, deserving and de
manding our reverent attention and. fervent gratitude.
This religion must never be confounded with our com
mon blessings. It is a revelation of pardon, which, as
sinners, we all need. Still more, it is a revelation of
human immortality; a doctrine, which, however under
valued amidst the bright anticipations of inexperienced
youth, is found to be our strength and consolation, and
she only effectual spring of persevering and victorious
virtue, when the realities of life have scattered our ria-
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ionary hopes; when pain, disappointment, and tempta
tiOh press upon U$ j when this world's enjoyments are'
found unable to quench that' deep thirst of happin-esS
which burns in every breast; when friends, whom we
love as our own souls, die; and our own graves open
before us.-To all who hear me, and especially to my
young hearers, I would say, let the truth of this religion
be the strongest conviction of your understandiJags ; let
its motives and precepts sway with an absolute power
your characters and lives.
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DISCOURSE

AT THE ORDINATION OF THE REV. E. S. GANNETT.
BOSTOl!tj 18!M.

I .

MATTHEW X. 16. .
'BEHOLD, I BEND YOU FORTH AS BBEEP IN THE MIDST OF WOLYEIl, BE Y1':

TImREFORE WISE AS SEJU'ENTll AND BARMLEBB AS DOVES.

THE communication ,of moral, and' religious truth is
the most important office co'mmitted to men. The SOD

of God came into the world, not to legislate for nations,
not to command armies, not to sit on the throne of uni
versal monarchy; but to teach religion, to establish
truth and holiness. The highest end of human na
ture is duty, virtue, piety, excellence, moral greatness,
spiritual glory' ; and he, who effectually labors for these,
is tak!og part with God; in God's noblest work. 'The
christian ministry, then, which has for its purpose men's
,spiritual improvement and salvation, and w-hich is in
trusted for this en~ with weapons of heaYenly temper
and power, deserves to be ranked amongst God's most
beneficent institutions and men's most honorable labors.
The occasion requires that this institution should ~e

OIU principal topic.
How happy a ~hange has taken place since the words

of Christ in the text were spoken t Ministers are. no
, .

longer sent forth into the midst of wolves. Through
31*



the labors, sufferings, aDd triumphs of apostles, martyn,
and good and great men in successive ages, Christianity
has become the professed and honored religion of the
most civilized nations, and its preachers are exposed to
very different temptations from those of savage persecu
tion. Still our text 'has an application to the present
time. We see our Saviour commanding his apostles,
to regard in their ministry the circumstances of the age
in which they lived. Surrounded with foes, they were.
to exercise the wisdom or prudence, of whi~h tJ1e ser
pent was in ancient times the emblem, and to join witn
it the innocence and mildll8SB ofthe dove. And in like
.anner, the christian minister is at all periods to regard
tile signs, the distinctive marks and ~haraeter of the age
te w~ch he belongs, and must accommodate bis miniStry
to ita wants and deQlands. Accordingly, I propose to
consider some of the leadiJig traits of the present age,
and the influence which they should have on a christian
teacber.

I. The state of the world, compared with the past,
may be called enlightened, and requires an enlightened
ministry. It hardly seems necessary to proft, that re
ligion should. be dispensed by men, who at leas.t keep

. pace with the intellect of the age in which they live.
Some passages of ,scripture howevet' have been wrested
to prove, that an unlearned. ministry is that which God
partkuJarly honors. He always chooses, we are told,
, the foolish things of the world to confound the wise.'
But texts of this description are misunderstOod, through
the very ignorance which they are addueed to support.
The wise, who are spoken of contemptuously in the New
Testament, were not really enlightened men, bllt pre
tenders to wisdom, who. substituted dreams of imagina-
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tion and wild hypotheses for sober inquiry into God'.
works, and who knew comparatively nothing of nature
()r the human mind•. The present age has a quite ,differ
ent ilJumination from that, in which ancient. philosophy
prided itself. It is marked by great and obviou.s im
provements in the methods of reasoning and inquiry, and
by-the consequent discovery and diffusion of a great mass
of physical and moral truth, wliolly unknown hi 'the
time of Christ. Now we a1Iirm, that such an age de
mands an en~ightened ministry. We want teachers,
who will.~ able to discern and unfold· the consistency
of revealed religion wjth the new lights which .'
breaking in from nature; and who will be able to draw,
from all men's discoveries in the outward world .d in
their .own souls, illustrations, analogies, and arguments
for Christianity. We have reaaon to 1?elieve, that God,

• the author of nature and revelation, has established a
harmony between dlem, and that their beams c/toe in
tended to mingle and shed a joint radiance; and conse
quently, ()ther' things being equal, that teacher is best
fitted to dispense Christianity, whose compass 9£ mind
enables him to compare what God is teaching in his
works and in his word, and to 'present the truths of
~ligion ~ith those. modificatioD8 and restraints which
other .acknowledged truths require. ~hristianity now
needs dispensers, who.will make history, nature, and the
improvements of society, tributary to its elucidation and
support; who will show its adaptation to man as an ever
progressive being; who will be able to meet the objec
tions to its truth, which will I)aturally be started in an
active, stirring, inquiring age; and though last not least,
who will have enough of mental and moral courage to
detect a.od renounoo the erl'OfS in the Church, on which
lIuch objectiou- are generally built. In such an age, a

..
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mlDlstry is wanted,· which will furnish discussions -of
nligious t~pics, not inferior a~ .least ·in illtelligence to
those, which people are accustomed to read and hear on
~ther subjects. Christianity win suffer, if at a time,
when vigor and acuteness of thinking are carried into
aU other departments, tlle pulpit should send forth
nothing but wild decljmatipn, positive aBSertion, or dull
commonplaces, with· which even childhood is 8~tiated.

Religion must be seen to be the friend and quickener of
.intellect. It must be exhibited with clearness of rea
f!Oning and variety of illustration; nor ought it to be
~prived of the benefits of a pure and felicitous diction
And of rich' and glowing imagery, where these gifts fall
to the lot of the teacher. It is not meant that every
minister must be a man of genius; for genius is one of
God's tarest inspirations; ·and of a11 the breathings of
genius, perhaps the rarest is eloquence. I mean oo1y.
to say, that the age demands of those, who devote them
selves to the administration of Christianity, that they
should feel themselves called' upon for the highest cul
tivation and fullest developement of the intellectnal
nature. Instead of thinking, that the ministry is a
refuge for dulness, and that whoever can escape from
the plough is fit for God's spiritual husbandry, we ought
to feel that no profession demands more enlarged think
ing and more various acquisitions of truth.

In proportion as society becomes enlightened, talent
acquires influence. In rude ages bodily strength is the
most honorable distinction, and in subsequent times
military prowess and skill confer mastery and eminenGe.
But as society advances, mind, thought, becomes the
Sovereign of the world; and accordingly, at the' present
moment, profound and glowing thought, though breath
ing only from the 'silent page, exerts a kind of omnipo-
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tent and omnipresent energy. It crosses oceans. and
spreads. through nations j and at one and the same 'mo
ment, the conceptions of a single mind are electrifying
and kindling multitudes,· through wider regions than the
Roman Eagle' overshadowed. This agency of mind on
mihd, I repeat it, is the true sovereignty of the world, and
kings and heroes are b~coming impotent by the side of
men of -deep and fervent thought. In such a state of

, things, Religion would wage a very unequal war, if di-
o VOtCed from talent and cultivated intellect, if committed

to weak and untaught minds. God plainly intends, that
it should be advanced by human agency j and does he
not then intend, to summon to its aid the mightiest and
noblest power with which man is gifted?

Let,it not be said, that' Christianity has an intrinsic
glory, a native beauty, which no art or talent of man can
heighten; that Christianity is one and the same, by what;.
ever lips it is communicated, and that it needs nothing
but the most naked exposition of its truths, to accomplish
its saving purposes. Who does not know, that all truth
takes a hue and -form from the 'soul through which it
passes, that in every mind it is invested with peculiar
associations, and that consequently the same truth is
quite a different'thing, when exhibited by men of differ~

ent habits of thought and feeling? '." Who.does not know,
that the sublimest doctrines lOse in some hands all their
granoonr, and the loveliest all their' attractiveness ?
Who does not kno~ how much' the diffusion and PQwer
of any system, -whether physical, moral, or political, de
pend OIHheorder according,to'whiCh it is, arranged,' on
dlebroad ,and consistenf views which' are -given of it,ron
the Iconnenons which it -is,' 8b.oW'n to hold with' ot~

. .
trUths~ 011 tle)im~ie8' by,which itis-illustrafitd,adom.:
ad, i aDd· enforooo;" ano- -dIpugh lat' not, 'e;u,t,lon '~th• •

•

•
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dearlHllS,tDd energy ,of the style ill which it is CODY8Y+

eel? ,'Nothing is Deeded in religion,' ·s;ome say,. ,-bUt
the naked truth.' But I apprehend, that there is DO

SJCh thing as naked truth, at least as fu as moral sub
jects are coDcerned. Truth whicb relates to God, 'and
duty, and happiness, and a future state, is always hu
manized, if I may so use the word, by passing through
a,human mind; and when communiCated powerfully, it
always comes to us in drapery, thrown round it by the
im~inatiOll, reason, and. moral feelings of the teacher. •
,It comes to us warm and living with the impreSsions IlJId
affections, which it has produced in the soul from which
it issues; and it ought so to come; for the highest evi·
dence of moral truth is found in the, mom principles and
feelings of OIU nature, Iind'therefore it fails of its best
support, unless it is seen to accord with and to'act upon
these; The evidence of Christianity, whith operates
most universally, is not history nor miracle8~ but its cor
respondence to the noblest capacities, deepest wants, and
purest aspirations of our nature, to the cravings of an
immortal spirit; and when it comes to us from B mind,
in which it has discovered nothing of this adaptation,
and has t6uched none of these springs, it wants one of
its chief signatures of divinity. Christianity is not then
to be exhibited nakedly. It owes much of its 'power to
the. mind, which communicates it; and the greater the
enlargement and developement of the miBd of which it
has poss~sed itself, and from which it flows, the wider
and deeper, will be its action on other souls.

It may be said without censoriousness, that the ordi
nary mode, in which Christianity has been exhibited in
past times; does not suit the illUmination of the presest.
That mode .has been too narrow, technical, pedantic.
Religion has been made a separate busiBess, -and a dull,•

, .
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UDsocial, melancholy business too, instead of b~
manifested as 'a truth, which' bears on and touches
everything human, as a universal spirit, which ought to
breathe. through and modify all our desires and pursuits,
all our trains of thought and emotion. And this narrow,
forbidding mode of .exhi~hing Christianity is easily ex
plained by its early history. Monks shut up in cells;
a priesthood cut off by celibacy from the sympathies and
most interesting J.:elations of life; and universities en
slaved to a scholastic logic, and taught to place wisdom
in verbal subtilties and uniBtelligible definitions j these
took Christianity into their keeping; and at their chilling
touch this generous religion, 80 full of life and affection,
became a dry, frigid, abstract system. Christianity, as
it came from their bauds, and has been transmitted by
a majority of protestant divines, reminds us of the hu- '
man form, compressed by swathing. bands, until -every
joint is rigid, every movement constOlined, and almost
all the beauty and grace of nature obliterated. Instead
of regarding it as a heavenly institution, designed to
perfect .ur whole nature, to offer awakening and puri
fying objects to the intellect, i~aginatioD, and'heart, to
develope eve"ry capacity of dev.out and social feeling, to
form a rich, various, generous virtue, divines have
cramped, and tortured the gospel into various systems,
composed in thE' main of theological riddles and contra
diction; j and this religion of love has been made to in
culCate a monkish and dark visaged piety, very hostile
to the free expansion and full enjoyment of all our· fac
ulties and social affections. _Great improvements indeed

. in this.. particular are taking pla;.ce· among Christians of .
almost every denomination. Religion has. been brought
from th~ cell of the monk, and the school of the verbal
disputant,' into life and society; and'its 'connexions ..

"
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with all our pursuits and feelings have been made mani
fest. Still, {;hristianity,I apprehend, is not viewed in
sufficiently broad lights to' meet the spirit of an age,
which is tracing connexions between all objects of
thought and 'branches of knowledge, and which cannot
but distrust an \ alleged revelation, in as far as it is
seen to want harmonies and affinities with other parts
of Go<Ps system, and especially with human nature and
human life.

II. The age in which we live demands not only an
enlightened but an earQest ministry, for it is an age. of
earnestness and excitement. Men feel and think at
present with more energy than formerly. There is
more of interest and fervor. W8 learn now from expe
rience what might have been inferred from the purposes
of our Creator, that civilisation and refinement are not,
as has been sometimes thought, inconsistent with sensi
bility.; that the intellect may grow without exhausting
or overshadowing the heart. The human mind was
never more in earnest than at the present Moment.
The political revolutions, which form such broad fea
tures and distinctions of our age, have sprung from a
new and deep working in the human soul. Men have
caught glimpses, however indistinct, of the worth, dig
nity, rights, and great interests of their nature'j an~ a
thirst for untried good, and impatience of long endured
wrongs; have broken out wildly, b"ke the fires of Et~a,
and shaken and convulsed the earth; . It is impossIble

. not to discern this increased fervor of mind in every .
department of life. A new spirit of improvement is
abroad. The imagination can no lODger ~e con'fined. to
the acquisitions of past ages, but is kindling the passions

• by vague but noble ideas of blessings ~ver yet attained.

•
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lIuItitudes, unwilling to wait the slow pace of that
great innovatQr, time, are tilking the work of reform
into their own hands. Accordingly the reverence for
aatiquity and fur age-hallowed establishments, and the
passion for change and amelioration, are now arraye~

against each other in open hostility, and all great ques
tions, affecting human happiness, are debated with the
eagerness of party. The character of the age is stamped
very strongly on its literary productions. Who, that can
compare the present with the past, is not struck with
be bold and earnest spirit of the literature of our times.
It refuses to waste itself on trifles, or to minister to mere
gratification.' Almost all that is written has now some
bearing on great interests of human nature. Fiction i.
no longer a mere amusement; but transcendent gemus,
aCcommodating itself to the character of the age, has
seized upon this province of literature, and tnrned fiction
from a toy into a'mighty engine, and, under the light
tale, is breathing through the community either its
reverence for the old, or its thirst for the new, commu..

, nicates the spirit and lessons of history, unfolds the
, operations ot: religious and civil institutions, and defends
.. Of assails new theories of education or morals by ex

hibiting them in life and action. The poetry of the age
is equally. characteristic. It bas a deeper and more
iIDpre~Jve tone than comes to us from what has been
called the Augustan age of English literature. The
regular, elaborate, harmonious strains whioh delighted
a former generati9n, are now accused, I say not how
justly, of playing too much an the surface of nature and
of. the heart. Men want and demand a more thrilling

• note, a' poetry which pierces beneath the exterior of
life to the depths of the soul, and which lays open its
mysterious workings, borrowing from the whole outward

32
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creation fresh images and correspondences, witla 1Jhidl
to illuminate the secrets 9f the world within us. So
k.een is this appetite, that t'xtravaganoes of imagina
tion, and gross violations both of taste and IDOral seD~
ment, are forgiven, when conjoined with what awUeu
strong emotion; and unhappily the most stirring is the
most popular poetry, even though it itsue from the
desolate soul of a misanthrope and a libertine, and ex
hale poison and death.

Now, religion ought to be dispensed iIi aceommocla
tiDn to this spirit and character ·of our age. Men desire
excitement, and religion must be communicated in a
more exciting form. It must be seen riot only to cor
respond and to be adapted to the intellect, but to furnish
nutriment and appeals to the highest and profoundest
sentiments of our nature. It must not be exhibited in
the dry, pedantic divisions of a scholastic theology ; nor
must it be set .forth and tricked out in the light drapery
of an artificial rhetoric, in prettinesses of style, in meas
ured sentences, ,vith an insipid 1loridness, and in the
form of elegantly feeble essays. No; it muR come
from the soul in the language of earnest conviction and
strong feeling. Men will not now be' trifled wi••
They listen impatiently to great suijects 'treated with
apathy. They want a religion which will take a lltrong
hold upon them; and no system, I am sure, ~~ now
maintain its ground, which wants the power of awaken
~ real and deep interest in the soul. It is o1;ected
to Unitarian Christianity that it does not possess this
heart-stirring energy, and if so it will, and still more, it
ought to fall; for it does not suit the spirit. of our times,
nor the essential and abiding spirit of humau nanire. •
Men will prefer even a fanaticism .which is in earnest,
to a pretended rationality,. which leaves untouched ''8ll

•
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the great tpriDgs of the soul, which never lays a quia
ening haod on our 'love and veneration, our awe and
fear, our hope 'and joy. _

It is obvio~, I think, that the spirit of the age, which
demands a more exciting administration of Christianity,
begins to be understood and is responded to by preachers.
Those of. us, whose memory extends back but a little
way, can see a revolution taking place in this country.
, The repose of the pulpit' has been disturbed. In
England the ·established Church gives broad symptoms
of awaking; and the slumbering incumbents of a state
religion, either roused by sympathy, or aware of the
necessity of self-defence, are beginning to exhibit the
energy of the freer and morezeaJoQs sects around them.

In such an age earnestness should characterize the
ministry; and by this I mean not /a louder voice or a
more vehement gesture; I mean no tricks of oratory,
but a solemn conviction that religion is a great concern, \
and a solemn purpose that its claims shall be felt by
others. To suit such an age, a minister must commu-

. nicate rel~ion, not. only as a result of reasoning, but as
a matter of experience, with that. inexpressiWe character
of reJility, that life and power, which accompany truths
drawn from a man's own soul. We ought to speak of
religion as something which we- ourselves know. 'Its
influences, struggles, joys, sorrows, triumphs, sbould be
delineated from our own history. The life and sensi
biJity which we would spread should be strong in 'our
own breasts. T.his is the only genuine, unfailing spring
<H an: earnest ministry. Men may work themselves for
a time into a fervor by artificial means; but the flame
is uMteady, 'a .crackling of thoms' on a cold hearth;
and. after all, it is"hard for the most succe8$ful art to
give eveneor a time that soul-subduing tone to the

•
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l'Dice, that air of native feeling to the COUDteDanC8, -eI
that raciness and freshness to the conceptions, which
come from an experimental conviction of religious truth;
~d accordingly I would suggest, that the most im
portant part of theological· education, even in this en
lightened age,. is not the communication of knowledge,
essential as that is, but the conversion and exaltation
of religious knowledge into a living, practical, and
soul-kindling conviction. Much as the age requires
intel~ectual culture in a minister, it requires still more,
that his acquisitions of truth sbould be ins~t with life
and feeling; that he should deliver his message not
mechanically and 'in the line of his profession,' but with
the sincerity and earnestness of a man bent on great
effects; that he should speak of God, of Christ, of the
dignity and loveliness of christian virtll.e, bf heaven and
redemption, not as of traditions aud historical records,

. about which he has only read, but as of realities which
he understands and feels ill the very depths of his soul. .

III. The present is an age of free and earnest inquiry
on tbe subject of religion, and consequentl, an age, ill
which the extremes of skepticism and bigotry, and a
multiplicity of sects, and a diversity of interpretations of
the sacred volume, must· be expected; and these circum
stances of the times inflllence and modify the du!ies of
the ministry. Free inquiry cannot exist without gene
rating a degree of skepticism; and against this influence,
IDOre disastrous than any error of any sect, a minister
is bound to erect every barrier. The human mind by a
natural reaction is undoubtedly tending, after its long
nssalage, to licentious speculation. Men have begun
to send keen, searching glances, into· old institutions,
whether of religion, literature, or policy; and have de-
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teeted 80 many abuses, that a suspicion of what is om hal
in many cases taken place of the veneration for antiquity.
In such an age Christianity must be subjected to a rigid
scrotiny. Church establishments and state patronage
cannot screen it from investigation; and its ministers,
far from being called to. remove it from the bar of rea
IOn, where God has chosen that it should appear, are
only bound to see that its claims be fairly and fully made
known; and to this they are solemnly bound; and con
sequently it is one of tht;ir first duties, to search deeply
and undentand thoroughly the tme foundations and
evidences, on which the religion stands. Now it seems
to me, that just in proportion as the human mind makes
progress, the inward evidences of Christianity, the marks
of divinity' which it wears on its own brow, are beCl'm- ,
ing more and 'more important. I refer to the evidences.
which are drawn from its excellence, purity, and happy
influences; from its adaptation to the spiritual wants,
to the weakness and the greatness of human nature;
from the original and ~nborrowed character, the great
ness of sou), and the celestial loveliness of its founder;
from its unbounded benevolence, corresponding with
the spirit of the universe; and from its views of God's
parental character' and purposes, of human duty and
perfection, and of a future state; views manifestly tend
ing to the ex~)tation 'and perpetual improvement of our
nature, yet wholly opposed to the character of the age
in which they were unfolded. The historical and mi
raculous proofs of Christianity are indeed essential and
impregnable; but, without superseding these, the in
ward proofs, of which I speak, are becoming more and
more necessary, and exert a greater power, in proportion
88 the moral discernment and sensibilities of men are
strengthened and enlarged. .And if' this be true, then

32~
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,Chr$tianity is endangered, and skepticism fortified, bJ
nothing so much ,as by represent1ltions of the religion,
which sully its native lustre and darken its inward sig
natures of a hea\'enly origin; and accordingly the first
and most solemn duty of its ministers, is, to rescue it
from such perversions; to see ~hat it be not condemned
for doctrines, for which it is in no respect respol,Jsible;
and to vindicate its character as eminently a rational
religion, that is, a religion consistent with itself, wjth
the great principles of human nature, with God's a~

knowledged attributes, and with those indestructible
convictions, which spring almost instinctively from our
moral constitution, and which grow stronger and strong
er as the human mind is developed. A professed reve
lation, carry~ contradiction on its front, and woun4iog
those sentiments of justioe and goodness, which 'are the
highest tests of moral truth, cannot stand; and those,
who thUi exhibit Christianity, however pure their aim,
are shaking its foundations more deeply than its opeD
and inveterate foes.

But free inquiry not only generates occasional skep
ticism, but much more a diversity of opinion among the
believers of Christianity; and to this the ministry must
have a special adaptation. In such an age the ministry
must in a measure be controversiaL In particular, a
minister, who after serious investigation attaches himself
to that class of Christians, to which we of this religioUB .
IOciety are known to belong, cannot but feel that the
painful office of conflict with other denominations is laid
upon him j for, whilst we deny tbe Christian naIDe to
none who acknowledge Jesus as their Saviour and Lord,
we do deliberately believ,e, that by many who confess
him his religion is mournfully disfigured. We believe,
that piety at present is robbed in no small degree of its

,
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singleness, energy, and happiness, ~y the mu~tiplication

in the church' of objects of supreme worship; by the
division of the one God into three persons, who su~tain

different relations. to mankind; and above all by the
dishonorable views formed of the moral character and
administration of. the Deity. Errors relating to God
seem to us among the most pernicious that can grow up
among Christians; for they darkea, and, in the s,trong
language of scripture, 'turn into blood,' the Sun of the
Spiritual Universe. Around just views of the Divine
Chara,cter all truths and all virtues Daturally gather; and
although sOOle minds of native irrepressible vigor may
rise to greatness, in' spite of dishonorable coneeptions
of God, y13t, as a general rule, human nature cannot
spread to i~ just and full proportions under their appal
ling, enslaving, heart-withering control. We discover
very plainly, as we think, in the frequent torpor of the.
conscience and heart in regard to religious ebligation,
the melancholy influences of that system, so prevalent
among us, which robs our heavenly Father of his pa
rental attributes. Indeed it seems impossible for the
conscience, under such injurious representations of the I

divine character, to discharge intelligently its solemn
office of enforcing love to God as man's highest duty;
~d accordingly when religious excitements take place
under this gloomy system, they bear the marks of a
morbid action, much more than of a healthy, restorative
process of the moral nature.

.These errors a minister of liberal views of Christiani
ty will feel himself bound to withstand. But let me
not be understood, as if I would have the ministry
given chiefly to controversy, and would turn the pulpit
into a battery for tpe perpetual assault of adverse sects.
Oh no. Other strai,ns than those of warfare should

•
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predominate in this sacred place. A minister may be
faithful to truth, without brandishing perpetually the.
weapons of controversy. Occasional discussions of dis
puted doctrines are indeed demanded by the zeal, with
which error is maintained. But it becomes ,the prea~h~

erto remember, that there is a silent, indirect in,fluence,
more sure and powerful than d~rect assault on false
opinions. The most effectual method of ~xpellingerror
is, not to meet it sword in hand, but gradually to instil
great truths, with which it cannot easily coexist, and
by which the mind outgrows it. Men, who have been

, recovered from false systems, will generally tell you, that
the first step of their deliverance was the admission of
some-principle, which seemed not to menace'their past
opinions, but which prepared the mind for the entrance
of another and another truth, until they were brought,
almost without suspecting it, to look. on almost every
doctrine M religion with other eyes, and in another.
and more generous light. The old superstitions about
ghosts and dreams were not expelled' by argument, for
hardly a book was written against them; but men
gradually outgrew them; and the spectres, which had
haunted the terror-stricken soul for ages, fled before an
improved philosophy, just as they were supposed to
vanish before the rising sun. And in the same manner,
the errors which disfigure Christianity, and from which
.DO creed is free, are to yield to the growth of the human
mind. Instead of spending his strength in tracking and
refuting error, let the minister, who would serve the
cause of truth, labor to gain and diffuse more and more
enlarged and lofty views of our religion, of its nature,
spirit, and end. Let him labor, to separate what is of
universal and everlasting application from the local and
the temporary; to penetrate beneath the letter to the

•
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spirit; to detach the primary, essegtial, and a11-com
prehendiDg principles- of Christianity from the incrul
tations~ accidental associations, and subordinate appen
dages by whieh they are often obscured i and to fix and
establish these in meD's minds as the standard -by which
more partial views are to be tried.. Let him especial
ly set forth the great moral purpose of Christianity;
always- teaching; that Christ came to deliver from the. .
power still more than from the punishment of sin i that
his most important operation is within UI; and that the
high~st end of his mission, is tbe erectioo of God's
throne in the. soul, .the inspiration of a fervent filial
piety, a piety founded.in confiding news of God's paren
tal cbaracter, and manifested in a charity corresponding
to God's unbounded and ever active love. In addition

,to these efforts, let bim strive to cOmmunicate the just
principles of interpr-eting the scriptures, that men, read.
ing them more intelli~tly, may read them with new
interest, and be will have discharged eftis chief Juty in
relation to controversy. •

It is an interesting thought, that, through the influ
ences now described, a sensible progress is taki~g place
in men's conceptions of Christianity. It is a plain mat
ter of fact, that tbe hard features of that religious
system, which has been' received by tradition from our
fathers,' are greatly softened; aMllthat a necessity is
felt by those who hold it, of accommodating their rep
resentations of it more and more to the improved phi
losophy of the human mind aild. to the undeniable
prinCiples of natural and revealed -religion. Uncondi
tiooaJ. -Election is· seldom heard of among us. The
Imputation of Adam's sin to his posterity is hastening
to - join tbe exploded doctrine of Traosubstantiation.
The more revolting representations of man's state by

/
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nature are judiciously 'kept out, of 'light ;..ana what is qf
stiH greater importane8~preachiog ,is,jnorilBpar.abl~more
practical. ,than formerly. ,A.ml,aiL these, chaoges ace
owing, not to theological controversy" 80, mueh as to
the general progress of the humail mind.. This progress
is especially. discernible in, the diminished, ,importance
DOW 86Cribed W tlw, ~tm'81'4iparts f)f Christianity.
Christians, .having grown up to understand that their
religion is a spirit and not a form, are .beginnillg to feel
t~e puerility il8 well'as guilt of~ingCluist's -follow
ers into faetiaDs, on .sucb.queRW.s as·these,:How muah
a Bishop differs from a Presbyter? ;and, ,Bow great a
quantity of water should be used in. baptism? And
whilst they desire to ascel:tain the, truth iJt theae par
ticulars, they look back on the' UllCharitable heat, with
which these and similar topics were once 'discussed,
with something of the wonder which they feel, on recol
lecting the violence of the PapiN during the memorable
debate, Whether~he Virgin Mary were born with origi-

•naJ sin? It is a consoling and delightful thought, that
God, who uses Christianity to advance civilisation and
knowledge, makes~ of tlais very advancement to bring
back Chrilltianity to a purer state, thus binding together

1 and carrying forward by mutual action the eause of
knowledge and the cause of religion, and strengthening
perpetually their bleaded and blessed inft.uences on
human nature.

IV. The age is in many respects a corrupt one, and
Deeds and demands in the -ministry a, spirit of reform.
The age, I say, is corrupt; not beoause I. consider it as
falling below the purity of past tiDies,' but becaUse it -is
obviously and grossly defective, when measured by the
christian Standard and by the lights and advaatagel
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which it enjoys. I know nothing to justify the cry of
modern degeneracy, but rather incline to the belief, that
kere at least the seDse of religion was never stronger
than at preseot. In comparing different periods ~ to

virtue and piety, regard must be had to difference of
circumstances. It would argue little wisdom or candor;
to expect the same freedom from luxury and dissipation
in this opulent and flourishing communitY,;is marked
the first settlement of our ootlDtry, when the inhabitants,
scarcely sheltered from the elements, and a1.m08t wholly
cut off from intercourse with the civilized world, could
command little more than the necessaries of life; and
yet it is through superficial comparisons in, such particu
lars, that the past is often magnified at the expense of
the present. I mean not to strike a balance between
this age and former ones. I look on this age in the light
of Christianity, as a minister ought to look upon it; and

. whilst I see much to cheer and encourage, I see much
to make a good man mourn, and to stir up Christ's
servants to prayer and toil. That our increased com
forts, improved arts, and overflowing prosperity, are
often abused to licentiousness; that Christianity is with
multitudes a m~re name and form; that a practical
atheism, which ascribes·to nature and fortune the gifts
and operations of God, and a practical infidelity, which
lives and cares and provides only for the present state,
abound on everY'06ide of us; that much, which is called
morality, springs from a prudent balancing ofthe passions
and a discreet regard to worldly interests; that there is
an insensibility to God, which, if our own hearts were
not infected Qy it, would sbock amI 'amaze us ; that edu
cation, instead of guarding and rearing the moral and
religious nature as its Sllpreme care, often betrays and
sacrifices it to accomplishments and acquisitions 'which



relate only to the present life; that there is a moornfo)
prevalence of dissoluteness among the young and of in
temperance among the poor; that the very religion of,
peace is made a torch of discord; and that the fires of
ODcharitableness and bigotry, fires kindled from hell,
often bum on altars consecrated to the true God ;-that
such evils exist, who does not know? What Christian
can look round him and say, that the state of society
corresponds to what men .may and should be, under the
light of the kospel, and in an age of advanced intelli
gence? As for that man, who, on surveying the world,
thinks its condition almost WI healthy as can be desired
or.hoped; who sees but a few superficial blots on the
general aspect of society; who thinks the ministry es
tablished for no higher end, than to perpetuate the pre
lent state of morals and religion; whose heart is never
bl,lrdened and sorrow-smitten by the fearful doom, to
which multitudes around him are thoughtlessly hasten..
ing; Oh let not that man take on him the care of souls.
The physician, who should enter a h~pital, to congrat
ulate his dying patients on their pleasant sensations and
rapid convalescence, would be as faithful to his trust, as
the minister, who sees no deep moral maladies around
him. No man is fitted to withstand great evils with ener
gy, unless he be impressed by their greatness. No man is
titted to eoter upon that warfare with moral evil, to which
the ministry is set apart, wbo is not pained and pierced
by its extent and woes; who does not burn to witness
and advance a great moral revolution in the world.

Am I told, that' romantic expectations of great chan
ges in society will do more harm than good; that the
world will move along· in its present course, let the
ministry do what it may; that we must take the present
state as God has made it and not waste our strength in
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ngeless lamentation' ,for incurable evils?' I hold this
language, though it takes the naule of philosophy, to be
whoUy unwarranted by experience and revelatiori. If .
there be one striking feature in hnman nature, it is its
SUsceptibleness of improvement; and who is authorised
to say, that the~limit of christian improvement· is reach
ed? thatwhilsf science and art, intellett and imagination,
are extending their domains, the conscience and affec
tions, the moral and religious principles of our nature,.
are incapable of increased power and elevation? Ha,'e
We not pledges, inman's admiration of disinterested,
heroic love; in his power of conceiving and thirsting
for unattained heights of excellence; and in the splen
dor and sublimity of virtue 'already manifested 'in not a
few who 'shine as lights' in the darkness of past ages,'
that man was created for perpetual moral and religious
progiess. True, the minister shoilld not yield himself
to romantic anticipations; for disappointment DJay de~

ject him.' Let him not expect to break in a moment
chains of habit, which years have rivetted,or to bring
back to immediate intimacy with God souls which have
wandered long and far from him. This is rom"ance ; but
there is something to be dreaded by the minister more
than this; I mean that· frigid tameness of mind, too
common in christian teachers, which' confounds the ac
tual and the possible; which cannot burst the shackles
of custom; which never kindles at the thought of great
improvements of human nature; which is satisfied if
religion receive an outward respec"t, and never dreams of
enthroning it in men's souls j which' looks on the strong
holds of sin with despair; 'which utters by rote the sol
emn and magnificent language of the gospel without
expecting' it to 'work mightily;' which sees in" the
ministry a part of the mechanism of society, a useful

33
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guardian of public order, but never suspects the ppwen
with which it is armed by Christianity.

The ministry is indeed armed with great powers for
great effects. The doctrines, which Christianity com
I9its to its teachers, are mighty engines. The perfect
character of God;· the tender lUld solemn attributes,
which belong to him as our Father and Judge; his
purposes of infinite and everlasting me.f~y towards .the
human race; the character and history of Christ; his eD
tire, self-immolating devotion to the cause of mankind,
his intimate union with his followers; his sufferings, and
cross, his resurrection, ascension, and intercession; the
promised ,aids of the Holy Spirit; the immortality of
man; the retributions which awai~ the unrepenting, and
'the felicities and glories of heaven, here are truths, able
to move the whole soul and to war victoriously with i~

host of passions. The teache.-, to whom are committed
the infinite realities of the spiritual world, the sa.;nctions
oreternity, ' the powers of the life to come,' has instm-

. ments to work with, which turn to feebleness all other
means of influence. There is not heard on earth a
voice so powerful, so penetrating, as that of an enlight
ened minister, who, under the absorbing influence of
these mighty ttuths, devotes himself a living sacrifice,
a whole burnt offering, to the caQse of enlightening and'
saving his fellow creatures.

No ; there is no romance in a minister's proposing,
and hoping to forward, a great moral revolution on the
earth; for the religion; which he is appointed to preach,
was intended and is adapted to work deeply ~nd widely,
and to change the face of society. Christianity was

~ Dot ushered into the world with such a stupendous pre
paration; it was Dot foreshown through so many ages
by enraptured prophets; it was not proclaimed so joy-
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fDlly by the IOIl«S of ~ls j it was not preached by
IUCh holy lips and sealed by such precious blood, to be
only .a pageant, a futm, a sound, a show. Oh no. It
lao, come' frODJ~'bea~n, with ,heaven's life and power,.....
come to 'mak.el~n tbings new,' to make 'the wilder
,peas glad and the de~I'Lblossomas the rose,' to break
tlre .'&CoD!r' heart, to set f~e the guilt-burdened antl
earth-bound spirit, and' to 'present it faultleS8 before
God's gmty with· exceeding joy.' With courage and
hope becoming, slJlebJ~ religion, let the miniSter bring tb
Dt work. his' noil~ntiilted pOwerS of intellect and a'ffec
tion; and 'God, in whose' calise he labors; will accompany
and· crotftv·tbe .1adI" witb fin altnighty ble-s~ing:'

My brother, you are now to be set ttpatt to the chris·
tian ministry. I bid you welcome to its duties, and im
plere; for y~ I strength to diScharge them, a long and
pmsperoos course; increasing· suecess'; and' everlasting
reWllJ'ds. I also welcome you to'the connexion -Which

, is· this day furmed between you and myself.. I thank
God for an associate, in whost!virtues and endowments
I have the prO{llise of personal comfort and'relief, and,
Mill more, ~~e pledges' of nsefuln~ss to this people. I
have lived too long, to: expect' .urriningled good in this or
tn: any '~13doD of life; nor am l' ignorant df the difficul':'

.ties and ·ttiats, which are thotI~btto altend the uniOli
of,dlft"erent'tniftds and diffe'rent hatrd~· in' the care of the
smue chunih~' .God grant'us tbftt singleness of pUTpose,
thatl'sint>e¥e- ooneern for' the"sllivation or oUr hearers,
.whirih;witl make the sue~e'ss 'of ekcli the ha'ppiness of
batA. 1 I' kniow, for I have b6'rne;' the" anxieties and suf~

ferirlgs wtrich· belo1l'g to the first years of the christian
minilttty, and I' beg you to a'tail;yourself of whatever aid
my experience' can give y·ou. ·But' no human aid cah



lift every burden from your mind ; nor,would ,the tJ:iieitt
kindness desire for you exemption ttom the universal
lot.. May the discipline, whi~h awaits you, giv:e p~rity
an~ loftiness to your motives; give energy ana tender
ness to your character, aDd prepwe you to minister to
the wants of a tempted and a1llicted, world with that
sympathy and wisdom, which fellowship in sutTering alIl

alone b.estow. May you grow.in grace, and in the
spirit of the ~inistry, as you grow in years; and when
the voice which DOW speaks to you shall cease to be
heard within the~e walls, may you, my ,brother, be left
to enjoy and reward the confulence, to point out.. the
path and the perils, to fortify the virtues, to aniiDate the
piety, to comfort the sorrows, to save the sows of this

.much loved people.

Brethren of this Christia,n ~ty ! I rejoice in the
proof, which thi~ day atTords, of your desire to secure
the administration of Christ's word and ordinances to
yourselves and your children; and I congratulate you on
the prospects which it opens before you. The recol
lections, which rush upon my mind, ~f your sympathy
and uninterrupted kindness through the vicissitudes of
my health and the frequent su~pensions of my labors,
encourage me to anticipate for my young' brother that
kindness and candor, on which the happiness of a minis
ter 80 much depends. I cannot ask for him sincerer
attachment, than it has been my lot to enjoy. I' re
member, however, that the reciprocation of kind feelings
is not the highest end of the ministry; and accordingly

f my most earnest desire and prayer to God is, that with
J a new pastor, he may send IOU new influences of his

spirit, and that, through our joint labor&, Christianity,
being rooted in your understandings and hearts, may
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spring up into a rich harvest of universal goodness. May
a more earnest concern for salvation, and a thirst for
more generous improvement, be excited in your breasts.
May a new life breathe through the worship of this
house, and a new love join tbe hearts of the worshippers.
May our ministry produce everlasting fruits; and on
that great day, which will summon the teacher and the
taught before the judgment seat of Christ, may you, my
much loved and respected people, be 'our joy and
crown;' and may we, when all hearts shall be revealed,
be seen to have sought your good with unfeigned and
disinterested love !

•
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DISCOURSE

A'r THE DEDICATION OF THE SECOND CONGREGATIONAL

UNITARIAN CHURCH: NEW YORK, 185l6.

MARK. XII. 29, 80.

ANn JESUS ANSWERED JInt, THE FIRST OF ALL THE COMMANDMENTS lB
HEAR, 0 ISRAEL; TllJ: LOaD ou~ GOD IS ONE LORD•

..urn THOU SHALT LOVE TilE LORD THY GOD WITH ALL THY HEART, AND
WITH ALL THY SOUL, AND WITH ALL THY' MIND, AND WITH ALL THY
STRENGTtI. TIIll:l ~ THE FJIl8T COMMANDMENT.

WE have a~sembled to dedicate this building to the
worship of .the only livi'ng and true God, and to' the
teaching of the religion of his SOD, Jesus Christ. By
this act we do not expect to confer on this spot of ground
and these walls any peculiar sanctity or any mysterious
properties. vVe do not suppose that, in consequence
of rites now performed, the worship offered here will be
more acceptable,' than prayer uttered in the closet, or
breathed from the soul in the midst of business; or that
the instructions delivered from this pulpit will b~ more
effectual, than if they were uttered in a private dwell
ing or the open air.' By dedication we understand only
a solemn expression of the purpose for which this build,.
ing is reared, joined with prayer to Him, who alone can
crown our enterprise with success, that our design may
'be accepted and fulfilled. For this religious act we
find, indeed, no precept in the New Testament, and on
this account some have. scrupled as to its propriety.
But we are not among those who consider the written
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word as a statute book, by the letter of which every
steR in life must be governed. We believe, on the other
hand, that one of the great excellences of Christianity
is, that it does not deal in minute regulation, hut that,
having given hroad views of duty, and enjoined a pure
and disinterested spirit, it leaves us to apply these rules
and express thi,s spirit, according to the promptings of
the divine monitor within U3, and according to the claims
and exigences of the ever varying conditions in which
we are placed. We believe, too, that revelation is not
intended to supersede God's other modes of instruction;
that it is not intended to <Jrown, but to make more .
audible, the voiee of. nature. Now nature dictates the
propriety of such an act as we are this day assembled

, to perform. Nature has always taught men, on the
completion of an important structure, designed for public
and lasting good, to solemnize its first appropriation to
the purpose for which it was reared, by some special
service. To us there is a sacredness in this moral in
stinct, in this law written on the heart; and in listening
reverently to God's dictates, however com:p,yed, we
doubt not that we shall enjoy his acceptanl:c and bles
sing.

I have said, we dedicate this building to the teaching
of the' gospel of Christ. But in the present state of the
chnstian church, these words are. not as definite !is they
one day will be. This gospel is variously interpreted.
It is preached in various forms. Christendom is par.cel
ed out into various sects. When, therefore, we see-8
new house of worship reared, the question immediately
arises, To what mode of teaching Christianity is it to be
~voted ? I need not tell you, my hearers, that this
house has been built by that'class of Christians, who
are called Unitarians, and that the gospel will here be

•
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~ught, as iIiterpreted by that bod, of believers. .This
you all know; but perb.aps all present have not attached
a very precise meaning to the word~ by, which our par
ticular views of Christianity are designated. Unitari':,
anism has beell made a term oJ 1iI0 much reproach, and
has been uttered in, so many tones of alarm, horror, in
dignation, and scorn, that to many it gives only a vague
impression of something monstrous, impious, unuttera
bly perilous. To such, I would say, that this doctrine,
~hich is considered by some, as the last and most per
fect invention of Satan" the consummati~of his blas
phemies, the'most cllDning weapon ever forged in the
fires of hell, amou.nts to this-That ,there is One God,
even tlk Father j and that Jesus Christ is not this One
God, but his SOB. and messenger, who derived aU his
powers and glories from the- Universal Parent, and who
came into ~he world not to claim supreme' homage for
laimself, but to carry up the soul' to his Father as the
Ouly Divine Person, the Only Ultimate Object of reli
gious worship. To us, this doctrine seems not to have
sprung from hell, but to have descended from the throne
of God, and to invite and attract us thither. To us it
seems to come from the scriptures, ~ith a voice' loud as
the sound of mauy waters, and as articulate and clear as
if Jesus, in a bodily form, were pronoUncing-it distillctly
in our ears. To this doctrine, and, to Christianity inter
preted in consistency with it, we dedicate this building•

. That we desire to propagate this doctrine, we do not
conceal. It is a treasure, which we wish not to cohfine
to ourselves, which we dare not lock up in our own

. breasts. We regard it as given to U8 for others, 3S well
38 for ourselves. WelJh~uld rejoice to spread it through.
thiegreat city, to carry it into every dwelling, and to send
h far and wide to the remotest settlements ofour country.



A..-. I askJedt why we wish· this diffusion? We date
DM MY" that we. andn·Bo·degTee'ioflueoeedby sectari'
_ fee"ng;, for "we· see it' raging aMund' us; and we
sh()o}d be more than l me.tt~ \Vere we I \\'bolly to escape lOt

epidefnic'pnlial.' . We cIo hope, however, ·that our main
purpo88'abQ,aim,is bot-~tQtian,.but toprotnote'll'purer
and· nobler' piety thao/nowprevails. ' We are· not' indo
eed. ~ sprom,OUtIiopilriob8' by the· mere' cOlJVict·imr that

-tMy ant'tJUtl ;' for therea~'ma'llY troth~ historienf, met
aphylieal, eciel1ti6c,',litemry., whireh ~·hAWJ'n<Y·anxlet1

to prop8~e.' We J'{"pd" them 8s'the higbe9tl, most
importcrnt, IDOst efficieot, truths~. uti t~lerefute dema\Mt.o
jog a irtn ·testlmuny,. and- earnest 4'6n8. to 'lI1.k~ them
knbwn., In thus:' speaki~ lWeI do ·oot· meaD, .that we
regard our peeuliar views a8' essential to 88Watibn. Fv
from "U8 be tbis spirit of exclosicm, the very spirit of
antichrist, the worst of .n, the idelusioD8 of popery and

. of protestantism. We hold- nothiag to be essential; but
the simple.and supreme dedicatWh .of the mind, heart,
and life to' God 'ana to hie wilt. This inward·aDd prac
tical devotedness to the Supreme Being; we are assured,
is attaiaed and. accepted under all the forms of Christi
anity. We believe, however, that it is favored by that
truth which we maintain, as by no other system of faitb.
We regaoo' Unitar.ism as pecuHarly tbe friend of in
ward, living, practical religioR. For this we value it.
For this we would spread it; aDd we dt>me none to
embrace it, but such as shall seek and derive from it
this relestial influence.

This cbaracter and property of U nilarian Christian
ity, Its fitness to proDlOte true, deep, aDd living piety,
being our chief ground of attachment to it, and. our
chief motive for dedicating this bouse to its jnculcatjOD~

1 have thought proper to make this the topic of my



present discourae. I do no,t pro~e to prove- tJletmtk
of Unitariallism 'by scriptural authorities, for this argu-'
ment would exceed the limits of a sermon, but to show
its superior tendency' to form an elented, religious c~ar

aeter. ,If, however, this position can be sustained, I
~hal\ have contributed no weak argument in support of
the truth of our views; for the chief purpose of Christi
anity undoubtedly is, to promote piety, to bring us to
God, to fill our souls with that GrflatBeing, w make
us alive to Hinl; and a religious system <:an carry no
more authentic mark of a divine original, than its obri
ous, direct, and peculiar adaptation to quicken and raise
the mind to its Creator.-'In speakiDg thus of Unitarian
Christntnity as promoting piety, I ought to observe,
that I use this word in its proper and highest sense.
I mean not everJthing w~ichbears the naJDe of piety,
for under this title superstition, fanaticism, and formality
are walking abroad and claiming respect. I mean not
an anxious frame of mind, not abject 'and slavish fear,
not a dread of hell, not a repetition of forms, not church
'going, not loud profession, not severe censure of others'
irreligion; but filial love and reverenc;e towards, God,
habitual gratitude, cheerful tr~st, ready obedience, and,
though last 'not least, an imitatipn of the ever active
and unbounded benevolence of the Creator.

The object of this discourse requires. me to speak.
with great freedom of different systems of religion.
But let me not be misunderstood. Let not the un
charitableness, which I condemn, be lightly laid to my
charge. Let it be remembered, that I speak only of,
systems, not of those wbo embrace tbem. In setting
forth witb all simp)icity wbat seem to me .tbe good or
bad tendencies of doctrines, ,I have not a thought of
giving standards or measures by which to estimate the
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virtue or vice of their professors. N~thing would be
more unjust, than to decide on men's charact~rs from,
their peculiarities of faith; and the reason is plain.
Such peculiarities are -not the only causes which im
press and determine the mind. Our nature is exposed
to innumer~bleother influences. If indeed aman were
to know nothing but his creed, -were to meet with no
human beings but those who adopt it, were to see no
example and to hear no conversation,- but such as were
formed by it ; if his creed were to meet him everywhere,
and to exclude every other object of thought; then his
chal'acter might be expected to answer to it with great
precision. But our Creator has not shut us up in so
narrow a sehool. The mind is exposed to an infinite
variety of influences, and these are-multiplying with the
progress of society. Education, friendship, neighbour
hood, public opinion, the state of society, 'the genius
of the place' where we lh'e, books, events, the pleas
ures and _husiness of life, the outward -creation, our
physical temperament', and innumerable other causeg,
are perpetually'pouring in upon the soul thoughts,- views,
and 'emotions; and these influences are so complicated,
80 peculiarly combined in the case of every individual,
and so modified by the original susceptibilities and con
stitution of every mind, that on no subject is there
greater uncertainty than on the formation of character.
To determine the precise operation of a religious
opinion amidst this host of influences surpasses human
power. A great truth may be completely neutralized
by the countless impressions and excitements, which the
mind receives from other sources; and so a great error
may be disarmed of much of its power, by the superior
energy of other and better views, of early habits, and- of
virtuous examples. Nothing is more common than to
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l8e a doctrine believed without swaying the will. Ita
eiicacy depends, not on the assent of the intellect, but
on the place wMch ,it occupies in the thoughts, on· the
distinctness and vividness' with which it is corrceived,
OIl it'f association with our common ideas, on its fre
quency of recurrence, and on its command of the atten
tioo, without which it has no life. Accordingly, perni
cious opinions are not seldom held by men of the most
illustrious virtue. I mean not then, in .commending or
CODdemning systems, to pass sentence on their profes
sors.. I know the power of the mind to select from a
multifarious system, for its habitual use, those features
or principles which are generous, pure, and ennobling,
and by these, to sustain its spiritual life amidst the
nominal profession of many errors. I know that a
creed is one thing, ·as written in a book, and another,
as it exists in the minds of its advocates. In th.e book,
all the doctrines appear in equally strong and legible
lines. In the mind, manY.are faintly traced and sel
dom recurred to, whilst others are in~crib('d as with
sunbeams, and are the chosen, constant lights of the
soul. Hence, in good men of opposing denominations,
a real agreement may subsist as 'to their vital principles
of faith; and amidst the division of tong,:u~s, there may
.be unity of soul, and the same internal worship of God.
By these remarks I do not mean, that error is not ev~l,

ilr that it bears no pernicious fruit. Its tendencies are
l1ways bad. But I mean, that these tendencies exert
:.hemselves· amidst so many countNacting influences;
dnd that injurious opinions so often lie dead, through
the want of mixture with the common thoughts, through
the mind's not absorbing them, and changing them into
its own substance; that the high.est respect may, and
ought to be cherisbed for men, in whose creed we find

34.



IIlUC,h to disapprove. In this discourse I -shall speak
freely, and some may say severely, of Trinitarianism;
but I love and honor not a few of its advocates; and in
opposing what I deem their error, I would on no 'account
detract from their worth. After these remarks, I hope
that the language of earnest discussion and strong oon
viction will' not be construed into the want of that
charity, whi~h I acknowledge as the first grace of our
religion. ,

I now proceed to illustrate and prove the' 8uperioritf
of Unitarian Christianity, as a means of promoting a

. "deep and noble piety. '
t Unitarianism is a system most favorable to piety,

because it presents. to the mind One, and only one, Infi.
uite Person, to whom supreme homage is to be paid.
It does· not weaken the energy of religious sentiment by
dividing it among various'objects. It collects and con
centrates the soul on One Father of unbounded, undivi
ded, unrivalled glory. To Him it teaches the mind to
rise through all beings.. Around Him it gathers all the
splendors of the universe. To Him it teaches us to as
cribe whatever good we receive or behold, the beauty
and magnificence of nat~re, the liberal gifts of provi
dence, the capacities of the soul, the bonds of. society,
and especially the riches of grace and redemptiop, the
mission,. and powers, and beneficent influences of Jesus
,Christ. All happines's it traces up to the Father, as the
sole source; and the mind, which these views have pen
etrated, through this intimate- association of everything
exciting and exalting in the universe with One Infinite
Parent, caR and does offer itself up to him with the in·
tensest and profoundest love, of whjch human nature ~s

llUsceptiLle. The Trinitarian indeed· professes to be
lieve in ,one God and means to hold fast this truth. But
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three persons,having distinctive qualities and relations,
of'whom one is sent and another the sender, one is given
and another the giver, of whom one intercedes and
another hears the intercession, of whom ~ne takes flesh"
and another never becomes incarnate, three persons,
thus discriminated, are as truly three'objects Of the
mind, as if they were acknowledged to be separate
divinities j and from the principles of our nature, they
cannot act on the mind as deeply and powerfully as One
Infinite Person, to whose sole goodness all happiness is
ascribed. To multiply infinite obje'cts for the heart, is
to distract it. To scatter the attention among three
equal persons, is to impair the power of each. The
more strict and absolute the unity of God, the more
easily and intimately all the impressions and emotions of
piety flow together, and are condensed into one glowing
thought, one thrilling love. No language can express
tbe absorbing energy of the thought of one Infinite Fa
ther. When vitally implanted in the soul,it grows and
gains strength forever. It enriches itself by every new
view of God's word and works j gathers tribute from
all regiGns and all ages j and attracts into itself all the
rays of beauty, glory, and joy, in the' Illaterialand
spiritual creation.

My hearers, as you would feel the full influence of
God upon your souls, guard sacredly, keep unobscured'
and unsullit>d, that fundamental and glorious truth, that
there is One, and only One Almighty Agent in the uni
verse, One Infinite Father. Let this truth dwell in me .
in its uncorrupted simplicity, and I have the spring and
nutriment of au ever growing piety. I have an object
for my mind towards which all things bear me. ] know
whither to go in all trial, whom to bless in all joy, whom
to adore in all (behold. But let three persons claim
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fr9m me supreme homage, and claim it on differeAt
grounds, one for sending and another for coming to my
relief, and I am divided, distracted, perplexed. My frail
intellect is overborne. tnstead of One Father, on whose
arm I can rest, my mind is torn from object to object, and
I tremble, lest, among so many claimants of supreme
love, I should withhold from one or another his due.

II. Unitarianism is the system most favorable to
piety, because it holds forth and preserves inviolate the
spirituality of God. 'God is a spirit, and they that
worship him must worship him in spirit and in truth.'
It is of great importance to the progress and elevation
of the religious principle, that we should refine more
and more our conceptions of God; that we should sepa~

rate from him all material properties, and whatever is
limited or imperfect in our own nature; that we should
regard him as a pure intelligence, an unmixed and infi
nite Mind. When it pleased God to select the Jewish
people and place them under miraculous interpositions,
one of the first precepts given them was, that they
should not represent God under any bodily form, any
graven image, or the likeness of any creature. Next
caDle Christianity, which bad this as one of its great
objects, to render religion still more spiritual, bJ abol
ishing the ceremonial and outward worship of former
times, aDd by discarding those grosser 'modes of des
cribing God, through which the ancient prophets had
sought to impress an unrefined people..

Now Unitarianism concurs with this sublime moral
purpose of God. It asserts his spirituality. It ap
proaches him under nQ bodily form, but as a pure spirit,
as the infinite and universal Mind. On the other hand,
it is the direct influence of Trinitarianism to, materialize
men,'s conceptionsof God ; and, in truth, this system ill

~.
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a relapse into the error of the rudest and earliest ages,
into the worship of a corporeal God. Its leading fea
ture is, the doctrine of a God clothed with a 'body, and
acting and speaking through a material frame,-of the
Infinite Divinity dying on a cross; a doctrine, which in
earthliness reminds us of the mythology of the rudest
pagans, and which a pious Jew, in the twilight of the
Mosaic religion, would have shrunk from· with horror.
It seems to me no small objection to the Trinity, that
it supposes God to take a body in the later and more
improved ages of the world, when it is plain, that such
a manifestation, if needed at all, was peculiarly required
in the infancy of the race. The effect of such a system
in debasing the idea of God, in associating with the
Divinity human passions and infirmities, is too obvious
to need much elucidation. On the suppositioll that the
second person of the Trinity became incarnate, God
may be said to be a material being, on the same general

.ground, on which this is affirmed of man; for man is
-material only by the union of the mind with the body ;
and the very meaning of incarnation is, that God took
a body, through which he acted and spoke, as the hu·
man soaJ. operates through its corporeal organs. Every
bodily affection may thus he ascribed to God. Accord
ingly the Trinitlirian, in his most solemn act of adora
tion, is heard to pray in these appalling words: 'Good
Lord, deliver us; by the. mystery of thy holy incarna
tion, by thy holy nativity and circumcision, by thy bap
tism, fasting, and temptation, by thine agony a~d bloody
sweat, by thy cr088 and passiOl" good Lord, detiver us.'
Now I ask you t6 jPdge, from the· principles of human
natore, whether to worshippers, who adore their God
for his wounds and tears, his agony, and blood, Bad
sweat, the ideas of corporeat existence and human suf-

340*
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fering will not predominate over, the conceptions of a
purely spiritual essence; whether the mind, in clinging

, to the man, will not lose the God; whether a surer
method for depressing and adulterating the pure thought
of the Divinity could have been devised. That the
Trinitarian is unconscious of this influence of his faith,
I know, nar do I charge it on him as a crime. StilJ it
exists and cannot be too much deplored.

The Roman Catholics, true to human nature and
their J=reed, have sought, by painting and statuary, to
bring their imagined God before their .eyes; and have
thus obtained almost as vivid impressions of him, as if
they had lived with him on the earth. The Protestant
condemns them for using these similitudes and represen
tations in their wor!ihip ; hut if .a Trinitarian, he does so
to his own condemnation. F or if, as he believes, it was
once a duty to bow in adoration before the living body
of his incarnate God, what possiule guilt can there be
111 worshipping before the pictured or sculptured memo
rial of the same being? Christ's hody may as truly be
represented by the artist, as. allY other human form; and
its image may be used as effectually and properly, as
that of an ancient sage or hero, to recalJ him with viv
idness to the milld;-'Is it said, that God has expressly
forbidden the use of images in our worship? But why
was. that prohibition laid on the Jews? For this ex
press reason, that God had not presented himself to
them in any form, which admitted of representation.
Hear the language of Moses: 'Take good heed lest ye
make you a graven image" for ye saw no manner of
similitude on the day that the Lord spake unto you in
Horeb out of the midst of the fire.' * If, since that

•
• Dnt,iv. '16, 16.-The atrangemel1t of the text ia a little cbaDged, to put the

reader immecliately in poa.-iOD of the m8llJlinl.
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period, God has taken ahody, then the reason of the
prohibition has ceased jand if he took a body, among
other purposes, that he might assist the weakness of
the intellect, which needs a material form, then a statue,
which leDd~ so great an aid to the conception of an ab
sent friend, is not only justified, but seems to be required.

This materializing and embodying of the Supreme
Being, which is the essence of Trinitarianism, cannot
but be adverse to a gro~ing and exalted piety. Hu
man and divine properties, being confounded in one
being1 10l!le' their distinctness. The splendors of the
Godhead are dimmed. The worshippers of an incar
nate Deity,. thf.Ough ~e frailty of their nature, are
strongly tempted to fasten chiefly on his human attri
butes; arid their devotion, instead of rising to tbe Infi
nite God, and taking the peculiar character which In
Dnity inspires, becomes rather a human affectio~, bor
rowing much of its fervor from the ideas of suffering,
blood, and death. It is indeed possible, that this God:'
m;tll (to use the strange phraseology of Trinitarians)
may excite the mind more easily, than a purely spirit
ual divinity; just as a tragedy, addressed to the eye·
and ear, will interest the multitude more than the con
templation of the most exalted character. But the
emotions, which are the most easily·roused, are JIot the
profoundest or most enduring. This human love, in
spired by 3' human God, though at first more fervid,
cannot grow and spread through the soul, like the reve
rential attachment, which an infinite, spiritual Father
awakens.' Refined conceptions of God, though more
slowly attained, have a more quickening and aJl-per~

vading energy, and admit of perpetUal accessions of
brightness, life, and strength.
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True, we shall be told, . that Trinitarianism has con
verted only one of its three P!3rsons into a buman- Deity,
and that tbe other two remain purely spiritual beings.
But who does not know, tbat man will attach himself
most strongly to the God who has become a man? Is
not this even a duty, if the Divi~ity bas taken a body
to place himself within tbe reach of human comprehen
sion and sympathy?' That the Trinitarian's views of
the Divinity will be colored more by his visible, tangi
ble, corporeal God, than by those persons of the Trin
ity, who remain comparc\tively hidden in their invisible
and spiritual essence, is so accordant wi~ the prinei
'pies of our nature, 'as to need no labored proof.

My friends, hold fast the doctrine of a purely spiritual
divinity. It is one of the great supports and instru
ments of a vital piety. It brings God near, as no other
doctrine can. One of the leading purposes of Christi
anity, is to give us an ever growing sense of God's im
mediatt'! presence, a consciousness of him in our souls.
Now just as far as corporeal or limited attributes enter
into our conception of him, we remove him from us.
He becomes an outward, distant being, instead of being
viewed and felt as dwelling.in the soul itself. It is an
unspeakable benefit of the doctrine of a purely spiritual
God, that he can be regarded as inhabiting, filling our
spiritual nature j and through this union with our minds,
he ,can and does become the object of an intimacy and
friendship, such as no embodied being can call forth.

III. Unitarianism is the system most favorable to
piety, because it presents a distinct and intelligible
object of worship, a being, whose nature, whilst inex
pressibly sublime, is yet simple a~d suited to human
ap~rehension. An infinite Father is the most exalted



of all concepti9ns, and yet the . least perplexing.· It
inv:olv~s no incongruous ideas. It is illustrated by
analogies from our own nature. I t coincides with that
fundamental law of the- intellect~ through which we
demand a cause proportioned to effects. , It is also as
interesting as it is rational; so that it is peculiatly con
genial with the improved mind. The sublime simplici
ty of God, as he is taught in Unitarianism, hyrelieving
the understanding from perplexity, and by placing him

, within the re~ch, of thought aad affection, gives him
peculiar power9ver the soul. Trinitarianism, on th~

other hand, is a riddle. ' Men call it a mystery; but it
is ~yst6riou8, not like th~, great truths of religion, by
its vastness and grandeur, but by· the irreconcilable
ideas which it ilU"olves. One God, 'ooosisting of three
pereons or agents, i!i so strange a:btting, 'so unlike our
own minds, and all others with which we hold iIlter
course, is so .misty, so incongruous; so contradictory,
that be caDDot be apprehended 'with that distinctness
and that feeling of reality, which belong to the opposite
system. Such ,a heteroge..eous being, who is at the
same moment one and many; who includes in his own
Datura the relations of Father and Son, or, in other
words, is Father and Sou to himself; who, in one of
his persous, , i&.at the-same moment the supreme God
and a mortal. man, omniscient ao& ignorant, almighty
and. impotent ; such Ii .\>olng is cert«inly- the moSt puz
zling. and, distracting object eve, presented, to hUIDall
tJiougbt. Ttinitafjam.,m, ineteaW of.teaelting an ioClel
ligjblf}. God, oftiwi to the mind a stroager compou~ ,
lJostile aurihu4es,- beariag plain. mans of. those' age! of
AArlu.a.eM" WhQB, Christianity; shed but, a ramt ray, and
tae. diaease4.1fallcy teetP8d with prOOigies and unltatU~

Ql';eaUDns., 'In CQIlUmplating a being, who pleseatl.
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such diff~rent and inconsistent aspects, the mind finds
nothing to rest upon; and instead of re~eiving distinct
and harmonious impressions, is disturhed by shifting,
unsettled images. To cotnmune with sucb a being
must be as hard, as to converse with a man of tbree
different countenances, speaking with three different
tongues. The believer in this system must forget it,

.when he prays, or he could find no repose in devotion.
Who can compare it in distinctness, reality, and power,
with the simple doctrine of One Infinite Father?

IV. Unitarianism promotes Ii fervent and enlightened
·piety, by.asserting the absolute and unbounded perfec
tion of God's character. This is the highest .service
which can be rendered to mankind. Just and generous
conceptions of the Divinity are· the soul's true wealth.
To spread these, is to contribute more effectually, than
by allY other agency, to the progress and happine.ss of
the intelligent creation. To obscure God's glory is to
do greater wrong, than to blot out the sun. The char
acter and influence of a religion must answer to the
views which it gives of the Divinity; and there is a
plain tendency in that system, which manifests the
d~vine perfections most resplendently, to awaken the
sublimest and most blessed piety.
. Now Trinitarianism. has a fatal tendency to degrade
the character of the Supreme Being, though its advo
cates, I ~m sure, intend no such wrong. By multiplying
divine persons, it takes from each the glory of indepen
dent, all-sufficient, absolute perfection. This may be
s~ in various particulars. And in the first place, the
:rery idea, that three persons in the divinity are in any
~egree important, implies and involves the imperfection
of t>ach; for it is plain, that if OlE divine person posses
ses all possible power, wisdom, love, and happiness,.

'.
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nothing will' be gained to himself or to the creation by
joining with. him two, or two hundred other persons.
To say that he needs others for any purpose or in any
degree, is to strip him of independent and all-sufficient
majesty.. If our Father in Heaven, the God and Father
of our Lord Jesus Christ, is not of himself sufficient to
all the waAts of his creation; if, by his union with other
persOlis, he ean accomplish any good to w~ch he iS,not
of himself t'qual; or if he thus acquires a claim to tbe
least degree of trust or hope, to which he is not of him
se!f entitled by his own independent attributes; then it
is plain, he is not a being of infinite and absolute per
fection. Now Tribitarianism teaches,. that the highest
good accrues to the human race from the existence of
three divine perlons, sustaiuing different offices and
relations to th~ world; and it regards the Unitarian, as
subverting the foundation of human hope, by asserting
that the God and Father of our Lord Jesus is alone
and siQgly God. Thus it derogates from his infinite
glory.

In the next place, Trinitarianism degrades the charac
ter of the Supreme Being, by laying its disciples under
the necessity of making such a distribution of offices and.
relations among the three persons, as will >serve to de
signate and distinguish them; for in this. way it inter
feres wit-h the sublime conceptions of One Infinite
Person,in whom all glories ,are concentred. If we a~e

required to worship three persons, we must' view them
in different lights, or they will be mere repetitions of
each other, mere names and sounds, presenting •
objects, conveying no meaning to the mind. Some
appropriate character, some pecuiiar acts, feelings, and
relations must be ascribed to each. In odier words,
the glory of all must be shorn, that some special distin-
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pishing lustre may be thrown on each. Accordingly,
creation is associated peculiarly with the conception of
the Father; satisfaction for human guilt with that of
the Son; whilst sanctification, the noblest work of all,
is given to the Holy Spirit as his more particular work.
By a still more fatal distribution, the work of justice, the
office of vindicating the rights of the Divinity, falls pe
culiarly to the Father, whilst the loveliness of interposing
mercy clothes peculiarly the person of the Son. By
this unhappy influence of Trinitarianism, from which
common minds at least cannot escape, the splendors of
the Godhead, being scattered among three objects, in
stead of heing united in One Infinite Father, are dimmed;
and he, whose mind is thoroughly and practically pos
sessed hy this system,' can hardly concei've the effulgence
of glory in which the One God offers himself to a pious
believer in his strict unity.

But the worst has not been told. I observe, then,
in the third place, that if Three Divine Persons are be
lieved in, such an administration or government of the
world must be ascribed· to them, as will furnish them
with Ii sphere of operation. No man ·will admit three
persons into his creed, without finding a use for them.
Now it is an obvious remarll, that a system of the uni
verse, which involves and demands ,more than one Infi
uite Agent, must be wild, extravagant, and unworthy
(he perfect God; because there is no possible or con
ceivable good, to which such an agent is not adequate.
Accordingly we find Trinitarianism connecting itself
wIb 8 scheme of administration, exceedinglyderogato
ry to thedivioe character. It teaches, that the Infinite
Father saw fit to put into the hands of our first parents
the eharacter and condition of their whole progeny; and
that, through one act 'of disobedience, the wIiole race
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bring with· them 'into being a corrupt nature, or are born
depraved. It teaches, that the offences of a short life,
though begun and spent under this disastrous inftuence,
merit endless punishment, and that God's law threatens
this infinite penalty ~ and that man is thus burdened with
a guilt, which no sufferings of the created universe can
expiate. which Dothing but the sufferings of aD IDfiDite
Being can purge. away. ID this cODdition· of hu~an '
nature, Trinitarianism finds a sphere of action for its.
different persons. I am aware that some Trinitarians,
OD hearing this statement of their system, may reproach
me with ascribing to them the errors of CalviDism, a
system which they abhor as much as ourselves. But
none of the peculiarities of CalviDism eDter iDto this
expositioD. I have giveD what I understand to be the
leading features of Trinitarianism all the world over;
aDd the beDevolent professors of that faith, who recoil
from this statement, must blame not the preacher, but
the creeds and establishments by which these doctrines
are diffused. For ourselves, we look with horror and
grief on the views of God's ~overnment, which are
naturally and iDtimately uDited with Trinitarianism.
They take from us our Father in heaven, and substitute
a stern and UDjUSt lord. Our filial love and reverence
rise up against them. We say to the Trinitarian, touch
anything but the perfectioDs of God. Cast DO staiD on
that -spotless purity and loveliness. We can eDdure
any errors but those, which subvert or uDsettie the COD
victioD of God's paternal goodDess. Urge ,Dot UPOD us
a system, which makes existence a curse, aDd wraps
the universe in gloom. Leave us the cheerful light, the
free aDd healthful atmosphere, of a liberal and rational
faith; the ennobling and consoling iDfluences of the
doctrinet which nature and revelation in blessed concord

35
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teacbus. of'One Father of Unbounded.and' lnemauati..
ble L<we.

V. Unitarianism is peculiarly favorable to piety, be
cause it accords with nature, with the world around
and the world within us; and through this accordance
it gives aid to nature, and receives aid from it, in im
pressing the mind' with God. Weli-ve in the-midst of
a glorious universe, wbich was meant to be a wituess
and a preacher of the Divinity; and a tevelation from
-God may be expected to be in harmony with. this sys
tem, and to carryon a common ministry with it in lift
ing the soul to God. Now' Unitarianism is in accord
ance with nature. It teaches One Father, -and 80 does
~reation, tbe more it is explored. Philosophy, in pro
portion as it extends its views Qf the universe, sees in
it, more and more, a sublime and beautiful unity, and
multiplies proofs, tbat all things have sprung from ODe
intelligence, one power, o~e love. The whole outward
creation proclaims to the Unitarian the truth in which
he delights. So does· his own soul. But neither na
turenor the soul'bears one trace of Three Divine Per
ions. Nature is no Trinitarian. It gives not abint,
not a glimpse of a tri-personal author. Trinitarianism
is a confined system" shut up in a few texts, a few
written lines, where· many of the wisest minds have
failed to discover it. It is not inscribed on the heavens
and the earth, not borne on every wind, not resounding
'and re.echoing through the universe. The sun and
nars say nothing of a God of three persons. They all
~ak of the One Father whom 'we adore. To our ears,
one and the 88me 'voice comes from God's word and
works, a full and swelling straiu, growing clearer, loud
'er, more thrilling as we listen, and with one blessed
influence lifting up our souls to the Almighty Father.

, '
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This accordance between nature and revel.ation in~

';leases the power of both over the mind. Concurring
38, they do in one impression, they make that impres
sion deeper.. Td men of reflection, the conviction of
the reality of religion is exceedingly heightened, by a
pereeption of harmony in' the views of it which they
deriYe from various sources. Revelation is never re
ceh"e4 with so intimate a persuasion of its troth, -as
when it is seen to conspire to the same' ends and im

'pressions, for which all other things are made. It is
no small, objection to Trinitarianism, that it is an in
sulated doctrine, that it 1'eveals a God whom we meet
nowhere in the universe. Three Divine Persons, I re
peat it, are found <mly in a few texts, and those so dark,.
that the gifted minds of Milton, Newton, an~ Locke
could not find them there. Nature gives them not a
whisper of evidence. And can they be as real and
powerful to tile mind, as that One Father, whom, the
general strain and common voice of Scripture, and the
universal voice of nature call us to adore ?

VI. Unitarianism favors piety by opening the mind to
new and ever enlarging views of God. ,'Teaching, as it
does, the same. God with nature, it leads us to seek
him in nature. It does Dot shut us up in the writtea
word, precious as that manifestation, of the Divinity is.
h considers revelation, not as independent on his other
means of instruction; not as a separate agent; but as
a part of the great system of God for enlightemng and
elevating the hilman .soul; as intimately joined with
creation and providence, and intended to concur witb
dIem; and as given to assist us in reading the volume
of the universe. Thus Unitarianism, where. its gfmuioe
influence is experienced, tends to enrich and fertilize
the mind; opens it to new lights, wherever they spring
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up; and by combining, makes more efficient, the means
of religious knowledge. Trinitarianism, on the other
hand, is a system which tends to confioe the mind; to
shut it up in what is written; to diminish its interest in
the universe; and to disincline it to bright and enlarged
views of God's works.-This effect will be explained,
in the first place, if we ,consider, that ,the peculiarities
of Trinitarianism differ so much from the teachings of
the universe, that he, who attaches himself to tbe one,
will be in danger of losing- his interest in the other.
The ideas of Three Divine Persons, of God clothing
himself in flesh, of the infinite Creator saving the guilty
by transferring their punishment to an innocent being,
these ideas cannot easily be made to coalesce in the
mind with that, which nature gives, of One Almighty
Father and Unbounded Spirit, whom no worlds can
CJ>Dtain, and whose vicegerent in the human breast pro
nounces it a crime" to .lay the penalties of vice c.>n the
pure and unoffending. .

But Trinitarianism has a still more positive lDfluence
in shutting' the mind agauist improving views from the
universe. It tends to throw gloom over God's works.
Imagining that Christ is to be exalted, by giving him an
~xclusive agency in enlightening and recovering man
kind, it is tempted to disparage other lights and influen
ces j and for the purpose of magnifying his salvation, it
inclines to exaggerate the darkness and desperateness

, of man's present condition. The mind, thus impressed,
: oaturally lealls to those views of nature and of society,

which will strengthen the ideas of desolation and guilt.
It is tempted to aggravate .the miseries of life, and to
see in them only the marks of divine displeasure and
punishing justice; and overlooks their obvious fitness
and design to awaken our powers, exercise opr virtues,
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and strengthen our social ties. In like manner it exag
gerates the '.sins of men, that the need of an Infinite
atonement may be maintained. Some of the most af
fecting tokens of God's love within and around ns are
obscured by this gloomy theology. :The glorious facul
ti~~ of the soul, its high aspirations, its sensibil}ty to the
great and good in character, its sympathy with disin
terested and suffering virtue, its benevolent and religious
instincts, its thirst for a happiness not found on earth,
these are overlooked or thrown into the shade, that
they may not disturb the persuasion of m~n's natural
corruption. Ingenuity is employed to disparage what
is interesting in the human character. Whilst the
bursts of passion in the newborn child are gravely
urged, as indications of a native rooted corruption; ita
bursts of affection, its sweet smile, its innocent and ir
repre.ssible joy, its loveliness and beauty, are,not listen
ed to, though they plead more eloquently its alliance
with higher natures. .The sacred and tender affections
of home; the unwearied watchings and cheerful sacrifi
ces of parents; the reverential, grateful assiduity of
children, smoothing an aged father's or mother's descent
to the grave; woman's love, stronger than death; the
friendship of brothers and sisters; the anxious affection,
which tends around the bed of sickness; the subdued
voice, which breathes comfort into the mourner's heart;
all the endearing offices, which shed a serene light
through our dwellings; these are explained away hy the
thorough advocates ot this system, 'so as to include no
real virtue, 80 as to consist with a natural aversion to
goodness. Even the higher efforts of disinterested be
nevolence, and the most unaffected expressions of piety,
if not connected with what is called 'the true faith,'
are, by the most rigid disciples of the doctrine which I
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oppose, resolved into the passion for distinction, or some
other working of 'unsanctified nature.' Thus Trinita
rianism and its kindred doctrines have a tendeney to
veil God's goodness, to sully bis fairest works, to dim
the lustre of those. innocent and pure affectioos, which
a divine breath kindles in the soul, to blight the beauty
~d freshness of creation, aud'in this way to consume the
very nutriment of piety. We know, aud rejoice to
know, that in. multitudes this tendency is counteracted
by a cheerful temperament, a benevQ1ent nature, and a
strength of gratitude, which bursts the shJlclUes of a
melancholy systeUl. But from the nature of the doc
trine, the tendency exists and is strong; and an impar
tial observer will often discern it resultiug in gloomy,
depressing views of life and the wiiverse.

Trinitarianism, by thus tending to exclude bright and
enlarging views of the creation, seems to me· not only
to chill the heart, but to injure the understand,ing, as far
as moral and religious truth is concerned. It «loes not
,send the mind far and wide for new and elevating ob
jects; and we have here one explanation of the barren
ness and feebleuess, by which tbeological writings are
80 generally marked. It is not wonderful, that the pre
valent theology should want vitality aud enlargement of
thought, for it does not accord with the perfections of
God and the spirit of tbe universe. It has not its root
in eternal truth; but is a narrow, technical, artificial
system, the fabrication .of unrefined ages, aad conse
quently incapable of being b~lIded with the new lights
which are spreading over the most iateresting subjecta,
and of being inCOrporllted with the results and anticipa
tions of original and progressive minds. It stands apart
in the mind, instead of seizing upon new truths, and
converting them into its own nutriment. With few
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-exceptions, the Trinitariall theology of the present" day
.is gr..-atIy deficient ill freshness of thought, and in power
to awak.en the interest aDd. to meet the intellectual and

,spiritual wants of thinking men,," I see indeed superior
.inds and great minds among the adherents of the pre
.val8M ,system ;.but they seem to 'me to ffiQve in chainB,
and to fulfil poorly their high function of adding to the
wealth of the human intellect. - In theological discus
sion, they mmioclme more of Samson grinding in the
-Darrow mill of the Philistines, than of that undaunted
champion aobiev.ing victories for God's people, and eo
1argiB~ the tloUBds df their inheritance. Now a system,
which has a tendeacy to confiDe the mind, and to im
pair its ~Mibility,to the·manifestations of God, in the
uoivene,. is. $0 fat unfriendly to. piety, to a bright, joyous,
.hopeful, ever growing love of the Creator. It tends to
geoera(e aodDouisb a religion of a melancholy tone,

. sucb, 1apprehend, 8.6 now predominates in the christian
-world. '."

Vll. Unitarianism promotes piety by the high place,
which ~ il$igos to. piety in the character and work of
Jesus- Chr"'t.. Wbatis it which the UnitQJ'ian regards
as the chief glorJ of the character of Christ? I answer,
his- tiliaJ devotion, the e~tireness with which he sur·
rendered himself to the will and· bellevolentpurposel
of G.Qd. The piety of Jesus, which, on the supposi.
~on of his Supreme Divinity, is a subordinate and in
c08gruous, is, to us, his prJminent and crowning, attri·
buteo We place his 'oneness with God,' not in, au
unintelligible Wlity of es~Dce, but in unity of mind and
j)eart, in the strength of his love, through which be re
OOuDced eyery separate interest, and identified himself
with his Father'~ designs. In otber words, filial piety,

. the CODieCl'atioll of his whole, being to the benevolent

•
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will of his Father, this is the mild glory in which he
always offers himself to our minds; and, of consequence,
all our sympathies with him, all our love and veneration
towards him, are so many forms of delight in a pious
character, and our whole knowledge of him incites us
to a like surrender of our whole nature and existence
to God.

In the next place, Unitarianism teaches, that the
highest work or office of Christ is to call forth and
strengthen piety in the human breast, and thus it sets
before us this character as the chief aoquisition and end
of our being. To us, the great glory of Christ's mis
sion consists in the power, with which he 'reveals the
Father,' and establishes the 'kingdom or reign of God
within' the soul. By the crown, which he wears, we
understand the eminence which he enjoys in the most
beneficent work in the universe, that of bringing back
the :lost mind to the knowledge, love, and likeness of
its Creator. With these views of Christ's office, noth
ing can seem to us so important as an enlightened and
profound piety, and we are quickened to seek it, as the
perfection and happiness, to which nature and redemp
tion jointly summon us.

Now we maintain, that Trinitarianism obscures and
weakens these views of Christ's character and work;
and this it does, by insisting perpetually on others of
an incongruous, discordant nature. It diminishes the
power of his piety. Making him, as it does, the Su
preme Being, and placing him as an equal on his Fa
ther's throne, it turns the mind from him as the meekest
worshipper of God j throws into the shade, as of very
inferior worth, his self-denying· obedience; and gives
~ other grounds for revering him, than his entire hom
age, hi.. fervent love, his cheerful self-sacrifice to the
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Universal Parent. There is a plain incongruityin the'
belief of his Supreme Godhead with the ideas of filial
piety and exemplary devotion. The miRII, which has
been taught to regard him as .of equal majesty awl
authority with the Father, cannot easily feel the power
of his character as the affectionate son, whose meat it
was to do at, Father's will. The mind, accustomed to
make him the UltiQlate Object of worship, cannot easily
recognise in hini the pattern of that worship, the guide
to the Most High. The characters are incongruous,
and their union perplexing, so that neither exerts its
full energy on the mind.

TriDitarianism alsa exhibits the work, as well as
character of Christ, in lights less favorable to piety.
It does not make the promotion of piety his chief end.
It teaches, that the highest purpose of his mission was
to reconcile God to man, not man to God. It teaches,
that the most formidable obstacle to human happiness
lies in .the claims and threatenings of divine justice.
Hence it leads men to prize Christ more, for answering
these claims and averting these threatenings, than for
awakening in the human soul sentiments of love to
wards its Father in heav-en. Accordingly, multitudes
seem to prize pardon more than piety, and think it
a greater boon to escape, through Christ's sufl'eiings, the
fire of hell, than to receive, through his influence, the
spirit of heaven, the spirit of devotion. Is such a system
propitious to a generous and evergrowingpiety ?

If I may be allowed a short digression, I would con
clude this head with the general observation, that we .
deem our views of Jeslis Christ more interesting than
those of Trinitarianism. We feel, that we shonld lose
mueh,. by exchanging. the distinct character' and mild
radi¥ice, with which he offers· himllelf to our mirids, for
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Uie confused· and· riJ'Y~cil-dble' glories witl; 'Which that
8ysceilt labors ·to iDv8f)t; ·him•. According t(j ,Vnitarian
A, ·he.is·a·beiag'who may:be lJnderstood"furhe is. ORe
mind f .~ cOll8Cioas uarure. AeL~illgto the f>ppo!rite
faith; he is'a.· illcf>~cin.bte~on1poolldof tM) most dis
smHu mitMh,. joimlJ~:in one- person a iinite and infinite
nature, a 8001 weak awd ignorant, and a sool almighty
and ommscient. And ,j~ such a being'a proper ot;cct for
human ."ought ud affectioR ?-I MId, as another im
portant eo.ideration, that to us Jesus, instead of being
the becood of three obseure unintelligible penons, is
first and preeminent in the sphere in which he- acts, and
is thus the ~et of a distinct attachment, which he
shares with DO equals or rivals. To us. be is first of
the sons of God, the Son by peculiar nelUlIeSS aod like
ness to the Father. He is first of all the ministers of
God's mercy and beneficence, and through him the
largest stream of bounty ftoWlJo to the .creation. He is
first in God's favor aod love, the most accepted of
worsbippersf the mosl prevalelrt of intercessors. In this
mighty uninrae., framed to be a mirror of its author,
we turn to JesUl!l 3S the bright~st image of God, and
gratefully yield him a place in oar souls, second only to

the .Infinite Fatber, to wbom he himself directs our su
preme affectwn.

VIII. J bOW proceed to a great topic. Unitariaaism
promotes piety, by meeting the wants of man as a sin
ner. The wants of the sinner, may be expressed almost
in one word. He wants ll8Suraoees of merey in his

• Creator. He wants ptedp, that God is Love in itJ
purest form, that is, that He has a goodness so disDI
.rested, free, fuJI, strong,. and .immutiable, tllilt the·in·
gratitude and disobedience of his creabmts eannotO~
eome it. This unconqoerable love, whi~' in Seriptnftl

1
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i. denominated grace, and which waits not fOf merit to
call it forth, but flows out to the most guilty, is the sin~

ner's only hope, and it is fitted to call forth the most
devoted gratitude. Now this grace or mercy of God,
which seeks the lost, and receives and blesses the re
turning child, is proclaimed by tbat fclith, which we
advocate, with a clearness and energy, wbich cannot he
surpassed. Unitarianism will not listen for.a moment
to the common errors, by which this bright attribute is
obscured. It will not hear of a vindictive wrath in God,
which must be quenched by blood; or of a justice, which
binds his mercy with an iron chain, until its demands
are satisfied to the full. It will riot hear that God needlJ
any foreign influence to awaken his mercy; but teaches,
that the yeani\ngs of the tenderest human parent to
wards a lost child are but a faint image of God's deep
and overflowing compassion tow~rds erring man. This
essential and unchangeable propensity of the divine
mind to forgiveness, the Unitarian beholds shining forth
through the whole word of God, and especially in the
mission and revelation of Jesus Christ, who lived and
died to make manifest the inexhaustible plenitude of di
vine grace; and, aided by revelation, he sees this attribute
of God everywhere, both around him and within him.
He sees it in the sun which shines, and the rain which
descends, on the evil and unthankful; in the peace,
which returns to the mind in proportion to its return to
God and duty j in the sentiment of compassion, which
springs up ~pontaneously in the' human breast towards
the fallen and lost; and in the moral instinct, which
teaches us to cherish this compassion as a sacred prin
ciple, as an emanation of God's infinite love. In truth,
Unitarianism asserts so strongly the mercy of God, that
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the reproach thrown upon it is, that it takes from the
ainner the dread of -punishment; a reproach wholly
without foundation; for our system teaches that God's
mercy is not an instinctive tenderness, which cannot
inflict pain; but an all-wise love, which desires the true
and lasting good of its object, and consequently desires
first for the sinner that restoration to purity, without
which, shame, and suffering, and exile from God and
heaven are of necessity and unalterably his doom. Thus
Unitarianism holds forth God's grace and forgiving
goodness most resplendently; and by this manifestation
of him, it tends to awaken a tender and confiding piety;
an ingenuous love, which mourns that it has offended; •
an ingenuous aversion to sin, not because•.sin brings pun
ishment, but because it separates the mind from this
merciful Father.
_ Now we object to 'rrinitarianism, that it obscures the

mercy of God." It does so in various ways. We have
already seen, that it gives such views of God's govern
ment, that we can hardly conceive of this attribute as
entering into his character. Mercy to the sinner is the
principle of Jove or benevolence in its highest form;
and surely this cannot be expected from a being who
brings us into existence burdened' with hereditary guilt,
and who threatens with endless punishment and wo the
heirs of so frail and feeble a nature. With such (a
Creater, the idea of mercy cannot coalesce; and I will
say more, that under such a government, man would
need no mercy; for he would owe no allegiance to such
a maker, and cotdd not of course contract the guilt of
violating it; and without guilt, no grace or pardon
would be wanted. The severity of this system would
place him on the ground of an injured being. The
wrong would lie on the side of the Creator.

",
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In the next place, Trinitarianism obscures God1s
mercy, by the .manner in which it supposes pardon to

be communicated. It teaches, that God r.emits the pun
ishment of the offender, in consequence of receiving an
equivalent from an innoceDt person; that the sufferings
of the sinner are removed by a full satisfaction made t
divine justice in the sufferings of a substitute. And is
this' the quality of mercy?' What means forgiveness,
but the reception of the returning child through the
strength of parental love? This doctrine invests the
Saviour with a claim of merit, with a right to the re
mission of the sins of his followers; and re~resents God's '
reception of the penitent as a recompense due to the
worth of his sop. And is mercy, .,.hich means free and
undeserved leve, made more manifest, more resplendent,
by the introduction of merit and right as the ground of
our salvation? Could a surer expedient be invented·
for obscuring its freeness, and for turning the sinner's
gratitude from the sovereign who demands; to the suf
ferer who offers, full satisfaction for his guilt?

I know it is said, that Trinitarianism magnifies God's
mercy, because it teaches, that he himself provided the
substitute for the guilty.. But I reply, that the work
here ascribed to mercy is not the most appropriate, nor
most fitted to manifest it and impress it on the heart.
This may. be made -apparent by familiar illustrations.
Suppose that a creditor, through compa~sion to certain
debtors, should persuade a benevolent and opulent man
t~ pay him in their stead. Would not the debtors see
a greater mercy, and feel a weightier ·obligatil'n, if they
were to receive afree, gratuitous release? And will
not their chief gratitude stray beyond the creditor to the
benevolent substitute? Or suppose, that a parent, un..
willing to inflict a penalty on a disobedient but feeble

36
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ebild, should persuade a atronger child to bear it. Would
aot the offender see a more touching mercy in a free
forgiv.eness, springing immediately from a parent's heart,
than in this circuitous remission? Aad will he DOt·be
tempted to tum with his strongest Ioyo to the generocu
sufferer? In this process of substitution, of. which
Trinitarianism boasts 80 loudly, the mercy of God J,e.
comes complicated with the rights and JDeritB of the
tuhstitute, and is a more distant cauee of our salvation.
These rights and merita are nearer, more Yisible, and

. IDOre than divide the glory with grace aDd mercy in our
rescue. They tum the mind from DiYiDe GoodneSs ..
the only spring of its happiness, and only rock. of its
hope. Now this is to depri,.e piety of epae of its chief
means of growth and joy. Nothing should stand be
tween the soul and God's mercy. Nothing should share
with- mercy the work of our salvation. Christ's inter
cession should ever be regarded as an application to lo,.e
and mercy, not as a demand of justice, not as a claim of
merit. I grieve to say, that Christ, as now viewed by
multitudes, hides the lustre of that very attribute, which
it is his great purpose to display. I fear, that to many.
Jesus wears the glory of a more winning, tender mercy,
than his Father, and that he is regarded as the sinner's
chief resource. Is this the way to invigorate piety?

Trinitarians imagine, that there is one view of their
system, .peculiarly fitted to give peace and hope to the
sinner, aDd consequently to promote gratitude and love.
It is this. They say, it provides an Infinite substitute
for the sinner, than which nothing can gi,.e greater
relief to the burdened conscience: Jesus, being the
lecond person of the Trinity, was able to make infinite
Satisfaction for sin; and what~ they ask, in Unit~rian

ism, can ·compare with this? I haTe time only for two
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brief replies. And first, this doctrine of an Infini..
latisfaetion, or, as it is improperly called, of an Infinite
atonement, -subverts, instead of building up, hope; bee
QMJ8e it argues infinite severity in the government which
rectuires it. Did I believe, what Trinitarianism te~ches,

that not the least transgression, not' even the· first sin.
of the dawning mind· of the child, could be remitted
without an infinite expiation, I should ft>el myself liVe
iag lIBder a legislation unspeakably dreadful, uJrder
laws written, like Draco's, in blood; and instead of
thanking t8e sovereign for providing an infinite substie
tute, I should shudder at the attributes, which render
this expedient Decessary. It is commoaly said, that an
infinite atonement is "needed to make due and deep_
impreasioas of the evil of sin. Bat he, who framed all
lOuIs and gave them their susceptibilities, ought not to
be thou~htso wanting in goodness and wisdom, as to
have constituted a universe, which demands 80 dreadful
and degrading a method of enforcing obedience, as the
penal sufferings of a God. This doctrine of an IB4iaite
lubstitute, suffering the penalty of sin, to manifest God'.
wrath against sin, and thus to 81.ij>port his government.
is, I fear, so familiar to us all, that its severe' character
is overlooked. Let me then set it before you, in new
terms, aad by a ,ne.w illustration; and if in so doing, 1
may wound the feelings of some who hear me, I beg
them to believe, that I do it with pain, and from no
impulse but a desire to serve the cause of truth.
Suppose, then, that a teacher should come among you.
and should tell you, that the Creator, in order to pardoll
his ~wn children; had erected a gallows in the centre
of the universe, and had publicly executed upon it, ill
room of the offenders, an Infinite Being, the partakei'
of his own Supreme Divinity; suppose him to ~eclare,

•
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that this exeeution was appointed, as a most conspicu
ous and terrible manifestation o( God's justice, al\d
of the infinite wo denounced by his law; and suppose
him to add, that all beings in heaven -aDd earth are
required to fix'their eyes on this fearful sight, as the
most powerful enforcement of obedience and virtue.
Would you not tell him, that he calumniated his
Maker ? Would you not say to him, that this central
gallows threw gloom over the universe; that the
spirit of a government, whose very acts of pardon were
written in such blood, was terror, not paternal love;
and that the obedience, which needed to be upheld by
this horrid spectacle, was nothing worth? Would you
not say to him, that even you, in this infancy and im
perfection of your being, were capable of being wrought
upon by nobler motives, and of hating sin through more
generous views; and that much more the angels, those
pme flames of love, need not the gallows and an exe
cuted God, to confirm their loyalty ? You would all so
feel at such teaching as I have supposed; and yet how
does this differ from the popular doctrine of atonement?
According to this doctrine, we have an Infinite Being
sentenced to suffer as a substitute the death of the
cross, a punishment more ignominious and agonizing
than the gallows, a punishment reserved for slaves and
the vilest malefactors; and he suffers thi~ punishment,
that he may show forth the terrors of God's law, and
strike a dread of sin through the universe.-I am indeed
aware that multitudes, who profess this doctrine, are
not accustomed to bring it to their minds distinctly in
this light; that they do not ordinarily regard the death
of Christ, as a criminal execution, as an infinitely
dreadful infliction of justice~ as .intended to show, that,
without an infinite satisfaction, they must hope noth-

•
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. ing from GOd.' Their minds turn by a generous instinct
from these appalling views, to the love, the disinterest
edness, the moral grandeur and beauty of the sufferer;

,.and through such thoughts they make'the cross a source'
of peace, gratitude, love, and hope; thus affording a
delightful exemplification of the power of the human
mind to attach itself towhltt is good and purifying in

. the most irrational system. Not a few may shudder
at the illustration which I have here given; but, in
what respects it is unjust to the popular doctrine· of

, atonement, I cannot discern. I grieve to shock sincere
Christians, of whatever name; but.! grieve more for the

, corruption of our common faith, which I have now felt
myself bound to expose. .

I have a stlcond obje.ction to this doctrine of Infinite
atonement. When examined minutely, and freed from
ambiguous language, it vanishes into air. It is wholly
delusion. The Trinitarian tells me, that, according to
his system, we have an infinite substitute; that the In
finite God was pleased to hear our punishment, and
consequently, that pardon is made sure. But I ask
bim, Do I understand you? Do you mean that the'
Great God, who never changes, whose, happiness ,is the
same yesterday, to-day, and forever, that this Eternal
Being really bore the penalty of my sins, really suf
fered and died? Every pious man, when pressed by
this question, answers, No. What then does the doc
trine of Infinite atonement mean? Why, this; that
God took into union with himself our nature; that is,
a human body and soul; and these bore the suffering
for our sins; and, through his union with these, God
may be said to have borne it himself. Thus this vaunted
system goes out-in words. The Infinite vi~tim proves
to be a frail man, and God's share in the sacrifice is a

36*
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mere fiction. I ask with solemnity, Can this doctrilie
give one moment's ease to the conscience of an uD1>i!l~

sed, think.ing man? Does it not unsettle all hope, oy
making the whole religion suspiei9us and unsure? I am
compelled to My, that I see in it no impression of majes
ty, or wisdom, or love, nothing worthy of a God; and
when I compare it with that nobler faith, which directs
our eyes aod hearts to God's essential mercy, as our
only hope, I am amazed that any should ascfibe to it
IOperior efficacy, as a religion', for sinners, as a means
of filling the lOul with pious trust and Jove. I k.now,
iDdeed, that lOme will say, thllt, in giving up an infi
Dite atOnement, I deprive myself of aU hope of divine
favor. To such, I would say, You do wrong to Goo's
merey. On that me'rey I cast myself without a fear.
I indeed desire Christ to intercede for me. I rp,gard his
relation to me as God's kindest appointment. Through
him, • grdce and truth come' to me from Heaven, and
I look forward to his friendship, as among the highest
blessings of my whole future being. But I cannot, and,
dare not ask him, to offer an infinite satisfaction for my
.iu; to appease the wrath of God; to reconcile the
Univenal Father to his own offspring; to open to me
those arms of Divine mercy, which have encircled and
borne me from the firS!. moment of my being. The es
tential and unbounded mercy of my Creator is the foun
dation of my hope, and a broader and surer the uoiverse
QllJJnot give me. I

IX. I now proceed to the last consideration, which
the limits of this discourse will permit me to urge. It
has been more than once suggested; but deserves to be
distinctly stated. I observe, then, that Unitarianism
promotes piety, because it is a rational religion. By
this, I do not meao, that its truths can be fully compre-

-,
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berided; for there is not,an object in nature or religion,
which. h~s not innumerable conqexions and relations be
yond our grasp of thought. I mean, that its doctrines
are consistent with one another, and.with all established
troth.. Unitarianism is in harmony with the great and
clear principles of revelation; with the laws and powers
of human nature; with tqe dictates ot the moral sense;
wi.th the noblest instincts and highest aspirations of the
lOul; and with the lights, which the universe throws on
the character of its author. We can hold this doctrine
without self-contradiction, without rebelling against our
rational and moral powers, without putting to silence
the divine monitor in the breast. And· this is. an ~ un
speakable benefit; for a religion, thus Coillcident with
reason, conscience, and our whole spiritual being, has
the foundations of universal empire in the breast; and
the heart, finding no resistance ill tbe intellect, yields
itself wholly, cheerfully, without doubts or misgivings,
to the love of its Creator.

To Trinitarianism we object, .what has always been
objected to it, that it contradicts and degrades reason,
and thus ~xposes the mind to the worst delusjons,
Some of its advocates, more courageous than prudent,
have even recommended 'the prostration of the under
standing' as preparatory to its reception. Its chief
doctrine is an outrage on our rational nature. Its three
persons, who constitute its God, must either be frittered
away into three uomeaning distinctions, ioto sounds
signifying nothing; or they are three conscious agents,

. who cannot, by any human art or metaphysical device,
. be made to coalesce into one being; who cannot be. re
ally viewed as one mind, having one con~ciousne88 aDd
one will. Now a religious system, the cardinal princi-
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· pie of which offends the understanding, very naturally
·conforms itself throughont to this prominent feature,
and becomes prevalently irrational. He, who is com
pelled to defend his faith in any particular by the plea,
that human reason is so depraved through the fall, as
to be an inadequate judge of religion, and that God is
honored by our rE."ception of what shocks the intellect,
seems to have no defence left against accumulated ab
surdities. According to these principles, the fanatic,
who exclaimed, 'I believe, because it is impossible,'
had a fair title to canonization. Reason is too Godlike
a facuIty, to he insulted with impunity. Accordingly

· Trinitarianism, as we have seen, links itself with several
degrading errors; and its most natural alliance is with
Calvinism, that cruel faith, which, stripping God of
mercy and man of power, has made Christianity an in
strument of torture to the timid, and an object of doubt
or scorn to hardier spirits. I repeat it, a doctrine, which
violates reason like the Trinity, prepares its advocates,
in proportion as it is incorporated into the mind, for
worse and worse delusions. I t: breaks down the dis
tinctions and barriers between truth and falsehood. It
creates a diseased taste for prodigies, fictions, and e:l
aggerations, for startling mysteries, and wild dreams of
enthusiasm. It destroys the relish for the simple,

· chaste, serene beauties of truth. Especially when the
·prostration of understanding is taught as an act of piety,
· we cannot wonder, that the grossest superstitions should
be devoured, and that the credulity of the multitude
should keep pace with. the forgeries of imposture and
fanaticism. The history of the church is the best com
ment on the effects of divorcing reason from religion;
and if the present age is disburdened of many of the
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nature groaned .for ages, it owes its relief in no small .
degree to the reinstating of reason in he~ long violated
rights.

The injury to religion, from irrational doctrines wheil
thoroughly believed, is immense. The human soul has
a unity. Its various faculties are adapted to ODe another.
One life. pervades it; and its beauty, strength, and
growth, depend on,nothing so much, as on the harmony
and. joint action of all its principles. To wound and
degrade it in any of .its powers, and especially in the
noble and distinguishing pow,er of reason, is to inflict on
it universal injury. No n9tion is more false, than that
the heart is to thrive by dwarfing' the intellect ; that
perplexing dqctdnes are, the .best food of piety; that
religiQn flourishes most luxuriant!y in mists and dark
uess. Reason was given for .God as its great object;
and for him it should he kept sacred, invigorated, clari
fied, protected from human usurpation, and inspired
with a me~k self-r~verence.

, The soul never acts so effectually or joyfully, as when
all its powers and affections conspire; as when thought
and feeling, reason and sensibility, are called forth to
gether by one great and kindling object. . It will never
devote itself to God with, its. whole energy, whilst its
guiding faculty sees in him. a being to'shock and confound
~t., We. want a harlDQny in our inward :Iiaturc.We
want a piety, which will join light and fervor, and on
~q~c;h the intellectual power wilL look benignantly.
We wa,Qt religion to. be so exhibited. that, in the clear
~st .ll\wnenti of th~ intellect" its, signatures of trutll Will
grow' brighter; '. that ineuead, of tottering, it wm gather
~fe~gth and .sJflbiJity.fr.om the progress of the ;human
U\in~.. The&6 :wanUlWe ,believe· to. be met by Dnita-



rian Chria,tianity, and therefore we prize it u the ...
friend of piety.

I have thus stated tbe chief grounds, on which f relit '

the claim of Unitarianism to the honor of promoting aD

uli~hteaed, profound, and happy piety. ' '

Am I DOW asked, why we prize our system, and why
we build churches tor its iBculcation? If -I rnay be
allowoo tG express myself in the name of conscientio08
Unitariaos, who apply their doctrine ro their owa
hearts aDli live~ I would reply thus: We prize ud
would spread our riews, Oecause we belieWJ that tire,.
reveal God to us in greater glory, and bring uS Dearer
to him, than any other. We are conscious of a deep
want, which the creation cannot supply, the want of a
Perfect BeiBg, ·on whom the strength of our love ma,.
be ceiltred, and of an Almighty Father, in whom our
weaknesses, imperfections, aDd sorrows ma, find re
8Ource; and such a Being and Father, Unitarian Chris
tianity sets before us. For this we pri~ it above all
price. We can part with every other good. We can
endure the darkening of life's fairest prospects. But
this bright, COIIsoling doctrine of One God, even the
Father, is dearE".f than life, arid we cannot let it go.
Through this faith, everything grows brighter to our
view. Bom of such a Parent, we esteem our existence
an inestimable gift. We meet everywhere our Father,
and his presence is as a sun shining on our path. We
lee him in his wor~s, and hear his praise rising fNID

every spot which. we tread. We feel him near in our
soIitooes, and sometimes enjoy communion with him
more tender tban human friendship. We see him ia
our duties, and perform them more gladly, because they.e the best tribute we can .offer our Heavenly Bene-
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factor. Even the consciousness of siB, mournfnl as it
is, does not subvert our peace; for in the mercy of God,
as made manifest is Jesus Christ, we see an inexhausti
ble fountain of strength, purity, and"pardon for all who,
in filial reliance, seek these heavenly gifts.-Througll
this faith, we are conscious of a new benevolellCe
springing' up to our fellow creatures, purer and more
enlarged than natural affection. Towards all mankind

, we see a rich and .free love flowing from the coinmoa.
Parent, and touched by this love, we are the friends of
all. We compassionate the most guilty, and would
win them back to God.-Through this faith, we re
ceive the happiness of an ever enlarging hope. There
is no good too, vast for us to anticipate for the universe
or for ourselves, from such a Father as we believe in.
We hope from him, what we deem his greatest gift,
even the gift of his own Spirit, and the happiness of
advancing forever in truth and virtue, in power and
love, in union of mind with the Father and the Son.
Weare told, indeed, that our faith will not prove an
anchor in the last hour. But we have known those,
whollC departure it has brightened; and our experience
of its power, in trial and peril, has proved it to be equal
to all the wants of human nature. We doubt not, that,
to its sincere followers, death, will be a transition to the
calm, pure, jo)'ful mansions prepared by Christ for his
disciples. There we expect to meet that great and
good Deliverer. With the eye of faith, we already see
him looking round him with celestial love on all of every
name, who have imbibed his spirit. His spirit; his loyal
and entire devotion to the will of his Heavenly Father;
his universal, unconquerable benevolev.ce, through which
he freely gave from his pierced side his blood, his life
for the salvation of the world; this divine love, and Jft
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creer{!l, and names, and forms, will then be found to at
tract his supreme regard. This spirit we trust to see
in multitudes of every sect and name; and we trust, too,
that they, who DOW reproach us, will at that day recog
nise, in the dreaded Unitarian, this only badge of Christ,
~d will bid him welcome to the joy of our common
Lord.-I have thus stated the views with which we
have reared this building. We desire to glorify God,
to promote a purer, nobler, happi~rpiety. Even if we
err in doctrine, we think, that these moth'es should
shield U8 from reproach; should disarm that intolerance,
which would exclude us from the church on earth, ahd
from our Father's house in heaven.

We end, as we began, by offering up this huilding
to the Only Living and True God. We have erected
it amidst our' private habitations, as a remembrancer
of our Creator. We have reared it in this busy city,
as a retreat for pious meditation and prayer. We dedi
cate it to the King and Father Eternal, the King of
kings, and Lord of lords. We dedicate it to his Unity,
to his unrivalled and undivided majesty. We dedicate
it to the praise of his free, unOOught, unmerited Grace.
We dedicate it to Jesus Christ, to the memory of his
love, to the celebration of his divine virtue, to the
preaching of that truth, which he sealed with blood.
We dedicate it to the Holy Spirit, to the sanctifying
influence of God, to those celestial emanations of light
and strength, which visit and refresh the devout mind.
We dedicate it to prayers and praises, which we trust
will he continued and perfected in heaven. We dedicate
it to social worship, to christian intercourse, to the com
munion of saints. We dedicate it to the cause of pure
morals, of public order, of temperance, uprightness, and
~neral good will. We dedicate it to christian adnro-
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nition, to those warnings, remonstrances, and earnest
and tender persuasions, by which the sinner may be
arrested, and brought back to God. We dedicate it to
christian consolation, to those truths which assuage
sorrow, animate penitence, and lighten the load of hu
man anxiety and fear. We dedicate it to the doctrine
of Immortality, to sublime and joyful hopes which reach
beyond the grave.. IIi a word, we dedicate it to the
great work of perfectin"g the human soul, and fitting it
for nearer approach to its Author. Here may heart
meet heart. Here may. man meet 'God. From this
place may the song of praise, the ascription of gratitude,
the sigh of penitelli:e, the prayer for grace, and the holy
resolve, ascend, as fragrant incense, to Heaven; and
through many generations may parents bequeath to
their children this house, as a sacred spot, where .God
had 'lifted upon them his countenance,' and given
them pledges of his everlasting love.

37
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DISCOURSE

AT~ INSTALLATION OF THE REV. M. I. MOTTE.
B<l8TON, 18ll8.

II. TIMOTHY I. 7.

JOJl GOD BATH NOT GIVKN US THE SPIBlT 01' !'BAR, BUT 01' POWER. AND
01' LOVE, AND 01' A SOUND lUND.

WHY was Christianity given? Why did, Christ seal
it with his blood? Why is it to be preached? What
,is the great happiness it confers? What is the chief
blessing for which it is to be prized? What is ita
preeminent glory,' its first claim ,on the gratitude of
mankind? These are great questions. I wish to an-'
awer them plainly, according to the light and ability
which God has given me. ~ read the answer to them
in the text. There I learn the great good which God
confers tfirough Jesus Christ. ' He hath given us not'
the spirit of fear, but of power, and of love, and of a
sound mind.' The glory df Christianity is, the pure and
lofty action which it communicates to the human mind.
It does Dot breathe a timid, abject spirit. If it did, it
would deserve no praise. It gives power, energy, cour
age, constancy to the will; love, disinterestedness, en
'larged affection to the heart; soundness, clearness, and
vigor to the understanding. It rescues' him who re"
ceiv~s it from ~in, from the s~ay of the passions; gives
him the full and free use of his best powers; brings out
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and brightens the dh'ine image iB which he was created;
and in this -way not only bestows the promise, but the
beginning of heaven. This is the excellence of Chris
tianity.

This subject I propose to illustrate. Let me begin
it with one remark, which I would willingly avoid, but
which seems to me to be demanded by the circumstances
in which I am placed. I beg you to remember, that
in this discourse I speak in my own name, and in no
other. I am not giving you the opinions of any sect or
body of men, but my own. I hold mJselfalorie respon
sible for what I utter. Let none listen to me for the
purpose of learning what others think. I indeed belong
to that class of Christians, who are distinguished, by
believing that there is one God, even the Fatber, and
that Jesus Christ is not this one God, but his dependent
and obedient Son. But my accordance with these is
far frolD being universal, nor have I any desire to extend
it. ' What other men believe is to me of little moment.
Their arguments I gratefully hear. Their conclusions
I am free to receive or reject. I have no anxiety to
wear the livery of any "party. I indeed take cheerfully
the name of a Unitarian, because unwearied efforts are
used to raise against it a popular cry; and I have not
80 learned Christ, as to shrink from reproaches cast on
what I deem his truth. Were the name more bonored,
I should be glad to" tbrow it off; for I fear the shackles ,
which a party connexion imposes. I wish to regard
myself as belonging, not to a sect, but to the commu
nity of free minds, of lovers of truth, of followers of
Christ, both on earth and in heaven. I desire to escape
the narrow waDs of a paTticular church, and to live UD

der the open sky, in the 'broad light, looking far and
wide, seei~g with my own ej;es, hearing with my OWll
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ears, and following truth meekly,bllt resolu1ely, how
ever arduoUs or solitary be the path in which she. leads.
I am then no organ of a· sect, but speak from myself
alone; and I thank God.. that I live at a time, and under
circumstances, which make it myd'uty to lay open my
whole mind with freedom and simplicity.

I began with asking, _What is the main design and
glory of Christianity? and I repeat the answ~r, that its
design is to give, not a spirit of fear, hut of power, of
love, and of a sound .mind. In this its glory chiefly
.consists. In other words, the influence which it is in
tended 10_ exert on the human mind" constitute)J its su
preme honor and happiness; Christ is a great Saviour,
as he redeems or sets free tho mind, cleansing it from
evil, breathing into it the'love of virtue, calling forth its
noblest faculties and affections, enduing it with moral
power, restoring it to order, heaith and liberty. Such
was his greM aim. To illustrate these vie~s will be
the object of the present discourse.
. In reading the New Testament, I ,everywhere meet
the end here ascribed to Jesus Christ. He came, as I
am there taught, not I to be an outward, but inward de
liverer; not to rear an outward throne, hut to establish
his kingdom within us. He came, according to t-he
express language and plain import of the sacred writers,
'to save us from sin,' 'to bless us by turning os from
our iniquities,' 'to redeem us' from corruptions' handed
down by tradition,' to form 'a glorious and spotless
church' or community, to 'create us anew after the
image of God,' to make us by his 'promise~ partakers
of a divine nature,' .and to give us pardon and heaven
by ('.ailing us to repentance and a growing virtue. In
reading the New Testament, I everywhere learn, that
Christ lived, taught,. died, and rose again, to exert a

37*
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purifying and ennobJiug'ill{iuence on the human charac
ter; to make us victorious over sin, over ourselves, over
peril and pain j to join us'to God by filial love, and above
all, by l~keness of nature, by participation of his spirit
This is plainly laid down in the New Testament as the
supreme end of Christ.

Let me now ask, Can a nobler end be ascribed to
Jesus? I affirm., that there is, and can' be no greater
work on eart'h, than to purify the soul from evil, and to
kindle in it Ilew light, life, energy, aDd love. I main
tain, that the true measure of die glory of a religion,
is to be' found in the spirit and power which it commu
nicates to its disciples. This is one of the plain teach
ings of reasOIi. The ehief blessing to an intelligent
being, that which makes all other blessings poor, is the
iIilprovement of his own mind. Man is glorious and
bappy, not by what he has, but by what he is. He
call recei"e nothing better or nobler than the unfolding
of his own spiritual natme. The highest existence in
the universe is Mind; for God is mind; and the devel
opement of that principle which assimilates us to GOd,
must be our supreme good. The omnipotent Creator,
we have reason to think, can bestow nothing greater
than intelligence., love, rectitude, energy of will and of
benevolent action; for these are. the splendors of his own
patnre. We adore him for these. In imparting these,
be imparts, as it were, himself. We are too apt to look
ahroad for good. But the only true..good is within. In
this outward universe, magnilicent a's it is, in the bright
day and ~he starry night, in the earth and the skies,
we can discover nothing so vast as thought, so strong
as the unconquerahle purpose of duty, so sublime ~ the
ipirit of disinterestedness and self..sacrifice. A mind,



which withstands all the powers of the outward uni
verse, all the pains which fire, ,and sword, and storm
can inflict, rather than swerve from uprightness, is
nobler than the universe. Why will we not learn the
glory of the soul? We are seeking a foreign good.
But we all possess within us what is of more worth
than the external creation. For this outward ~system

is the product of Mind. All its harmony, heauty, and
beneficent influences, are the fruits and manifestations
of Thought and Love; and ish not nobler and happier,
to be enriched with these energies, from 'which the
universe spring!'; and to which it owes its magnificence,
than to possess the un,verse itself? It is not what we
have, b~t what we are, which constitutes our glory and
felicity. The only true .and durable riches helong to
the:: mind. ~ soul, narww and debased, may. extend
:ts possessions to the ends of the earth, but is poor and
wretched still. It is through inward health that we
enjoy aU outward things. Philosophers teach, us, that
the mind creates the beauty which it admires in miture ;
and we all know, that, when abandoned to evil pas
sions, it can blot, out this beauty, and spread over the
iairest scenes. the gloom of a dungeon. We all know,
tbat by vice it can tUfldhe cup of social happiness into
poison, and the most prosperous condition of life into a
curse. From these views we learn, that the true friend
and Saviour, is not he who acts for us abroad; but who
acts within, who sets the soul free, touches the springs
of thought and affection, binds us to God, ang by as
similating us to the Creator, brings us into harmony
with the creation. Thus the end which we have as
cribed to Christ, is the most glorious and beneficent
which can he accomplished by any power on earth or
an heaven.



That the highest purpose of Christianity is such as
has now been affirmed, might easily be shown from a
survey. of all its doctrines and precepts. It might be
shown, that every office with which Jesus Christ is in
v~sted, was intended to give him power over the human
character; and that his great di~tinction consists in the
grandeur and benefic~ce of his influence on the soul.
But a discussion of ihis extent cannot be comprehended
in a single discourse. Instead of a general survey of
th~ subject, I shall take one feature of it, a primary
and most important one, and shall attempt to show that
the great aim of this is to call forth the soul to a higher
life, to ,a nobJer exercise ot its power and affections.

, This leading feature of Christianity, is the knowledge
which it gives of the character of. God. Jesus Christ
came to reveal the Father. In the prophecies concern
ing him in the Old Testamen~, no characteristic is so
frequently named, as that he should spread the know
ledge of the true God. Now I ask, w,llat constitutes the
importance of such a revelation? Why has the Creator
sent his Son to I88ke himself known? I answer, God
is most worthy to be known because he is the most
quickening, purifying and ennobling object.for the mind;
and his great purpose in revealing himself, is, that he
may exalt and perfect human nature. God, as he is
manifested by Christ, is another name' for intellectual
and moral excellence; and in the kpowledge of him~

our intellectual and moral powers find .their element,
nutriment, strength, expansion and happiness. To
know God is to attain to the sublimest conception iD
the universe.' To love God i~ to bind ourselves to a
being, who is fitted,. as no other being is, to penetrate.
and move our whole. hearts j in loving whom we exalt
ourselves; in loving whom, we love the great. the good,
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the beautiful, and the infinite; and und~r whose in1lu
eD~e, the '8oul unfolds itself as a perennial plant under
the cherishing son. This constitutes the chief glory of
religion. It ennobles the soul.. In this its unrivalled.
dignity and happiness consist.
, I fear that the world at large th~k religion a very
different thing. from what has now been set forth. Too
,many think it a depressing,' rather than an elevating
service, that it breaks rather than ennobles the spirit,
that it teaches us to cower before an almighty and irre
sistible being; and I must confess, that religion, as it
bas be'en generally taught, is anything but an elevating
ptinciple. It has been used to scare the child and appal
the adult.· Men have heen virtually taught to glorify
God by flattery, rather than by becoming excellent and
glorious themselves, and thus doing honor to their
Maker. Our dependence on God has been so taught
as to extinguish the consciousness of our free nature and
moral power. "Religion, in one or another form, has
always been an engine for crushing the hqman soul.
But such is not the religion of, Christ. If it were, it

. would deserve no respect. We are not, we cannot be
hound to. prostrate ourselves before a deity, who makes
us abject and base. That moral principle within us,
which calls 8S to watch over and to perfect our OWB

ilouls, is an inspiration, which no tf'acbing can supersede
or; abolish. But I cannot near, even in way of argu
JJlent, to speak of Christianity as giving views of God
depressiBg and debasiug to the human mind. Christ·
hatH re.ealed.to us God as The Father, aod as a Father
in the, Roble8t .sense of that wOl'd. He hath· reveal~d
bmt as the aathor and lover of all 80818, desiring to re
'dQeIM ,al\ fJ'Olll1 siD, ind to impreS8 ,hi. likeness more and
more resplendently on all; as pratrering to aU that beet

•
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giftin the universe, his' holy spi~it;' as having ~nt

his beloved Son to train us up, and to introduce us to aD

'inheritance, incorruptible, undefiled, and unfading in
the ht>-3vells.' Such is the God of Jesus Christ; a
being not to break the spirit, Lut to breathe trust,
courage, const.;mcy, magnanim.ity, in a word, aU the
8elltiments which form an elevated mind.

This sentiment, that the k.nowledgeof God, as given
by Christ, is important and: glorious, beCause quickening
and exalting to the human sol1l, needs to be taught
plainly and forcibly. The main ground of the obliga
tion of being religious, I fear, is not understood among
the multitude of Christians. Ask them, why they must
know and worship God, aDd I fear, that were the heart
to speak, the answer would be, because he can do with
us what he will, and consequently our first concern is
tQ secure his favor. Religion is a calculation of interest,
a means of safety. God is worshipped too often on
the same principle,.on which Battery and personal atten
tions are lavished on human superiors, and the worship
per cares not how abjectly he bows, if he may will to
his side the power which he cannot resist. I look with
deep sorrow on this corftmon perversion of the hight>st
principle of the soul. My .friends, God is not to be
worshipped, because he has much to' give, for on this
principle a despot, who should be munificent to his
slaves, would merit homage. He is not to be adored
for mere power; for power, when joined with selfishness
and crime, ought to be withstood, and the greater the
might of an evil agent, the holier and the loftier is the
spirit which will not bend to him. True religion is the
worship of a perfect heing, who is the author of perfee·
tion to those who adore him. On this ground, and on
110 otber, religion rests.
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Why is it, my hearers, that God has discovered such
solicitude," if I maJ use the word, to make himself
'known and obtain our worship? Think you,' that he
calls us to adore him from a love of homage or service?
Has God man's passion for ruling, man's thirst for
applause, man's desire to have his name shouted by
crowds? Could the ;lcclamations of the universe,
tl~ough concentrated into one burst of praise, give our
Creator a new or brighter consciousness of his own
majesty and goodness? Dh! no. He has manifested
himself to us, because, in the knowledge and adoration
of his perfections, our own intellectual and moral per
f~c.tion is fOllnd. What he desires, is, not our sultiec
tion, bllt our excellence. He has no love of praise.
He calls us as truly to honor goodness in others as in
himself;. and only claim~ supreme honor, because he
transcends all others, and because he communicates to
the mind which receives him, a light, strength, purity,
which no other being can confer. God has no love of
empire. It could give pim no pleasure to have his
footstool worn by the knees of infinite hosts. It is to
make us his children in the highest sense (}f that word,
to make us more and more t~e partakers of his own na
ture, not to multiply slaves, that he hath sent his Son to
make himself known. God indeed is said to seek his
own glory'; but the glory of a creator must consist in
the glory of his works; and we may be assured, that
he .cannot wish any re!:ognition of himself, but that
which will perfect his noblest, highest work, the im-
mortal mind. .

Do not, my friends, forget the great' end for which
Christ enjoins on us the worship of God. It is not,
that we may ingmtiate ot:rselves with an almighty
agent, whose frown is destruction. It is, that we may
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hold communion with an intelligence and goodness, in
finitely surpassing our own; diat we rna)' rise above
hnperfect and finite natures; that we may attach our
selves by lo,,-e and reverence to the best Being in the
universe; and that through veneration and love we may
receive into our own minds the excenence, disinterest
edness, ·wisdom,purity,' and p8Wer,· which we adore.
This reception of 'the divine attributes, I desire espe
cially to hold forth, as the most glorious end for which
God reveals himself. To prajse him is not enough.
That homage, which has no p~wer to assimilate us to
him, is of little or no worth. The truest admiration is
that by which we receive other minds into our own~

True praise is a sympathy with excellence, gaining
strength by utterance. Slich is the praise which God
demands. Then only is the purpose of Christ's reve
lation of God accomplished, when, hy receptioll of the
doctrine of a Paternal Divinity, we are quickened to
'follow him, as dear children,' and are' filled with his
ftrlness,' and become' his temples,'. and 'dwell in God,
and have God dwelling in ourselves.'

I have endeavoured to show the great purpose of the
christian doctrine respecting God, or in what its impor
tance and glory consist. Had I, time, I might show;
that' every other doctrine of our religion has the same
end. I might particularly show how wonderfully fitted
are the character, example, life, death, resurrection, aDd
all the offices of Christ, to cleanse the mind from moral
('vii, to quicken, soften, elevate, and transfonn it into
the divine image; and I might show that these are the
influences which true faith derives from him, and through.
which he works out our salvation. But I cannot enter
on this fruitful subject. Let me only sa)'; that I see

,
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ewerywbere in Christianity, t~is great design of liberat
ing and raising the human mind, on which I have en
bilged. I, see in Christianity nothing narrowing or de
pressing, nothiflg of the littleness of the systems which
human fear, and craft, and ambition, have engendered.
1 meet there no minute legislation, no descending to
precise details, no arbitrary injunctions, no ,oke of
ceremonies, no outward religion. Everything breathes
freedom, liberality, enlargement. I meet there, not a
formal, rigid creed, binding OIl the intellect, through all
ages, the mechanical, pa~sive repetition of the.· same
words, and the same ideas; but I meet a few grand, all
comprehending truths,. which are given to the soul, to
be developed and applied by itself; given to it, as seed
to the sower, to be cherished and expanded by its own
thought, love, and obedience' into, more and more glori
ous fruits of wisdom and virtue. I see it everywhere
inc~lcating an enlarged spirit of 'piety and philanthropy,
leaving each of us to manifest this spirit according to
the ·monitions· of his individual conscience. I hear it
everywhereocalling the soul to freedom and power, by
ca.lIing it to guard against the- senses, the' passions, the
appetites, -through which it is chained, enfeebled, de-,
stroyed. I see it everywhere aiming to give the mind
power over the outward world, to make it superior to
eYents, to suffering, to material nature, to persecution,
to d~th. I see it everywhere aiming to give the mind
power over itself, to invest it with inward sovereignty,
to can forth within _us a mighty energy for our own
elevation." I meet in Christianity ·onl,. discoveries of a

• vast,~ bold, illimitable cflaract6l'; fitted and designed to
give energy and expansion to the soul. By its doctrine
of a UniyersaI Father, it sweeps away all the barriera
of seet, party, rank, and nation, in which men have
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labored to shut ,up their love; makes us m~mbers of ..
upbounded family; and establishes sympathies betweeJl
man and the whole iritelligent creation. 1n the char..
acter of Christ, it sets before us moral perfection, that
greatest and most quick.ening miracle in hUDWl history,

'a. purity, which shows DO stain or touch of the earth,
an excellen(;:e unborrowed, unc~)Dfined, beuing DO im
press of any age or any nation, the very image of the
UniverSal Father;' and it ,encourages us, by assurances
of God's merciful aid, to propose this enlarged, unsul
lied .virtue, as the model and happiness of our moral
nature. By the cross Of Christ, it sets forth the spirit
of self-sacrifice with an energy' never known before,
and, in thus crwcifying selfishness, frees the mind from
its worst chain. BJ Christ's resurrection, it links this
short life with eternity, discovers to us in the fleeting
present, the germ of an endless future, reveals to os
the human mind ascending to' other worlds, breathing A

freer air, forming higher connexions, and, summons us
to a force of holy purpose becoming such a destination.
To conclude, Christianity everywhere sets before us
'God in the character of infinitely ftee, rich, boundless
Grace, in a clemency which" is' 'not overcome by evil,
but overc~mes evil with good ;' and a more animating
and ennobling tmth, who of us can conceive? I have
hardly glanced at what ChristiaBity contains. But
who does not see that it was sent from heaven, to call
forth, and -exalt human nature, and that this is its great
glory? .

It has been my object in this discourse to lay open
a great truth, a central, all-comprehending truth of·
Christianity. Whoever intelligently and cordially em
braces it, obtains a standard by which to try all other
doctrines, and to measure the importance of all other
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truths. Is it so embraced? I fear '11ot. . I apprehend
that it is dimly discerned by many who acknowledge
it, whilst on many more it has hardly dawned. I see
othet views prevailing, and, prevailing in a greater or
less degree among all bodies of Christians, and they
seem to me among the worst errors of our times.
Some of these I would now briefly notice.

1. There are those, who, inBtead of placing the glory.
of Christianity in the pur.e aad powerful action which
it gives to the human mind, seem to think, that it is
rather designed to substitute the activit,1- of aoother for
our own. They imagine the benefit of the religion to
be, that· it enlists on our side an almighty beigg who
does everything for us. To dispa~e human agency,
seems to them the. essenCe of. piety. They think
Christ's glory to Wnsist, not in quickening free agents
to- act powerfully on themselvea, hut in eh~gil1g them
by an irresistihleenergy.· They place· a Christian'.
happiness, not so much in powers and aB'ections unfold";
ed in his own breast, as in a foreign care extended over
him, ina foreign wisdom which takes the pJace of his
own intelligence. Now the great purpMe of Christi..
anity is, not to procure or oWer to the mind a friend on
whom it may passively lean, but to make the mind
itself wise, strong, and efficient. Its eud is, not that
wisdom and 'strength, as subsisting in Bnother, should
do everything for us, but that these attributes should
grow perpetoally in our own soula. According to
Christianity, we are not earried forward as a weight by
a foreign agency; but God, by means suited to our
moral nature, quickens and strengthens us to walk our~

selves. The great design of Christianity is to build up
in our own souls a power"to withstand, to endure, to
triumph. Inward vigor is its aim. That we should do



most for ourselves and moSt for others, this ia the glory
it confers, and in· this its bappiness is found.

2. I pass to another illustration of the insensibility
of men to the great doctrine, tbat the happiness .and
glory of Christianity consist in the healthy and lofty
frame to which it raises the mind. . I refer to the ~Pl'(;

pensity of multitudes to make a wide separation between
religion or christian virtue, and its rewards. That the
chief reward lies in the .very spirit of. religion, tbey do
not dream. They think. of .being C~ristians for tIte
sake of something beyond the christian character, and
something more precious. They think. that Christ has
a greater good to give, thana strong aod generous love

'. towards God and mankind; -and would almost turn
from him with scorn, if they thought him only a bene
factor to the mind. It is this low view, which dwarfs
the piety of thousands. Multitudes are serving God
for wages distinct from the service, and hence supersti
tion, slavishness, and formality are. substituted for in
ward energy and spiritual worship.

s. Men's ignorance of the great truth stated in this
discourse, is seen in the low ideas attached by multi
tudes to the word, salvation. Ask multitudes, what is
the chief evil from which Christ came to save them,
and they will tell you, 'From hell, from penal fires,
from future punishment.' A'Ccordingly they think, that
ulvation is something which another may achieve for
them, 'very much as a neighbour may quench 'a confla
gration that menaces their dwellings and lives. That
word hell, which is used so seldom .in the sacred pages,
which, in a faithful translation, would not once occur
in the writings of Paul, and Peter, and John, which we
meet only in four or five discourses of Jesus, and which,
all persons, acquainted with Jewish geography, know to



be a metaphor, a figure of speech, and not a literal ex
pression, this word, by a perverse. and exaggerated use,

.. has done unspeakable injury to Christianity. It has
possessed and diseased men'simagination's with outward
tortures, shrieks, and flames; given them the idea of an
outward ruin as what they have chiefly to dread; turned
their thoughts to Jesus, as an outward deliverer; and
thus blinded them to his true glory, which consists in
his setting free and exalting the soul. Men are flying
from aD .outward hell, when in truth they carry within
them the hell which they should chiefly dread. The
salvation which man chiefly needs, and that which
brings with it all other deliverance, is salvation from the
evil of his own mind. There is' something' far worse
than outward punishment. It is sin; it is the -state of
a soul, which has revolted from God, and cast off its
allegiance to consCience and the divine word; which
re'nounces its Father, and hardens itself against Infinite
Love; which, endued with divine powers, enthrals it
self to animal lusts; which" makes gain its god; which
has capacities of boundless and ever growing love, and
shuts itself up in the dungeon of, private interests;
which, gifted with a self-directing power, consents to be
a slave, and is passively formed by custom, opinion, and
changing events; which, living under' God's' eye, dreads
man's frown or scorn, and prefers human praise to its
own calm consciousness of virtue; which tamely yields

.to temptation, shrinks with a coward's baseness from
the perils of duty, and sacrifices its glory and peace in
parting with self-control. No ruin can he compared to
this. This the impenitent man carries with hipl beyond
the grave, and there meets its natural issue, and inevita
ble retribution, in remorse, self-torture, and woes un
known on earth. This we cannot too' strongly fear.

38*
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To save, in the highest sense of that ~ord, is to lift the
fallen spirit from this depth, to heal the diseased mind,
to restore it to energy and freedom 'of thought, COD

science, and love. This was chiefly the salvation for
which Christ shed his blood. For this the holy spirit is
given j and to this all the truths of Christianity conspire.

4. Another illustration of t~e. error which I am
laboring to expose, and ",,:hich places the glory and im
portance of Christianity in something besides its quick
ening influence on the soul, is afforded in the common
apprehensions formed of heaven, and of the methods by
which it may be obtained. Not a few, I suspect, con
ceive of heaven as a foreign good. It is a distant coun
try, to which we are to be conveyed by an outward
agency. How slowly do'men learn, that heaven is the
perfection 'of the mind, and that Christ gives it now
just as far as he raises the mind to celestial truth and
virtu'e. It is true,Jhat this word is often used to expreSs
a future felicity; but the blessedness of the future
world is only a continuance of what is begun here.
There is but one true happiness, that of a mind unfold
ing its best powers, and attaching itself to great objects';
and Christ gives heaven, only in proportion as he gives

\ this elevation of character. The disinterestedness, and
moral strength, and filial piety of the Christian, are not
mere means of heaven, but heaven itself, and heaven
now.

The most exalted idea we can form of the future
state, is, that it brings and joins us to God. But is nOl
approach to this great being begun on earth? Another
delightful view of heaven, is, that it unites us with the
good and great of our own race, and even with higher
orders of beings. But tnis union is one of spirit, Dot
of ~ere place; it is accordance of thought and feeling,
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Q()t an outward relation j and does not this harmony
~ill ,even now? and is not virtuous friendship 011

earth essentially the pleasure which we hope ,hereafter?
What place would be drearier than the future manslooa
Qf Christ, to one who should want sympathy with their
,inhabitants, who :-could not understand their language,
who would feel himself a foreigner there, who would
be ~ghts, by tbe joys whicb he ooulq not partake, his
own lQDeliness and desolation ? These views, I know,
are often given with greater or less distinctness,; hut
tltey lteem to me not to have brought homo to men ,the
truth, \hat the fountain, of happiness must be in our own
iOUls. Groas ideaa of futurity still prevail. I should
D9t be surprised if to some among us the chief idea of
heaven wer.e that of a splendor, a radiance, like that
which Christ wore on the Mount of Transfiguration.
Let us all consider, and it Is a great truth, that heaven
has DO l~stre surpassing' that of intellectual and moral
worth; aDd that, were the effulgence of the sun and
stars concentrated in the Christian, even this would be
darknesl, compared with the pure beamings of wisdom,
laTe aDd power from his mind. Think not then that
Christ has come to give heaven as something distinct
from virtue. Heaven is the freed and sanctified mind,
.enjoying God through accordance witb his attributes,
multiplying its bonds and sympathies with excell~nt

,beings, putting forth noble powers~ and ministering, in
union with the enlightened and holy, to the happiness
and virtue of-the universe.

My friends, I fear I have been guilty of repetition.
But I feel the greatnei18 of the truth which I deliver,
and I am anxious to make it plain. Men need to be
taught it perpetually. They have always been inclined
to look to Christ for 80methiDg better, aJ they haYe



dreamed, than the elevation of their own souls. The
great purpose of Christianity to unfold and strengthen
and lift up the mind, has been perpetually thrown out of
sight. In truth, this purpose has been more than over- ,
looked. , It has been reversed. The very religion, given
to exalt human nature, has been used to make it abject.
The. very religion, which was given to create a generous
hope, has been made an instrument of servile and tortur
ing fear. The very religion, which came from God's
goodness to enlarge the human soul with a kindred good
ness, has been employed to narrow it to a sect, to rear the
Inquisition, and to kindle fires for the martyr. The very
religion, given to make the understanding and conscience
free, hai, by a criminal perversion, served to break them
into subjection to priests, ministers, and human creeds.
Ambition and craft have seized' on the solemn doc;:trines
of an omnipotent God and of future punishment, and
turned them into engines against the child, the trem
bling female, the ignorant adult, until the skeptic has
been emboldened to charge on religion the chief mise
ries and degradation of human nature. It is' from a
deep and ~orrowful conviction of the injuries inflicted
on Christianity and· on the huma,n soul, by these 'per
versions and errors, that I have reiterated the great
truth of this discourse.' I would rescue our I}oly faith
from this dishonor. Christianity bas no tendency to
'break the human spirit, or to make man a slave. It
has another aim j and as far as it is understood, it puts
forth another power. God sent it from heaven, Christ
sealed it with his blood, that it might give Jorce of
thought and purpose to the human mind, might free it
from all fear but the fear of wrong doing, might make
it free of its f~llow beings, might break from it every
outward and inward.chain.

- - • sOl



My hearers, I close with exhorting you to remember
this great purpose of our religion. Receive Christianity
as given to raise you in the scale of spiritual being.
Expect from it no good, any farther than it gives strength
and worth to your characters. Think not, as some seem
to think, that Christ has a higher gift than purity to
bestow, even pardon to the sinner. He does· bring
pardon. But once separate the idea of pardon from
purity; once imagine that forgiveness is possible to him
who de-es not forsake sin; once make it an exemption
from outward punishment, and bot the admission of the
reformed mind to fal'or and communion with God; and
the dOctrine of pardon becomes your peril, and a system,
80 teaching it, is fraught with evil. Expect no good
from Christ, any farther than you are exalted by his
character and teaching. Expect nothing from his cross·
unless a power comes. front it, strengthening you to
, heal" his cross,' to 'drink his cup,' with his own un
conquerable love. This IS its highest influence. Look
Dot abroad for the blessings of Christ. His reign and
chief blessings are within you. The human soul is his
kingdom. There he gains his victories, there rears his
temples, there lavishes his treasures. His noblest mon
ument is a mind, redeemed from iniquity, brought back
and devoted to God, forming itself after the perfection
of the Saviour, gteat through its power to suffer for
truth, lovely through its meek and gentle virtues. No
other monument does Christ desire; fQr this will endure
and iQcrease in splendor, when earthly thrones shall '..
have fallen, and even when the present order of the ..
outward universe shall have accomplished its work, and
shall have' passed away.





DISCOURSE

AT THE ORDINATION OF THE REV. F. A. FARLEY,
PBOVIDENCB, B.. t. llIlIl.

EPHESIANS, V.I.

BJIl YE TIIJIlREFOlll!J FOLLOWEBS OF GOD, AS DEAR CHILDREN

.To promote true religion is the purpose of the chris
tian ministry. For this it was ordained. On the
present occasion,. therefore. when a new teacher js to
be. given to the church, a discourse on the character of
uue religion will not be inappropriate., I do not mean,
that I shall attempt, in, the limits to which I am now
con6IJed, to set before you all its properties, signs, and
operations; for in so doing I should burden your memo
ries with divisions and vague generalities, as uninterest
ing as they would be unpr06table. My purpose is, to
select one view of the subject, which seems to me of
primary dignity and importance; and I select this, be
cause it is greatly neglected, and because I ,attribute to
this neglect much of the ineffioacy, and many of the
corruptions of religion.

The text calls us to f9110w or imitate God, ·to seek
accordance with or likeness to him; and to do this, not
fearfully and faintly, but with the spirit and hope of
beloved children.. The doctrine, which I propose to
illustrate, is derived immediately from these words, and

•



is incorporated with the whole New Testament. I
affirm, and would maintain, that true religion consists
in proposing as our great end, a growing likeness to the
Supreme Being. Its noblest influence consists, in
making us more and' more partakers of the Divinity.
For this it is to be preached. Religious instruction
should aim chiefly to turn men's aspirations and efforts
to that perfection of the soul, which constitutes it a
bright image of God. Such is the topic now to be dis
cussed; and I implore Him, whose ,glory I seek, to aid
me in unfolding and enforcing it with simplicity and
clearness, with a calm and pure zeal, and with unfeign-
e'd ~harity. .

I begin with observing, what all indeed will under
stand, that the likeness to God; of which I propose to
speak, belongs to man's higher or spiritual nature. It
has its foundati<>nio the original and essential capacities
of the mind... In proportion as these are unfolded ~y

right and vigorous exertion, it is extended and brighten
ed. In proportion as these lie dormant, it is obscured.
In proportion as they are perverted and overpowered by
the' appetites and passions, it is blotted out. In truth,
moral evil, if unresisted and habitual, may so blight and
lay waste these. capacities, that the image of God in
.man may seem to be wholly destroyed.

The importance of this assimilation to our Creator,
is a topic, which needs no labored discussion. All men,
of whatever name, or sect, or opinion, will meet me on
this ground. All, I presume, will allow, that no good
in the compass of the universe, or within the gift of
Qmnipoteiice, can be compared to a resemblance of God,
or to a participation of his attributes. I fear no contra
diction here. Likeness to God is the supreme gift.
He can coolmunicate nothing so precious, glorious,
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~ltsed ,a8 'ltimself. To hold inteUectual and moral
lJ#!inity..,wjth the Supreme Being, to partake his spirit,
tn,lle ,his children by derivations of kindred excellence,
~.~ar a growing conformity to the perfection which
we adore, this is a felicity which obscures and annihi
lates all other good.
. It is only· in proportion to this likeness that we carr
enj9Y either God, or the universe. That God can be
known and enjoyed only through sympathy or kindred
attributes, is a doctrine which e,,'en Gentile philosophy
discerned. That the pure in heart can alone see and
commune. with the pure Divinity, was the sublime in
struction of ancient sages as well as of j'nspired prophets.
It is indeed the lesson of daily experien,re. To under
stand a great and good being, we must have the seed"
of the s~me excellence. How quickly, by what aD

instinct, do accordant minds recognise one another!
No attraction is so powerful as that which subsists be
tween the truly wise, and good; whilst the brightest
excellence is lost on those, who have nothing c.ongenial
in their own breasts. God becomes a real being'to UI,

in proportion as his own nature is unfolded. ,~thin us.
To a Inan who ~s growing in the likeness of God, faith
begins even here tQ change into vision. He carries
within himself a proof of a Deity, which can only be
Wlderstood by experience. He more than believes, he
feels the divine presence; and gradually rises to an in
tercourse with his Maker, to which it is not irreverent
to apply the name of friendship and intimacy. The
apostle John intended to express this truth, when he
tells us that he, in whom a principle of divine charity
or benevolence ,has become a habit and life, 'dweIJs in
God and God in him.'

39



It is plain, too, that likeness to God is the true ud
. only preparation for the enjoyment of the universe. In
proportion .8 we approach and resemble the mind of
God, we are brought into harmony with the creation;
for, in that proportion we possess the principles from
which the universe sprung; we carry within ourselves
the perfections of which, its beauty, magnificence, order,
benevolent adaptations, and boundless purposes, are the
results and manifestations. God unfolds himself in his
works to a kindred mind. It is possible, that the brevi
ty of these hints may expose to the charge of mysticism,
what seems to me the' calmest and clearest truth. I
think, however, tbat every reflecting man will feel, that
likeness to God must be a principle of sympathy or ac
cordance with his creation; for the creation is a birth
and shining forth of th~ Divine Mind, a work through
which his spirit breathes. In proportion as we receive
this spirit, we possess within ourselres the explanation
of what we see. We discern more and more of God in
everything, from the frail flower to the everlasting stars.
Even in evil, that dark cloud which hangs over the cre
ation, we discern rays of light and hope, and gradually
come to see in suffering and temptation, proofs and in
struments of the sublimest purposes of Wisdom and
Love.

I haye offered these very imperfect views, that I may r

show the great importance of the doctrine which I am
solicitous to enforce. I would teach, that likeness to
God is a good so unutterably surpassing all other good,
that whoever admits it as attainable, must acknowledge
it to he the chief aim of life. I would show that the
highest and happiest office of religion, is to bring the
mind into growing accordance with God, and that by
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'the tendeucy of religious systems tb tbis end their trudi
aild,worth are to be chiefly tried.

, I am aware that it may be said, that the scriptures,
ill speaking of man as made in the image of God, and in
oalling us to imitate him, use bold and figurative lan
guage. It may be said, that there is danger from too
literal an interpretation; that God is an unapproachable
being; that I am not warranted in ascribing to man a
like natttre to the Divine; that we and all things' illus
trate the Creator by contrast, not by resemblance; that
religion manifests itself chiefly in convictions and ack
nowledgements of utter worthlessness; and that to talk. _
of the greatness and divinity of the human soul, is to
inflate that pride through which Satan fell, and through
which man involves himself in that fallen spirit's ruin.

I answer, that, to me, scripture and reason hold a
different language. In Christianity particularly, I meet
perpetual testimonies to the divinity of human nature.
This whole religion expresses an infinite concern of God
for the human soul, and teaches that he deems no
methods too expensive for its recovery and exaltation.
Christianity, with one voice, calls me to turn my regard.
and care to the spirit within me, as of more worth than
the whole outward world. It calls os to ' be perfect as
our Father in heaven is perfect ;' aod everywhere, in the
sublimity of its precepts, it implies and recognises the
soblime capacities of the being to whom they are ad
dressed. It assures us that human virtue is ' in tge sight
of God of great price,' and spea~s of the return of a
human being to virtue as an event which increases the joy
of heaven. In the New Testament, JesUs Christ, the
SOIt'of' God, the brightness ofhis glory, the express and
llllsuMedI itnagfJ I of the DlviIrity,is seen mingling with
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tinen as a friend and brother, offering him8el.f. :a. dWlir
example, and promising to his true followers a share,iII
all his splendors and joys. In the New Testament,
God ,is said to communicate his own spirit, and all' his
fulness to the human soul. In the New· Testament
man is exhort~d to aspire after 'honor, glory, and im,.
'mortality;' and Heaven, a word expressing the neare~t

approach to God, and a divine happiness, is everywhere
proposed as. the end of his being. In truth, the very
essence of christian faith is, that we trust in God's
mercy, as revealed in Jesus Christ, for a state of cclest
tial purity, in which we shall grow forever in the like.
ness, and knowledge, and enjoyment of the Infinite
Father. Lofty views of the nature of man are bound
up and interwoven with the whole christian system.
Say not, that these are at war with humility; for who
was e\'er humbler than Jesus, and yet who ever pos
sessed such a consciousness of greatness and divinity?
Say not that man's business is to think of his sin, and
DOt of his dignity; for great sin implies a great capacity;
it is the abuse of a noble nature; and no man can be
deeply and rationally contrite, but he who feels, that in
wrong doing he h.as resisted a divine voice, and warred
against a divine principle, in his own sou1.-1 -need not,
I trust, pursue the argument from revt:lation. There is
Wi argument from nature and reason, which seems to
me 80 convincing, and is at the same time so fitted to
explain what I mean by man's possession of a like nature
to God, that I shall pass at once to its expositioQ..

That man has a kindred nature with God, and may
bear most· important and ennobling relations to him,
BOOms to me to be established by a striking proof. This
proof y.ou will undtmtand, by.considering, fw a moment,
how we obtain our ide~of Gpd.. ;W~. come the
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conceptions, which we include under that august name?
Whence do we derive our knowledge of the attributes
R~d peffections, which constitute the Supreme Being?
I answer, we derive them from our own souls. The
divine attributes are first· developed in ourselves, and
thence transferred to our Creator. The idea of God,
sublime and awful as it is, is the idea of our own spirit
ual nature, purified and enlarged to infinity. hI OUl

84flves are 'the elements of the Divinity. God then
does not snstain a figurative resemblance to man. It
is the resemblance of a parent to a child, the likeness
of a kindred nature.

We call God a Mind. He has revealed himself as a
spirit. But what do we know of mind, but through tht>
unfolding of this principle in our own breasts? That
u,nbounded spiritual energy which we call God, is con
ceived by us only through consciousness, through the
knowledge of ourselves.-We ascribe thought or intel
ligence to the Deity as one of his most glorious attri
butes. And what means this language? These terms
we have framed to express operations or faculties of our
own souls. The Infinite Light would be forever hid
den from us, did not kindred rays dawn and brighten
within us. God is another name for human intelligence,
raised above all error and imperfection, and extended,
to all possible truth.

The same is true of God's goodness. How do we
understand this but by the principle of love implanted
in the human breast? Whence is it, that this divine
attribute is so faintly comprehended, but from the feeble
developement of it in the multitude of men? Who.
can understand the strength, purity, fulness, and extent
of divine philanthropy, but he in whom selfishness has
been swallowed up in love?

59*
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The same is true of all the moral perfections ()f the
Deity. These are comp~ehended by us, only thl'<\ugh

. our own moral nature.. It is conscience within UB,

which, by its approving and condemning Toice, inter
prets to us God's love of \'irtue and hatred of sin; and
without conscience,' these glorious conceptions would
never have opened on the mind. It is the lawgiver in our
Qwn breasts, which gives us the Ulea of divine authority,
and binds us to obey it. The soul, by its sense of
right, or its perception of moral distinctioDs, is clothed
with 'sovereignty over itself, and through this alone, it
understands and recognises the Sovereign of the UDi
verse. Men, as by a natur,.l inspiration, have agreed
to speak of conscience as the voice of God, as the
liHvinity within us. This principle, reverently obeyed,
makes us more and more partakers of the moral per
fection .of the Supreme Being, of that very excellence,
which constitutes the rightfulness of his sceptre, and
enthrones him over the universe. Without this inward
law, we should be as incapable of receiving a law from
Heaven, as the brute. Without this, the thunders of
Sinai might startle the outward ear, but would have no
meaning, no authority to the mind. I have expressed
here a great truth•. Nothing teaches 80 encouragingly
our. relation and resemblance' to God; for the glory of
the Supreme Being, is eminentlJ moral. We blind
ourselves to his chief splendor, if we think only or
mainly of his power, and overlook those attributes of
rectitude and goodness, to which he subjects his omnipo
tence, and which are the foundations and very substauee
of his universal aIld immutable Law. And· are theSe
attributes reveal'ed to us through the priaciplesand con
victiQD$ of our ~WJl souls? Do we understand through
sympathy God's perception o£ t~ ~t,. the:·good, the

J



holy, the just? Then with what propriety is it sai~

that ill his own image he made man!
I am aware, that it may be objected to these views.

that we lieeeive our idea of God from the universe,
from his works, and not 80 exclusively from our own
soullS. The l1niverse, I know, is full of God. Th8
heavens and earth declare bis glory. In other words,
thtl effects aud sigUj of power, wisdom, and goodness,
are apparent through the whole creation. But apparent
to wbat? Not to the. outward eye; not to the acutest
O£gan$ of se~e; but to a kindred mind, which inter
prets the universe by itself. It is only through that
anergy of thought, by which we adapt various and com
plicated means tt) distant ends, and give harmony and
a common bearing to multiplied exertions, that we un
derstand the creative intelligence which has established
the order, dependencies and harmony.of nature. We
see God ae ,und us, because he dwells within us. It is
by a kindred wisdom, that we discern his wisdom in
his works.' The brute, with an eye as piercing as ours,
looks on tbe universe;. and the page, which to us is
radiant with characters of greatQess and goodness, is to
him a blank. In truth, the beauty and glory of God's
works are revealed to the mind by a light beaming from
itself. We discern the impress of Gud.'s attributes in
the universe by accordance of nature, aDd enjoy them
through sympathy.-I hardly need observe, that these
remarks in relation to the universe apply with equal, if
not greater force, to revelation.

I shall now be met by another objection which to
many may seem strong. Ii will be said, that these
various attributes of which I have spoken, exist in God
in Infinite Perfection, Bnd that this destroys all affinity
between. the human and the divine mind. T~ th¥



I have two replies. In the first place, an attribute,
by becoming perfect, does Dot part with its essence.
Love, wisdom, power, and purity, do not change their
nature by t>nlargement. If they did, we should lose the;
Supreme Being through his very infinity. Our ideas
of him would fade away into mere sounds. For exam
ple, if wisdom in God, because unbounded, have no
affinity with that attribute in mau, why apply to him
that term? It must signify nothing. Let me ask
what we mean, when we say that we di~ern the marks
of intelligence in the universe ? We mean, that we
meet there the proof.'i of a mind like our own. We
c~rt:lin}y discern proofs of no other; so that to deny
this doctrine, would be to deny the evidences of a God,
and ottarly to subvert the foundations of religious belief.
What man can examine the structure of a plant or an
animal, and see the adaptation of its parts to each other
and to common ends, and not feel, that it is the work
of an intelligence akin to his own', and that he traces
these marks of design by the same spiritual energy in
which they had their origin?

But I would offer another answer to this objection,
that God's infinity places him beyond the resemblance
and approach of man. I affirm, and I trust that I do
not speak too strongly, that there are traces of infinity
in the human mind, and that'in this very respect, it
bears a likeness to God. The very conception of in
finity is the mark of a natl,;1re, to which no limit can be
prescribed. This thought indeed comes to us not so
much from abroad as from our own souls. We ascribe
this attribute to God, because we possess capacities and
wants, which only an unbounded being can fill, and be
cause we are, conscious of a tendency in spiritual facul
ties to unlimited' expansion. We' believe in the divine
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iniaity through something congenial with it in our awn
breasts. ·1 hope I speak clearly, and if not, I would
ask those to whom I am obscure, to pause before they •
·condemn. To me it seems, that the soul, in all its
higher actions, in original tbought, in the creations of
.ge.nius, .in the soarings of imagination, in its love of
beauty and grandeur, in its aspirations after a pure and
unknown joy, and especially in disinterestedness, in the
IpUit of selfsacrifice, and in enlightened devotion, has
a character of infinity. There is often a depth in hu
man love which may be strictly called unfathomable.
There is sometimes a lofty strength in moral principle,
,which all the power of the outward universe cannot
overcome. There seems a might within which can
more than balance all might without. There is, too,
a piety, which swells into a transport too vast for ut
terance, and into an immeasurable joy. 1 am speaking
indeed of what is uncommon, but still of realities. We
see however the tendency of the soul to the infinite in
more familiar and ordinary forms. Take for example
the delight which we find in the vast scenes of nature,
io prospects which spread around us without limits, in
the immensity of the heavens and the ocean, and espe·
oially in the rush and roar of mighty winds, waves, and
tprr~nts, when, amidst our deep awe, a power within
leems. to respond to the omnipotence around us. The

• Iilrne principle is seen in the delight ministered to us
by works of fiction or of imaginative art, in which out
own nature is'stl. 'before us in more: than human beautj'
and, power. In troth the 5001 is always' bursting 'i~

limitS.·, h thirsts cmitiBUally'foll wider k'now)edge.. . It
IJlII8hes forWard to ulltried happiness. It· bas deep' wants
1Itbieh,.iIo!h~ limited mn,:appeast'•. Its :true-' e~ent
aiKL~ndt. ~is i aD 'unooullw,d gGOd.. TIuIS Ood'i.: inmmy

..
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•.~ iot. il83ge in tile 8Oul, aDd through the soul, mach.
:JQor~ than, through. the universe, we arrive at this.cma
e,eptiQll oC the D~it.Y'

. In these'remarkll I. have 8poMn;strongly. But I have
DO feal Qfexpressing too strongly the oonnexion ·between
the ,wvine' and the human mind. . My oBly fear is, that
oJ shall· dishonor.. the great subject. The danger to
which we are· most exposed, is that of severing the
Creator froID his creatures. The propensity of human
sovereigns.to·cut off communication between themselves
aDd their subjects, and to disclaim a common nature
with their inferiors, has led the 'multitude of men, who
think of Ood chiefly under. the character.of a k.ing, to
conceive· of him as a being, who places his glory in
multiplying distinctions between himself and all other
beings. The truth is, that the union between the
Creator and the creature surpasses all other bonds ia
strength and intimacy. He penetrates all things aad
d~lights to irradiate all with his glory. Nature, in its
lowest and inanimate forms, is pervaded hy his power;
and when quickened by the mysterious property of life,
how wonderfully does it show forth the perfections of
its Author! How much of God may he seen in the
structure of a single leaf, which, though so frail as to
tremble in every wind, yet holds connexiODS and living
communications with the earth, the air, the clouds, and
the distant sun;, and, through these sympathies with
the universe, is itself a revelation of an omnipotent mind.
God delights to diffuse himself everywhere. Through
IUS energy, uucoDscious matter clotl1es itself with pro
portions, powers, and beauties which reflect his wisdom
and love. How much more must be delight to frame
fDnscious .and .happy recipients of hi8 perfections, in
_OlD. ,his w~dom' and let'e may substaatiaUy dwell.



with whom he may form spiritual ties, ,and to who.. he
may be an everlasting spring .of moral energy' and hap...
piness. How far the Supreme Beillg ,may oommunicate
his attributes to his intelligent otfsp,ing1 I stop nQt to
inquire. But that his almighty goodness will impart. to
them powers and glories, of wh.ich the ma.(erial universe
is but a faint emblem, I cannot doubt. .That the. soul,
if true to itself and its Maker, will be fille4 ,with God,
and will manifest him, more than that. SUD, I, ~not
doubt. Who can doubt it, that believes and under
stands the doctrine of human immortality?

The views wbich I have given in this discourse re
specting man',s participation of the divine nat\lle, seem
to me to receive strong confirmation, from the tide or
relation most frequently applied to God in the New
Testament; and I have reserved this as the last corro
boration of this doctrine, because. to my own mind it is
singularly affecting. In the New Testament- God is
made known to us as a Father, and a brighter feature
of that book cannot be named. Our worship is to be
directed to him as our Father. Our whole religion is
to take its character from this view of the Divinity.
In this he is to rise always to our minds. And what is
it to be a Father? It is to communicate one's own
naturel to give life to kindred beings; and the highest
function of a Father is to educate the mind of the child, .
and to impart to it what is no1,>lest and· happiest in his
own mind. God is our Father, not merely because he
created us, or because he gives us enjoyment; for he
created the flower fl.nd the insect, yet we call him not
their Father. This bond is a spiritual one. This name
belongs to Go~ because he frames spirits like himself,
and delights to give them what is most glorious and
blessed in his own nature. According]! Christianity it

.,



aid with special propriety, to reveal God as the Father,
because it reveals him as sending his SOD, to cleanse
the mind from every stain, and to replenish it forever
with the spirit and moral attributes of its Author. Sep
arate from God this idea of his creating and training up
beings after his own likeness, and you rob him of the
paternal character. This relation vanishes, and with
it, vanish the glory of the gospel, and the dearest hopes
of the human soul.

. The great use which I would make of the principles
laid dowll in this discourse, is to derive from them just
and dear views of the nature of religion. What then
mreligion? I answer; it is not the adoratioll of a God,
with whom we have no common properties; of a dis
tinct, foreign, separate being; but of an all-communi
cating Parent. It recognises and adores God as a be
ing, whom we know through our own souls, who has
made man in his own image, who is the perfection of
our own spiritual natmc, who hlls sympathies with us as
kindred beings, who is near us, not in place only like
this all surrounding atmosphere, but by spiritual influ
ence and love, who looks on us with pllrental interest,
and whose great design it is to communicate to us for
ever, and in freer and fnller streams, his own power,
goodness, and joy. The conviction of this near and
ennobling relation of God to the soul, and of his great
purposes towards it, belongs to the very essence of true
religion; and true religion manifests itself chiefly and
most conspicuously in desires, hope!t, and efforts corres
ponding to this truth. It desires and seeks supremely
the assimilation of the mind to God, or the perpetual
unfolding and enlargement of those powers and virtues
by which it is constituted his glorious image. The
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mind, in proportion as it is enlightened and penetrated
by true religion, thirsts 'a.lld 'labors for a godlike eleva
tion. What else indeed can it seek, if this good be,
placed within its reach? If lam capable of receiving
and reflecting the intellectual and moral glory of my
Creator, what else in co~parisol1 shall I desire? Shall
I deem a property in the outward universe as' the high
est good, when I may become partaker of ,the very
mind from which it springs, of the prompting love, the
disposing wisdom; the quickening power, through which
its:, order, beauty, ana beneficent influences subsist?
True religion is known by these high aspirations, hopes,
and efforts. And 'this is the religion wl!jch most truly
honors God. To honor him, is 'not to tremble before
hixn as an unapproachable sovereign, nor to utter barren,
praise which leaves us as it found 'us. It is to become
what we praise. It is ,to approach God as an inexhaus
tible Fountain of light, power, and purity. 'It is to feel
the quickening and transforming energy of his perfe.c.
tions. It is to thirst for the growth and invigoration of
the divine principle within us; It is to seek the very
spirit of God. It is to trust in, to bless, to thank him
for that rich grace, mercy" love, which was revealed and
proffered by Jesus Christ,' and which proposes as its
gre~t end the perfection of the human soul.

I regard this view of religion as infinitely important~

It does more than all things to make our connexion with
our Creator ennobling and happy; and in Jiroportion as
we want it, there is danger that the thought of God may
itself become the instrument of our, degradation.. That
religion has been so dispensed as to, depress the human
mind, I need not, tell you; and it is a truth, which ought
to be known,' that the greatness of the Deity, when
separated in our thoughts from his parental character7 .

40
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especially tends to crush human ehergy and hope. To
a frail dependeot creature, an.omnipotent Creator easily
becomes a terror, and his worship easily degenerates
into servilit}·,.flattery, self-contempt, and selfish calcu
lation. Religion onl)" ennobles us, in as far as it re
~e8ls to us the tender and intimate connexioB of God
with his creatures, and teaches us to see in the very
greatness which might give alarm, the soUrce of great
and glorious communications to the human soul. You
cannot, my hearers, think too highly of the majesty of
God. But let not this majesty sever him from you.
Remember, that his greatness is the infinity of attributes
which yourselves possess. Adore his infinite wisdom;
bot remember that this wisdom rejoices to diffuse itself,
and let an exhilarating hope sprin~ up, at the thought of
the immea!lllrable intelligence which such a Father must
communicate to his children. In like manner adore his

. power. Let the boundless creation fill you with awe
and admiration of the energy which sustains it. But
remember that God has a nobler work than the outward
creation, even the spirit within yourselves; and that it
is his purpose to replenish this with his own energy,
and to crown it with growing power and triumphs over
the material universe. Above all, adore h~ unutterable
goodness. But remember, that this attribute is particu
larly proposed to you as your model; that God calls
you, both by nature and revelation, to a fellowship in -,
his philanthropy; that he .has placed you in 8OCi~" rela
tions for the very end of rendering you ministers and
repres~ntatives of his benevolence; that he even sum
mons you to espouse and to advapce the sublimest pur-

, pose of his goodness, the redemption of the human
race, by extending the knowledge and power of chris
tian truth. It is through such views, that religion
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raises up the Soul, and binds man by ennobling bonds
to bis Maker.

To complete my views of this topic, I beg to add an
important caution. I have said that tbegreat work of
religion is to conform ourselves to God, or to unfold the
divine likeness within us. Let none infer from this
language, that I ·place religion in unnatural effort, in
st,raining after excitements which do not belong ,to the
present state, or in anything separate from the clear and
simple duties of life. I exhort you to no extravagance.
I reverence human nature too much to do it violence.
I see too much divinity in its ordinary operations, to
urge-on it·a forced and vehement·virtue.. To grow in
the likeness of God, we need not cemle to be men.
This likeness does not consist in extraordinary or mi
raculous gifts, in supernatural additions to the soul, or
in anything· foreign to our original constitution; but in
our essential faculties, unfolded by vigorous and con..;
scientious exertion in the ordinary circumstances assign
ed by God. To resemble our Creator, we need not
fly from society, and entrance ourselves in lonely eon
templation and prayer. Such processes might give a
feverish strength to one class of emotions, but would
result in disproportion, distortion, and sickliness of mind.
Our proper work is to approach God by the free and
natural unfolding of our highest powers, of understand
ing,conscience, love, and the moral will.

Shall I be told that by such language, I ascribe t()
nature the effects which can only be wrought in the
soul by the Holy Spirit? I anticipate this ~bjection,

and wish to meet it by a simple expqsition of my views.
I would on· no account dispa~e the gracious aids and
influences which God imparts to the human soul. The
promise of the Holy Spirit is among the most precious;
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in the sacred volume. Worlds could not tempt me to
patt \vith the doctrine of God's intimate conDexion with
the mind, and of his free and full communications to it.
But these vie\ys are in ~o respect at variance with what

. I have taught of the method, by which we are to grow
in the likeness of God. Scripture and experience con
cur in teaching, that by the Holy Spirit, we are to
understand a divine assistance adapted to our moral
freedom, and accordant with the fundamental truth, that.
virtue is the mind~ own work. By the Holy Spirit, I
understand an aid, which ",ust he gainedand made ef
fectUal by our own activity; an aid, which no more
interferes with our faculties, than the assistance which
we receive from our fellow heings; an aid, which silently
mil'gles and conspires with all otber helps and means
of goodness; an aid by which we. unfold our natural
powers in a natural order, and by which we are
strengtheDf~d to understand and apply the resources de
rived from our munificent Creator. This aid we cannot
prize too much, or pray for too earnestly. But where
in, let me ask, does it war with the doctrine, that God
is to be approached by the exercise and unfolding of
our highest powers and affections, in the ordinary cir
cumstances of human life?

I repeat it, to resemble our Maker we need not quar
rel with our nature or our lot. Our present statt', made
up, as it is, of aids and trials, is worthy of God, and

; maybe used throughout to assimilate us to him. For
. example, our domestic ties, the relations of neighbour

hood and country, the daily interchanges of thoug~ts

. and feelings, the daily occasions of kindness,' the dfy
claims of want and suffering, these and the other cir
cumstances of our social state, form the best sphere and
school for that benevolence, which is God's brightest
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attribute; and we should muke a sad exchange, by, 8Ub- 

stituting for these natural aids, any self-invented artifi
cial means- of sanctity. Christianity, our great guide
to God, never leads us away from the path of nature"
and' 'never wars with the unsophisticated dictates of
C()nscience. We approach our Creator by every right
e~ertion of the powers he gives us. Whenever we in
vigorate the understanding' hy honestly and resolutely
seeking truth, and by withstanding whatever might warp
the judgment; whenever we invigorate the consCience
by following it in opposition to ihe passions i whenever
we receive a blessing gratefully, bear a trial patiently,
or encounter peril or scorn with, moral courage iwheri
ever we perform a disinterested deed i whenever we
lift up the heart. in true adoration to God; whenever
we war against a habit or desire which is strengthening
itself against our higher principles; whenever we think,
speak, or act, with moral energy, and resolute devotion
to, duty, be the occasion ever 80 humble, obscure, famil
iar; then the divinity is growing within us, and we are
ascending towards our Author. True religion thus
blends ~tself with common' life. We are tbus to draw
nigh to God, without forsaking men. We are thus,
without parting with our human nature, to clothe OUl'

selves with the divine.

My views on the great subject of this discourse have
now been given. ,I shall close with a brief considera
tion of a few objections, in the course of which I shall
offer some views of the christian ministry, which this
occasion and tbe state of the world, seem to me to de
mand.-I anticipate from some an objection to this dis
course, drawn as they wilt say from experience. I may
be told, that I have talked of the godlike capacities of

W
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buman natur.e,· and have spoken of man as a divinity ,
and where, it,will be asked, are the Warrants of this
high estimate of our race? I PUly be told tbat I dream,
and tbat I have peopled the world with the creatures
of my lonely imagination. What! Is it onlJ in dreams,
that beauty and loveliness h~ve beamed on mJt from the
human I-"Ounteriance, that I have 'heard tonel of kind
nelS, which have thrilled through my heart, tbat I have
found sympathy in iluffering, and a sacred joy in frieod
ahip ? Are all the great and good men pf past ages
only dreams? Are such names as Moses, Socrates,
Paul, Alfred, Milton, onlJ' the fictions of my disturbed
slumbers? Are the great deeds of history, the discove
ries of philoaophy, the creations of genius, ollJy visions?
Oh! no•. 1 do not dream when I spellk of the divine
capacities of hurqan nature.' It is a real page in
which I read of patriots ud martyrs, of ,Fenelon and
Howard, of Hampden aDd WashiDgton. And tell me
not that these were prodigies, miracles, immeasurably
.-eparatBd from their race; for tbe very revereD,ce, which
has trea,sured up and hallowed their memories, the verl
lentimenu of admiration and love with Which their
pames ale now heard, show that the pr.inciples of their
greatnesa are diffused tbrough· aU your breasts. The
germs of sublime virtue are scattered libetallyon our
earth. How often have I seen in the obscurity of do
Plestic life, a strength of ~ve, of euduranc8, of pious
trust, of virtuous' reSQlut~ which in a public sphere
would kaye attracted public bomage. I canQOt but pity
the man, who recogni~es nothing godtik~ in his pwn
pature. I .see the mark.s of God in the hfMlvens and
the e~ ; but bow much- mora in a liberal intellect, in
Plagnanimity., i. onconquerable Jectitude, ill a philan
dJ,ropy which forgives every wroog, and. which never
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despairs of tbe cause of Cbrist and human virtue.· I do
and I must re~·erence buman na.ure. Neither the
sneers of a worldly sk.epticism, nor the groans of a
gloomy theology, disturb my faith in its godlike powers
..d ~odencietl. I k.now how it is despised, how it has
been oppressed, how civil and religious- establishments
have for ages COB8pired to crush it. I know its history.
I shut my eyes on none of its weaknesses and crimes.
I understand the proofs, hywhich despotism demoD
ttrates, thar t:)an is a wild beast, in want of a master,
and only safe in chaios. But injured, trampled on, and
scorned as' our nature is, I still turn to it witb inteD&e
sympathy and strong hope. The sigl)atures of its origin
awl its end are impressM ~oo deeply to be ever wholly
effaced. I bless it for its kind affections, for its strong
and tender love. I honor it for its 8t.nlgg1es against
oppression, for its growth and progrRss under the weight
of 11«;) many chains and prejudices, for its achievements
in seience aad art, and still mOM for its examples of
herOIC ,ad saiatly virtue. These are marks of a divine
origin and tbe pledges of a celes,tial inheritance; and I
thank God that 11).1 own lot ia bound up with that of
the human race.

But another objection starts up. It may be said,
, Allow these VjeWI to be tr~; are tbey fitted fur the
pulpit? fitted to act on common minds? They may
be prized by men of cultivated intellect and taste; but
can the multitude understand. them? Will the multi
tude feel them? On .whom has a minister to ad?
On men immersed. in business, and buried in the flesh;
Oft me.D, whose whole power of thought has been spent
()fl pleasure or ~iB; 00 mea, chailJed .by babit, and
wedded to sin. Soooer may adamant. be ri"en by a
ehild's touch, than t~e humao heart be pierced by 18-
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lined and elevated sentiment. Gross iBstruments will
alone act on gross minds. Men sleep, and nothing but
thunder, nothing but flashes from the everlasting fire of
hell, will thoroughly wale them.'

I have all along felt that such objections would be
made to the views I have urged. But they do not
move me. I an'swer, that I think these views singularly
adapted t() the ptrlpit, and I think them full of power.
The objection is that they are refined. But I see God
accomplishing his noblest purposes by what may be
called refined means. All the great ~ents of nature,
attraction, heat, and the principle of life, are refined;
spiritual, invisible, acting gently, silently, imperceptiblYi
and· yet brute matter feels their power, and 'is trans
formed by them into surpassing beauty. The electric
fluid, unseen, unfelt, arid everywher~ diffused, is infi
nitely more efficient, and ministers to infinitely hobler
productions, than when it breaks forth in thunder.
Much less can I believe, that in the moral world, noise,
menace, and violent appeals to gros! paSsions, to fear
and selfishness, are God's chosen means of calling forth
spiritual life, beauty, and greatness. It is seldom that
human.nature throws off all susceptibility of grateful and
generous' impressions, all sympathy with superior virtuei
and here are springs and principles to which ~ generous
teaching, if simple, sincere, and fresh from the soul,
may confidently appeal. .

It is said, men cannot under$tand the views which
seem to me 'so precious. This objection I am anxious
t() repel, for the common intellect has b~n grievously
,kept down and wronged through the belief of its iDea
pacity. The pulpit would do more good, were not the
mass of men looked upon and treated as childru.
Happily for the race, the time is pauiDg away, in whick
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intellect was thought the monopoly Qf a few, and the
D;I;ijority ",-ere given over to hopeless igno~nce. Science
is leaving her solitudes to enlighten the multitude.
lIow much more may religious teachers take courage
to speak. to men on subjects, which are nearer to them
than the properties and laws of matter, I mean their
own souls. The multitude, you say, want capacity to
receive great truths relating to their spiritual nature.
But what, let me ask you, is the christian religion?
A spiritual system, intended to turn me~'s minds upon
themselves, to frame them to watchfulness (\ver thought,
imagination, and passion, to establish them in an' inti
macy with their own souls. What are all the christian
virtues, which men are exhorted to love- and seek? I
answer, pure and high motions or determinations of the
tnind. That refinement of thought, which, I am told,
transcends the common intellect, belongs to the very
essence ,of Christianity. In confirmation of these views,

. the human mind seems to me to be turning itself more
and more inward, and to be growing 'more alive to its
Qwn worth, and its C;;l pacities of progress. The spirit
of education shows this, and SO does tbe spirit of free
dom. There is a spreading ,conviction that man was
made for a higher purpose than to be a lwast of burden,
or a creature of sense. The divinity is stirring within
the human brr,ast, and demanding a culture and a lib
erty worthy of the child of God. Let religious teaching
correspond to this advancement of the mind. Let it
rise above the tec,hnical, obscure, and frigid theology
which bas come down to us from times of ignorance,
.uperstition, and slave(y. Let it penetrate the human
soul, and reve.al it to itself. No preaching, I believe,
is 80 intelligible, as that which is true to human nature;
Qll helps. men to,read their own spirit». •
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But the objection which I have stated not only repre
lents ttlen as incapable -of understanding, but still more
-of beiBg moved, quick.ened, sanctified, and saved, by
IJUCh views as I have given. If by this objection
DOthing more is meant, than that these views are not
alone or of themselves sufficient, I shall not dispute it;
for true and glorious as they are, they do not constitute
tbe whole troth, aud I do not expect great moral
effects from narrow and partial views of our nature. I
have spoken of the godlike capacities of the soul.
But other and very different elements enter into the
human being. Man has animal propensities as well as
intellectual and moral powers. He has a body as wen
as mind. He has passions to war with reason, and self
love with conseience. He is a free being, aDd a tempt
ed being,_ and, thus coostituted he may and does sin,
and often sins grievously. To such a being, religion,
or virtue, is a cooflict, requiring great spiritual eBOrt,
put forth in habitual watchfulness and prayer; and all
the motives are needed, by_ which force and constancy
may be communicated to the will. I exhort not the
preacheii to talk. perpetually of man as ' made but a lit
tle lower than the angels.' I would not narrow him to
any class of topicR. Let him adapt himself to our whole
and various nature. Let him summon to his aid all
the powers of tbis world, and the world to come. Let
him bring to Iw..ar on tbe conscience and the heart, God's
milder and more awful attributes, the promises and
threatenings of the divine word, tbe lessons of history,
the warnings -of experience. Let tbe wages of sin here
and herea{~r be taught clearly and earnestly. But

. amidst tbe various motives to spiritual effort, which be
10Dg to the -miBister, none are more quickening than
those drawn from the soul itself, and from God'. desire

_____-'lI =r,..",__.."",._-. ..- ......IIIIIIi&ii1III........
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and purpose to exalt it, by every aid consistent with ita
freedom. These views I conceive are to mix with all
others, and without them all others fail to proO)ote a
generous virtue. Is it said, that the minister's proper
work is, to preach Christ and not the dignity of human
nature? I answer, that Christ's greatness is manifest
ed in the greatness of the nature which he was sent to
redeem '; and that his chief glory consists in this, that
he came to restore God's image where it was obscured
or effaced, ~nd to give an everlasting impulse and life
to what is divine within us. Is it said, that the malig
.nity of sin is to be the minister's great theme? I an
swer, that this malignity can only be understood and felt,
when sin is viewed as the ruin of God's noblest work,
as. darkening a light brighter than the sun, as carrying
discord, bondage, disease, and death into a mind framed
for perpetual progress towards its Author. Is it said,
that terror is the chief instrument of saving the soul?
I answer, that if by terror, be meant a rational and mor
a'l fear, a conviction and dread of the unutteraWe evil
incurred by a mind which wrongs, betrays, and destroys
itself, then I am' the last to deny its importance: But
a fear like this, which regards the debasement of the
soul as the greatest of evils, is plainly f~unded upon and
proportioned to our conceptions of the greatness of our
nature. The more common terror, exci~ed by vivid
images of torture and bodily pain, is a very questionable
means of 'virtue. When strongly awakened, it general
ly injures the character, breaks men into cowards and
slaves, brings the intellect to cringe before human au
thority, -makes man abject before his Maker, and, by a
n~tural reaction of the mind, often terminates i,n a pre
sumptuous confidence, altogether distin,ct from virtuoUl
Jelf-respect; and singularly hostile to the unassuming,

•
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charitable spirit of Christianity. The preacher should
rather strive to fortify the soul against physical pains,
than to bow it to their mastery, teaching it to dread
nothing in comparison with sin, and to dread sin as tbe
,ruin of a noble nature. '

Men, I repeat it, 'are to be quickened and raised by
appeals to their highest principles. Even the convicts
of a prison may be touched by kin,dnes!, generosity, and
especially by a tone, look, and address, expressing hope
and respect for their nature. .I know, that the doctrine
of ages has been, that terror, restraint, and bondage are
the chief safeguards of human virtue and peace. But
we have begun to leuni that affection, confidence, re
spect, and freedom are mightier as well as nobler agents.
Men can be wrought upon by generous influences. I
would that this troth were better' understood by religi
ous teachers. From the pulpit generous influences too
seld01l1 proceed. In the church men too seldom hear a
voice to quicken and exalt them. Religion, speaking
thrdugh her public organs, seems often to forget her
natural tone of elevation. The character of God, the
principles of his, government; his relations to the human
family, the purposes for which he brought us into being,
the nature which he has given us"and the condition in
which he has placed us, these and the like topics, though
the sublimest which can enter the mind, are not un
frequently so set forth as to narrow and degrade the
hearers, disheartening and oppressing with gloom the
timid and sensitive, and infecting coarser minds with
the unhallowed spirit of intolerance, presumption, and
exclusive pretension to the favor of God. I know,

. and rejoice to know, that preaching in its worst forms
does good; for so bright and piercing is the light of
Christianity, that it penetrates in a measure the thick-

•
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bSt cloUds in w.hich men contrive to involve it. Bot
that evil mixes. with the good, I also know j and I should
be unfaithful to :;ny deep convictions, did I not say, that
human nature requires. for its elevation, more gener()us
.treat~ent from the teachers of religion.

I conclude with saying, let the minister cherish a
reverence. for his own nature. Let him never'despise
it'even in 'its most forbidding forms. Let him delight
Hi its beautiful and lofty manifestations. Let him. hold
Jast as one of the great qualifications for his office, a
·faith.in the greatness. of the .human soul, that faith,
wliicb looks beneath the perishing body, beneath the

. .sweat of tbe laborer, beneath the rags and ignorance
of the poor, beneath the vices of the sensual and selfish,
ad discerns\in tbe depths of the soul a div.ine principle,
a ray of the Infinite Light, which may yet break. forth
and 'shine as the sun' in the kingdom of God. Let [
him strive' to awaken in men a consciousness of the
beavenly treasure within them, a consciousness of pOl;:'

sessing ,what is of more worth than the outward universe.
Let hope give life to all his lahors. Let him speak to
mell, as to beings liberally gifted, and made for God.
Let him always look round on a congregation with the
encouraging trust, that he has hearers prepared to re
spond to the simple, unaffected utterance of great truths,
and to the noblest workings of his own mind. Let him
feel deeply for those, in whom the divine nature is
overwhelmed by the passions. Let him sympathize
tenderly with those, in whom it begins to struggle, to
moprn for sin, to thirst for a ,new life. Let him guide
and animate to higher and diviner virtue those, in whom
it bas gained strength. Let him strive to infuse cour
age, enterprise, -devout trust, an~ an inflexible will,
into men's labors for their own perfection. In one-
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word, let him cherish an unfalteriBg and growing faith
in God as the Father and quickener of the hnman mind,
and in Christ as its triumphant aQd immortal friend.
That by such preaching he is to work miracles, J do
not say. That he will rival in sudden and ol,ltward
effects what is wrought by the preachers of Cl low and
terrifying theology, I do not expect or desire. That
all will be made. better, I am far from believing. His
office is, to acton free beings, who after all must de
termine themselves'; who have-power to withstand all
fOreign agency; who are to be saved, not by'mere
preaching, but by their own prayers and toil Still I
believe that such a minq,ter will be a benefactor beyoBd .
all.praise to .the human soul. I believe, and know, that
on those, who will admit his inftuence, he will work
deeply, powerfully, gloriously. His function is the sob-

• limest under heaven ; and his reward will be, a growing
power of spreading truth, virtue, moral strength, love,
and happiness, without limit, and. without end•



DISCOURSE

AT THE DEDICATION OF DIVINJTY HALL.
CAMBIUDG~1_

LUKE IV. n.

HIS WORD WAS WITH POWER.

. WE are assembled to set apart and consecrate this
building to the education -of teachers of the christian
religion. Regarding, as we do, this religion as God's
best gift to mankind, we look on these simple walls
reared for this holy and benevolent work, with an in
terest, which more splendid edifices, dedicated to inferior
purposes, would fail to inspire. We thank. God for ,the
zeal which has erected them. We thank him for the
hope. that here will be trai~ed, and hence will go forth,
able - ministers of the New Testament. God accept
our offering and fulfil our trust. May he shed on this
spot the COpiOllS dew of his grdce, and compass it" with
his favor as with a shield.

To what end- do we devote this building ?How
may this end be. accomplished? These questions will
guide our present reflections.

To what end is this edifice dedicated? The answer
to this question may be given in various forms,' or ex
panded into various particulars. -From this wide range'
ohopics, I~haJlselectone, which, from its comprehen
siveness -and importance, \viU be acknowledged to de-



serve peculiar attention. I say then, that this edifice is
dedicated to the training of ministers, whose word, like
their master's, shall be 'tvi~h power.' Power, energJ,
efficienC}", this is the endowment to be communicated
most ,assiduously by a theological institution. Such is the
truth, which I wouJd now de\'elo~. My meaning may
easily be explained. By the power, of which I have spo
ken, I mean that strong action of the underst\lnding, con
science, and heart, on moral and religious truth, through
which the preacher is quickened and qualified to awaken
the same strong action in ()ther~. I mean energJ of
thought and feeling in the minister, creating for itself
an appropriate expression, and' propagating itself to the
hearer. What this power is, all men ~nderstand by ex·
perience. ~11 know, how the same truth ditf~rs, when
dispensed by different lips; how doctrines,inert ana unin
teresting as expounded by one teacher, come fraught with
lif~ from another; arrest attention, rouse emotion, and
give a Dew spring to the soul. In declari~ this power
to be the great object of a theological institution, I an
nounce no discovery. I s~y nothiug new. But this ~rut~

lik.e many others is t09 often acknowledged only to be
_ slighted. It neess to be brought out,to be made promi

nent, to become the living, guiding principle of education
for the ministry. Power, then, I repeat it, is the great
good to be communicated by theological institutions.
To impart knowledge is ind,eOO their indispensable duty,
'but not their whole, nor most arduous, nor highest work..
,Knowledge is the means, power the end. The form
er, when accumulated, as, it often is, wit.h no strong
action of the intellect, no vividness of conception, no
depth of conviction, no force of feeling, is of ,little or
no worth to the preacher. It comes from hp as a faint
echo, with nothing of that mysterious energy, which

•
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ttrong conviction throws into style al\d utterance. His
'breatht which should kindlet chills his hearerst and the
nobler the truth with which be is chargedt the less he
succeeds in c'arrying it far into men's souls. We' want
more than knowledge. We want force of thoughtt feel-'
ing and purpose. What profits it to 'arm the pupil with
weapons of heaTeDly temper. unless his hands be nerved
to wield them with vigor and success? The word of God
is indeed' quick and powerful, and sha'rper than any
two edged sword;' but when committed to him who
has no kindred energy, it does not and cannot penetrate
the mind. Power is the attribute, which crowns all a
minister's accomplishments. It is the centre and grand

. result, in which all his studies, meditations and prayers
should' meett and without which his office becomes a
form nod a show. And, yet how seldom is it distinctly
and earnestly proposed as the Chief qualification for the
ilacred office? How' seldom do we meet it? How
often does preaching remind us of a child's arrows shot

~ against a fortress of adamant. How often does it seem
a mock fight. ' We do not see the earnestness of real
warfare;' of men bent on the accomplishment of a great
g!JO<l. We want powerful ministers, not graceful de
claimers, not elegant essayists, but men fitted to act on
men, to make themselves felt in society.

I have said that the comulUnication of power is the
grea~ end of a theofogical institution. Let not this
word give alarm. ~ mean by it, as you must have seen,
a very cPfferent power from that which ministers once
possessedt and which some still covet. There have been
times, when the clergy were rivals in dominion with
kings; when the mitre even towered above the diadem;
when the ~estt shutting God's word on the peoplet and
converting its threatenings and promises into instruments
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of usurpation, was ~ble to persuade men, that the soul's
everlasting doom hung on his ministry; and even sue
ceeded in establishing a sway over fiery and ferocious
spirits, which revolted against all other control. ThiJ
power, suited·to barbarous times, and, as some imagine,
a salutary element of society in rude, lawless ages, bas
been shaken almost everywhere by the progress of in..
tellect; and in Protestant countries, it is openly repro
bated and renounced. ,I t is Dot to reestablish this, that
these walls have been reared. We trust, that they are
to be bulwarks' against its encroachments, and that they
are to send forth influences more and more hostile to
every form of spiritual usurpation.

Am I told that this kind of power is now so fallen and
80 contemned, that to disclaim or to oppose it seems a
waste of words? . I should rejoice to yield myself to tbis
hf!lief. But unhappily the same enslaving and degrading
power may grow up under Pl'otestants as' under Catholic
institutions. In all ages and all churches, terror confers
a tremendous i,nfluellce on him who can spr:ead it; and
through this instrument, the Protestant minister,.whilst
disclaiming Papal pretensions, is able, if so minded, to
build up a spiritl.J81 despotism. That this means of sub
juga.ting the mind should be too freelfu$Cd and dr~adful
Iy perverted, we cannot wonder, when we ~onsider that
no talent is required to spread a panic, and that coarse
minds and hard hearts are signally gifted for this work.
of torture. The progrel$s of intelligence is undoubted
ly narrowing the power, which the minister gains by
excessive appeals to men's fears, hut has by no means
destroyed it,; for as yet the intellect, even in Protestant
countries, has exerted itself comparatively little on reli
gion ; and, igtlOrance begetting a, passive, sef.Vile state of
mind, the preacher, if so disposed, finds little difficulty

,.~
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in breaking some, if DDt· many spirits, by terror. The
effects of this ill-gotten power are mournful on the
teacher and the taught. The panic-smitten hearer, in
structed that safety is to be found in bowing to an un
intelligible creed, and too agitated for deliberate and
vigorous thought, resigns himself a passive subject to
his spiritual guides, and rece~\'es a faith by which he is
deb:tscd. Nor'does the teacher escape unhurt; for all
usurpation on men's understandings begets, in him who
exercises it, a dread and resistance ()f the truth which
threatens· its subversion. Hence· ministers ,have so
often fallen behind their age, and been the chief foes
of the master spirits who have improved the world.
They have felt their power totter at the tread of an
independent thinkeJ. By a kind of instinct, they have
fought against the light, before which. the shades of
superstition were vanishing; and have received their
punishment in· the darkness and degradation of their
own minds. To such power as we have described, we
do not dedicate these walts. We would not tFain here,
if w~ could, 'agents of terror, to 'shake weak nerves,
to disease the imagination, to lay a spell on men's •
faculties, to guard a creed by fires m8re consuming
than those which burnt on Sinai. Believing that this
method of dominion is among the chief obstructions
to an enlightened faith, and abhorring tyranny in the
pulpit as truly as on the throne, we would consecrate
this edifice to the subversion, not the participation, of
this unhaUowed power.

Is it then asked, what I mean by the power which
this institution should aim to communicate? I mean
power to act on intelligent aDd free beings, by means
proportioot<l to their nature. I "mean power to call into
healthy exertion the intellect, conscience, affections, and



moral will of the hearer. I..mean force of conceptioQ,
and earnestness of style and elocution. I mean, that
truth should be a vital principle in the soul of the teach
er, and should come from him as a reality. I mean, that
his whoJe moral and intellectual faculties should be
summoned to his work; that a"tone of force and reso
lution shQuld pervade his efforts; that, throwing his
soul into his cause, he should plead it with urgency,
Bnd shoul4 concentrate on his hearers all the influences
which consist with their morell freedom.

Every view· which we can take of the ministry will
teach us, that nothing leiS than the, whole amount of
power in the iodividual can satisfy its demands.' This we
learn, if we consider, first, the weight ~d grandeur of
the subjects which the minister is to illustrate aod enforce.
He is to speak of God, the King and Father Eternal,
whose praise DO tongue of men or angels can w~rtbiJy

set forth. He is to speak of the so~l, that ray of t~e

Divinity, the partaker of ~od's own immortality, to
which the outward universe was made to minister, and
whioh, if true to itself, will one day be clad with a' beau
ty and .grandeur liuch ~ nature's l~veliest and sublimest
scenery'neYer wears. He is to speak, not pf this world
ooly, but of invisible and more advanced states of being; 
of a world too spiritual for the flesWy eye to see, bl,lt of
which a presage aod earnest may .be found in the en
lightened and purified mind. He has to speak of virtue,
of human perfection, of the love which is due to the Uoi
versa1Father and to fellow beings, of the intercourse of
the sQul with its Creator, and of all the duties of life as
hallowed and elevated. by a reference to God'and to
the future world. He has to speak of sin, t(lt essential
evil, that only evil, which, by its unutterable fearfuJne8l,



makes all other calamities unworthy, of the name. He
.. to treat, not of ordinary life, nor of the most distin
guished agents in ordinary history, b~t of God's super
&atural interpositions; of hIS most sensible and immedi.
ate, providence; of men inspired and empowered to
work the most important revolutions m society; and es
pecially of Jesus Christ, t~e Son of GOd, the theme of
prophecy, the revealer of grace and truth, the saviour
from sin, the conqueror of death, who hath left us aa
eumele of immacuJate virtue, whose-love Jl3sseth IUlO""
ledge" and whose. history, combining the strange and
wuching contrasts of. the cross, the resurrection,and a
heavenly. throne, surpasses all other records in loterest
ud: grandeur. He has to sPf!ak, not of transitory con
ceros, but of happiness and millery traoscending in dura
tion.and degree the most joyful and suffering condition
'of the present state. He ,has to speak. of the faintly
shadowed, but solemn copsu'mmation of this world's
eventful history ; of the.(:oming of the Son of Man. the
resurr.ection, the judgment, the, retributions of the last
day•. Here are suq;ectsufintense interest. They daim
and should call forth the mind's whole power, .and are
infinitely wrooged when, uttered with cold lips and from
an,. unmoved heart~ ,

If we next consider the effects, which, through the8e
trut);ls, tae minister is to )lFoduce, we shall see that hit
function demandli and should be characterised by power.
The ,first purpoae of a, minister's function, wbich is to

enlighten tbe understandi~ on the llUUject of religionji
is~ euy task; for all religious truth 18 flot ubvibU'll;
phlin, shiuiug· with an irresistible evidence, so dtat.a
ghlnee pf thought will give the hearer possession of ,the
telleher.'s mipd. We sometimes talk, indeed, ot; ,he; IliIaof
elicit, of.J'eli~iont as if ,i( ,were as euy as it tJaild's~
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u :if it· migJ1t. ~ be,· ta~ght· with .as' .Iitrlelabbr as the •
phaoot•. But all analogy for~ds us'to believe,tbat the
subJimest ·truths can be, imparted or gained with!little
thought or 'effort, and tho pre-valent ignorance confirtDll
this presumption. Obstacles neither few nor small to~
clear apprehension of religion, are found in the invisible·
ness of itsobjeots; in the 'disproportioo 'between the
Jnfinite Creator and, the fillite mind;' ·in- the prODeBell8

of human' beings to joogel of superior natureshy their
own, aDd to transfer tO'the spiritual world the' properties
of matter and the 'aff"eetion& ofsensc ; ·-in the perpetual
pressure of outward things .Op6R the ~mention; in. the
ciarkness whioh sin spreads oyer- ,the in~elleot; in the
ignorance .'Which yet prerctils :in regard to the humaa
mind; and, though last not least, in the.errors and super
stitions which have come do~ to us from past ages,
and which exert an unsuspected power on our whole
modes of religious thinking. . These obstacles are
strengthened bJ the general indisposition, to investigate
religion freely and thotoughly. The tone of authority
with which it has heen taught, the terror and obscure
phraseology.in which it has been shrouded, and the un
lovely aspect which it has been made to wear, have con
curred ,to repel from it deliberate and earnest attention,
and· to reconcile men to ~ superficial mode of thinking
whichi:hey would.scom on every other subject; Add to
tltis,1hat the early inculcation and frequent l repetition of
religion, by making it'familiar, expose it to neglect. The
result of all these unfavorable influences, is, that religioUB
troth is more indistinctly apprehended, .is more shadowy
and unreal.to the multitude, than any other tmrb; and,
unhappily, this remark applies with almost equal ttudl
to all·ranks. 'of 'Society and all 'orders of int~lect. The
loose' conceptioBs uf Christianity whioh· prevail among
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the high as. well as the low, do not deServe 'the 'name,of
knowledge. The .loftiest minds among' us .seldom put
forth their strength on the very subject, for· which
.intelligence was. espe:eially given.,· ~ gJ:eatl'evoltition
is needed here. ''fhe' humaB intellect is to beh~ught
to act on religion with new power. It'oug.htto prose
cute this' inquiry' with an imenseness,: withwhicli 'no

. other subject is inrestigated. ADd does it require ilo
energy in the teacher,· to awaken this, power and
earnestness of thought in others, to bring. religion be
fore the intellect as its worthiest objec~ to 'raisemeo'8

traditioQ.al, lifeless, superficial faith into deliberate pro
found: convictioll ?

That the ministry should be cha.cterised by power
and energy, will be mad~ more apparent, if we consider
that it is instituted to quicken, not ooly the intellect
but the conscieQ.ce; toenforee the obligations, as well
3$ illustrate. the truth of religion. It is an important
branch of the minister's duty, to bring home the· general
principles of duty to the individual mind; to turn it
upon itself; to rouse it to a resolute, impartial su"eyof
its whole responsibilities and ill deserts. And is not
p-oergy needed to break through the' barriers of pride
and self-love, and to place the individual before a tribu
nal in his own breast, as solemn and searching as that
which aw~ts him at the last day.? It is not indeed so
difficult to rouse, in the timid and susceptible, a morbid
susceptibility of consci~nce, to terrify weak people into
the idea, that they are to answer for sins inherited from
the first fallen pair, and entailed upon them by a s'tern
necessity, But this feverish action of the conscience is
its w:eakness, not its strength; and the teacher who
would rouse the moral sense to discriminating judg-

...



ment and healthful feeling, has need of a vastly. higher
kind of power than is required to darken and disease it.

Another proof that the ministry should be characteris
ed by power, is given ~o us by the consideration, that it
lis intended to act on the affections; to exhibit religion
in its loveliness and venerableftess, as well as in its truth
aDd obligation; to concentrate upon it all the strength
of moral feeling. The christian teacher has a great
'work to do in' the human heart. His function has, for
its highest aim, to call forth towards God the profound
est awe, attachment, trust, and joy, of which human

. ~tur6 is capable. Religion demands, that He who is
supreme in the universe, should be supreme in the hu
·man soul. God, tt whom belongs the mysterious and
irieommunicable attribute of Innnity; who is the fuI
ness Rnd source of life and thQught,- of beauty and- pow
er, of love and happiness; on whom we .depend more in
timately than the stream on the fountain, or the ylant on
the earth in which it is rooled,-this Great Being ought
to call forth peculiar emotiomt, and to move and sway
the soul, as he pervades creation, with unrivalled en
ergy. It is his distinction,' that be' unites in bis nature
infinite majesty-and inqnite benignity, the most awful
with the most endearing attributes, the tenderest rela
tions to the individual with the grandeur of the universal
.sovereign; and, through· this nature, he is fitted to act
on the mind as no other being can,-to awaken a love
more intense, a veneration more profound, a -sensibility
of which the soul knows not its capacity until. it is pene
trated and' touched by God. To bring the created
,mind into living union with the Infinite Mind, so that it
shall respond to him through its whole being, is the.
~blest function, which this harmonious and beneficent
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universe performs. For this, ,feYelation was given. For
this, the ministry was instituted. The christian teach
er is to make more audible, and to interpret the voice, in
which the bea~ty and awfulness of nature, the heav- ,
ens, the earth, fruitful seasons, storms and thunders,
recall men to their Creator. Still more, he is to turn
them to the clearer, milder, more attractive splendors,
in which the Divinity is revealed by Jesus Christ. His
great purpose, I repeat it, is, to give vitality to the
thought of God in the human mind; to make his pre
sence felt; to make him a reality, and the most powerful
reality to the soul. And is not this a work requiring
energy of thought and utterance? Is it easy, in a world
of matter and sense, amidst crowds of impressions rush
ing in from abroad, amidst the constant and visible agen
cy of second causes, amidst the anxieties, toils, pleasures,
dissipations, and competitions of 'life, in the stir and
bustle of society, and in an age when luxury wars with
spirituality, and the developement of nature's resources is
turning men's trust from the Creator,-is it easy, amidst
these gross interests and distracting influences, to raise
men's minds to the invisible Divinity, to fix impressions
of God deeper and more enduring than those which are
received from all other beings, to make him the supreme
ohject, spring, and motive of the soul?

We have seen how deep and strong are the affections
which the minister is to awaken towards God. But
strength of religious impression is not his whole work.
From the imperfections of our nature, this very strength
has its dang~rs. Religion, in becoming fervent, often
becomes morbid. It is the minister's duty to inculcate
a piety characterised by wisdom as much as bY,warmth;
to nlediate, if I may so speak, between the reason and
lhe affections, so that, with joint energy and in blessed
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harmony, they may rise together and offer up the undi
vided soul to God. Whoever understands the strength
of emotion in man's nature, and how hardly'the balance
of the soul is preserved, need not be told of the ardu
ousness of this work. Devout people, through love of
excitement, aDd through wrong views of the love of God,
are apt to cherish the devotional feelings, at the expense,
if not to the exclusion, of other parts of our nature.
They seem to imagine that piety, like the Upas tree,
makes a desert where it grows; that the mind, if not
the body, needs a cloister. The natural movements of
the soul are repressed; the social affections damped; the
grace, and ornament, and innocent exhilarations of life
frown~d upon; and a gloomy, repulsive religion is culti
vated, which, by way of compensation for its privations,
claims a monopoly of God's favor, abandoning all to his
wrath who will not assume its own sad livery aDd echo
its own sepulchral tones. .Through such exhibitions, re
ligion has lost its hOQor; and though the most ennobling
of all sentiments, dilating the soul with vast thoughts and
an unbounded hope, has been thought to contract and
degrade it. The minister is to teach an earnest but en
lightened religion; a piety, which, far from wasting or
eradicating, will protect, nourish, freshen the mind's
\larious affections and powers; which will add force to
reason, as well as ardor to the heart; which will at once
bind us to God, and cement and multiply our ties to our
families, our country, and mankind; which will heighten
the relish of life's pleasures, whilst it kindles an un
quenchable thirst for a purer happiness in the life to come.
Religion does not mutilate our nature. It does not lay
waste our human interests and affections, that it may
erect for God a throne amidst cheerless and solitary
ruins, but widens the range of thoug~t, feeling, and
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enjoyment. Such is religion; and the christian ministry,
having for its end the communication of this healthful,
well-proportioned, and all-comprehending piety, demands
every energy of thought, feeling, and utterance, which
the individual can bring to the work.

The time wonld fail me to speak of the other affec
tions and sentiments which the ministry is instituted to
excite and cherish, and I hasten to another object 'of the
christian teacher, which, to those who know themselves,
will peculiarly illustrate the power which his office de
mands. It is his duty to rouse m~n to self-conflict, to
warfare with the evil in their own hearts. This is in truth
the supreme evil. The sotest calamities of life, sickness,
poverty, scorn, dungeons, and death, form a less amount •
of desolation and suffering than is included in that one
word, sin-in revolt from God, in disloyalty to conscience,
in the tyranny of the passions, in the thraldom of the
soul's noblest powers. To redeem men from sin was
Christ's great end. To pierce them with a new con
sciousness of sin, so that they shall groan under it, and
strive against it, and through prayer and watching master
it, is an essential part of the minister's work. Lethim
not satisfy himself with awakening, by his eloquence,
occasional emotions of gratitude or sympathy. He
must rouse the soul to solemn, stern resolve agaiIl6t itt
own deep and cherished corruptions, or he .only makes.
a show of assault, and leaves the foe intrenched and

_unbroken within. We see, then, the arduousness of the
minister's work. He is called to war with the might of
the human passions, with the whole power of moral evil.
He is to enlist men, not for a crusade, nor for extermi
nation of heretics, but to fight a harder battle within, to
expel sin in all its forms, aDd especially their besetting
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sins, from the strong holds of the heart. I know no
task so arduous, none which demands equal power.

I shall take but one more view of the oltlects for
which the christian ministry was instituted, and from
which we infer that it should be fraught with energy.
It is the duty of the christian teacher to call forth in
the 8Oul, a conviction of its immortality, a thirst for a
higher existence, and a grand~ur and elevation of senti
ment, becoming a ooing who is to live, enjoy, and ad
vance, forever. His business is with men, not as in
habitants of this ~vorld, but as related to invisible beings,
and to purer and happier worlds. The minister should
look with reverence on the human soul as having within

• itself the germ of heaven. He should recognise, in the
ignQrant and unimproved, vast spiritual faculties given
for perpetual enlargement, just as the artist of genius
sees in the unhewD marble the capacity of being trans
formed into a majesty and grace, which will command
the admiration of ages. In correspondence with these
views, let him strive to quicken men to a consciousness
of their inwarc,J nature and of its affiRity with God, and
to raise their steadfast aim and hope to its intermina
ble progress and felicity. Such is his function. Per
haps I may be told, that men are incapable of rising,
,nder the best instruction, to this height of thought and
feeling. But let us never despair of our race. There
is, I am sure, in the human soul, a deep consciousness,
which responds to him, who sincerely, and with the lan
guage of reality, speaks to it of the great and everlasting
purposes for which it was created. There are sublime
instincts in man. There is in human nature, a want

. which the world cannot supply; a thirst for objects on
which to pour forth more fervent admiration and love,
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than visible things awaken; a thirst for the unseen, the in
finite, and the everlasting. Most of JOu who hear, have
probably had moments, when a new light has seemed to
dawn, a new life to stir within you; wheR you have
aspired after an unknown good; when you have been
touched by moral greatness and disinterested love; when
you have longed to break. every,chain of selfishness and
sensuality, and enjoy a purer being. It is on this part of
our nature that religion is founded. To this Christianity
is addressed. The power to speak to this, is the noblest
which God has imparted to man or angel, and should be
coveted above all things by the christian teacher.

The need of power in the ministry has been made
apparent, from the greatness of the truths to be dispens
ed and the effects to be wrought by the christian teach
er. The question then comes, How may the student of
theology be aided in gaining or cherishing this power?
Under what influences should he be placed?· What
are the springs or foundations of the energy which he
needs? How may he be quit~ened and trained to act
most efficiently on the minds of men? In -answering
these questions, we of course determine the character
which belongs to a theological institution, the spirit
which it should cherish, the discipline, the mode of teach
ing, the excitements t which it should employ. From this
wide range, I shall select a few topics which are recom
mended at once by their own importance and by the
circumstances in which we are now placed. .

1. To train the student to power of thought and ut
terance, let him be left, and still· more, encouraged, to
free investigation. Without this, a theological institu
tion becomes a prison to the intellect and a nuisance
to the church. The mind grows by free action. Con-
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fine it to beaten paths, prescribe to it the results ia
which all study must end, Rnd you rob it of elasticity
l:\nd life. I~ will never spread to its full dimensions.
Teach the 'young man, that the instructions of others are
designed to quicken, not supersede his own activity; that
he has a divine intellect for which he is to answer to

God; and that to surrender it to another is to cast the
crown from his head and to yield up his noblest
birthright. Encourage him, in all great questions, to
hear both sides, and to meet fairly. the point of every
hostile argument. Guard him against tampering with
his own mind, against silencing its whispers and objec
tions, that he may enjoy a favorite opinion undisturbed.
Do not give him the shadow for the substance of free
dom, by telling him to inquire, but prescribing tQ him the
convictions at which he must stop. Better show him
honestly his chains, than mock the slave with the show
of liberty.

I know rhe olUection to this course. It puts to haz
ard, we are told, the religious principles of the young.
The objection is not without foundation. The danger
is not unreal. But I know no method of forming a
manly intellect,. or a manly character, without dange~.

oferil is the element in which power is developed. Re-
"move the youth from every hazard, keep him in lead
ing strings lest he should stray into. forbidden paths,
surround him with down lest he should be injured by
a fall, shield him from wind and storms, and you doom
him to perpetual infancy. All liberty is perilous, as
the despot truly affirms; but who would therefore seek
~heltel" under a despot's throne? Freedom of will is
almost a tremendous gift; but still, a free agent, with all
his rapacity of crime, ~s infinitely more. interesting and
110hle: thall the most harmonious and beautiful machine.
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Freedom ill. tho nurse of intellectual and moral vigor.
.aetter expose .the mind to error, than rob· it of hardihood
and iiWivitlu~lity. Keep not the destined teacher efmaa
kiud, from, t~ perilous field, where'. the battle between
TruthandF:d88boed:~foaght. Let him grapplewithdif-

_ fi.cul[y~ .s~ry., lind error. Truth is a conquest, and no
.manllQlds :heJ:,SQ,fait as he who has won ber·by conflict.

TJmt, :caM5 . of .ia.Ddelity may occur in institutions
OOJlducted.· ~D fl'eQ principles, is very possible, though
our own experience gives no ground for fear. But tbe
swdot, \\l .•l(~.1 \¥itA all, the aids. to christian ·llelia! which
ar-e fur.nWJhefi·inIRltheoIOgical seminary,stiU falls a prey to

skt'~iQiilD,.is,not the. man to be tl'tUlted .with tbe cause
of CariBt. He is: radically defieieDt. He, wants tbat
cougeaiality· widt sptritual. and lofty truths, without
which ~he evidelllQe6.of.religion work. nodeep cunvic&ioo,
and wtitllQut which. ahe faith, that might be instilled by
a daviBh Ulstitution, would- be of little avail. An upright
miDd ID"Y iBdeed be disturbed and sRaken· for a time by
the algumewilot skepticism; bu.t these will be ulti
mately repelled"and, like coaquered foM, will strengthen
the priaciple: by which they have been subdued.

Nothing; I am sure, can give -power like a free action
of. the 1'Ili.d., Acoamulate t~hers and bQOks, for these
are imlispensaWe. But the best teacher, is he, who
awak.ens in his: pupils the power of thought, aDd aids
tbem to gu. alone. It is possible to weaken aDd en
cumbet. the mi.I by too much help. The very splen-

• dor ;0£'8 teaeher~s talents may injure the popil ~ and a
superier man,. who is more aIlxiou! to spread his- own
creed ud his own praise, than to nourish a strong -intel
lect in others, will only waste his life in multiplying
pGOI' copies, and in sending forth ioto the chnrches, tame
mimics of himself. .
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To free inquiry, then, we dt:dicate these walls. We
invite into lhem the ingenuous young man, who prizes
liberty of mind more than aught within the gift of
sects or of the world. Let Heaven's free air circulate,
and Heaven's unobstructed light shine here, and (et those
who shall be sent helice, go forth, not to echo with ser
vility a creed imposed on their weakness, but to utter,
in tbeir own manly tones, what their own free investiga
tion and deep convktion urge them to preach as the
trutb of God.

2. In the second place, to give power to the teacher,
he should be imbued, by all possible inculcation and ex
citement, with a supreme and invincible love of truth.
This is at once the best defence against the perils of free
inquiry, and the inspirer of energy both in thought and
utterance. The first duty of a rational being is to his
own intellect j for it is through soundness and honesty
of intellect that he is to learn all other duties. I know
no virtue more important and appropriate to a teacher,
and especially a religious teacher, than fairness and rec
titude of understanding, than a love of truth stronger
than the love of gain, honor, life; and yet, 80 far from
being cherished, this virtue has been warred against,
huntt>d down, driven to exile, or doomed to the stake,
iIi almost every christian country, by ministers, church
es, religious seminaries, or a maddened populace. In
the glorious company of heroes and martyrs, a high
rank belongs to him, who, superior to the frowns or the
sneers, the pity or the wrath, which change of views •
would bring upon him, and in opposition to the warping
influences of patronage, of private friendship, or ambi
tion, keeps his mind chaste, inviolate, a sacred temple
for truth, ever 0P6n to new light from Heaven; and who,

. faithful to his deliberate convictions, speak.s simply, and

IIL__
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firmly, what his. uncorrupted mind believes. This love
of truth gives power, for it secures a growing knowledge
of truth; and truth is the mighty weapon by which the
victories of religion are to be wrought out. Th.is en
dures whilst error carries with it the seeds of decay.
Truth is an emanation from God, a beam of his Wisdom,
and immutahle as its source; and although its first influ
ences may seem to be exceeded by those of error, it grows
stronger, and strikes deeper root, amidst the fluctuations
and ruins of false opinions. Besides, this loyalty to truth
not oniy leads to its acquisition, but, still more, begets a
vital acquaintance with it, a peculiar conviction, which
gives directness, energy, and authority, to teaching. A
minister, who has been religiously just to his own un
derstanding, speaks with a tone of reality, of calm confi
dence, of conscious uprightness, which can~ot be caught
by the servile repeater of other men'.s notions, or by the
passionate champion of an unexamined creed. A look,
an accent, a word, from a single-hearted inquirer after'
truth, expressing his deliberate convictions, has a peculiar
power in fortifying the convictions of others. To the
love of truth, then, be these walls consecrated, and here
may every influence be combined to build it up in the
youthful heart.

S. To train powerful ministers, let an institution
avail itself of the means of forming a devotional spirit,
and imbuing the knowledge of the student with religious
sensibility. -Every man knows, that a cultivated mind,
under strong and 'generous emotion, acquires new com
mand of its resources, new energy and fulness of thought
and ·expression; whilst, in individuals of native vigor of
intellect, feeling almost supplies the place of culture, in..;
spiring the unlettered teacher with a fervid, resistless elo
quence, which no apparatus of books, teachers, criticism,

•
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ancient languages and general literature, can impart.
This power of sensibility to fertilize and vivify the intel
lect, is not difficult of explanation. A strong and pure

, affection concentrates the attention on its oLMects, fastens
on them the whole sol11, and thus gh-es vividness of con
ception. It associates, intimate!y, all.tbe ideas which are
congenial with itself, aDd thus causes a rush of thought
into the mind in. moments· of excitement. Indeed, a
strong emotion seems to stir up tfte soul from its founda
tions, and to attract to itself, and to impregnate with its
own fire, ·w~atever elementl~ cooeeptions, iUustratiOllS,
can be pressed into its OWIl service. Henoe it is, that
even ordinar, men, strongly moved, abound. in arguments,
analogies, and fervent appeals, which nothing but se...
sibility could. haoVe taught. Every minister can proba
bly recollect periods, when devotional feeling has seemed
to open a new fountain of thought in the. soul. Re
ligious affection inatincti\1ely seeks and seizes the reli
gious aspects of things. It discerns the marks of God,
and proofs and illustrations of divine truth, in all nature
and providence; and seems to surround the mind with
an atmosphere which spreads its own warm hues on
every object which enters it. This attraction, or affini
ty, if I may so 'l~y, which an emotion establishes among
the thoughts which accord with itself, is one of the very
important laws of the mind, and is chiefly manifested
in poetry, eloquence, and all the higher efforts of intel
lect by which man sways his fellow beipgs. Religious
feeling, then, is indispensable to ~ powerful minister.
Without it, learning and fancy may please, but cannot
move men profoundly and permanently. It is this,
which not only suggests ideas, but gives felicity aDd
energy of expression. It prompts' the words that bum;'
those mysterious combinations of speech, which send

•
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the speaker's soul like lightning through his hearers,
which breathe ne'w life into old and faded truths, and
cause an instantaneous gush of thought and feeling in
susceptible minds.

We dedicate this institution, then, to religious feeling.
Here let the heart muse, till the fire burns. Here let
prayer, joined with meditation on nature and scripture,
and on the fervid writings of devout men, awaken the
whole strength of the affections.· But on no point is
caution more needed than on this. Let it never be
forgo I ten, that we want genuine feeling; not its
tones, looks, and gestures, not a forced ardor and facti
tious zeal. Wo to that institution, where the' young
man is expected to repeat the language of emotion,
whether he feel jt or not; where perpetual pains are
taken, to chafe the mind to a warmth which it cannot
sustain. The affections are delicate and must not be
tampered with. They cannot be compelled. Hardly
anything is more blighting to genuine sensibility, than
to assume its tones and badge where it doeSeJlot exist. .
Exhort the student to cherish devout· feeling, by in
tercourse with God, and with those whom God has
touched. But exhort him as strenuously, to abstain from
every sign of emotion which the heart does not prompt.
Teach him. that nothing grieves more the Holy Spirit,
or sooner closes the mind against heavenly Influences,
than insincerity. Teach him to be simple, ingenuous,
true to his own soul; Better be cold, than affect to feel.
In truth, nothing is so cold as an assumed, noisy enthusi
asm. Its best .emblem is the northern blast of winter1 '
which freezes as it roars. Be this· spot sacrt!d to •
Christian ingenuousness and since~ity. Let it never be-" I

polluted by pretence, by affected fervor, by CClllt and
theatric show.



4. Another source of power in the ministry, is Faith;
hy which we mean, not a general belief in the truths
of Christianity, but a confidence in the great results,
which this religion and the ministry are intended to pro
mote. It has often been observed, that a strong faith
tends to realize its objects; that all things become pos
sible to him who thinks them so. Trust and hope
breathe animation and force. He, who despairs of great
effects, never accomplishes them. All great works have
been the results of a strong confidence, inspiring and
sustaining strong exertion. The young man, who can
not conceive of higher effects of the ministry than he now
beholds, who thinks, that Christianity has spent all its
energies in producing the mediocrity of virtue which
characterises christendom, and to whom the human soul
seems to have put forth its whole power and to have
reached its full growth in religion, has no call to the
ministry. Let not such a man put forth his nerveless
hands in defence of the christian cause. A voice of
confidenct has been known to rdlly a retreating army,
and to read it back: to victory; and. this spirit-stirring
tone belongs to the leaders of the christian host. The
minister, indeed, ought to see and feel, more painfully
than other men, the extent and power of moral evil in
individuals, in the church, and in the world. Let him
weep over the ravages of sin. But let him feel, too,
that the mightiest power of the universe, is on the side
of truth and virtue; and with sorrow and fear let him
join an unfaltering trust in the cause of human nature.

~ .. Let him look on men, as on mysterious beings, endued
with ~ spiritual life, with a deep central principle of

.• ~... 'holy and disinterested love, with an intellectual and
moral gature which was made to be receptive of God.
To nourish this hopeful spirit, this strengthening con-

s C' a •
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fitfence, it is important that the minister should under
stand and feel, that he is not acting alone in his efforts
for religion, but in union with God, and Chr'ist, and
good beings on earth and in heaven. Let him regard
the spiritual renovation of mankind, as God's chief pur
pose, for which nature and providence are leagued in
holy cooperation. Let him feel hiqlself joined in counsel
and labor, with that great body of which Christ is the
he'l\d, with the noble brotherhood of apostles and mar
tyrs, of the just made perfect, and, I will add, of angels;
and speaking with afaith becoming this sublime asso
ciation, he will not speak in vain. To this faith, to
prophetic hope, to a devout trust in th~ glorious issues
of Christianity, we dedicate these walls; and may God
here train up teachers, worthy to mingle and bear a part,
with the holy of both worlds, in the cause of man's re
demption.

5. Again, thal the ministry may be imbued with new
power, it needs a spirit of enterprise and reform. They
who enter it, should feel that it may be improved. We
live in a stirring, advancing age; and shall not the noblest
function on earth partake of the general progress?
Why is the future ministry to be a servile continuation
of the past? Have all the methods of operating on
human 'beings been tried and exhausted? Are there
no unessayed passages to the human heart? ..If we
live in a new era, must not religion be exhibited under
new aspects, or in new relations? Is 110t skepticism
taking a new form? Has not Christianity new',-oes to
contend with? And are there no new weapons:~and' .
modes of warfare, by which its triumphs are to be in- •
sured? If human nature is manifesting itself in new ..
lights, and passing through ~ new and most interesting
stage of its progress, shall it still be described by the
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commonplaces, aud appealed to exclusively by the mo
tives, which belonged to earlier periods of society? May
not the miud have become susceptible of nobler in
citements, than those which suited ruder times? Shall
the minister linger behind his age, and be dragged
along, as he often has been, in the last ranks of im
provement ? Let those who are to assume the minis
try be taught, that they have something more to do than
handle old topics in old ways, and to walk in beaten
and long worn paths. Let them inquire, if new powers
and agents may not be brought to bear on the human
character. Is it incredible, that the progress of in
-tellect and knowledge should develope new resources
for the teacher ofreligion, as well as for the statesman~

the artist, the philosopher? Are there no Dew combi
nations and Dew uses of the elements of thought, as well
as of the elements of nature? Is it impossible that in
the vast compass of scripture, of nature, of providence,
and of the soul, there should be undisclosed or dimly
defined tnIths, which may give a new impulse to the
human mind? . We dedicate this place, not only to
the continuance, but to the improvement of the minis
try; and let this improvement begin, at once, in those
part.iculars, where the public, if not the clergy, feel it to
be wanted. Let those, who are to be educated here,
he admonished against the frigid eloquence, the school
boy tODe, the inanimate diction, too common in the
pulpit, and which would be endured nowhere else. Let
them sJteak in tones of truth and nature, and adopt the
style,,4Jnd elocution of men, who have an urgent work

•.in hand, and who are thirsting for the regeneration of
•. individuals and society.

6. Another source of power, too obvious to need eluci
dation, yet too important to he omitted, is, an indepen-

•
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dent spirit. By which I mean, not an unfeeling defiance
of the opinions and usages of society, but that moral
courage, which, through good report and evil report,
reverently hears, and fearlessly obeys, the voice of con
science and God. He who would instruct men mus1
not fear them. He who is to reform society, must not
be anxious to keep its level. Dread of opinion effemi
nates preaching, and takes from truth its pungency.
The minister so subdued, may flourish his weapons in
the air, to the admiration of spectators, but will never
pierce the conscience. The minister, like the good
k.night, should be without fear. Let him cultivate that
boldness of speech for which Paul prayed. Let him not
Hatter great or small. Let him not wrap up reproof in
a decorated verbiage. Let him make no compromise
with evil because followed by a multitude, but, for this
very c~use, lift up against it a more earnest voice. Let
him beware of the shackles whic.h society insensibly
fastens on the mind and the tongue. Moral courage IS

Dot the virtue of our times. The love of popularity is the
all-tainting vice of a republic. Besides, the increasing
connexion between a minister and the community,
whilst it liberalizes the mind, and counteracts profes
sional prejudices, has a tendency to enslave him to
opinion, to wear away the energy of virtuous resolu
tion, and to change him from an intrepid guardian of.
virtue and foe of sin, into a merely elegant and llmiable
companion. Against this dishonorable cowardicp-, which
smooths the thoughts and style of the teacher, until
they glide through the ear and the mind without giving
a shock to the most delicate nerv~s, let the young man
be guarded.. Wededi~He this institution to christian
independence. May it send forth brave spirits to the
Tindication of truth and religion. ...

•
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7. I shall now close, with naming the chief source of
power to the minister; one, indeed, which has been in a
measure anticipated, and all along iluplied, but wDich
ought not to he dismissed without a more distinct HIJODoo

ciation. I refer to that spirit, or frame, or sentiment, ill
which the love of God, the Jove of meo, the Jove of duty,
meet as their highest result, and in which they are per
fected and most gloriously displayed; I mean the spirit
of self-sacrifice-the spirit of Martyrdom. This was
the perfection of Christ, and it is the noblest inspiration
which his followers derive from him.-Say not that tbis
is a height to which the generality of ministers must not
be expected to rif!e. This spirit is of more universal
obligation than many imagine. It enters uno all the vir
tues which deeply interest us. In truth, there is no
thorough virtue without it. Who is the upright man ?
He, who would rather die than defraud. Who the good
parent? He, to whom his children are dearer than life.
Who the good patriot? He, who counts not life dear in
his country's cause. Who the philanthropist? He, who
forgets himself in an absorbing zeal for the mjtigation
of human suffering, for the freedom, virtue, and illumi
nation of men. It is not Christianity alone which has
taught self-sacrifice. Conscience and the Divinity with
in us have in all ages borne testimony to its loveliness
aIld grandeur, and history borrows from 'it her chief
splend~. But C~rist on his cross has taught it with a
perfection unknown before, and his glory consists
in the power with which he breathes it. Into this
spirit Christ's meanest disciple is expected to drink.
How much more the teachers and guides of his church•
He who is not moved with this sublime feature of our

• religion, who cannot rise ahO\'e himself, who cannot, by
his own consciousness, comprehend the kindling energy
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and solemn joy, which pain or peril in a noble cause has
often inspired-be, to whom this language is a mystery,
wants one great mark of his vocation to the sacred of
fice. Let him enlist under any standard rather than
the cross. To preach with power, a man must feel
Christianity to be worthy of the blood which it has cost;
and, espousing it as the chief hope of the human race,
must contemn life's ordinary interests, compared with
the glory and happiness of advancing it. This spirit
of self-exposure and self-surrender, throws into preachers
an energy which no o~her principle can give. In truth,
such power resides in disinterestedness, that no man can
understand his full capacity of thought and feeling, his
strength to do and suffer, until he gives himself, with a
single heart, to a great and holy cause. New faculties
seem to be created, and more than human might some
times imparted, by ~ pure, fervent love. Most of us are
probably strangers to the resources of power in our own
breasts, through the weight and pressure of the chains
of selfishness. We consecrate this institution, then, to
that spirit of martyrdom, of disinterested attachment
to the christian cause, throllgh which it first triumphed,
and for want of which its triumphs are now slow. In an
age of luxury and self-indulgence,~ would devote these
walls to the training of warm, manly, generous Rpirits.
May they never shelter the self-seeking slaves of ease
and comfort, pupils of Epicurus rather than of Christ.
God send from this place devoted and efficient friends
of Christianity and the human race.

My friends, I have insisted on the need, and ilIllStra-
ted the sources, of power in the ministry. To thi~ end,
may the institution, in whose behalf we. are now met .
together, be steadily and sacredly devoted.· I would sai ..... ,~. "

43*
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to its guardians and teachers, Let this be your chief aim.
I would say to the students, Keep this in sight in all your
studies. Never forget your great vocation; that you are
to prepare yourselves Jor a strong, deep, and beneficent
agency on the minds of your fello'w beings. Everywhere
I see a demand for the power on which I have now in
sistech. The cry comes to me from society and from the
church. The condition of society needs a more efficient
administration of Christianity. Great and radical changes
are needed in the community to make it christian. There
are those indeed, who, mistaking the courtesies and re
finements of civilized life for virtue, see no necessity of
a great revolution in the world. But civilisation, in
biding the grossness, does not break the power of evil
propensities. Let us not deceive ourselves. Multitudes
are living with few thoughts of God, and of the true
purpose and glory of their being. Among the nominal
believers in a Deity and in a judgment to come, sen
suality, and ambition and the love of,the world, sit
on their thrones, and laugh to scorn the impotence of
preaching. Christianity has yet a hard war to wage,
and many battles to win; and it needs intrepid, po\vcrful
ministers, who will find courage and excitement, not
dismay, in the strength and numher of their foes.

Christians, you have seen in this discourse, the pur
poses and claims of this theological institution. Offer
your f~rvent prayers for its prosperity. Besiege thr
throne of mercy in its behalf. Cherish it as the dear
est hope of our churches. Enlarge its means of useful
ness, and let your voice penetrate its walls, calling aloud
an~ importunately for enlightened and powerful teach-

• '. ers. Thus joining in effort with the directors and in-
structers of this seminary, doubt not that God will here

..train up mi.,.is~rs worthy to bear his truth to present
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and future generations. If on the contrary you and
they slumber, you will have erected these walls, not to
nourish energy, but to be its tomb, not to bear witness
to yonr zeal, but to be a melancholy monument of
fainting effort and betrayed truth.

But let me not cast a cloud over the prospects of this
day. In hope I began-with hope I will end. This
institution has noble distinctions, and has afforded anima
ting pledges. It is eminently a free institution, an asy
lum from the spiritual despotism, which, in one shape or
another, overspreads the greatest part of christendom.
It has already given to the churches a body of teachers,
who, in theological acquisitions and ministerial gifts,
need not shrink from comparison with their predecessors
or cotemporaries. I 'see in it means and provisions, no
where surpassed, for training up enlightened, free, mag
nanimous, self-sacrificing friends of truth. In this hope,
let us then proceed to the work, which has brought us to
gether. With trust in God, with love to mankind, with
unaffected attachment to christian truth, with earnest
wishes for its propagation through all lauds and its
transmission to remotest ages, let us now, with one
heart and one voice, dedicate this edifice to the One
living and true God, to Christ and his Church, to the
instruction and regeneration of the human soul.

,
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MISCELLANIES.

DAILY PRAYER.

TUE scriptures of the old and new Testaments agree
in enjoining prayer. Let DO maa can himself a Chris
tian, who lives without giv~ a part of life to this duty.
We are not taught how often we must pray j but our
Lord in teaching U8 to say, 'Give us this day our daily
bread,' implies that we shoald pray' daily. He has even
said to us, 'pray always j' an injunction to be explained
indeed with that latitude which many of his precepts
require, but which is not to be satisfied, we think, with
out regular and habitual devotiori. As to the particular
hours to he given to this duty, every Christian may
choose them for himself. Our religion is too liberal and
spiritual to bind U8 to any place or any hoor of prayer.
But there are parts of the day particula~ly faforahle to .
tIm duty, and which, if possible, should be redeemed b
it. On these we shall offer a few reflections.

The first of these periods is the morniDg, which evelli
uture seems to have pointed out to men of differolW
religions, as a fit time for offerings to the Di¥jni~.,. Iii
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the morning our minds are not so much shaken by worldly
cares and pleasures, as in other parts of the day. Re
tirement and sleep have helped to allay the violence of
our feelings, to calm the feverish excitement so often
produced by intercourse with men. The hour is a still
one. The hurry and tumults of life are not begun, and

. we naturally share ia the tranquillity around us. Hav
ing for so many hours lost our hold on the world, we
can banish it more easily from the mind, and worship
with less divided attention. This then is a favorable
time for approaching the invisible Author of our being,
for strengthening the intimacy of our minds with him,
for thinking upon a future life, and for seeking those
spiritual aids which we need "in the labors and tempta
tions of every day.

In the morning there is much to feed the spirit of
devotion. It offers an abundance of thoughts, friendly
to pious feeling. When we look on creation, what a
happy and touching change do we witness. A few
hours past, the earth was wrapped in gloom and silence.
There seemed 'a pause in nature.' But now, a new
flood of light has broken forth, and creation rises before
us in fresher and brighter hues, and seems to rejoice as
if it bad just received birth from its Author. The sun
never sheds more cheerful beams, and never proclaims
more loudly God's glory and goodness, than when he
returns after the coldness and dampness of night, and
awakens man and inferior animals to the various pur-

•poses of their being. A spirit of joy seems breathed over
the earth and through the sky. It requires little effort
of imagination to read delight in the kindled clouds, or
in the fields bright with dew. This is the time, when
we can best feel and bless the Power which said, 'let
\here be .light j' which' set a tabernacle for the sun iu.



the hE'~vens,' and made him the dispeDser of fruitfulness
a.od enjoyment through all regions. . ~

If we next look at ourselves, what materials does the
morning furnish for, devout thought. At" the ,close of
the past day, we were exhausted by our l!lbors, anq
unable to move without wearisome effert. Our mind.
were sluggish, and could nf)t be held to the most .inter
esting objects. From this state of exhaustion, we sunk
gradually into entire insensibility. Our limbs became
motionless.j our senses were shut as in death. Our
thoughts were suspended, or only wandered confusedly
and without aim. Our friends, and the universe.,-and
God himself were forgotten. And what a change does
the morning bring with it! On waking we find, toot
sleep, the image of death, has silently infused into us a
new life. The weary limbs ar~ braced again. The
dim eye has become bright and piercing. Tbe mind is
returned from the region of forgetfulness to its old pos
sessions. Friends are met again with a new interest.
We 'are again capable of devout sentiment, vjrtuoulJ
effort, and christian hope. With what 8ultiects of
gratitude then does the morning furnish us? We can
hardly recall the state of insensibility from which we have
just emergrd, without a consciousness of oor depen
dence, or think of the renovation of our powers and
intellectual being, without feeling our obligation to God.
There is something very touching in the consideratiod,
if we will fix our minds upon it, that God thought of U8

when we could not think; that he watched over us, when •
we had no power to avert peril from ourselves; that he
continued om vital motions, and in due time broke the
chains of sleep, and set our imprisoned faculties free.
How fit is it at this hour to raise to God the eyes which

.he has open~d, aDd the arm which he has strengthened;
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to acknowledge bis providence; and to consecrate to
him the powers which he has renewed? How fit that
he should be the-first' o~ect of the thoughts and affec
tions which he has restored! How fit to employ in his
praise the tongue which he has loosed, and the breath
which he has spared !

But the morning is a fit time for devotion, not only
.from its relation to the past night, but considered as tbe
introduction of a new day. To a thinking mind, how
Datural at this hour are such reflections as the following:
-I am now to enter OD a new period of my life, to start
afresh in my cou~se. I am to return to that world,
where I have often gone astray; to receive impres
sions which may never be effaced; to perform actions
which will never be forgotten; to strengthen a charac
ter, which will fit me for heaven or hell. I am this day
to meet telbptations which have often subdued me; I
am to be entrusted again with opportunities of useful
ness, which I have often neglected. 1 aUl to influ
ence the minds of others, to help in moulding their
characters, and in deciding the happiness of their prf!s~t
and future life. How uncertain is this day! What
unseen dangers are before me! What unekpected.
chan~es may await me! It may be my last' day! It
will certainly bring me IIearer to death and judgment'!
-Now, when entering on a period of life so important
~t so uncertain, how fit and natural is it, before we
take the .first step, to seek dle favor of that Being 00

·whom the lot of every day depends, to' commit: all 00r
interests to his almighty and wise providence,' to seek.
his blessing on our labors and his succor in temptation,
aDd to consecrate to his service the day which he rd.is~

upon us.' This morning devotion, not only agr~es with
the sentiments of the' heart, but tends. to make .the da,.
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happy, useful, and vi'rtuous. Having cast ourselves 011

the mercy and protection of the Almighty, we shall go
forth with new· Confidence to the labors and duties
which he imposes. Our early prayer will help to shed
an odor of piety through the whole life. God, having
first occupied, will more easily recur to our mind. Our
first step will be in the right path~ and we may hope a
happy issue.

So fit and useful is morning devotion, it ought not to
be omitted without necessity. If our circumstances will
allow the privilege, it is a bad sign, when no p~rt of the
morning is' spent in prayer. If God find no place in our
minds at that early and peaceful hour, he will hardly
reclilr to us in the tumults Qf life. If the benefits of the
morning. do not soften os, we can hardly expect the
heart t-o melt with gratitude through the day. If the
world then rush in, and take possession of us, when wt:
are at some distance and have had a respite from its
cares, how can we hope to shake it off, whet"! we shall
be· in tbe midst of it, pressed and agitated by it on every
side. Let a part of the morning, if possible, be set
apart to devotion; and to this end we should fix the
hour of rising, so that we may have an early hour at
our own di!posal. Our piety is suspicious, if we can
renounce, as too many do, the pleasures and'benefits of
early prayer, rather than forego the senseless indulgence
of unnecessary sleep. What! we can risft early enough
fur business. We can even anticipate the dawn, if a
favorite pleasl1!'e or an uncommon gain requires the ef
fort. But we cannot rise, that we may bless our great
Benefactor, that we may arm ourselves for the severe

. conflicts' to which our principles are to be exposed.
. We are willing to rush into the world, without thanks
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oa"ered, or a blessing sought. From a day thus begun,
what ought we to expect but thoughtleSsness and guilt.

Let us now consider another part of the day which is
favorable to the duty of prayer; we mean the evening.
This season, like the morning, is calm and qUiet. Our

I labors are ended. The bustle of life has-gone by. The
distracting glare of the day has vanished. The darkness
whlcQ surrounds us favors seriousness, composUre, and
solemnity. At night the earth fades from our sight, and
nothing of creation is left us but the starry heavens, 80

yast, so magnificent, so serene, as if to guide up our
thoughts above aU earthly things to God and immor
tality.

This period. should in part ~ given to prayer, as it
furnishes a variety of devotional topics and excitements.
The evening is the close of an important division of
time, and is therefore a fit and natural season fOf. stop
ping and looking back on the day. And can we ever
look back on a day, which hears no witness to God, and
lays no claim to our gratitude? Who is it that strength-

.ens us for daily labor, gives us daily bread, continues
our friends and common pleasl,lres, and grants us the
privilege of retiring after the cares of the day to a quiet
and beloved home? The review of the d~ will often
suggest not only these ordinary benefits, but peculiar
proofs of God's goodness, unlooked for successes, singu
lar concurrences of favorable events, signal blessings
sent to our friends, or new and powerful aids to our owa
virtue~ which call for peculiar thankfulne.ss. And shall
all these benefits pass away unnoticed? Shall we retire
to repose as insensible as the wearied brute? How fit
and natural is it, to close with pious acknowledgement,
the day which has been filled witlI divine beneficence!
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But, the evening is the time to review, not only 'Our .
blessings, but our actions. A reflecting mind will natu
rally'remember at this hour that another day is gone,
and gone to testify of us to our judge. How natural
and useful to inquire, what report, 'it has carried to
heaven. Perhaps we have' the satisfaction ,of looking
back on a day, which in its general teoor has been in
aocent and pore, which, having begon with God's
praise, has been spent as in bis presence j which has
proved the reality of o.r principles in temptation j and
thall such a -day end ..mhout gratefully acknowledging
Him, in whose strength we have been strong, and 11)

whom we owe the powers and opportunities of christian
improvement? But no day will present to us recollec-

" tions of purity unmixed with sin. Conscience, if suffer
ed to inspect faithfully and speak plainly, will recount
irregular desires, and defective motives, talents wasted
and time misspent j and shall we let the day pass from
us without penitently 'confessing our offences to Him,
who has witnessed them, and who has promised pardon
to' true repentance? ,Shall we retire to rest with a
burden of unlamented and unforgiven guilt upon our
consciences? Shall we leave these stains to spread
over and snk into the soul? A religious recollection
of our lives is one of tbe chief instruments of piety. If
possible, no day should end without it. If we take no
account of our sins on the day on which they are com
mitted, can we hope that they will recur to us at a more
distant period, that we shall watch against them to-..
morrow, or that we shall gain the strength to resist
them, which we will pot implore?

One- observation more, and we have done. The
ev.emng is a fit time {or praye.-, not only as it ends the
day, but as it immediately precedes the period of repose.
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. The hours of activity havin~ passed, we ¥e SOOI:l to sink.
into insensibility and sleep. Hbw fit that we resiga
ourselves to the care of that Being who neve.r sleeps,
to whom the darkness is as the light, and whose provi
dence i" our only safety! How fit to entreat him, that
be would keep us to anotber day; or, if our bed should
prove our grave, that he would give us a part in the
resurrection of the just, and awak.e U8 to a purer aDd
immortal life. The most important periods of prayer
have now been pointed out. Let our prayers, like the
ancient sacrifices, ascend morning and evening. Let
our .days begin and end with God.

I

J
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MEANS OF PROMOTING CHRISTIANIT'·.

WE live at a time,when the obligation of extending
Christianity is more felt than in many past ages. There
is Inueh stir, motion, and zeal around us in this good
cause. Even those, who seem not to' be burdened by
an exc,ess of piety themselves, are in earnest to give it.
to others. The activity of multitudes is taking -strong
ly this direction; and as men are naturally restless, and
want room for action, and will do mischief rather than
do nothi"ng, a' philanthropist wiH rejoice that this new
channel is opened for carrying off the superabundant en
ergies of multitudes, even if no other good should result
from it.

We hope however much other g~. We trust, that,
whilst many inferior motives and many fanatical impulses
are giving birth aDd action to large associations in Chris- .
tendom ; whilst the love of sway in some, and the love of
congregating in others, and the passion for .doing ROIne
thing great and at a distance in all, are rearing mighty
institutions among us-still many sinc~re Christians

\ are governed in these concerns by a supreme desire pf
spreading Christiamty. They have found the gospel an.
infinite good, and would communicate it to their fellow
beings. They have drunk from the fountain of life,
and would send forth thE" stream to gladden every wil
derness and solitary place, 'and to assuage the thirst of
every anxious and afflicted mind. They tum with con
tinual pleasure to the prophetic passages of scripture,
and, interpreting them by their wishes, hope a speedy
change in the moral state of the world, and' are impa-

4.i*
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tient to be'ar a part in tbis stupendous renovation. That
they are doing good we doubt not, though perhaps not
in the way which they imagine or would prefer. The
immediate and general success of their attempts would
perhaps be ultimately injurious to Christianity. They
are sending out, together with God's word, corrupt in
terpretations of some parts of it, which considerably

. neutralize its saving power, and occasionally make it a
positive injury. They are perhaps to do good, not by
success, so much as by failure. Almost all g~eat en
terprises jlre accomplisbed gradually, and. by methods
which have been le~ned from maoy unsuccessful trials,
from a slow accumulation of experience. The first la
borers often do little more than teach those who come

.after them wbat to avoid, and how to labor more effect
ually than tl)emselves. But be the issue what it may,
sincere Christians, who embark in this good work,. not
from party spirit and self-c08ceit, as if they and their
sect were depositaries of all truth and virtue, but from
unaffected philanthropy and attachment to Jesus Christ,
will have their reward. Even a degree of extravagance
in such a cause may be forgiven. Men are willing, that
the imagination should be kindled on other sulUects;
that the judgment should sometimes slumber, and leave
the affections to feed on hopes brighter than reality;
that patriotism, and philanthropy, and the domestic af
fections should sometimes break out in chivalrous euter
prises, and should seek their ends by means on which
the reason may look coldly. Why then shall we frown
on every deviation from the strictest judiciousness in.a
concern, which appeals so strongly to. the heart as the
extension of Christianity? Men may be too rational as
well as too fervent; and the man, whose pious wish of
the spe.edy ,conversion of the world rises into a strong
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ant1(~lpation of the event, and who, taking his measute
of duty from the primitive disciples, covets sacriti~es in
SO good Ii cause, is an incomparably nobler spirit th~
be, whQ, believing that the moral condition of the world
is as invariable as the laws of material nature, and
seeking pretexts for sloth in a heart-chilling philosophy,
bas no concern· for the multitudes who are sitting in
darkness, and does notbing to spread the religion which
he believes to have come from Heaven.

There is one danger, however, at a period like the
pr~e:ot, when we are aiming to send Christianity t~ a
distanee, whicb demands attention. It is the danger
of neglecting the best methods of propagating Cluristiani
ty, of overlooking rouGh plainer obligations than that of
~verting Heatbens, of forgetting the claims of our
religion at home and by our firesides. It happens, that
on tbis, as on almost every subject, our most important
duties are quiet, retired, noiseless, attracting little notice,
and administering little powerful excitement to the im
agination. The surest efforts for extending Christianity
ue those which few observe, which are recorded in no
magazine, blazoned at no' anniversaries, immortalized
by no eloq~nce. Such efforts, being enjoined only by
conscience and God, and requiring steady, patient, un
wearied toil, we are apt to overlook, and perhaps. never
more so than wben the times furnish a popular substi
tute for them, and when we can discharge our consci
ences by labors, which, demanding little self-denial, are
yet talk.ed of as the highest exploits of christian charity..
Hence it is, that when most is said of labors to propa
gate Christianity, the least may be really and effectually
done. ·We bear a torrent roaring, and imagine that
the fields are pltmtifully watered, when the toneDt
owe. its violence to a ruinous concentration of streaDlS,

•
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which before moved quietly in a thousand little chan
nels, moistening the hidden roots, and publishing their
course, not to the ear, but to the eye, by the refreshing
verdure which grew up around them. It is proper then,
when new methods are struck out for sending Christi-~

anity abroad, to remind men often of the old-fashioned
metho;ds of promoting it, to insist on the superiority of
the means, which are in almost every man's reach,
which require no extensive associations, and which do
not sul~ect us to tbe temptations of eXClf?;gerated praise.
We do not mean that any exertion, which promises to
extend our religion in any tolerable state of purity, is to
be i:ledined. But the first rank is to be given to the
efforts which God has made the plain dutie.8 of men in
all rank.s and conditions of life. Two of these methods
will be briefly mentioned.

First, every individual should feel, that whilst his
influence over other men's hearts and character, is very
bounded, his power over his own heart is great and con
stant, and that bis zeal for extending Christianity is to
appear chiefly in extending it through his own mind and
life. Let him remember that he as truly enlarges God's
kingdom by invigorating his own moral and religious
principles, as by communicating them to others. Our
first eoncern is at home, our chief work is in our own
breasts. It is idle to talk of our anxiety for other men's
6OUIs, if we neglect our own. Without personal virtue
and religion, we canbot, even if we would, do much for
the cause of Christ. It is only by purifying our own
conceptions of God and duty, that we can give clear and
useful views to others. We must first feel the power
of religion, or we cannot recommend it with, an unaf
fected and prevalent zeal. Would we- then promote

.pure Christianity? Let U8 see that it be planted and
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take root in our own minds, and that no busy concern for
others take us from the labor bf self-inspt'ction, and the
retired and silent offices of piety.
" The second method is intimately connected with the
first. It is example. This is a means within the reach
of all. Be our station in life what it may, it has doties,
in performing which faithfully, we give importaflt aid to
.the cause of morality and piety. The efficacy of this
means of advancing Christianity cannot be easily calcu·
lated. Example has aD insinuating power, transform
iDg the observer without noise, attracting him without
the l\ppearance of effort. A truly christian life is better
than large coatributioDS of '"alth for the propagation of
Christianity. The most prominent instruction of Jesus
Gil .this point, ist that we must let men 'see our good
works,' if we would lead them to " glorify our Father in
heaven.' Let.men see in us, that religion is something
feal, something moreihan high sounding and empty
words, a restraint from SiA, a bulwark against tempta
tion, a spring of upright and useful action; let, them see
it, not an idle form, nor a transient feeling, but our
companion through life" infusing its purity into our com
mon pursuits, following us to our homes, setting a guard
rQund our integrity in the resorts of -business, sweeten
iBg our .tempers in season!! of provocation, disposing us
habitually to sympathy with others, to patience and

: cheerfulness under our own aBlicticms, to candid judg- T

meDt"aad to sacrifices for others good ; and we may hope,
. that our ,light will not shine uselessly, that some slom-
; bering, con'4cience will be roused by this testimony to

the exeellence and practioableness'of religion, that 'some
worldly professor ofChristiuitywiIJ learn hiiobligariom
and blush for his criminal ilkOosistcncy, and that some,
in whom the common arguments for our religion 'may
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ave failed to wOlk a full belief, will be brought to the
knowledge of the ttllth, by this plaia pr'Ilctical proof.r

. the heavenly nature of CbristiaMty. E~y man iJ~
rounded with beings, who are moulded mare ... leSs by
the principles- of sympathy and imitatioo ; ad tbis social
part of our na,ture lie is boUncl ,to prell8 into the service
<Of Christianity.

It will Dot be supposed from these remarks Oft the
duty of aiding Christianity by our ..example, that I'eligi
is to be worn ostentatiously, aDd that the Cbristiu is
studiously to exhibit himself and his good works for
imitation. That sathe book. which enjoin us to be plt
terns, tells us to avoid parade, and eVeD to prefer entire
'Secrecy in our charities and our prayers. Nothing de
stroys the weight of example 80 much all labor to make
it striking and obsened. Goodness, to be mterestiug,
must be hUR.ble, modest, unassuming, DOt fond of show,
Dot waiting for ~reat and conspicuous occasiOllS, but dis
closing itself witbout labor and without deNgn, in pious
ud benevolent offices, so simple, 90 minute, 10 steady, 80

h{lbitual, that they will carry a conviction of the siagle
neS8 aDd purity of the heart from which they proceed.
Such goodness is never lost. It glorifies itself by the
very humility which encircles it, just as the lights of
heaven often break with peculiar splendor throogh tile
cloud which threatened to obscure them.

A pure example, which is found to be more consis
tent in proportion as it is more kDOwD, is the best
method of p~eachingand extending Christianity. With
ont it, zeal for cODverting men brings repl"08ch on the
caUIe. A bad, man, or a man of 001, ordinary goodness,
who puts himself forward iD'this'work, throws a su~
ciousness over the effol't8 oi better men, and thus the
world cOme to set down all tabor for spreading Christi..

,
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Boity as mere pretence. Let not him who wUlaoc sub
mit to the toil of makiMg himself better. become are..
former at home or'abroad. Let not him who is known
to be mean, or dishonest, or intriguing, or censorious, or
unkind in his neighbourhood, talk of his concern for
other men's souls. His lite is an injury to religion,
which his contributio,ns of zeal, or even of wealth, canno'
repair, and its injuriousness is aggravated by these very
attempts to expiate its guilt, to reconcile bim to himself~

I t is well known, that the greamst obstnretion to
Christianity in heathen countries, is the palpable and

•undeniable depravity of christian natioDs. They abhor
our religion, because we are such unhappy !tpecimens
of it.' They are unable to read our books, bot they can
read our liv.es; and'what wonder, if ·theyrejectwith
scorn a system uodel: which the vices seem to have
flourished 90 luxuriantly. ' The Indian of both hemis
pheres has reason to set down the Christian as little bet
ter than himself. He associate. with the name, perfidy,
fraud, rapacity, and slaughter. Can we won~er that be
is·unwilling to receive a religioB from the hand which
has chained or robbed him? Thus bad example is the
great obstruction to Christianity, abroad as well as at
home; and perhaps little good is to be done abroad, un
til we become better at home, 1Hltil real Christians un
derstand and practise their religion more thoroughly, and
by their example and intluence spread it among their
neighbours and through their country, so that the aspect
of christian nations shall be less shocking and repulsive to
the Jew, Mahometan, and Pagan. Our first labor should
be upon ourselves; and indeed if our religion be incapa
ble of bearing more fruit among ourselves, it hrdly 8eema
to deserve a very burning zeal for its propagation. The
question is an important one; Would much be gained to'
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heathea. countries, were we to make them precisely what
nations called christian now are? That· the change
would be beneficial, we grant j but how many dark stains.
would remain on their characters. They would continue
,to fight and shed blood as they now do, to resent injuries
hotly, to worship present gain and distinction, and to
.pursue the common bUsiness of life on the principles of
undisguised selfishness j ·and they would learn one lesson
pf iniquity which they have not yet acquired, and that
is, to condemn and revile their brethren, who should
happen to view ~he most perplexed points of theology
differently from themselves. The truth is, christian
nations want a genuine reformation, one worthy of tbe
name. They n~ed 'to have their zeal directed, not so
much to the spreading of the gospel abroad, as to the
application of its plain precepts to ,their daily business,
to the education of their children, to the treatment of
their domestics and dependants, and to their social and
religious intercourse. Thf!yneed to understand, that a
man's piety is to he estimated, not so much by his pro
fessions or direct religious exercises, as by a cohscieo
tious surrender- of his will, passions, worldly interests,
and prejudices, to the acknowledged duties of Christiani
ty, and especially by a philanthropy, resembling in Its
great features of mildness, activity, and endurance, that
of Jesus Christ. They need to give up their severe in
quisition into their neighbours' opinions, and to begin
in eJlrnest to seek for themselves, and to communicate
to others a nobler standard of temper and practice, than
they have yet derived from the scriptures. lit a word,
they need to learn the real value and design of Christi
anity by the only thorough and effeetual process; that
is, by drinking deeply into its spirit of ,love to God and
man. If, in this age of soeieties, We should think it
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wise 'to recommend 'another instituti0rt -for the propaga
tion of Christianity, it would he one, the members of
which should be pledged to assist and animatEi one
-..other in living .according to the Sermon on the Mount.
How far such a measure would be effectual, we ven
ture not to predict; but of one thing we arc sure, that
should it prosper, it would do more for spreading the
gospel, than all other associations which are now receiv
ing the patronage of the christian world.

IMPORTANCE OF RELIGION TO SOCIETY.

FEW men suspect, perhaps no man comprehends, the
extent of the support given by religion to the virtues of
ordinary life. No man perhaps is aware, how much our
moral and social sentiments are fed from this fountain;
how powerless conscience would become' without the
belief of a God; how palsied would be human benevo
lence, were there not the sense of a higher-benevolence
to quicken and sustain it; how' -suddenly the whole
social fabric would quake, and with what a fearful crash
it would sink into hopeless ruins, were the ideas of a
Snpreme Being, of accountableness, and of a future life,
to be utterly erased from every mind. Once let men
thoroughly believe thatthey are the work and sport of
chance; that no superior intelligence concerns itself with
human affairs; that all their improvements perish for
ever at death; that the weak have no guardian, and the
injured no avenger; that there is no recompense for sa-

45 ' _



crinces to uprightness and the public good ; that an oath
is unheard in heaven; ·that secret crimp.s have no wit
nesa but the perpetrator; that human existence haa DO

purpose, and human virtue no unfailing friend; that this
brief life is everything to us, and death is total, ever
lasting extinction; once let men thoroughly abandon
religion, and who can conceive or describe the extent
of the desolation which would follow? We hope per
hap~ that human laws and natural sympathy would hold
society together. As reasonably might we believe, that
were the sun quenched in the heavens, our torches
could illuminate, and our fires quicken and fertilize the
earth. What is there in human nature to awakenrespect
and tenderness, if man is the unprotected insect of a
day? and what is he more, if atheism be true? Erase
all thought and fear of God from a community, and
selfishness -and sensuality would absorb the whole man.
Appetite, knowing no restraint, and poverty ,and suffer
ing, having no solace or hope, would trample in scorn on
the restraints of human laws. Virtue, duty, principle,
would be mocked and spurned as unmeaning sounds.
A sordid self-interest would supplant every other feel
ing, and man would become in fact, what the theory of
atheism declares him to be, a companion for brutes.

It particularly deserves attention in this discussion,
that the christian religion is singularly important to free
communities. In truth we may doubt whether civil
freedom can subsist without it. This at least we know,
that equal rights and an 'impartial administration of jus
tice, have never been enjoyed where -this religion has
not been understood. It favors free institutions, first,
because its spirit is the very spirit of liberty; that is, a
spirit of respect for tbe interests and rights of others.
Christianity recognises the essential equality of man-
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kind j beats down with its whole might those aspiring
and rapacious principles of our nature, which have sub
jected the many to the few; and, by its refilling iDflu'
ence, as well as by direct precept, turns to God, and to
Him only, that supreme homage which has been so im
piously lavished on crowned and titled' fellow creatures.
Thus its whole tendency is free: I t lays deeply the- only
foundations of liberty, which are the principles,of be
nevolence, justice,·and respect for human nature. The
spirit of liberty is not merely, as muhitudes imagine, a
jealousy of our own particular rights, an unwillingness
to be oppressed ourselves, but a respect for the rights
of ..others, and an unwillingness thch any man, whether
high or low, should be wronged, and trampled under
foot. Now this is the spirit of Christianity; and liberty
has no security, any farther than this uprightness and
benevolence of sentiment actuates a community. -

In another method religion befriends liberty. It
diminishes the necessity of public restraints, and super
sedes in a great degree the use of force in administer
ing the laws; and this it does, by making men a law-to
themselves, and by repressing the disposition to disturb
and iruure society. Take away the puri(ying and re'
straining influence of religion, and selfishness, rapacity,
and injustice will break out in new excesses; and amidst
the increasing perils of society, government must be
strengthened to defend it, -must accumulate means of re
pressing disol'der and crime; and this strength and these
means may be, and often have been, turned against
the freedom of the state which they were meant to se
cure. Diminish principle, and };Oll increase the need of
force in a co~mu~ity. In this country, government
needs not the 8~ray of power which you meet in other
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"nations,-no guards of soldiers, no hosts of spies, DO

vexati()us regulations of police;' but accomplishes its
ben€;ficent purposes by a few" unarmed judges and civil
officers, and operates so silently around us, and COUles so
seldom in contact with us, that many of us enjoy its
blessings with hardly a thought of its existence. This
is the perfection of freedom; and to what do W6 owe this
condition? I answer, to the power of those laws which
Religion writes on our hearts, which unite and concen
trate public opinion against mjustice and oppression;
which spread a spirit of equity ,and good will through the
c_ommunity. Thus religion is the soul. of freedom, and
no nation under heaven has such an interest in it as
our.selves.

MEMOIR OF JOHN GALLlSON, ESQ.

Filsl pabllolled III 1811.

OUR last -number, contained a brief notice of Mr.
Gallison ; but his rare excellence, and the singular affec
tion, esteem, and confidence whieh he enjoyed, have
been thought to demand a more particular delineation
of his·character. And the office is too grateful to he
decli.n~d. In the preseot imperfect condition of human
nature, when strange and mournful inconsistences so
often mix with and shade the virtues of good men; when
Truth, that stern monitor, almost continually forbids us
to give free scope to admiration, and compels us to dis
pense our praise with 'a measured arid timid liberality; it
is delightful to meet an example- of high endowments,
undebased by the mixture of unworthy habits and feel-
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mgs j to meet a character whose blamelE'ssness spares us
the.pain qf making deductions from its virtues. ADd j

our satisfaction is greatly increased, when Providence
has se~n fit to unfold this character in the open light of
a conspicuous station, ~o that many around os have had
opportllDity to observe it as well as. ourselves, 'and we •
can give utterance to our affection and respect, with the
contidence ef finding sympathy and a fuJI response in
the hearts of our readers. .

But we have a higher motive, than the relief and grat
ification of personal'feelings, (Qr paying this tribute to
Mr. Gallison. We consider his character as singularly.
instructive, particularly to that important class of the
community, young men. His life, whil&tit bore stl'6Dg
testimony to those great principles of morality and reli
gion, in which all ranks and ages have an in~rest, and on
which society rests, seems to us peculiarly valuable, as
a commentary on the capacities and right apJMication of
youth; as demonstrating what a young man may become,
what honor, love, and influence he may gather' round
him, and how attractive are the christian virtues at that
age which is gen~rally considered as least amenable to
the laws of religion. For young men we chiefly make
this record; and we do it with a deep conviction, that
societJ cannot be served more effectually tban by spread
ing through this class a purer morality~ ~nd a deep6l'
sense of responsibility than are now enforof".d by public
opinion; for our young men are soon to be the fathers,
guides, and defenders of the community; and bowever
examples may now and then occur of early profligacy
changed by time into purity and virtue, yet too often
the han'est answers to the seed, the building to the
foundation; and perhaps it will appear on that great day
which is to unfold the consequences of actions, that even
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forsaken vice leaves wounds in the mind, which are
slowly healed, and which injure the moral powers, and
predispose to moral disease, through the whole life.

Ill, this cOBDexion it may be proper to obse"e, that
lhere is DO country, in which society has such an inter
est in bringing strong moral and religiOdS inftuences to
bear 011 yoong men, as in this; for onr country has been
distiDguished by tbe premature growth of £hose to whom
it gives birth. Various circumstances here develope \he
miDd and active powers earlier than in Europe. Our
young men come fO,rward sooner into life; mix sooner
in the stir aDd coofticts of business and politics; and
form 800Iler the moat important domestie relations. It
has ofte,n been suggested, that the miltd suffers under
this forcing system, that it is exhausted by excess of
actioq" that • slower growth would give it greater
strength and expansion. But be this true or not (and
we truat that the suggestion is founded OD remote aDal
egies rather than on observation), one thing is plain,
'that iD proportion as the young advance rapidly in intel
lect and activity, there should be a powerful application
of moral and religious troths and sanctions to their eon
scieDces and hearts. Their whole nature should grow
at oace. The moral sense, the sense of God, should not
slumber, whilst the intellrct and the JYdssions are awake
and enlarging themselves with a fearful energy. A con
viction of their respoDsibility to God and society should
,be deeply wrought into the opening reason, so as to recur
through ,life with the force of instinct. Mr. GalliSOD
was a striking example of the early and harmoDious UD
,folding of the moral and intellectual nature, ami ib this
view his character is particularly fitted to the wants and
dangers of oor state of society~

•



When we know or hel:'r of uncommon excellence. i1
i~ natural to inquire, by what proPitious ciroumstaooea
it was foimed ; aad hence the curiosity which has sifted
80 djl~Dtly the early history of eminent men. But
.such ia~es~tiOIl6, we believe, generaUy teach us, that
characmr is more independent on outward circUID8tan
ces,than is usually thooght, that the chief caUses which
for'm -a .supeGOI" mind are witlHn it~elf. Whilst the Su
preme Being encourages liberally the laboFS of educat¥m
hy connecting with them maay good and almost sure
remits., still, WI -if to magnify his own power and to
teacb.1De1t humility and dependeuce, he afteD produceit
with·Jew or no means, a strength of inteUect and prin
c:ip1e, a grace and dignity' of charac~r, which the mGst
anxious human -culture cannot coofer. ~n the early yew
of .Mr~ Gallison, we find no striking circumstances or
incidents which deteriBined the p.ecuHarities of his future
character. The processes, by which he became what
he was, were inward j and the only voice, which oouid
disclose them, is now silent in death.

He was born in Marblehead, October, 1788. His
mo«her, a sister of the late Chief Justice SewaU, sur
viM his birth hlU a few hours.; and his life began with
.OM of the heaviest of life's affiictions, the .loss of a
mothers Ioye.. He was so happy however as to be
the object of siagular and never failing k.indness to his
,survn'ing pareDt, whom he requited with no com.IBOil

tilial attachment j and he may be cited.as a proof of the
good ~tfects of that more unrestrained and tender inter
.cou~se between parents and children, which distiaguishr
as tDe present from the past age. He was early placed
under the tuition of the Rev. Dr. Harris, now Presidellt
d Columbia College New York, tlten preceptor of an

, .
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academy, and rector of an Episcopal church, in Marble
head. 'He is said to have endeared himself to his re
vered instructer by his docility, industry, medestYt love
of truth, and steady improvement. He h~ld a high but
unenvied rank at school; and it may he mentioned as
aa eviden~e of early judgment and a constant mind,
that some of the friendships af that early period went
with him to the grave, and were among the best enjoy
ments of his life.

He entered the University at Cambridge, A. D. 18OS,
in the fifteenth year of his age; and whilst his unremitting
application gave him the full benefit, of its various pro
visions for literary improvement, his consistent character
and social virtues won for him universal confidence and
esteem. On leaving the University he commenced the
study 'of the law under tbe Hon~ JohnQuincy Adams,
and 'having completed, bis preparation under the Hon.
Joseph Story, began the practice of his profession at
Marblehead, A. D. 1810. By the .vice of his friends
he soon removed to this ,metropolis, a more proper, be
cause wider sphere of action. Here he experi~nced,

for a time, those anx!eties and depressions, which form
the common trial of young men, who enter a crowded
profession. But his prospects were brightened by a
connexion in business, which he formed with the Hon.
William Prescott, and which, as it was unsolicited and
attended by other flattering circumstances, gave him a
gratifying assurance of the confidence which he 'had in
spired. The progr('Ss of his reputation as a lawyer wlUl
soon a matter of common remark; and those, who were
most capable of understanding the depth and extent of
his 'legal attai~ment8"were confident, that should his
,life be spared, he would attain, tbe highest honors of his
profession.
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He died December, 1820, at the age of 32. The
shock- given to the community by this event was unu
sual, and the calamity was heightened by its unexpect
edness. His general health, cheerfulness, and activity
had given the' promise of a' long life, and his friends
were not alarmed·for him until a week before his death.
His disease'Was an inflammation of the brain, which first
discovered itself in slight aberrations of mind, and ter
minated in delirium. This awful eclipge of reason:con
tinued to the last, so that his friends were denied' the
satisfaction of receiring from his dying lips assurances
gf his christian hope. Some of them however recollect
with pleasute, that at the begill1ling of his disease, when
his intellect was rather exalted than deranged, his
expressioDS of religious feeling and joy were unusually
strong; and, he has left them higher consolation than
a dying testimony, even the memory of a blameless and
well spent life.

Having given this brief record of a life too peaceful
and prosperous to furnish mat~er for biography, we 'pro
ceed to give o~r views of the character of Mr. Gallison.
-His chief distinction was not talent, although he had
£me powers of intellect, and a eapacity of attention,
which, in usefulness if not in splendor, generally sor
passes genius. His primary characteristic, and that
which gave him his peculiar weight in the community,
was the force <Jf moral and religious principle; a force,
which operated with the steadiness of a law of nature,
a paramount energy which suffered no portion of life or
inteHect to be wasted, which concentrated aU his facul
ties and feelings on worthy objects: His powers did
g()t astOnish, but none of them were lost to himself or
8od~'l1' His great distinction was the singleness of
lU'iniftd, the sway which duty had gained over him,



his habit of submitting to this as to an illv.iolable ordi
nance of the universe. Conscience was consulted reve

.rently as an oracle of God. The moral power seemed
always at work in his breast, and its control reached to

his whole life.
We sometimes witness a strong re~ard to duty, which

confers little grace or interest on the charaeter, because
partial and exclusive views are taken of duty, and God
is thought to require a narrow service, which chains and
contracts instead of unfolding the mind. In 1\'h-. Galli
son, the sense of duty was as enlightened and enlarged,
as it was strong. To live religiously, he did not think.
himself c!llled to give up the proper pursuits and gratifi
cations of human nature. He believed, that religion
was in harmony with intelleclUal improvement, with the
pleasures of imagination and society, and especially with
the kind· affections. His views of the true excellence
of a human being were large and generous; and hence,
instead of that contracted and repulsive character, which
has often been identified· with piety, his virtue, though
of adamantine firmness, was attractive, cheerful, lovely.

This union of strength and light, in his sense 'of duty,
gave a singular harmony to his character. All his fac
ulties and sensibilities seemed to unfold together, just
as the whole bod'y grows at once; and all were preserv
ed, by.'a wise presiding moral sentiment, in their just
proportions. He was remarkably free from excess,
even in the virtues and pursuits to which· he was most
prone. His well balanced mind was the admiration of
his friends. He had strong- feeling, yet a calm- judg
ment; and unwearied activity without restlessness or
precipitancy. He had vigor and freedom .of thought,
but not the slightest propensity. to rash and wild SpeCD

lation. He had professional ardor, but did not sacrifice '
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to bis profession .the general. improvement of his intel· .
lect and heart. He loved study, 'and equally loved
society. He had religious sens~hility, but a sensibility
which never rested, until it had found its true perfection
and manifestation in practice. His mind was singular·
ly harmonious, a well adjusted wbole ; and this- was the
senet of the signal confidence which he inspired; for
confidence, or the repose of ou'r minds on another, de
pends on nothing so much as on the' proportion which
we observe in his character. Even a good feeling,
when carried to excess, though viewed with indulgence
and affection, always shakes in a measure 'our trust.

From this general survey, we pass to some particulars
of the character of MI". Gallison. His religion was a
trait which claims our first consideration. H~ believed
in God, and in the revelation of his will by Jesus Christ;
and be was not a man in whom such a belief could lie
dead. That great and almost overwhelming doctrine of a
God, the Maker of all things, in whom he lived, and from
whom all his hlessings came, wrought in him powerful
ly. He was not satisfied with a superficial religion, but
was particularly interested in those instructions from the
pulpit which enjoined a deep, living, all-pervading sense
of God's presence and authority, and an intimate union
of the mind with "its Creator. A friend, who knew him
intimately, obsenres ;-' In our frequent walks, his con
versation so naturally and cheerfu}!), turned on the at
tributes and dispensationsot God, as convinced me that
his religion was no less the delight of his heart, than
the guide of his life. Though habitually temperate in
his feelings, I have sometimes known him kindle into
rapture while conversing on these holy themes."

But his religion, though strong and earnest, was in
Unison with his whole character, calm, influisitive, ra-



tional. Uninf~ted by bigotry or fanaticism, and uose
duced by the fair promises of the spirit of innovation,
he formed his views of the christian system with C8ft

tion, and held them without asperity. In regard to that
important doctrine which bas lately agitated the com
munity, he was a Unitarian, believing in the pre-exi!!tence
of the Saviour, and as firmly believing that he was a
distinct being from the Supreme God, derived from and
dependent' on him; and he considet'ed the Gospel of
John, which is often esteemed as the strong hold of op
posite sentiments, as giving peculiar support to these
views. We mention this, not because the conc1usion~
of so wise and good a. man were necessarily true, but
because reproach is often thrown on the opiniOns whieb
he adopted, as wanting power to purify and save. He
may have erred, for he was a man; but who that knew
him can doubt that, whatever were his errors, he held
the most important and efficacious doctrines of Chrjsti~

aoity? His religious friends, and they were not a few,
can testify to the seriousness and reverence with which
he approached the I'lcriptures, ami to the fidelity with
which he availed himself of the means ofoa right inter
pretation.

His religion was not ostentatiously thrust on notice;
but he thought as little of hiding it, as of concealing his
social feelings, or his love of knowledge. It was the
light- by which he walked, and his daily path showed
whence the light came. Of his decision in asserting
the' principles of that religion which he received as
from God, he gave a striking proof in his address to the
Peace Society of this Commonwealth, which breathes
the very morality of Christ, and is throughout a mild
but firm remonstrance against great practical, errors,
which have corrupted the chun'h almost as deeply as
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the world. It was 80 natural to' him to act on the con
vietioIts of his mind, that he seemed 011 this occasion
utterly UDCOJlsCious, that there was a degree of heroislp
in a young man of a secular calling, and who mixed oc
casionally in fashionable life, enlisting so earnestly in
the service of the m08t neglected, yet most distinguish
ing virtues of Christianity.

That a man, to whom ChrisQanity was 80 author
itative, 'Should be characterised by its chief grace, be
nevolence, we cannot wonder. Nature formed him for
the kind affections, and religious principle added ten
derness, steadiness, dignity, to the impulses of nature.
That great maxim of Christianity, 'No man liveth to

.himself,' was engraven on his mind. Without profes
sion, or show, or any striking discoveries of emotion, he
felt the claim of everything human on his sympathy and
service. His youth and professional engagements did
not absolve him to his own conscience from laboring
in the cause of mankind; and his steady zeal redeemed
from business sufficient time for doing extensive good.
I n the institutions for useful objects, with which he con
nected himself, he gave more than· his property; he
contributed his mind, his judgment, his well directed
zeal; and the object which he was found to favor, de
rived advantage from his sanction, no less than from his
labo1's.

He felt strongly, what a just view of human nature
always teaches, that society is served by nothing so es
sentially, as by the infusion of a moral and religious
spirit into all its classes; and this principle, like every
other when once recognised, became to him a law.
We cannot but mention with great pleasure the earn
estness with which he entered into a plan for collecting
the poor children, In the neighbourhood of the church
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where he worshipped, into a school for religious instruc
tion on the Lord's-day. He visited lI1any poor families
on this errand of charity, offering at once christian in
struction, and the pecuniary means by which the children
might be clothed decently to -receive it; and he gave a
part of every Sunday to this office. The friend, whom
we formerly quoted, observes, 'I was much delighted
to see· him one Sunday, leading one of his little flock,
(who being a stranger had not become familiarized to
his home) through our dirtiest lanes, and inquiring at
the humblest sheds for his dwelling.' To a man, crowd
ed with business, and accustomed to the most refined
Bociety, this lowly and unostentatious mode of, charity
could only have been recommended by a supreme sense
of religious and social obligation. He was one of the
few among us, who saw that the initiation of the poor
into moral and religious truth, was an office worthy of
the most cultivated understanding, and that to leave it,
as it is sometimes left, to those whose zeal outstrips
their knowledge, was to expose to hazard and reproach
one of the most powerful means of benefiting society.

Another cause to which he devoted himself was the
Peace Society of this Commonwealth, and to this insti
tution his mind was drawn and hound by pe~ceiving its
accordance with the spirit of Christianity. Accustomed
as he was to believe that every principle which a man
adopts is to be carried into life, he was shocked with the·
repugminc·e between the christiaQ code and the practice
of its professed followers on the subject of war ; and he
believed that Christianity, seconded as it is by the pro-

. gress of society, was a power adequate to the production
of a great revolution of opinion on this poirii, if its plain
principles and the plain interests of men were. earnestly
unfolded. There was one part of this extensive topic,



to which his mind particularly turned. He believed
that society had made sufficient advances, to warrant the
attempt to expupge from the usages of war the right
of capturing private property at sea. He believed that
the evils of war would be greatly abridged, and its re
currence checked, were the ocean to be marle a safe,
privileged, unmolested pathway for all ':lations, wneth
er in war or peace; and that the minds of men had be
come prepared for this change, by the respect now paid
by belligerents to private property on shore, a mitigation
of war to be wholly ascribed to the progress of the prin
ciples and spirit of Christianity. His interest in this sub
ject led him to study the history of maritime warfare,
and probably no man among us had acquired a more ex
tensive acquaintance with it. Some of the results he
gave in an article in the North American Review, on
Privateering, and in a Memorial to Congress against this
remnant of barbarism. To this field of labor he certainly
was not drawn by the hope of popularity; and thoug~

he outstripped the feelings of the community, his effort&
w~ll I10t be vain. He was a pioneer in a path, in which
society, if it continue to advance, will certainly follow
him, aI¥! will at length do justice to the wisdom as well
as purity of his design.

Other institutions shared his zeal and 'countenance; ,
but we pass from these to observe, that his benevolence
was not husbanded for public works or great occasions.
It entered into the very frame and structure of his mind,
so that, wherever he acted, he left its evidences and
fruits. Even in those employments, where a man is ex
pected to propose distinctly his own interest, he looked
beyond himself; and those who paid him for his services,
felt that another debt was due, and, personal attachment
often sprung from the intercourse of business. In his



social and domestic connexions, how he felt and lived,
and what spirit he breathed, we learn fcom the coullte
Dan~es and tones of his friends, when they speak'of his
loss. The kind of praise which a man receives after
death corresponds generally with precision to his char
acter. We can often 'see on the decease of a distin
guished individual, that whilst all praise, few feel; that
the heart has no burden, no oppression. In the ~se of
Mr. Gallison, there was a general, spontaneous convic
tion that society had been bereaved; and at the same
time, a feeling of personal bereavement, as if a void
which no other could fill, were made in every circle in
which he familiarly moved; and this can only be ex
plained by the genuine benevolence, the sympathy with
every human interest, which formed llis character.. His
benevolence indeed was singularly tmalloyed. T~
feelings of unkindness which 8Om~times obscure, for a
moment, the goodness of excellent men, seldom or never
passed over him. Those who be'st knew him, caBDot, by
an effort of imagination, put an acrimonious speech into
hislips, any mort' than they call think of him unqer an
entirely ·different countenance. The voice ceases to be
his, its tones do not belong to him, when they would
make it the vehicle of unkindness. W~ have under
stood, what we should not doubt, that in his profession,
amidst the collision of rivals, his ambition, which un
doubtedly degenerated sometimes into excess, was still
SO controlled by his generosity and uprightness, that he
was never known to sully with an envious breath, the
honest fame of another, or to withhold a ready testiulO
oy to another's worth. So great was the kindliness of
his heart, tbat his many pressing employments did not
exclude those little attentions to his kindred, for which
multiplied cares are generally admitted 8S aD excuse.

cd



He made leisure for minute as well as important servi..
ces, and thus it is that a feeling of tenderness as well
as of respect, is 'spread through the whole circle of his
relatives.

In regard to his intellectual powers, they derived their
superiority not only from the liberality of nature, but
from the conscientiousness with which ,they were im
proved. He early felt the importance of a generous and
extensive culture of the mind, and systematically con
nected with professional studies the pursuit of general
literature. He was a striking example of the influence
of an operative and enlightened moral sense over th~

intellect. His views were distinguished not so much
by boldness and excursiveness as by clearness, steadi
ness, judiciousness, and truth; and these characteristic
properties of his understanding derived th~ir strength,
if not existence, from that fairness, rectitude, simplici
ty, and that·love of the true and useful, which entered
80 largely into his moral constitution. The objects on
which he thought and wrote did not offer themselves to
him in. the bright hues of inspired imagination, but in
the forms, dimensions, and colors of reality; and yet.
there was no tameness in his conception, for the moral
relations of things, the most sublime of all relalions, he
traced with eagerness and delighted to unfold. Accor
dingly in all his writings we perceive the marks of an
understanding surrounded by a clear and warm moral
atmosphere. His intellect, we repeat it, was excited
and developed very much by moral and religious princi
ple. It was not naturally creative, restless, stirred by
a bright and burning imagination. The strong power
within was conscience, enlightened and exalted by
religion; and this sent life through the in~lIect; and
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conferred or heightened the qualities by which it was
distinguished.

Of his professional character we know nothing by
personal observation; but we do know, that in a .metrop
olis where the standard of professional talent and purity
is high, he was eminent. We have understood, that be

.was at once a scientific and practical lawyer, uniting
comprehensive views of jurisprudence, aDd laborious re
search into general principles, with a singular accuracy,
and most conscientiQus fidelity, in investigating the de
tails of the causes in which he was engaged. The spon
taneous tribute of the members of the Suffolk Bar to 80

young a brother, is perhaps without precedent. It de
serves to be mentioned among his claims to esteem, that
he was not usurped by a profession to which he was 80

devoted; that his thirst for legal knowledge and distinc
tion, though so ardent, left him free for such a variety
of exertions and acquisitions. .

Of his industry, we have had occasion frequently to
speak, and it was not the least striking trait in his char
acter. We need no other proof of this, than his early
eminence in aprofession, which offers no prizes to ge
Dius unaccompanied by application, and whose treasures
are iocked up in books, which hold out no lures to imag
ination or taste, and which can only interest a mind dis
posed to patient and intense exertion. We recur, how
ever, to his· industry, not so much because .it distin
guished him, as from the desire of removing what seems
to us a false impression, that he fell a victim to exces
sive application. That he was occasionally guilty of
intemperate study (a crime in the eye of a refined mor
ality, because it sacrifices future and extensive useful
ness to immediate acquisition), is probably true; but less

•
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guilty, we apprehend, than many who are not charged
with excess. His social nature, his love of general lit
erature, and. his regular use of exercise, gave as great
and frequent relaxation to his mind, as studious men
generally think necessary; nor ought his example to lose
its power, by the apprehension, that to follow his steps
"'ill be to descend with him to an early grave.

This excellent man it has pleased God -to take from
us; and to take without warning; when our hope was
firmest, an~ his prospects of usefulness and prosperity
Were to human eyes, unclouded. That such a course
should be 80 short, is the general sorrow. But ought
we to think it short? In the best sense his life was
long. To be the centre of so many influenct's; to

. awaken through so large a circle sentiments of affection
and esteem; to bear effectual testimony to the reality
of religion; to exalt the standard of youthful character
to adorn a profession, to which the administration of
public justice, and the care of our civil institutions are
peculiarly confided; to uphold and strengthen llsefol as
soci_ions; to be the friend of the poor and ignorant,
and a model for the rich atld improved; to live in the
hearts of friends, and to die amidst general, deep, unaf
fected lamentation i these surely are not evidences of a
brief existence. 'Honorable age is not that, which
standeth in length of time, nor which is measured by
number of years; but wisdom is. the gray hair unto men,
and an unspotted life is old age.'

Still the question may be asked, 'Why was he taken
from so much usefulness?' Were that state laid open
to us, into which he is removed, we should have' an
anSWflr. We should see, that this world is not the
only one where intellect is unfolded, and the heart and
active powers find objects. We might see, that such a
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spirit as his, was needed QOW in another and nobler
province of the creation; and that all God's providence
tawards him had been training and fitting him to be
horn, if we may so speak, at this very time, into the
future world, -there to perform offices and receive bles-

.Sings which only a mind so framed and gifted could sus- .
tain and enjoy. He is not lost. Jesus, whom he fol
lowed, 'hath abolished death.' Thought, aftection,
piety, usefulness, do DOt die. If they did, we should do
well to hang his tomb with sackcloth, or rather to 0b
literate every trace and recollection of his tomb and his
name, for then a light, more ttrecious than the sun's, is
quenched forever. But he is -not lost, nor is be exiled
from his true happiness. An enlightened, just and good
mind, is a citizen of the universe, and has faculties
and affections which correspond to all God's worn
Why would we limit it to earth, perhaps the lowest
world in this immense creation? Why shall not the
spirit, which has given proof of its divine origin and
heavenly tendency, be suffered to rise to its proper
abode, to a holier community, to a vision of God, Ed.er
which earthly and mortal natures would sink aDd be
dissolved?

One benefit of the early removal of such a man as
Mr. Gallison, is obvious. 7Ve learn -from it, how early
in life the great work of life may begin, and how suc
cessfully be prosecuted. Had he lived to advanced
years, the acquisitions of his youth would have been
forgotten and lost in those of riper years. His charac
ter would have been an invaluable legacy, but chiefly
to the mature and aged. And surely if his early death
shall exalt the aims and purposes of the young; if piety,
DOW postponed to later years, to a winter which bears
no such fmit, shall be esteemed the ornament and de-

,..
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fence of. that interesting and tempted age; if our yoting
men shall learn from him that they belong to God and 
society; then his early death may prove as useful as a
protracted life.

We shall add but one more remark. The general
sorrow which followed Mr. Gallison to the tomb, was
not only honorable to him, but to the community. For
he had no dazzling qualities., His manners were not
imposing, nor was he aided by uncommon patronage.
His worth was unobtrusive, mild, retiring, -and left to
win its own way to notice and honor. Yet how few
young men have reared such a monument in the memories
and hearts of the community? Amidst charges of de
generacy, and with real grounds of humiliation, we
should 4leem it a privjlege to live in a state of society,
in which such a character as Mr. Gallisan's is so gener
ally understood, and is recompensed with such heartfelt
an~ ,;enerous praise.

II
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APPENDIX.

[I II'"Y1I thrown iato an Appeuclix partII of certain TraclB BDd DilIcounM, which wen
eaIIed CorP by puailllJ _ in the political BDd reJiriOOll world. I haft aimed, in
Dlaking the eeIectioDll, to take~. wlUch CODtain general vi__, ..-iniog only 8DCIa
references to personal, local, and temporary top~. as eeem~ to a fullllllderatand
iog at'the extraCtl.]

EXTRACT8 FROM OBSERVATIONS ON THE PROPOSITION FOR INCllEABING THE
. KEANS OF THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION AT THE Ul'flYEH8ITY IN CAM

BRIDGE. 1816.

As a proposition is now before the public for increasmg the '~

means of theological education at Harvard University, it is thought
that a few observatio.ns on the 8ubject may be acceptable to those
who haTe not been able to give to it much attention, and wholJe
aid an. patronage may be solicited. '

It may perhaps be asked by some, though I hope the question
will be confined to a few, Why ought we to be 80 solicitous forthe
education of ministers? The answer is obvious. The object of
the ministry is peculiarly important. To the christian minister are
intrusted in a measure the dearest and most valuable interests of
the human race. He is called to watch over the morals of society,
and to awaken and cultivate the principles of piety and virtue in
the hearts of individuals. He is set apart to dispense that religion,
whicb, as we believe, came from God, which was given to reform,
exalt, and console us, and on the reception <!f which the happiness
of the future life depends. Ought we not to be solicitous for the
wise and effectual training of those, by whom this religion is to be
unfolded and enforced, and to whose influence our own minds and
those of our children are to be so often exposed?

Our interest in a minister is very peculiar. He is to us what no
ether profesllional man can be. We want him, not to transact our
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bUllinea and to receive a compensation, but to be our friend, our
guide, an inmate in our familiell; to enter our housell in afBiction ;
and to be able to give WI light, admonition, and cODllOlation in auf
Cering, lIickDellll, and the lut hours of life.

Our connexion with men of other professioDII is transient, acci
dental, rare. With a minister it is habitual. Once in the week, lit
least, w. are to meet him and lit under his inetructioDII. We are to
give up our minds in a JDe8111l1"e to bia io8uence, and to receive from
him imprellllioDII on a subject, which more than all others concerne
UB, and with which our improvement and tranquillity through life
and our future peace are iAdmately oemaected.

We want the mioiBter Gf rqioD to addreu QUI' uadentudingB
with cleaneu; to _eM Il8d Itrip_ 081' mlWltlanti religioas
onoeptioee; to thrO'W' tiKtrt Mer the ohlleuritiell of the sacred vol
ume ; to auiIIt UII in repelling those doubts which sometimes ahake
our convictioDB of christian truth; and to establish UII in a finn and
ntional belief.

We want him, not only to addrellll the understanding with clearness,
but still more to apeak to the ceucieoce aDd heart with power; to
force, 811 it were, our thoughts from the world; to rouse UII from the
slumbers of an unreflecting life; to exhibit religion in an inteJeBting
ferm, IIIld to t'lIlgage oar affectioDs on the side of. duty. Such are
tlte efIioes and aide which we need from the christian minister.
Who doell not eee ina moment, that much preparation of the intel
led and heart ill required to render him BUcceB8ful in these high. .
and generous labors ?

T!:.eee reaBOIII! for being interested in the education of ministers
~ olR af the ntrture and iotportanceof religion. Another im
ptmttBl reMark III, that the state of our country demands thBt
greater ell'I'e thaD ever IIhould be givEl!1 to this object. It wiJ] not
bedeftied, I preemrre, that this country ill on the whole advancing
in intelligence. The meanll of improvement are more liberally and
more genenl1ly afforded to the. young than in fonner times. A
oIeeer ~oDnexion nbsists with the cultivated minds in other coon
triM. A variety of institUtiODII are awakening our powers, and
OMidriuieatiDg a degree of general knowledge, which was not for
llle!'ly difFaeed among us. Taste is more extensively cultivated,
and the finest productions of polite literature find their way into
nnmy of OUT faorrlies. Now in this state of things, in this increas
ing activity of intellect, there is peculiar need of an enlightened
ministry. Religion should not be left to feeble and ignorant advo
cates, to men of narrow and unfurnished minds. Its ministers should
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be practioal proofs, that it may be contlected with the noblest 'Un
pl'Ovements of the understilnding ; and they should be able to con
"" into weapons for its defence, the discoveries of philosophy, and
the 8peculatwn8 of genius. Religion must be adapted in its mode
of. exhibition to the 8tate of society. The fOrm in which we pre
l!Ieflt it to the infant will not 8atisfyand interest the advanced un
derstanding. In the same manner, if in a cultivated age religiou8
inlltI'Uction does not partake the general elevation, it will be slighted
by t~ very minds whose influence it is most desirable to engage on
lite side of virtue and piety.

I have obeerved, that an enlightened age requires an enlightened
ministry. On the other hand it may be observed, that an enlight
ened ministry is a powetful agent in continuing and accelerating
the progres8' of light, of refinement, and of allsocial improvements.
The limits of this e8say will not admit the full developement of thi8
sentiment. I will only observe, that perhaps the ,most reflecting
men are not aware how far a society is indebted for activity of in
tellect, d'elicacy of manners, and the strength of all its institutions,
to the silent, subtile influence of the thoughts and feelings which
are kept alive in the breasts of multitudes by religious instruction.

There is another most important consideration for promoting an
enlightened ministry. Religious teachers there certainly will be,
of one description or 'another ; and if men o(well furnished minds
cannot be found for this office, we shan be overwhelmed by the ig
norant and fanatical. The human heart is disposed, by its very "
nature, to religious impressions, and it wants guidance, wants direc-'
bon, wants the light and fervor of other minds, in this most inter
esting concern. Conscious of weakness,· and delighting in excite-

, ment, it will follow the blindest guide, who speaks with confidenc,e
of his communications with God, rather than advance alone in the
religious life. An enlightened ministry is the only barrier against
fanaticism. Remove this, and popular enthusiasts would sweep
away the multitude as with a torrent, would operate with an unre
aisted power on the ardent imagination of youth, and on the devo
tional susceptibility of woman, and would even prostrate cultivated,
minds in which feeling is the most prominent trait. Few of U8
eon8ider the proneness of the human heart to extravagance arid
fanaticism, or how much we are all indebted for our safety to the
good sense and intellectu&!- and religious improvement of ministers
of religion.

Ignorant ministers are driven almost by necessity to fanaticism.
Unable to interest their hearers by appeals to the understanding,
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and by'clear, judicious, and affecting delineatiooa of religion, &bey
can only acquire and maintain the ascendancy which is 80 dear
to them, by inflaming the puelMS, by exciting a distempered and
ungoverned sensibility, and by perpetuating ignorance and error.
Every man of obser'f8,tion must have seen melancholyillllBtrations
of this truth, and what an argument does it affoM in favor of ..
enlightened ministry !

Nothing more is needed to show the great interest which the
community ought to feel in the education of young men for the
ministry. But it ~11 be asked, Are not _our present means suffi
cient? Are not our pulpits filled with well furnished and enlight
ened teachers? Why seek to obtain additional aids for this
important end.? I answer, first, that a sufficient number of en
lightened ministe~ is not trained for our pulpits. There is •
demand beyond the supply, even if we look no further than thiI
Commonwealth; and if we look through the whole country, we shall
see an immense tract of the spiritual vineyard uncultivated, BDd
uncultivated for want of laborers.-I answer, in the second place,
that whilst in ~ur pulpits we have ministers whQB8 gifts-and endow
ments entitle them to respect, we yet need and ooght to pouesa.
more enlightened ministry. Many of our religious teachers wiD
l~t to us the deficiencies of their education, will lament thlli
the narrowness of their circumstances compelled them to too early
an entrance on their work, will lament that they were deprived, by
the imperfection of our iD8titutions, of many aids which the pre-

• paration for the ministry requires. We have indeed many good
ministers. But we ought to have better. We may have better.
But unleBB we will sow more liberally, we' cannot expect a richer
harvest. The education of ministers decides very much their fu
ture character, and where this ill incomplete, we muSt J;lot expect
to be ble8lled with powerful and impreBBive instruction. The sum
is, we need an increase of the means of theological education.

But it will be asked, Why shall we advance funds for the educa
tion of ministers, rather than of physicians or lawyers? Why are
such peculiar aids and encouragements needed for this professjon ?
Will not the demand for ministel'B obtain a supply, just as the demand
Cor every other species of talent? This reasoning is founded on a
principle generally true, that demand creates a supply; but every
general rule has its exceptions, and it is one of the highest offices
of practical wisdom to discern the cases where the rule fails in its
,application. .
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.All reasoning should give place to fact. Now It is an undenia
ble fact, thnt whilst "the other learned profe8Bions in dur cou,ntry are
erowded and overstocked, whilst the supply vastly surpasses the
demand, the profesllion of the ministry is comparatively deserted,
and candidates of respectable standing, instead of obtruding them
seJves in crowds, are often to be sought with a degree of care and
difficulty. •

The reason of this is to be found in the differeIice between the
ministry and other professions. Other professions hold out the
stro~g lures of profit and distinctiorl. They appeal to the aDlbi
tion, the love of gain, the desire of rising in the world,.which are
10 operative OR youthful minds. These lures are not, and ought
not to be, exhibited by the ministry. This profe8Bion 'makes its
chief appeal to the moral and religious feelings of the young.
and we all know how much fainter these are than those which I
have previously mentioned. Can we wonder then that the ministry
is less crowded ?

I proceed to another remark. The professions of law and medi
eine do notimperioullly demand any high moral qualifications in,
those who embrace them. A young man, whose habits are not al
together pure, or whose character is marked by leVIty, may enter
OD the study of these professions, without ill'Curring the reproach
of impropriety or inconsistency of conduct. The ministry, on the
other hand, demands nQt merely: unexceptionable morals, but a se
riousness of mind, and a propensity to contemplative and devout
habits, which are not the ordinary characteristics of that age, when
a choice must be made of the b~siness of life. On this account
the number of the young, who are inclined by their own feelings
and advised by others to enter the ministry, is comparatively small.

I am now led to another reflection, growing out of the last. The
profession of the ministry has an aspect not inviting to the young.
Youth is the period of animation arid gaiety. But to the hasty ob
servation of youth, there is a gloominess, a solemnity, a painful
self-restraint belonging to the life of a minister. Even young
men of pure morals and of devotional susceptibility shrink from an
employment, which they think will separate them from the world,
and impose a rigorous discipline and painful circumspection. That
path, which they would probably find most tranquil and most flowery,
aeems to them beset with thorns. Do we not see many obstructioDll
to a sufficient t'lUpply of students of theology?

I now proceed to another most important consideration. W.
have seen, thnt a large number of young men, .qualified by their

t'
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habits and feelings for the ministry, is not to be expected. It is
also afact, and a very decisive fact, that young IDeo, th.us qll8.li6ed,
geperally belong to families, whose circumstances are COB6Ded, .
whose means of educating their children are exceedingly aurotr.
From this class of society, the ministerial pro&ssioD, .. is 1NII.
known, receives its largest supplies. Do we not at 0BC4l dillCOMr

from this statement, that this profe8Bion demands from the eoiBlIll~'

oity peculiar encouragement ?-Let me briefly repeat wilat I have
said. From the nature of the ministry, but a small proporii6ll of tM
yBUDg are disposed or fitted to enter it, and of this number a co..
siderable part are unable to defray the expenses of their education;
and yei the community has the highest possible interest in giyiDg
them the best education which the improvements of the age and the
opulence of the country will admit. Is it not clear, that there ought
to be provided liberal funds for this most valuable object ?

Will it here be asked, Why the candidate for the miai&try carmot
borrow money to defray the charges of his education? I answer,
it is not always easy for him to borrow. Besides, a debt is a most
distre8Bing incumbrance to a man, who ~as a proapect of a salary 80

email, that, without exertions foreign to his professioo, it will hardly
support him. Can we wonder that the prof88llion is declined iD
preference to such a burden?

Where this burden, however, is chosen, the effect is unhappy, aJMl
- the cause of religion is often a sufferer. The candidate, unwilling

to contract a larger debt than is indispensable to bis object, hurne.
through his studies, and enters unfurnished and unprepared on the
ministry. His first care is, as it »hould be, to free himself frolB
his pecuniary obligations; and for this end he endeavours to unite
some secular employment with his sacred calling. In this way the
apirit of study and of his profe8Bion is damped. He forms negli
gent habits in his preparation for the pulpit, which he soon thiDb
are justified by the wants of a growing family. His imperfect ed
ucation therefore is never completed. His mind remains st6t.Wa..
ry. A meagre library, which he is unable to enlarge, furuillhes the
weekly food for his flock, who are forced to subsist on an uninter
esting repetition of the same dull thoughts.

This is the melancholy history of too many who enter the minilllry.
Few young men among us are in fact sufficiently prepared, and the
consequence is, that religious instruction is not what it should boo
The community at large cannot perhaps understand bow extenaiYe.
• .preparation the ministry r41quires. There is ODe idea, bowenr,
which should teach them, that it ought to be more enensi,.. tn.

•
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that which is demanded for any other profeA1on. .A; lawyer 8Jld
phyeician begin their employment with a small number of clients or
patients, and their practiee is confined to. the least important cases
within their respective departments. They hue therefore much
leisure for preparation after entering on their pursuits, and gradu
ally rise into pllblie notice. Not 10 the minister. He enters at
once on the stage. All the dutiell·of a parish immediately devolve
upon him. His connexion at the fil'Bt moment extends to as large
a number as he will ever be called to serve. His station is at fint
con8picuous. He is literally burdened and prened with duti~..
The mere labor of composjog as many sermons as are demaoded
of him, is enough to exhaust his time and strength. If then his ed
ucation has been defioient, how is it to be repaired ? ~dst these
disadvantages, can we wonder that the mind Joses its spring, and
lOon becomes satisfied with very humble productions? How impor
tant is it, that a good foundation should be laid, that the theological
student should have-time to accumulate lOme intellectual treasures,
aDd that he should be trained under circllllUltanc6a most suited to
give him u unconquerable love of his profelllion, of study, and of
the cause to which he is devoted!

THE SYl!';t'EM OF EXCLUSION AND DENUNCIATION IN RELIGION .
OON8IDERIin. 18lli.

Nothing is plainei', than that the leaders of the party called·' Or
thodox,' have adopted apd mean to enforce a system of exclusion,
in regard to Liberal Christians. They spare no pains to infect the
minds of their too easy followers with the persuuion, that theyonght
to refuse communion with their Unitarian brethren, and to deny them
the name, character, and privileges of Christians. On this -system,
I shall now offer seTeral obaervations.

I begin with an important snggestiOD. I beS that it may be die
tinctly uaderetood, that the zeal of Liberal Christians on this point
Ilu no otber object, than the peace and prosperity of the church of
Christ. We are pleading, not our 01VJl caUIe, but the' cause of our
Master. The denial of our christian character by fallible and i..
per(ect meD gives Ull no anxiety. Our relation, to Jesus Christ is
not to be diuolTed by the breath of maa. Our christian rig~

do not depend on human pauions. We haTe preeisely the AIDe
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power oyer our brethren, wbich they bave over H, and -.re 81ually
authorised to lIever tbem from the body of Christ. Still I'IlQI'6 ; if the
po.sellSion of trutb give .uperior weight to denunciation, we· are
perlUaded that our opposers will be the severelllt IRJfferen, should we
think fit to hurl back the sentence of .exclusion and condemnatioo.
But we have no dispositiOll to usurp power over our brethren. We
believe, that tbe spirit which is 110 studiously excited -«&inst our
selYe., has done incalculable injury to the cause of Ohfi. ; and we
pray God to d~liver us from its power.

Why are the name, character, and rights of Christians to be~
nied to U nitarilU1s? Do they deny that J esUB ill the Christ? do they
reject his word as the rule of tbeir (aith and practice P do their lives
discover indifference to. his authority and example? No, these are
not their offences. They are deficient in none of the qualifications
of disciple~, whicb were required in the pnmitil'e age. Their of
feBee is, that they read tbe scriptures for themselves, aad derive
from them diff'erent opinions on certain points, from those which 0th
ers have adopted. Mistake of judgment is tbeir pretended crime,
and this crime is laid to their charge by men, who are as liable to
mistake as themselves, and who seem to them to have, fallen iDle
80me of the grouest errors. A condemning sentence from such
.judges carries with it no terror. Sorrow for its uncharitableD888,
IU1d strong disapprobation of its arrogance,~ the principal feel
ings wbicb it inspires;

1t is truly astonishing, thllt Christians are not more impressed
witb the unbecoming spirit, the arrogant style, of those, who deny
the christian character to professed and (lxemplary followers of
Jesus Christ, beeauBe they differ in opioioll on some of the most
.ubtile and difficult subjects of theology. A stranger, at bearing
the language of theee denouncers, would conclude, without a doubt,
that they were clothed with infallibility, aDd were appointed to ait ia
judgment on their brethren. But for myself, I know not a shad~w

of pretence fOl' the languagfl of superiority assumed by our adver
saries, Are they ~xempted from the common &ailty of our nature?
Has God given them superior intelligence? Were they educated

.under circumstances IDOre favorable to improvelll6nt than thOll6
whom they condemn? Have they brought to the scriptures more
~riOU8, anxiouB, and unweaned attention? Or do their live. ex
press a deepep reverence for God and for his SoD f No. They

.are fallible, imperf,et men, possessing no higher melUl8, and DO

Iltronger ~ives for studying tbe word of God, than their Unitarian
erethrcil. And yet their language to them is virtually this ;-' We
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pronounce you to be in error, and in most dangerous error. We
know that we are right, and that you are wrong, in regard to the
fundamental doctrines of the gospel. You are unworthy the chr.
tian name, and unfit to sit with us at the table of Christ. We offer
you the truth, and you reject it at the peril of yo~r SQuls.' Such
is the language of humble Christians to men, who in oapacity and
apparent piety are not inferior to themselves. This language has
spread from the leadet's through a considerable part of the commu
'nity. Men in those walks of life which'leave them without leisure
or opportunities for improvement, are heard to decide on the JD08t
intricate points, and to pass sentence on ,JDen, whose lives have
been devoted to the study of the scriptures. The female, forget
ting the tenderneBS of her sex, and the limited advantages which
her education affords for a critical study of the scriptures, inveighs
with bitterness against the damnable errors of such men as New
ton, 'Locke, Clarke and Price! The young, too, forget the mod
ell(Y which belongs to their age, and hurl condemnation on the head
which has grown gray in the lienice of God and mankind. Need,
I ask-, whether this IIpirit of denunciation for supposed error be-
comes the humble and fallible disciples of Jesus Christ? .

In vindication of this system of exclusion and denunciation, it is
often urged, that the' honor of religion,' tbe 'purity of the church,'
and the' caulle of truth,' forbid those who hold the true gospel, to
maintain fellowship with tbose who' support corrupt- and injurious'
opinions. Without stoJ}ping to notice the modesty of thOlle ..ho
claim an' exclusive knowledge of tbe true gospel, I would answer,
that the' honor of religion' can never lIuffer by admitting to chris
tian fellowship men of irreproachable lives, wbilst it has suffered
most severely from that narrow and uncharitable spirit, which has
excluded such men for imagined errors. I anllwer again, that' the
cause of truth' can never lIuffer by admitting to chri~ian fellowship
men, who honestly profess to make the scriptures their rule of
faith and practice, whilst it bas suffered most severely by substitu
ting for this standard conformity to human creeds and formulariell.
It is truly wonderful, if excommunication for supposed error be the
method of purifying the cburch, that the church bas been so long
and 80 wofully corrupted. Whatever may have been ~he deficieB
cies of Christians in other respects, they have certainly discovered
no criminal reluctance in applying this instrument of purification.
Could the thundeTII and lightnings of excolIlQlunication have cor
rected the atm08phere of the church, not one pestitential vapor
would bave loaded it for agell. The air af Paradise would not have

•
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bee'n more' pure, more refreshing. But what does history tell us ?
It te1l8 &18, that the ,spirit of excluaion and denunciation bas coo
trihuted more than all other cauaea to the corruption of the church,
to the diffttsion of error; and has rendered the records of the chria
tiao commllDity as black, as bloody, as revolting to humanity, as
the records of empires founded on conquest and guilt.

But it i8 said, Did not the apostle denounce the errollilOUB, and
pronounce a curse on the 'abettors of another. gospel?' This is
the strong hold of the friends of denunciation. But let us never
forget, that the apostles were inspired men, capable of marking out
with unerriog certainty, those who subatituted ' .nother gospel' for
the true. Show U8 their SUcce880rs, and we will'cheerfully obey
them.

It is aleo important to recollect the character of those men,
against wbam the apostolic anathema was directed. They were
men, who bew distinctly what the apostle. taught, and yet opposed
it; and who endeavoured to sow division, and to gain followers, in

. tae churches which the apostles had planted. These meD, resist
ing the known instructions of the authoriaed and inspired teachen
of the gospel, and diBCOvering a factious, seJ6ah, mercenary spirit,
were justly .excluded as unworthy t~e christian. name. But what
in common with these men, have the Christies whom it is the CUB

tom of the 'OrthodoX"' to denounce? Do these oppose what they
bow to be the doctrine of Christ and his apo8tles? Do they not
revere Je808 and his inspired messengers? Do they not disBeDt
from their brethren, sUnply because they believe that their brethren
disSent from their Lord ?-Let U8 not forget, that the contest at
the present'day, is not between the apostle. thelDllel.,es and men
wno oppose their know.n instructiou, but between uninspired
Christians, who equally receive the apostles as authorised teacben
of tbe go8pel, and who only differ in judgment as to the interpreta
tion of their writings. How unjust, then, is it for any class of Chri.e
tiana, to confound their opponents with the factious and unprinci
pled aectariaD8 of the primitive age. . Mistake in judgment is the
beavie. charge which one denominatioll has now a right to urge
against another; and do we find that the apostles ever denouoced
mistake .. ' awful and fatal hostility' to tb~ geepel, that they pro
nounced anathemas 011 men who-wished to obey, but who misap
prehended tbeir doctriDes? The apostles well remembered, that
bODe ever mistook more widely than thelD8Qlves. They remember
ed, too, tbe lenity of their Lord towards their erron, and tJais leDity
they cherished and labored to cliffuse.

•
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.But it is asked, Have not ChristilUUl a right. to bear 'solemn
testimony' against opinions which are 'uttedy subnrs~ve of the
gospel, and most dangerous to men's eternal interests?' To this I
UlSwer, that the opinions of ~n, who discover equal intelligence
and piety with ourselves, are entitled to respectful consideration.
If after inquiry they seem erroneoui and injurious, we are author
ised and bound, according to ·our ability, to exp0s.e, by fair and
serious argument, their nature aao tendency. But I maintain, that
we have no right as indivi!luals, or in aa 8S8OCiued capacity, to
bear our' solemn teaimOlly' against these opinions, by menacing
with ruin the Christi.an who listens to them, or by branding them
with tile most terrifying. epithets, for the purpose of preventing
candid inquiry into their truth. This is the fashioDable mode of
'beariag testimony,' and it is a weapon whi,ch will always be most
Buccessful in the buds of the proud, the positive, and OIferbearing,
who are moat impatient of ceatnulictiOll, and have least r.ard to
the rights of their bretluea.

But whatever may be the right of Christians, Iia to bearing tes
timeny against. opWiOlls which they deem injurioUII, loony that
they han any right to pass a condeomiog senteace, on account
of these opinions, on the cbaracters of RleD Wh086 general deport
ment is conformed to the gosp~1 of Christ. Both scripture and
reason unite in teacbi08, that the beat and only stUKlard of char
acter is the life; awl he who overlooks the teaHmony of a christian
life, and "rounds a sentence of coodemnatioa on opinioas, about
which he as well as his brother may err, violates moat flagrantly
the dllty of juat and candid judgment, and oppeses the peaeeful and
charitable epicit of the gOllpel. J ellus Christ says, ' By their fruits
shall ye know them.' 'Not every OB8, tbat saith UDto me, Lord,
Lord, shall en~r into the kingdom of heaveD, but he who doeth_
the will of my Father wbich is ill heueR.' , Ye are my friends,
if ye do whatsoever I commlUld you.' 'He that bearetlt aDd doeth
these JIIy sayings,' i. e. the precepts ofthe·8erl8UO on the Mount,
'1 will likea him t9 a maD who lMIik his ,house upOR & rock." It
woul~ be easy to.lIlu.kiply similarpesaage&. Tile whole·tteriptures
teach. ua, that he aad he OBly is a ChrW~wlaose life· is genrned
by tile preoeplll of the 8OIJpel, and tbat.eythia IItaodll'tl alODll,·tbe
profeuioD er this religioB; Molde1- be tnell. We -dOlDot ,deoy, th.
oar brechreo, have a ript to ,form.• judsment .... to OUll cOristian
character. But we in"t teat woe bye a rifJht to be judgedl br the
fairest, the IDOIIt approved, aDd the most settled rulea, by which
character can be tried j and when these are overlooked, ad the
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mOllt uncertain standard is applied, we are injured; and an _lilt
on character, which rests GO this ground, deserves no better name
than defamation and perse~ution.

I loow that this suggestion ofperaecution will be indignantly I'e

pelled by those, who deal most largely in denunciation. But perse
cution is a wrong or injury inflicted for opinions; and surely assaults
on character 6ill under this definition. Some pel1lOnsseem to think,
that pereecution COMista in pursuing error with fire and sword;
and that therefore it h8lceued to exist, except in distempered im
aginations, beeause no clue of Christians among us is armed with
these terrible weapons. But no. The form is changed, but the
Ilpirit lives. Persecution has given up its halter and fagot, but it
breathes veDI8ID from its lips, and secretly blasts what it cannot
openly destroy. For example, a Liberal minister, however circum
spec in bIB walk, hewever irreproachable in all his relations, no
8OOneI! avOWll his honest c~victions on IIOme of the most difficuJt
sobjects, than his name begins to be a by-word. A thousand sos
picions are infused into his hearers; and it is .insinuated, that he is

~ a minister of Satan, in 'the guise of an angel oflight.' At a little
distance from his home, calumny asswnes a bolder tone. He is pro
nounced an infidel, and it is gravely asked, whether he believes in
a God. At a greater distance, his morals are lUl8ailed. He is a
mau of the world, ' leading lIOuls to hell,' to gratify the most selfish
passions. But notwithstanding all- this, he must not say II word
about persecution, for reports like these rack no limbs; they do not
even injure a hair of his head; and how then is he persecuted ?
Now for myself, I am as willing that my advenary should take my
purse or my life, as that he should rob me of my reputation, rob me
of the aft"ection of my friends, and of my means of doing good.
'He who takes from me my good name,' takes the best posses
sion of which human power can deprivo me. It is true, toat a
Christian's reputation is comparatively a light object; and 80 is bis
property, 110 is his life; all are light things to him, whose hope is
full of immortality. But, o( all worldly blessings, an honest reputa
tion is to many of us the most precious; and he who robs us of it, is
the mOllt iajurious of mankind, and among the worst of persecutors.
Let not the friends of denunciation attempt to 'escilpe this charge,
by pleading their sense of duty, and their sincere desire to promote
the cause of truth. St. Dominic 1VlUI equally sincere, when he
built the Inquisition; and I doubt not that many torturers of Chris
tians have btified their reluctant minds, at the moment of apply
ing the rack and the burning iron, by the sincere convi<:tion, that

-'
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the cause of truth' requiJoell the' sacrifice of its foes I beg that
these remarks may not be applied indiscriminately to the party
called (OrthodQx,' am0llil. whom are multitudes, whose humility
and charity would revolt from making themselves the standards of
christian piety, and from assailing the cHristian character of their
brethren. . . ,

:Many other consideratioos may be added to those which have
.been already urged, against the system of excluding from christian
fellowship men of upright lives, on accouat of their opinions. It
necessarily generates perpetual discord in the church. Men dif
fer in opinions as much as in features. No two minds are per
fectly accordant. The shades of belief are infinitely diversified.
Amidst this immense variety of sentiment, every mao is right in
his own {'yes. Every man discovers errors in the creed of his
brother. Every man is prone to magnify the importance of his
own peculiarities, and to discover danger in the peculiarities of
others. This is. human nature. Every man is partial to his own
opinions, because they are h.is own, and his self~will and pride are
wounded by contradiction. Now what must we expect, when be
ings so erring, so divided in sentiment, and so apt to be unjust t9
the views of otbers, assert tbe right of excluding one another from
the chru.tian church on account of imagined error'? As the sc,rip
tures confine this right to no individual and to no body of Chris
tians, it belongs alike to aU; and what must we expect, when Chris
tians of all capacities and dispositions, the ignorant, prejudiced,
and self-conceited, imagine it their duty to prescribe opinions to
Christendom, and to open or to shut the door of the church accor
ding to the decision which their neighbours may form OD some of
the most perplexing points of theology? This question, unhappily,
has received answer upon answer in ecclesiastical history. We
there see Christians denouncing and excommunicating one another
for supposed error, until everydenomination has been pronounced
accursed by some portion of f,Jle christian world; so that were the
curses of men to prevail, not one human being would enter heaven.
To me it appears, that to plead for the right of excluding men of
blameless lives, on account of their opinions, is to sound the peal
of perpetual and uniVersal war. Arm men with this power, and
we shall have (nothing but thunder.' Some persons are suffi·
ciently simple to imagine, that if this (horrid Unitarianism' were
ooce hunted down, and put quietly into its grave, the church lVould
be at peace. But no: our present contests have their origin, Dot
in the' enormities' of Unitarianism, but very much in the prln-
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eiplea of human natl1l'e, in the love of 'power, in 'impatience of
contradiction, in men's passion for imposing' their own vieWll upon
others, in the same calIses which re.r them anxious to make
proselytes to all their opinions. Were Unitarianism quietly in
terred, another and another hideous form of error would start up
before the zealous guardians of the 'purity of the church.' The
Arminian, from whom the pursuit has been diverted for a time by
his more offending Unitarian brother, would soon be awakened
from Jiis dream of security, by the clamor of denunciation j and
should the Arminian fall a prey, the Calvinists would then find time
to look into the controversies among themselves, and almost every
class would lliscover, with the eagle eye of their brethren at New
York, that those who differ from them hold 'another gospel,'
and ought to be 'resisted and denounced.' Thus the wars of
Christian!! will be perpetual. Never will there be peace, until
Christians agree to differ, and agree to look for the evidences of
christian character in the temper and the life.

Another argument against this practice of denouncing the
supposed errors of sincere professors of Christianity, ie this. It
exalts to supremacy in the church, men who have the least claim
to influence. Humble, meek, and affectionate Christians are least
disposed to make creeds for their brethren, and to denounce those
who differ from them. On the contrary, the impetuous, proud,
and enthusiastic, men who cannot or will not weigh the arguments
of opponents, are always most positive, and most unsparing in
denunciation. These take the lead in a system of exclusion.
They have no false modesty, no false charity, to shackle their zeal
in framing fundamentals for their brethren, and in punishing the
obstinate in error. The consequence is, that creeds are formed,
which exclude from Christ's church some of his truest followers,
whict outrage reason as well as revelation, and which subsequent
ages are obliged to mutilate and explain away, lest thewhole re
ligion be rejected by men of reflection. Stich has been the history
of the church. . It is strange that we do not learn wisdom from the
past. What man, who feels his own fallibility, who sees the errors
into which the positive and 'orthodox' of former times have been
betrayed, and who considers his own utter inability to decide on
the degree of truth, which every mind, of every capacity, mllst re
ceive in order to salvation, will not tremble at the responsibility of
prescribing to his brethren, in his own words, the views they must
maintain on the most perplexing subjects of religion? Humility
will always leave this work to others.

....
• --&...50... ...-
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Another impertant consideration is, that this system of excluding
men of apparent sinoerity, for their opinions, entirely subverts free
inquiry into the scriptures. When once a particular system is
urrouBded by this bulwark; when once its defenders have brought
the majority to believe, that the rejection of it is a mark of deprav
ity llBd perdition, wh~ but the name of liberty is left, to Christians?
The oblltacles to inquiry are as real, and may be as powerful, as
in tbe neighbourhood of tbe Inquisition. The multitude dare not
think, and the thinking dare not speak. The right of private
judgment may thus, in.a Protestant country, be reduced to a nullity.
It is true, that men are sent to the scriptures; but they are told
before they go, that tbey will be driven from the church on earth
and in heaven, unless they find in the scriptures the doctrines which
are embodied ill the popular creed. They are told, indeed, to in
quire for themselves; but they are also told, at what points inquiry
must arriyej and the sentence of exclusion hangs over them, if
they happen to stray, with some of the best and wisest men, into
forbidden paths. Now this' Protestant liberty' is, in one respect,
more irritating than Papal bondage. It mocks as well as enslaves
us. It talks to us courteously as friends and brethren, whilst
it rivets our chains. It invites and even charges us to look with
our own eyes, but with the same breath warns us against seeing
anything which Orthodox eyes have not seen before us. Is this a
state of things favorable to serious inquiry into the truths of the
gospel; yet, how long has the· church been groaning under this
cruel yoke?

Another objection to this system of excluding professed disciples
of Christ, on account of their opinions, is, that it is inconsistent
with the great principles of Congregationalism. In churches,
where tbe power is lodged in a few individuals, who are supposed
to be the most learned men in the commualty, the work of marking
uut and excluding the erroneous may seem less difficult. But
among Congregationalists, the tribunal before which the offender
is to be brought is the whole church, consisting partly of men in
humble circumstances, and of unimproved minds; partly of men
engaged in active and pressing ~usiness; and partly of men of
education, whose studies have been directed to law and medicine.
Now is this a tribunal, before which the most intricate points of
theology are to be discussed, and serious inquirers are to answer for
opinions, which tbey have perhaps examined more laboriously and
faitbfully than all their judges? Would a church of humble men,
conscious of their limited opportunities, consent to try, for these

4A
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pretended crimes, professing Christians, as intelligent, as honest,
and as exemplary as themselves? It is evident, that in the busi
ness of excluding men for opinions, a church can be little more
than the tool of the minister, or a few intJuential members; and our

"churches are, in general, too independent and too upright "to take
this part in 60 solemn a transaction. To correct their deficiencies,
and to quicken their zeal on this .point, we are now threatened with
new tribunals, or Consociations, whose office it.will be to try minis
ters for their errors, to inspect the churches, and to advise and 888ist
them in the extirpation of 'heresy.' Whilst the laity are slumber
ing, the ancient and free constitution of ou'r churches is silently
undermined, and is crumbling away. Since argument is insuffi
cient to produce uniformity of opinion, recourse must be had to
more powerful instruments of conviction; I mean, to j:CCLESIASTICAL

COURTS. And are this people indeed prepared to submit to this
most degrading form of vassalage; a vassalage, which reaches and
palsies the mind, and imposes on it the dretUI18 and fictions of men,
for the everlasting truth of God !

These remarks lead me to the last consideration which I shaU
urge against the proposed system of exclusion and separation.
This system will shake to the foundation our religious institutions,
and destroy many habits and connexions which bave had the hap
piest influence on the religiqus character of this people. In the first
place, if christill,ll communion and all acknowledgements of chris
tian character arc to be denied on the ground of difference of
opinion, the annual 'Convention of Congregational Ministers, of
Massachusetts,' that ancient bond of union, must be dissolved;
and .n its dissolution we shall lose the edifying,. honorable, and rare
example of ministers regularly assembling, not to exercise power
and to fetter the conscience, but to reciprocate kind affection, and
to unite in sending relief to the families of their deceased brethren.
This event may gladden the heart of the sectarian; it will carry
no joy to the widow and orphan.-In the next place, the' Associa
tions of Ministers,' in our different counties, must in many cases be
broken up, to make room for new associatiens, founded on similar
ity of opinion. Thus, that intercourse, which now subsists be
tween ministers of different persuasions, and which tends to enlarge
the mind, and to give a liberality to the feelings, will be dimimshed,
if not destroyed; and ministers, becoming more contracted and
exclusive, will communicate more of this unhappy spirit to their
locieties.-In the next place, neighbouring churches, which, from
their very foundation, have cultivated christian communion, and
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counselled and comforted each other, will be mutually estranged,
and catching the temper of their religioue guidee, will exchange
fellowehip for denunciation j and ioetead of delighting in ee:ch
other'e prosperity, will eeek each other'e deetruction.-Again; in
the same church, where Christians of different views have long
acknowledged each other ae dieciples of our Maeter, ltnd have par
taken the eame feaet of charity, angry divieione ",ill break forth,
parties will be marshalled under different leadere, the eentence of
excommunication will be hurled by the majority on their guiltleee,
brethren (if the majority ehould be 'ortaodox'), and thue anger)
heart-buminge, and bitter recriminatione Wl11 epread through many
of our towne and churchee.-Again; many of our religioue 8Ocie
ties will be rent aeunder, their minietere diemieeed, aad religiou!!
inetitutione ceaee. It is well known, that many of our country
parishee are able to eupport but a eingle minieter. At the eame
time, they are divided in s~Dtiment; and nothing but a spirit of
charity and forbearance has produced that union, by which pubhc
worship has been maintained. Once let the proposed war be pro
claimed, let the sta~dard of party be raised, and a minister must
look for support to that party only to which he is attached. An
, Orthodox' minister should blush to ask it from meo, whom' he de
nounces for honest opinions, and to whom he denies all the ordi
nances of the gospel. It surely cannot be expected that Liberal
Christians will contribute, by their property, to uphold a system of
exclusion and intolerance directed against themselves. What then
will be the fate of many of our societies? Their ministers, even
now,· can ~th difficulty maintain the conflict with other denomina
tions. Must they not sink, when deserted by their most efficient
friends? Many societies will be left, as sheep without a shepherd,
a prey to those whom we call sectarians, but who will no longer
have an exclusive right to the name, if the system of division, which
has been proposed, be adopted. Many mitlisters will be compelled
to leave the field of their labors and their prospects of usefulness;
and I fear the ministry will lose ite hold on the affection and "ene
ration of men, when it shall have engendered so much division and
contention.-But this is not all. The system of denying the chris
tian name to those who differ from us in interpreting the scriptures,
will carry discord not only into churches, but familie!'. In how
many instancee are heads of families divided in opinion on the
present subjects of controversy. Hitherto they have loved each
other as partakers of the same glorious hopes, and have repaired
in their' domestic joys and sorrows to the same 'God, (as they imag~
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iaed,) through tbe AIDe Mediator. But DOW they are taapt, tba
they have different Gods and different gospels, and are taD8bt ibat
the friends of truth are not to hold colDDlUDioo with its rejec:ten.
Let thie doctrine be received, _d one of the teDderelit ties by
which many wedded bearta are koit together will be w-olved
The family altar mat fall Religion will be boWD ill lDaDy a
domestic retreat, DOt as a boad of UDioo, but a Abject of debate,
a Bouree of discord or depr_oo.

Now I uk, For what boon are all these IIIICrificea to be made ?
The great end ie, that eertain opioiooa, which have beea embraced
by many .erious aDd inqlliriog ChriatiaDs as the truth of God, may
be driven from the church, and be dreaded by the people as amo-«
the wont of crimea. Uniformity of opinion, that airy good, wbicla
emperors, popes, councils, 1lJ"D00s, bishop., aod ministers haYe beea
seeking for ag68, by ~ctIl, creeds, threateoiDg., eICOQUIlunicatioos,
inquisitions, aod ftameB,--this is the great object of the Byem.
of excluaioD, lleparation, and deaunciation which ie DOW to be iD
troduced. To thie we are to aacrifice our elItablillaed habits aDd
bonda of union, aod this is to be punnled by m8U111, which, as maDy
reftectiDg men believe, threaten our dearest rights and liberties.

It ie sincerely hoped, that reflecting laymea will DO longer shut
their eyeB on thie Bubjed. It i. a melancholy fact, that our loug
established Congregational form of church gOYerDlDeDt is menaced,
and tn"bunals unknOWD to our churches, aud unknOWD, as we be
lieve, to the scriptur68, are to be introduced; and introduced for the
very purpose, that the Bupposed errors and mistak68 of ministers
and private ChriBtius may be tried and punished as h.-esi68; that
is, as crimes. In these tribunals, as in all ecclesiastical bodies, the
clergy, who make theology their profeuion, will of neceBBity have
a preponderating influence, 80 that the question now before the

'public is in fact oo1y a new form of the old controversy, whicb bu
agitated all age.; viz. whether the clergy shall think for tbe laity,
or prelCribe to tbem their religion. Were this question fairly
proposed to the public, there would be but one answer; but it is
wrapped up in a dark phrueology about the purity and Imler of
the church, a phraseology, whicb, I believe, impoees on multitudel
of ministers as well as laymen, and induc68 acquiescence in me..
ures, the real tendency of which they would abhor. It is, I hope,
from DO feeling of party, but from a sincere regard to the religion
of Christ, tbat I would rouse the slumbering minds of thie COIDlilU

nity to the dangers which hang over their religious ioBtitutioDll.
No power is so rapidly accumulated, or so dreadfully abused, at
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ecclesiastical power. It assails men with menaces of eternal wo,
unless they suburit, and gradually awes the moet stubborn and
strongest minds into subjection. I mean not to ascribe the inten
tion of introducing ecclesiastical tyranny to any class of Christians
among us j but I believe, that many, in the fervor of a zeal which
may be essentially virtuous, are about to touch with unhallowed
hands the ark of God, to IUpport Christnmity by measures which
its mild aDd charitable spirit abboTS. I believe, that many, over
looking the principles of human nature, and the history of the
church, are about to set in motion a spring of which they know
not the force, and cannot calculate the effects. I believe, that the
seed of spiritual tyranny is sown, and although to a careleu spec
tator it may seem th.e 'smallest of all seeds,' it haa yet, withill it
self, a fatal principle of increase, and may yet darken this regiOll
of our country with its deadly branches.

The time is come, when the friends of chrilitian liberty and
christian charity are called to awake, and to remember their duties
to themselves, to posterity, and to the church of Christ. The
time is come, when the rights of conscience and the freedom- of
our churches must be defended with zeal. The time is come,
when menace ad denunciation must be met with a spirit, which
will show that we dread not the frowns, and lean not on the favor
of man. The time is come, when every expretl8ion of superiority
on the part of our brethren should be repelled 88 criminal usurpa
tion. But in doing this, let the friends of liberal-and genuine
Christianity remember the spirit of their religion. Let no passiOll
or bitternese dishonor their sacred cause. In conteBding for the

, gospel, let them Dot loee its virtues or-forfeit its promises.-\Ve are
indeed called to. JMUI8 through one of the severe. trials of -h\lllJUl
..irtue, the -trial ef cCJDtroversy. We should carry with liS a Sentle

of its danger. Religion, when. made a subject of debate, seetllll
often to lose its empire over the heart and life. The mild and
affectionate spirit of Christianity gives place to angry recrimina
tions and cruel surmises. Fair dealing, uprightness, and truth,
are exchanged for the arts of sophistry. The devotional feelings,
too, decline in warmth and tenderness. Let us then watch and
pray. Let us take heed that the weapons of our warfare be not
carnal. Whilst we repel usurpation, let us be just to the gene
ral rectitude of many by whom our christian rights are invaded.
Whilst we repel the uncharitable censures of meo, let us not for
get that deep humility and sense of unworthiness with which we
ahould ever appear before God. In our zeal to maintain the

48*
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great truth, that OUR FATHER l:'f HIU.V&N ill alone the Supreme
God, let WI Dot neglect that intercourse with bim, without whicll
tbe purest conceptioWl will anil little to enthrone bim in OUI'

heartll. In our zeal to hold fut the ' word of Christ' in opposition
to human creed. and formularies, let us not forget, that our Lord
demands another and a still more uDsullpicious confeseion of him,
even the exhibition of his .pmt and religion in our live•.

The coDtroversy in which we are eng&«ed is indeed painful ; but
it was not chosen, but forced upon us, and we ought to regard it u
a part of the discipline to which a wise Providence hu seen fit to
.ubject Ull. Like all other triall, it ill deligned to promote onr
moral perfection. I trust, too, that it is delligned to promote the
caUie of truth. Whilst I would Ilpeak diffidelltly of tbe future, I
still hope, that a brighter day is rising on the ~hristianchurch, th.
it has yet enjoyed. The gospel is to shine forth in its native glory.
The violent excitement, by which some of the corruptions of this
divine system are now supported, cannot be permanent; and the
uncharitablepells with which tbey are enforced, will react, like the
persecutioD8 of the church of Rome, in favor of truth. Already
we have the comfort of seeing many disposed to inquire, and to
inquire without that terror, which has bound as with a spellllO
many minds. We doubt not, that this inquiry will result in a deep
convictioll that Christianity is yet disfigured by errors which have
been traWlmitted from ages of darkness. Of this, at least, we are
.ure, that inquiry, by discovering to men the difficulties and ob
~uritie. which attend the present topics of controversy, will ter
minate in what is infinitely more dellirable than doctrinal concord,
in the di1fusion of a mild, candid, and charitable temper. I pray

. God, that this most happy conlummation lIlay be in no degree
obetrueted by any unchristian feelings, which, notwithstanding m1
~cere efforts, have eacaped me in the preMDt controversy.
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OBJECTIONS TO UNITARIAN CHRISTIANITY CONSIDERED. 1819.

IT is due to truth, and a just deference to our fellow Christians,
to take notice of objections which are currently made to our par
ticular views of religion; nor ought we to dismiss such objections,
as unworthy of attention, on account of their supposed lightne8B;
because what is light to us, may weigh much with our neighbour,
and truth may suffer from obstructions which a few explanations
might remove. It is to be feamd that those Christians, who are
called Unitarian, have been wanting in this duty. Whilst they have
met the labored arguments of their opponents fully and fairly, they
have overlooked the loose, vague, indefinite objections, which float
through the community, and operate more on oommon minds than
formal reasoning. On BOme of these objections, remarks will DOW
be offered; and it is hoped that our plainness of speech will not be
construed into severity, Dor our strictures on different systems be
ascribed to a desire of retaliation. It cannot be expected, that we
shall repel with indifference, what seem to us reproaches on
some of 'the most important and consoling views .of Chri,stianity.
Believing that the truths, which through God's good providence we
are called to maintain, are necessary to the vindication of the di
vine character, and to the prevalence of a more enlightened and
exalted piety, we are bound to assert them earnestly, and to speak
freely of the opposite errors which now disfigure Christianity.
What -then are the principal objections to Unitarian Christianity?

1. It is objected to us, that we deny the Divinity or Jesus Christ.
Now what does this objection mean? What are we to understand
by the Divinity of Christ,? In the sense in which many Christians,
and perhaps a majority, interpret it, we do not deny it, but belieYe
it as firmly as themselves. We believe firmly in the Divinity of
Christ's mission and office, that he spoke with divine authority,
and was a bright image of the divine perfections. We believe
that God dwelt in him, manifested hi~lf through him, taught ~n
by him, and communicated to him his spirit without measure. We
believe that Jesus Christ was the most glorious display" expression,
and representative of God to mankind, so that in seeing and know
ing him, we see and know the invisible Father; BO that when Chri.tIt
carne, God visited the world and dwelt with men more conspicuously
than at any former period. In Christ's words, we bear God speak
ing; in his miracles, we behold God acting; in his character and

J.
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life, we see an unsullied image of God's purity and love. We b~
lieve, then, in the Divinity of Christ, as this tenn is often and prop
erly used.-How, then, it may be asked, do we differ from other
Christians? We differ in this important respect. Whilst we bonor
Christ as the BOn, representative, and image of the Supreme God,
we do not believe him to be the Supreme God himBelf. We~
wn, that Chrilt BDd God are diatiRct beiftgl, two beings, Dot ODe
and the same beiog. On this point a little repetition may be par
doned, for many good Christians, after tbe controversies of agee,
misunderstand the precise difference between us and tbemeelvetl.
Trinitarianism teacbes, that Jeeus Christ is tbe Supreme lUld Infinite
God, and that be and his Father are not only one in affection,
counsel, and will, but are IItrictly aad literally ODe and tbe B8IIle

being. Now to 01 tbis doctrine is moet UD.ICriptural and inational
We ..y that the Son cannot be the B8JDe being with biB own Fa
ther; that he, who was lent into the world to save it, cannot be the
li1ling God who IIeDt him. The language of J etlUS i8 explicit and
unqualified. ' I came not to do mine own will. '_I I came DOt from
myself. '_I I came from God.' Now we aflinn, and this is oor chief
beresy, that Jesos was not and could not be the God from whom
he came, but was another being; and it amazes us that any CaD

resist this simple truth. The doctrine, that Jeaus, who 'WaS hom
at Bethlehem; who eat and drank and slept; who lUifered and wu
crucified; who came from God; who prayed to God; who did Ged's
will; and who said, on leavi~ tbe world, 'I ascend to my Fatlaer
and your Father, to my God and your God;' tbe lIoctrine that this
Jesus wu the Slipreme God himself, and tbe same be~ witJa hi.B
Father, this see~ to us a contradiction to reason and IICripture 80

ftagrant, that the IJimple statement of it i8 a 8uffioieftt refutation.
We are often charged with degradiog Cbri.t; bot if this reproach
Wong to any Cbristians, it falls, we fear, on those wbo accuse him
of teaching a doctrine so contradictory, and BO 80bversive of the

, 80premacy of our Heavenly Father. Certainly our bomble lUld
devout Muter bu ~iven no ground for thi8 accusation. He always
expreseed towards God tbe reverence of a lIOn. He habitu8ll1
distinguished bimself from God. He referred to God all biB pow
et'll. He said without limitation or reserve, ' The Father is greater
than I.'_I Of rnJ'llelf I can do nothing.' If to repreeent Chriet
as a being dilltioct from God, aDd as inferior to him, be to degrade
him, then let GOr opponeots lay the guilt where it belongs, not on
U8, but on our Master, whose language 'We borrow, in wbose very
word8 we expreee our sentiments, whOlMl words we dare not trifte

j
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with and force from tbeir plain sense. Our limits will not allow us
to say more; but we ask c.ornmon Christians, who have taken their
opinions from t~ bible rather than from human systems, to look
honestly into their own minds, and to answer frankly, whe~ they
have Il~ u"nderstood and believed Christ's divinity, in the sellae
maintained by us, rather than in that for which the Trinitariana
oonteBd.

fl. I proceE!d. to aJlOther objection, aDd oee whicb probably weighs
more with multitudes than any other. It is tlis, that our doctrine
reapecting Christ takes from the sinDer the ODly ground of hope.
It is eaid by our opponeDts, 'We aBel all men are sinners by our
very Batur., ami illfioitely guilty llefore God. The sword of di
viae justice hangs over us, aDd, hell open., beneath us; aDd where
llaall we find a refuge but in an iafiDite Savioar ? We want an
Wnite Atonement; and in depriviag UI of this, you rob us of our
hope~ YOll tear from the sCriptures the ODly doctrine which meets
OIU waata. We may bDm our bibles, if your mterpretation Ite
true, for our case is desperate; we are 101C: forever.' In lOch wanb
BDd.wiW -Iangage, akDgethw unw&n'lDted by scripture, yet 'ex
ceedingly atte4 to work Oil commou BD8 tenor-etricu. minds, our
dootriae is -couatllDtly ltllIl....

Now to this dee1asation, .. ncb we Nteem it, we oppose one
plain request. Show us, we MY, • siDgle passage in the bible in
whieh we are told, that the sin of man ill iDfulite, and needs an
infinite atollemeot. We find not one. Nat even • whisper of
this dootrine comes hl us from the sacred writel1l. Let us stop a
moment .aDd weigh this dootriae. It teachell 118 that man, although
enated by God a hil, eniDg, and impetfeot being, and even
creat>ed, walt--an irrnistible pt'Op8Illity to _, is yet regarded by
hie Creuor 8.8 an infillite ofJeftder, meriting infinite punishment
.. his "wHest transgressioDs; and that he is doomed to encJ,JeSB
tMment,.. unless aD infinite Salliour appeu for his rellCue! How
fleD any OIIe, we ask, chBl'ge on our bene~olent and righteous Pa
r.ut such a gooremment of Ilis cJletmlrea.-We maintain, that man
is 1IlOt meated in a coBdiAOb which makes aa ilmnite atonemeDt
B8C8llBary; nor ,do we believe that any «eatere can ran iDto a
...miaion:;'lrom,wbich God may Rot deti\'er him without this rigid
uped~ 8uely, if u'ininite llIltieiBctiOll M justice were inditt
penable to 'Gar IIItlvation, if GMl tOlB4r. on Mm hulBUl nature for the
_'1-~e" ofteriag it,- _ ..n taie Mot-~ute the peeutia-r
«Iery, the life- aacl esseuce, -.d ·the saving e6eacyof the «oqef,
...must fiDeI it npresMd clevly, deflliliely,ineUeaatenepa.eea«&
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in the bible. But not OM, we repeat it, can be found there.-We
maintain, farther, that this doctrine of God becoming a victim and
sacrifice for his own rebellious subjects, is as irratwnaJ as it is
unscripturaJ. We have aJways supposed that atonement, if ne
cessary, was to be made to, not by, the sovereign who lies been
offended; and we cannot conceive a more unlikely method of vin
dicating his authority, than that he himself should bear the punish
ment which is due to transgressors of his IMVS.-We have another
objection. If an infinite atonement be necessary, and if, con
sequently, none but God can make it, we see not but that God
must become a sufferer, must take upon himself our pain and
wo; a thought from which a pious mind shrinks y,ith horror. To
escape this difficulty, we are told, that Christ suffered as man, not
as God; but if man only suffered, if only a human and finite miDd
suffered, if Christ, as God, was perfectly happy on the cross, and
bore only a short and limited pain in his human nature, where, we
ask, was the infinite atonement? Where is the boasted hope,
lIrhich thill _ctrine is said to give to tbe sinner?

The objection, that there is DO bope for the sinner, unless Christ
be the Infinite God, amazes us. Surely if we have a Father in
heaven, of infinite goodness and power, we need no other infinite
person to sllve us. The common doctrine disparages and d~hoa

ors the only-true God, our Father, as if, without the help of a
second and a third divinity, equaJ to himself, he could' not restore
bis frail creature, man. We bave not the eourage of our brethren.
With the scriptures in our bands, with the solemn attestations
which they contain to the divinl' Unity, and to Christ's dependence,
we dare not give to the God and Father of Jesus an equal or rival
in the glory of originating our redemption, or of accomplishing it
by underived and infinite power.-Are we asked, 118 we sometimes
are, what is our hope, if Chru.t be not tile supreme God? w.
answer, it is the boundle88 and aJmighty goodness of hi» Fllther
and our Father; a good_ss, which cannot require an infinite
atonement for the sins of a frail and limited oreature. God's ee
I16DtiaJ and unchangeable mercy, not Cbrist's infiJUty, is the seri~

turaJ foundation of a sinDer's,bope. In the scriptures, our heav
enly Fataer is always represented as the sole originaJ, spring, 'lIDCl
fint cause of our saJvation; and let no one presume to diTide lEa
glory with another. That JeIIUS came to save us,. we owe entirely
to the Father's beneyolent appointment. That Jesus is perfectly
adequate to the work of our salvation, is to be believed, not be
cause he is himself the ,supreme God, but becau8e the supreme
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and unerring God selected, commissioned, and empowered him for
th,is office.-That his death is an important means of our salvation,
we gratefully acknowledge; but ascribe its efficacy to the merciful
disposition of God towards the human race. To build the hope of
pardon on the independent and infinite sufficiency of Jesus Christ,
is to build on an unscriptural and false foundation; for Jesus
teaches us, that of himself he can do nothing; that all power is
given to him by his Father; and that he is a proper object of trust,
because he came not of himself, or to do his own will, but because
the ~ather sent him. We indeed lean on Christ, but it is because
he is 'a corner-stone, chosen by God and laid by God in Zion.'
God's forgiving love, declared to mankind by Jesus Christ, and
exercised through him, is the foundation of hope to the penitent,
on which we primarily rest, and a firmer the universe cannot fur
nish us.

3. We now prQceed to another objection. Weare charged with
expecting to be saved by Works, and not by Grace. This charge
may be easily despatched, and a more groundless one C1MUlot easily
be imagined. We indeed attach great importance to christian
works, or christian obedience, believing that a practice or life, con
formed to the precepts and example of Jesus, is the great end for
which faith in him is required, and is the great condition on which
el"erlasting life is bestowed. Weare accustomed to speak highly
of the virtues and improvements of a true Christian, rejecting with
abhorrence the idea, that they are no better than the outward Jew
ish righteousness, which the prophet called' filthy rags;' and main
taining with the apostle, that they are 'in the sight of God, of
great price.' We believe that holiness or virtue is the very image
of God in the human soul, a ray of his brightness, the best gift
which he communicates to his creatures, the highest benefit which
Ghrist came to confer, the only important and lasting distinction
between Dian and man. Still we always and earnestly maintain,
that no human virtue, no human obedience, can give a legal claim,
a right by merit, to the life and immortality brought to light by
ChriliL We see and mourn over the deficiencies, broken resolu
tions, and mixed motives of the best men. We always affirm, that
GQd's grace, benignity, free kindness, is needed by t~ most ad
vanced Christians, and that to this alone we owe the promise in _
the gospel, of full remiuioo and everlasting happiness to the pem..
teot. NODe speak of mercy more constantly than we. One of
our distinctions is, that we ma.gnify this lovely attribute of the
Deity. So accustomed are we to insist on the infinity of God's

...
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grace and merey, that our adversaries often charge us with forge&
ting his justice; and yet it is objected to us, that, renouncing grace,
we appeal to justice, and build our hope on the abundance of our
merit!

4. We now proceed to another objection often urged against our
views, or rather Igainst those who preach them; and it is this, that
we preach Morality. To meet this objection we beg to know what
is intended by morality. Are we to understllnd by it, wbat it prop.
erlf'signi6es, our whole duty, however made known to us, whether
by nature or revelation? Does it mean the whole extent of those
obligations which belong to us as moral beings? Does it mean
that 'sober, righteous, godly life,' which our. moral Governor has
prescribed to us by his Son, as the great preparation for heaven ?
If this be morality, we cheerfully plead guilty to the charge of
preaching it, and of laboring chiefly and constantly to enforce it;
and believi~, as we do, that aU the doctrines, precepts, threaten
ings, and promisee of the gospel, are revealed for no other end
than to make men moral, in this true and generous sense, we hope
to continue to merit this reproach.

We.fear, however, that tbis is not the meaning of the morality,
which is said to be the burden of our preaching. Some, at least,
who thus reproach us, mean, that we are accustomed to enjoin only
a worldly and social morality, consisting in common honesty, com
mon kindne8ll, ll1ld freedom from gross vices; neglecting to mcul
cate inward purity, devotion, heaveniy-mindedness, and love to
Jesus Christ. We hope that the persons who thus accuse us speak
from rumor, and have never heard our instructions for themselves;
for the charge is false; and no one who ever sat under our mini&
try can urge it, without branding himself a slanderer. The first
and great commandment, which is to love God supremely, is recog
nirted and enforced habitually in our preaching; and our obligatio.
to Jesus Christ, the friend who died for us, are urged, we hope,
not wholly without tendemesl and effect.

It is but justice, howey.er, to observe of many, that when they
reproach us with moral preaching, they do not meaa that we teach
only outward decencies, but that we do not inculcate certain favor
ite doctrinee, which are to them the very marrow and richnetlll of
the gOllpeJ. When such persons hear a sermon, be tile subjeet
what it mar, which is not seasoned with recognitions of the trinity,
total depravity, and similar articles of faith, they ·call it moral.
According to this strange and un.warrantable use of the term, we
rejoice to say that we are 'moral preachers;' and it comforts us

•
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that we have r.r our pattern, ' him ~ho spake as.never man spake,'
and who, is his longest discourse, has dropped not a word about a
triuity, or inborn corruption, or special and electing grace; dnd
still more, we seriously doubt whether our preaching eould w:th
propriety be called moral, did we nrge these doctrines, especially
the two last; for however wannly they may be defended by honest
men, they seem to us to border on immorality; that is, to dishonor
God, to weaken the sense of responsibility, to break the spirit, and
to loosen the restraints on guilty passion.

5. Another objection urged against us, is, that our system does
not produce as much zeal, seriousness, and piety as other views of
religion. This objection it is difficult to repel, except by language
which will seem to be a boasting of ourselves. When expressed
in plain language, it amounts to this;-' We Trinitarians and Cal
vinists are better and more pioUs than you Unitarians, and conse
quentlyour system is more scriptural than yours.' Now assertions
of this kind do not strike us as very modest and humble, and we
believe that truth does not require us to defend it by setting up our
piety above that of our neighbours.-This, however., we would say,
that if our zeal and devotion are faint, the fault is our own, not
that of our doctrine. Weare sure that our views of the Supreme
Being are incomparably more affecting and attractive, than those
wllich we oppose. It is the great excellence of our system, that
it ualts God, vindicates his paternal attributes, and appeals pow
erfully to the ingenuous principles of love, gratitude, and venera
tion; and when we compare it with the doctrines which are spread
around us, we feel that of all men we are most inexcusable, if a
filial piety do not spring up and grow strong in our hearts.

Perhaps it may not be difficult to suggest some causes for the
charge, that 0111' views do not favor seriousness and zeal. One
reason probably is, that we interpret with much rigor those precepts
of Christ, which forbid ostentation, and enjoin modesty and retire
ment in devotion. We dread a showy religion. 'Ve are disgusted
with pretensions to superior sanctity, that stale and vulgar way f)f
building up a sect. We believe that true religion spea~s ill actions
more than in words, and manifests itself chiefly in the common tem
per and life; in giving up the passions to God's authority, in inflexible
uprightnesa and truth, in active and modest charity, in candid judg
ment, and in patience under trials lUId injuries. We think it no
part. of piety to publish its fervors, but prefer a delicacy in regard
to these secrets of the soul; and hence, to those persons, who think
retigion is to bewO!'n conspicuously and spoken of passionately, we

43
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may leem cold and dead, when perhaps, were the heen ODCOyered,
it might be seen to be 'alive to God,' u tm~y as their own.

Again, it is one of our principles, flowing neceuariiy from eMU'

views of God, that religion is cheerful; that where its Batura! teD
dency is not obstructed by falee theology, or a melancholy tempera
ment, it opeDl the heart to every pure and innocent pleuure. We
do not think that piety disfigures its face, or wraps itself in a fune
ral pall as its appropriate garb. Now too many conceive of reli
gion as something gloomy, and never to be named but with an
altered tone and countenance; and where they miss theBe imagined
ligOS of piety, they can hardly believe that a BeD8e of God dwells
in the heart.

Another cause of the error in queation we believe to be this.
Our religious system excludes, or at least doea not favor, thoee
overwhelming terron and transporta, which many think euential
to piety. We do not believe in shaking and disordering men's un
derstandings by excessive fear, as a preparation for supernatural
grace an,d immediate conversion. This we regard as a dreadfuf
corruption and degradation of religioo. Religion, we believe, is a
gradual and rational work, beginning sometimes in sudden impres
Ilions, but confirmed by redection, growing by the regular use of
christian means, and advancing silently to perfection. Now, be
cause we specify no time when we were overpowered and created
anew by irresistible impulse ;becauBe we relate no agonies of
despair sllCceeded by miraculous light and joy, we are thought by
lome to be strangers to piety;-how reasonably let the judicious
determine.

Once more; we are thought to want zeal, because our principles
forbid UB to use many methods for spreading them, which are com
mon with other Christians. Whilst we value highly our peculiar
views, and look to them for the best fruits of piety, we Iltill con
aider ourselves as bound to think charitably of those who doubt
or deny them; and with this conviction, we cannot enforce them
wi&b that vehemence, positiveneBS, and style of menace, whicb
constitute much of the zeal of certain denominations;--iUld we
freely confeBS that we would on no account exchange our charity
for their zeal; and we trust that the time is near, when he who holds
what he dflcms truth with lenity and forbearance, will be accounted
more pious than he who compasseth sea and land to make proselytel
to his sect, and ' shuts the gates of mercy' on all who will not bow
their understandings to his creed.-We fear, that in these remarks
we may have been UDconsciouely betrayed into a Belf-exalting
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spirit. Nothing could have drawn them from Ull, but the fact that
a very common method of opposing our sentiments is to decry the
piety of those who adopt them. After all, we Diean not to deny
our great ~eficiencies. We have nothing to boast before God, al
though the cause of truth forbids us to submit to the censoriou&
ness of our brethren.

6. Another objection to our views, is, that they lead to a rejec
tion . of revelation. Unitarianism has been called 'a half-way
house to intidelity.'-Now to this objection we need not oppose
general reasonings. We will state a plain fact. It is this.-A
large proportion of the most able and illustrious defenders of the
truth of Christianity have been Unitarians; and our religion hu
received from them, to say the least, as important service in it.
conflicts with infidelity, as from any class of Christians whatever.
From the long catalogue of advocates of Christianity among Uni
tarians, we can select now but a few; but these few are a host.
The name of John Locke is familiar to every scholar. He ren
dered distinguished service' to the philosophy of the human mind;
nor ill this his highest praise. His writings on government and
toleration contrIbuted more than those of any other individual, to
the diffusion of free and generous sentiments through Europe and
America; and perhaps Bishop Watson was not guilty of great ex
aggeration, when he said, 'This great man has done more for the
establishment of pure Christianity than any author I am acquainted
with.' He was a laborious and successful student of the scrip
tures. His works on the' Epistles of Paul,' and on the' Reason
ableness of Christianity,' formed an era in sacred literature; and
he has the honor of having shed a new and bright light on the
darkest parts of the New Testament, and in general on the Chri&
tian system. Now Locke, be it remembered, was a Unitarian.
We pass to another intellectual prodigy-to Newton, a name which
every man of learning pronounces with reverence; for it reminds
him of faculties so exalted above those of ordinary men, that they
seem designed to help our conceptions of superior orders of being.
This great man, who gained by intuition what others reap from la
borious research, after exploring the laws of the universe, turned
for light and hope to the bible; and although his theological work.
cannot be compared with Locke's, yet in his illustrations of the
prophecies, and of scripture chronology, and in his criticisms on
two doubtful passages,· which are among the chief supports of the
doctrine of the trinity, he is considered as having rendered valu..

• 1 John Y. 7.-1 Tim. iii. 16.
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ble service to the christian cause. Newton, too, was a Unitarian.
-We are not accustomed to boast of men, or to prop our faith by
great namel; for Christ, and He only, is our Master;~ut it is
with pleasure, that we find in our ranks the mos& gifted, sagacillus,
and exalted minds; and we cannot but smile, when we IIOmetimes
hear from men and women of very limited culture, aDd with De

advantages for enlarged inquiry, repmachful and contemptuous
remarks on a doctrine which the \lll1It intelli~ence of Locke and
Newton, after much study of the scripturell, and in opposition to a
prejudiced and intolerant age, recei¥ed as the truth of God. It is
proper to state that doubts have lately been raised as to the relig
ious opinions of Locke and Newton, and for a very obvious reason.
In these times of growing light, their names have been found too
useful to the Unitarian cause. But the long and general belief
Qf the Unitarianism of these illustrious men, can hardly be account
ed for, but by admitting the fact; and we know of no serious at
tempts to set aside the proofs on which this belief ill founded.

We pass to another writer, who WUlt one of the brightest orna
ments of the Church of England and of the age in which he lived,
Dr. Samuel Clarke. In classical literature and in metaphysical
.peculation, Dr. Clarke has a reputation which needs no tribute at
our hands. Hill sermons are. an invaluable repository of scriptural
criticism; and his work on the evidences of natural and revealed
religion, has ever been considered as one of the ablest vindicatiool
of our common faith. This great man was a (Jnitarian. He be
lieved firmly that Jesus was a distinct being from his Father; Bad
a derived and dependent being; and he desired to bring the liturgy
of his chtlrch into a correspondence with these doctrines.

To those who are acquainted with the memorable infidel contro
versy in the early part of the last century, excited by the writiD«t'
.f Boling!lroke, Tindal, Morgan, Collins, and Chubb, it will be un
necessary to speak of the ~eal and power with which the christian

.C&1dI was maintained by learned Unitarians. But we must plIllII

Qver these to recall a man, whose memory is precious to enlight
ened believers; we mean Lardner, that moet patient and IWccessful

. advocate of Christianity; who has written, we believe, more largely
than any other author on the evidences of the gOlIpel; from whlllle
workl later authors have drawn as from a treasurehouse; and
"hoee purity and mildness have disarmed the severity and c0n

ciliated the respect of men of very different views from his OWIL

Lardner was a Unitarian.-Next to Lardner, the most l&bono.
advocate of Christianity against the attacks of infidels, in our on
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day, was Prieatley; and whatever we may think of some of hi..
opinioDS, we believe that none of his opposers ever questioned
the importance of his vindications of our common faith. We cer
tainly do not say too much, when we affirm that Unitarians have
Dot been surpas86d by any denomination in zealous, substantial

• eervice to the christian cause. Yet we are told that UnitarianillPl
leads to infidelity. We are reproached with defection from that
religion, round which we have gathered in the day of its danger,
and from which, we trust, persecution and death cannot divorce Ull.

It is indeed said, that instances have occurred of persons, who,
having given up the Trinitarian lIoctrine, have not stopped there,
but have resigned one part of Chrisuanity after another, until they
have become thorough infidels. To this we answer, that soeh in
Iltancell we have never known; but that such should occur is not
improbable, and is what we should e,'en expect; for it is natural
that when the mind has detected one error in its creed, it should
distrust every other article, and should exchange its blind and he
reditary assent for a sweeping skepticism. We have examples of
this truth at the present moment, both in France and Spain', where
multitudes have proceeded from rejecting Popery to absolute Athe
ism. Now who of us will argue that the Catholic faith is true,
because multitudes who relinquilloed it, have also cast away every
religioull principle and restraint; and if the argument be not sound
on the side of Popery, how can it be pressed into the service of
Trinitarianillm? The fact is, that false and absurd doctrines, when
exposed, have a natural tendency to beget Ilkepticillm in t1>ose who
received them without reflection. N one are so likely to believe
too little as those who have begun with believing too much; and
hence we charge upon Trinitarianism whatever tendency may ex
ist in those who forsake it, to sink gradually into inldelity.

Un'itarianism does not lead to infidelity. On the cootrary, iw
excellence ill, that it fortifies faith. Unitarianism is Christianity
stripped of those corrupt additions, which shock reason and our
moral feelings. It is a rational and amiable system, against which
no man's understanding, or conscience, or charity, or piety revolts.
Can the same be said of that system, which teaches the doctrine.
Qf three equal persons in one God, of natural and total depravity,
of infinite atonement, of special and electing grace, and of the ev
erlasting misery of the non-elected part of mankind? We believe
that unle88 Christianity be purified from these corruptions, it will
not be able to bear the unsparing scrutiny to which the progress of
society is exposing it. We believe that it lDast be reformed, or
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intelligent Dlen will abandon it. As the friends of Christianity,
and the foel of infidelity, we are therefore solicitous to diffWle what
seem to us nobler aad juster views of this divine system.

7. It was our purpose to consider one more objection to our vieW8;
viz. that they give no consolation in sickne88 and deatb. But we
have only time to express amazement at such a cbarge. What! a •
•ystem which insists with a peculiar energy on the pardoning mercy
of God, on his universal and parental love, and on the doctrine of a
resurrection and immortality_uch a system unable to give comfort ?
It unlocks infinite springs of consolation and joy, and gives to him
who practically receives it, a living, overflowing, and unspeakable
hope. Its power to sustain the soul in death has been often tried;
and IUd we believe dying men to be inspired, or that peace and hope
in the last hours were God's seal to the truth of doctrines, we should
be able to settle at once the controversy about Unitarianism. A
atriking example of the power of this system in disarming death, wu
lately given by a young minister in a neighbouring town,· known to
many of our readers, and singularly endeared to his friends by emi-
Dent christian virtue. He was smitten by sickne88 in the midst of
• useful and happy life, and sunk slowly h~ tbe grave. His religion,
and it was tbat which has now been defended, gave habitual peace
to his mind, and spread a sweet smile over his pale countenance.
He retained his faculties to his 'last hour; and wben death came,
baving left pious counsel to the younger members of his family, and
expressions of gratitude to his parents, he breathed out life in the
languag., of Jesu&--' Father, into thy bands I commend my spiriL'
Such was the eml of one wbo held, with an unwavering faith, tbe
great principles which we have bere advanced; and yet our doc-
trine has no consolation, we are told, for sickne88 and death I

We hare thus endeavoured to meet objections commonly urged
against our views of religion; and we have done this, not to build
up a party, but to promote views of Christianity, which seem to us
particularly suited to strengthen men's faith in it, and to make it
fruitful of good works and holy lives. Cbristian virtue, christian
holioo88, love to God and man, these are all wbich we think worth
contending for; and these we believe to be intimately connected
with tbe system now maintained. If in this we err, may God dis
cover our error and disappoint our efforts. We ask no succe88, but
what He may approve-no proselytes but such as will be made
better, purer, happier by the adoption of our views.

• ReT. Jolm E. Abbot of 8aIem. Th.ia InCl .. lint pubIiIbed ill 1819, in the a.n.
tiaD DiM:iple.
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EXTRACTiI FROM SERMONS PREACHED ON DAVS OF HUlIULIATION AND PRAYEll.
APPOlll<TED IN CONSEQUENCE OF THE DECLARATIUN OF WAR AGAlNllT
GREAT SRITAIN, A. D. 18111.

IN all circumstances, at all times, war is to be deprecated. The
evil passions which it excites, its ravages, its bloody conflicts, the
distress and terror which it carries into domelltic life, the tears
which it draws from the widow and the fatherless, all render war a
tremendous scourge.

There are indeed conditions, in which war is justifiable, iB necel!
Bary. It may be the last and only method of repelling lawless ambi
tion, of defending invaded liberty and eSBential rights. It may be
the method which God's providence points out by furnishing the
means of success. In these cases we must not shrink from war;
though even in these we should deeply lament the neceBsity of
shedding human blood. In such wars our country claims and de
serves our prayers, our cheerful services, the sacrifice of wealth
and even of life. In such wars we have one consolation, when
our friends fallon the field of battle; we know that they have fallen
in a just cause. Such conflicts, which our hearts and consciences
approve, are suited to call forth generous sentiments, to breathe
patriotism and fortitude through a community. Could I view the
war in which we are engaged in this light, with what different
feelings, my friends, should I address you! We might then look
up to God and commit to him our country with a holy confidence.
But, in our present state, what can I say to you? I would, but
I cannot address you in the language of encouragement. We
are precipitated into a war, which, I think, cannot be justified, and
a war, which promises not a benefit, that I can discover, to this
country or to the world,

A solemn question now offers itself. What conduct belongs to
a good citizen in our present trying condition? To this subject I
call your serious attention.

Our condition induces me to begin with urging on you the im
portant duty of cherishing respect for civil government, and a spirit
of obedience to the laws. I am sensible, that many whom I ad
dress, consider themselves as called to oppose the measures of our
present rulers. Let this opposition breathe nothing of insqbordina
tion, impatience of authority, or love of ch~e. It becomes you
to remember, that government is a divine institution, euentw to
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the improvement of our nature, the spring of industry and enter
prille, tbe shield of property and life, the refuge of the weak and
oppressed. It is to the security which laws afford, that we owe
the successful application of human poweN. Government, though
often perverted by ambition and other selfish passions, still holds
• distinguished rank among those inftuenees, by which man
has been rescued from barbarism, and conducted through the
ruder stages of society, to the habits of order, the diversified
employments and dependences, the refined and softened manners,
the intellectual, moral and religious improvements of the age in
which we live. We are bound to respect government, as the great
lOCurity for social happiness; and we should carefully cherish that
habit of obedience to the laws, without which the ends of govem
ment cannot be accomplished. All wanton opposition to the consti
tuted authorities; all censures of rulers, originating in a factious,
aspiring, or envious spirit; all unwillingness to submit to laws,
which are directed to the welfare of the community, should be
rebuked and repressed by the frown of public indignation.

It is impossible, that all the regulations of the wisest government
should equally benefit every individual; and sometimes the general
good will demand arrangements, which will interfere with the inter
ests of particular members, or classes of the nation. In such
circumstances, the individual is bound to regard the inconveniences
under which he suffers, as inseparable from a social, connected
state, as the result of the condition which God has appointed, aod
not as the fault of his rulers; and he should cheerfully submit,
recollecting how much more he receives from the community, than
he is called to resign to it. Disaffection towards a government,
which is administered with a view to the general welfare, is a great
crime; and such opposition, even to a bad government, as springs
from and silreads a relltless temper, an unwillingness to yield to
wholesome and necessary restraint, deserves no better name. In
proportion as a people want a conscientious regard to the laws, and
are prepared to evade them by fraud, or to arrest their operation
by violencP-in that proportion they need and deserve an arbitrary
government, strong enough to crush at a blow every symptom
of opposition.

These general remarks on the duty of submission, are by no meana
designed to ~ach that rulers are never to be opposed. Because I
,nab to guard you against that turbulent ad discontented spirit,
which precipitates free communities into anarchy, and thus preparM
th6lll fOl' chaiu, yeu will DOt coo.icler me .., unrting, tllat all oppoet.
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tion to government, whatever be the occasion, or whate:ver the form,
is to be branded as a crime. The citizen has rights u well as duties.
Government is instituted for one and a single end,-the benefit of
the governed, the protection, peace, and welfare of society; and
when it is perverted to other objects, to purposes of avarice, ambi
tion, or party spirit, we are authorised and even bound to make
IUch oppositioJl, as is suited to restore it to its proper end, to render
it as pure as the imperfection of our nature and state will admit.

The scriptures have sometimes been thought to enjoin an un
qualified, unlimited subjection to the 'higher powers;' but in the
passages, which seem so to teach, it is supposed, that tqese powers
are 'ministers of God for good,' are a terror to evil doers, and
an encouragement to those that do well. When a government
wants this character, when it becomes an engine of oppression,
the scriptures enjoin subjection no longer. E.xpediency may make
it our duty to obey, but the government has lost its rights; it can
no longer urge its claims u an ordinance of God.

There have, indeed, been times, when sovereigns have demanded
subjection as an unalienable right, and when the superstition of lIub
jects has surrounded them with a mysteriouapnctity, with a majest.
approaching the divine. But these dap have paSt. Under the rotH,
of office, we, my hearers, have learned to see a man like ourselves. ..
There is no such sacredness in rulera, as· fOl'bida scrutiny into
their motives, or condemnation of their measures. In leaving the
common walks of life, they leave none of their imperfections behind
them. Power has even a tendency to corrupt, to feed lID irregular
ambition, to harden the heart against the claims and sufferings of
mankind. Rulers are not to be viewed with. malignant jealousy;
but they ought to be inspected .with a watchful, undazzled eye.
Their virtues and services are to be rewarded with generous praise;
and their crimes, and arts, and usurpationa should be exposed, with
• fearle88 sincerity, to the indignation of an injured people. We
are not to be factious, and neither are we to be servile. With.
sincere disposition to obey, should be united a finn purpose not
to be oppre88ed.

So far is an existing govemJOOnt from being clothed with an in
violable tllWctity, that the citizen, in particular circumstances, ao-
quires the right, not only of remonstrating, but of employing f~
for its destruction. This right accrues to him, when a government
wantonly disregards the ends of social union; when it threatens
the subversion of nationallibert1 and happiness; lIDd when IW relief
but force remains to the suffering community. This, however, ill
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• right ..hich cannot be exercised ,,,ith too much deliberation
Subjects should very slowly yield to the conviction, that rulers have
tbat settled bo!'tility to thpir interests, which authorises violence.
Tbey must not indulge a spirit of complaint, and suffer their p88sions
to pronounce on thrir wrongs. rhey must remember, that the best
government will partake tbe imperfection of all human institutions,
and that if the ends of the social compact are in any tolerable
degrl'f' accomplished, they will be mad indeed to hazllrd the bless
ing!' they possess, for the wssibility of greater good.

ReRistance of established power is so great an evil, civil com
motion excites such destructive p8.llsions, the result is so tremen
dously uncertain, that every milder method of relief sbould first
be tried, and fairly tried. The last dreadful resort is never justifi
able, until the injlH'ed members of the community are brought to
despair of other relief, and are so far united in views and purposes
88 to be authorised in the hope of success. Civil commotion should
be viewed as the worst of national evils, with tbe single exception
of slavery. 1 know that this country h88 passed througb one civil
..ar, without experiencing the calamitous consequences of which I
have spoken. But let us not forget, that this W88 a civil war of •
very peculiar character. The government wbich we shook off'waa

" not sented in the midst of us. Our struggle was that of nation
with nation, rather than of fellow citizens with one another. Our
manners and habits tended to give a considerateness and a stability
to the public mind, which can hardly be expected in a future struggle.
And, in addition to these favorable circumstances, we were favored
by Heaven with a leader of incorruptible integrity, of unstained
purity; a patriot who asked no glory but that of delivering his
country, who desired to reign only in the heartll of a free and
happy people, whose disinterestedness awed and repressed the
selfish and ambitious, who inspired universal confidence, and thull
was a centre and bond of union to the minds of men in the most
divided and distracted periods of our country. The name of
W ASHINGrON' ·1 may pronounce with reverence even in the temple
of the Almigl\ty; and it is a name whicb revives the sinking spirits
in this day of our declining glory. From a revolution, conducted
by such a man, under sucb circumstances, let no conclusions be
hastily drawn on the :subject of civil commotion.

It becomes Ull to rejoi'~e, my friends, that we live under a con
Ititution, one great design of which is, to prevent the neceuitf
of appe.laLng to force, to give the people an opportunity of remoy-

J
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ing, without violence, those rulers from whom they wffer or
apprehend an inv'asion of rights. This is one of the principal ad
vantages of a republic over an absolute government. In a despot
isn!, there is no remedy for oppreBSion but force. The subject
cannot influence public affairs, but by convullling the state. With
us, rulers may be changed, without the horrors of a revolution.
A republican government secures to its subjects this immen~e
privilege, by coafirming to them two most important rights-tbe
right of suffrage, and the right of discussing with freedom the
conduct of rulers. The value of these rights in affording a peace
ful method of redressing public grievances, cannot be expres8ed,
and the duty of maintaining them, of never surrendering them,
cannot be too stronglY urged. Resign either of these, and no way
of escape from oppression wilt be left ,,"ou, but civil commotion.

From the important place which these rights hold in a republican
government, you should consider yourselves bound to support every
citizen in the lawful ex,ercise of them, especially when an attempt
is made to wrest them from any by violent means. At the present
time, it is particularly your duty to guard, with jealousy, the right
of expressing with freedom your honest convictions respecting the
measures of your rulers. Without this, the right of electioll is not
worth possessing. If public abuses may not be exposed, the~

authors will never be driven from power. Freedom of opinion, of
speech, and of the press, is our most valuable privilege, the very
soul of republican institutions, the safeguard of all other rights.
We may learn its value if we reflect that there is nothing which
tyrants so much dread. They anxiously fetter the preBS; they
Bcatter spies through society, that the murmurs, anguisl!, and in
dignation of their oppreBBed subjects may be smothered in their
own breasts; that no generous sentiment may be nourished by
sympathy and mutual confidence. Nothing awakens and improves
men so much as free communication of thoughts and feelings.
Nothing can give to public sentiment that correctne8B, which is
eBSential to the prosperity of a commonwealth, but the free circula
tion of truth, from the lips and pens of the wise and good. If such
men abandon the right of free discussion; if, awed by threats, they
suppress their convictions; if rulers succeed in silencing every
voice, but that which approves them; if nothing reaches the peo
ple, but what will lend support to mell in power-farewen to liberty.
The form of a free government may remain, but the life, the soul,
the substance is fled.
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If these remarlta be just, nothing ought to excite greater indig

nation and alarm, than the attempts, which have lately been made
to destroy the freedom of the press. We have lived to hear the
strange doctrine, that to expose the measures of rulers is treason;
and we have lived to see thi8 doctrine carried into practice. We
have seen a savage populace excited and let loose on men, WhOSll

crime consisted in bearing temil'll!'ny against the present war; and
let l008e, not merely to waste their property, but to tear them from
the refuge which the magistrate had afforded, and to shed their blood.
In this and in other events there have been symptoms of a purpose
to terrify into silence those who disapprove the calamitous war
under which we suffer; to deprive us of the only method, which is
left, of obtaining a wiser and better government. The cry hu
been, that war iil declared, and all opposition should therefore be
hushed. A sentiment more unworthy of a free country can hardly
be propagated. If this doctrine be admitted, rulers have only to
declare war, and they are screened at once from scrutiny. At the
very time when they have armies at command, when their patron
age is most extended, and their power most formidable, not a word
of warning, of censure, of alarm must be heard. The press,
which is to expoile inferior abuses, must not utter one rebuke, ODe
indignant complaint, although our best interests, and most valuable
rights are put to hazard, by an unnecessary war. Admit this d0c
trine, let ruleN once know, that, by placing the country in a state of
war, they place themselves beyond the only power they dread, the
power of free discussion, and we may expect war without end.
Our peace and all our interests require, that a different sentiment
should prevail. We should teach our present and all future rulers,
that there is no mell.8ure, fur which they must render so solemn an
account to their constituents, as for a declaration of war; that no
measure will be so freely, so fully discussed; and that no adminis
tration can 8ucceed, in persuading this people to exhaust their
treasure and blood in supporting war, unless it be palpably neces
sary and just. In war then, as in peace, assert the freedom of
s,-eh and of the press. Cling to this, as the bulwark of 8..11 your
rights and privileges.

But, lIty &ieftds, I shouid not be faithful, were I only to ea)) you
to held filst tbis freedom. I would still more earnestly ~xhort you
net te abU!l6 it. Its abu8e may be as fatal to our country as its
relint!fuishmeftt. If undirected, unrestrained by principle, the
preM, instead of enlightening, depraves the public mind; and, by
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iLs lioentiousness, forges ch,ains for itself and for the community.
The right of free discu8!lion is not the right of uttering what we
please. Let nothing be spoken or written but truth. The influence
of the ,press is exceedingly diminished by its gron and frequent mis.
representatioDs. Each party listens with distrust to the statements
of the other, and the consequence is that the progress of truth is
slow, and sometimes wholly obstructed. Whilst we encourage the
free expression of opinion, let U8 unite in fixing the brand of infamy
on falsehood and slander, wherever they originate, whatever be the
oaUBe they are designed to maintain.

But it is not enough that truth be told. It should be told for a
good end; not to irritate, but to convince; not to inflame the bad
passions, but to sway the judgment and to Qwaken sentiments of
patriotism. Unhappily the press seems now to be chiefly prized
as an instrument of exasperation. T~ose who have embraced
error are .hardened in their principles, by the reproachful epithets
heaped on them by their adversaries. I do not mean by this, that
political discussion is to be conducted tamely, that n!) sensibility
is to be expressed, no indignation to be poured forth on wicked
men and wicked deeds. But this I mean,-that we should delibe
rately inquire, whether indignation be deserved, before we express
it; and the object of expre8!ling it should ever be, not to infuse
ill will, rancor, and fury into the minds of men, but to excite an
enlightened and conscientious opposition to injuriOus measures.

Every good man must mourn, that so much is continually publish
ed among U!l, for no other apparent end, than to gratify the malevo
lence of one party, by wounding the feelings of the opposite.
The 'consequence is, that an alarming degree of irrit~tion exists
in our country. Fellow citizens burn with mutual hatred, and
BOrne are evidently ripe for outrage and violence. "In this feverish
!tate of the public mind we are not to relinquish free discussion,
but every man should feel the duty of speaking and w..riting with
deliberation. It is the time to be firm without passion. No menace
should be employed to provoke opponents, no defiance hurled, no
~lUage used which will, in any measure, justify the ferocious in
appealing to force.

The sum of my remarks is this. It is your duty to hold fast and
to assert with firmne8!l those truths and principles on which the
welfare of your country seems to depend; but do this with calmneu,
with a love of peace, without ill will and revenge. Use every
opportunity of allaying animoeities. Discourage, in decided ~d

open language, that rancor, malignity, and \lJlfeeling abuse, which
50
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SO o~n find their way into our public prints. Remember, that ill
proportion as a people become enslaved to their pusioos, they faD
into the hands of the aepiring and unprinoipled; and that a corrupt
government, which has an interut in deceiving the people, caD

desire nothing more favorable to their purposes, than a frenzie4
state of the public mind.

My friends, in this day of discord, let us cherish and breathe
around us th. benevolent spirit of Christianity. Let us resem
to ourselves this coDtlOlation, that we have added no fuel to the
flames, no violence to the storms, which threaten to deeolate our
country. Though dish~nored, though endangered, it is still our
country. Let us not forsake it in this eyil day. Let us hold rut
the inht'ritance of our civil and religious liberties, which we baYe
received from our fatherl, sealed and hallowed by their blood. That
these ble88ings may not be lost, let us labor to improve public senti
ment~ and to exalt men of wisdom and virtue to power. Let it be
our labor to establish in ourselvel and in our fellow citize~ the
empire of true religion. Let us remember that there is no founda
tion of public liberty but public virtue, that there is, no method of
obtaining God's protection but adherence to his laws.

Let us not despair of our country. If all that we wish can
not be done for the state, still- something may be _done. fa
the goO(i principles, in the love of order and liberty, by which 80

many of our citizens are distinguished; in the tried virtue, delibe
rate pr!1dence, and unshaken finmtess of the chief magistrate,
whom God in his great goodness has given to this Commonwealth;
in the value of the ble88ings which are at stake; in the peculiar
kindness which God h8.ll manifested towards our fathers and our
elves; we have motives, encouragements, and solemn obligatioll8
to resolute, persevering exertion in our different spheres, and ac
cording to our· different capacities, for the public good. Thus
faithful.to ourselves aad our country, and using vigorously every
righteOJ1s means for restoriDg peace and confirming freedom, we
may confidently leave tlul iSllue to the wise and holy providence of
Him who cannot err, and who, we are assured, will accept and
reward every conscientious effort for his own glory and the good of
m&nkind. .

II
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,
ZXTRACTB PROH A SERMON DELIVERED SEPT. 18, 1814, WHEN AN INVASION

BY THE BRITISH FORCES WAS APPREHENDED AT B08TON.

AT such a moment as the present, when every mind is fixing a
fearful attention on the state of the country, it is impossible that a
religious instructsr should escape participation in th. common feel
ing. His sacred calling does not require him to separate himself
from the community, to forget that he is a citizen, to put off the feel
ings of a man. The religion which he teaches inculcates public
spirit, and a strong and tend~r concern for all by whom he'tiJ surround
ed. He would be unworthy his sacred function, were he not to love
his country, and to sympathise with its prosperous and adverse for
tunes. The religion, which it is his duty to dispQnse, regards men
in all their relations, and affords instructions suited to every. condi
tion whether of individuals or communities. You will not then
consider me lUI leaving the province of a religious teacher, if I
speak to you of the dangers, and claims of our country, if I addresa
you as citizens, and attempt to point out your duties at the present
solemn period.

The present is indeed a solemn period. The sad reverse which
this country exhibits astonishes as well as depresses us. But a few
years ago, we stood on the height of prosperity. Amidst the storml
which desolated nations, we were at peace, and the very storms seem
ed freighted with blessings for our tranquil shores.-Aod is It true,
that from this height we have sunk so low, that our commerce ii,
swept from the ocean, that industry has forsaken our cities, that the
husbandman has resigned the ploughshare for the SWOf'd, that our
confidence is changed into fear, that, the tumult of business haa
given place to the din of arms, that some of our citizens are perish
ing in foreign prisons, and others shedding their blood on a foreign
soil, that hostile fleets scatter terror through our coasts, and flames
through our cities, that no man feels secure,' that the thought of
invasion and slaughter mingles with the labors of the day, and
disturbs tlie slumbers of the night, and that our national govern
ment, empoverished,'and inefficient, can afford us no protection
from such imminent danger? Yes--this is true j we need DO r~

SOIling to convince us of its truth. W. see it in the anxious
countenance, in the departing family, in the care which removes our
poeseslJions, in the 'obstnletions and perplexities of busins8Il, aad
in the events which every day brings to our ears. At such a mo-
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ment, it becomes each man to ask bimself what are his duties, wbat
t,he times demand from him, in what manner he may contribute to
the public safety. It is a time for seriousness, for cODllideration.
Witb proeperity, we should dismiss, our levity. The period of
duty may to many of us be short. Whilst it continues, let it
be improved.

1. The fint remark I shall make is, that it becomes eTery man -*
this solemn mOOlent, to reflect on his own character aod life, to in
quire what b~ has done to hring down judgments Oil his country,
to confess and renounce his sins, and to resolve OD a eincere obedi
ence of God's commands. We ought to remember that we lin
under a moral government, which regards the character of commu
nities as truly as of individuals. A nation has reason rer fear, in
proportion to its guilt; and a virtuous nation, 88D1lible of dependence
on God, and disposed to respect his laws, is ll8Bured of his protection.
Every people must indeed be influenced in a measure by the gene
ral state of the world, by the changes and conflicts of other com
munities. WheR the ocean is in tumult, every shore will feel the
agitation. But a people faithful to God will never be forsakeD.
In addition to the direct and obvious tendency of national piety and
virtue to national safety ~nd exaltation, a virtuous community may
expect peculiar interpositions of providence for their defence and
pl'Ol!perity. They are not indeed to anticipate visible miracles.
They are not to imagi.ne, that invading hosts will be annihilated
like Sennaeherib's by the ann of an angel. But <Mli, we must
remember, can effect his purposes, and preserTe the just, without
such stupendous interpositioBS. The hearts of men are in his
bud. The elements of nature obey his word. He has winds
to scatter the proudeSt fleet, diseases to prostrate the strongest
anny. . Consider how many events must conspire, how maoy
&ec:ret springs must act in concert, to accomplish the purposes of
the statesman, or the plans" of the warrior. How often have the
best concerted scbemes been thwarted, the most menacing prepara
tions been defeated, the proud boast of anticipated victory been put
to shame, by what we call casualty, by a slight and accidental want
of concert, by tbe error of a chief, or by neglect in subordinate
agents. Let God determine the defeat of an enemy and we need
IIOt fear that means will be wanting. He &ends terror, or blind
DUll, or mad presumption into the minds of leaders.. Heaven,
earila, and lea Qe arrayed to oppose their progreM. An uncon
querable spirit is breathed into the invaded; and the dreaded foe
.... bis Rtety in dishonorable flight.

'S s- .. •
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My friends, if God be for UB, no matter who is agaillBt ...
Mere. power ought not to intimidate liS; He can crullh it in a mo
ment. We live in a period when God's supremacy has been re-
markably evinced, when he has signally confounded the powerful,
and delivered the opprellsed and endan,;ered: At his word, the
forged chain bas been broken; mi/thty armies have been dispersed
as chaff before the whirlwind; colossRJ."throQes have been shivered
like the brittle clay..God is still' wonderful in counsel and excellent
in working;' and if he wills to deliver us, we cannot be subdued.
It is then most importBllt that we seek God's favor. And how ill
his favor to be obtained? I repeat it-He· is a moral governor,
the friend of the righteous, the punisher of the wicked; and in pro
portion as piety, uprightness, temperance, and christian virtue pre-
vail. among' us, in tbat proportion we are assured of his favor and
protection. A virtuous people, fighting in defence of -their altan
and firesides, may look to God with confidence. An invisible, but
almighty arm surrounds them, an impenetrable shield is their
shadow and defence, .

It becomes us then to inquire, how far have we sustained the
character of a pious and virtuous people? And whose heart doell
not accuse him of many sins? \Vho can look round on his country,
and not' see many proofs of ingratitude to God, and of contempt of
his laws? Do I speak to any, wh'o, having received success and
innumerable blessings from God, have yet forgotten the giver?
to any who have converted abundance into the instrument of ex
cess? to any, who, having been instructed by the gospel, have yet
refused to employ in well doing the bounty of Heaven? to aa1, who
are living in habits, of intemperance, impurity, impiety, fraud, or
any known sin? To such I would say, You are among the enemiea
of your country, and, should she fall, among the authors of her ruin.
Let then this season be something more than an occasion of formal
confession. lVe owe to ourselves and our country deep sorrow
for our sins, llIld those sincere purposes of reformation, which mor.
than all things,'bring down blessings from Heaven.

2. Having recommended penitencl\ in general as suited to ttie
present moment, let me particularly recommend one branch of
piety which the times demand of us. Let us each be instant and
fervent in prayer. Let us pray to God, that he will not forsake us
in this dark and menacing day; that he will remember the mercy
shown to our fathers; that he will crown with IMlCCes8 our efforts
in defence of our posse_ons, our dwelliDgll, and our temples; that
de will breathe an invincible courage into our soldiers; that h.

50*
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will guard and guide our rulers; that he will tum the invader
from our shores; or, if he shall otherwise appoint, that he will be our
shield in battle, and will send us deliverance. For these blessings
let us daily besiege the mercy-seat of God, deeply convinced that
he controls the destinies of !Vmies and nations, that he gives or
withholds success, and that without him all exertion is unavailing.
By this it is not intended that we are to do nothing but pray; that
we are to leave our shores without defence, or neglect any lD4Ians
of security God givcs us powers that we should exert, weapons
that we should wield them. We are to employ every resource which
he grants UII; but, having done this, we mllst reMember that on God,
out on ourselves, depends the result of our exertions. The race is
nut always to the swift, nor the battle to the strong. God gives
victory, and to him let every eye and heart be directed. You who
have no other weapons, contend with your prayers for your country.
-It will not be imagined from these remarks, that by Importunity
of prayer God can be bent to favor an unjust cause. But when our
cause is just; when, instead of waging offensive war, we gather
fOund our city and shores for defence, we may be assured that sin
cere prayer, united with I"lincere purposes of obedience, will not be
lost. Prayer is a proper and appointed acknowledgement of our
dependence,8I1 essential means and branch of piety; and they who

'neglect it have no reason to hope the protection, which they will
not implore. Let us then take heed, lest the tumult of military pre
paration make us forgetful of the Author 1)f all good, lest in collect
ing armies and raising walls of defence we forsake the footstool of
the Aknighty, the only giver of victory.

$. This is a time when we should all bring clearly and strongly
to our minds our duties to our country, and should cherish a strong
and ardent attachment to the public good. The claims of coun
try have been felt and obeyed even in the rudest ages of society.
The community to which we belong is commended by our very
nature to our affection and service. Christianity, in enjoining a dis
interested and benevolent spirit, admits and sanctions this sentiment
of nature, this attachment to the land of our fathers, the land of our
nativity. It only demand!!, that our patriotism be j>urified from every
mixture of injustice towards foreign nations. Within this limit we
cannot too ardently attach ourselves to the welfare of our country.
Ellpecially in its perils, we should lIy to its rescue with filial zeal
and affection; resolved to partake its sufferings, and prepared to die
in its defence. The present moment, my friends, calls on us for
this fervent patriotism. The question now is, not whether we
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will carry invasion, slaughter, and desolation into an unoffendin«
province, not whether we will give our strength and wealth to the
prosecution of unprincipled plans of conquest, but whether we will
defend our firesides and altars, whether we will repel from our
shores an hOl'tile army. On this question our duty is cloar. How
ever unjustifiable may have been the measures by which we have
been reduced to this mournful extremity, our right to our soil and
our possessions remains unimpaired; the right of defence can never
be wrested from us; and never, whilst God gives means of resist
ance, ought we to resign our country to the clemency of a foe.
Our duties as patriots and Christians are plain. Whilst we disclaim
all share in the guilt of thnt war which is bursting on our shores,
we should resolve, that we will be true to ourselves, to our fathers,
and to posterity, that "e will maintain the inheritance which we have
received, that whilst God gives U8. power we will not receive law
as a conquered people.

'Ve should animate our patriotism at this moment of danger, by
reflecting that we have a count.ry to contend for which deserves
every effort lIlId sacrifice. As members of this Commonwealth, in
particular, we have every motive to invigorate our hearts and hands.
We have the deeds of our fatbers, their piety and virtues, and their
solicitude for the rights and happiness of their posterity, to awaken
our emulation. How invaluable the inheritance they have left us,
earned by their toils and defended by their blood! Our populous
cities and cultivated fields, our schools, colleges, and churches, our
equal laws, our uncorrupted tribunals of justice, our spirit of enter
prise, and our habits of order and peace, all combine to form a como
monwealth as rich in blessings and privileges as the history of the
world records. We posseN, too, the chief glory of a state, many
virtuous and disinterested citizens, a chief magistrate who would
adorn any country and any age, enlightened statesmen, and, I trust,
a fearless soldiery. Such a community deserves our affection, OUl'
honor, our zeal, the vigor of our arms, and the devotion of our
lives. If we look back to Sparta, Athens, and Rome, we shall
find, that, in the institutions of this Commonwealth, we have sources
of incomparably richer blessings, than those republics conferred
on their citizens in their proudest days; and yet Sparta, and Rome,
and Athens inspired a love stronger than death. In the day of
their danger, every citizen offered his breast as a bulwark, every
citizen felt himself the property of his country. It is true, a base
alloy miIlgled with the patriotism of ancient times, and ~ forbid
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thM a eentimeot 110 impure should bum in our breasts. God fOf
bid, that 'like the Greek and the Roman, we should carry fire aDd
alaughter into otJaer countries, to build U(l a false fleeting glory at
home. But whilst we take warning by their excesses, let us catch
a portion of their fervor, and learn to live, not fOt' oUNelves, but
for that country, whose honor and interest God has intrusted to
our care.

4. The times especially demand of us that we cherish a spirit of
fortitude, courage, and resolution. The period of danger is the time
to arm the mind with all the force and energy of whlch it is suscepti
ble. In communities, as in individuals, there is a proneness to
excessive alarm. Especially when untried; unexperienced dangers
approach, imagination is prone to enlarge them; a panic spreadd like
lightning-from breast to breast, and before a btow is struck, a people
are subdued by their fears. There is a "rational fear, which we

"ought to cherish, a fear which views in all its dimensions approach
ing peril, and prepares with vigilance every means of defence.
At the present moment we ought not to shut our eyes on our dan
ger. Our enemy is formidahle. .A veteran army, trained to war,
acaustomed to success, fresh from conquest, and led by experienced
commanders, iB not to be despised, even if inferior in numbers,
and even if it have received a temporary check. But such an
army owes much of its formidableness to the fearless spirit which
habit has fostered; and the best weapon, under Providence, which
we can oppose to it, is the same courage, nurtured by reflection,
by sentiments of honor, and by the principles of religion. Courage
indeed is not Iilways invincible, and when God destines a nation to
boodage the valor of tilt! hero is unavailing. But it is generally true,
that a brave people, contending in a just cause, possess in their
courage the pledge of success. The instrument by which Go4
rescues nations is their own undaunted resolution. Let us then
cherish in ourselves and others, a firm and heroic spirit... Let us
fortify our minds, by reflecting on the justice of our cause, that we
are standing 00 our own shores, and defending invaded rights. Let
usllhow that our love of peace has not origlnated in timidity, and that
the spirit of our fathers still lives in their BOns. Let Wl call to the
aupport of our resolution the principles of religion. Devoting our
1t61ves to God, and engaging in this warfare from a sense of duty, let
us feel that we are under His protection, that in the heat of battle he
is near us, that life and death await m. word, and that death, in a
.mea w~ch be approves, ia DeYer UJIIhme)y and is DeTer to N
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Punned. Let us consider~ life at beet is short, and its ble...
iogs traoeitory, that its great end is to traiD ,us to virtue and to
prepare us for heaven,' and that we had far better resign it at
OBOe than protract it by baeeDe88 ~r unmanly fear. Deatb awaits
us all, and happy he who meets it in the discharge of duty. MOlit
happy and most honored of men is the martyr • religion, who
eeals with bis blood those trutba, on which human virtue, cOll8OIa
tion and hope, depend; and next to him, happy is the martyr to the
cause of his country, who, in obedience to God, opposes his breast
to the sword of her. invaders, and repays with life the protection
ahe has afforded.

o. I have thus, my frieads, set· betiKe you your duties to God
and your country in this period of danger. Let me close with
offering a few remarks on your duties to your enemies. You will
remember that we profess a religion, which enjoins benevolence
towards all mankind, even towards our personal and national foes.
Let not out patriotism be sullied with malignant passioos. Whilst
we defend our shores with courage, let us not cherish hatred towards
our invaders. We should not open our ear to every idle tale of
their outrages, nor heap calumnies on their heads because they are
enemies. The brave are ,generous. True courage needs not ma
lignity to feed and inflame it. Especially when our foe is an illus
trious nation, which for ages has defended and nurtured the interesta
of religion, science, and humanity; a nation to which grateful Europe
is now offering acknowledgements for tbe protection whicll she has
extended over the oppressed, and fur the vigor with which l'lhe has
cooperated in prostrating the bloody and appalling power of the
usurper;-wben stlcb a nation is our foe, we should feel it unworthy
and debasing to encourage a rancorous and vindictive spirit. True,
she is seDdiaffher armies to our shores; but let us not forget, fhat
our own goverlUBent first sent alaughter and conflagration into her
unoiFending provinces. Let not approaching danger distllrb our
recollections, or unsettle our pnoeiplns. If we are to meet her
armies ia battle, which God in his mer('~ Jbrbid, let us meet flem
with thllt magnanimity, which i8 candid ~d just even to its foes.
Let us fight, not, like beasts of prey, to glut revenge, but to inain
tIIia our right., to obtain an honorable peace, and to obtaila a victory
which shall be' signalized by cIemeDey as well as by valor. God

. fDmid, that our conilict. shoald add fury to those bad patJIliODS BIId
U1tional aotipathiee, which have helpect to brin~ tm. country to it•
....l1t degraded and eodllJl89"'d COIlditiOil•

.._..,..--~
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I have placed before you your dutiea. God give yoo'~
to perform them. Ia. this day of danger, we know not what is
before us; but this we know, that the path of piety, of virtue, of
patriotism, and manly courage, leads to ~Iory and to immortal
ity. No enemy can finally injure us, if we are true to God, to our
country, to maokind. In such. caul8 as ours, I trust, prosperity
and victory will be granted us by tM almighty Disposer. But
whether success or dilaster await U8, we know that the world is
passing away, and that all of us will soon be placed beyond the
reach of its changes. l.et us 1I0t then be elated or depressed; but,
with a firm and equal mind, let us acquit ourselves as men and
Christians in our several spheres, lookiag upward to heaven as our
rest and reward.

NOTICE OF THE REV. S. C. THACHER.

[The Re,. S. C. THACHER, late MiniBter of the New Soulb Cbureh in Bo.tOll, died
at Moulioeo, in Fraoce, Jan. 2, 1818, A:tat. 12. He bad long been .u-m from W.
country, alld had vi.ited the Cap<' of Good Hope, fur the """,Yery of biB health. The
follow ing .ketcb of hi. cbanu:ter i. taken fl'Olll & discOlll"lle deli\'ered in the chun:b, where
he had heen &CClIlItO.ocJ to officiate, the Sunday afler the accounts of hi. death _
l1!Ceived.]

TUB news of lHr. Thacher's death, a.Jthough not unexpected,
spread an unusual gloom through the large circle in which he
moved and was known. When we thought of his youth and vir
tues, of the place which he had filled and of the confidence he
had inspired, of his sickne88 and sufferings, of his death in a dill
tant land, and of the hopes which died with him, we could not but
speak of his removal as mysterious, dark, untimely. My own
mind participated at first in the general depre88ion; but in proportion
as I have reflected on the circumstances of this event, I have seen
in them a kindness, which I overlooked in the first moments of
sorrow; anti though in many respects inscrutable, ~his dispensation
DOW wears a more consoling aspect.

I now see in our friend a young man, uncommonly ripe in un
derstanding and virtue, for wbom God appointed an early immor-

. tality. His lot on eartb was singularly bappy; for I :tave never
known a minister more deeply fixed in the bearts of his people.
But this eondition had its periJa. With a patemal conC6m for his
character God sent adversity, and conducted him to the end of hia

,
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being by a rougher but surer way, a way trodden and eOWlecrated
by the steps of the best men before him. He was smitten by sud
den sickness; but even here the hand of God was gentle upon him.
His sickness, 'whilst it wasted the body, had no power over the
spirit. His understanding retained its vigor; and his heart, as I
often observed, gained new sensibility. His suffering!!, by calling
forth an almost unprecedented kindness in his parishioners, furnished
him with new and constant occasions of pious gratitude, and per
haps he was never so thankful to the Author of his being, as during
his sickness. .

He was indeed removed at length from· the kind offices of his
friends. But this event was fitted, and, may I not say, designed,
to strengthen his connexion with God, and to prepare him for the
approaching dissolution of all earthly ties. I now see him tossed
on the ocean; but his heart is fixed on the rock of ages. He is
borne to another hemisphere, but everywhere he sees the footsteps
and feels the presence of God. New cOllstellations roll over his
head, but they guide his mind to the same Heaven, which was his
hope at home. I see him at the extremity of Africa, adoring God
in the new creation which spreads around him, and thanking him
with emotion for the new strength, which that mild atmosphere
communicated. I see him too in the trying scene which followed,
when he withered and shrunk like a frail plant under the equinoe
tial sun, still building piety on suffering, and growing in submission,
as hope declined. He does not-indeed look without an occasional
sinking of the heart, without some shudderings of nature, to a for
eign soil as his appointed grave. But he remembers, that from
every region there is a path to immortality, and that the spirit,
which religion has refined, wherever freed from the body, will find
Its native country. He does not indeed think without emotion of
home,-a thought, bow trying to a sick and dying man, in a land
of strangers! But God, whom he adores as everywhere present,
seems (0 him a bond of union to distant friends, and he finds relief
in committing them to his care and mercy.-At length I see him
expire; but not until suffering has done its work of dillCipline and
purification. His end is tranquil, like his own mild spirit; and I
follow him-not to the tomb, for that lifeless body is not he-but
to the ~ociety of the just made perfect. His pains are now past.
'He has found a better home, than this place of his nativity and
earthly residence. Without the tossings of another voyege, he has
entered a secure haven. The fever no long'er bums in his veins;
the hollow and deep voice no longer sends forth ominous sounda

•
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Disease aqd death, having accomplished their purpose, have Ioet
their power, _d he remembers, with gratitude, the kind severity
with which they conducted him to a DotNer life, than that wbida
tbey took away. Such is the aspeot which this dispeD88tioo BOW'

wears; hap different from that which it first presented to 88BI8
and imagination!

Let me pay a short tribute to his memory. It is a duty, wbidl
I perform with a melancholy pleuure. His character was one,
which it is soothing to remember. It oomes over the mind, like
the tran'iuillizing breath of spring. It asks no embellishment. . It
woutd be injured by a strained and labored eulogy.

The character of our friend wu distinguished by blandneal,
mIldness, eqllableness and harmony. Ail the elements were tem
pered in him kindly, and happily. He passed through the storms,
tumults and collisions of human life, with a benignity akip to that
which marked our perfect guide and example. This mild and
bland temper spread itself over the whole man. His manners, his
understanding, his piety, all received a hue from it, just as a soft
atmosphere communicates its own tender and tranquil character to
every object and scene viewed through it.

With this peculiar mildness he uaited, firmness. His purposes,
whilst maintained without violence, were never surrendered but to
eanviction. His opinions, though defended with singular candor,
he would have sealed with his blood. He possessed the only trua.
dignity, that which rllsults from proposing habitually a lofty staml
ard of feeling and action; and accordingly the love, which he call
ed forth, was always tempered with respect. He was one of the
lut men to be approached with a rude familiarity.

His piety was a deep sentiment. It had struck through and en
twined itself with his whole BOUI. In the freedom of conversation
I kave seen how' intimately God was present to him. But his piety
partook of the general temperament of his mind.. It was warm,
but not heated; earnest, but tranquil; a habit, Dot an impulse; the
air which he breathed, not a tempestuous wind, gi.'ing occasional
violence to his emotions. A constant dew seemed to distil on him
from heaven, giving freshneas to his devout sensibilities; but it
was a gentle influence, Been not in its falling, but in its fruits.
His piety appeared chiefly in gratitude and submission, 'sentunent8
peculiarly suited to such a mind as his. He felt strongly, that
God had ~ownfld bis life with peculiar goodness, and yet, when his
blellllingll were withdnwo, his acquiescence was as deep' and sin
cere as his thankfulness. His deyQtional exercises.in public were

'.J
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particularly'striking. He came to the mercy-seat, 8B one, who
was not a stranger there. He. seemed to inhlll'it from his ven
erable father the gift of prayer. His Rcts of adoration di880vered
a mind penetrated by the majesty and purity of God; but his sub
lime conceptioIlll of these attributes were always tempered and
softened by a sense of the divine benignity. The Patemalcharacter
of God was not only his belief, but had become a part of his mind.
He never forgot, that he ' worshipped the Father) His finn con
viction of the strict and proper unity of the divine nature taught
him to unite and concentrate in his conception of the Father, aI
that is lovely and attractive, as well as all that is solemn and ven
erable; and the general effect of his prayers Wl1S to diffuse a devout
calmness, a filial confidence, over the minds of his pious hearers.

His understanding was of a high order; active, vigorous and
patient; capable of exerting itself with success on every subject;
collecting materials and iUustrations from every scene; and stored
with a rich and various knowledge, which few have accumulated
at so early an age. His undeftltanding, however, was in harmony
with his whole character. It was not 80 much distinguished by
boldness, rapidity and ardor, as by composed ~mergy, judiciousness!
and expansivenesa. His views were often original and often pro
found, but were especially marked by justness, clearness and com
pass of thought. I have never known a man, so young, of riper
judgment, of more deliberate investigatio~, and of more compre
hensive views of all the bearings and connexions of a subject, on
which he was called to decide. He was singularly free from the
t!rror into which young preachers most readily fall, of overstating
arguments, and exaggerating and straining the particular topics
which they wish to enforce. But in avoiding extravagance, he did
not fall into tameness. There was a force and freshness in his
conceptions; and even when he communicated the thoughts of
others, he first grafted them on his own mind, so that they had the
raciness of a native growth. His. opinions were the results of
much mental action, of many comparisons, of large and liberal
thinking, of looking at a subject on every side; and they were ex
pressed with those limitations, which long experience suggests to
others. ,He read with pleasure the bold and brilliant speCUlations
of more adventurous minds; but he reserved his belief for evidence~

for 4"uth; aqd if the most valuablll gift of the understanding be an
eDlarged, discriminating judgment, -then his was a most highly
gifted mind.

51
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From a mincl 80 balanced, we could hardly expect that {enid
"Ioquence, whit-h electrifies an a,sembly, and makes the speaker
for a IIIOment an absolute sovereign oYer the loull of men. His
influence, like that of the great "powers in the natural world, was

mild and noiseless, but penetrating and enduring. That oratory,
which overwhelms and llears us away like a torrent, almost al
ways partakes of exaggeration and extravagance, and could not
easily' be reconciled with the distinguishing prOperties of his
mind.-His imagination was fruitful and creative; but, in accord
ance with his whole character, it derived its illustrations more fre
quently from regions of beauty than of grandeur, and it imparted a
coloring, at once rich and soft, and a peculiar grace to every sub
ject susceptible of omament.-His command over language was
great. His style was various, vigorous; unborrowed; abounding
in felicities of expression, and singularly fr.ee from that tritene88
anel that 1D0notonous structure, which the habit of rapid composi
aion on familiar subjeofs almost forces on the preacher, and which
so often enervate the most powerfut and heart-stirring truths.-Hia
character as a preacher needs no other testimony than the imprell
Ilion left on his constant and most enlightened hearers. To these,
who could best judge of his intellectual resour~, and of his devo
tion to his work, his public services were more and more interest
ing. They tell us of the affluence of his thoughts, of the beauty
of his imagery, of the tenderness and earnestness of his persuasion,
of the union of judgment and sensibility in his discourses, and of
the wisdom with which he displayed at the same moment the sub
limity and practicable\less of christian virtue. They tell us, that
the early ripeness of his mini did not check its growth; but that
every year enlarged his treasures and powers. Their tears and
countenances tell us, more movingly than words, their deep sorrow,
now that they shall hear his voice 110 more.

Of his social character I need not speak to you.' Noone, who
ever met him in a friendly circle, can easily forget the attraction
of his Rlanners aft~ conversation. He carried into society a cheer
fulness, and sunshine of the soul, derived partly from constitution,
and partly from his bright, confiding views of religion; a delicacy,
which instinctively shrunk from wounding the feelings of the hum
blest human being; a disposition to 'sympathize with every innocent
enjoyment; and the power of oommunicating with ease and inteTelt
the riches of his mind. Without effort, he won the hearts of mea
to a singular degree. Never wu mao more univel'll&1ly beloyed.
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Eyen in sickneaa aad in foreign lands, he continued to attract
friends, llDd it is our consolation to know, that he drew from stran
gers much of that kindness which' blessed him at home.

In hi., sickness I was particularly struck with his submission to
God, and his affection for his people. His submission seemed en
tire. There was no alloy of impatience or distrust. His sickness
was a severe_ trial; for his heart was bound up in his profesaion,
and if in anything his ambition was excessive, it was in his desire to
enrich his mind by laborious study. He felt deeply his privation,
and he looked forward to an early death as a probable event. But
he bowed to Pro7idence without a murmur. He spoke only of the
divine goodness. ' I am in God's hand, and his will be done,' were
familiar sentiments, not uttered with commonplace and mechanic"
formality, but issuing,' as his tones and countenance discovered,
from the very depths of his heart. A firmer and calmer submis
sion could hardly h~ve been formed by a long life of stff'ering.

His feelings towards the congregation '¥hich he served, seeDled
at times too strong for the self-possession and calmness by which
he was characterised. Their kindness overpowered him. The
only tears, which I saw start from his eyes, flowed from this source.
In my last interview with him, a day or two before his voyage, I
said to him, 'I trust that you will return, but I fear you cannot
safely continue your pastoral relation. We have, however, another
employment for you, in which you may be useful and happy.' He
answered, 'If I get strength I shall use it for my people. I am
willing to hazard my life for their sakes. I would preach to them,
although the effort should shorten my days.' He added-' Should
I forsake them after the kindneaa I have received, the cause of
religion and of the ministry might suffer; and to this cause I ought
and am willing to make any sacrifices.'-Such is a brief sketch of
our lamented friend. He was ODe of the most blameless me~, of
the most deyoted ministers, and of the fairest examples of the die
tinguishiog virtues of Christianity.



NOTE TO THE REMARKS ON THE' LIFE AND CHARACTER OF NA

POLEON BONAPARTE.

I find that certain newspapers have lately circulated in this coun
try a letter from England, in which the writer gives BOrne details of
an interview with Mr ,Coleridge, and which contains the following
passage:

I I was not a little surprized at hig (Mr Coleridge's) remarks con
I ceming Dr. Channing of Boston; first, that Dr. Channing's shqrt
I Character of Bonaparte had its birth-place and received its shape
I in his (Mr Coleridge's) study.'

As the present volume is a Dew edition of the article in question,
I may as well say a word about the statement here ascribed to Mr
Coleridge. I can only explain it, by supposing the writer of the letter
to have misapprehended that gentleman. I have quite a distinct recol
lection of the only interview I had with Mr Coleridge, and I cannot
remember that Bonaparte was even once named. I am confident,
that DO important or striking remarks on his character were then
made to me; for in that case some trace of them must have re
mained on my mind. I am the more confident on this point, be·
cause my reeolleetioDS are confirmed by a friend, who was preeent.
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